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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
These release notes describe all changes to the product in release 2.4. Documentation changes are also described,
including changes since GA.

New Features

This section provides a summary of new features provided in the current release of the product.

Write Once Read Many (WORM) Tape Functionality is Now Accessible to VM:Archiver Through the VM:Backup
and VM:Tape Interfaces

WORM tape functionality enables you to use backup tapes in cases where an immutable backup is required, such as
for compliance or legal needs. With a WORM tape, you can guarantee that the content on a backup tape has not changed
from when the backup was originally created. With WORM support, there is no question as to the status of the specific
backup tape. If you enabled the VM:Tape and VM:Backup interfaces to VM:Archiver, you can now manage archival tasks
that involve WORM media. To do so, you must:

• Install and deploy PTF LU07940 for VM:Backup
• Install and deploy PTF LU07919 for VM:Tape
• Designate a VM:Tape scratch pool in the tape controls definition. The scratch pool definition file, which is configured in

VM:Tape, must have DATACLAS=WORM defined for the scratch pool. Once defined and configured, VM:Tape ensures
that scratch tapes provided to VM:Backup for data archival have the data class WORM attribute.
– For more information on configuring the scratch pool definition in VM:Tape, refer to the Scratch Pool Definition File

topic.
– For more information on designating the scratch pool in the tape controls, refer to "Defining Tape Controls" in the

Interface with VM:Backup > Setting up the Interface topic.

New Install Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a new Broadcom utility, Mainframe
VM Product Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain VM:Archiver. For more information, see Installing.

AUTHORIZ Command

A new line mode command for manipulating SYSADMIN or OPERATOR privileges for users. This command can be used
to automate setting up authorizations for VM:Archiver administrators and operators.

NOTE
For more information, see AUTHORIZ command.

Support for RSU ( Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VM:Archiver Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a
Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation
PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Archiver for product
stability; or, that are required to install a new VM:Archiver feature.

Changes to Existing Features

This section provides a summary of changes made to existing features of the product in this release.
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Limited Mode Changes

When you first install VM:Archiver, it now runs in full-function mode rather than limited mode. This means you no longer
have to supply a system ID, the volser, and virtual address of the CP object directory volume before VM:Archiver is
operational. The system ID is now generated automatically the first time VM:Archiver initializes and VM:Archiver now uses
a supplied directory lookup diagnose which is aware of the location of the CP object directory.

NOTE
For more information about limited mode changes, see Documentation Changes.

Screen Changes

Define System Options Screen Changes

Because the system ID is generated automatically the first time VM:Archiver initializes, the Define System Options screen
no longer contains an input field for specifying this information.

The value automatically assigned to the system ID is based on the first four bytes of the TOD clock converted to 8 bytes of
hexadecimal characters, which becomes the 8-byte system ID.

If you are upgrading a previously-installed VM:Archiver, the upgraded installation continues to use the system ID that was
set for the older version. The new method of generating a system ID is not implemented.

Define Accounting Controls Screen Changes

Because VM:Archiver now uses a supplied directory lookup diagnose that is aware of the location of your CP object
directory volume, the Define Accounting Control screen no longer contains input fields for specifying this information.

VM:Archiver Directory Entry Changes

VM:Archiver now uses a supplied directory lookup diagnose to retrieve accounting information from the directory. This
diagnose must be installed before using VM:Archiver Release 2.4. VM:Archiver must have privilege class E to use this CP
diagnose.If your system uses an External Security Manager (ESM) and the diagnose exit routine resource is secured by
the ESM, you will need to give the VM:Archiver service virtual machine authorization to it through your ESM interface .

VM:Archiver no longer requires the LINK to the object directory volume as 1A0 to obtain accounting information. This
LINK can be removed, though leaving it in should not cause any undesirable effect on product operation.

Data Access User Exit (VMAEXIT1) Changes

The entire VM:Archiver command entered by a user is now passed as the fourth argument to the Data Access User Exit
(VMAEXIT1). VM:Archiver system administrators may want to use an external security monitor (ESM) like VM:Secure to
grant or deny VM:Archiver functions. This release provides all the information they need to code the VM:Archiver Data
Access Authorization Exit (VMAEXIT1), which lets them grant or deny permission to issue VM:Archiver commands on
behalf of another user ID.

Messages

New Messages

The following new messages have been added in this release:
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• 0326E VOLSER volser CONTAINING THE OBJECT DOES NOT HAVE A STATUS OF AVAILABLE
• 0390W ERROR READING FILE filename filetype FROM ONLINE STORAGE; VERSION IN TAPE STORAGE

SCHEDULED FOR RECALL.
• 0928E  INVALID OPTION - option
• 0929E  SPECIFY USERID TO BE GRANTED privilege PRIVILEGES
• 0930E  MISSING MODIFIER KEYWORD(S)
• 0931E USER ALREADY AUTHORIZED AS OPERATOR/SYSADMIN
• 0932E  CANNOT FIND RECORD <SYASDMIN | OPERATOR> userid node
• 0933I  FILLING IN NODE node FOR AUTHORIZED USER userid.

Changed Messages
0218E

YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO [CHANGE | PURGE | RECALL | RECLAIM] FILE filename filetype OWNED
BY USER userid.  Now also covers QUERY FILE

0227E
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO [CHANGE|PURGE|RECALL|RECLAIM] MINIDISK userid vaddr OWNED
BY USER userid. Now also covers QUERY MDISK

0283E
Message now JOB NOT SUBMITTED BECAUSE VM:BackupARCHIVER DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO
<vmbackupid>.

0376E
Message now VM:BackupARCHIVER DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO <vmbackupid>.

0919E
Message now Error occurred reading CP online directory; RC = code.

0921E
Message now Directory lookup diagnose not properly installed.

Deleted Messages

• 0644E CANNOT ISSUE GETRPT COMMAND BECAUSE VM:BackupARCHIVER DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO
[vmbackupid|VMBCOM].

• 0917E THE SYSTEM ID MUST BE DEFINED BEFORE VM:BackupARCHIVER CAN BE USED.
• 0918E THE LOCATION OF THE CP ONLINE DIRECTORY MUST BE DEFINED BEFORE VM:BackupARCHIVER

CAN BE USED.
• 922E THE DEVICE SPECIFIED DOES NOT CONTAIN THE CP ONLINE DIRECTORY.

Documentation Changes

The following documentation updates have been made since the last release of this documentation:

• Global change -- All references to the user ID for system administrator and maintenance functions changed from
VMRMAINT to VMANAGER.

• Global change -- Names and branding of related products were updated.
• Product Requirements – Requirements for interfacing with VM:Backup were updated with need to link and access disk

with VM:Backup command module.
• AUTHORIZ Command – New command
• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.
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Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• VM:Archiver™ (VM:Archiver)
• VM:Backup™ for z/VM (VM:Backup)
• VM:Manager Suite™ (VM:Manager Suite)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM (VM:Secure)
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Getting Started
VM:Archiver performs archive storage and retrieval of CMS files and minidisks. In this documentation, to archive means
to copy files and minidisks to an alternative storage area for a system-, group-, or user-specified period of time. After
data has been archived, users can erase it from their minidisks or Shared Files System (SFS) directories, thus freeing
up DASD space. When archived files or minidisks are needed again, users can retrieve or recall  them. Users can recall
archived files to minidisks, directories, or virtual readers. Users can recall archived minidisks to minidisks only.

Users can archive individual files from a minidisk or directory or an entire minidisk as a single entity. When a user archives
individual files, the files can be archived, queried, and recalled individually. When a user archives an entire minidisk as an
entity, the minidisk must be recalled as an entity; individual files cannot be queried or recalled.

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits in this
documentation. Each convention provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the
system responds to user entries.

Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this documentation use VMANAGER as the User ID for system
administrator and maintenance functions, and VMARCH as the service virtual machine User ID. If you use a different user
ID for the system administrator or the service virtual machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default
ones appear throughout this documentation.

Command Abbreviations

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.

Example:

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

Continuation

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

Example 1:

A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D
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Example 2:

{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

Default Values

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

Example:

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3.

Keywords and Constants

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

Example:

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

Optional Choices

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

Example:

CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

Multiple Optional Choices

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.

Example:

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]
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Positional Parameters

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

Example:

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

Repetition

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

Example 2:

Repeat...

Example 3:

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

Required Choices

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

Example:

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

Special Symbols

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:

• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

Symbols

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.
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• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

Syntax Fragments

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

Example1:

CMDName "Parms"

 

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

Example 2:

CMDName [( "Options"]

 

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

System Response

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.

Example:

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

User-Entered Commands or Records

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

Example:
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vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.

In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

Example:

ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

Variables

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

Example:

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.

VM:Archiver Components
Contents

The main component of VM:Archiver is a service virtual machine that typically runs disconnected. The VM:Archiver
system module, VMASYS, runs on this virtual machine and allows the execution of concurrent tasks. For example, one
user can be archiving files while another is recalling a file.

Users communicate with the service virtual machine through the VMARCH command. All requests to and replies from the
service virtual machine are transmitted using the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV).

NOTE
Although VM:Archiver can run on any userid with the proper directory entries, this section assumes that
VM:Archiver resides on the recommended userid VMARCH.

0191 Minidisk

All locally modifiable files are loaded to the 0191 minidisk. This minidisk is kept free for local use and is not affected by
maintenance procedures. This section uses the default minidisk address.

0192 Minidisk

During installation, component program material is loaded to the 0192 minidisk. Do not modify the files on this minidisk.
This section uses the default minidisk address.

VMARCH CONFIG File

The VM:Archiver configuration file (VMARCH CONFIG) resides on the 0191 minidisk of the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine. You can customize VM:Archiver to meet local operating standards by changing the records in this file.
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NOTE
The Mainframe VM Product Manager procedure creates the VMARCH CONFIG file at deployment. For more
information about this process, see Installing.

Functions

The VM:Archiver database is the primary repository for information about the VM:Archiver system; however, VM:Archiver
uses configuration file records to:

• Assign the userid responsible for updating the VM:Archiver database with required configuration information (CFGINIT
record)

• Identify the minidisk on which the VM:Archiver database resides (DATABASE record)
• Specify the user ID that can perform product maintenance (PRODUCT record)
• Specify the virtual addresses of minidisks that you do not want VM:Archiver to detach during initialization (RESVADDR

record)

These configuration file records are the only way to provide this information to VM:Archiver.

VM:Archiver reads the VMARCH CONFIG file as part of the initialization process. If there is an error in the VMARCH
CONFIG file, VM:Archiver sends appropriate diagnostic messages to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. For
instructions on resolving the errors, see Messages.

DASD Storage Area

The DASD storage area provides for two kinds of DASD storage: STAGE and ONLINE. VM:Archiver manages the DASD
area as a single DASD pool on the minidisks you tell it to use. The DASD area contains both STAGE and ONLINE files.
Files archived to STAGE and ONLINE storage are not stored on minidisks allocated specifically for either of these storage
types. STAGE and ONLINE storage are described below.

STAGE Storage

You can allocate a percentage of the DASD storage area to be used for STAGE storage. STAGE storage is used as
intermediate DASD storage for users’ files. Files are later copied from STAGE storage to tape by VM:Backup. Once the
files have been copied to tape, VM:Archiver erases them from STAGE storage when it needs to make room for more
archived files. You must define STAGE storage on minidisks; it cannot reside on SFS directories.

ONLINE Storage

You can allocate a percentage of the DASD storage area to be used for ONLINE storage. ONLINE storage is used
as long-term DASD storage for users’ files. You must define ONLINE storage on minidisks; it cannot reside on SFS
directories

TAPE Area

The tape area provides for long-term tape storage of data.

VM:Archiver Database

The VM:Archiver database is the primary repository for information about the VM:Archiver system. The database is a
relational database that contains information about:
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• Users defined to the system
• Groups defined to the system
• System configuration and system defaults
• Archived files and minidisks
• Requests to archive data to and recall data from tape
• Outstanding archive and recall jobs
• Tapes that contain archived data
• User-defined authorizations

The database resides on a minidisk in the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. The virtual address of this minidisk
is specified on the DATABASE record in the VMARCH CONFIG file. Typically, virtual address 1B0 is used. Only the
database file (VMARCH PFMDB) can reside on this minidisk.

VM:Archiver Concepts
This section explains the basic concepts that are necessary to understand VM:Archiver.

Archive
To archive means to copy data from a minidisk or SFS directory to an alternate storage area. You can archive individual
files from a minidisk or SFS directory, or you can archive an entire minidisk.

You can archive files to one of three storage locations:

ONLINE
Long-term DASD storage.

STAGE
Short-term DASD storage and subsequent long-term tape storage.

TAPE
Long-term tape storage.

VM:Archiver always archives minidisks to tape.

Storage Locations

When requesting that data be archived, you do not need to specify where to store your data. If you do not specify a
storage location, VM:Archiver determines where to store it. This product can archive files to minidisk (DASD areas) or
tape (TAPE area). VM:Archiver always archives minidisks to tape.

DASD Storage (STAGE and ONLINE)

VM:Archiver can use two types of DASD storage to store files: STAGE and ONLINE. If you do not specify a storage type,
this product tries to archive to STAGE storage first, then to ONLINE storage. If DASD storage is unavailable, it schedules
an archive request to copy the file directly to tape. When you archive a minidisk, VM:Archiver schedules an archive
request to copy the minidisk directly to TAPE storage.

STAGE storage provides short-term DASD storage for files that VM:Archiver copies to tape volumes later. This product
uses VM:Backup, the Broadcom backup and restore product, to copy the files from STAGE storage to archive tapes.
VM:Archiver does not erase files from STAGE storage until the files have been copied to tape and the STAGE space is
needed to process subsequent archive requests.

ONLINE storage provides long-term DASD storage. VM:Archiver does not copy these files to tape volumes unless you
specifically ask to have them copied or migrated there. When a file from ONLINE storage has been copied to tape,
VM:Archiver immediately erases the file from ONLINE storage.
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TAPE Storage

TAPE storage provides long-term tape storage of archived files and minidisks. VM:Archiver copies data to tape storage in
one of the following ways:

• Indirectly, through STAGE storage
Files stored first in STAGE storage are later copied by VM:Backup to archive tapes.

• Indirectly, through ONLINE storage
If you request it, VM:Archiver will migrate the files from ONLINE storage to archive tapes.

• Directly, when you request to archive a file to tape
When you archive directly to tape, VM:Archiver schedules a request to copy the files directly from your minidisk or SFS
directory to archive tapes.

• Directly, when you archive a minidisk
When you archive a minidisk, VM:Archiver schedules a request to copy the entire minidisk, as an entity, directly to
archive tapes.

When To Request a Specific Storage Type

Most of the time you can let VM:Archiver select a storage type for you. There are times, however, when you may want to
specify where files are to be stored. These are noted below.

Requesting DASD Storage

You can specifically request that VM:Archiver archive files to STAGE storage or ONLINE storage, or you can ask
VM:Archiver to select a DASD type for you. When you specifically request either STAGE or ONLINE storage, VM:Archiver
tries to copy the files to the requested area only. If that area is unavailable, VM:Archiver does not schedule the files for
archiving to tape; VM:Archiver informs you that the files are not archived.

When you ask VM:Archiver to select a DASD storage type for you, it tries STAGE storage first, then ONLINE storage. If
neither of these areas is available, VM:Archiver does not schedule the files for archiving to tape; VM:Archiver informs you
that the files are not archived.

There are advantages to having files stored on DASD. For example, you can:

• Erase files from your minidisk or directory as soon as you archive them
When you archive to DASD storage instead of to TAPE storage, you can erase files from your minidisk or directory as
soon as the archive command completes successfully. You can also request that VM:Archiver automatically erases the
file once it is copied to DASD. For more information, see the following section about Erasing Data.

• Recall archived files quickly
Files stored in DASD storage can be recalled quickly because you do not have to wait for the files to be retrieved from
tape by VM:Backup.

Even if you specify that files are to be stored in DASD storage, VM:Archiver can move them to tape later:

• Files stored in STAGE storage are copied to tape and, for a time, stored in both STAGE and TAPE storage. As space
is needed, VM:Archiver deletes the copies in STAGE storage, leaving just the copies on tape.

• Files stored in ONLINE storage can be migrated to tape, leaving just the copies on tape. VM:Archiver does not migrate
files unless you specifically request it. You specify when a file is eligible to be migrated to tape.

Requesting TAPE Storage

DASD space is usually more limited than tape space because it is more costly. By archiving directly to tape, you avoid
exceeding your DASD storage limits. Request tape storage when you archive:

• Many or all files on a minidisk
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You can archive many or all the files on a minidisk, or you can archive an entire minidisk as an entity. When archiving
an entire minidisk as an entity, VM:Archiver always copies it directly to tape; you cannot specify a storage location.

• Very large files
Request tape storage when archiving a file that is too large to fit in STAGE or ONLINE storage or if by archiving the file
you will exceed your DASD storage limit.

Storage Destination Paths

The following diagram shows the paths that VM:Archiver uses to archive data.

Migrating ONLINE Files to Tape

When you archive files to ONLINE storage, they remain in ONLINE storage until they expire or you purge them. However,
you can specify a date or number of days after which VM:Archiver copies or migrates the files to tape and erases them
from ONLINE storage. In contrast to STAGE storage, when you use ONLINE storage with migration, you control how long
the files remain on DASD before they are moved to tape.

Use ONLINE storage with a migration date when you need immediate access to archived files for several weeks or
months, but after that time, no longer require immediate access to the archived data. Use STAGE storage when you want
to archive files immediately, and it is not important to you how long they remain in DASD storage.
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Erasing Data

When you ask to have data archived, VM:Archiver copies it immediately to one of the DASD storage types (STAGE or
ONLINE), or schedules it to be copied to TAPE storage later. You can have VM:Archiver automatically erase the data after
it has been copied to archive storage, or you can erase the data yourself.

Automatic Erasing

You can request that VM:Archiver automatically erase a file once the file is copied to DASD storage by specifying the
DISCARD option on the ARCHIVE FILE command, or typing Y in the Archive Options dialog box.

NOTE
You cannot request automatic erasing for files that are being archived directly to tape.

Safe To Erase

You can safely erase data after VM:Archiver successfully stores it in one of these areas:

• STAGE
When VM:Archiver successfully stores a file in STAGE storage, it displays the following message:
FILE filename filetype ARCHIVED SUCCESSFULLY TO STAGE.

In the output from the QUERY FILES command or on the end-user Archived Files screen, VM:Archiver shows the file’s
status as STG (or STAGE). If the file is stored in both STAGE storage and on tape, the status is STG TAP (or STAGE
TAPE).

• ONLINE
When VM:Archiver successfully stores a file in ONLINE storage, it displays the following message:
FILE filename filetype ARCHIVED SUCCESSFULLY TO ONLINE.

In the output from the QUERY FILES command or on the end-user Archived Files screen, VM:Archiver shows the file’s
status as ONL (or ONLINE).

• TAPE storage
When you archive a file directly to tape or archive an entire minidisk, VM:Archiver schedules the data to be copied
to tape later. You cannot safely erase data that has only been scheduled to be copied to tape; you must wait until
VM:Archiver sends a note to your virtual reader stating that the file or minidisk has been successfully copied to tape.
Here is a sample note:
Date: 29 March 2015,  15:21:36 EDT

From: VMARCH at WBROS

To:   BBUNNY

* VM:Archiver Archive Summary for BBUNNY at NYC1 (group LTOON)

* File source: BBUNNY 0191

* Total number of files with errors: 0

* Total number of files without errors: 2

*Filename Filetype  CMS Date   CMS Time Archive ID   Bytes Status

*-------- --------  ---------- -------- ------------ ----- --------

 ACME     PRODUCTS  02/19/2015 18:54:15 WARNER.653   1K    SUCCESS

 CARROT   RECIPES   03/21/2015 08:19:34 WARNER.658   2K    SUCCESS

* End of note

When data has been successfully copied to tape, the output from the QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS command,
or the Archived Files or Archived MDISKS screen, shows the file or minidisk status as TAP (or TAPE). You can safely
erase data with this status.
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Not Safe To Erase

The following describes the conditions under which you cannot safely erase data:

• You cannot safely erase data if VM:Archiver schedules the data to be archived to tape later. You must wait for
VM:Archiver to send a note to your virtual reader telling you the data has been safely archived to tape before you can
erase it.
VM:Archiver displays the following messages when it schedules data to be copied directly to tape:
– For files:

REQUEST TO ARCHIVE FILE filename filetype HAS BEEN SCHEDULED.

– For minidisks:
REQUEST TO ARCHIVE MINIDISK userid vaddr HAS BEEN SCHEDULED.

In the output from the QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISK command or on the Archived Files or Archived MDISKS
screen, VM:Archiver shows the file’s or minidisk’s status as WAITING or JOB (or IN-A-JOB).

• You cannot safely erase data if VM:Archiver cannot archive your file or minidisk. VM:Archiver sends you messages
explaining why your request could not be completed. For example, you may have reached your DASD storage limits
or neither of the DASD areas is available. If possible, correct the problem and archive the data again or ask your
VM:Archiver system administrator for assistance.

Length of Time Data is Kept in Archival Storage

When you archive data, you can specify how long you want the data to stay in archival storage. You can either specify
an expiration date or a retention period. An expiration date is the date on which the data can be removed from archival
storage. A retention period is the number of days to keep the data in archival storage. Whether you specify either an
expiration date or a retention period, VM:Archiver will keep track of an expiration date; in other words, if you specify a
retention period, VM:Archiver converts that value to an expiration date.

Default Expiration Date or Retention Period

You have a default expiration date or a default retention period that is set by the VM:Archiver system administrator. If you
do not specify either an expiration date or retention period when you archive data, VM:Archiver will use the default value
(either an expiration date or retention period) set for your userid.

Maximum Expiration Date and Maximum Retention Period

The VM:Archiver system administrator sets a maximum expiration date and a maximum retention period for your userid. If
you specify an expiration date or a retention period when archiving data, the value you specify must be less than or equal
to both your maximum expiration date and maximum retention period. In other words, the expiration date or retention
period you specify cannot exceed the more restrictive of the maximum expiration date or maximum retention period.

For example, your maximum expiration date is 12/31/2004 and your maximum retention period is 2000. On 1/1/1998 you
want to archive a file. You can specify a retention period from 1 to 2000. However, you can only specify an expiration date
from 1/2/1998 to 6/24/2003. This is because on 1/1/1998, your maximum retention period of 2000 converts to the date
6/24/2003; your maximum retention period is the more restrictive value.

Expiration Grace Periods

The expiration grace period is a number of days that VM:Archiver keeps your data in archival storage after the expiration
date passes. If the expiration grace period is zero, your data is eligible to be removed on its expiration date. Your system
administrator sets the expiration grace periods for your system.

There are two expiration grace periods an online expiration grace period and a tape expiration grace period. The online
expiration grace period is the number of days data stored in ONLINE storage is kept in storage after its expiration date
has passed. The tape expiration grace period is the number of days data stored in STAGE or TAPE storage is kept in
storage after its expiration date has passed.
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While archived data is in its expiration grace period, you can recall and manage it. Once the expiration grace period
passes, VM:Archiver deletes the data from archival storage.

Recall
To recall means to retrieve files or a minidisk from archival storage.

You can recall files to:

• A virtual reader
• A minidisk
• An SFS directory

VM:Archiver always recalls minidisks to minidisks.

When recalling files that are stored in archival DASD storage area (STAGE or ONLINE), VM:Archiver recalls the files
immediately.

When recalling files or minidisks that are stored in archival tape storage, VM:Archiver schedules a request to have the file
or minidisk restored. VM:Archiver must send a recall job to VM:Backup to request that data be restored from tape.

If your recall request is immediate, VM:Archiver sends a job to VM:Backup immediately to have your archived data
restored. If your recall request is delayed, VM:Archiver does not send a job to VM:Backup immediately. VM:Archiver
queues your request and then includes it in the next recall job that is either scheduled or submitted by a VM:Archiver
operator.

Responding To VM:Backup Detach Requests

VM:Archiver uses VM:Backup to copy files and minidisks to the TAPE storage area and to recall files and minidisks from
the TAPE storage area. When VM:Backup is restoring archived data to a minidisk, VM:Backup may ask you to detach the
minidisk you are using so that it can copy data to the minidisk.

You can respond to the detach request in one of three ways:

• Detach the minidisk to comply with the request
• Cancel the request
• Log off

If you ignore the detach request, you delay the VM:Backup job and prevent the file or minidisk from being recalled. The
following examples show three ways to respond to VM:Backup requests.

Example:

Suppose you are logged on and linked read/write to your 0191 minidisk at filemode A, and VM:Backup tries to restore a
file that you recalled to that minidisk. VM:Backup displays the following messages:

DETACH 191 WITHIN 5 MINUTES.

RESPOND: VMBACKUP REPLY 3 (OK OR CANCEL).

NOTE
All users linked read/write to this minidisk receive this message.

• Detaching the minidisk
To detach the minidisk, enter:

release 191 (det

All users linked read/write to the minidisk must detach it to allow VM:Backup to copy files to this minidisk.
To let VM:Backup know that you detached the minidisk, enter:
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vmbackup reply 3 ok

The number 3 is the reply ID indicated in the message from VM:Backup. Replying to VM:Backup speeds up the recall
process. If you do not tell VM:Backup that you have detached the minidisk, VM:Backup periodically checks to see if the
requested minidisk has been detached.
After VM:Backup has restored the data to your minidisk, you can link and access the minidisk again with these steps:

• Enter:

cp link * 191 191

• Then, enter:

access 191 a

• Canceling VM:Backup requests
There may be times when you do not want to detach the minidisk, for example, when you must keep the minidisk
linked to complete ongoing work. To cancel the VM:Backup request (reply ID 3) to detach the minidisk, enter:

vmbackup reply 3 cancel

When you cancel the VM:Backup request, you also cancel the VM:Archiver recall request.

NOTE
If any user does not detach the indicated minidisk, VM:Backup cannot recall the data to the minidisk.
VM:Archiver will notify the requesting user that the recall could not be completed. VM:Archiver will cancel the
recall request. If you want the data recalled, you must enter the recall request again.

• Logging off
Instead of detaching your minidisk, you can log off by using the CP LOGOFF command. When you either detach the
minidisk or log off, VM:Backup can obtain write access to the minidisk and restore your data.
If you log off, wait at least ten minutes before logging back on. If you log on before VM:Backup has completed restoring
the data, you will have a read-only link to the minidisk. If this happens, you must detach and relink the minidisk again
after VM:Backup has completed the recall request.

Characteristics You Can Change
Once data is archived, you can change certain characteristics of the archived data. For an archived file, you can change
the following characteristics:

• Expiration date
• Descriptive comment associated with the file
• Security level
• Migration date

For an archived minidisk, you can change these characteristics:

• Expiration date
• Descriptive comment associated with the minidisk
• Security level

Purge
To purge means to remove data from archival storage before its expiration date has passed.

You can ask VM:Archiver to remove the data either immediately or after the purge grace period has passed. If you do
not ask VM:Archiver to purge the data immediately, VM:Archiver marks the data for deletion; the data is not removed
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from archival storage until its purge grace period has passed. If the purge grace period is zero, the data is removed
immediately.

Purge Grace Periods

The purge grace period is the number of days archived data remains in archival storage after you request that
VM:Archiver purge it. Your system administrator sets the purge grace periods for your system.

There are two purge grace periods: an online purge grace period and a tape purge grace period. The online purge grace
period is the number of days data stored in the ONLINE storage area is kept in archival storage after it is purged. The tape
purge grace period is the number of days data stored in the STAGE or TAPE storage area is kept in archival storage after
it is purged.

Reclaim Purged Data

If archived data has been purged but is still in archival storage because the purge grace period has not passed, you can
prevent it from being deleted from archival storage. This process is called reclaiming purged data. Once the purge grace
period has passed, you cannot reclaim the purged data. Also, you cannot reclaim data that was purged immediately.

VM:Archiver Authorizations
Contents

Archived data is owned by both a user and a group. When a user archives a file or a minidisk, the archived data belongs
to a user and to the group to which the owning user belongs. For example, if user RRUNNER, who belongs to group
LOONEY, archives a file, the file is owned by user RRUNNER and group LOONEY.

You can allow other users or members of a group to archive data and assign it to your user ID. To allow users or members
of groups to assign data to your user ID, you create an assign authorization.

You can allow other users or members of groups to access your data that is already archived. To do this create data
access authorizations for archived data owned by your user ID.

Data access authorizations can also be created for data owned by your group. These authorizations allow users or
members of groups to access data that is owned by your group.

VM:Archiver Groups

A VM:Archiver group is a collection of user IDs that can share common characteristics in the VM:Archiver system. These
characteristics include the following:

• ONLINE and STAGE storage limits
• Default recall settings
• Authorization for immediate recalls
• Data access authorizations
• Default and maximum retention periods or expiration dates for archived files and minidisks

Each group has a group administrator assigned by the VM:Archiver system administrator. The group administrator’s sole
function is to manage access to data owned by the group.

Your group administrator can create data access authorizations to grant or deny other users or members of groups the
authority to access data owned by your group.
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Assign Authorization

When you grant assign authorization to another user ID or group, that user or members of that group can archive data and
assign ownership of the data to your user ID. Without assign authorization for your user ID, a user cannot assign data to
your user ID.

NOTE
The VM:Archiver system administrator can assign data to your user ID without having assign authorization for
your user ID.

The group administrator for your group does not create assign authorizations. A user or member of a group cannot assign
ownership of archived data to a specific group. When data is archived, the group to which the owning user belongs will
own the archived data.

Data Access Authorizations

When you create a data access authorization for another user ID or group, that user or members of that group can access
archived data that is owned by your user ID.

When the group administrator of your group creates a data access authorization for a user or group, that user or members
of that group can access archived data that is owned by your group.

Data access authorizations can be created to allow or deny a user or group the ability to:

• Display information about archived data owned by another user or group
• Recall archived data owned by another user or group
• Change characteristics of archived data owned by another user or group
• Purge archived data owned by another user or group
• Reclaim archived data owned by another user or group

Unless data access authorizations exist, only you and the VM:Archiver system administrator can access your archived
data.

Security Level of Archived Data

To prohibit access to a particular archived file or minidisk, you can set the security level of the archived file or minidisk
to private. When you mark a file or minidisk private, only you and the VM:Archiver system administrator can access it,
regardless of any data access authorizations other users may have to your archived data.

Data Formats
Contents

This section describes the format for how to specify information about VM:Archiver screens and commands.

Archive ID

VM:Archiver assigns an archive ID for each archive request.

The format for an archive ID is:

systemid.number

where systemid is the system identification assigned in the system configuration (with a maximum of eight alphanumeric
characters, A-Z and 0-9) and number  is a whole number greater than zero with a maximum of eight digits. There must be
a period between these two items.
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Dates

Unless otherwise noted, specify dates in any of the following formats:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you use a format that specifies only the last two digits in the year (mm/dd/yy or yyddd), the following is true:

• Years 42 - 99 represent the years 1942 through 1999.
• Years 00 - 41 represent the years 2000 through 2041.

For ddd, specify a three-digit number from 001 (January 1) through 365 (366 days for leap years).

For example, to specify February 25, 1998, use 02/25/1998 or 1998056; to specify March 17, 2033, use 03/17/2033 or
2033076.

Archive Date

The date must be today’s date or a date that has already passed.

Creation Date

The date must be today’s date or a date that has already passed.

Expiration Date

The date must be today’s date or a date in the future.

Last Update Date

The date must be today’s date or a date that has already passed.

Migration Date

The date must be today’s date or a date in the future.

Filename and Filetype

A filename or filetype is one to eight characters. Valid characters for a filename or filetype are A-Z, a-z, 0-9, and the
following special characters: $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), + (plus sign), : (colon), - (minus sign), and _
(underscore).

Fully-qualified directory name

A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and userid,
separated by a colon, followed by directory names separated by periods. Specify a directory name using the following
format:

filepoolid:userid.directory.directory ...

Recall ID

VM:Archiver assigns a recall ID for each recall request.

The format for a recall ID is:
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systemid.number

where systemid is the system identification assigned in the system configuration (with a maximum of eight alphanumeric
characters, A-Z and 0-9) and number is a whole number greater than zero with a maximum of eight digits. There must be
a period between these two items.

Retention Period

A retention period is a number of days. It must be a whole number from 1 through 999999.

Userid

A userid is one to eight characters. Valid characters for a userid are A-Z, 0-9, and the following special characters: $
(dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), + (plus sign), - (minus sign), and _ (underscore).

Virtual Address

A virtual address is one to four characters. Valid characters for a virtual address are A-F and 0-9.

Storage
A user does not need to determine where VM:Archiver should store archived data. If the user does not specify where to
store the data, VM:Archiver decides where to store it, based on how your VM:Archiver system has been configured and
which storage areas are available. VM:Archiver can store files on minidisk (DASD storage area), tape (TAPE area), or
both. VM:Archiver always stores archived minidisks on tape.

DASD Storage (STAGE and ONLINE)

VM:Archiver can use two types of DASD storage to store files: STAGE and ONLINE. If the user does not specify a storage
type, VM:Archiver tries to archive to STAGE storage first, then to ONLINE storage. If DASD storage is unavailable,
VM:Archiver schedules an archive request to tape. When a user archives a minidisk, VM:Archiver schedules an archive
request to copy the minidisk directly to TAPE storage.

STAGE storage provides short-term DASD storage for files that VM:Archiver will copy to tape volumes later. VM:Archiver
uses VM:Backup, the backup and restore product, to copy the files from STAGE storage to archive tapes later.
VM:Archiver erases the files from STAGE storage only after they have been copied to tape.

ONLINE storage provides long-term DASD storage. VM:Archiver does not copy these files to tape volumes unless the
user specifically asks to have them copied or migrated there.

When VM:Archiver copies a file from STAGE storage or migrates a file from ONLINE storage to tape, it sends a note to
the userid that originally requested that the file be archived.

TAPE Storage

TAPE storage provides long-term tape storage of archived files and minidisks. VM:Archiver copies data to TAPE storage
in one of the following ways:

• Indirectly, through STAGE storage
Files stored in STAGE storage are copied by VM:Backup to archive tapes in TAPE storage later.

• Indirectly, through ONLINE storage
If a user requests it, VM:Archiver will migrate the files to tape.

• Directly, when you request an archive to tape
When you archive directly to tape, VM:Archiver schedules a VM:Backup request to copy your files directly from your
minidisk or SFS directory to tapes in TAPE storage.

• Directly, when you archive a minidisk
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When you archive a minidisk, VM:Backup schedules a request to copy the entire minidisk, as an entity, directly to
tapes in TAPE storage.

Storage Selection

When archiving files, users can request a specific storage type or have VM:Archiver select one for them. When a
user does not request a specific storage type, VM:Archiver tries to archive the files to STAGE storage first, then, if
unsuccessful, to ONLINE storage. If these storage types are unavailable, VM:Archiver schedules an archive to tape. For
archives to tape, VM:Backup copies the files from the user’s minidisk or directory directly to tape. When a user archives a
minidisk, VM:Archiver always schedules it to be copied directly to tape; therefore, the user cannot specify a storage type.

The following diagram shows the options on the ARCHIVE FILE command and the paths that VM:Archiver uses to archive
data.

Figure 1: Storage Destination Paths 2

 

Processing Overview
 

This section is an overview of VM:Archiver processing. It describes at a high level the following:
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VM:Archiver Database

The center of the VM:Archiver system is the database. The database contains information such as:

• Users defined to the system
• Groups defined to the system
• System configuration and system defaults
• Information on archived files and minidisks
• Requests to archive data to and recall data from tape
• Outstanding archive and recall jobs

The other functional parts of VM:Archiver interact with the database through the database interface. The following diagram
illustrates this interaction:

Figure 2: Overview of VM:Archiver Processing

Configuration File

Although the database is the central repository of information about the VM:Archiver system, some additional
configuration information is contained in the VM:Archiver configuration file, VMARCH CONFIG. This information includes:

• The userid responsible for updating the VM:Archiver database with required configuration information
• The virtual address of the minidisk on which the VM:Archiver database resides
• The userid that can perform product maintenance
• The virtual addresses of minidisks that VM:Archiver is not to detach during initialization

Job Manager

VM:Archiver uses VM:Backup when archiving data to or recalling data from the TAPE storage area. VM:Archiver interacts
with VM:Backup through the VM:Archiver job manager. The job manager:
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• Builds jobs
• Manages active jobs
• Analyzes job output
• Provides a means by which operators can monitor and manage jobs (screens and commands)

For more information about job processing, see Job Processing.

 

Storage Manager

The storage manager does the following:

• Monitors the DASD storage area and takes action when site-defined thresholds are exceeded
Depending on which threshold is exceeded, VM:Archiver either notifies the system administrator to take some action or
tries to reduce storage levels

• Automatically takes action to free up space in the DASD storage area if VM:Archiver finds there is not enough room to
archive a user’s data

• Provides a command to cross-check the database with the storage areas to report any inconsistencies

For more information about the storage manager, see Storage Management.

Archive Process

The archive process copies data from users’ minidisks and directories to the archive storage areas.

When a user archives data, the archive process does the following:

• Performs preliminary checking before archiving the data
VM:Archiver checks the database for the following:
– Storage limits
– Data authorizations
– Default settings for expiration date or retention period

• Archives the data
If VM:Archiver finds that the user is authorized and does not exceed storage limits, VM:Archiver copies or schedules a
request to copy the data to archive storage.

• Performs follow-up processing
After the data has been archived, the archive process:
– Updates the database with information about the archived data and its location
– Notifies the user of the outcome of the archive request
– Erases the files from the user’s minidisk (if requested to by the user)

For more information about archive processing, see Archive Processing.

Recall Process

When a user recalls data, the recall process does the following:

• Performs preliminary checking before recalling the data
VM:Archiver checks the database to see whether:
– The user is authorized to recall the data
– Data should be recalled immediately or batched with other recall requests

• Recalls the data
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When VM:Archiver determines that the user can recall the data, VM:Archiver recalls the data or schedules a request to
recall the data.

• Performs follow-up processing:
– Updates the database to indicate that the file has been recalled and to record the recall date
– Notifies the user of the outcome of the recall request

For more information about recall processing, see Recall Processing.

Query Process

The query process obtains information about archived data and the VM:Archiver system. All VM:Archiver QUERY
commands and all screens obtain their information from the database.

Event Manager

The event manager lets you add, list, and delete events. An event is a scheduled execution of a VM:Archiver, CP, or
CMS command. VM:Archiver automatically schedules system events for internal processing. In addition, you can use the
EVENT command to schedule VM:Archiver, CMS, or CP commands to run. All information about events is stored in the
database.

For more information about VM:Archiver events, see VM:Archiver Events and EVENT Command.

 

Product Requirements
 Contents 

  

Terminal

To access VM:Archiver screens, you must use or emulate a display or full-screen (3270-type) terminal with a minimum of
24 lines. If you have a line-mode terminal, you must use line-mode commands to access VM:Archiver.

Operating System

The product is supported on those releases of z/VM that IBM supports.

CP Privilege Classes

VM:Archiver requires special privilege classes for some of the CP commands and DIAGNOSE instructions it executes.
If your site has redefined the privilege classes, use Table 1 to determine which privilege classes to assign to your
VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then change the VMARCH directory entry if necessary. If you have not redefined the
CP privilege classes, no modifications are required.

B
MSGNOH, Diagnose X’D4’

C
LOCATE, Diagnose X’04’, to examine real storage

E
LOCATE, Diagnose X’04’, to examine real storage

G
BEGIN, CHANGE, CLOSE, DEFINE, DETACH, DISCONN, DUMP, LINK, LOGOFF, MESSAGE, PURGE, QUERY,
READY, SET, SMSG, SPOOL, SYSTEM, TAG, TERMINAL, TRACE, VMDUMP, Diagnose Codes: X’00’, X’210’
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ANY
DISCONN, LOGOFF, MESSAGE, Diagnose Codes: X’08’,X’0C’,X’10’, X’20’, X’24’, X’4C’, X’60’, X’70’,X’A0’, X’A8’

Reserved Virtual Addresses

Do not define virtual devices in the VM:Archiver service virtual machine in the ranges 00D0-00FF. VM:Archiver uses these
virtual addresses for internal purposes.

Four-digit Virtual Addresses

VM:Archiver supports 1- to 4-digit addresses. When you specify a 1- to 4-digit address on VM:Archiver screens, you do
not have to type leading zeros. VM:Archiver automatically displays as many leading zeroes as necessary to make the
address 4-digits.

Virtual Storage

The minimum level of virtual storage for the service virtual machine is 48M.

Directory Statements

Broadcom recommends that you include an OPTION DEVINFO directory statement in the VM:Archiver directory entry.
The OPTION DEVINFO directory statement allows VM:Archiver to avoid prompting users for minidisk passwords when
the user specifies a filemode on an ARCHIVE FILE command.

 VM:Backup Requirements

 VM:Archiver uses VM:Backup Release 3.1 or later to archive files to tape. Under VM/ESA Release 1.1 or later, you must
include an OPTION LNKNOPAS statement in the VM:Backup directory entry so that VM:Backup can link to all minidisks
on the system.

Interface Requirements to Other Broadcom Products

VM:Archiver can interface directly to two other Broadcom, products, VM:Backup and VM:Account, and indirectly to
VM:Tape (through VM:Backup).

 VM:Backup 

VM:Backup, a backup and restore system, is used as a companion to VM:Archiver to copy files and minidisks to tape,
and to recall this data as needed. VM:Archiver builds and submits jobs (requests) to VM:Backup. VM:Backup notifies
VM:Archiver of the outcome.

 VM:Archiver interacts with the VM:Backup service virtual machine through the VM:Backup communication command
module (typically VMBACKUP MODULE). The VM:Backup command module is deployed with a filename that matches
the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine that VM:Archiver will interact with. The command module is
deployed to the minidisk defined by the PUBLIC or ALTPUBLIC tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry (typically the
VMANAGER 193 minidisk).

 VM:Archiver must link and access the appropriate public disk in order to use the VM:Backup communication module
corresponding to the release of the VM:Backup server.

If only ONLINE storage is used and you do not plan to migrate files from ONLINE storage to tape, VM:Backup is not
required.
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 VM:Tape 

CA VM:TapeTape, a tape volume and drive management system, can be used to mount tapes (through VM:Backup) for
archive, recall, merge/purge/copy, and tape reinitialization jobs. VM:Tape protects VM:Archiver tape volumes from use
by unauthorized users, ensures that archive tape volumes are properly mounted, and maintains information about tape
status.

 VM:Account 

 VM:Account, an accounting, reporting, and capacity management system, can be used as a companion system
to VM:Archiver to keep track of and charge for the usage of this product. VM:Archiver generates batch and exception
accounting records for archived files and sends them to VM:Account for processing.

 VM:Archiver uses CP DIAGNOSE X’04C’ to place accounting records in the CP accounting stream.

For more information about VM:Archiver accounting, see Accounting.

Release Levels

The interface between VM:Archiver Release 2.4 and other Broadcom products requires those products to be at a level
that Broadcom supports.

If you are not at the correct release levels of the interfacing products, either upgrade the interfacing product to the required
release level or do not use the interface.

Using VM:Archiver
There are two ways to use VM:Archiver: through screens and through line-mode commands.

To access the VM:Archiver Main Menu, from CMS type vmarch and press Enter.

To exit the VM:Archiver screens and return to CMS, press PF3 until you reach the main menu, then press PF3 one more
time.

To access VM:Archiver through a line-mode command, from CMS type vmarch, then enter a space followed by the
command and press Enter. For example, to ask VM:Archiver to recall your PROFILE EXEC file, enter this line-mode
command:

vmarch recall file profile exec

For more information about using VM:Archiver screens, see Moving Through Screens and Menus. For additional
information about using VM:Archiver commands, see Using Commands.

NOTE
VMARCH is the default name of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. If your VM:Archiver service virtual
machine has a different userid, use that name instead.

Moving Through Screens and Menus
To enter information in fields on the screens, begin typing your entries in the space provided. Use the Tab key to move
between fields. Follow the instructions displayed on the screens.

To perform some tasks from the screens, you must use the program function (PF) keys instead of entering commands or
filling in fields. The PF keys available for each screen are listed at the bottom of the specific screen.

To view the PF key help screens, press PF1 (Help) from the main menu. A description of the PF key functions follows the
explanations of the main menu options. Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to move through the help screens. To
return to the main menu, press PF3 (End).
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Help With Screens and Menus
You can get information about any currently displayed menu or screen by pressing PF1 (Help). This program function key
displays a help screen that describes what you can do from the menu or screen.

To get information about a specific field on a VM:Archiver screen, position the cursor on the field and press the PF1 key. If
field-sensitive help is not available for the selected field, VM:Archiver displays the help for the entire screen. To see a help
screen for the entire screen from the field help, press PF1 (FullHelp).

When you are finished reading the help screen, press PF3 (End) to return to the original screen.

Using Commands
Contents

VM:Archiver works through line-mode commands as well as screens. The following sections describe how to use
commands from CMS and from VM:Archiver screens.

Entering Commands From CMS

Use the VMARCH command to communicate with the product. VMARCH is the default name of the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine. If your VM:Archiver virtual machine has a different name, use that name instead. When you use the
VMARCH command, all responses are edited according to your virtual machine’s current EMSG setting.

For example, to use a line-mode command to query the files archived for your userid, enter from CMS:

vmarch query files

Entering CP and CMS Commands From VM:Archiver Screens

You can enter CP and CMS commands from the command line on all VM:Archiver screens. The product processes
commands entered in the Cmd column, if present, before reading the command line. If VM:Archiver does not recognize
the command entered on the command line as valid for that screen, the product passes the command to CMS for
execution. Standard CMS search order rules apply. You do not have to prefix CP and CMS commands with cp and cms
respectively.

Entering Commands From CP

If you enter VM:Archiver operator commands from an operator userid running in CP mode, prefix the VMARCH command
with the CP SMSG command. Use the format cp smsg vmarch command, where command is the VM:Archiver
command. For example, to issue the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command from an operator userid running in CP mode, type cp
smsg vmarch submit archives and press Enter.

Entering Commands From the VM:Archiver Service Virtual Machine

You can enter commands on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine if it is running in connected mode. When entering a
command on a VM:Archiver console, specify the command only; do not prefix it with vmarch.

From 3270-type Terminals

If the VM:Archiver service virtual machine is connected to a 3270-type terminal, enter the command only. For example, to
issue the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command from a VM:Archiver console at a 3270-type terminal, type submit archives and
press Enter.
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From Line-mode Terminals

If the VM:Archiver console is connected to a line-mode terminal, follow these steps:

1. Press ATTN or BREAK. VM:Archiver displays the message:

hh:mm:ss nnn VMACON1110I ENTER:

VM:Archiver replaces hh:mm:ss with the current time and nnn with the reply number.
2. Enter the command only. For example, to issue the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command, type submit archives and press

Enter.

Help With Commands
You can get help on VM:Archiver commands through the CMS HELP facility. To see the help for a particular VM:Archiver
command, enter the following from CMS or on the command line on a VM:Archiver screen:

help vmarch

VM:Archiver displays an overview of VM:Archiver help and a list of commands for which help is available.

An asterisk (*) preceding a command, for example *ARCHIVE, means that there are multiple forms of the command.
For example, the ARCHIVE command has two forms -- one for files (ARCHIVE FILE) and one for minidisks (ARCHIVE
MDISK).

To get help on a command, move the cursor to the command for which you want help and press PF1 or Enter.

For commands with multiple versions, VM:Archiver displays another menu that lists the different forms of the command.
For example, the menu for ARCHIVE shows FILE and MDISK. Move the cursor to the form of the command you want to
see and press PF1 or Enter.

VM:Archiver displays the help for that command.

When you are finished reading the help, press PF3 until you return to the help overview screen, and then press PF3 again
to exit the CMS HELP facility or to return to the original VM:Archiver screen.

For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, refer to the CMS user’s guide appropriate for your system.

Pattern Matching
You can enter pattern-matching characters in the userid, virtual address, and filename and filetype fields of many
VM:Archiver screens and commands. These characters make it easy to specify multiple userids, virtual addresses, and
files having similar filenames and filetypes. Valid pattern-matching characters are listed in Table 2.

*
Matches any number of characters from zero on up

%
Matches one character only

Examples

• To specify all files with a filename ending in SALES and any filetype, enter:

*sales *

• To specify any file with a 5-character filename ending in DEC and a filetype containing the character string REP, enter:
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%%dec *rep*
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Installing
This document describes how to install, deploy, and service the VM:Archiver product.

Audience

Readers of this section must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe VM
Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level. For more information about the 
installation and the configuration of this facility, see  in the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of VM:Archiver and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials

Installation Process Overview

The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Allocate Product Resources
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The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Follow these steps to obtain planning information for this product.

1. Prepare SERVLKPK files for Product Installation
2. Establish the VM:Archiver Environment.
3. Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST.
4. Load and Generate the Planning Resource File.

Step 1.1 Prepare SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.

Follow these steps:

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar to
nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.

NOTE
For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:
PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

where:

ifn
Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.

ift
Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.

fm
Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.

ofn
Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMA024A.

ofm
Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

NOTE
SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.
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Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVMA024A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMA024A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVMA024A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMA024A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMARCHIVERSFS for installing
on the Shared File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMA024A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for the ppfname and component
you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVMA024A

VMARCHIVER :PRODID ZVMA024A%VMARCHIVER?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the appendix Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a
PPF override.

Note: If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating
User ID Entries and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component 

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMA024A.
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component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Allocating SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

Enroll the user ZVMA024A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued from
a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool.

Create the necessary directories for user ZVMA024A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested fully
qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VMARCHIVERSFS component override section of the
ZVMA024A PPF file.

Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT AUTHORITY
command.

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV ZVMA024A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMA024A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMARCHIVERSFS for installing
on Shared File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMA024A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED
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PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMA024A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMARCHIVERSFS for installing
on Shared File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, which was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, you must use
the procedure in Migrating VM:Archiver™ - Source from AIM to VM:Archiver™ to deploy the product. This is expected to
be a one-time action.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to deploy the product.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

6. Test the Product
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.

7. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.

This documentation references VM:Manager Suite  utilities.
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Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMA024A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the VM:Archiver product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name
panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• ADMIN
• PUBLIC
• LOCAL
• DBASE
• DASDPOOL

Optional Facility Tags

The tag names in this section define values used to create a secondary administration user ID for the product. The
administration user ID is not created by default. If you choose to employ a secondary administrator ID, you should
redefine the value of the SYSADMIN tag by removing the leading asterisk from the value. By uncommenting the values,
you request that the user ID defined by the SYSADMIN tag and the disk space defined by the ALOCAL tag be created
during product deployment.

Removable Tags

The tag names in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternate and a previous
version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between product
releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define this disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the values for the
following tags:
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• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTADMIN
• ALTPUBLIC
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVADMIN
• PREVPUBLIC

Commenting the values will request that the minidisks are not to be defined during deployment.

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

Note: For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see Allocating User ID Entries
and Disk Space and then issue the command as described.

Enter the following command to create the user ID and allocate disk space:

VMALLOC SERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

Depending on the configuration described in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to perform
additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name INIT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks defined on
the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference.
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Step 4.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product.

Step 4.3 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations needed by the default user IDs for this product.

Deployed User ID Required Authorizations
VMARCH Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
VMASYSAD Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 0193 minidisk.

Step 5. Start the Product

Log on to VMARCH and respond YES to the message:

VMISTA845R *

    Do you want to start VMARCH now?

• To disconnect VMARCH, enter the following:
#CP DISC

• Log on to VMANAGER.
• Enter the following:

VMADMIN

• Select VMARCH.
• Select CONFIG to display the Manage Configuration Options Menu.
• Select Define System Options. VM:Archiver displays the Define System Options screen.

Check the information on this screen and change any values that are incorrect. Press PF9 (file) to save your work.
VM:Archiver returns to the Manager Configuration Options menu.

• Select Define Accounting Operations. VM:Archiver displays the Define Accounting Controls screen.

If you want VM:Archiver to use VM:Account to obtain account and project code information, move the cursor to the user ID
of the VM:BackupAccount svm field and type vmacct. If you do not want to use VM:Account, leave this field blank.

When you have finished working with this screen, press PF9 (file) to save your work. VM:Archiver returns to the Manage
Configuration Options menu.

Step 6. Test the Product

These procedures assume that VM:Backup is installed and that you have established the VM:Archiver interface for
VM:Backup. For information about establishing this interface, see VM:Archiver_VM:Backup in the VM:Manager Suite
documentation.

Step 6.1. Test the Product in Line Mode

The steps in this section explain how to verify that you can use VM:Archiver in line mode. For detailed instructions on
using the commands shown in this section, see Command Reference.

This test assumes the following:
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• VM:Archiver is running in full-function mode
• VM:Backup is running
• VMANAGER has either SYSADMIN or OPERATOR authorization

Step 1 establishes your test environment. Steps 2 through 7 verify that you can archive files. Steps 8 through 12 verify
that you can archive an entire minidisk as an entity.

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
Create a minidisk and populate it with a variety of test files. You will use the minidisk and files as you test VM:Archiver
line mode commands.

2. Test the ARCHIVE FILE command.
a. Issue the ARCHIVE FILE command on several test files. Use various options. Take notes about the files you

archive and the options you use; these notes can help you in the steps below.
b. Issue the ARCHIVE FILE command once more. Use the TAPE option. Write down the file name and file type of the

file you archive; you will use them in Step 6.
3. Use the CMS RENAME command to rename the files you archived in Step 2.

NOTE
Renaming the files enables you to avoid using the REPLACE option with the RECALL FILE command in
Step 7.

4. Test the QUERY FILES command.

NOTE
Throughout this testing, use the ARCHINFO option whenever you use the QUERY FILES command.

5. Test the CHANGE FILE command.
a. Issue the CHANGE FILE command. Use the EXPDT option to alter the expiration date of the archived file you

noted in Step 4a.
b. Issue the QUERY FILES command with the ARCHINFO option. The report verifies the change you made in Step

5a.
6. Test the CANCEL ARCHIVE command.

a. Issue the QUERY FILES command. Note that the file you used in Step 2b is waiting to be archived to tape.
b. Issue the CANCEL ARCHIVE FILE command to cancel the pending archive request. Specify the file name and file

type you used in Step 2b. A message displays stating that the request to archive this file has been canceled.
c. Issue the QUERY FILES command again. Note that the file you used in Step 2b is no longer waiting to be archived

to tape.
7. Test the RECALL FILE command.

If you do not remember what files you have archived, use the QUERY FILES command.
a. Issue the RECALL FILE command for an archived file stored on DASD. Use the CMS RDRLIST command to verify

that VM:Archiver placed the recalled file in your virtual reader. Use the CMS COMPARE command to verify that the
contents of the file you recalled are identical to the contents of the file you archived in Step 2 and renamed in Step
3.

b. Issue the RECALL FILE command for an archived file stored on DASD. Use the MODE option to specify
the minidisk where VM:Archiver is to place the recalled file. Use the CMS FILELIST command to verify that
VM:Archiver placed the recalled file on the minidisk you specified. Use the CMS COMPARE command to verify that
the contents of the file you recalled are identical to the contents of the file you archived in Step 2 and renamed in
Step 3.

8. Archive the test minidisk.
a. Issue the ARCHIVE MDISK command against the test minidisk. A message displays stating that a request to

archive the minidisk has been scheduled.
b. Issue the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command so that VM:Archiver builds a VM:Backup job to copy the test minidisk to

tape. A message displays stating that the archive job was submitted to VM:Backup.
c. Wait until VM:Archiver notifies you that the job completed before proceeding.
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9. Use the CMS RENAME command to rename the files from the minidisk you archived in Step 8. By renaming these
files, you will not need to use the REPLACE option with the RECALL MDISK command in Step 12a.

10. Test the QUERY MDISKS command.
a. Issue the QUERY MDISKS command. Specify the minidisk you archived in Step 8. A simple report displays on

your terminal. Note the minidisk’s expiration date because you will use it in Step 11.
b. Issue the QUERY MDISKS for the minidisk you archived in Step 8. Use the DISK option to direct the output to a

file on the A-disk. Rather than sending the results of the query to your terminal, VM:Archiver places them in a file
called VMARCH QUERY. You can examine the contents of this file with the XEDIT command.

11. Test the CHANGE MDISK command.
a. Issue the CHANGE MDISK command. Use the EXPDT option to alter the expiration date of the archived test

minidisk. You had noted the original expiration date in Step 10a.
b. Issue the QUERY MDISKS command with the ARCHINFO option. The report verifies the change you made in Step

11a.
12. Recall the test minidisk you archived in Step 8.

a. Issue the RECALL MDISK command against the test minidisk. A message displays stating that a request to recall
the minidisk has been scheduled.

b. Issue the SUBMIT RECALLS command so that VM:Archiver builds a VM:Backup job to retrieve the data from tape
storage. A message displays stating that the recall job was submitted to VM:Backup.

c. Wait until VM:Archiver notifies you that the job completed before proceeding.
d. Use the CMS FILELIST command to verify that VM:Archiver placed the recalled minidisk’s files on the minidisk.

Step 6.2. Verifying the Product Full-Screen Facilities

Log on to VMANAGER and enter this command:

VMARCH

The VM:Archiver System Administrator Main Menu displays.

• Archive a file by following these steps:
a. Select Perform User Functions.

The User Main Menu displays.
b. Select See CMS Files You Want to Archive.

The Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen displays.
c. Identify the test file you want to archive. Specify its minidisk’s file mode. Press PF9.

The CMS Files screen displays.
d. Press PF4 to display the Specify ARCHIVE Options pop-up window. Set the destination to Tape. Press PF5 to save

the change.
e. Type archive in the Cmd field next to the file you want to archive. Press ENTER.
f. PF3 until you return to the System Administrator Main Menu.

• Submit an Archive job by following these steps:
a. Select Perform Operator Functions on the System Administrator Main Menu.

The Operator Main Menu displays.
b. Select Submit Jobs or Start Accounting.

The Submit Jobs or Start Accounting screen displays.
c. Submit a job to copy archived data from DASD to tape by selecting Submit Archives.
d. When the copy job finishes, review the notes that VM:Archiver sent to your user ID. Verify that all files were copied

correctly.
• Recall files from tape by following these steps:

a. Return to the Operator Main Menu.
b. Select Perform user functions.
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c. Select See archived files.
d. Press PF9 to view a list of archived files.
e. Type recall in the Cmd field next to a file that is only on TAPE storage and press ENTER.

• Submit a Recall job by following these steps:
a. Press PF3 until you return to the Operator Main Menu.
b. Select Submit Jobs or start accounting.
c. Select Submit recalls.

When the job finishes, press PF3 to until you return to the CMS command prompt. Use the CMS RDRLIST command to
verify that the file was recalled correctly.

Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users in the  Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated. You assigned this name when the product was
originally installed, as described in Define the Product Deployment.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMA024A.

For the second token, specify the component name VMARCHIVER for a minidisk installation or VMARCHIVERSFS for a
Shared File System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Archiver from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the VM:Archiver server. Upgrade your current
definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Archiver.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

Step 3.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

[PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]
PRIMARY

Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials
from the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you backup all
deployed minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older
release, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment.
Setting the Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE
causes that set of deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new
release, or backing out to the old release just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and
restarting the server.
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NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for NAMES file entry, see the appendix Product Tags in
VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 3.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product, if necessary.

Step 4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Archiver server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machine(s).

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see the section "Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File
Entry" in the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

You must go back to the version of the VM:Secure CP component in the CP nucleus if you are using the VM:Secure Rules
Facility.

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of VM:Archiver, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For
this release, that ID is . Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific user ID
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which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Make the Product Available

After you finish upgrading and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users  in the  Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference.

Servicing Your Product
This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E. Service is a process that includes
the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the section "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Receive the Documentation.
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3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMA024A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Archiver. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVMA024A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Archiver disks, which contain product materials. Save this
backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs correctly.

Using your installation procedures, have the service tape mounted and attached to VMANAGER as 181. If you have an
envelope (SERVLINK) file, make sure that it is available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMA024A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE
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Read the product memo file ZVMA024A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. Optional Merge the Alternate APPLY disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMA024A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMA024A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMARCHIVERSFS for installing
on Shared File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMA024A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMARCHIVERSFS for installing
on Shared File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMA024A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMARCHIVERSFS for installing
on Shared File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product
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            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMA024A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMARCHIVERSFS for installing
on Shared File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD
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NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

 

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
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– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product 

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMA024A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Archiver. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVMA024A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Archiver disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMA024A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.
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WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMA024A PPF or ZVMA024A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVMA024A PPF A

ERASE ZVMA024A $PPF A

 

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override *

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfname component

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMA024A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level. 

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMA024A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMRCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.

• ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD
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Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMA024A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS. 

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

References

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.
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VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied  $PPF or  PPF files to change the file pool name or any other installation
parameters. If the  $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any changes to that file will be lost; by
creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file.

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* VM:Archiver - SFS install        *  

************************************

:OVERLST. VMARCHIVERSFS

:VMARCHIVERSFS. VMARCHIVERSFS ZVMA024A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.TSYSTEM
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&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.TADMIN

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.SAMPLE

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMA024A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname VMARCHIVERSFS

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever the
ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags that VM:Archiver uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the
VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
For more information, see VMSERVER Command  in Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation. For more
information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by the HELP NAMES
command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a VM:Archiver Server Virtual Machine (SVM).

PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.
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Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product and must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine

Admin
Primary minidisk that contains the code used by product administration functions and executed by a product
administrator user ID.

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code that general users execute from their own user IDs

Help
Minidisk or SFS directory containing the product HELP files

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Identifies the alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Dbase
Minidisk defined by DATABASE record in VMARCH CONFIG. It contains the VMARCH PFMDB file.

Dasdpool
Minidisk defined as a DASD storage area. It contains STAGE and ONLINE files.
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Alocal
A minidisk for the system administrator user ID.

Adminlink
Defines the list of links established by the VMADMIN command. The format of the links is userid vaddr readpass.
Readpass is ignored if an External Security Manager is present. For more information about the VMADMIN
command, see  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname
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This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC calls VM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.

Migrating VM:Archiver from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager
The previous versions of VM:Archiver reside in an AIM-maintained environment using VMRMAINT. The current versions
reside in a VMSES-maintained environment using VMANAGER and the Mainframe VM Product Manager. This section
describes the recommended procedure for the one-time initial migration of the product from the AIM environment to the
VMSES environment.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps that the Installing Product Materials
section describes.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up your existing environment before proceeding.

Before you perform this procedure, ensure that you understand the concepts and the procedures that the  Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference documents. This procedure converts the AIM installed VM:Archiver  release to use the
Mainframe VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks. This setup is similar to the
installation that the Mainframe VM Product Manager performs.
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Update the Product Virtual Machine Definition

The VM:Archiver Server Virtual Machine (SVM) requires minor changes in the virtual machine configuration to operate
with the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

NOTE
The changes in this section may be performed without an outage of your VMARCH server.

The server is first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file, which serves as the main software manager database. Issue
the following command to define the server:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are upgrading. In most cases, the name is VMARCH.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMA024A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMARCHIVER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMARCHIVERSFS for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
can tailor the characteristics of the VM:Archiver product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.

NOTE
For more information about NAMES panel usage, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file.

To change the definitions, overtype the values and press PF6. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Archiver from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be setup first as described in
the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file
to add a device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the VMARCH server. The server startup files are modified to interface with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shutdown the VMARCH server before proceeding.

Compare the CP Directory entry file created by VMALLOC with your existing directory entry for the VM:Archiver server,
and update your current definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Archiver. The following additional
changes may be required, depending on what you have defined already:

• Add a system administration disk at address 017A.
• Add an alternate runtime, alternate administrator disk, and an alternate public disk at addresses 0292, 027A, and 0293

respectively. These disks are populated when you deploy your new release.
• Increase the size of existing disks following the size requirements from the DIRECT file created by VMALLOC.
• Remove the LINK to the VMRMAINT 192 as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF disk as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 disk as 1FE.
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From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command to upgrade the server startup procedure and deploy the
new release product code. Execute the command as follows:

VMDEPLOY name INIT ALTERNATE

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and block size.
Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun the
preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, then VMDEPLOY proceeds to load code.

Because the new VM:Archiver code is deployed to the ALTERNATE series of minidisks, your current release remains
intact. VMDEPLOY will also create a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the VMARCH 191 as PROFILE
OLDEXEC, then it will create a new PROFILE EXEC that contains the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN 

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

Use XEDIT to add authorizations for your Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID, VMANAGER, to the VM:Archiver
configuration file.

NOTE
For specific information about updating the configuration file, see Administrators.

• Add authorizations for the VMANAGER user ID, so that it has the same authorizations as the old VMRMAINT user ID.
• Add this record to the VMARCH CONFIG file:

PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER

Logon to the VM:Archiver server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. In response to the initial prompt asking whether you want to start the server, enter NO.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.
3. Check for any product materials from your old release of VM:Archiver on the A-Disk of the server. Issue the command:

VMNDFCAD

4. Any duplicate file on the A-Disk should replace the corresponding file on the D-Disk. These duplicate files were
probably created when fixes were applied to the release of VM:Archiver installed by AIM. Copy these duplicate files
to the D-DISK using the COPYFILE command with the OLDDATE and REPLACE options, then erase the copy of the
duplicated file from the A-Disk.

Your VM:Archiver server is now setup to run under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager. If the ENVIRONMENT
tag definition in the NAME file entry is set to PRIMARY, then the next time you start it, the server will execute the older
release of VM:Archiver that you originally installed using AIM.

When you are ready to test the new VM:Archiver release, set the ENVIRONMENT tag definition to ALTERNATE and
restart the server virtual machine. When you decide to complete the upgrade to the new VM:Archiver release, move the
new release materials to the PRIMARY disk space, and overwrite the older release product materials. Use the following
format to enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the primary runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the older release
Product Materials with the newer release materials.
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Administrators
This section is for all system administrators who are responsible for installing and configuring VM:Archiver. These tasks
include:

• Defining and controlling DASD and tape storage areas
• Defining authorized users.
• Specifying how long archived data can be retained
• Adding and deleting users from the VM:Archiver system
• Setting up and maintaining groups
• Determining how archived data is to be accounted for

The section assumes you are familiar with VM/CMS and the Shared File System (SFS) standards, conventions, and
operation; with the daily requirements of your VM environment; and with VM:Archiver functions.

The information to perform these tasks is presented by task and in conceptual sections.

Initializing VM:Archiver
When you log on to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine or when the system is autologged, the product PROFILE
EXEC invokes a startup EXEC called PROFRUN EXEC. For information about starting VM:Archiver with this EXEC, see
the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation.

Contents

Using the VMASYS Command

The VMASYS command starts VM:Archiver. The start-up EXEC on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine calls this
command. If you modify the PROFILE EXEC in the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and VM:Archiver does not start
correctly, you can initialize VM:Archiver by entering this command on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine:

vmasys

Suppressing Events

Events can be scheduled to run at initialization or at specific times. To start VM:Archiver and prevent the execution of
all scheduled events, enter the NOEVENTS options on the VMASYS command. The NOEVENTS option suppresses all
events -- those scheduled for execution at both initialization and at other times -- from running. To initialize VM:Archiver
and suppress all scheduled events, enter:

vmasys (noevents

VM:Archiver sends message 0052I to the operator and the VM:Archiver service virtual machine:

0052I EVENT SCHEDULING HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED BY THE USE OF THE NOEVENTS OPTION 

      ON THE VMASYS COMMAND OR BY AN INCOMPLETE CONFIGURATION.

When you want VM:Archiver to start running scheduled events again, you must shut VM:Archiver down and reinitialize it
without specifying the NOEVENTS option.
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NOTE
Suppressing events is not recommended for normal operation.

Start-up Processing

During initialization, VM:Archiver:

• Reads the VMARCH CONFIG file
• Verifies that all required system minidisks are linked and accessed
• Checks the database to verify that it contains all required configuration data
• Checks the database for a list of events to be started

Copyright Screen

A copyright screen appears when you (a user, operator, or system administrator) invoke a VM:Archiver full-screen
command for the first time after entering the IPL CMS command. The screen remains on your terminal until you press
Enter or 15 seconds elapse, whichever occurs first.

When you have seen and cleared this screen, you can prevent it from appearing every time VM:Archiver is used by either
renaming or erasing the VMARCH COPYRGHT file on the public minidisk.

Ending VM:Archiver
Contents

The VM:Archiver system terminates normally when an operator or system administrator requests processing to end,
either by issuing the END command or through the operator’s End, Suspend, or Resume screen. When processing
ends, VM:Archiver sends a message to the requesting userid and to VM:Archiver operators confirming that the system
is terminated. In addition, VM:Archiver sends message 1175I to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine to indicate the
maximum amount of virtual storage used since VM:Archiver started.

END Command

Use the END command to terminate VM:Archiver through line mode.

• From the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, enter:

end

• From any other terminal or console, enter:

vmarch end

If no commands are processing, VM:Archiver ends immediately. However, if a command is processing, VM:Archiver sends
message 0186I to the requesting userid and waits for the command to complete before terminating operation. For more
information about terminating VM:Archiver, see END Command.

FORCE Option

To terminate VM:Archiver immediately, regardless of whether a command is processing, use the FORCE option on the
END command:

• From the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, enter:

end (force

• From any other terminal, enter:
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vmarch end (force

When you enter the END command with the FORCE option, VM:Archiver stops all currently running commands, and
terminates operation immediately.

End, Suspend, or Resume Screen

You can also terminate VM:Archiver operation through the End, Suspend, or Resume operator screen. From this screen,
you can end VM:Archiver after all currently running commands complete or immediately, regardless of whether commands
are processing. For instructions on using this screen, see the Operators section.

Ending from VMANAGER User ID

You can use VMANAGER, the system administrator user ID, to end VM:Archiver operation. From the VMANAGER user
ID, enter the following command:

VMADMIN VMARCHIVER (USER vmarchiver-serverid SELection END

You can also end VM:Archiver from the full-screen VMIADM administration menu. To open that menu, issue the
VMADMIN command without operands. From this menu, select END.

For more information about terminating VM:Archiver operation from the VMANAGER user ID, see the  Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference.

System Abends

An abnormal system termination (abend) occurs when a programming, internal processing, or other unexpected error
causes processing to stop abruptly. When this happens, VM:Archiver takes the following actions before ending operation:

• Logs an abend code (assigned to each type of error that can create such an abnormal termination) plus additional
diagnostic messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine

• Issues the CP VMDUMP command to send a VM dump to the userid specified on the Define System Options system
administrator screen

• Sends a message to the VM:Archiver operator

For information about specific abend codes, see Abend Codes.

External Termination

An external termination occurs when an event external to VM:Archiver causes processing to end, for example, when the
CP IPL CMS command is entered on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Configuring VM:Archiver
To configure VM:Archiver, select Option 1, Manage Configuration Options, from the System Administrator Main Menu.
VM:Archiver displays the Manage Configuration Options screen.

As a shortcut, you can access the Manage Configuration Options screen directly by entering the following command from
CMS:

vmarch config

VM:Archiver displays the following screen:
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 CFMNAAC1               Manage Configuration Options           VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 To select a function, type its number and press ENTER.

 

 

                     1  Define DASD areas and controls

                     2  Define tape controls

                     3  Define VM:BackupBackup options

                     4  Define authorized users

                     5  Define retention controls

                     6  Define accounting controls

                     7  Define system options

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

 

Option 1 Defining DASD Area and Controls
Contents

To configure the DASD storage area, select Option 1, Define DASD area and controls, from the Manage Configuration
Options screen. VM:Archiver displays the Define DASD Area and Controls screen. From this screen you tell VM:Archiver:

• How to allocate STAGE and ONLINE storage
• To allow grace periods during which users can reclaim purged or expired data stored in ONLINE storage
• The threshold at which to warn the system administrator about ONLINE storage becoming too full
• When it can copy data to tape
• What minidisks to use for the DASD storage area

Allocating STAGE and ONLINE Percentages of DASD

Files archived to STAGE or ONLINE storage are not stored on minidisks allocated specifically for these types of storage;
the DASD storage area contains both STAGE and ONLINE files. Each of these two storage designations are allocated
a maximum percentage of the total available DASD storage space in VM:Archiver. The percentages assigned are not
immediately reserved for either STAGE or ONLINE files only; VM:Archiver uses the DASD space as needed, up to the
maximum percentages designated. For example, suppose you specify that STAGE storage is to occupy no more than
70% of your DASD storage area. If a user tries to archive a file to STAGE storage and that archived file will cause STAGE
storage to take up more than 70% of the DASD storage area, VM:Archiver will not archive the file if it cannot clear space
from that area.

Enter a whole number from 1 to 100 for the percentage of DASD space allocated for STAGE files and for ONLINE files; do
not type the percent sign (%). The default percentage for each DASD storage area is 100.
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Overlapping Maximum Limits

The percentages specified for STAGE and ONLINE files combined can, when totalled, exceed 100%. This allows for
optimum utilization of DASD space.

For example, assume that STAGE files can use 40% and ONLINE files can use 60% of the total DASD space. When files
on the ONLINE area take up the maximum percentage allowed (60%), no more files can be archived to ONLINE storage.
If at the same time the files in the STAGE area only use 25% of the total DASD storage, the 15% of DASD space that is
not being used for STAGE files cannot be used to store ONLINE files. This unused 15% is left idle and is, in essence,
wasted space.

However, if the percentages overlapped the ’first come, first serve’ principle applies. Assume that STAGE files and
ONLINE files can both use up to 65% of DASD. This means that at any given time the STAGE area can occupy as much
as 65% of your DASD storage area or the ONLINE area can occupy as much as 65% of your DASD storage area. When
ONLINE files take up 65% of the DASD area, STAGE files are limited to the remaining 35%. However, all DASD space is
being used for file storage. In this situation, DASD space can be used more effectively and efficiently.

Broadcom recommends that the combined percentages of maximum usage for both STAGE and ONLINE files equal at
least 100%; this ensures that all DASD space reserved for archival storage can be used.

Changing Maximum Limits

When you change the DASD percentages for STAGE files, ONLINE files, or both, the user and group limits for STAGE
and ONLINE files adjust dynamically.

For example, assume that you changed the ONLINE file allocation from 75% to 60% of the DASD space available. Group
LTOONS is configured to use up to 15% of ONLINE storage; user MMARTIAN can use 50% of ONLINE storage. Because
total ONLINE storage has decreased, the amount of ONLINE storage that group LTOONS and user MMARTIAN can
use to archive files to ONLINE storage is also decreased. The actual ONLINE usage for both this group and user may
now exceed the maximum percentage allowed. VM:Archiver does not attempt to discard ONLINE files owned by group
LTOONS or user MMARTIAN to bring their actual usage under the maximum threshold; however, VM:Archiver will not
archive any more files owned by either group LTOONS or user MMARTIAN to ONLINE storage. Before any more archived
files can be assigned to user MMARTIAN or group LTOONS, their ONLINE usage must be reduced by migrating, expiring,
or purging files that they own.

Grace Periods for ONLINE Storage

You can set grace periods for data archived in ONLINE storage. There are two kinds of ONLINE grace periods: purge
grace periods and expiration grace periods. The purge grace period is the number of days a file remains in ONLINE
storage after a user purges it. The expiration grace period is the number of days a file remains in ONLINE storage after its
expiration date has passed. The default purge and expiration grace period is 0.

During the purge grace period a user can reclaim a file to keep it from being deleted. During the expiration grace period, a
user can change the expiration date to keep the file from being deleted.

To specify purge and expiration grace periods for ONLINE storage, enter a whole number from 0 through 99999 in the
spaces provided. The default grace period is 0.

You can set separate grace periods for data stored in ONLINE storage and for data stored in STAGE and TAPE storage.
You set grace periods for data stored in ONLINE storage by using the Define DASD Area and Controls screen as shown
above. You set grace periods for data stored in STAGE and TAPE storage on the Define Tape Controls screen. See
Defining Tape Controls for information about defining STAGE and TAPE grace periods.

Warning Threshold for ONLINE Usage

VM:Archiver sends a warning message to the system administrator when ONLINE usage reaches a specified percent-full
threshold. To define the threshold at which VM:Archiver will notify the system administrator, enter a whole number from 1
through 100. The default threshold is 90%.
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The ONLINE warning threshold is a percentage of the ONLINE threshold. For example, suppose you have a 100 cylinder
DASD area and you have specified a maximum percentage of 50 for ONLINE and 50 for STAGE. If you specify an
ONLINE warning threshold of 90%, VM:Archiver will send a warning message when ONLINE files take up 45 cylinders of
the DASD area. If you specify a maximum percentage of 100 for ONLINE and 100 for STAGE and an ONLINE warning
threshold of 90%, VM:Archiver will send a warning message when ONLINE files take up 90 cylinders of the DASD area.

What To Do When ONLINE Storage Fills Up

There are several things you can do when ONLINE storage fills up:

• Force a migration to tape
You can ask users to assign migration dates to their ONLINE files so that the files will be copied to tape and erased
from ONLINE storage. Or you, as a system administrator, can assign migration dates to files for other users.

• Notify users and ask them to purge files stored in ONLINE storage
• Add more space to the DASD storage area

You can do this by increasing the size of existing DASD minidisks or adding new ones.

NOTE
Do not change the virtual address of any DASD minidisk. For example, do not replace a 01CD minidisk with
a larger 01CE minidisk; VM:Archiver will not be able to locate the files archived on the 01CD minidisk.

• Change the percentages assigned to STAGE and ONLINE storage
For example, if ONLINE storage is designated to use up to 30% of DASD storage and STAGE storage is designated
to use up to 70%, increasing the ONLINE percentage to a higher value, perhaps 70%, might give you the additional
space you need for ONLINE storage.

Controlling Migration of STAGE Files

VM:Archiver copies files from the STAGE area to tape. You can control when files are migrated by specifying the following:

• The percentage of STAGE usage at which files are to be migrated
• The age (in hours) of STAGE files that are to be migrated
• The time ranges during which files can be migrated

When VM:Archiver determines that either the percentage has been exceeded or that files exist that exceed the specified
age, it builds an archive job to copy the data to tape. The job it builds will also copy any other data that needs to be copied
to tape. This data includes files being archived directly to tape from users’ minidisks and directories, minidisks being
archived, files being migrated from ONLINE storage to tape, and STAGE files that have not yet been copied to tape.

Percent of STAGE Usage

VM:Archiver copies STAGE files to tape when the percentage of files in STAGE storage that have not yet been copied
to tape exceeds a particular value. You can specify a percentage as a whole number from 1 through 100. The default
percentage is 50.

Age of STAGE Files

VM:Archiver copies STAGE files based on their age -- that is, how long they have resided in STAGE storage. When
VM:Archiver finds files on the STAGE disk that are older than a particular age, it will initiate a job to copy the STAGE files
to tape. You can specify this age (in hours) as a whole number from 1 through 99999999. The default value is 72.

Migration Times

You can specify time ranges during which VM:Archiver can copy files to tape. By limiting migration times to particular time
ranges, you can reduce the number of tape mounts and reduce the demands on your data center staff.
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You can specify up to four time ranges. Enter the times in hh:mm format using 24-hour time. Use 00 through 23 for hh and
00 through 59 for mm; specify 00:00 for midnight. The default time range is 00:00 through 23:59. If no range is specified
(that is, you leave the range field blank) VM:Archiver will not migrate STAGE files to tape automatically.

Defining DASD Minidisks for Archival Storage

The DASD storage area contains both STAGE and ONLINE files. You tell VM:Archiver the virtual address of one or more
minidisks to be used for DASD storage. VM:Archiver manages the DASD area as a single DASD pool on the minidisks
you tell it to use.

Enter the minidisk virtual addresses in the Vaddr fields, which are in the lower portion of the Define DASD Area and
Controls screen. When you first install VM:Archiver, it is configured to use a minidisk at virtual address 01C0 for the DASD
storage area.

NOTE
Do not specify virtual addresses in the range 00D0-00FF; VM:Archiver uses these virtual addresses for internal
purposes.

For VM:Archiver to use a minidisk as part of the DASD storage area, the minidisk must be linked read/write.

The number of DASD minidisks that can be active at any given time is limited by the number of filemodes available in the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Minidisk Status

The minidisks that make up the VM:Archiver DASD storage area can have these statuses:

ACTIVE
The minidisk is linked read/write and can be accessed by VM:Archiver. The minidisk can be used for archiving
new files or recalling existing ones.

DRAINED
The minidisk is linked and accessed read/write, but has been explicitly drained. The minidisk can be used for
recalling only. You might drain a minidisk to gradually phase it out of use.

INACTIVE
The minidisk is not linked read/write or cannot be accessed for some other reason. The minidisk is unavailable for
archiving new files and recalling existing files. You might deactivate a minidisk to keep VM:Archiver from using it
while you increase the size of the minidisk.

Current Status Versus Intended Status

Each device you define has a Current status and an Intended status. The Intended status is the status you want the
minidisk to have. The Current Status is the status VM:Archiver was able to obtain. For example, if you define a minidisk as
ACTIVE but it is not linked read/write, VM:Archiver will add the minidisk to the list with the Intended status of ACTIVE and
a Current Status of INACTIVE.

You can enter ACTIVE, DRAINED, or INACTIVE in the Intended Status field. You cannot enter information in the Current
Status fields.

Enter ACTIVE if you want VM:Archiver to use the minidisk for archives and recalls. Enter DRAINED if you want
VM:Archiver to use the minidisk for recalls only. Enter INACTIVE if you do not want VM:Archiver to use the minidisk for
archives or recalls.

Deleting a Storage Minidisk

If you add a DASD storage minidisk and later need to delete it, enter DELETE in the Intended status field for that minidisk.
VM:Archiver will delete the minidisk from the database when you press PF9 (File).
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NOTE
VM:Archiver can only delete empty minidisks. If you try to delete a minidisk that contains archived data,
VM:Archiver issues an error message.

Option 2 Defining Tape Controls
Contents

To define VM:Archiver tape controls, select Option 2, Define tape controls, from the VM:Archiver System Administrator
Main Menu. VM:Archiver displays the Define Tape Controls screen. From this screen you can specify:

• Grace periods for data stored on tape and STAGE storage
• Tape set size
• Merge/purge/copy settings
• Which resource pools VM:Backup is to use for archive jobs
• Whether VM:Archiver should make copies of archive tapes
• What to name the data sets written to archive tapes

Grace Periods for STAGE and Tape Storage

You can set grace periods for data archived on STAGE and tape storage. There are two kinds of grace periods: purge
grace periods and expiration grace periods. The purge grace period is the number of days a file or minidisk remains in
storage after a user purges it. The expiration grace period is the number of days a file or minidisk remains in storage after
its expiration date has passed. The default purge and expiration grace period is 10 days.

During the purge grace period a user can reclaim a file or minidisk to keep it from being deleted. During the expiration
grace period, a user can change the expiration date to keep the file or minidisk from being deleted.

To specify STAGE and tape storage purge and expiration grace periods for your system, enter a whole number from 0
through 99999 in the spaces provided.

You can define separate grace periods for data stored in ONLINE storage and for data stored in STAGE and TAPE
storage. You set grace periods for data stored in ONLINE storage by using the Define DASD Area and Controls screen
as described here. You set grace periods for data stored in STAGE and TAPE storage by using the Define Tape Controls
screen. For information about the definition of ONLINE grace periods, see  Option 1 Defining DASD Area and Controls .

Maximum Number of Tapes in a Tape Set

A tape set is a logical unit of TAPE storage, identified by the first tape in the tape set. Each tape set must contain at
least one data set. A data set is defined as the data copied to TAPE storage by one SUBMIT ARCHIVES command. By
appending data sets instead of using a new tape for each data set, VM:Archiver conserves tapes.

A tape in a tape set can contain one or more complete data sets and partial data sets. A partial data set can be the
beginning of a data set that continues onto the next tape, or the continuation of a data set from the previous tape. For
example, a tape can start with a partial data set followed by one or more complete data sets and then end with a partial
data set that continues onto the next tape.

VM:Archiver continues appending data sets to the open tape in the tape set and adding tapes to the tape set until the
tape set exceeds the configured limit. At the next archive job submission, VM:Archiver closes the tape set. Although
VM:Archiver usually closes tape sets automatically, you can manually close a tape set by using the TAPE CLOSE
command. When a tape set is closed, VM:Archiver updates the database to indicate that the tapes are no longer available
for archives. Once a tape set is closed, it cannot be reopened.

When deciding how large to make your tape sets, consider how often you send tapes offsite. For example, if your site
sends tapes offsite once a week and you generally write five tapes in a week, you should set your tape set size to 5. You
can specify a whole number from 1 through 999999999. The default tape set size is 5.
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It is best to use small tape sets. When a merge/purge/copy job runs, it processes the entire tape set. For this reason,
smaller tape sets mean shorter merge/purge/copy runs. This is important because during the merge/purge/copy process,
the tapes in the tape set being processed are unavailable for other jobs.

Merge/Purge/Copy Settings

Merge/purge/copy is a process that allows you to recycle your VM:Archiver tapes. It does this by removing information
for purged and expired files from the database and by merging and reducing the size of tape sets. Merge/purge/copy is a
VM:Backup job.

Automatically Reinitializing Tapes

Before tapes that have been processed by merge/purge/copy can be recycled, they must be reinitialized. You can have
VM:Archiver automatically reinitialize the tapes or you can wait for the operator to submit a tape reinitialization job.

If you want VM:Archiver to automatically reinitialize tapes that have been processed by merge/purge/copy, type y (for yes)
in the space provided. If you do not want VM:Archiver to automatically reinitialize the tapes, type n (for no) in the space
provided. If you specify n, the operator must manually submit a tape reinitialization job. By default, VM:Archiver will not
automatically reinitialize tapes. For instructions about submitting tape reinitialization jobs, see Operators.

Identifying Candidates for Merge/Purge/Copy

When the operator or system administrator submits a merge/purge/copy job without specifying any volsers, VM:Archiver
looks for tape sets on which the amount of purged or expired data exceeds a specific percentage. Specify the percentage
as a whole number from 1 through 100; do not type a percent (%) sign. The default percentage is 100.

Rewriting Tape Labels in Tape Reinitialization Jobs

You can choose whether a tape reinitialization job is to mount a tape and rewrite its VOL1 label.

By default (N), the job does not rewrite the label. Use this setting if you interface VM:Backup with VM:Tape. The tape
reinitialization job will update the VM:Tape TMC to show that the tape is eligible to become a scratch tape. When the tape
is needed again as a scratch tape, VM:Tape will mount the tape and rewrite the VOL1 label.

Select Y if you do not interface VM:Backup with VM:Tape. When you use this setting, the tape reinitialization job will
update the VM:Backup resource pool and write a new VOL1 label on the tape.

Resource Pools

A VM:Backup resource pool is a collection of tapes that VM:Backup can select from when running jobs. By specifying a
resource pool name on the Define Tape Controls and Pools screen, you tell VM:Backup which pools to use for archive
jobs.

You can tell VM:Backup to create one original and up to four copies of archive tapes during an archive job. Multiple copies
are useful to have in case an archive tape is lost or damaged. In addition, by creating multiple copies, you can regularly
send a duplicate tape set offsite for disaster recovery purposes.

You can have VM:Backup select all copies from the same resource pool, or have it use different pools for different copies.

Specifying a Resource Pool

You must specify at least one resource pool. The first pool you specify tells VM:Backup which resource pool to use for the
primary tape copy. Each resource pool name you specify must correspond to a resource pool defined on the VM:Backup
service virtual machine you use for archive or merge/purge/copy jobs. The pool name can contain up to 16 characters.
The default resource pool name is VMARCHIV.
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Creating Copies of Tapes

To tell VM:Backup to write more than one copy of each tape during an archive or merge/purge/copy job, enter a pool
name and a data set name for each additional copy. You can have four copies in addition to the primary tape.

Specifying a Data Set Name

When VM:Backup writes data to an archive tape, it writes a data set to the tape. You can specify the name you want the
data set to have. If you create multiple tape copies, you can specify the same data set name for all copies or different data
set names for different copies. Neither VM:Archiver nor VM:Backup uses the data set name when processing VM:Archiver
tapes; the data set name is simply another way to help you identify VM:Backup tapes. The default data set name is
VMBACKUP.VMARCHIVER.

You can use the following characters for data set names:

• Alphanumeric characters (A to Z, 0 to 9)
• Special characters period (.), at sign (@), pound sign (#), and dollar sign ($)

The data set name can contain up to 44 characters. However, to conform to OS standard tape label support, only the
last 17 characters of the data set name are written to the tape label. If you use VM:Tape, the full data set name (up to 44
characters) will be cataloged in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC), but the label will still contain only the last
17 characters.

Option 3 Defining VM:Backup Options
Contents

To specify VM:Backup options, select Option 3, Define VM:Backup options, from the VM:Archiver System Administrator
Main Menu. VM:Archiver displays the Define VM:Archiver Options screen. From this screen you can specify:

• The name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine or machines that VM:Archiver is to use for jobs that use tapes.
These jobs include:
– Requests to archive a file directly to tape, or to archive an entire minidisk as an entity
– Migration of files from STAGE and ONLINE storage to tape
– Requests to recall files from tape, or to recall an entire minidisk
– Merge/purge/copy jobs
– Tape reinitialization jobs

• Where VM:Backup is to send job listings
• The spool class of job listings
• How many times VM:Backup is to try backing up a minidisk that keeps changing

Specifying a VM:Backup Machine

You must tell VM:Archiver which VM:Backup service virtual machines to use for archive, recall, merge/purge/copy, and
tape reinitialization jobs. The default VM:Backup user ID is VMBACKUP. You can use one VM:Backup machine to perform
all types of VM:Archiver jobs, or you can use different VM:Backup machines for the different job types.

If you use different machines for the different job types, the VM:Backup machine for recalls must have at least read-only
access to the resource pools that reside on the VM:Backup machine used for archive jobs. This is because VM:Backup
obtains tape density and medium information from the resource pools when mounting tapes. The VM:Backup machine
used for merge/purge/copy and tape reinitialization jobs must have read/write access to the resource pools that reside on
the VM:Backup machine used for archive jobs.
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Report Routing

After copying data to or from tape during a job, VM:Backup sends a job listing file to the virtual reader of a specified user
ID. The job listing file contains the following:

• Guidelines under which the job ran (for example, catalog, tape, and report guidelines)
• A list of the data that was processed
• Information about any errors that occurred during the job
• A console listing of tape mount and other messages issued by VM:Backup during the job

User ID

Specify the user ID to which VM:Backup should send the job listing file. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in
this field. The default user ID is VMANAGER.

Node

Specify the node on which the user ID resides. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in this field. If you do not
specify a node, VM:Archiver uses the node of the requesting user ID.

Report Class

Specify a report class. The report class can be any valid spool class (a number from 0 through 9, or a letter). The default
report class is A.

Backup Retries

You can specify how many times VM:Backup is to try backing up a changing CMS minidisk. If, after the specified number
of attempts, VM:Backup is still unsuccessful in backing up the data, it does one of the following:

• For archive requests for individual files, VM:Backup does not back up the requested files. VM:Archiver notifies the
requesting user ID that the request could not be completed.

• For archive requests for entire minidisks, VM:Backup switches from a CMS backup to a physical backup.

Option 4 Defining Authorized Users
Contents

To specify which userids can perform system administrator or operator functions, select Option 4, Define authorized
users from the VM:Archiver System Administrator Main Menu. VM:Archiver displays the Define Authorized Users screen.

Authorizations

There are two authorization levels:

• System Administrator
• Operator

You must be specifically authorized to be a VM:Archiver system administrator or operator. No special authorization is
required to use VM:Archiver as a general user.

Users granted a higher authorization level can perform the functions of userids with lower authorization levels. For
example, system administrators can perform all operator functions and user functions in addition to system administrator
functions.
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System Administrators

System administrators perform system administrator functions such as configuring VM:Archiver, managing groups,
managing DASD storage, and updating user information. They can also end, suspend, or resume VM:Archiver
processing. System administrators have access to all data stored by VM:Archiver.

When you first install VM:Archiver, only VMANAGER and the userid on the CFGINIT record in the VMARCH CONFIG file
have system administrator authorization.

System administrators receive messages about the status of the VM:Archiver system. These messages include:

• Notification that DASD migration is taking place
• Warnings about ONLINE storage reaching capacity

If you want a system administrator to receive system administrator and operator messages, define the userid twice once
as a system administrator and once as an operator.

Operators

Operators perform operator functions such as managing jobs and requests, and ending, suspending, or resuming
VM:Archiver processing. When you first install VM:Archiver, userid VMANAGER has operator authorization.

Operators receive messages about:

• Job processing
• VM:Archiver initialization and shutdown

Granting Authorization

The following sections describe what you must do to grant system administrator or operator authorization to a user.

Authorization Level

To grant a user system administrator authorization, type sysadmin or sysa in the Authorization Level field.

To grant a user operator authorization, type operator or op in the Authorization Level field.

Userid

In the Userid field, type the userid that is to receive the authorization. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in
this field.

Node

In the Node field, enter the node at which the userid resides. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in this field.
If you do not specify a node, VM:Archiver uses the node of the requesting userid.

Option 5 Defining Retention Controls
Contents

To define how long VM:Archiver is to keep archived data, select Option 5, Define retention controls, from the
VM:Archiver System Administrator Main Menu. VM:Archiver displays the Define Retention Controls screen. This screen
lets you specify:

• A default retention period or expiration date that VM:Archiver is to use if the user does not specify one on an archive
request

• A maximum retention period and expiration date for the system
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Retention Periods and Expiration Dates

Users can tell VM:Archiver how long to keep an archived file or minidisk by specifying an expiration date or a retention
period. An expiration date is the date after which VM:Archiver can expire an archived file -- that is, delete it from archival
storage. A retention period is a period of time, in days, you want VM:Archiver to retain the file.

Use one of these formats for expiration date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible confusion,
use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.

The expiration date you specify must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The default expiration date
cannot exceed your system’s maximum expiration date or maximum retention period. You can specify PERM as an
expiration date. An expiration date of PERM means the file never expires.

A retention period must be a whole number from 1 to 999999. You can specify PERM as a retention period, which means
that the file or minidisk never expires.

Default Expiration Date or Retention Period

When a user archives a file or minidisk and does not specify an expiration date or retention period, VM:Archiver uses
the user, group, or system default for the expiration date or retention period. When you configure your VM:Archiver
system, you can specify a system default for expiration date or retention period, but not both. The default expiration date
or retention period you specify cannot exceed the maximum expiration date or retention period set for your system. The
default value is December 31, 2003.

Maximum Expiration Date and Retention Period

You must set both a maximum expiration date and a maximum retention period for your system. When a user specifies
an expiration date or retention period, VM:Archiver applies the most restrictive (the shorter) of the two settings. If the
retention period or expiration date specified by the user exceeds that setting, VM:Archiver rejects the user’s request. The
default for the maximum expiration date and the maximum retention period is PERM.

The values you choose for maximum expiration date and maximum retention period depend on your site’s needs. If you
want to use just a maximum retention period, set the maximum retention period to the desired value and set the maximum
expiration date to PERM. If you want to use just a maximum expiration date, set the maximum expiration to the desired
value and set the maximum retention period to PERM.

Advantages of Having Both a Maximum Expiration Date and Retention Period

There may be times when using both a maximum retention period and a maximum expiration date can be useful. For
example, suppose a computer science department at a university will allow students to keep data for a maximum of two
months, but not past the end of the semester.

The first day of the semester is 1/3/1998. The last day of the semester is 5/31/1998. You set the maximum expiration date
to 5/31/1998 and the maximum retention period to 60 (two months).
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A user who archives a file or minidisk at the beginning of the semester, for instance on 1/3/1998, can specify a retention
period no larger than 60 or an expiration date no later than 3/7/1998. The more restrictive of the maximum expiration date
and maximum retention period, in this case the retention period, limits how long the user can keep the file.

A user who archives a file near the end of the semester, on 5/1/1998 for instance, can specify an expiration date up to the
system maximum of 5/31/1998, but a retention period no larger than 30. Again, it is the more restrictive of the maximum
retention period and maximum expiration date, in this case the expiration date, that limits how long the user can keep the
data.

NOTE
Even if you set a maximum retention period of 60 days, a user can keep a file or minidisk longer than 60 days by
changing its expiration date after it has been archived. For example, suppose a user at the university archived a
file on 1/3/1998 with a retention period of 60 days (expiration date of 3/4/1998). If on 3/4/1998 the user decides
to keep the file longer, the user can extend the expiration date up to an additional 60 days to 5/6/1998. The user
cannot, however, extend the expiration date beyond the end of the semester.

You can set default and maximum expiration dates and retention periods at the system, group, and user level. The user-
level settings override the group-level settings, which in turn override the system-level settings.

NOTE
If you set up your VM:Archiver system like the one in the university example above, you must remember to
change the maximum expiration date every semester or whenever the expiration date occurs.

Option 6 Defining Accounting Controls
If you want to account for archived data, see Accounting. That section explains in detail how VM:Archiver accounting
works, describes the various accounting controls, and tells you the steps you must follow to set up accounting on your
VM:Archiver system.

If you do not want to account for archived data, you must still supply information to VM:Archiver through the Define
Accounting Controls screen and make sure required links and authorizations are in place. This is necessary because
when a user archives a file or a minidisk, or the system administrator reassigns ownership of a file or a minidisk to
another user, VM:Archiver must obtain an account code to be stored in the VM:Archiver database. VM:Archiver stores this
information in the database regardless of whether accounting is turned on or off.

For information about setting up the required links and authorizations and supplying information to VM:Archiver, see
Setting Up Accounting.

Option 7 Defining System Options
Contents

To define VM:Archiver system options, select Option 7, Define system options, from the VM:Archiver Main Menu.
VM:Archiver displays the Define System Options screen.

From this screen you can perform the following actions:

• Specify the userid to which VM:Archiver system dumps are to be sent
• Specify whether, by default, VM:Archiver should perform immediate or delayed recalls
• Specify the text case for messages, reports, and screens

Routing of System Dumps

When VM:Archiver abends, it performs a VMDUMP of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends the dump to the
virtual reader of the userid you specify on the Define System Options screen. Enter a userid in the space provided. The
default userid is VMANAGER.
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Default for Recalls From Tape

When recalling files from tape, VM:Archiver can perform immediate recalls or delayed recalls. In immediate recalls,
VM:Archiver initiates a job to recall the data from tape as soon as the user issues the request. In delayed recalls,
VM:Archiver accepts the recall request, but does not immediately initiate a job to have the data recalled. When a recall job
is submitted at a later time, it will include all delayed recall requests.

You can specify how you want VM:Archiver to perform recalls from tape by default. If you want VM:Archiver to perform
immediate recalls, type y (for yes) in the space provided at the end of the line. If you want VM:Archiver to perform delayed
recalls, type n (for no) in the space provided. If you specify n, users must have IMMED authorization and must specify the
IMMED option on the RECALL command or screen function to request an immediate recall. By default, VM:Archiver will
not batch immediate recalls.

The settings for recalls from tape can also be set at the group and user levels. The user-level settings override the group-
level settings, which in turn override the system-level settings.

Text Case

You can specify whether you want messages, reports, and screens to be displayed in mixed case or in upper case.

To select a case for messages, reports, or screens, type m for mixed case or u for uppercase in the spaces provided. By
default, messages, reports, and screens are displayed in mixed (m) case.

Managing Users
As a system administrator, you can:

• Add users to the VM:Archiver system
• Change settings for defaults, limits, and maximums for users
• Delete users from the VM:Archiver system

The sections Adding a User, Changing a User’s Settings, and Discarding a User explain how to perform these tasks using
both the User Information screens and the USER ADD, USER CHANGE, and USER DISCARD line-mode commands.

The section User Information explains in detail the information you can specify when adding or changing a user.

Adding a User
Contents

You can manually add a user to the VM:Archiver system; however, you are not required to do so. VM:Archiver
automatically adds a user to the database the first time a user ID that is not defined to VM:Archiver:

• Archives data
• Has data archived to it by another user using the OWNER option
• Has archived data reassigned to it

Manually add users when you want:

• The user to belong to a group whose membership criteria it does not match
• The user’s defaults, limits, and maximums to be different from the user’s group settings or the system settings

Procedure

Shown below are both the screen and line-mode command methods of adding a user to the VM:Archiver system.
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Using Screens

Follow these steps to manually add a user to the VM:Archiver system:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 3, Manage users.
VM:Archiver displays the Select Userids to Manage screen.

2. On the command line of this screen, type 1 and press Enter. VM:Archiver moves the cursor to the blank field at Option
1.

3. Enter the name of the user ID you want to add and press Enter.
VM:Archiver displays the User Information screen for the specified user. This screen displays the default information in
effect for this user.
Some of the fields might display the value GROUP. This means that VM:Archiver is using the group settings for these
fields. To see what the group settings are, press PF6 (GrpInfo). VM:Archiver displays the View Group Information
dialog box. This box shows you the group settings for all the fields displayed on the User Information screen.
In the dialog box, some of the fields might display the value SYSTEM. This means that VM:Archiver is using system
settings for these fields. To see what the system settings are, press PF6 (SysInfo). VM:Archiver overlays the View
Group Information dialog box with the View System Information dialog box. This box shows you the system settings for
all the fields displayed on the User Information screen.
To exit the View System Information dialog box, press PF3. To exit the Group Information dialog box, press PF3.

4. If you want to add the user with the default settings that are displayed, press PF9 (Add).
If, instead, you want to change any settings before adding the user, enter the desired values in the appropriate fields
and then press PF9 (Add).
For detailed information about the different fields and their possible values, see User Information.

Using Commands

To add a user to the VM:Archiver system, use the USER ADD command. For example:

• To add user CJONES at node BUGS5 to the VM:Archiver database and assume group or system limits and defaults,
enter:

vmarch user add cjones bugs5

• To add user ID SYLVSTER at node BUGS5 to the VM:Archiver database with an ONLINE storage limit of 10%; a
STAGE storage limit of 15%; and with authority to issue immediate recall requests but with the DELAY option as the
default for recall requests from TAPE storage, enter:

vmarch user add sylvster bugs5 (onlimit 10 stglimit 15 immedaut yes recalls delay

For more information about using this command, see USER ADD Command.

Changing User Settings
This section explains how to update information for a user that has already been added to the VM:Archiver system. This
procedure shows both the screen and command methods of changing user information.

Using Screens

Follow these steps to update a user’s entry:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 3, Manage Users.
VM:Archiver displays the Select Userids to Manage screen.
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2. If you want to update just one user ID, type 1 on the command line and press Enter.
If you want to update more than one user ID, type 2 on the command line and press Enter.
VM:Archiver moves the cursor to the blank field at the option you selected.

3. If you selected Option 1, enter the name of the user ID you want to update and press Enter.
VM:Archiver takes you directly to the User Information screen for the specified user. This screen displays the default
information in effect for this user.
If you selected Option 2, enter pattern-matching characters that describe user IDs you want to update, and press
Enter.
VM:Archiver displays the Select User to Manage screen, which provides you with a list of user IDs that match the
pattern. Move the cursor to the user ID you want to update and press PF5 (Update). VM:Archiver displays the User
Information screen for the specified user.
On the User Information screen some of the fields might display the value GROUP. This means that the group settings
are in effect for these fields. To see what the group settings are, press PF6 (GrpInfo). VM:Archiver displays the
View Group Information dialog box. This box shows you the group settings for all the fields displayed on the User
Information screen.
In the dialog box, some of the fields might display the value SYSTEM. This means that the system settings are in
effect for these fields. To see what the system settings are, press PF6 (SysInfo). VM:Archiver overlays the View Group
Information dialog box with the View System Information dialog box. This box shows you the system settings for all the
fields displayed on the User Information screen.
To exit the View System Information dialog box, press PF3. To exit the Group Information dialog box, press PF3.

4. To change settings, enter the desired values in the appropriate fields and press PF9 (File). For detailed information
about the different fields and their possible values, see User Information.
If you entered a specific user ID on Option 3 of the System Administrator Main Menu, VM:Archiver returns you to the
Main Menu.
If you entered pattern-matching characters on Option 3 of the System Administrator Main Menu, VM:Archiver returns
you to the Select User to Manage screen from which you can select another user whose settings you want to change.
If you do not want to change another user, press PF3 (Exit) to return to the VM:Archiver Main Menu.

Using Commands

To change user information, use the USER CHANGE command. For example:

• To change the maximum percentage of STAGE storage that user ID TWEETYB at node BUGS5 is authorized to use
for archived data to 50%, enter:

vmarch user change tweetyb bugs5 (stglimit 50

• To move user ID DDUCK at node BUGS5 from group LTOONS to group MMELODY, enter:

vmarch user change dduck bugs5 (group mmelody

• To remove the default expiration date currently set for user ID SYLVSTER at node BUGS5 and have VM:Archiver
apply the default expiration date set for the group to which SYLVSTER belongs, enter:

vmarch user change sylvster bugs5 (defexpdt group

For more information about using this command, see USER CHANGE Command.

Discarding a User
Contents

This section explains how to remove a user from the VM:Archiver system.
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Before Discarding a User

If you try to remove a user who owns archived data, VM:Archiver rejects the request and sends an error message. To
determine if a user owns any files or minidisks in VM:Archiver storage, enter the QUERY FILES and QUERY MDISKS
commands with the OWNER userid and SOURCE * options.

If the output indicates that the user owns archived data, you can either reassign the data to another user or delete
the data. To reassign the data, use the REASSIGN FILE command for files and the REASSIGN MDISK command for
minidisks. To remove the archived data from VM:Archiver, use the PURGE FILE command for files or the PURGE MDISK
command for minidisks. Once all data is deleted or assigned to another user, you can use the USER DISCARD command
or the User Information screen to remove the user from the VM:Archiver database.

Procedure

This section explains how to delete a user from the VM:Archiver system using both the screen and line-mode command
methods.

Using Screens

Follow these steps to delete a user:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 3, Manage Users.
VM:Archiver displays the Select Userids to Manage screen.

2. If you want to delete just one userid, type 1 on the command line and press Enter.
If you want to delete more than one userid, type 2 on the command line and press Enter.
VM:Archiver moves the cursor to the blank field at the option you selected.

3. If you selected Option 1, enter the name of the userid you want to delete and press Enter.
VM:Archiver takes you directly to the User Information screen for the specified user. This screen displays the default
information in effect for this user.
If you selected Option 2, enter pattern-matching characters that describe userids you want to delete, and press Enter.
VM:Archiver displays the Select User to Manage screen, which provides you with a list of userids that match the
pattern. Move the cursor to the userid you want to update and press PF5 (Update). VM:Archiver displays the User
Information screen for the specified user.
VM:Archiver displays the User Information screen for the specified user.

4. To delete the user, press PF10 (Discard).
To verify that you want to delete this user, VM:Archiver asks you to press PF10 again. If you want to delete the user,
press PF10. If you change your mind and do not want to delete the user, press any other PF key.
VM:Archiver returns you to the previous screen -- either the Select User to Manage screen, from which you can select
the next user you want to delete, or the VM:Archiver System Administrator Main Menu.

Using Commands

To discard a user from the VM:Archiver system, use the USER DISCARD command. For example:

• For example, to remove user RRUNNER at node BUGS1 from the VM:Archiver system, enter:

vmarch user discard rrunner bugs1

For more information, see USER DISCARD Command.

User Information
Contents
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As a system administrator, you can specify the following information for users:

• Group to which the user belongs
• ONLINE and STAGE storage limits
• Default recall processing
• Authorization to perform immediate recalls
• Default expiration date or retention period
• Maximum expiration date
• Maximum retention period

The values you specify for users override the group settings. The group settings override the system settings.

For example, suppose user ID BBUNNY is a member of group HARES. The default expiration date for your VM:Archiver
system is 12/31/1999. The default expiration date for group HARES is 6/30/1999. The default expiration date for BBUNNY
is 12/31/1998. Unless BBUNNY specifies an expiration date or retention period when archiving, data archived by
BBUNNY will have an expiration date of 12/31/1998.

Group Membership

A group is a collection of user IDs that share common characteristics in the VM:Archiver system. Using groups, you can
give those user IDs similar archive and recall settings, and data access.

All users must belong to a group. By default, if a user is not specifically assigned to a particular group and does not meet
the membership criteria for any other group, VM:Archiver assigns that user to group PUBLIC.

A user can become a member of a group in several ways:

• When you explicitly add the user to the VM:Archiver system and specify a group
If you do not specify a group, the user becomes a member of the first group whose membership criteria it matches.

• When you explicitly change the group to which a user belongs
You can do this by using the User Information screen, the USER CHANGE command, or the group membership user
exit (VMAEXIT3).

Moving a User to Another Group

If you change the group to which a user belongs, the user’s archived data continues to belong to the original group unless
you specifically reassign ownership of the data to the new group by using the REASSIGN FILE or REASSIGN MDISK
command. Before you change the group of an existing user ID, see Moving a User to Another Group.

STAGE and ONLINE Limits

Enter the maximum percentage of STAGE storage that data owned by the user can occupy and the maximum percentage
of ONLINE storage that data owned by the user can occupy. Each percentage must be a whole number from 0 through
100. These two percentages are unrelated to each other and when added together can total more than 100%. For
example, suppose you specify 50% for STAGE and 70% for ONLINE. This means that up to 50% of STAGE storage can
be occupied by data owned by the user and that up to 70% of ONLINE storage can be occupied by data owned by the
user.

If you want to use the group settings for these values, select Group limit. To determine the group’s default settings for
STAGE and ONLINE limits, press PF6 (GrpInfo), use the QUERY INFO line-mode command with the GROUP option, or
use the Group Information screen for that group.

Recall Settings

Use these fields to specify how VM:Archiver should handle recall requests for archived data stored in the TAPE storage
area.
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Recall Default

Use this field to tell VM:Archiver how to handle recall requests when the user does not specify recall options.

If you do not want the requests to be processed immediately, select DELAY. Recall requests will not be submitted until
VM:Archiver or the operator issues a command to do so.

If you want the requests to be processed immediately, select IMMED. When you select IMMED, the user is given IMMED
authorization. In addition, the user does not have to specify IMMED when recalling data from tape.

If you want the user to be able to perform immediate recalls, but do not want immediate recalls to be performed by default,
select DELAY for the recall default, and select Yes for IMMED authorization on the next line of the screen. If the user
wants to recall files immediately, the user will have to specify the IMMED option.

To use the group default, select Group default. If you just added the user ID, this value is already selected. To determine
the group’s default setting, press PF6 (GrpInfo).

IMMED Authorization

If you want the user to be able to perform immediate recalls, select Yes. If you do not want the user to perform immediate
recalls, select No. If the recalls default is IMMED, you cannot specify No for IMMED authorization.

To use the group default, select Group default. If you just added the user ID, this value is already selected. To determine
the group’s default setting, press PF6 (GrpInfo).

Default Retention

Specify either a default expiration date or retention period for data archived by the user; you cannot specify both. You can
use one of the following formats to specify the default expiration date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42-99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00-41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible confusion,
use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.

The default retention period must be a whole number from 0 through 999999. It must be earlier than or the same as both
the maximum expiration date and the date calculated from using the maximum retention period.

To tell VM:Archiver to keep the data permanently, enter PERM for the retention period or expiration date.

To use the group default, type group. If you just added the user ID, this value is already selected. To determine the
group’s default setting, press PF6 (GrpInfo), use the QUERY INFO line-mode command with the GROUP option, or use
the Group Information screen for that group. For more information, see QUERY INFO Command.

Maximum Expiration Date and Maximum Retention Period

You can set both a maximum expiration date and a maximum retention period for the user. When the user specifies an
expiration date or retention period, VM:Archiver respects the most restrictive of the two settings. If the retention period or
expiration date specified by the user exceeds that setting, VM:Archiver rejects the user’s request.

The values you choose for maximum expiration date and maximum retention period depend on the user’s needs. If you
want to use just a maximum retention period, set the maximum retention period to the desired value and set the maximum
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expiration date to PERM. If you want to use just a maximum expiration date, set the maximum expiration to the desired
value and set the maximum retention to PERM.

There may be times when using both a maximum retention period and a maximum expiration date can be useful. See
Advantages of Having Both a Maximum Expiration Date and Retention Period for an example.

Maximum Expiration Date

Specify a maximum expiration date for data archived by the user. You can use one of the following formats to specify the
maximum expiration date.

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42-99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00-41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible confusion,
use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.

To use the group default, type group. If you just added the user ID, this value is already filled in. To determine the group’s
default setting, press PF6 (GrpInfo). For more information, see QUERY INFO Command.

The date you specify must be the same as or later than the default retention for the user.

To tell VM:Archiver to keep the data permanently, enter PERM for the expiration date.

Maximum Retention Period

Specify a maximum retention period for data archived by the user by typing a whole number from 0 through 999999. The
number you specify must convert to a date that is the same as or later than the default expiration date or retention period
for the group.

To use the group default, type group. If you just added the user ID, this value is already filled in. To determine the group’s
default setting, press PF6 (GrpInfo).

To tell VM:Archiver to keep the data permanently, enter PERM for the retention period.

Managing Groups

About Groups
Contents

A group is a collection of userids that share common characteristics in the VM:Archiver system. Using groups, you can
assign a collection of userids to have the same:

• Default retention period or expiration date for archived files and minidisks
• Maximum retention period or expiration date for archived files and minidisks
• ONLINE and STAGE storage limits
• Default recall settings
• Authorization for immediate recalls
• Data access
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You might want to set up different groups for different departments in your company. For example, you might want
your finance group to have longer default retention periods and larger ONLINE and STAGE storage limits than other
departments in your company.

Group Administrator

Each group has a group administrator. The group administrator’s sole function is to manage access to data owned by the
group.

Any userid can be assigned as a group administrator; no special authorization is required. A userid can be the group
administrator for more than one group.

Userids with system administrator authorization can perform group administrator functions for a group regardless of
whether they are the designated group administrator for that group.

You, as a system administrator, can assign a group administrator when creating a group. If you do not specify a group
administrator, then by default the userid that created the group becomes its group administrator.

Group Ownership of Data

When a user archives a file or a minidisk, the archived data belongs to either the user that archived the file or to the userid
specified with the OWNER option of the ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command or screen function. Additionally,
the file is owned by the group to which the owning userid belongs. For example, if user RRUNNER, who belongs to group
LOONY, archives a file, the file is owned by user RRUNNER and group LOONY.

Group ownership of archived data does not change when the owning userid moves to another group. To change group
ownership, you must reassign the data to the new group.

Access to Data

End users and group administrators grant and deny access to data by using the User Data Sharing screens, specifically
the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screens. These screens, which you access from the User Main Menu,
allow:

• Individual users to grant or deny access to data they own
• Group administrators to grant or deny access to data owned by the group they administer

Giving a User Access to a Group’s Data

By using the User Data Sharing screens, the group administrator or system administrator can grant access to data
that is owned by the group and was archived from a particular source. For example, the group administrator for group
CARTOONS can give user EFUDD recall access for data that belongs to group CARTOONS and was archived from
BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk.

Giving a Group Access to a User’s Data

By using the User Data Sharing screens, end users can give a group access to their data. For example, userid WILEYC
can give group HUMANS recall access to data that he owns and that was archived from his 0191 minidisk. This means
that each member of group HUMANS has recall access to this data.

Private Data

Regardless of any authorizations that have been granted, data that is marked PRIVATE is inaccessible to all users but the
owning userid and the VM:Archiver system administrator.
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Factors That Can Affect Data Access

Access to archived data is controlled by two screens:

• The Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data Owned by User userid screen, which controls access to data owned by
the specified userid

• The Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data Owned by Group group screen, which controls access to data owned
by the specified group

Affecting Factors

Two factors can affect the authorizations specified on these screens:

• Whether access has been granted to data owned by the user, by the group, or both
When performing authorization checking, VM:Archiver checks the information controlled by the Recall or Manage
Data Owned by User userid screen first. If it finds nothing pertaining to the requesting userid on the userid screen,
VM:Archiver then checks the information controlled by the Recall or Manage Data Owned by Group group screen.
Because VM:Archiver performs authorization checking in this fashion, access to data owned by the user overrides
access to data owned by the group.

• The order in which entries are listed on the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screens
Within a given screen, the order in which the entries are listed can affect data access. The first entry on the screen that
identifies a userid (either an entry for the userid itself or an entry for the group to which the userid belongs) governs
what access that userid has to the specified data.

The effects of these two factors (user and group ownership and the order of entries on the Give Permission to Recall or
Manage Data screens) are discussed in detail in the following sections.

User and Group Ownership

Archived data is owned by a user and by a group. Access given to data owned by a user overrides access given to data
owned by the group. This is because of the way VM:Archiver performs authorization checking. When a user tries to
access archived data that belongs to another userid, VM:Archiver first checks to see if the requesting userid is authorized
to access data owned by the owning userid. If the requesting userid is authorized, VM:Archiver proceeds with the request;
no further checking is performed. If the requesting userid is neither authorized nor denied access to data owned by the
userid, VM:Archiver then checks to see if the requesting userid is authorized to access data owned by the owning group. If
the requesting userid is authorized, then VM:Archiver proceeds with the request. If the requesting userid is not authorized
to access data owned by the group, then VM:Archiver calls the data access user exit (VMAEXIT1). If the user exit does
not grant the user access, then the request is rejected.

One effect is that if you (as an end user) are given access to another user’s data, you will be able to access that data even
if you are denied access to the owning group’s data. For example, suppose user EFUDD is a member of group HUMANS.
EFUDD gives user BBUNNY access to data archived from EFUDD’s 0191 minidisk, but the group administrator for
HUMANS has denied BBUNNY access to data belonging to group HUMANS. Because VM:Archiver checks user access
first, BBUNNY will have access to EFUDD’s data, even though BBUNNY does not have access to group HUMANS’ data.

Importance of Order

Data access can be affected by the order in which users and groups are listed on the Give Permission to Recall or
Manage Data screens. If you change the order in which users and groups are listed, you might change data access.

The first entry on the screen that identifies a userid (either an entry for the userid itself or an entry for the group to which
the userid belongs) governs what access that userid has to the specified data.

For example, suppose you had these entries on the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen:

------------ Granted to ------------    ---- Allowed to --- --- Data from minidisk ---  
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Type    Name                Node    Recall  Change  or directory    

USER    BBUNNY              NYC Y   N   TPIE 0191   

GROUP   CARTOONS                NYC Y   Y   TPIE 0191   

BBUNNY, who is a member of group CARTOONS, is allowed to recall data archived from TPIE’s 0191 minidisk, but is not
allowed to change information about the data. Group CARTOONS is allowed to recall and change information about the
data. Because BBUNNY’s user entry comes before his group’s entry, the user entry takes precedence, leaving BBUNNY
with recall access only to the data.

However, suppose the entries were in the reverse order, as shown below:

------------ Granted to ------------    ---- Allowed to --- --- Data from minidisk ---  

Type    Name            Node    Recall  Change  or directory    

GROUP   CARTOONS            NYC Y   Y   TPIE 0191   

USER    BBUNNY          NYC Y   N   TPIE 0191   

When the entries are listed in this order, BBUNNY can recall and change information about the data because group
CARTOONS has that capability and BBUNNY is a member of this group.

Group Membership

A user can become a member of a group in several ways:

• When you explicitly add the user to the VM:Archiver system and specify a group
If you do not specify a group, the user becomes a member of the first group whose membership criteria it matches.

• When you explicitly change the group to which a user belongs
You can do this by using the Add, Discard, and Order Groups screen or the USER CHANGE command.

• When you assign the user to a group using the group membership user exit (VMAEXIT3)

Membership Criteria

The membership criteria shown on the Group Information screen determine eligibility to the group, not necessarily actual
membership. VM:Archiver uses the membership criteria to determine where to place a user that has not already been
assigned to a group. You cannot necessarily tell from looking at the membership criteria whether a particular user is a
member of that group. A user that meets the membership criteria can belong to a different group. Likewise, a user that
does not meet the group’s membership criteria can be a member of the group.

Group Order

The order in which groups are listed on the Add, Discard, or Order screen is important because changing the order of a
group can change its membership. Users that have not been explicitly added to VM:Archiver will belong to the first group
that has matching membership criteria. For example, suppose the membership criteria for group LTOONS is M* and
membership criteria for group CARTOON is MA*. When the groups are displayed on the screen in the order LTOONS
followed by CARTOONS, then user MABEL is considered a member of group LTOONS. However, if you switch the order
of the groups so that group CARTOONS comes before LTOONS, then MABEL becomes a member of group CARTOONS.

Reordering groups does not affect users whose group membership has been explicitly defined by the USER ADD
command, the User Information screen, or the group membership user exit (VMAEXIT3). To move one of these users
to another group, you must use the User Information Screen or the USER CHANGE command. See Moving a User to
Another Group for more information.

Group PUBLIC

All users must belong to a group. By default, if a user is not specifically assigned to a particular group and does not meet
the membership criteria for a group, VM:Archiver assigns that user to group PUBLIC.
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Group PUBLIC is a special group. Membership criteria for group PUBLIC is *. This means that all users are eligible to be a
member of group PUBLIC; however, a user can only belong to one group at a time.

You cannot change the membership criteria for this group. You can, however, change the other characteristics, such as
default and maximum retention periods, DASD storage limits, group administrator, and so on.

You cannot discard group PUBLIC. Furthermore, group PUBLIC must always be the last group listed on the Add, Discard,
or Order Groups screen; it cannot be reordered.

Limits and Defaults for Users, Groups, and the System

Using the Group Information screen, you can set group values for group administrator, DASD storage limits, default and
maximum retention periods and expiration dates, and recall processing. The values specified on this screen override the
system settings. Values specified at the user level override the group settings.

For example, suppose user BBUNNY is a member of group HARES. The default expiration date for your VM:Archiver
system is 12/31/1999. The default expiration date for group HARES is 6/30/1997. The default expiration date for BBUNNY
is 12/31/1998. Unless BBUNNY specifies an expiration date when archiving, data archived by BBUNNY will have an
expiration date of 12/31/1998.

Setting Up a Group
To set up a group, you must:

• Create the group
• Add members to the group
• Define the characteristics you want the group to have (or accept the defaults)

The following sections show how to perform these tasks.

Creating a Group
To create a new group, follow these steps:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 2, Manage groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Manage Groups screen.

2. Select Option 1, Add, discard, or order groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Add, Discard, or Order Groups screen.

3. If this is the first time a group has been added, that is, only group PUBLIC exists, move the cursor to the blank line
above group PUBLIC to the Group Name field.
If other groups already exist, move the cursor to the line after which you want the group added and press PF5 (Insert)
to insert a blank line on the screen. You cannot add a group to follow group PUBLIC.

4. Type the name of the group you want to create in the Group Name field.
A valid group name can contain a maximum of eight characters. Valid characters are A-Z, 0-9, and the following
special characters: $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), + (plus sign), - (minus sign), and _ (underscore). Do not
specify the underscore character as the first or last character in this field; VM:Archiver will ignore it.

5. Press PF9 (File) to save your changes.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Manage Groups screen.

Adding Membership Criteria to a Group
Membership criteria determine eligibility to the group, not necessarily actual membership. VM:Archiver uses the
membership criteria to determine where to place a userid that has not already been explicitly assigned to a group. You
cannot necessarily tell from looking at the membership criteria whether a particular userid is a member of that group. A
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user that meets the membership criteria can belong to a different group. Likewise, a user that does not meet the group’s
membership criteria can be a member of the group.

To add membership criteria to a group, follow these steps:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 2, Manage groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Manage Groups screen. (If you just created the group, you will already be at this screen).

2. Select Option 2, Select a group to update.
VM:Archiver displays the Select Groups To Update screen.

3. Type update next to the group to which you want to add members and press Enter.
VM:Archiver displays the Group Information screen for the selected group. This screen displays this group’s settings
for group administrator, DASD storage limits, default and maximum retention periods and expiration dates, and recall
processing. In addition, this screen displays the membership criteria.
The membership criteria portion of the screen contains the userids or pattern-matching strings that a userid must
match to be a member of the group.
You can enter a specific userid or a pattern-matching string for multiple userids that might fit.

4. Enter the membership criteria for this group. The order in which the criteria are entered does not matter. If you run out
of space on the screen to enter membership criteria, press PF8 (Forward) to scroll the screen forward.

5. When you have made all the changes to the screen, press PF9 (File) to save your changes.

Defining or Changing the Characteristics of a Group
Contents

Once you have created a group, you can specify the characteristics it is to have. You can specify the following:

• Group administrator and node
• ONLINE and STAGE storage limits
• Default recall processing
• Authorization to perform immediate recalls
• Default expiration date or retention period
• Maximum expiration date
• Maximum retention period
• Membership criteria

You specify this information about the Group Information screen for the selected group. To access this screen, follow
these steps:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 2, Manage groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Manage Groups screen. (If you just created the group, you will already be at this screen).

2. Select Option 2, Select a group to update.
VM:Archiver displays the Select Groups To Update screen.

3. Type update next to the group you want to define or change and press Enter.
VM:Archiver displays the Group Information screen for the selected group.

The following sections describe the fields on this screen.

Group Administrator and Node

Enter the userid you want to be the group administrator and the node on which that userid resides. The group
administrator grants access to data owned by the group. Keep these things in mind when defining the group administrator:
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• The userid you enter does not have to be defined in the CP directory.
• The userid can contain the characters A-Z, 0-9, $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), + (plus sign), - (minus sign),

and _ (underscore). Do not specify the underscore character as the first character in this field; VM:Archiver will ignore
it.

• You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in the userid.
• The group administrator does not need special authorization (SYSADMIN or OPERATOR) and does not have to be a

member of the group.

STAGE and ONLINE Limits

Enter the maximum percentage of STAGE storage that data owned by the group can occupy and the maximum
percentage of ONLINE storage that data owned by the group can occupy. Each percentage must be a whole number from
0 through 100. These two percentages are unrelated to each other and when added together can total more than 100%.
For example, suppose you specify 50% for STAGE and 70% for ONLINE. This means that up to 50% of STAGE storage
can be occupied by data owned by the group and that up to 70% of ONLINE storage can be occupied by data owned by
the group.

Recall Settings

Use these fields to specify how VM:Archiver should handle recall requests for archived data stored in the TAPE storage
area.

Recall Default

Use this field to tell VM:Archiver how to handle recall requests when the user does not specify recall options.

If you do not want the requests to be processed immediately, select DELAY. Recall requests will not be submitted for
restore until VM:Archiver or the operator issues a command to do so.

If you want the requests to be processed immediately, select IMMED. When you select IMMED, members of the group are
given IMMED authorization. In addition, they do not have to specify IMMED when recalling data.

If you want users to be able to perform immediate recalls, but do not want immediate recalls to be performed by default,
select DELAY for the recall default, and select Yes for IMMED authorization on the next line of the screen. If users want to
recall files immediately, they will have to specify the IMMED option.

To use the system default, select System default. If you just created the group, this value will already be selected. To
determine your system’s default setting, press PF6 (SysInfo).

IMMED Authorization

If you want members of the group to be able to perform immediate recalls, select Yes. If you do not want members to
perform immediate recalls, select No. If your recalls default is IMMED, you cannot specify No for IMMED authorization.

To use the system default, select System default. If you just created the group, this value will already be filled in. To
determine your system’s default setting, press PF6 (SysInfo).

Default Retention

Specify either a default expiration date or retention period for data archived by members of the group; you cannot specify
both. You can use one of the following formats to specify the default expiration date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd
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If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42-99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00-41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible confusion,
use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.

The default retention period must be a whole number from 0 through 999999. It must be earlier than or the same as both
the maximum expiration date and the date calculated from using the maximum retention period.

To tell VM:Archiver to keep the data permanently, type perm for the retention period or expiration date.

To use the system default, type system. If you just created the group, this value will already be filled in. To determine your
system’s default setting, press PF6 (SysInfo).

Maximum Expiration Date and Maximum Retention Period

You must set both a maximum expiration date and a maximum retention period for the group. When a member of the
group specifies an expiration date or retention period, VM:Archiver respects the most restrictive (the shortest) of the two
settings. If the retention period or expiration date specified by the user exceeds that setting, VM:Archiver rejects the user’s
request.

The values you choose for maximum expiration date and maximum retention period depend on your group’s needs. If you
want to use just a maximum retention period, set the maximum retention period to the desired value and set the maximum
expiration date to PERM. If you want to use just a maximum expiration date, set the maximum expiration to the desired
value and set the maximum retention to PERM.

There may be times when using both a maximum retention period and a maximum expiration date can be useful. See
Advantages of Having Both a Maximum Expiration Date and Retention Period for an example.

Maximum Expiration Date

Specify a maximum expiration date for data archived by members of the group. You can use one of the following formats
to specify the maximum expiration date.

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42-99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00-41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible confusion,
use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.

To use the system default, type system. If you just created the group, this value is already filled in. To determine your
system’s default setting, press PF6 (SysInfo).

The date you specify must be the same as or later than the default retention for the group.

To tell VM:Archiver to keep the data permanently, type perm for the expiration date.
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Maximum Retention Period

Specify a maximum retention period for data archived by members of the group by typing a whole number from 0 through
999999. The number you specify must convert to a date that is the same as or later than the default expiration date or
retention period for the group.

To use the system default, type system. If you just created the group, this value is already filled in. To determine your
system’s default setting, press PF6 (SysInfo).

To tell VM:Archiver to keep the data permanently, type perm for the retention period.

Membership Criteria

Specify userids that you want to be members of this group. You can use pattern-matching characters. VM:Archiver uses
membership criteria to determine where to place a userid that has not already been assigned to a group explicitly through
the USER ADD command, the User Information screen, or the group membership user exit (VMAEXIT3). The order in
which you enter the userids is unimportant. If you run out of space on the screen to enter membership criteria, press PF8
(Forward) to scroll the screen forward.

You cannot change the membership criteria for group PUBLIC.

Moving a User to Another Group
There may be times when you need to move a user to another group, for example, when an employee changes
departments.

If you move a user to another group, the user’s archived data continues to belong to the original group unless you
specifically reassign ownership of the data to the new group by using the REASSIGN FILE or REASSIGN MDISK
command. However, the user’s archived data continues to belong to that user.

Moving the User

You can move a userid to a new group by using the screens or using a line-mode command. Both methods are described
below:

Using the screens:

1. From the command line of the System Administrator Main Menu, enter 3 to select Option 3, Manage users; the cursor
moves to Option 3. In the space provided, enter the user you want to move and press Enter.
If you specified pattern-matching characters, VM:Archiver displays the Select User to Manage screen, which provides
you with a list of users that match the pattern. Move the cursor to the user you want to move and press PF5 (Update).
VM:Archiver displays the User Information screen for the userid you selected.

2. In the Group name field, enter the name of the group to which you want the user to belong. Then, press PF9 (File) to
save your changes.

Using line-mode commands:

To move a user to a different group using line-mode commands, use the USER CHANGE command. For example, to
move user DDUCK from group BIRDS to group FOWLS, enter:

vmarch user change dduck (group fowls

You can use pattern-matching characters in the user name. For more information, see USER CHANGE Command.

Reassigning the User’s Data to the New Group

To reassign the user’s archived data to the new group, use the REASSIGN FILE line-mode command for archived files
and the REASSIGN MDISK line-mode command for archived minidisks.
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For example, to reassign all of user DDUCK’s archived data from group BIRDS to group FOWLS, enter these two
commands:

vmarch reassign file * * from user dduck group birds to group fowls

vmarch reassign mdisk * * from user dduck group birds to group fowls

Discarding a Group
Contents

At some point, for example when a project ends or a semester ends, you may want to discard a group. When you discard
a group, the group definition goes away but the members remain in the VM:Archiver system.

You cannot discard:

• Group PUBLIC
• Any group that still owns archived data

Before You Discard a Group

Before you discard a group, you must consider what to do with:

• Archived data owned by the group
Because you cannot delete a group that still owns data, you must either delete the archived data or reassign the data
to another group.
For example, to reassign ownership of all archived data that belongs to group HARES to group RABBITS, enter these
two commands:

vmarch reassign file * * from user * group hares to group rabbits

vmarch reassign mdisk * * from user * group hares to group rabbits

• Users that belong to the group
If you discard a group without moving the existing members to other groups, the users will become members of
groups based on the membership criteria defined for the remaining groups. See Moving a User to Another Group for
instructions on changing groups.

Procedure

To discard a group, read Before You Discard a Group, above, then follow these steps:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 2, Manage groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Manage Groups screen.

2. Select Option 1, Add, discard, or order groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Add, Discard, or Order Groups screen.

3. Move the cursor next to the group you want to discard, type discard, and press PF9 (File).

Changing the Order of Groups
Contents

The order in which groups are listed on the Add, Discard, or Order Groups screen is important because changing the
order of a group can change its membership. Users that have not been explicitly assigned to a group will belong to the
first group that has matching membership criteria. For example, suppose the member criteria for group LTOONS is
M* and membership criteria for group CARTOONS is MA*. When the groups are displayed on the screen in the order
LTOONS followed by CARTOONS, then userid MABEL is considered a member of group LTOONS. However, if you switch
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the order of the groups so that group CARTOONS comes before LTOONS, then MABEL becomes a member of group
CARTOONS.

Reordering groups does not affect users that have been explicitly assigned to a group. To change the group to which one
of these users belongs, you must use the User Information Screen or the USER CHANGE command. See Moving a User
to Another Group for more information.

Procedure

To change the order in which a group is listed, follow these steps:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 2, Manage groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Manage Groups screen.

2. Select Option 1, Add, discard, or order groups.
VM:Archiver displays the Add, Discard, or Order Groups screen.

3. To move a group type move (or m) in the Cmd column next to the group you want to move.
4. Then, move the cursor to the line after which you want the group placed and type follow (or f) and press Enter.

VM:Archiver moves the selected group to its new place.
Group PUBLIC must be the last group on the list. You cannot move a group below group PUBLIC.

5. Press PF9 (File) to save your changes.

Granting Access to a Group's Data
A group’s administrator can grant or deny access to data owned by the group. For example, the group administrator
for group CARTOONS can give user EFUDD recall authorization for data that belongs to group CARTOONS and was
archived from BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk.

To grant access to data owned by a group, follow these steps:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 5, Perform user functions.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. From the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Recall, Manage, or Assign Data screen.

3. Select Option 3, See or change who can access my group’s data.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen.

4. Move the cursor to the line after which you want the line added and press PF5 (Insert).
VM:Archiver inserts a line below this line.

5. Enter the following information:
a. In the Type field, type user or group to indicate whether you are granting or denying access to a user or a group.
b. In the Name field type the name of the user or group to which you want to grant or deny access.
c. If you typed user in the Type field, type the node on which the user resides. The default node is the node of the

requesting user.
d. In the Recall and Change fields, type y (for yes) to allow access or n (for no) to deny access.
e. In the Data from minidisk or directory field, type the source from which the data was archived.

6. Press PF9 (File) to save your changes.

Granting a Group Access to Data
This section describes what a user must do to grant or deny all the members of a group access to his or her data. For
example, user EFUDD can allow all members of group HARES to recall data that was archived from his 0191 minidisk.

NOTE
As a system administrator, you can grant or deny access for any userid on the system.
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To grant or deny a group access to data, follow these steps:

1. From the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

2. Select Option 1, See or change who can access my data. In the space provided, enter the user whose data you
want to grant or deny access to; by default your userid is displayed.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen.

3. Move the cursor to the line after which you want the line added and press PF5 (Insert).
VM:Archiver inserts a line below this line.

4. Enter the following information:
a. In the Type field, type group to indicate that you are granting or denying access to a group.
b. In the Name field enter the name of the group to which you want to grant or deny access.
c. In the Recall and Change fields, type y (for yes) to allow access or n (for no) to deny access.
d. In the Data from minidisk or directory field, enter the source from which the data was archived.

5. Press PF9 (File) to save your changes.

Archive Processing
 Contents 

  

When a user enters a request to archive files or a minidisk, VM:Archiver performs the steps described in this section to
process the command. The user that issued the archive request is referred to as the requestor.

 VM:Archiver follows many of the same steps -- to gather user and owner information, and to assign an archive ID
regardless of whether the archive request is for a file or for a minidisk. For information about where the processes
differ, see Archiving Files or Archiving a Minidisk.

Can the Requestor Issue the Request?

If the command user exit (VMAEXIT2) exists, VM:Archiver invokes this user exit before command processing begins. The
command user exit allows or denies the requestor the ability to enter the command, or tells VM:Archiver to determine if
the requestor can enter the command. This user exit can also change the command. For more information about this user
exit, see Command User Exit (VMAEXIT2).

If the command user exit does not exist, or if the command user exit grants this user the authority to issue this command,
command processing begins. The product allows all users to enter an archive request.

To What Group Does the Requestor Belong?

VM:Archiver obtains the name of the group to which the requestor belongs. For information about group membership,
see Managing Groups.

You can also use the group membership user exit (VMAEXIT3) to control group membership. For more information,
see Group Membership User Exit (VMAEXIT3).

Owner Information

VM:Archiver collects information about the user that will own the archived data. If the archive request did not include the
OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that the requestor will be the owner.

The product searches for the following information about the owner:

1. The name of the group to which the owner belongs
2. The ONLINE and STAGE limits for the owner
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3. The expiration date for the files or minidisk to be archived; this date is specified either explicitly on the command or
implicitly from the user’s default expiration date or retention period

How VM:Archiver Searches for Information

When VM:Archiver needs information about defaults, limits, and other predetermined settings to process an archive
request, it searches the database in the following sequence for the data it needs:

1. Information specific to the user ID
2. Information specific to the group to which the user belongs
3. Default system settings

For example, to find the default expiration date for user BBUNNY, VM:Archiver first looks for the default expiration date
set specifically for BBUNNY. If neither a default expiration date nor a retention period is set for BBUNNY, the system then
looks for the default expiration date or retention period set for the group to which BBUNNY belongs. If this group also
does not have such a date or time period set, the product applies either the default expiration date or retention period
configured for the system (whichever is set), and continues processing.

Does the Expiration Date Precede or Equal Maximum Settings?

If the user explicitly specified either an expiration date or a retention period, VM:Archiver checks the date or number of
days entered on the request. If it exceeds either the maximum expiration date or maximum retention period allowed for the
owner, the command ends. If the specified date or number of days falls within an acceptable range, processing continues.

Can the Requestor Assign Archived Data to the Owner?

If the requestor is not the prospective owner, VM:Archiver checks the user-level authorization of the requestor to
determine if the requestor is authorized to archive data for the owner specified.

If the requestor is a system administrator, VM:Archiver allows the requestor to enter the command. If the requestor is not a
system administrator, the product looks for one of the following types of authorizations:

• The owner granted the requestor ASSIGN authorization.
• The owner granted the requestor’s group ASSIGN authorization.
• The owner’s group granted the requestor ASSIGN authorization.

If VM:Archiver finds one of these authorizations, the command continues; if none are defined, processing ends.

NOTE
If the data access user exit (VMAEXIT1) exists, this user exit is invoked. It allows or denies the requestor’s
ability to assign archived data to a different user ID. If the user exit rejects the requestor’s authority to assign
data to the prospective owner, the command ends. For more information about how this user exit works,
see Data Access User Exit (VMAEXIT1).

File Archiving Process
Contents

When archiving a file, VM:Archiver performs the steps described in Archive Processing. It then executes the following
steps, which are performed only when archiving files.

For a description of the processing that the product performs when archiving a minidisk, see Archiving a Minidisk.

Source Information

VM:Archiver obtains information about the source of the files to be archived either a minidisk or an SFS directory.
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Is the Source a Minidisk?

When the requestor specifies the filemode of the source minidisk, VM:Archiver determines the virtual address (vaddr) of
the minidisk, and assumes that the source minidisk is requestor vaddr.

When the requestor specifies the FROMDISK userid vaddr parameter, the product links and accesses the minidisk from
the requestor’s virtual machine. If both the CP LINK and CMS ACCESS commands complete successfully, processing
continues; if either command fails, processing ends.

If the requestor specified the DISCARD option, the product makes sure that the minidisk is linked read/write. If it is,
processing continues; if not, processing ends.

Are Files Being Archived From a Minidisk to Tape Storage?

For files being archived directly to tape, VM:Archiver verifies that the minidisk requestor vaddr is a minidisk as defined
on an MDISK statement in the requesting user‘s CP directory entry. VM:Archiver also performs this verification when no
storage area is specified to determine if files can be archived to tape.

• If minidisk requestor vaddr is defined in the requestor’s CP directory entry, processing continues. The files are eligible
to be scheduled for archiving to tape.

• If minidisk requestor vaddr is not defined in the requestor’s CP directory entry, and the requestor did not specify a
target storage area, processing continues; however, the file is not eligible for tape storage.

• If minidisk requestor vaddr is not defined in the requestor’s CP directory entry, and the target is tape, processing ends.

Is the Source a Directory?

If the requestor specified the filemode of a directory, VM:Archiver obtains the fully-qualified directory name of the source
directory and makes sure the requestor has SFS read authority to it.

If the requestor specified the FROMDIR dirname parameter, the product makes sure that the directory exists and that the
requestor has SFS read authority to it.

If the directory exists and the requestor has the required SFS authorizations, the files are eligible to be scheduled for
archiving to tape. If the directory does not exist or if the requestor does not have the required SFS authority, processing
ends.

If the requestor specified the DISCARD option (valid only for files being archived to DASD), the product determines if the
requestor has the SFS authorizations required to erase the files. If the requestor has the required SFS authorizations,
processing continues; if not, processing ends.

Obtaining File Information

VM:Archiver locates the following information for each file to be archived.

Is the File on a Minidisk?

To archive files from a minidisk, VM:Archiver retrieves file information from the requestor’s virtual machine for each file to
be archived, one file at a time. If it finds no files that match the file (or pattern) specified, processing ends.

Is the File on a Directory?

To archive files from the Shared File System, VM:Archiver performs the following actions:

• Obtains file information from SFS for each file to be archived. If none is found, processing ends.
• For each file in a FILECONTROL directory, checks if the requestor has the required SFS authorizations. If the

requestor has the proper authorizations, processing continues; if not, the file is not archived.
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If the requestor specified the DISCARD option (valid only for files being archived to DASD), the product determines if the
requestor has the SFS authorizations required to erase the files. If the requestor has the proper authorizations, processing
continues; if not, processing ends.

Determining the Storage Area

VM:Archiver determines where to store each file, one at a time. When the requestor specified a specific storage area,
VM:Archiver performs one of the following steps:

• If the requestor specified STAGE, VM:Archiver determines if the owner has enough STAGE space available to
store the file. If not, the file is not archived, and processing continues with the next file. If STAGE space is available,
VM:Archiver tries to archive the file there.

• If the requestor specified ONLINE, VM:Archiver determines if the owner has enough ONLINE space available to
store the file. If not, the file is not archived, and processing continues with the next file. If ONLINE space is available,
VM:Archiver tries to archive the file there.

• If the requestor specified DASD, VM:Archiver first checks to see if the owner has enough STAGE space available to
store the file. If it does, VM:Archiver tries to archive the file there; if not, it next determines if the owner has enough
ONLINE space available to store the file. If it does, VM:Archiver tries to archive the file to the ONLINE area. If there is
not enough space on the ONLINE area, the file is not archived, and processing continues with the next file.

• If the requestor specified TAPE, VM:Archiver checks to see if there is an existing request to archive the file to tape.
There can be only one outstanding request to archive a particular file from a specific minidisk or directory to TAPE. If
another request exists, the request is not scheduled, and processing continues with the next file. If not, VM:Archiver
schedules the file for archiving.

• If the requestor specified the ANY option or did not specify a storage area, VM:Archiver tries to archive the file first to
STAGE storage, then, if necessary, to ONLINE storage. If there is insufficient space in ONLINE storage and the file can
be copied to TAPE storage, VM:Archiver schedules a request to archive the file to TAPE storage.
If this process fails for a file, VM:Archiver continues with the next file.

Copying Files to DASD Storage

When VM:Archiver copies a file to the DASD storage area, it does the following:

• Copies the first file of the request to the DASD storage area
• Obtains an archive ID for the request

See "What Is the Archive ID?" in this article for information about how VM:Archiver obtains an archive ID.
• Adds the owning user ID to the VM:Archiver system (if necessary)

See "Adding the User to VM:Archiver" in this article for information about the circumstances under which VM:Archiver
adds a user to the database.

Compressing the File

To store a file on a DASD storage area, VM:Archiver copies and compresses the data. If the copying process fails for an
individual file, processing continues with the next file slated for archiving to DASD storage.

Discarding the File

When the file is successfully archived to a DASD area and if the requestor specified the DISCARD option, VM:Archiver
erases the file from the requestor’s minidisk or directory.

If there are more files to be archived (that is, the requestor used pattern-matching characters in the filename, filetype, or
both), VM:Archiver locates the file information and repeats the processes described above. When there are no files left to
archive, VM:Archiver sends messages to the requestor indicating how many files were or were not archived.
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Copying Files to Tape

When VM:Archiver copies files to tape, it does the following:

• Checks for duplicate requests
• Obtains an archive ID for the request

See What Is the Archive ID? below for information about how VM:Archiver obtains an archive ID.
• Adds the owning user ID to the VM:Archiver system (if necessary)

See Adding the User to VM:Archiver  below for information about the circumstances under which VM:Archiver adds a
user to the database.

• Schedules the file to be copied to tape

What Is the Archive ID?

VM:Archiver obtains an archive ID (archid) for the data to be archived. The format for an archive ID is systemid.number,
where systemid is an identifier containing a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters and number is a whole number of
1-8 digits assigned to each file archived. The two components of the archive ID are separated by a period (.). When more
than one file is archived in a request (for example, when you specify pattern-matching characters), each file in the request
is assigned the same archive ID.

Adding the User to VM:Archiver

VM:Archiver checks if the owner is defined to the VM:Archiver database; if not, VM:Archiver adds the owner. If no files are
successfully archived for this user, VM:Archiver will remove the owner from the VM:Archiver database.

Ending the Process

When VM:Archiver has processed all files included in the archive request, archive processing ends with these steps:

• If the requestor used the FROMDISK option (to archive data from a minidisk that the product linked and accessed), the
product releases and detaches this minidisk on the requestor’s virtual machine.

• If the requestor specified the ARCHID option, the product displays the archive ID on the user’s terminal or places it
in the requestor’s program stack in either last-in, first-out (LIFO) or first-in, first-out (FIFO) order, depending on which
destination option was used.

Minidisk Archiving Process
When archiving a minidisk, VM:Archiver performs the steps described in Archive Processing. It then executes the
following steps, which are performed only when archiving a minidisk.

For a description of the processing VM:Archiver performs when archiving a file, see Archiving Files.

Link the Minidisk

VM:Archiver links the specified minidisk on the requestor’s virtual machine to make sure that the minidisk is defined
in any user’s CP directory entry and that the requesting user is able to link to the minidisk read-only. If the CP LINK
command fails, the command ends. If the link is successful, VM:Archiver detaches this minidisk from the requestor’s
virtual machine. For example, suppose VM:Archiver links BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk as 0291. If the link is successful,
VM:Archiver detaches the 0291 minidisk.

Check for Duplicate Requests

VM:Archiver checks if there is an existing request to archive the minidisk. There can be only one outstanding request to
archive a minidisk. If another request exists, the request is not scheduled, and processing ends.
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Obtain the Archive ID

VM:Archiver obtains an archive ID (archid) for the data to be archived. The format for an archive ID is systemid.number,
where systemid is an identifier containing a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters and number is a whole number of
1-8 digits assigned to each minidisk archived. The two components of the archive ID are separated by a period (.).

Schedule the Minidisk for Archiving

Once VM:Archiver has obtained an archive ID and verified that no duplicate requests exist, it schedules a request to copy
the minidisk to tape.

Add the User to VM:Archiver

VM:Archiver determines if the owner is defined to VM:Archiver. If not, VM:Archiver adds the owner.

Display the Archive ID

If the requestor specified the ARCHID option, VM:Archiver displays the archive ID on the user’s terminal or places it in the
requestor’s program stack in either last-in, first-out (LIFO) or first-in, first-out (FIFO) order, depending on which destination
option was used.

Recall Processing
When a user enters a request to recall files or a minidisk, VM:Archiver follows the steps described in this section to
process the command. The user that issued the recall request is referred to as the requestor.

VM:Archiver follows many of the same steps regardless of whether the recall request is for a file or for a minidisk. For
information about where the processes differ, see Recalling Files and Recalling Minidisks.

Can the Requestor Issue the Request?

If the command user exit (VMAEXIT2) exists, VM:Archiver invokes this user exit before command processing begins. The
command user exit allows or denies the requestor’s ability to enter the command, or tells VM:Archiver to determine if the
requestor can enter the command. This user exit can also change the command. For more information about this user
exit, see Command User Exit (VMAEXIT2).

If the command user exit does not exist, or if the command user exit grants this user the authority to issue this command,
command processing begins. VM:Archiver allows all users to enter a recall request.

To What Group Does the Requestor Belong?

VM:Archiver obtains the name of the group to which the requestor belongs. For information about group membership,
see Managing Groups.

Check for Immediate Processing

When recalling minidisks or recalling files from tape, VM:Archiver can perform the recall immediately or it can put the
request in the queue of requests to be run the next time a SUBMIT RECALLS command is issued.

When a user recalls a file or a minidisk,VM:Archiver checks to see whether it should perform an immediate or delayed
recall.

NOTE
Although VM:Archiver performs this step for all recall requests, immediate processing applies only to recalls
from tape.
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VM:Archiver first checks to see if the user specified the DELAY or IMMED option. If the user specified the IMMED option,
VM:Archiver verifies that the user is authorized to perform immediate recalls. If neither option is specified, VM:Archiver
must determine the default processing for the user.

First it checks the database for a user-level setting. If no value is set specifically for the user, VM:Archiver checks the
user’s group. If no value is set specifically for the group, VM:Archiver uses the system default.

File Recall Process
 Contents 

  

When recalling a file, VM:Archiver performs the steps described in Recall Processing. It then performs the following steps,
which are performed only when recalling files.

For a description of the processing VM:Archiver performs when recalling a minidisk, see Recalling Minidisks.

Is the Target Valid?

VM:Archiver verifies that it will be able to recall the data to the intended target.

• If the target is a minidisk specified with a filemode on the MODE option of the RECALL FILE command, VM:Archiver
verifies that the minidisk is linked read/write and accessed at the specified mode.

• If the target is a minidisk specified with a userid and virtual address on the DISK userid vaddr option on the RECALL
FILE command, VM:Archiver verifies that the requestor can link to the minidisk read/write.

NOTE
 If the file is being recalled from the DASD area, there must be an available filemode in the requesting
userid’s virtual machine.

• If the target is a virtual reader, VM:Archiver verifies that the target userid is in the CP online directory.
• If the target is a DIRCONTROL directory, VM:Archiver verifies that the user has DIRWRITE authorization.

File Information

For each file to be recalled, VM:Archiver finds the following information:

• Filename
• Filetype
• File owner
• File source
• CMS file date
• Archive date
• Creation date (SFS only)
• Archive ID

Determine File Location

VM:Archiver searches the database to determine where the specified version of the file has been archived.

Authorization Checking

If the requesting user is not the owner of the file, VM:Archiver performs the authorization checking described below for
each file selected.
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Is the File Private?

VM:Archiver checks to see if the file has the PRIVATE status. If a file has this status, only the owning userid or a system
administrator can recall it.

Is the Requestor a System Administrator?

VM:Archiver checks to see if the requestor is defined as a system administrator in the VM:Archiver system. System
administrators can recall any files.

Is the Requestor Authorized to Recall the File?

VM:Archiver checks two places to see if the requesting user is authorized to recall the file.

First, it checks what authorizations, if any, have been granted or denied to the requesting user through the end-user data
access screens. When checking authorizations, VM:Archiver checks authorizations at the user and group level. For more
information about how group membership affects data access, see Managing Groups.

Next, VM:Archiver invokes the data access user exit (VMAEXIT1), if it exists. Data access granted or denied by this user
exit takes precedence over access granted by the end-user data access screens. If the user exit rejects the requestor’s
authority to recall data, the command ends. For more information about this user exit, see Data Access User Exit
(VMAEXIT1).

Look for the File on the Target

When the target location is a minidisk or an SFS directory, VM:Archiver must determine whether a file with the same name
already exists on the target.

• If the target is a minidisk and a file with the same name exists, VM:Archiver verifies that the REPLACE option is
specified on the recall request before recalling the file. If REPLACE is not specified, the file is not recalled.

• If the target is a DIRCONTROL directory and a file with the same name exists, VM:Archiver verifies that REPLACE is
specified. If REPLACE is not specified, the file is not recalled.

• For FILECONTROL directories, the following is true:
– If a user has write authorization to a file, the user can recall the file only if it already exists in the directory.
– If the user also has write authorization to the directory, the user can recall files that do not already exist in the

directory as well as files that already exist in the directory.
Therefore, if the target is a FILECONTROL directory and a file with the same name exists, VM:Archiver verifies that the
user has write authority to the file and that REPLACE is specified on the recall request before recalling the file. If either
of these conditions is not true, the file is not recalled.

Check for Duplicate Requests

If the target is a minidisk or directory and the file to be recalled is stored on tape, VM:Archiver makes sure there is no
other request to recall a file to the same target with the same name. For example, if there is already an existing request to
recall file EARS DATA to BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk, no one can issue a request to recall EARS DATA (or recall a different
file and rename it to EARS DATA) to BBUNNY’s 0191 until the first request has been processed.

In addition, if the target is a minidisk, VM:Archiver ensures that there is no request to recall a minidisk to the target
minidisk.

Check for Immediate Processing

If the file is to be recalled immediately, VM:Archiver submits a recall job to VM:Backup to recall the file.
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If the file is not to be recalled immediately, that is, VM:Archiver is to perform a delayed recall, VM:Archiver adds the
request to the queue of requests that will be included in a recall job the next time a SUBMIT RECALLS command is
issued.

Minidisk Recall Process
 Contents 

  

When recalling a minidisk, VM:Archiver performs the steps described in Recall Processing. It then performs the following
steps, which are executed only when recalling a minidisk.

For a description of the processing VM:Archiver performs when recalling a file, see Recalling Files.

Is the Target Valid?

VM:Archiver verifies that the requesting user can link to the target minidisk in read/write mode.

Minidisk Information

VM:Archiver finds the following information for the minidisk to be recalled:

• Userid and virtual address
• Owner
• Archive date
• Archive ID

Authorization Checking

If the requesting user is not the owner of the minidisk, VM:Archiver performs the checking described below.

Is the Minidisk Private?

VM:Archiver checks to see if the minidisk has the PRIVATE status. If a minidisk has this status, only the owning userid or
a system administrator can recall it.

Is the Requestor a System Administrator?

VM:Archiver checks to see if the requestor is defined as a system administrator in the VM:Archiver system. System
administrators can recall any minidisks.

Is the Requestor Authorized To Recall the Minidisk?

VM:Archiver performs two checks to see if the requesting user is authorized to recall the minidisk.

First, it checks what authorizations, if any, have been granted or denied to the requesting user through the end-user data
access screens. When checking authorizations, VM:Archiver checks authorizations at the user and group level. For more
information about how group membership affects data access, see Managing Groups.

Next, VM:Archiver invokes the data access user exit (VMAEXIT1), if it exists. Data access granted or denied by this user
exit takes precedence over access granted by the end-user data access screens. If the user exit rejects the requestor’s
authority to recall data, the command ends.For more information about this user exit, see Data Access User Exit
(VMAEXIT1).
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Determine Minidisk Location

VM:Archiver searches the database to determine where the specified version of the minidisk has been archived.

Check for Duplicate Transactions

VM:Archiver makes sure that there is no outstanding request to recall a minidisk to the specified target minidisk. In
addition, VM:Archiver makes sure there is no outstanding request to restore a file to the target minidisk.

Once VM:Archiver has verified that there are no duplicate transactions, it schedules a request to recall the minidisk.

Check for Immediate Processing

If the minidisk is to be recalled immediately, VM:Archiver schedules a request to recall the minidisk from tape.

If the minidisk is not to be recalled immediately, that is, VM:Archiver is to perform a delayed recall, VM:Archiver adds
the request to the queue of requests that will be included in a recall job the next time a SUBMIT RECALLS command is
issued.

Storage Management
VM:Archiver stores archived data in the DASD storage areas (STAGE and ONLINE) and on tape. This section discusses
how VM:Archiver manages the data stored in the DASD area.

The internal VM:Archiver storage manager enables VM:Archiver to use its DASD storage space as efficiently as possible
by doing the following:

• Monitoring DASD utilization levels against configured thresholds
VM:Archiver checks utilization levels every half hour and acts when those levels become too high.

• Regularly cleaning out purged and expired data
Once a day VM:Archiver deletes all purged and expired data from the system.

• Clearing space on an as-needed basis during archives
If a user tries to archive a file to the DASD area, but there is no room to archive the file, VM:Archiver will try to clear
space to make room for the file.

In addition to performing these functions, VM:Archiver provides the CHECK DBDASD command, which lets you produce
a report on any discrepancies between the database and the DASD storage area. For more information, see CHECK
Command.

Threshold Monitoring
Contents

When you configured VM:Archiver using the Define DASD Areas and Controls screen, you set thresholds for ONLINE and
STAGE usage.

These configuration settings are described in detail below.

Thresholds for ONLINE Usage

This threshold is the percentage at which VM:Archiver is to warn the system administrator that ONLINE storage is filling
up.

What To Do When ONLINE Storage Fills Up

There are several things you can do when ONLINE storage fills up:

• Force a migration to tape.
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You can ask users to assign migration dates to their ONLINE files so that the files will be copied to tape and erased
from ONLINE storage. Or you, as a system administrator, can assign migration dates to files for other users.

• Notify users and ask them to purge files stored in ONLINE storage.
• Add more space to the DASD storage area.

You can do this by increasing the size of existing DASD minidisks or adding new ones.

NOTE
Do not change the virtual address of any DASD minidisk. For example, do not replace a 01CD minidisk with
a larger 01CE minidisk; VM:Archiver will not be able to locate the files archived on the 01CD minidisk.

• Change the percentages assigned to STAGE and ONLINE storage.
For example, if ONLINE storage is designated to use 30% of DASD storage and STAGE storage is designated to use
70%, increasing the ONLINE percentage to a higher value, perhaps 70%, might give you the additional space you
need for ONLINE storage.

Thresholds for STAGE Usage

VM:Archiver copies files from STAGE storage to tape. You control how much space files in STAGE storage can take up
and when files are to be migrated from STAGE to tape. You do this by specifying the following thresholds on the Define
DASD Area and Controls screen:

• Percentage of DASD storage
This is the percentage of the DASD storage area that can be taken up by STAGE files.

• Percentage of files that have not yet been copied to tape
STAGE storage contains files that have already been copied to tape and files that have not yet been copied to tape.
This threshold is exceeded when the uncopied files take up more than the specified percentage of all files on STAGE
storage.

• STAGE file age
This is how long (in hours) a file has been in STAGE storage.

How the Process Works

At initialization and every five minutes thereafter, VM:Archiver checks ONLINE storage. If ONLINE storage exceeds the
specified percentage full, VM:Archiver sends a warning message similar to the following to the operator:

0414W CURRENT ONLINE USAGE IS 95%, WARNING THRESHOLD IS 90%.

At initialization and every half hour thereafter, VM:Archiver checks STAGE storage for the following:

• Percentage of DASD storage taken up by STAGE files
• Percentage of uncopied files
• STAGE files whose age exceeds the configured threshold

If any of these values are exceeded, VM:Archiver checks the current time to see if it falls within one of the migration time
ranges you specified when you configured your system.

If the current time is within a specified range, VM:Archiver builds a job to copy the data to tape. The job it builds will also
copy any other data that needs to be copied to tape. This data includes files being archived directly to tape from users’
minidisks and directories, minidisks being archived, and files being migrated from ONLINE storage to tape.

If the current time is not within a specified range, VM:Archiver sends the following warning message to the operator:

0320I AUTOMATIC STAGE MIGRATION HAS NOT ISSUED THE SUBMIT ARCHIVES COMMAND BECAUSE OF SUBMISSION PERIOD RESTRICTIONS.
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Regular Cleaning
Once a day, VM:Archiver runs a process that erases expired and purged files and minidisks, and updates the database to
reflect the deletions. If expiration and purge grace periods are in effect, VM:Archiver respects them; VM:Archiver will not
erase purged or expired data until the grace period has passed.

Clearing Space During Archives
Contents

When a user tries to archive a file to the DASD storage area, but there is not enough room to hold the file, VM:Archiver
tries to make room by erasing STAGE files that have already been copied to tape.

How the Process Works

VM:Archiver erases a file then checks to see if there is room in DASD storage to hold the requested file. If there is room,
VM:Archiver archives the file. If there is not enough room, VM:Archiver erases another file and checks again to see if
this leaves sufficient room to archive the requested file. VM:Archiver repeats this process, erasing and checking, until
there is sufficient room to archive the file. If, after erasing all eligible files there is still insufficient space to archive the file,
VM:Archiver schedules a migration from STAGE storage to tape.

If the user specifically requested STAGE, ONLINE, or DASD storage, VM:Archiver sends the user a message stating the
file could not be archived.

If the user did not specifically request a storage type, VM:Archiver schedules the file to be archived directly to tape.

Job Processing
When VM:Archiver archives data to or recalls data from the TAPE storage area, it uses VM:Backup. The interface with
VM:Backup allows VM:Archiver to:

• Archive files and minidisks directly to tape
• Recall files and minidisks from tape
• Migrate STAGE and ONLINE files to tape
• Merge tape sets onto fewer tapes (merge/purge/copy)
• Reinitialize tapes that have been successfully processed as input to merge/purge/copy

VM:Archiver accomplishes these tasks by using VM:Backup jobs. VM:Archiver builds and submits a job to VM:Backup.
VM:Backup runs the job and tells VM:Archiver the outcome. Using this information, VM:Archiver updates its database as
necessary. The following section provides an overview of VM:Archiver job processing.

For information about managing jobs, see Managing Active Jobs. For more information about how VM:Archiver and
VM:Backup work together, see Interface With VM:Backup.

Job Processing Overview
VM:Archiver job processing works as follows:

1. The VM:Archiver operator or an event issues the VM:Archiver SUBMIT command to build a job. VM:Archiver checks
the appropriate request queue and creates template and exception files in template programming interface (TPI)
format. These files have the following names:
– jobid $TEMPLAT (template file)

The template file is a CMS file that contains one or more control records to define a job.
– jobid $XCEPT (exception file)

An exception file is a CMS file that specifies exceptions to the template file options.
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At this time, if the job is a recall, merge/purge/copy, or tape reinitialization job, VM:Archiver also creates a jobid
LISTPULL file. This file contains a list of tapes that will be used during the job. VM:Backup does not use this file;
operators or tape librarians can use this list when pulling tapes for jobs.
When this step has completed successfully, the job has the status BUILT.

2. VM:Archiver imports the job to VM:Backup.
VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup IMPORT command to copy the files created above to the appropriate VM:Backup
service virtual machine. The IMPORT command then converts the files to VM:Backup internal format. On the
VM:Backup service virtual machine the files have the following names:
– jobid TEMPLAT
– jobid EXCEPT

NOTE
VM:Archiver cannot send more than one archive job at a time to VM:Backup. VM:Archiver will not build
the next job until it successfully processes the keyword data report from the outstanding job. For example,
VM:Archiver will not build the next archive job until it successfully processes the keyword data report from
the outstanding archive job.

The keyword data report is a CMS file that describes the results of a job run on VM:Backup. VM:Backup
maintains these reports on its report minidisk.

When this step has completed successfully, the job has the status IMPORTED.
3. VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT command.

When the VM:Backup SUBMIT command completes successfully, the job has the status VMBSUBMIT.
4. VM:Backup runs the job.

During job processing, VM:Backup creates the keyword data report.
5. When the job has completed, VM:Backup issues the VM:Archiver JOBEND command to notify VM:Archiver that the

job has ended.
6. VM:Archiver then issues the VM:Backup GETRPT command to tell VM:Backup to transfer the report to the A-disk of

the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
7. The VM:Archiver Job Output Analyzer analyzes the keyword data report.

Based on this analysis, VM:Archiver notifies the appropriate users of the outcome of the job and updates the database
as necessary.
In addition, any files that should be erased, such as files in ONLINE storage that were migrated to tape, are erased at
this time.

For more information about the IMPORT command and the template programming interface, see the VM:Backup System
Programmer Reference.

Archive Job Processing
When the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command is issued, VM:Archiver builds a job to copy the following to tape:

• All files currently in STAGE storage that have not yet been copied to TAPE storage
• All files in ONLINE storage with a migration date earlier than or the same as the current date; these files are ready to

be moved to TAPE storage
• All files from users’ minidisks and directories that users have requested to be archived to TAPE storage
• All minidisks that users have requested to be archived; minidisks can be copied only to TAPE storage

Each VM:Archiver service virtual machine can send only one archive job at a time to VM:Backup. VM:Archiver will not
build the next archive job until it successfully processes the keyword data report from the outstanding archive job. This
ensures that the VM:Archiver data sets are ordered correctly.
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When Do Archive Jobs Run?

Archive jobs are submitted when:

• The operator, system administrator, or an event issues the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command
• When the VM:Archiver storage manager determines that there are files stored in STAGE storage that need to be

copied to tape based on the configuration data on the Define DASD Area and Controls screen.
At initialization and every half hour thereafter the storage manager checks to see whether there are any files that have
not yet been copied from STAGE storage to tape. If there are any files to be copied, VM:Archiver builds an archive
job to copy the data to tape. The job it builds will also copy any other data that needs to be copied to tape. This data
includes files being archived directly to tape from users’ minidisks and directories, minidisks being archived, and files
being migrated from ONLINE storage to tape.

• When VM:Archiver cannot clear enough space to archive a file to the DASD storage area
When a user tries to archive a file to the DASD storage area, but there is not enough room to hold the file, VM:Archiver
tries to clear space in the DASD area by erasing STAGE files that have already been copied to tape. If, after clearing
all erasable data, there is still insufficient space to hold the file in the DASD storage area, VM:Archiver builds a job to
copy archived files to tape. The job it builds will also copy any other data that needs to be copied to tape.

For more information about how VM:Archiver maintains the DASD storage area, see Storage Management.

Recall Job Processing
VM:Archiver builds recall jobs to recall files and minidisks from tape. There are two kinds of recall jobs: delayed and
immediate.

In delayed recalls, VM:Archiver builds and submits a job when the operator or an event issues the SUBMIT RECALLS
command. At this time, all delayed recall requests from any user since the last SUBMIT RECALLS command was issued
are included in the job.

Under some circumstances, VM:Archiver builds more than one restore job. VM:Archiver tries to combine as many recall
requests into a single VM:Backup restore job as possible. However, the characteristics of a request can prevent it from
being included with other requests. These characteristics can include:

• The options specified on the recall request
• The target to which the data is to be restored
• The source from where the data was originally archived
• Which data set contains the data to be restored

In immediate recalls, VM:Archiver builds and submits a job for each RECALL command with the IMMED option that was
issued by a user. If the user is batching immediate recall requests, VM:Archiver builds and submits one or more jobs for all
of the immediate recall requests issued by the user between the BATCH ON and BATCH OFF commands. For information
about batching immediate recall requests, see BATCH Command.

When Do Recall Jobs Run?

VM:Archiver builds a job to run delayed recalls when the operator or an event issues the SUBMIT RECALLS command.
VM:Archiver checks the recall request queue for all delayed recall requests and builds a job to copy archived files and
minidisks from tape.

VM:Archiver submits a job to run immediate recalls:

• At initialization
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At initialization, VM:Archiver issues the SUBMIT RECALLS command with the (IMMED USER * options to submit any
outstanding batched immediate recall requests.

• Whenever a user who is batching immediate recalls enters the BATCH OFF command
• Whenever a user who is not batching immediate recalls enters the RECALL command with the IMMED option.
• Whenever a user who has specified the IMMED option on the RECALL command or whose default setting is IMMED

exits the Archived Files screen after recalling files.

Merge/Purge/Copy Job Processing
Contents

When a SUBMIT MPC command is issued, VM:Archiver builds a job for the tape sets identified by the volsers specified
on the SUBMIT MPC command. If no volsers were specified, VM:Archiver builds a job for all tape sets that exceed the
threshold for purged and expired data configured for your system.

When Do Merge/Purge/Copy Jobs Run?

Merge/purge/copy jobs run when the operator, system administrator, or an event issues the SUBMIT MPC command.

Tape Reinitialization Processing
Contents

When a SUBMIT REINIT command is issued, VM:Archiver builds a job to reinitialize all tapes that have been successfully
processed as input to a merge/purge/copy job. These tapes have the status INITPEND.

During job processing, VM:Backup writes new header labels on the tapes and VM:Archiver deletes records for these
tapes from the VM:Archiver database.

When Do Tape Reinitialization Jobs Run?

Tape reinitialization jobs run when the operator, system administrator, or an event issues the SUBMIT REINIT command.

Getting Information About Jobs
You can use the QUERY JOBS command to display information about the VM:Archiver job queue. You can use the output
from the QUERY JOBS command to determine job status or to obtain the job ID. QUERY JOBS displays this information:

• Type of job
• Job ID
• Job status
• Submit and end times

Job Statuses

The Status field of the QUERY JOBS output contains one of the following statuses:

BUILT
VM:Archiver has created control files from which VM:Backup can create a job template file and an exception file.

CANCELED
The job has been canceled.

COMPLETED
The job has completed successfully.
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DB_UPDATE
VM:Archiver is processing the job output information it received from VM:Backup. This processing includes
updating the database.

IMPORTED
VM:Archiver has issued the VM:Backup IMPORT command. VM:Backup has successfully created a template file
and an exception file on the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

INFO_ERR
The VM:Archiver Job Output Analyzer encountered errors processing job completion information sent by
VM:Backup.

NO_VMBJOB
VM:Archiver requested information about a job for which VM:Backup has no information.

RPT_AVAIL
VM:Archiver has received job output information from VM:Backup, but has not yet processed it.

SENDNOTES
VM:Archiver has updated its database with information from the VM:Backup job output report. VM:Archiver is now
preparing to notify the originators of requests included in this job of the results of those requests.

VMBSUBMIT
The job has been successfully submitted on the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

VMBCANCEL
VM:Archiver has issued the VM:Backup CANCEL command to cancel the job in the VM:Backup system. After
VM:Archiver processes the keyword data report for this job, VM:Archiver will change the status to CANCELED.

Event 9005 (VMAMNGJB CHECKJOBS) automates the flow of jobs through the VM:Archiver system after they have
been built. This event runs periodically throughout the day, checking for jobs that may have become stranded. If event
9005 finds any jobs that are not successfully moving through the VM:Archiver system, it will attempt to move the job to
the next job status. If it cannot move the job to the next job status, you may need to intervene to correct the problem. For
assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

For more information, see QUERY JOBS Command.

Canceling Jobs
Contents

There may be times when you need to cancel a job. When you cancel a job, it remains in the job queue with the status
CANCELED until VM:Archiver automatically deletes it.

For archive and recall jobs, VM:Archiver notifies the requesting users that their archive and recall requests have been
canceled and that they must issue their requests again.

Procedure

You can cancel jobs through line-mode commands or from the screens.

Line-mode Method

To cancel a job from line mode, use the CANCEL JOB jobid command, where jobid is the unique 8-character ID that was
assigned to the job when it was built. For example, to cancel job AEB3CFDE, enter:

vmarch cancel job aeb3cfde

VM:Archiver responds:
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0248I JOB AEB3CFDE CANCELED.

Screen Method

To cancel a job from the screens, follow these steps:

1. Select Option 4, Perform Operator Functions, from the System Administrator Main Menu.
VM:Archiver displays the Operator Main Menu.

2. Select Option 1, Manage VM:Backup Jobs.
VM:Archiver displays the Manage VM:Backup Jobs screen.

3. Type cancel in the Cmd column next to the job you want to cancel.

VM:Archiver Events
An event is a scheduled execution of a CP, CMS, or VM:Archiver command. You can use events to schedule:

• Recall submissions
• Archive submissions
• Accounting runs

The VM:Archiver event feature allows you to perform simple scheduling of events. When you schedule an event, you can
specify the following:

• When the command is to start execution
• How often the command should run

To perform more complex scheduling, use the VM:Schedule product.

Internal Events
VM:Archiver schedules system events for internal processing. These events include processes that run:

• Once a day to clear purged and expired files from the DASD storage area
• Every half hour to check STAGE storage against configured storage thresholds
• Every five minutes to check ONLINE storage against configured storage thresholds
• Once a day to check the job queue and clean out any outstanding jobs
• At initialization to submit any outstanding immediate recall requests

System events are assigned event IDs from 9000 through 9999.

Recommended Events
Although you are not required to set up any events, you may want to set up events to execute the following VM:Archiver
commands:

• SUBMIT RECALLS
For delayed recalls to run, the operator or an event must issue the SUBMIT RECALLS command. If you want to run
recall jobs at set times every day, set up an event to issue the SUBMIT RECALLS command regularly.

• SUBMIT ARCHIVES
To run archive jobs regularly, either the operator or an event must issue the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command. If you
want to run archive jobs at a set time every day, set up an event to issue the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command regularly.

If you need to submit archive and recall requests at approximately the same time, submit the recalls first. This ensures
that all recall requests are included in a job. If you submit the archive requests first, then the recall requests, the SUBMIT
RECALLS command begins processing; however, some recall requests may not be included in the recall job. This is
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because VM:Archiver keeps track of the tapes required for the archive job and does not allow them to be used in a recall
job until the archive job completes. Instead of ending the SUBMIT command, VM:Archiver simply omits the requests from
the recall job. The requests will be included in a job by a subsequent execution of the SUBMIT RECALLS command.

Managing Events
You manage events by using the EVENT command; there is no screen method for managing events. For more
information, see EVENT Command.

Adding an Event

To schedule an event to run, use the EVENT command with the ADD parameter. For example, to add an event to run the
SUBMIT RECALLS command at initialization and subsequently every two hours, enter:

vmarch event add startup 02:00 submit recalls

VM:Archiver responds:

0329I EVENT 100 ADDED.

Deleting an Event

To delete an existing event, use the EVENT command with the DELETE parameter. For example, to delete the event
assigned event ID 101, enter:

vmarch event delete 101

VM:Archiver responds:

0338I EVENT 101 WAS DELETED.

Displaying an Event

To display information about existing events, use the EVENT command with the QUERY parameter. For example, to
display on your terminal all scheduled events contained in the VM:Archiver database, enter:

vmarch event query all

VM:Archiver responds:

ID  Time    Interval    Status  Command     

--------    -------------   ---------   --------------  ---------------------------------------------------------   

9001    STARTUP 01:00   RC=0    EXEC VMACHKST AGEPCT    

9005    STARTUP 08:00   RC=0    EXEC VMAMNGJB CHECKJOBS 

9006    STARTUP 00:00   RC=0    EXEC SUBMIT RECALLS (IMMED USER *   

9003    00:01   24:00   RC=0    EXEC VMAON2OF ALL   

9004    00:01   24:00   RC=0    EXEC VMACLNJB 3 

9008    00:01   24:00   RC=0    EXEC VMARECLI   

9007    00:23   24:00   RC=0    EXEC VMACLNST   

0100    01:00   02:00   RC=0    SUBMIT ARCHIVES 

0200    02:00   01:00   RC=0    SUBMIT RECALLS  
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Accounting

Accounting for VM:Archiver Usage
VM:Archiver can generate accounting records that let you charge users for archive storage used. The records are placed
in the CP accounting stream to be processed later by VM:Account (the Broadcom accounting package) or by another
accounting package.

VM:Archiver performs two kinds of accounting:

• Batch accounting
During a batch accounting run, VM:Archiver generates accounting records for all data found in archive storage.
Typically, sites run batch accounting once a month.

• Exception accounting
Exception accounting ensures that users are charged for file and minidisk activity that occurred between batch
accounting runs.
VM:Archiver generates an exception accounting record when:
– An expired file or minidisk is deleted from archive storage
– A purged file or minidisk is deleted from archive storage
– A file is migrated from ONLINE or STAGE to TAPE storage
– A system administrator reassigns ownership of an archived file from one userid to another

The accounting records generated by VM:Archiver keep track of where the file or minidisk is stored and how long it was in
archive storage. You can control which archive storage areas (ONLINE, STAGE, or TAPE) will be accounted for.

Users will be charged for files and minidisks for as long as they exist on archive storage. If your VM:Archiver system has
expiration or purge grace periods, VM:Archiver accounts for expired and purged files and minidisks during the grace
period. To purge a file in ONLINE storage and not be charged for it, the user must specify the NOGRACE option when
purging the file.

Users are not charged for files that remain on STAGE storage after being copied to tape; once a STAGE file is copied to
tape, the user is only charged for the version on tape.

Because purged files and minidisks that exist on tape after the grace period has passed cannot be recalled, users are not
charged for this data. These files and minidisks remain on tape until they are removed by merge/purge/copy.

VM:Archiver uses DIAG X‘04C’ to send accounting records to the standard VM accounting data stream.

Setting Up Accounting
Contents

There are several steps you must take to set up accounting for your VM:Archiver system:

• Set up the necessary links and authorizations required by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
• Make any changes required by your accounting package. For example, if you use VM:Account, you must set up a cost

table for VM:Archiver on the VM:Account user ID.
• Use the Define Accounting Controls screen to tell VM:Archiver information such as which storage areas to account for.

These steps are described in detail in the following sections.

Note: Some of these steps are required even if you choose not to account for archived data. Read the following sections
carefully to make sure you provide VM:Archiver with the required information and authorizations.
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Setting Up Links and Authorizations in the VM:Archiver Service Virtual Machine

Whether you have accounting turned on or off, the VM:Archiver directory entry must contain a link to the minidisk on which
the object form of the CP directory resides.

For example, if the object form of the CP directory resides on MAINT 123, add the following directory entry:

LINK MAINT 123 1A0 RR

If you choose to account for archived data, the directory entry for the VM:Archiver service virtual machine must contain the
ACCT option:

• On VM/ESA (370 Feature) systems, include this record:
OPTION ECMODE ACCT

• On systems other than VM/ESA (370 Feature), include this record:
OPTION ACCT

Setting Up VM:Account

This section describes the changes you must make to the VM:Account service virtual machine if you want VM:Archiver to
use VM:Account to:

• Obtain account code information when users archive data or data ownership is reassigned (whether accounting is
turned on or off)

• Process VM:Archiver accounting records

Follow these steps:

1. Whether you have accounting turned on or off, you must add the following record to the VM:Account configuration file:
PRODUCT VMARCHIVE vmarch 

where vmarch is the user ID of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This record allows VM:Archiver to obtain
accounting information from VM:Account.

2. For VM:Account to process VM:Archiver accounting records, turn on accounting and set up a VM:Archiver cost table
on the VM:Account user ID. For instructions, see Administrating in the  VM:Account  documentation.

If you are using another accounting method, refer to the documentation for that package.

Configuring VM:Archiver for Accounting

To configure VM:Archiver for accounting, select Option 6, Define accounting controls, from the VM:Archiver System
Administrator Main Menu. VM:Archiver displays the Define Accounting Controls screen. From this screen, you can
specify:

• The volume serial number and virtual address of the disk pack where the object form of the CP directory resides
• The user ID of the VM:Account service virtual machine
• Whether VM:Archiver is to perform accounting
• Storage areas for which accounting records are to be generated
• Date from which accounting charges are to be computed (for the first accounting run only)

The following sections describe how to use this screen.

Where To Obtain Account ID Information

When a user archives a file or a minidisk, or the system administrator reassigns ownership of a file or a minidisk to
another user, VM:Archiver must obtain an account code to be stored in the VM:Archiver database. VM:Archiver stores this
information in the database regardless of whether accounting is turned on or off.

VM:Archiver can obtain the account code one of these ways:
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• From VM:Account
Using this method, VM:Archiver obtains the account code, and if desired, a project ID, from VM:Account. If
VM:Account is unavailable when VM:Archiver needs to obtain the information, VM:Archiver looks for the information in
the VMDBK control block, or in the CP directory, as described below.

• From a CP control block or the CP directory
Using this method, VM:Archiver first checks the incore CP control block (VMDBK or VMBLOK). If VM:Archiver cannot
find the information in the control block, it obtains it from the CP directory.

If you want VM:Archiver to use VM:Account to obtain the information, enter the name of the VM:Account service virtual
machine in the space provided on the screen.

If you do not want VM:Archiver to use VM:Account to obtain accounting information, leave the field blank.

Whether To Account for Storage

You must tell VM:Archiver whether you want it to account for archived data.

If you do not want VM:Archiver to account for archived data, type n in the Should VM:Archiver account for storage?
field.

NOTE
Even though you have specified that VM:Archiver is not to account for archived data, VM:Archiver will collect
account code information and store it in the database. See Where To Obtain Accounting Information for a
description of how VM:Archiver obtains account codes and project IDs.

If you want VM:Archiver to account for archived data, type y in the Should VM:Archiver account for storage? field, and
fill in the remainder of the screen.

When accounting is turned on, exception accounting records are generated automatically when a file’s or minidisk’s
status changes. Batch accounting records are generated when you or the operator explicitly starts batch accounting. See
Starting Batch Accounting for information about running batch accounting.

Storage Areas For Which To Account

If you have turned accounting on, you must select the storage areas for which you want VM:Archiver to account. You
must select one or more areas. To select an area, type x in the space provided to the left of the desired storage area. For
example, to charge users for ONLINE storage only, type x in the ONLINE field and leave the other storage area fields
blank.

Date From Which Accounting Charges Are To Be Accrued

If you have turned accounting on, you must specify a start date for accounting. This date is the earliest date for which
archived data is to be accounted. After you run batch accounting the first time, you must first turn accounting off and back
on if you want to change this date.

To specify a start date, enter a date in mmddyy format in the spaces provided.

How Batch Accounting Works
Contents

Batch accounting records are generated when the ACCOUNT command is executed. The ACCOUNT command can be
issued:

• Manually by a system administrator
• By selecting the Start Accounting option from the Submit Jobs or Start Accounting operator screen
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Batch accounting records account for the period from the last accounting run date to the day before the current run date.
For example, suppose you run accounting once a month on the 30th. When accounting runs on June 30, then the records
generated are for data stored in VM:Archiver from May 30 through June 29.

See the ACCOUNT command in the VM:Archiver Command Reference for more information about this command.

Batch Accounting Process

The VM:Archiver account processor reads the database for each archived file and minidisk, summarizes the accounting
information found in each record, then generates one or two accounting records for each unique combination of the
following:

• Userid
• Account number
• Project ID
• Storage type (ONLINE, STAGE, or TAPE)

By summarizing the accounting information, VM:Archiver limits the number of records sent to the accounting userid, thus
making the accounting process more efficient.

As it generates each accounting record, VM:Archiver places the record in the CP accounting record stream, which
sends the record to the appropriate accounting userid. VM:Archiver accounting records might be interspersed with other
accounting records. Depending on how your VM system is defined, you may not receive all accounting records together.

How Exception Accounting Works
Exception accounting ensures that users are charged for files and minidisks that are not accounted for between batch
accounting runs. VM:Archiver generates an exception accounting record when:

• It deletes a purged or expired file or minidisk
• It migrates a file from ONLINE or STAGE to TAPE storage
• A system administrator reassigns ownership of a file or a minidisk to another userid

VM:Archiver uses DIAG X‘04C’ to place accounting records in the CP accounting stream, which then sends them to the
standard VM accounting data stream.

Accounting Record Formats
The following example shows assembler code that could be used to map the format of the accounting records created
during batch and exception accounting. The formats for batch and exception records are identical except for the
ARCHRTYP flag. This flag indicates whether the record is for batch or exception accounting.

*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

CA VM:BackupARCHIVER USAGE RECORDS                  CARDTYPE A9 *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

SPACE  1

ARCHBLOK      DSECT

ARCHUSER      DS         CL8        CA VM:Archiver system userid

ARCHACCT      DS         CL8        User's normal account number

ARCHEDAT      DS         CL6        Date of accounting (end) - yymmdd

ARCHETIM      DS         CL6        Time of accounting (end) - hhmmss

ARCHCSID      DS         CL12       Pre-set customer-id

ARCHETIM      DS         CL8        Real/owner userid

ARCHPJID      DS         F          Pre-set project-id
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ARCHHRS       DS         F          Hours billed for

ARCHBYTS      DS         F          K' bytes archived

              DS         XL4        Reserved

              SPACE  1

ARCHFLG       DS         X          Archive flag           (UACFLAGS)

ARCH@STG      EQU        X`         File now staged

ARCH@TAP      EQU        X`40       File archived on tape

ARCH@DAS      EQU        X`10'      File archived on online

              SPACE  1

ARCHRTYP      DS         X          Type of account record

ARCH@BAT      EQU        X`01'      Batch accounting record

ARCH@EXP      EQU        X`02'      Exception accounting record

*             DS         XL         (Unused)

ARCHHTYP      DS         XL2        Hold area for rec type (A9)

ARCHHTRN      DS         XL2        Hold area for trans-code (A9)

ARCHCODE      DS         CL2        Cardtype code     (C0)

ARCHSIZ       EQU        * -        Archblok record size

Starting Batch Accounting
You can start batch accounting by using the line-mode ACCOUNT command or the Submit Jobs or Start Accounting
operator screen.

For information about the ACCOUNT command, see ACCOUNT Command. For information about the Submit Jobs or
Start Accounting screen, see Operators.

Interface With VM:Backup
VM:Archiver uses VM:Backup to copy data to and from tape and reinitialize tapes for reuse. You must use VM:Backup
with VM:Archiver to:

• Archive files directly to tape
• Archive an entire minidisk as an entity
• Use the STAGE storage area and have files copied to tape
• Recall archived data that is stored on tape
• Migrate files from ONLINE storage to tape
• Run merge/purge/copy to copy tape sets to fewer tapes
• Reinitialize tapes for reuse

VM:Archiver copies files and minidisks to and from tape by building and submitting jobs to VM:Backup. With VM:Archiver
Release 2.0 and above and VM:Backup Release 2.0 and above, all jobs are created using the VM:Backup Template
Programming Interface (TPI).

The following sections describe how VM:Backup and VM:Archiver work together and what you need to do to set up the
interface.

For more information about job processing and managing jobs, see Job Processing and the documentation for Operators.

Tape Management
VM:Backup handles all tape processing for VM:Archiver. VM:Archiver tapes are maintained in standard VM:Backup
resource pools.
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How VM:Archiver Tapes Are Protected

The interface between VM:Backup and VM:Archiver protects tapes in the following ways:

• All VM:Archiver tapes have an expiration date of PERM, which means they will never expire. This date
prevents VM:Archiver tapes from being reused by non-VM:Archiver jobs.

• Tapes created for VM:Archiver jobs are owned by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine that created the job. This
protects them from being used by non-VM:Archiver jobs or by other VM:Archiver service virtual machines.

File Migration
Contents

VM:Backup copies files from the DASD storage area to tape storage. All STAGE files are copied to tape. ONLINE files are
copied to tape only at the user’s request. A user can request migration of ONLINE files by assigning a migration date to
the file. The migration date is the date on or after which VM:Archiver is to copy the ONLINE file to tape.

When Files Are Copied

This section discusses what causes VM:Archiver to perform a migration to tape.

ONLINE Files

VM:Archiver copies eligible ONLINE files to tape whenever a SUBMIT ARCHIVES command is issued. The SUBMIT
ARCHIVES command can be issued by a VM:Archiver event, by an internal VM:Archiver process, or manually by the
operator or system administrator.

STAGE Files

VM:Archiver copies STAGE files to tape under the following circumstances.

• When configured thresholds have been exceeded
At initialization and every half hour thereafter, VM:Archiver runs an internal process that checks the following:
– The percentage of files in STAGE storage that have not yet been copied to tape
– The percentage of the DASD storage area taken up by STAGE files that have not yet been copied to tape
– The age (in hours) of files stored in STAGE storage that have not yet been copied to tape
If VM:Archiver finds that any of the preceding items exceed configured thresholds and if the current time is within the
allowed migration time ranges, VM:Archiver builds a job to copy the files to tape.
– When VM:Archiver needs to clear space in the DASD storage area so it can archive files there
If a user tries to archive a file, but there is not enough room in the DASD storage area to hold the file, VM:Archiver
begins erasing STAGE files that have already been copied to tape. If, after erasing all eligible files, there is still not
enough room to hold the file, and if the current time is within the configured migration time ranges, VM:Archiver builds
a job to copy the files that have not yet been copied to tape.

• When the system administrator drains a minidisk
When the system administrator drains a minidisk, VM:Archiver builds a job to copy STAGE files that have not already
been copied to tape from the drained minidisk to the TAPE storage area.

• Whenever a SUBMIT ARCHIVES command is issued
The SUBMIT ARCHIVES command can be issued by a VM:Archiver event, by an internal VM:Archiver process, or
manually by the operator.

Setting Up the Interface
Take the following steps to set up the interface between VM:Archiver and VM:Backup:
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• Use the  configuration screens to specify the tape control options and VM:Backup options appropriate for your system.
• Set up VM:Backup resource pools to be used in VM:Archiver jobs.
• Add one or more PRODUCT records to the VM:Backup configuration file to tell VM:Backup the names of VM:Archiver

service virtual machine user IDs with which it is to interface.
• Give the VM:Backup and VM:Archiver service virtual machines the necessary authorizations.

The information necessary to perform these steps is provided in the following sections.

For more information about VM:Backup interfaces to other products, see the VM:Manager Suite Product-Pair Interfaces.

Configuring VM:Archiver

There are three VM:Archiver configuration screens you must complete to interface VM:Archiver with VM:Backup. The
screens, and the configuration settings you can specify on them, are discussed below.

For more detailed information about using these screens, see Configuring VM:Archiver.

Defining Tape Controls

Use the Define Tape Controls screen (Option 2 on the System Administrator Main Menu) to specify the following:

• Merge/purge/copy settings
Merge/purge/copy is a process that merges one or more tape sets onto fewer tapes. It allows you to recycle tapes and
use them efficiently.
If the operator, system administrator, or an event submits a merge/purge/copy job without specifying any volsers,
VM:Archiver selects tape sets for processing based on how much expired and purged data they contain. VM:Archiver
selects tape sets that exceed the threshold for purged and expired data that you specify on the Define Tape Controls
screen.
Before tapes that have been processed by merge/purge/copy can be reused, they must be reinitialized. You can
specify whether or not you want VM:Archiver to automatically reinitialize tapes that have been successfully processed
by merge/purge/copy.

• Which resource pools VM:Backup is to use for archive jobs
You must specify a resource pool. You can use multiple resource pools if you are going to have  create multiple tape
copies.

• Whether you want VM:Backup to make copies of archive tapes
You can have VM:Backup make up to four additional copies of archive tapes. All copies (including the primary) can
come from a single resource pool, or different copies can come from different resource pools.

• What to name the data sets written to archive tapes
When VM:Archiver writes data to an archive tape, it writes a data set to the tape. You can specify the name you want
the data set to have, or you can use the default name, VMBACKUP.VMARCHIVER.

Defining VM:Backup Options

Use the Defining VM:Backup Options screen (Option 3 on the System Administrator screen) to specify the following:

• The names of the VM:Backup service virtual machines that you want VM:Archiver to use for archive and recall jobs
You can interface VM:Archiver with more than one VM:Backup machine. This is useful if you want to use one
VM:Backup machine for archives and another VM:Backup machine for recalls.

• Where you want VM:Archiver to send job listings
You specify the user ID and node to which VM:Archiver is to send job listings. In addition, you specify the report class
for the listing.

• How many times you want VM:Backup to try backing up a minidisk that keeps changing
If, after the specified number of attempts, VM:Backup still cannot back up the requested data, VM:Archiver notifies
the requesting user that the request could not be completed (requests for individual files), or VM:Backup switches to a
physical backup (requests for entire minidisks).
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For more detailed information about using these screens, see Configuring VM:Archiver.

Defining STAGE Storage Settings

Use the Define DASD Area and Controls screen (Option 1 on the System Administrator Main Menu) to control how often
STAGE files are copied to tape. You can specify the following:

• Time ranges during which STAGE files can be copied to tape
VM:Archiver copies files from the STAGE area to tape during particular time ranges only. You can specify up to four
time ranges.

• The age (in hours) of STAGE files that are to be migrated
VM:Archiver copies STAGE files based on their age. When VM:Archiver finds files on the STAGE disk that are older
than a particular age, it initiates a job to copy STAGE files to tape.

• The percentage of STAGE usage at which files are to be migrated
VM:Archiver copies STAGE files to tape when the percentage of files in STAGE storage that have not yet been copied
to tape exceeds a particular value.

• The percentage of the DASD storage area that can be taken up by STAGE files
VM:Archiver copies files from STAGE storage to tape when STAGE files that have not yet been copied to tape take up
more of the DASD storage area than is allowed.

Setting Up Resource Pools on VM:Backup

You must define VM:Backup resource pools on your VM:Backup system that correspond to the resource pools specified
on the VM:Archiver Define Tape Controls screen. See the VM:Backup System Programmer Reference for information
about setting up VM:Backup resource pools.

Adding PRODUCT Records to the VMBACKUP CONFIG File

To enable the interface from the VM:Backup side, you must specify a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file. This record allows the specified user ID to:

• Issue the following VM:Backup commands, which are required for the interface to work:
– GETRPT
– IMPORT
– SUBMIT
– CANCEL
– QUERY REQUESTS

• Issue TPI commands that only VM:Archiver can issue.
• Set a retention period of PERM for VM:Archiver tapes.

One VM:Backup machine can interface with multiple VM:Archiver service virtual machines. If you interface VM:Backup
with more than one VM:Archiver machine, you must specify a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE record for each VM:Archiver
machine. Do not specify a MASTER parameter on any of these records. If you specify the MASTER parameter,
VM:Backup ignores it.

Authorizations

If VM:Backup uses the Surrogate facility, the VM:Archiver service virtual machine must be able to link to users’ minidisks.

Any SFS file pool that VM:Archiver users can access must be defined to VM:Backup on the FILEPOOL record in the
VM:Backup configuration file. You can specify any number of FILEPOOL records. If this record is omitted, no file pools are
defined to VM:Backup. For more information, see FILEPOOL Record in the VM:Backup System Programmer Reference.

In addition, the VM:Backup service virtual machine must be enrolled as an administrator for any file pool from which  will
be backing up data or to which VM:Backup will be restoring data.
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Merge, Purge, and Copy
Merge/purge/copy, in combination with tape reinitialization, lets you use and recycle archive tapes efficiently.

Merge/purge/copy merges tape sets together, thereby reducing the number of tapes used by your VM:Archiver system.
It does this by copying only unexpired, unpurged data from input tape sets to an output tape set. It also updates the
database to reflect the new location of the archived data. The following figure illustrates the principle by which merge/
purge/copy operates.

Figure 3: Merging, Purging, and Copying Tape Sets

 

Reinitializing Tapes
Tape reinitialization makes tapes that have been successfully processed as input in a merge/purge/copy job available for
use again. It does this by deleting records for the tapes from the VM:Archiver database, updating the VM:Tape TMC (if
applicable), and optionally writing new header labels on the tapes. Tape reinitialization makes the tapes eligible for use as
scratch tapes.

You can configure your system so that a tape reinitialization job runs automatically after a merge/purge/copy job
completes. If your system is not configured in this fashion, the operator must submit a tape reinitialization job to reinitialize
the tapes.

Runs While VM:Archiver Is Up
Because merge/purge/copy and tape reinitialization jobs run as VM:Backup jobs, there is no need to shut down
VM:Archiver to perform these functions.

Tape Copies and Resource Pools
Merge/purge/copy creates the same number of tape copies and uses the same resource pools that you use for archive
jobs. Merge/purge/copy uses the number of copies and the resource pool names specified on the Define Tape Controls
screen.
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Selecting Tape Sets for Merge/Purge/Copy Processing
You can let VM:Archiver select tapes for merge/purge/copy or you can make the selections yourself.

Letting VM:Archiver Select Tapes

VM:Archiver selects tape sets based on how much purged or expired data they contain. Using the threshold you specified
on the Define Tape Controls screen, the product determines whether a tape set is a candidate for merge/purge/copy
processing. For example, if you set the level at 50%, a tape set becomes a candidate for merge/purge/copy processing
when 50% or more of the data contained in the tape set is purged or expired.

To see which tape sets are candidates for merge/purge/copy processing, you can view the Select Tape Sets To Merge
screen (Option 3 from the Submit Jobs and Start Accounting screen). Tape sets that have been selected for processing
are highlighted and have an S in the Cmd column. From this screen you can easily submit a job to process the selected
tape sets. For information, see Select Tape Sets To Merge Screen.

Another way to let VM:Archiver select the tape sets is to use the SUBMIT MPC command without specifying any volsers.
When you use the SUBMIT command this way, VM:Archiver builds and submits a job to merge the tape sets that meet the
criteria you specified on the Define Tape Controls screen.

Selecting the Tape Sets Yourself

If you want to select tape sets yourself, you can do this by using the Select Tape Sets To Merge screen, or the QUERY
TAPESETS and SUBMIT commands.

When you display the Select Tape Sets To Merge screen, the tapes that meet your system’s criteria for purged and
expired data are displayed at the top of the screen and are highlighted and pre-selected. You can select the tape sets you
want merge/purge/copy to process by removing the S from pre-selected tape sets you do not want to process, and by
typing S in the Cmd column of unselected tape sets that you want to process.

If you would rather select tapes based on criteria other than percent of expired and purged data contained on the tape,
you can use the QUERY TAPESETS command to determine which tape sets you want to process and then specify them
on the SUBMIT MPC command. For example, you might want to select tapes sets based on the number of tapes likely to
be freed by a merge/purge/copy run. See the VM:Archiver Command Reference for information about using the QUERY
TAPESETS and SUBMIT commands.

Submitting Merge/Purge/Copy Jobs
There are three ways to submit a merge/purge/copy job:

• Through the Select Tape Sets to Merge screen
This screen shows a list of candidates from which you can easily select tapes and submit a merge/purge/copy job. You
can process the tape sets pre-selected by VM:Archiver, or you can make your own selections. For information about
using this screen, see Select Tape Sets To Merge Screen.

• Using the SUBMIT linemode command
Using this method, you can specify the volsers of tapes you want to process, or you can omit volsers and VM:Archiver
will build and submit a job using tape sets it has selected based on the configured thresholds. For information about
using the SUBMIT command, see SUBMIT Command.

• Automatically through a VM:Archiver event
You can create an event to automatically submit a merge/purge/copy job regularly. Typically, the event will issue a
SUBMIT MPC command without specifying any volsers so that VM:Archiver makes the selections.
For information about setting up events, see VM:Archiver Events.
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Select Tape Sets To Merge Screen

 STTMOAC1                 Select Tape Sets to Merge            VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Screen    1 of   1

   Place an S in the cmd column to select tape sets to merge.  Press PF9 to

   submit the job.  Highlighted tape sets are currently selected.

                                                                    Job

 Cmd   Base Volser  KB Written  KB Expired  %Expired  #Tapes  Status   Type

  S    DT1004               25          25       100       1

  _    DT1005              289         289       100       1 UNAVAIL

  S    DT1006              169         169       100       1

  _    DT1007               41          41       100       1 UNAVAIL

  S    DT1008              251         251       100       1

  S    DT1009              260         260       100       1

  _    DT1010               26          26       100       1 UNAVAIL

  S    DT1001               22          22       100       1

  S    DT1002                2           2       100       1

  S    DT1003               26          26       100       1

  _    DT0012              649           5         0       1 UNAVAIL

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  Quit      4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit   10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

This screen shows tape sets in the VM:Archiver system, sorted in descending order by percent of expired and purged
data contained in the tape set. The tape sets are sorted in this order so that the tape sets that contain the greatest
percentage of purged and expired data (the tape sets that you are most likely to want to merge) are at the top of the list.

Highlighted tape sets have been pre-selected by VM:Archiver for merging because they exceed the threshold for percent
of purged and expired files configured for your system.

When a tape set meets the threshold for merge/purge/copy processing, but for some reason cannot be used in the job,
VM:Archiver does not select the tape. Instead, it uses the Job Status and Type fields to show why the tape set cannot
be processed. For example, in Figure 9 above, the tape set with base volser ABC123 was not automatically selected
because one or more of the tapes in the tape set are required for a recall job.

Below is the description the fields shown on this screen.

Base Volser
The first tape in the original copy of the tape set.

KB Written
The number of kilobytes of data contained in the tape set.

KB Expired
The number of kilobytes of purged or expired data contained in the tape set. This number does not include purged
or expired data that is still within its grace period.

%Expired
The percentage of data in the tape set that is purged or expired.
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#Tapes
The number of tapes in the tape set. This number does not include copies of tapes.

Status
The status of the tape. Possible values for this field are:
OPENTAPE

The tape set contains an open tape. Merge/purge/copy cannot process a tape set that contains an open
tape.

IN-A-JOB
One or more tapes in the tape set are in use in another job.

UNAVAIL
One or more tapes in the tape set have the status UNAVAIL

Job Type
The type of job the tape is being used by

Example

The following example demonstrates how merge/purge/copy might run on your system.

Suppose your system is configured as follows:

• Archive jobs create two copies of each primary tape
• Threshold for purged and expired data is 50%
• A Tape Reinitialization job is to run automatically after a merge/purge/copy job completes successfully

When the operator displays the Select Tape Sets to Merge screen, three tape sets are highlighted and pre-selected.
These are tape sets on which 50% or more of the data is purged or expired.

The operator presses PF9 (Submit). VM:Archiver builds and submits a job to merge the three selected tape sets into one.

When merge/purge/copy runs, it copies the unexpired and unpurged data from the selected tape sets to the output tape
set as follows.
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Figure 4: Creating Copies With Merge Purge Copy
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Because your system is configured to create two copies of tapes written by VM:Backup jobs, the output tape set contains
two copies.

After the merge/purge/copy job has completed, VM:Archiver automatically builds and submits a tape reinitialization job to
free the tapes in tape sets A, B, and C for subsequent archive jobs.

Configuration File Reference
The VM:Archiver configuration file (VMARCH CONFIG) resides on the 0191 minidisk of the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine. You can customize VM:Archiver to meet local operating standards by changing the records in this file.

The Mainframe VM Software Manager procedure creates the VMARCH CONFIG file at deployment. For information about
this process, see Installing.

To alter the VMARCH CONFIG file, end the VMARCH server and edit the files manually. Reinintialize the VMARCH server
when you are done.

NOTE
During a reinitialization job, having chained tape volumes results in several commands between VM:Backup and
VM:Tape for every tape in the chain. This multiplicity of commands potentially reduces VM:Backup and VM:Tape
performance until the reinitialization job is complete.

VM:Archiver has the following configuration file records:

CFGINIT
Identify the userid designated to enter required configuration information into the VM:Archiver database.

DATABASE
Identify the minidisk where the VM:Archiver database is located on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

PRODUCT
Identify the AIM userid that can perform product maintenance for VM:Archiver.

RESVADDR
Identify virtual addresses that VM:Archiver is not to detach during initialization.

CFGINIT Record
The CFGINIT record identifies the user ID designated to enter required configuration information into the VM:Archiver
database. If the VM:Archiver database does not contain all of the required information at initialization, VM:Archiver runs
in a limited mode and cannot process archives or recalls or perform any other tasks. When VM:Archiver initializes in a
limited mode, it sends the following message to the user ID identified on this record. If the user ID is not logged on, the CP
system operator receives this message:

0908E ERROR code OCCURRED LOADING THE CONFIGURATION DATA FROM THE DATABASE. CONTACT userid TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM.

The user ID identified in message 0908E is specified on the CFGINIT record. This is the only user who can issue any
VM:Archiver commands during limited mode operation; the only commands VM:Archiver recognizes from this user are
CMS, CONFIG, and END. For information, see CONFIG Command.

The user ID specified on the CFGINIT record automatically becomes a VM:Archiver system administrator.

This record is required. The VMARCH CONFIG file can contain only one CFGINIT record.

CFGINIT userid
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userid
specifies the user who must enter required configuration information in the VM:Archiver database before the
VM:Archiver system can be used by the general population of users. Specify only one user ID on the record. You
cannot use pattern-matching characters in userid.

DATABASE Record
The DATABASE record identifies the minidisk where the VM:Archiver database, the VMARCH PFMDB file, is located on
the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. Broadcom recommends that the database be located on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine’s 01B0 minidisk.

WARNING

Warning! This minidisk must contain only the database file (VMARCH PFMDB). If VM:Archiver finds other files
on the database minidisk, it issues message 0415E for each file it finds. VM:Archiver issues this message every
five minutes because the presence of these files might prevent the database from being updated successfully.

This record is required. The VMARCH CONFIG file can contain only one DATABASE record.

DATABASE vaddr

vaddr
specifies the virtual address on which the VM:Archiver database resides. Enter only one virtual address on the
record. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in vaddr.

PRODUCT Record
The PRODUCT record identifies the user ID that can perform product maintenance for VM:Archiver.

The VMANAGER deployment procedure specifies the VMANAGER user ID as the user ID that can perform product
maintenance. For more information, see Installing.

This record is required if your system uses VMANAGER procedures for product maintenance.

The VMARCH CONFIG file can contain only one PRODUCT record.

PRODUCT VMSISERV userid

VMSISERV userid
Specifies the VMANAGER user ID allowed to perform product maintenance. Enter only one user ID on the record.
You cannot use pattern-matching characters in user ID.

RESVADDR Record
The RESVADDR record prevents VM:Archiver from detaching devices in the VM:Archiver service virtual machine at
initialization.

By default, when VM:Archiver initializes, it detaches minidisks with virtual addresses 0200-07FF and 00D0-00FF. If your
VM:Archiver system requires virtual addresses in the range 0200 through 07FF for other purposes while VM:Archiver is
running, you can specify these addresses on the RESVADDR record and VM:Archiver will not detach them.

For example, if your system’s public minidisks are at virtual addresses 0555 and 0556, use the following record to keep
VM:Archiver from detaching these minidisks:

RESVADDR 0555 0556
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NOTE
You cannot specify devices with virtual addresses from 00D0 through 00FF on the RESVADDR record;
VM:Archiver requires these virtual addresses for its own use.

The VMARCH CONFIG file can contain multiple RESVADDR records.

RESVADDR vaddr1 vaddr2 vaddr3 ... vaddr18

vaddr1 vaddr2 vaddr3 ... vaddr18
specifies the virtual addresses of the minidisks that you do not want VM:Archiver to detach at initialization.
Specify either three or four hexadecimal characters (0-9, A-F) for vaddr; if you specify three, VM:Archiver adds
a zero to the beginning of the virtual address to make it four characters. You can enter a maximum of 18 virtual
addresses on a single RESVADDR record. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in vaddr.

User Exits
VMAEXIT1

Specify if a user is authorized to perform any or all of the following operations or functions on another user’s data:

• Archive data for another userid
• Access archived data owned by another userid

VMAEXIT2
Determine system-specific command authorizations

VMAEXIT3
Control assignment of users to groups by a method other than userid patterns

VM:Archiver supports three user exits:

• Data access user exit (VMAEXIT1)
• Command user exit (VMAEXIT2)
• Group membership user exit (VMAEXIT3)

A template for each, written in REXX, is included on the VMARCH 0192 minidisk on the distribution tape. Sample user
exits with the filetype XEXEC, are also included on the distribution tape.

Maintaining User Exits
Simply place the user exit on an accessed minidisk with the name VMAEXITn EXEC, where n is 1-3.

You can maintain the VM:Archiver user exits on any accessed minidisk; however, to ensure that the correct version of a
user exit is always available to VM:Archiver, Broadcom recommends maintaining them on the VM:Archiver 0191 minidisk.

Be sure to always carefully test a user exit before putting it into production on your system.

Coding User Exits

Use REXX to code user exits. When naming the user exits, you must use VMAEXITn for the filename and EXEC for the
filetype. You must respect the parameter and calling conventions of the REXX interface. The REXX interface can call an
assembler module. For more information about formatting calls to and from a REXX program, see the IBM documentation
on the system product interpreter.

Refer to each user exit for specific information about coding return codes and conventions in REXX.

NOTE
User exits operate synchronously. This means that VM:Archiver stops all other work while a user exit is
processing.
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Communication Methods

The user exits can use Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) and SMSG to transfer communications between users
and service virtual machines. Broadcom recommends using the CMSIUCV facility because it does not interfere with
VM:Archiver communications.

A VM:Archiver user exit can issue CP SMSG messages but cannot receive CP SMSG messages.

Data Access User Exit (VMAEXIT1)
Use the data access user exit to specify if a user is authorized to perform any or all of the following operations or functions
on another user’s data:

• Archive data for another userid that is, archive data and assign it to a user other than the requesting user
• Access archived data owned by another userid that is, recall, change attributes of, query, purge, and reclaim the stored

data

Authorization Precedence

Through user-defined authorizations, VM:Archiver allows each user to explicitly authorize other users and groups to
perform any or all of the following functions:

• Archive data and assign the user as its owner
• Recall archived data owned by the user
• Change archived data owned by the user

Users can grant these authorizations (none are assumed by default) through end-user data access screens. For more
information about granting authorizations, see Displaying and Changing Authorizations.

When the data access user exit is invoked, its decision takes precedence over these user-defined authorizations.

Calling Arguments

Argument 1: requestor requestorgroup requestornode owner ownergroup ownernode decision reasonnumber command

Argument 2: archivesourcedomain

Argument 3: reasontext

Argument 4: EntireCommand

Definitions

requestor

Specifies the userid issuing the request.

requestorgroup
Specifies the group to which requestor belongs.

NOTE
Some VM:Archiver commands cannot determine the group to which the requesting user belongs. As a
consequence, they pass a question mark (?) instead of the group name.

requestornode
Specifies the system node on which requestor resides.

owner
Specifies the userid for which requestor wants to perform a command. If the command is ARCHIVE FILE or
ARCHIVE MDISK, owner is the userid to which the requesting user wants to assign the data being archived. For
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all other applicable commands (see command definition below), owner is the userid that owns the archived data
that the requesting user wants to access.

ownergroup
For archives, specifies the group to which owner belongs. For recalls and change requests, specifies the group
that owns the archived data.

ownernode
Specifies the system node on which owner resides.

decision
Specifies the decision made by VM:Archiver to grant or deny requestor the authority to access data. The decision
can be either ACCEPT or REJECT. See reasontext below for a list of the decisions matched with their reason
numbers and explanations (reasontext).

reasonnumber
Specifies a number associated with the reason why  VM:Archiver made its particular decision. The reason
number can be a single digit from 0 through 9. See reasontext below for a list of the reason numbers and their
explanations (reasontext).

command
Specifies the VM:Archiver command that requestor is entering. The command can be one of the following:

• ARCHIVE FILE
• ARCHIVE MDISK
• CHANGE FILE
• CHANGE MDISK
• PURGE FILE
• PURGE MDISK
• QUERY FILES
• QUERY MDISKS
• RECALL FILE
• RECALL MDISK
• RECLAIM FILE
• RECLAIM MDISK

archivesourcedomain
Specifies the original source of the archived data when a CHANGE, PURGE, QUERY, RECALL, or RECLAIM
command is entered. For example, when requestor WECOYOTE enters a RECALL FILE command to recall files
owned by user RRUNNER that were originally archived from BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk, BBUNNY 0191 is the
archive source domain. The variable archivesourcedomain can be a userid and virtual address or a fully-qualified
directory name.
This argument string is null when the ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command is entered.

reasontext
Specifies the reason why VM:Archiver either accepted or rejected the requesting userid’s authority to assign or
access data. The following list shows the reason text VM:Archiver associates with each reason number:

reason number decision reasontext

0 REJECT requestor is not a system administrator and
no authorizations exist to allow requestor to
act for owner

1 REJECT requestor is not authorized to act for owner
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2 REJECT requestor group is not authorized to act for
owner

3 REJECT requestor is not authorized to act for owner
group

4 REJECT requestor group is not authorized to act for
owner group

5 ACCEPT requestor is a system administrator

6 ACCEPT requestor is authorized to act for owner

7 ACCEPT requestor group is authorized to act for
owner

8 ACCEPT requestor is authorized to act for owner
group

9 ACCEPT requestor group is authorized to act for
owner group

Multiple authorizations may exist for a requesting userid; however,  VM:Archiver will provide only one reason.

VM:Archiver does not allow you to authorize one group to assign data to another group. For this reason, VM:Archiver
does not pass reason codes 3, 4, 8, and 9 to the user exit when users issue the ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK
command with the OWNER option.

EntireCommand
Indicates the entire command entered by the user. It begins with 'file' or 'mdisk'.

Return Conventions

VM:Archiver expects the data access user exit to return a decision string, either ACCEPT or REJECT. From REXX, this
can be done by coding the following:

• return ‘ACCEPT’
• return ‘REJECT’

Comprehensive Exit

Only one data access user exit can exist in VM:Archiver. Make sure that the user exit is coded to handle all commands
and requests.

Command User Exit (VMAEXIT2)
Contents

Use the command user exit to determine system-specific command authorizations. With this exit, you can determine
which commands a user is authorized to enter. You can also use the command user exit to change a command before
VM:Archiver processes it.

VM:Archiver calls the command user exit before checking the requesting user’s level of authorization -- system
administrator, operator, or end user (if neither system administrator nor operator). This means that you can use this user
exit to do the following:

• Allow a user to issue a command not normally allowed at their authorization level
For example, you can allow an operator to issue a system administrator command.

• Prevent a user from issuing a command normally allowed at their authorization level
For example, you can prevent a system administrator from issuing a particular system administrator command.
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VM:Archiver calls the command user exit before checking data access and assign authorization. If the command user
exit accepts a user’s command, VM:Archiver then checks to see if the user has the necessary data access or assign
authorization. If the user does not have the proper authorization, the user cannot issue the command. This means that the
command user exit cannot give a user access to data if that user has been denied access by the owning user, the system
administrator, or the data access user exit (VMAEXIT1).

Calling Arguments

Argument 1: userid

Argument 2: command

Definitions

userid

specifies the requesting userid.

command

specifies the entire command string entered by userid. The name of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine (usually
VMARCH) that precedes the command is removed.

NOTE
When coding the user exit, make sure you preserve the case in which the user entered the command so that the
user exit properly handles mixed-case files.

Return Codes

These are the return codes that VM:Archiver expects to receive from the command user exit:

0
userid can issue the command.

4
userid can issue the command. The user exit changed the command.

8
userid cannot issue the command.

12
Allow VM:Archiver to determine if userid can issue the command.

16
Allow VM:Archiver to determine if userid can issue the command. The user exit changed the command.

Return Conventions

VM:Archiver expects the user exit to return a return code. If the user exit changed the command originally entered,
VM:Archiver also expects the user exit to return the new command. From REXX, this can be done by coding the following:

• return ’0’
• return ’4 new command ’
• return ’8’
• return ’12’
• return ’16 new command’

When the user exit returns an altered command to VM:Archiver, there must be a minimum of one blank space between
the return code and the changed command.
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Example

A user enters this command:

vmarch archive file carrots recipes (online

You want to allow the user to enter the command; you also want to make sure that the archived file will be migrated to
TAPE after 90 days. Code the following:

return ’4 ARCHIVE FILE CARROTS RECIPES (ONLINE MIGRATE AFTER 90’

Processing

If the user exit determines that a user is authorized to enter a command, VM:Archiver does not check for user-level
authorization.

• If the user exit determines that a user is not authorized to enter a command, the command ends. VM:Archiver sends
the requesting user an error message.

• If the user exit tells VM:Archiver to determine if the user can issue the command, VM:Archiver bases its decision on
the requesting user’s level of authorization: system administrator, operator, or end user.

When the command user exit alters the command, VM:Archiver sends the requesting user a message displaying the
changed version of the command.

Comprehensive Exit

Only one command user exit can exist in VM:Archiver. When the command user exit exists, it is called when any user
enters a command to VM:Archiver; this includes commands issued from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. Make
sure that the user exit is coded to handle all userids from which commands will be entered to VM:Archiver.

Group Membership User Exit (VMAEXIT3)
Contents

Use the group membership user exit to control assignment of users to groups by a method other than userid patterns. For
example, using this user exit, you can:

• Ask VM:Secure to what group the user should belong
• Use a separate file that contains a list of users and groups to determine group membership

VM:Archiver does not call the group membership user exit for userids that have been added to a group using one of the
following methods:

• Explicitly adding a userid to the VM:Archiver system by using the USER ADD command or the User Information for
userid screen.

• Explicitly changing the group to which a userid belongs by using the USER CHANGE command or the User
Information for userid screen

Calling Arguments

Argument: userid nodename groupname

Definitions

userid
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specifies the userid whose group membership is to be determined.

nodename

specifies the node on which the userid resides.

groupname

specifies the group to which the userid would belong based on membership criteria.

Return Codes

These are the return codes that VM:Archiver expects to receive from the group membership user exit:

0
Assign the user to the input group name, groupname.

4
Assign the user to the group selected by the user exit.

Return Conventions

VM:Archiver expects the user exit to return a return code. If the return code is 4, the user exit must return the name of the
group to which the user is to belong. From REXX, this can be done by coding the following:

return ’4 newgroup’

When the user exit returns a group name, there must be a minimum of one blank space between the return code and the
group name.

Comprehensive Exit

Only one group membership user exit can exist in VM:Archiver. Make sure that the user exit is coded to handle all userids.

User and Operator Functions

Performing Operator Functions
To perform operator functions, select Option 4, Perform operator functions, on the System Administrator Main Menu.
VM:Archiver displays the Operator Main Menu. Select an option from this menu.

As the system administrator for VM:Archiver, your userid is automatically authorized to perform operator functions. For a
complete description of operator functions, see Operators.

The following table briefly describes the options available on this menu.

Option Use It To:
Manage VM:BackupBackup Jobs View the status of VM:Backup jobs

Resubmit jobs
Cancel jobs
See a list of tapes that may be used in a recall, merge/purge/copy,
or tape reinitialization job

Submit Archive or Recall Requests or Start Accounting Build and submit archive or recall jobs
Start batch accounting
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View Outstanding Archive Requests View archive requests that have not yet been run. This screen
shows you archive requests to copy files to tape that have not yet
been satisfied. The request is either waiting to be in a job, or is in
a job.

View Outstanding Recall Requests View recall requests that have not yet been run. This screen
shows you recall requests to copy files from tape that have not yet
been satisfied. The request is either waiting to be in a job, or is in
a job. On this screen you can also see a list of tapes necessary to
complete the recall request.

End, Suspend, or Resume Processing+ End processing immediately or when commands are complete.
Suspend system activity.
Resume system activity.

Perform User Functions Archive files.
Recall files and minidisks.
Display and change characteristics of archived data.
Purge and reclaim data.
Display outstanding archive and recall requests.
Display user and group information.
Display or give permission to share data.

Performing User Functions
To perform user functions, select Option 5, Perform user functions, on the System Administrator Main Menu.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu. Select any option from this menu.

As the system administrator for VM:Archiver, your user ID is automatically authorized to perform user functions. 

The following table briefly describes the options available on this menu.

Option Use It To
See CMS Files You Want To Archive Display a list of CMS files located on a minidisk or in an SFS

directory. From this list you can select individual files or groups of
files to archive.

See Archived Files Display a list of archived files.
Recall files.
Purge files.
Reclaim files.
Change characteristics of files.

See Archived Minidisks Display a list of archived minidisks.
Recall minidisks.
Purge minidisks.
Reclaim minidisks.
Change characteristics of minidisks.

See Your Archive and Recall Requests Display your outstanding archive and recall requests.
See User and Group Information Display the following information for your userid or group:

• Storage limits
• Maximum number of versions of a file you can archive
• Maximum and default retention periods
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See or Give Permission To Share Data Display and change authorizations other users or groups have to
your archived data.
Allow other users or groups to assign, recall, or change
characteristics of your archived data.
Display authorizations you or your group has to other users’ or
groups’ data.
Display other users to which you or your group can assign data.

VMAMACUP Utility
Use the VMAMACUP EXEC to apply a FIXE to VM:Archiver macros after loading the FIXE to your minidisk.

Authorization: System Administrator

VMAMACUP filename [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[CNTRL control_file]

[SYSID svmuserid]

[NOCOPY | NOLOAD | LOAD]

[COMPILE | NOCOMPILE]   

filename
specifies the filename of the file to be updated.

[ CNTRL control_file ]
specifies the filename of the control file used to apply updates. The value of control_file is specified in the
instructions in the FIXE file.

[ SYSID svmuserid ]
specifies the userid of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. VMARCH is the default. If you specify either the
LOAD or NOLOAD option, the file you specified on the VMAMACUP command is loaded to the service virtual
machine you specify in the SYSID option.

[ NOCOPY | NOLOAD | LOAD ]
specifies the action to take on the updated file:
NOCOPY

Prevents updates from being copied to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s 191 disk. The updates
are instead loaded to the issuer’s 191 disk, usually VMANAGER. At a later time, the issuer must move the
update to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s 191 disk.
This option is useful for sites that want to pre-apply macro updates for the next release of VM:Archiver but
not load them to the 191 disk.

NOLOAD
Copies the updated file to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s 191 disk, but does not EXECLOAD
the file into memory:

• If the updated file was not previously loaded into memory, VM:Archiver uses the updated file when the
macro is invoked.

• If the updated file was previously loaded into memory, VM:Archiver continues to use the current
version of the file when the macro is invoked until VM:Archiver is ended. When VM:Archiver is
restarted, it uses the updated file.
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LOAD
Copies the updated file to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s 191 disk, and issues the CMS
EXECLOAD command to load the file into memory.
After a macro update, the macro is written on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s 191 minidisk and
loaded into storage, if VM:Archiver is running. This places the macro into use on the userid, making it
available dynamically.

[ COMPILE | NOCOMPILE ]
specifies whether VMAMACUP is to compile the macro you are modifying. COMPILE is the default.
If you want to use the COMPILE option, the VRXUTIL MODULE must be on an accessed minidisk.
Use the NOCOMPILE option to produce an interpreted copy of a macro; you can add trace statements to this
copy for testing purposes. When you are done, use the COMPILE option to recompile the macro.
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Operators
This section was written for operators who are responsible for performing the following tasks using VM:Archiver:

• Viewing outstanding requests to copy data to TAPE storage or retrieve data from TAPE storage
• Submitting jobs to have data copied to TAPE storage or retrieve data from TAPE storage
• Managing jobs that have been submitted to VM:Backup product
• Starting batch accounting
• Managing VM:Archiver tape volumes
• Suspending and resuming VM:Archiver
• Ending VM:Archiver

The commands used for daily VM:Archiver operations and to perform the tasks described above are described in this
section.

This section assumes that you know VM/CMS, the conventions for naming CMS files and Shared File System (SFS)
directories, and that you are familiar with VM:Archiver and VM:Backup job processing.

Operator Main Menu
To open the Operator Main Menu, enter vmarch . If you are an operator, the Operator Main Menu opens. If you are
a system administrator, the System Administrator Main Menu opens. From the latter menu, select Perform operator
functions.

 MMENOAC1                     Operator Main Menu               VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To select an option, type the number on the command line and press ENTER

                     1  Manage VM:BackupBackup jobs

                     2  Submit jobs or start accounting

                     3  View outstanding archive requests

                     4  View outstanding recall requests

                     5  End, suspend, or resume processing

                     6  Perform user functions

                Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights Reserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

====>

To select an option from the Operator Main Menu, type the number of the option you want and press
Enter. VM:Archiver displays the appropriate screen.
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Select Option 6, Perform user functions, if you want to archive or recall files or minidisks, or manage your
authorizations. VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu. As an operator you are authorized to perform end-user
functions. For more information about using the end-user screens, see the Users section.

 Main Menu Option  Main Menu Option  Use It To ...  See ... 
1 Manage VM:BackupBackup

Jobs
View the status
of VM:Backup jobs, resubmit
jobs, cancel jobs, or display
a list of tapes to be used in a
recall, tape reinitialization, or
merge/purge/copy job

 Managing Active Jobs 

2 Submit jobs or start accounting Build and submit archive,
recall, merge/purge/copy,
or tape reinitialization jobs
to VM:Backup, or start batch
accounting

 Submitting Jobs and Starting
Accounting 

3 View outstanding archive
requests

View archive requests that have
not yet been processed

 Viewing Archive Requests 

4 View outstanding recall requests View recall requests that have
not yet been processed

 Viewing Recall Requests 

5 End, suspend, or resume
processing

End processing immediately or
when commands are complete,
or suspend or resume system
activity

 Ending and Suspending
VM:Archiver 

6 Perform user functions Perform end-user functions such
as archiving files and minidisks,
displaying and changing your
archived data, and purging and
reclaiming data

 Performing User Functions 

Managing Active Jobs
 Contents 

  

To manage existing jobs, select Option 1, Manage VM:Backup jobs, from the Operator Main Menu. VM:Archiver displays
the Manage VM:Backup Jobs screen. This screen displays a list of jobs that have been or are waiting to be processed
by VM:Backup. This list includes information about a job’s status and its submit and end times. From this screen you can
resubmit jobs, cancel jobs, or display a list of tapes required for a recall, merge/purge/copy, or tape reinitialization job.
Figure 4 shows a sample Manage VM:Backup jobs screen.

 JBMGOAC1                   Manage VM:BackupBackup Jobs              VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CANcel, LISTpull, or SUBmit next to the job type.  Then press ENTER.

                                              Submit                End

 Command  Job Type  Job Id   Status       Date      Time       Date      Time

          RECALL    398D83E8  BUILT       --/--/--  --:--      --/--/--  --:--

          RECALL    93765032  CANCELLED   --/--/--  --:--      12/31/15  06:18

          ARCHIVE   88F9DAB0  BUILT       --/--/--  --:--      --/--/--  --:--
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

====>

Entering Commands

To issue a command on the Manage VM:Backup Jobs screen, type the command in the Command column next to the
appropriate job name and press Enter.

Dynamic Screen Updating

 VM:Archiver automatically updates the information about the Manage VM:Backup Jobs screen every 10 seconds. To
display the most current information about the screen, press PF2 (Refresh).

Job Information

The Manage VM:Backup Jobs screen displays the following information about jobs:

Job Type

The Job Type field contains one of the following for each job:

ARCHIVE
Contains one or more archive requests

MPC
Is a merge/purge/copy job

RECALL
Contains one or more recall requests

REINIT
Is a job to recycle tapes that have been processed as input to merge/purge/copy. This job relabels tapes, updates
the VM:Archiver database, and updates the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC), making the tapes
available for use again.

Job ID

The job ID is assigned by VM:Archiver when it builds the job. The job ID contains eight hexadecimal characters, A-F and
0-9.

Status

The Status field contains one of the following for each job:

BUILT
VM:Archiver has created control files from which VM:Backup can create a job template file and an exception file.
The job has not yet been submitted to VM:Backup.
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CANCELED
The job has been canceled.

COMPLETED
The job has completed.

DB_UPDATE
VM:Archiver is processing the job output information it received from VM:Backup. This processing includes
updates to the database.

IMPORTED
VM:Archiver has issued the VM:Backup IMPORT command. VM:Backup has successfully created a template file
and an exception file on the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

INFO_ERR
The VM:Archiver Job Output Analyzer encountered errors processing job completion information sent
by VM:Backup.

NO_VMBJOB
VM:Archiver requested information for this job, but VM:Backup has no information about the job.

RPT_AVAIL
VM:Archiver has requested job output information from VM:Backup, but has not yet processed it.

VMBCANCEL
The job is in the VM:Backup job queue waiting to be canceled by VM:Backup. VM:Archiver assigns a job this
status when a job in VMBSUBMIT status is canceled using the VM:Archiver CANCEL JOB command.

VMBSUBMIT
The job has been successfully submitted to the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

Submit Date and Time

The Submit Date and Time field indicates the date and time the job was successfully submitted to VM:Backup.

End Date and Time

The End Date and Time field indicates the date and time the job ended. End dates and times are shown for jobs that
have completed, for jobs that were canceled, or for jobs for which the VM:Archiver Job Output Analyzer encountered
errors.

Resubmitting Jobs
Command: SUBmit

To resubmit a job, type submit in the Command column next to the job you want to resubmit and press Enter. Only jobs
with the status BUILT, IMPORTED, or VMBSUBMIT can be submitted.

You can submit only one archive job at a time. You can type submit next to more than one recall job. VM:Archiver will
process the jobs in the order in which they appear on the screen.

Displaying a List of Tapes To Use in a Job
Command: LISTpull

You can display a list of tapes that are required for a recall, merge/purge/copy, or tape reinitialization job by
typing listpull in the Command column next to the name of the job. You can display a list of tapes only for jobs that have
the status BUILT, IMPORTED, or VMBSUBMIT. When you enter the LISTPULL command, VM:Archiver displays the Tape
Pull List screen:

 PLSTOAC1                      Tape Pull List                 VM:Archiver 02.4
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Job Type: RECALL      Job ID: 892B92C1                            Screen 1 of 1

   Primary  Copy1    Copy2    Copy3    Copy4

   TAP011   TAP021   TAP031   --       -- 

   TAP012   TAP022   TAP032   --       -- 

   TAP013   TAP023   TAP033   --       -- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

====>

 

This screen displays a list of tapes required for the job. You can print the screen if you like by pressing PF11 (Print). The
list includes the primary tapes and any copies they may have. Only tapes with the status AVAIL or OPEN are displayed.
Tapes are not necessarily listed in the order in which VM:Backup calls for them.

For recalls, the list of primary tapes may include tapes that VM:Backup does not call for during the job. This situation
can occur because the LISTPULL command lists all the tapes containing the data set that holds the file or minidisk to be
recalled, even though not all the tapes may be required to perform the recall. For example, if the file to be recalled resides
on the first tape of a 5-tape data set, the output from the LISTPULL command shows all five tapes, but VM:Backup uses
just the first tape in the data set.

Canceling Jobs
Command: CANcel

You can cancel a job at any time except when it has already completed or has already been canceled. To cancel a job,
type cancel next to the job name in the Command column on the Manage VM:Backup Jobs screen and press Enter.
Table 5 shows the various job statuses and whether you can cancel a job with that status.

 Job Status  Can You Cancel the Job?  Explanation 
BUILT
INFO_ERR
NO_VMBJOB

Yes  VM:Archiver cancels the job.
The requests included in the job will be
included in subsequent jobs.

IMPORTED Yes  VM:Backup erases the TEMPLATE and
XCEPT files for the job.
VM:Archiver then cancels the job.
The requests included in the job will be
included in subsequent jobs.
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VMBSUBMIT Yes  VM:Archiver checks the VM:Backup job
queue.
If the job is in the VM:Backup job
queue, VM:Archiver
issues the VM:Backup CANCEL command
and changes the
job status to
VMBCANCEL. VM:Archiver waits for the
keyword data report from VM:Backup, then
cancels the job.
Requests in the canceled job are included
in subsequent jobs.
If the job is not in the VM:Backup job
queue, see the
explanation for the IMPORTED status.

VMBCANCEL No The job is already being canceled.
CANCELED
COMPLETED

No The job has already completed.

DB_UPDATE
RPT_AVAIL

No VM:Backup has completed the
job. VM:Archiver
only needs to update the database.

Submitting Jobs and Starting Accounting
Contents

To submit archive, recall, merge/purge/copy, and tape reinitialization jobs or to start batch accounting, select Option
2, Submit jobs or start accounting, from the Operator Main Menu. VM:Archiver displays the Submit Jobs or Start
Accounting screen.

 SUBMOAC1               Submit Jobs or Start Accounting        VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To select an option, type the number on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

 

                        1  Submit archives

 

                        2  Submit recalls

 

                        3  Select tape sets to merge

 

                        4  Submit tape reinitialization job

 

                        5  Start accounting

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...
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PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  ...

 

====>

Submitting Archives

To submit archives, select Option 1, Submit archives.

VM:Archiver builds and submits an archive job.

Submitting Recalls

To submit recalls, select Option 2, Submit recalls.

VM:Archiver builds and submits one or more recall jobs.

Selecting Tape Sets To Merge

To select tape sets for merge/purge/copy processing, select Option 3, Select tape sets to merge, from the Operator Main
Menu. VM:Archiver displays the Select Tape Sets To Merge screen.

 STTMOAC1                 Select Tape Sets to Merge            VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Screen    1 of   1

   Place an S in the cmd column to select tape sets to merge.  Press PF9 to

   submit the job.  Highlighted tape sets are currently selected.

                                                                    Job

 Cmd   Base Volser  KB Written  KB Expired  %Expired  #Tapes  Status   Type

  S    DT1004               25          25       100       1

  _    DT1005              289         289       100       1 UNAVAIL

  S    DT1006              169         169       100       1

  _    DT1007               41          41       100       1 UNAVAIL

  S    DT1008              251         251       100       1

  S    DT1009              260         260       100       1

  _    DT1010               26          26       100       1 UNAVAIL

  S    DT1001               22          22       100       1

  S    DT1002                2           2       100       1

  S    DT1003               26          26       100       1

  _    DT0012              649           5         0       1 UNAVAIL

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  Quit      4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit   10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

This screen shows tape sets in the VM:Archiver system, sorted in descending order by percent of expired and purged
data contained in the tape set. The tape sets are sorted in this order so that the tape sets that contain the greatest
percentage of purged and expired data (the tape sets that you are most likely to want to merge) are at the top of the list.

Highlighted tape sets have been pre-selected by VM:Archiver for merging because they exceed the threshold for percent
of purged and expired files configured for your system.
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When a tape set meets the threshold for merge/purge/copy processing, but for some reason cannot be used in the
job, VM:Archiver does not select the tape. Instead, it uses the Job Status and Type fields to show why the tape set
cannot be processed.

Below is the description of the fields shown on this screen.

Base Volser
The first tape in the original copy of the tape set.

KB Written
The number of kilobytes of data contained in the tape set.

KB Expired
The number of kilobytes of purged or expired data contained in the tape set. This number does not include purged
or expired data that is still within its grace period.

%Expired
The percentage of data in the tape set that is purged or expired.

#Tapes
The number of tapes in the tape set. This number does not include copies of tapes.

Status
The status of the tape. Possible values for this field are:
OPENTAPE

The tape set contains an open tape. merge/purge/copy cannot process a tape set that contains an open
tape.

IN-A-JOB
One or more tapes in the tape set are in use in another job.

UNAVAIL
One or more tapes in the tape set have the status UNAVAIL.

Job Type
The type of job the tape is being used by.

For more information about merge/purge/copy processing, see Merge, Purge, and Copy.

Procedure

To select tape sets to merge, follow these steps:

1. Select Option 3, Select tape sets to merge.
VM:Archiver displays the Select Tape Sets to Merge screen.

2. To select tape sets, enter S in the Cmd column to the left of the tape set you want to select. You can deselect tape
sets by removing the S from the Cmd column.

3. Once you have selected all the tape sets you want to merge, press PF9 (Submit).
VM:Archiver builds and submits a merge/purge/copy job.

Submitting Tape Reinitialization Jobs

To submit tape reinitialization jobs, select Option 4, Submit tape reinitialization jobs.

VM:Archiver builds and submits a tape reinitialization job.

Starting Accounting

To start batch accounting, select Option 5, Start accounting.
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VM:Archiver issues the ACCOUNT command, which generates accounting records for data archived since the last batch
accounting run.

Viewing Recall Requests
Contents

To view outstanding recall requests, select Option 4, View outstanding recall requests, from the Operator Main Menu.
VM:Archiver displays the View Recall Requests screen. This screen displays a list of files and minidisks waiting to be
recalled from VM:Archiver TAPE storage.

When VM:Archiver first displays the View Recall Requests screen, the rightmost column contains information about the
request’s status. To view information about tapes associated with the request, press PF6 (Right). VM:Archiver shifts your
view of the screen to the right so that you can see the Volser and Data Set fields. To view the original screen again, press
PF5 (Left) to shift your view of the screen back to the left.

 VREROAC1                  View Recall Requests                VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 For fully-qualified directory name, press PF10            Screen    1 of    1

 For volser and data set information, press PF6

                                                                     Job ID/

 Requser  Type Filename Filetype Source            Recall ID         Status

 BBUNNY   FILE PROFILE  EXEC     BBUNNY  0191      WARNER.121        WAITING

 RRUNNER  FILE PROFILE  XEDIT    RRUNNER 0191      WARNER.321        WAITING

 DDUCK    FILE SHEESH   EXEC     DDUCK   0191      WARNER.034        WAITING

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Return    5  Left      6  Right

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

There are no outstanding recalls.

====>

Request Information

The View Recall Requests screen displays the following information about requests.

Requesting user ID

The Requser field shows the user ID that requested the recall. This is the leftmost column. If it is not on your screen,
press PF5 (Left). VM:Archiver shifts the information about the screen so that the Requser and Type fields are displayed
and the Volser and Data Set fields are removed.
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Type

The Type field contains FILE if the request is to recall files, or DISK if the request is to recall an entire minidisk as an
entity. If the Type field is not on your screen, press PF5 (Left). VM:Archiver shifts the information about the screen so that
the Requser and Type fields are displayed and the Volser and Data Set fields are removed.

Filename and Filetype

These fields display the filename and filetype of the file to be archived, or -- if the request is for a minidisk.

Source

The Source field displays the location from which the archived data was archived.

If the source is a minidisk, the screen shows the user ID and virtual address.

If the source was a top-level directory, the screen shows that name, for example, SFS:BBUNNY.

If the source was a subdirectory, the screen shows the last directory name, for example CATALOG. To view the fully-
qualified directory name, move the cursor to the request and press PF10 (Expand). VM:Archiver displays the fully-
qualified name, for example, SFS:BBUNNY.ACME.ORDERLIST.CATALOG.

Recall ID

The recall ID is a unique identifier that was assigned to the file when the user requested that it be recalled.

Jobid/Status

The request has one of the following statuses:

jobid
Recall requests that have already been included in a job.

WAITING
Delayed recall requests that have not yet been included in a job.

IMMED
Requests with the IMMED status can be one of the following:
Immediate recall requests that a user issued after entering the BATCH ON command and before entering the
BATCH OFF command. When the user enters the BATCH OFF command, VM:Archiver submits a recall job to
VM:Backup.
Requests that were part of a recall job that failed or was canceled. You can either cancel these requests or
resubmit recalls to submit the request again.

Volser and Data Set

The Volser field displays the volume serial number (volser) of the primary tape on which the file or minidisk to be recalled
resides. The Data Set field displays the data set number that contains the archived copy of the file or minidisk.

These fields are displayed in the rightmost column of the View Recall Requests screen. If the screen you are looking at
contains the Requser and Type fields instead, press PF6 (Right). VM:Archiver will shift your view of the screen to the right
so that you can see the Volser and Data Set fields.

Viewing Archive Requests
To view outstanding archive requests, select Option 3, View outstanding archive requests, from the Operator Main
Menu. VM:Archiver displays the View Archive Requests screen. This screen displays a list of files and minidisks waiting
to be copied directly to VM:Archiver TAPE storage. This list includes the user ID that requested the archive, whether the
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request is for files or an entire minidisk, the source (either the user ID and virtual address or the SFS directory from which
the data was archived), the archive ID, and the request’s status.

 VARROAC1                   View Archive Requests              VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 For fully-qualified directory name, press PF10            Screen    1 of    1

 

                                                                     Job ID/

 Requser  Type Filename Filetype Source            Archive ID        Status

 BBUNNY   FILE VMXEXITF LISTING  BBUNNY   0191     WARNER.110        WAITING

 RRUNNER  FILE SYBDUM   FORMAT   RRUNNER  0191     WARNER.231        E5B1FAEC

 DDUCK    DISK --       --       DDUCK    0191     WARNER.451        WAITING

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

Request Information

Below is the description of the fields shown on the View Archive Requests screen.

Requser
The user ID that requested the archive.

Type
FILE if the request is to archive files, or DISK if the request is to archive an entire minidisk as an entity.

Filename and Filetype
The filename and filetype of the file to be archived, or -- if the request is for a minidisk.

Source
The location from which the archived data was archived.
If the source is a minidisk, the screen shows the user ID and virtual address.
If the source was a top-level directory, the screen shows that name, for example, SFS:BBUNNY.
If the source was a subdirectory, the screen shows the last directory name, for example, CATALOG.
To view the fully-qualified directory name, move the cursor to the request and press PF10 (Expand). VM:Archiver
displays the fully-qualified name, for example, SFS:BBUNNY.ACME.ORDERLIST.CATALOG.

Archive ID
A unique identifier that VM:Archiver assigned to the file when the user requested that it be archived.
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Jobid/Status
For requests that have already been included in a job, this field displays the job ID. For requests that have not yet
been included in a job, this field contains WAITING.

Ending and Suspending VM:Archiver
Contents

Select Option 5, End, suspend, or resume processing, on the VM:Archiver Main Menu if you need to end VM:Archiver
or to temporarily suspend processing.

Option 1 End Processing When Currently Running Commands Are Complete

Select this option when you want all currently running commands and processes to complete before ending operation.

Option 2 End Processing IMMEDIATELY

Select this option when you want VM:Archiver to shut down immediately. When you select this option, VM:Archiver ends
all commands or processes in progress, and releases associated resources.

WARNING
Do not use this option under normal circumstances.

Option 3 Suspend System Activity

Select this option when you want to temporarily suspend  VM:Archiver  processing. Any commands in progress will
continue to completion; queued requests remain in the queue. Archive or recall jobs that were already submitted to
VM:Backup will continue to run. While the system is suspended, the only commands VM:Archiver can accept are the
CMS, QUERY, RESUME, and END commands.

Option 4 Resume Suspended System Activity

Select this option when you want to resume VM:Archiver activity after it has been temporarily suspended.

Displaying and Updating Tapes
This section contains task-oriented information about displaying and updating information about VM:Archiver tapes. To
perform these tasks, you must use the TAPE and QUERY TAPES commands; there is no screen interface.

Only the options and parameters that are likely to be used by a VM:Archiver operator are covered in this section. For more
information, see TAPE Command and QUERY TAPES Command.

As a VM:Archiver operator, you may need to perform the following tasks:

• Obtain information about archive tapes
You might need to obtain a list of tapes that have a particular status, for example, all offsite tapes or all damaged
tapes.

• Tell VM:Archiver that a tape is available or unavailable for use
When a tape is lost or damaged, you can tell VM:Archiver that the tape is unavailable for use. This
prevents VM:Archiver from requesting the tape in jobs. In addition, you might want to mark tapes as unavailable when
you send them offsite.
Conversely, when you find a tape or it is returned from its offsite location and you want to tell VM:Archiver that the tape
is again available, you can mark the tape as available for use.

• Associate a comment with a tape
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You can enter descriptive information about a tape into the VM:Archiver system. You do this by associating a comment
with the tape.

• Close an open tape
Before you can send a tape offsite, you must close it. Usually VM:Archiver closes tapes automatically, but there might
be times when you want to do it manually. When you close a tape, VM:Archiver can no longer write data to the tape or
any of its copies. VM:Archiver can still recall data from closed tapes.

Associating a Comment With a Tape

There may be times when you want to enter descriptive information about a tape into the VM:Archiver system. You do this
by using the TAPE command with the COMMENT parameter.

For example, suppose tape TAP011 is available, but temporarily out of the tape library. To add a comment stating this fact,
enter the following command:

vmarch tape tap011 comment this tape temporarily in bbunny’s office

VM:Archiver responds:

581I COMMENT FOR TAP011 HAS BEEN UPDATED.

About Tape Sets
Contents

To change and display information about VM:Archiver tapes, you must use the TAPE and QUERY TAPES commands.
Depending on the options you specify, these commands can have an effect on one or more tapes. To understand which
tapes will be affected, you must be familiar with the concept of a tape set.

What Is a Tape Set?

A tape set is a logical unit of tape storage. A tape set can consist of one or more tapes. Your system administrator decides
how large tape sets will be at your site.

During an archive job, VM:Archiver writes the data to tape in a data set. Because a data set does not usually take up
an entire tape, VM:Archiver mounts the same tape in the next archive job and appends another data set immediately
following the first one. During subsequent jobs, VM:Archiver continues appending data sets until the tape becomes full.

VM:Archiver keeps track of the last tape used in an archive job. This tape is referred to as the open tape. When the open
tape in the tape set becomes full during a job, VM:Archiver automatically closes the tape and its copies. When a tape is
closed, VM:Archiver can no longer write data to that tape or any of its copies.

When the last tape in a tape set becomes full, VM:Archiver closes the tape and its copies. Data does not continue onto
any other tapes.

What Tapes Are Affected?

The choice of options determines which tapes are affected, as the following example shows.

Sample Tape Set

The following figure shows a sample tape set and its copies. This tape set consists of three tapes: TAP011, TAP012, and
TAP013. There are two additional copies of the tape set.
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Figure 5: Sample Tape Set

How the Different Options Affect the Tapes

Table 8 shows the effects of the TAPESET and COPIES options of the TAPE and QUERY TAPES commands.

• To View or Change: Specific volser only
Specify these Options:

None

Types afftected:
Figure 6: Single volser

• To View or Change: tape set
Specify these Options:
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TAPESET

Types afftected:
Figure 7: Tape set affected

• To View or Change: All copies of a tape
Specify these Options:

COPIES

Types afftected:
Figure 8: Tape and its copies affected

• To View or Change: Tape set and all its copies
Specify these Options:
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COPIES TAPESET

Types afftected:
Figure 9: Tapeset and all copies

Using the QUERY TAPES command, you can display information about VM:Archiver tapes. The options of the QUERY
TAPES command give you the flexibility to display as much or as little information about VM:Archiver tapes as you like.

Using the TAPE command, you can update information about tapes or close a tape set.

This section shows how to use several of the options and parameters from the TAPE and QUERY TAPES commands to
perform some common operator tasks. For more information about these commands, refer to the  VM:Archiver Command
Reference.

Displaying Information About Tapes That Have a Particular Status

You can display a list of tapes based on their statuses. To display tapes with a particular status, specify that status as an
option on the QUERY TAPES command.

For example, suppose you want to determine which tapes are offsite. On your system you mark offsite tapes as
unavailable (UNAVAIL). Because you also mark damaged and missing tapes unavailable, the display must also include
the comment you associated with each tape. Enter the following command:

vmarch query tapes (unavail comment

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser Status Comment

-----------------------------------------------------

TAP022 UNAVAIL DAMAGED

TAP031 UNAVAIL OFFSITE

TAP032 UNAVAIL OFFSITE

TAP033 UNAVAIL OFFSITE
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The QUERY TAPES command shows that tape TAP022 is damaged and that tapes TAP031, TAP032, and TAP033 are
offsite.

Displaying Information About a Particular Tape and its Copies

You can display information about a tape and all its copies. For example, suppose you accidentally damaged tape TAP022
and marked it unavailable. To see if there are any copies of it onsite and available for use, enter the following command:

vmarch query tapes tap022 (copies

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser   Copy   Volseq  FrstVol PreVol  NextVol FrstDS  LastDS  Status      

----------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------   ---------   ---------   ------------    

TAP022   - -         2  TAP011  TAPE11  TAP013  11    11    UNAVAIL 

- -  TAP012      2  TAPE21  TAPE21  TAP023  11    11    AVAIL   

- -  TAP032      2  TAPE31  TAPE31  TAP033  11    11    AVAIL   

The QUERY TAPES command shows that there are two copies of TAP022: TAP012 and TAP032.

Displaying All the Tapes in a Tape Set

You can determine which tapes are in a tape set by specifying one tape from the tape set and the TAPESET option. For
example, to determine the other tapes in the tape set with tape TAP022, enter the following command:

vmarch query tapes tap022 (tapeset

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser  Volseq  FrstVol PreVol  NextVol FrstDS  LastDS  Status  

----------  ------------    ----------  ----------  ----------  --------    ----------  ----------  

TAP021  1   TAP021  - - TAP022  1   10  AVAIL   

TAP022  2   TAP021  TAP021  TAP023  11  11  AVAIL   

TAP023  3   TAP021  TAP022  - - 12  13  OPEN    

The QUERY TAPES command shows that there are three tapes in the tape set: TAP021, TAP022, and TAP023.

Updating Information About Tapes
Contents

As an operator, there are several tasks that you can perform to update information about tapes. These tasks are
discussed in the following sections.

Indicating Whether Tapes Are Available

When a tape becomes lost or damaged or when you send tapes offsite, you can tell VM:Archiver that the tapes are
unavailable for use. This prevents the tapes from being requested for use in jobs. When you mark a tape unavailable,
VM:Archiver assigns it the status UNAVAIL. A tape with this status cannot be used in any job.
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Conversely, when you find a missing tape or when offsite tapes are returned to your data center, you can tell VM:Archiver
that the tapes are available for use again. When you mark a tape as available for use, VM:Archiver assigns it the status
AVAIL.

The following sections show how to mark tapes unavailable or available for use.

Indicating That a Tape Is Unavailable for Use

To mark a tape as unavailable for use, you must use the TAPE command with the UNAVAIL parameter.

For example, suppose tape TAP011 is damaged. To mark the tape as unavailable and associate the descriptive comment
’damaged’ with the tape, enter the following command:

vmarch tape tap011 unavail comment damaged

VM:Archiver responds:

582I VOLSER TAP011 HAS BEEN MARKED UNAVAILABLE; COMMENT FOR VOLSER TAP011 HAS BEEN UPDATED.

NOTE
Because VM:Archiver interprets all text following the COMMENT parameter as comment text, be sure to specify
the COMMENT parameter last on the command line.

Indicating That a Tape Is Available for Use

To mark a tape as available for use, you must use the TAPE command with the AVAIL parameter. In addition, if you want
to mark the entire tape set as available, you can use the TAPESET option instead of entering the TAPE command multiple
times.

For example, suppose tapes TAP031, TAP032, and TAPE033, which comprise one copy of a tape set, have been returned
from their offsite location. To mark the tapes available for use again and remove any comments associated with the tapes,
enter the following command:

vmarch tape tap031 avail nocomm (tapeset

VM:Archiver responds:

582I VOLSER TAP031 HAS BEEN MARKED AVAILABLE; COMMENT FOR VOLSER TAP031 HAS BEEN UPDATED.

582I VOLSER TAP032 HAS BEEN MARKED AVAILABLE; COMMENT FOR VOLSER TAP031 HAS BEEN UPDATED.

582I VOLSER TAP033 HAS BEEN MARKED AVAILABLE; COMMENT FOR VOLSER TAP031 HAS BEEN UPDATED.

Closing an Open Tape

During an archive job, when a tape becomes full, VM:Archiver automatically closes the tape. There may be times,
however, when you want to manually close a tape before VM:Archiver automatically closes it. For example, if you want to
send a tape offsite before it is full, you must manually close the tape.

To manually close a tape, you must use the TAPE command with the CLOSE parameter. Because there can be only one
open tape (and its copies) in the VM:Archiver system at a time, the syntax for this command is always the same.

To close the open tape and its copies, enter the following command:

vmarch tape close

VM:Archiver responds:
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565I THE FOLLOWING TAPES HAVE BEEN CLOSED: TAP013 TAP023 TAP033.
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Users
This section is for users who want to store CMS files and minidisks that are not currently needed and retrieve them when
they are needed.

The section assumes you are familiar with VM/CMS and that you know the conventions for naming CMS files and Shared
File System (SFS) directories. If you are not familiar with these, you may need help from someone who is.

This section contains the following information about using VM:Archiver:

• How to archive or recall files and minidisks
• How to manage archived files and minidisks
• How to use VM:Archiver assign and data access authorizations.

Both full-screen and line-mode commands are presented where applicable.

Archiving Files
This section explains how to archive individual files. When you archive a file, VM:Archiver copies it from a minidisk or SFS
directory to archival storage on either DASD or tape media. The archived file remains in VM:Archiver storage for a time
period that either you specify or the VM:Archiver system administrator defines as your default. When you archive one or
more files, VM:Archiver assigns a unique archive ID (archid) to that file or files; the archive ID never changes.

When you archive a file, you can:

• Select where to store the archived file
• Determine if and when to move archived files stored in ONLINE DASD storage to TAPE storage
• Specify how long you want VM:Archiver to retain the archived file
• Associate a comment with the archived file
• Assign the ownership of the archived file to another userid
• Prohibit any userid, other than the owner and the VM:Archiver system administrator, from accessing an archived file
• Tell VM:Archiver to automatically erase the file from its source minidisk or SFS directory after the file is successfully

archived to VM:Archiver DASD storage

For information about archiving an entire minidisk as a single entity, see Archiving Minidisks.

Authorizations To Archive Files
Contents

This section describes authorizations required to:

• Archive from a minidisk or SFS directory
• Request a file be discarded after it is archived from a minidisk or SFS directory
• Assign archived data to another userid

From a Minidisk

You need no special VM:Archiver authorization to archive data from a minidisk. To archive files from a minidisk, your
userid must be able to link and access that minidisk.
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From an SFS Directory

You need no special VM:Archiver authorization to archive data from an SFS directory. To archive files from an SFS
directory, your userid must have the SFS authorizations that allow you to read the file you want to archive.

There are two types of SFS directories FILECONTROL and DIRCONTROL.

From an SFS FILECONTROL Directory

Access to files in an SFS FILECONTROL directory is controlled at the file level; that is, a user can have access to some
files in a FILECONTROL directory, but not necessarily to all of the files. In CMS Release 6, there is only one type of SFS
directory FILECONTROL.

To archive files that reside in an SFS FILECONTROL directory, you must have read or write authorization to the SFS
directory and to the file. SFS distinguishes between access to a FILECONTROL directory and access to its contents.
With read or write authorization to an SFS FILECONTROL directory, you can list the files contained in the SFS directory;
however, you must also have read or write authorization to a file to archive it.

From an SFS DIRCONTROL Directory

Access to files in an SFS DIRCONTROL directory is controlled at the directory level; that is, if a user has access to
the directory, the user also has access to every file in the directory. DIRCONTROL directories were introduced in CMS
Release 7.

To archive files that reside in an SFS DIRCONTROL directory, your userid must have DIRREAD or DIRWRITE
authorization to the SFS directory.

Authorization To Discard Files From a Minidisk After Archiving

You need no special VM:Archiver authorization to request that files be discarded from a minidisk after they are archived.
To allow VM:Archiver to erase files from a minidisk, your userid must have the authority to link to the minidisk read/write.

Authorization To Discard Files From an SFS Directory After Archiving

You need no special VM:Archiver authorization to request that files be discarded from an SFS directory after they are
archived. To have VM:Archiver automatically erase files after archiving files from an SFS directory, your userid must have
the SFS authorizations that allow you to erase the file from the SFS directory. The following describes the specific SFS
authorizations required:

• To archive a file that resides in an SFS FILECONTROL directory and have VM:Archiver discard the file after it is
archived, you must have write authorization to the SFS directory as well as write authorization to the file being
archived.

• To archive a file that resides in an SFS DIRCONTROL directory and have VM:Archiver discard the file after it is
archived, you must have DIRWRITE authorization to the SFS directory.

Authorization To Assign Ownership of Files to Another User

To assign ownership of archived files to another userid, you must have been specifically authorized by that userid to
assign the data. In addition, the file must not be marked private. If the file is marked private, only the owner and the
VM:Archiver system administrator can assign it, regardless of any assign authorizations.

To determine if you are authorized to assign another user’s files, on the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give
permission to share data. VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen. From this screen, you
can select options to display whose data you can assign and whose data the members of your group can assign.
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Archiving Files Screen Path Overview
When you archive a file using the screens, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. There are four basic levels
of screens:

User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case, archiving files

Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen
A screen from which you describe the CMS files you want VM:Archiver to display

CMS Files screen
A screen that displays the list of files matching the selection criteria you described on the Specify CMS Files to be
Listed screen
This is the screen from which you archive files.

Dialog boxes
Special pop-windows from which you customize the display of data and specify archive options

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for archiving files. The tasks you perform on a
screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog boxes are specified along with the dialog
boxes.
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Figure 10: Screen Path for Archiving Files
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File Archiving Tasks
The following table summarizes the various archiving tasks you can perform and tells you how to perform them. Where
necessary, it provides additional information about performing the tasks. In cases where that information takes up too
much room to be shown in the table, the table directs you to the section in this section that contains the necessary
information.

The section Archiving Files Basic Instructions takes you step-by-step through a simple example of archiving files.

Later sections provide detailed information about how to use some of the screens. The section Specifying Which CMS
Files to Display provides detailed instructions on using the Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen to display files to be
archived. The sections Saving Archive Screen Options and Reusing Archive Screen Options provide detailed instructions
on using VM:Archiver dialog boxes to save and reuse a set of archiving options.

For additional information about using the screens, use the online help while using VM:Archiver.

 Topic [Screen name]  If you want to:  Specify:  Additional Information 
File selection
[Specify CMS Files to be Listed]
 

Select files from a specified
minidisk or directory that is
accessed

The filemode on the screen
- or -
 The filemode on the
ARCHIVEFILE command 
 

See Specifying Which CMS
Files to Display for information
about
archiving from directories.

 [Specify CMS Files to be Listed] Select files from a specified
minidisk or directory that is
not accessed

The userid and virtual address
or
the fully-qualified directory name
on the screen
- or -
 The FROMDISK parameter
followedby a userid and
virtual address or FROMDIR
parameter followed by a fully-
qualified directory name on the
ARCHIVE FILE command 
 

See Specifying Which CMS
Files to Display for information
about
archiving from directories.

 [Specify CMS Files to be Listed] Select files that have a
particular filename or filetype

The filename or filetype on the
screen
- or -
 The filename and filetype on
theARCHIVE FILE command 
 

You can use pattern-matching
characters.
For example, to specify all files
with
filenames ending with REP and
any
filetype, specify *rep *.

 [Specify CMS Files to be Listed] Select files with CMS file dates
in a
particular date range

From and To dates in the From 
and To date fields on the screen

 ...

Storage location
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]
 

Store files immediately to DASD
storage and have them copied
to tape storage

 S for STAGE in
the Destination 
field in the dialog box
- or -
 The STAGE option on the  
 ARCHIVE FILE command 
 

For information about when to
request a
specific storage area,
see VM:Archiver Components.
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 [CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]

Store files immediately to long-
term
DASD storage

 O for ONLINE in
the Destination
field in the dialog box
- or -
 The ONLINE option on
theARCHIVE FILE command 
 

 ....

 [CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]

Store files immediately to DASD
storage
(STAGE or ONLINE)

 D for DASD in the Destination
field of the dialog box
- or -
 The DASD option on
theARCHIVE FILE command 
 

VM:Archiver determines
whether
to store the file on STAGE or
ONLINE storage.

 [CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]

Schedule a request to have
the files copied directly from
your minidisk or SFS directory
to tape
.

 T for TAPE in
the Destination field
of the dialog box
- or -
 The TAPE option on the  
 ARCHIVE FILE command 
 

Wait for VM:Archiver to tell you
the files
have been safely
archived before you
erase them from your minidisk
or directory.
For more information, see
"Erasing Data"
in Archive.

Retention
Control
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]
 

Keep files in archival storage
for a specified number of days

The retention period in
the For field
of the Retain files section of the
dialog box
- or -
 The RETPD option followed
by the number of days on the
ARCHIVE FILE command 
 

For more information, see
"Length of Time
Data Is Kept in Archival
Storage" in
Archive.

 
Retention
Control
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]

Keep files in archival storage
until a specified date

The expiration date in
the Until field
of the Retain files section of the
dialog box
- or -
 The EXPDT option followed by
the date on the ARCHIVE FILE
command 
 

For more information, see
"Length of Time
Data Is Kept in Archival
Storage" in
Archive.

 
Retention
Control
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]

Keep files in archival storage
permanently

 Y for Yes in the Forever field of
the Retain files section of the
dialog box
- or -
 The PERM option on
theARCHIVE FILE command 
 

 ....
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Migration
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]
 

Request the files be moved
from ONLINE storage to tape
after a specified number of days

 O for ONLINE in
the Destination
field and the number of days to
keep the file on ONLINE in the
After field of the Destination
section of the dialog box
- or -
 The ONLINE option and
MIGRATE AFTER option
followed by the number of
days on the ARCHIVE FILE
command 
 

For more information, see
"Migrating
ONLINE Files to Tape"
in Archive.

 
Migration
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]

Request the files be moved
from ONLINE storage to
tape on a specified date

 O for ONLINE in
the Destination
field and the date to move the
file
to ONLINE in the On field of
the Destination section of the
dialog
box
- or -
 The ONLINE option and
MIGRATE DATE option followed
by a date on the ARCHIVE FILE
command 
 

 ....

Erase automatically
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]
 

Request the files be erased
after they are archived to
DASD storage

 Y for Yes in the Discard field in
the
dialog box and D for
DASD, O for ONLINE,
or S for STAGE in
the Destination field.
- or -
 The DISCARD option on the
ARCHIVE FILE command 

You cannot specify the
DISCARD option
when archiving files directly to
tape
storage.
For information about the
authorizations
required to erase data after it
has been
archived, see Authorizations To
Archive Files.

Ownership
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]
 

Assign ownership of the files
to another user

The desired owner in
the Owner field of
the dialog box
- or -
 The OWNER option followed
by the userid on the ARCHIVE
FILE command 
 

You need special authorization
to archive
files for another user. See
"Authorization
to Assign Ownership of Files to
Another
User" in Authorizations To
Archive Files.

Security
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]
 

Mark the files private  Y for Yes in the Private field on
the dialog box
- or -
 The PRIVATE option on the
ARCHIVE FILE command 
 

When a file is marked private,
only the
owner and the VM:Archiver
system
administrator can access the
file,
regardless of any data access
authorizations granted.
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Commente
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]

Associate a descriptive
comment with the archived
files

A comment in
the Comment field
of the dialog box
- or -
 The COMMENT option
followed by the comment on the
ARCHIVE FILE command 
 

When using the linemode
ARCHIVE FILE
command, remember that
VM:Archiver
reads everything after the
COMMENT
keyword as comment text.
Therefore,
specify the COMMENT option
last on the
command line.

Message traffic
[CMS Specify Files Archive
Options]
 

Minimize the number of
messages issued during
an archive request.
Helpful when using pattern
matching to archive many
files at once.

 Y for Yes in the Quiet field of
the dialog box
- or -
 The QUIET option on the
ARCHIVE FILE command 
 

When you select the QUIET
option,
VM:Archiver sends just the final
summary message after it
archives the
files. It does not send a
confirmation
message for each individual file.
VM:Archiver still sends error
messages. If using the screens,
PF6
(Viewlog) to view informational
and error
messages.
 

Specifying Which CMS Files to Display
Contents

On the VM:Archiver User Main Menu, when you select Option 1, See CMS files you want to archive, VM:Archiver
displays the Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen. Use this screen to describe the files you want VM:Archiver to display.
By default, VM:Archiver lists all files on your minidisk or SFS directory accessed at filemode A. You can change the
defaults on this screen to have VM:Archiver display files:

• With a particular filename or filetype; or similar filenames, filetypes; or both
• That reside on a specific minidisk or SFS directory
• With a CMS file date that falls within a specified range

Files With a Particular Filename and Filetype

You can have VM:Archiver display files with a particular filename and filetype. Do this by filling in the Filename and
Filetype fields on the Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen. You can type a specific filename or filetype, or you can use
pattern-matching characters in either or both fields.

For example, to tell VM:Archiver to display only those files that have a filename beginning with the letter F and a filetype
of DATA, type f* in the Filename field and data in the Filetype field. For more information about how to use pattern-
matching characters, see Pattern Matching.

Files on a Particular Minidisk or SFS Directory

You can have VM:Archiver display files that reside on a particular minidisk or SFS directory. Do this by specifying one of
the following:
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• If the minidisk is linked and accessed or if the SFS directory is accessed, type the filemode of the minidisk or SFS
directory in the Filemode field. You can use the pattern-matching character * to tell VM:Archiver to display files that
reside on all accessed minidisks and SFS directories.

• For example, if you want VM:Archiver to display files that reside on your 0192 minidisk that you have accessed at
filemode B, type b in the Filemode field.

• If the minidisk is not linked and accessed, type the userid and virtual address of a minidisk in the Userid and Vaddr
field. You cannot use pattern matching in either of these fields.

• For example, if you want VM:Archiver to display files that reside on minidisk EFUDD 0191 but you do not have minidisk
EFUDD 0191 linked and accessed, type efudd 0191 in the Userid and Vaddr field.

• If the SFS directory is not accessed, type the fully-qualified directory name of the SFS directory in the Directory field.
You cannot use pattern matching to specify the directory name.
A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and userid,
separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by periods. Use
this format when specifying a fully-qualified directory name:

filepoolid:userid.directory.directory ...

• For example, if you want VM:Archiver to display files that reside in the SFS directory WARNER:BBUNNY.ACME.BILLS
but do not have this directory accessed, type warner:bbunny.acme.bills in the Directory field.

Archiving From SFS Subdirectories

When displaying files from an SFS directory, the CMS Files screen does not show any associated subdirectories. If you
want to archive the files in a subdirectory, you can do one of the following:

• Access the subdirectory using the CMS ACCESS command, then specify the filemode at which it is accessed on the
Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen in the Filemode field.

• Specify the fully-qualified directory name (this includes the top directory and any subdirectories) in the Directory field
on the Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen.

Files With CMS File Dates in a Particular Date Range

You can have VM:Archiver display files that fall within a specified range of CMS file dates. Do this by specifying From and
To dates in the From and To fields on the Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen. You cannot use pattern matching to
specify the date range.

Dates must be in mm/dd/yy format. The To date must be the same as or later than the From date; the From and To dates
must be no later than today’s date. If you specify a To date but not a From date, VM:Archiver displays all files with CMS
file dates up through the To date. If you specify neither date, VM:Archiver uses today’s date as the To date and displays all
files with CMS file dates up through today.

For example, to limit the display to files that were last updated in January, 2015, type 01/01/2015 in the From date field
and 01/31/2015 in the To date field.

Archiving Files Basic Instructions
This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to archive files. It takes you through a simple example in which you
archive a selection of files associated with the ACME product line.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.
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 MMENUAC1                       User Main Menu                 VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To select an option, type a number on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

           Archive       1  See CMS files you want to archive

 

           Manage        2  See archived files

           Data          3  See archived minidisks

 

           Information   4  See your archive and recall requests

                         5  See user and group information for user RUBJE02

 

           Data          6  See or give permission to share data

           Sharing

 

 

 

                Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights Reserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

On the User Main Menu, select Option 1, See CMS files you want to archive.

VM:Archiver displays the Specify CMS Files to be Listed screen.

Step 2. Displaying the Files

The files you want to archive all have a filename of ACME from your A-disk. To narrow the display of files to just those files
in which you are interested, take the following steps:

1. Move the cursor to the Filename field and type acme.

 LSCFUAC1         Specify CMS Files to be Listed               VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Either accept or change the displayed defaults,

then press PF9 to list the requested files.

To type filename and/or filetype in mixed-case, type M in

Mixed|Upper field below.

 

              Filename: acme

              Filetype: *                Mixed|Upper case: U

 

              Filemode: A     or

      Userid and vaddr: _____________    or

             Directory: ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_________________

 

Type the date range (mm/dd/yyyy) within which the files were last updated:
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                   From __________     to __________

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  List     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

2. When you have described the files you want to display, press PF9 (List). VM:Archiver displays the CMS Files screen.

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype FM Format Lrecl    Records     Blocks   Date     Time

 

      ACME     PROFITS  A0 F         60        236          1 10/13/15 16:47:28

      ACME     BILLS    A0 V         61          7          1 10/13/15 15:00:55

      ACME     SALES    A0 V         79         54          1 10/13/15 14:44:19

      ACME     CUSTS    A1 V         80        120          1  8/25/15 07:02:20

      ACME     CATALOG  A1 V         81        214          1  3/12/15 11:02:22

      ACME     PRODUCTS A1 F         80         42          1  1/30/15 07:59:17

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  ...       6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Sort    11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 3. Specifying Archive Options

You want to archive the files to STAGE storage and keep the files in archival storage for five years.

1. On the CMS Files screen, press PF4 (Options)
VM:Archiver overlays the CMS Files screen with the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box.

2. To tell VM:Archiver to archive the files to STAGE storage, move the cursor to the Destination field and type s.
3. To keep the files in archival storage for five years (or 1826 days), move the cursor to the For field of the Retain files

section and type 1826.

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS com + ------------------------------------------------- +

                          |  Specify ARCHIVE Options:               (1 of 2)  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype F |  -----------------------------------------------  |

                          |  Destination:  S  (Any|Dasd|Online|Stage|Tape)    |

      ACME     PROFITS  A |    Optionally move ONLINE files to Tape:          |

      ACME     BILLS    A |      After:    ______  (days)                     |

      ACME     SALES    A |      On:       __________  (mm/dd/yyyy)           |
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      ACME     CUSTS    A |                                                   |

      ACME     CATALOGS A |  Retain files (choose one):                       |

      ACME     PRODUCTS A |    For:        1826    (days)                     |

                          |    Until:      __________  (mm/dd/yyyy) or        |

                          |    Forever:    N  (Yes | No)                      |

                          |                                                   |

                          |  Comment: __________________________________      |

                          |           __________________________________      |

                          |           ________________________________        |

                          |                                                   |

------------------------- |  Owner:        BBUNNY                             |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

Note: If your screen is not large enough to accommodate the entire dialog box, use PF7 (Backward) and PF8
(Forward) to view all the fields in the dialog box.

4. When you have specified the options you want to use, press PF5 (Set) to set the current set of options.
The options you set in the dialog box are in effect for all archive commands you enter while you are on the CMS Files
screen, unless you use the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box again to change them.
VM:Archiver returns you to the CMS Files screen.

NOTE
You can save a set of archiving options in a file and reuse them later. For more information, see Saving
Archive File Screen Options and Reusing Archive File Screen Options.

Step 4. Archiving the Files

You want to archive the ACME BILLS and ACME CATALOG files.

1. On the CMS Files screen, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying ACME BILLS and type archive.
Then move the cursor to the line displaying ACME CATALOG and type archive or =.

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype FM Format Lrecl    Records     Blocks   Date     Time

 

      ACME     PROFITS  A0 F         60        236          1 10/13/15 16:47:28

archiveCME     BILLS    A0 V         61          7          1 10/13/15 15:00:55

      ACME     SALES    A0 V         79         54          1 10/13/15 14:44:19

      ACME     CUSTS    A1 V         80        120          1  8/25/15 07:02:20

=     ACME     CATALOG  A1 V         81        214          1  3/12/15 11:02:22

      ACME     PRODUCTS A1 F         80         42          1  1/30/15 07:59:17
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  ...       6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Sort    11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

2. When you have selected the files you want to archive, press Enter.
If a file is archived to DASD or the request to archive a file to TAPE storage is scheduled, VM:Archiver displays an
asterisk (*) to the left of the file in the Cmd column; no messages are displayed.
If an error occurs processing an archive command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an
appropriate error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Line-Mode Method

To use the line-mode ARCHIVE FILE command to archive the same files that were archived above, enter these two
commands:

vmarch archive file acme bills (stage retpd 1826

vmarch archive file acme catalog (stage retpd 1826

For more information, see ARCHIVE FILE Command.

Command Execution Log
VM:Archiver processes each command in the Cmd column of a screen starting with the first command it encounters and
continuing with commands on subsequent lines. For example, if you enter a command on the second and fourth lines,
VM:Archiver processes the command you entered on the second line, then it processes the command you entered on the
fourth line.

If an error occurs processing a command you entered in the Cmd column of a screen, VM:Archiver displays a command
execution log. The command in error appears on the command line of the log.

• To tell VM:Archiver to ignore this command and continue processing any other commands, press PF3 (Ignore).
• To try the command again, correct the command on the command line of the log and press PF4 (Retry).
• To stop this command and all other commands from processing, press PF5 (Stop).

To view the command execution log at any time while you are on a screen to see information about the commands you
have entered, press PF6 (Viewlog). The command execution log contains:

• The original commands you entered
• The actual commands VM:Archiver executed
• Any messages VM:Archiver issued to you to inform you of the outcome of your requests

For example, if you enter the command archive in the Cmd column of the CMS Files screen for the file ACME BILLS, the
command execution log contains the following information:

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 + -------------------------------------------------------------------------- +

 |  Command Execution Log                                    (Line 2 of 10)   |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |                                                                            |

 |  -- Original Command:   ar                                                 |

 |  -- Executed Command:   VMARCH archive file  ACME  BILLS  A1 (MIXED   |

 | STAGE RETPD 1826 NOMIGRAT NOCOMM                                           |
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 |  VMAARC0159I ACME  BILLS archived successfully to STAGE.              |

 |  VMAARC0161I 1 file archived; 0 files scheduled for archive.               |

 |  Ready;                                                                    |

 |                                                                            |

 |  **** End of Log ****                                                      |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |  PF: 1 Help          3 End                                                 |

 |  PF:                 7 Backward      8 Forward      11 Print               |

 + -------------------------------------------------------------------------- +

 

====>

Saving Archive File Screen Options
If you plan to archive files using the same set of options during more than one session, you can create an options file to
save the options you want to use again. This file, which has a filename you specify and the filetype VMAOPTAF, resides
on one of your minidisks or SFS directories until you discard it. You can have more than one options file.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Files

Follow "Step 1. Selecting the Task" and "Step 2. Displaying the Files" in Archiving Files Basic Instructions.

Step 2. Specifying Archive Options

You want to create an option file that contains the options to specify that files are to be archived to STAGE storage and
kept in archival storage for five years.

1. On the CMS Files Screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the CMS Files screen with the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box.

2. To tell VM:Archiver to archive the files to STAGE storage, move the cursor to the Destination field and type s. To keep
the files in archival storage for five years (or 1826 days), move the cursor to the For field of the Retain files section
and type 1826.

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS com + ------------------------------------------------- +

                          |  Specify ARCHIVE Options:               (1 of 2)  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype F |  -----------------------------------------------  |

                          |  Destination:  s  (Any|Dasd|Online|Stage|Tape)    |

      REC0191  VMAOPTRF A |    Optionally move ONLINE files to Tape:          |

      RECOP01  VMAOPTRD A |      After:    ______  (days)                     |

      VMJQUT1  CONTROL  A |      On:       __________  (mm/dd/yyyy)           |

      VMHTEST  LISTING  A |                                                   |

      PROFILE  EXEC     A |  Retain files (choose one):                       |

      SLST01   PCB      A |    For:        1826__  (days)                     |

      SLST06   PCB      A |    Until:      __________  (mm/dd/yyyy) or        |

      SLST00   PCB      A |    Forever:    N  (Yes | No)                      |

      DEFFILE1 VMBATDEF A |                                                   |

      JOB0048  J0048CON A |  Comment: __________________________________      |
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      BBUNNY   NETLOG   A |           __________________________________      |

      SUBMIT   VMBATCHC A |           ________________________________        |

      DEFFILE6 VMBATDEF A |                                                   |

------------------------- |  Owner:        BBUNNY                             |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

Step 3. Saving the Options

You want to save the options in a file named SAV4FIVE VMAOPTAF, and you want the file to reside on your minidisk that
is accessed at filemode B.

1. On the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box, press PF9 (SaveAs).
VM:Archiver overlays the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box with the Save Options in file dialog box.

2. Specify the filename and filemode in the Save Options in file dialog box. You cannot change the filetype; it must be
VMAOPTAF. To identify the file in which to save the options:
a. Move the cursor to the Filename field and type sav4five.
b. Move the cursor to the Filemode field and type b.

NOTE
When specifying filenames, type one to eight characters from letters A-Z, numbers 0-9, and special
characters @ (at sign), # (pound sign), $ (dollar sign), _ (underscore), and + (plus sign).

Optionally, you can also specify the filemode of a minidisk you have linked and accessed read/write or the
filemode of an SFS directory to which you have the required authorizations to create a new file. If you do not
specify a filemode, the default is A.

The filled in Save Options in file dialog follows:

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS com + ------------------------------------------------- +

                          |  Specify ARCHIVE Options:               (1 of 2)  |

Cmd   Filename Filety + ---------------------------------- + ---------------  |

                      |  Save Options in file:             | e|Stage|Tape)    |

      REC0191  VMAOPT |  --------------------------------  | o Tape:          |

      RECOP01  VMAOPT |  Filename:    sav4five             |                  |

      VMJQUT1  CONTRO |  Filetype:    VMAOPTAF             | /yyyy)           |

      VMHTEST  LISTIN |  Filemode:    b                    |                  |

      PROFILE  EXEC   |                                    |                  |

      SLST01   PCB    |                                    |                  |

      SLST06   PCB    |                                    | /yyyy) or        |

      SLST00   PCB    |                                    |                  |

      DEFFILE1 VMBATD |                                    |                  |

      JOB0048  J0048C |                                    | ___________      |

      BBUNNY   NETLOG |                                    | ___________      |

      SUBMIT   VMBATC |  --------------------------------  | _________        |

      DEFFILE6 VMBATD |  PF: 1 Help   2 Save    3 End      |                  |

--------------------- |                        11 Print    |                  |

PF: 1  Help     2  Re + ---------------------------------- + ---------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |
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====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

3. To save the options into the specified file, press PF2 (Save).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box.

4. To exit the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box, do one of the following:
– If you do not want to archive a file now, press PF3 (End) to exit the dialog box.

VM:Archiver returns you to the CMS Files screen.
– If you want to archive a file using the options you just saved, press PF5 (Set).

VM:Archiver returns you to the CMS Files screen.
These options are now in effect for all archive commands you enter while on the CMS files screen, unless you use
the dialog box again to change them.

Reusing Archive File Screen Options
You can reuse options for archiving files that you have saved by using the Save Options in file dialog box. For more
information about how to save options, see Saving Archive File Screen Options. This section describes how to reuse a set
of options you have previously saved.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Files

Follow Step 1. Selecting the Task and Step 2. Displaying the Files in Archiving Files Basic Instructions.

Step 2. Retrieving a Set of Archive File Options

You have previously saved a set of options in the SAV4FIVE VMAOPTAF file. You now need to reuse these options.

1. On the CMS Files screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the CMS Files screen with the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box.

2. To view a list of options files you have previously saved, press PF2 (GetFrom).
VM:Archiver overlays the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box with the Select option file dialog box.

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS com + ------------------------------------------------- +

                          |  Specify ARCHIVE Options:               (1 of 2)  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype + ---------------------------------- + -------------  |

                        |  Select option file                | Stage|Tape)    |

      REC0191  VMAOPTRF |  --------------------------------  | Tape:          |

      RECOP01  VMAOPTRD |  SAV4FIVE VMAOPTAF A1              |                |

      VMJQUT1  CONTROL  |                                    | yyy)           |

      VMHTEST  LISTING  |                                    |                |

      PROFILE  EXEC     |                                    |                |

      SLST01   PCB      |                                    |                |

      SLST06   PCB      |                                    | yyy) or        |

      SLST00   PCB      |                                    |                |

      DEFFILE1 VMBATDEF |                                    |                |

      JOB0048  J0048CON |                                    | _________      |

      BBUNNY   NETLOG   |                                    | _________      |

      SUBMIT   VMBATCHC |  --------------------------------  | _______        |

      DEFFILE6 VMBATDEF |  PF: 1 Help   2 Get     3 End      |                |

----------------------- |                        11 Print    |                |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refr + ---------------------------------- + -------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |
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====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

3. Place the cursor on the file that you want to use, SAV4FIVE VMAOPTAF, and press PF2 (Get).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Specify ARCHIVE Options dialog box. The dialog box now reflects the options defined
in SAV4FILE VMAOPTAF.

4. Press PF5 (Set).
VM:Archiver returns you to the CMS Files screen.
These options are now in effect for all archive commands you enter while you are on the CMS Files screen, unless you
use the dialog box again to change them.
Note: You cannot use the saved option files as an option on the linemode ARCHIVE FILE command.

 

 

Canceling a File Archive Request
You can cancel a request to archive a file to TAPE storage. You can only cancel archive requests that have not already
been included in a job (those with the status WAITING). If the request has been included in a job (status is JOB or IN-A-
JOB), the request cannot be canceled.

Note: To delete files that are already in archival storage, you must purge the file. For more information, see Purging
Archived Files.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying Archive Request Information

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, display your outstanding archive requests.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 4, See your archive and recall requests.
VM:Archiver displays the User List Menu.

 LSRQUAC1                  User List Menu                      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 To select a function, type its number and press ENTER.

 

                         1  List All Requests

                         2  List Archive Requests

                         3  List Recall Requests

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor
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====>

3. On the User List Menu, select Option 2, List Archive Requests.
VM:Archiver displays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen. This screen lists outstanding archive requests.
For each request, the display shows the request type (either ARCFILE or ARCDISK).

Step 2. Canceling the Archive Request

You want to cancel the request to archive the file ACME PROFITS to tape.

1. Move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the ARCFILE request for ACME PROFITS and type cancel.

 LXRQUAC1              Requests Waiting To Be Processed        VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CANcel or a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Type    Filename Filetype Status   Source                             ...

 

cancelARCFILE ACME     PROFITS  WAITING  BBUNNY  0191

      ARCFILE ACME     CUSTS    IN-A-JOB BBUNNY  0191 

      ARCDISK --       --       WAITING  BBUNNY  0191

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  ...      5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  ...     11  Print   12  Cursor

Displayed lines are truncated starting at field: SOURCE

====>

2. Once you have selected the requests you want to cancel, press Enter.
If the archive request is canceled, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk (*) next to the request.
If an error occurs processing the cancel command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an
appropriate error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Line-Mode Method

Use the CANCEL ARCHIVE command to cancel a request to archive a file to tape. For example, to cancel your request to
archive the file ACME PROFITS, enter:

vmarch cancel archive file acme profits
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If you archived several files in a single archive request, you can cancel the entire request by specifying the archive ID
(archid) on the CANCEL ARCHIVE command line. For example, to cancel the request that was assigned archive ID
WARNER.27, enter:

vmarch cancel archive archid warner.27

For more information, see CANCEL ARCHIVE Command.

Archiving Minidisks
This section explains how to archive an entire minidisk as one entity. When you archive a minidisk, VM:Archiver schedules
the minidisk to be copied directly to TAPE storage. Because the minidisk is not archived immediately, wait for verification
from VM:Archiver that it has copied the minidisk to tape before you change the minidisk or erase files from it. VM:Archiver
sends a note to your user ID once the minidisk is copied to tape.

The archived minidisk remains on tape for a time period that either you specify or that your VM:Archiver system
administrator defines as your default. VM:Archiver assigns a unique archive ID, archid, to the minidisk when it is archived.
The archive ID never changes.

When you archive a minidisk, you can:

• Specify how long you want VM:Archiver to retain the archived minidisk
• Associate a comment with the archived minidisk
• Assign the ownership of the archived minidisk to another user ID
• Prohibit any user ID, other than the owner and the VM:Archiver system administrator, from accessing your archived

minidisk

When archiving an entire minidisk, VM:Archiver copies it as a single entity; you cannot display archive information about
individual files or recall individual files. For information about archiving files individually, see Archiving Files

NOTE
You can only archive minidisks using the line-mode method.

Authorizations To Archive Minidisks
This section describes the authorizations required to:

• Archive a minidisk
• Assign archived data to another user ID

Archive a Minidisk

No special VM:Archiver authorization is required to archive data from a minidisk. To archive a minidisk, your user ID must
be able to link and access the minidisk.

Assign Ownership of a Minidisk to Another User

To assign ownership of a minidisk that belongs to another user ID, you must have been specifically authorized by that user
ID to assign the minidisk. In addition, the minidisk must not be marked private. If the minidisk is marked private, only the
owner and the VM:Archiver system administrator can assign it, regardless of any data authorizations you may have.

To determine if you are authorized to assign another user’s minidisk, on the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give
permission to share data. VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen. From this screen, you
can select options to display whose data you can assign and whose data members of your group can assign.

For more information about archiving a minidisk and assigning ownership of the minidisk to another user ID, see Archiving
a Minidisk for Another User ID.
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Minidisk Archiving Tasks
The following table summarizes the archiving tasks you can perform. For each task it shows which option on the
ARCHIVE MDISK command is required to perform the task.

Later sections in this section provide examples of how to perform each of the tasks specified in the table.

For more information, see ARCHIVE MDISK Command.

Topic If you want to: Use this option:
Retention Control Keep the minidisk in archival storage for a

specified number of days
RETPD

 Keep the minidisk in archival storage until a
specified date

EXPDT

 Keep the minidisk in archival storage
permanently

PERM

Ownership Assign ownership of the minidisk to another
user

OWNER

Security Mark the minidisk private PRIVATE
 Not mark the minidisk private NOPRIVAT
Comments Associate a descriptive comment with the

archived minidisk
COMMENT

 Not associate a descriptive comment with
the archived minidisk

NOCOMM

Archive Identification Have VM:Archiver display the archive ID
assigned to the archived minidisk

ARCHID TERMINAL

 Have VM:Archiver place the archive ID
assigned to the archived minidisk in the
program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO)
order

ARCHID LIFO

 Have VM:Archiver place the archive ID
assigned to the archived minidisk in the
program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO)
order

ARCHID FIFO

Archiving a Minidisk
You can archive your own or another user’s minidisk. If you archive another user’s minidisk and do not specify the
OWNER option, you become the owner of the archived data from that minidisk.

NOTE
To archive another user’s minidisk, you must be able to link that minidisk; no special VM:Archiver authorization
is required.

To archive an entire minidisk as a single entity, use the ARCHIVE MDISK command. For example, to archive the minidisk
BBUNNY 0191, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0191
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Archiving Minidisks for a Specified Time
You can tell VM:Archiver how long to keep your archived minidisks. You can set an expiration date or a retention period or
tell VM:Archiver to keep the minidisk in archival storage permanently.

An expiration date is a particular date on which you no longer want an archived minidisk. A retention period is a specific
number of days after which you no longer want an archived minidisk.

If you do not tell VM:Archiver how long to keep an archived minidisk, it uses a default value that the VM:Archiver system
administrator or your group administrator sets.

For more information about expiration dates and retention periods, see "Length of Time Data is Kept in Archival Storage"
in Archive.

Use the ARCHIVE MDISK command with the RETPD, EXPDT, or PERM option to archive a minidisk and tell VM:Archiver
how long to keep it. For example, to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0193 and keep it for 30 days, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0193 (retpd 30

To archive the minidisk RRUNNER 0194 and keep it until December 31, 2019, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk rrunner 0194 (expdt 12/31/2019

To archive the minidisk EFUDD 0200 and tell VM:Archiver to keep it permanently, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk efudd 0200 (perm

Archiving a Minidisk for Another User ID
When you archive a minidisk, VM:Archiver keeps track of the owner. The owner is the user ID that owns the archived
minidisk. By default, the owner is the user ID that asked VM:Archiver to archive the minidisk. You can, however, specify
another user ID to own the minidisk.

With the proper authorization, you can archive a minidisk and assign ownership of it to another user ID. For example, you
may need to give the data from a minidisk to another user, but that user does not have enough minidisk space to hold
it. You can archive the minidisk and assign it to the other user ID. That user can recall the minidisk later when sufficient
space is available.

For more information, see "Assign Ownership of a Minidisk to Another User" in Authorizations To Archive Minidisks.

Use the ARCHIVE MDISK command with the OWNER option to archive a minidisk and assign ownership of it to another
user ID. For example, to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0192, and assign ownership of it to user ID DDUCK, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0192 (owner dduck

To archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0192, assign ownership of it to user ID DDUCK, and tell VM:Archiver to keep it in
archival storage for 365 days, enter:
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vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0192 (owner dduck retpd 365

Archiving With a Comment
Contents

Over time, you may forget the information your archived minidisks contain. You can associate a descriptive comment with
an archived minidisk to help you determine its contents without having to recall and look at it.

Instructions

Use the ARCHIVE MDISK command with the COMMENT option to archive a minidisk and associate a descriptive
comment with it. For example, to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0192 with a descriptive comment, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0192 (comment test data for carrots

      project

To archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0192, assign ownership of it to userid DDUCK, tell VM:Archiver to keep it in archival
storage for 365 days, and associate a descriptive comment, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0192 (owner dduck retpd 365 comment test    data for carrots project

NOTE
Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter after the keyword, COMMENT, as comment text, specify the
COMMENT option last on the command line, followed by the appropriate comment text. If you specify options
after the COMMENT option, VM:Archiver interprets those options as part of the comment text.

If you do not specify the COMMENT option, VM:Archiver will not associate a descriptive comment with the archived
minidisk. You can explicitly request that VM:Archiver not associate a comment with an archived minidisk by using the
NOCOMM option.

For example, to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0192 without a descriptive comment, enter one of the following:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0192

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0192 (nocomm

Denying Access to a Minidisk
Contents

You can deny access by another user or group to your archived minidisks by marking them private. When you mark a
minidisk private, only the owner of the minidisk and the VM:Archiver system administrator can change, purge, query,
recall, or reclaim the minidisk. This restriction applies regardless of the data access authorizations any other user may
have.

Instructions

Use the ARCHIVE MDISK command with the PRIVATE option to archive a minidisk and mark it private. For example, to
archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0200 and mark it private, enter:
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vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0200 (private

If you do not specify the PRIVATE option, VM:Archiver will not mark the archived minidisk as private. You can explicitly
request that VM:Archiver not mark an archived minidisk as private by using the NOPRIVAT option.

For example, to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0200 without marking it private, enter one of the following:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0200

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0200 (noprivat

Displaying the Archive ID When Archiving a Minidisk
Contents

When you archive a minidisk, you can have VM:Archiver display the archive ID that it assigns to the minidisk in one of two
places: either in a message sent to your terminal or in the program stack in either last-in, first-out (LIFO) or first-in, first-out
(FIFO) order.

Instructions

Use the ARCHIVE MDISK command with the ARCHID TERMINAL, ARCHID LIFO, or ARCHID FIFO options to archive
a minidisk and have VM:Archiver display the archive ID. For example, to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 and have
VM:Archiver display the archive ID in a message sent to your terminal, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0191 (archid terminal

To archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 and have VM:Archiver place the archive ID in the program stack in last-in, first-out
(LIFO) order, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0191 (archid lifo

To archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 and have VM:Archiver place the archive ID in the program stack in first-in, first-out
(FIFO) order, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0191 (archid fifo

Canceling a Minidisk Archive Request
You can cancel a request to archive a minidisk. You can only cancel archive requests that have not already been included
in a job (those with the status WAITING). If the request has been included in a job (status is JOB or IN-A-JOB), the
request cannot be canceled.

To delete a minidisk that is already in archival storage, you must purge it. For more information, see Purging Archived
Minidisks.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying Archive Request Information

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, display your outstanding archive requests.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 4, See your archive and recall requests.
VM:Archiver displays the User List Menu.
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3. On the User List Menu, select Option 2, List Archive Requests.
VM:Archiver displays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen. This screen lists outstanding archive requests.
For each request, the display shows the requests type (either ARCFILE or ARCDISK).

Step 2. Canceling Requests To Archive Minidisks

You want to cancel the requests to archive your BBUNNY 0191 and 0192 minidisks.

1. Move the cursor to the Cmd column of the ARCDISK request to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 and type cancel.
Then, move the cursor to the ARCDISK request to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0192 and type cancel or =.

 LXRQUAC1              Requests Waiting To Be Processed        VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CANcel or a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Type    Filename Filetype Status   Source                             ...

 

      ARCFILE ACME     PROFITS  WAITING  BBUNNY  0191

      ARCFILE ACME     CUSTS    IN-A-JOB BBUNNY  0191

cancelARCDISK --       --       WAITING  BBUNNY  0191

=     ARCDISK --       --       WAITING  BBUNNY  0192

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  ...      5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  ...     11  Print   12  Cursor

Displayed lines are truncated starting at field: SOURCE

====>

2. Once you have selected the requests you want to cancel, press Enter.
If the archive request is canceled, an asterisk appears next to the request.
If an error occurs processing the cancel command, the product displays a command execution log with an appropriate
error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Line-Mode Method

To cancel a request to archive an entire minidisk, use the CANCEL ARCHIVE command. For example, to cancel your
request to archive the minidisk BBUNNY 0192, enter:

vmarch cancel archive mdisk bbunny 0192

For more information, see CANCEL ARCHIVE Command.
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Recalling Files
This section explains how to recall individual archived files. Only files that were archived using the ARCHIVE FILE
command, or files that were archived from the VM:Archiver CMS Files screen, can be recalled individually or as groups
of files. If you archived a minidisk as a single entity, you must recall the entire minidisk as a single entity. For more
information, see Recalling Minidisks.

When you recall a file, VM:Archiver copies it from VM:Archiver storage to a virtual reader, minidisk, or SFS directory.

When you recall a file, you can:

• Specify where the recalled file is to be restored
• Change the name of the file
• Change the CMS file date of the file to the current date
• Replace an existing version of the file on your minidisk or SFS directory with the recalled version

Authorizations to Recall Files
Contents

This section describes the authorizations required to:

• Recall files owned by another user ID
• Recall a file to a minidisk or SFS directory

Recall Another User’s Archived Files

When a file is archived, VM:Archiver keeps track of the source and the owner. The source is the minidisk (user ID and
virtual address) or the SFS directory from which the file was originally archived; this information never changes. The
owner is the user ID that owns the archived file. By default, the owner is the user ID that requested to have the file
archived. However, another user ID can be assigned as the owner at the time the file is archived, or the file can be
reassigned to another user ID by the VM:Archiver system administrator after the file has been archived.

To recall a file that belongs to another user ID, you must have been specifically authorized by that user ID to recall the
data. In addition, the file must not be marked private. If the file is marked private, only the owner and the VM:Archiver
system administrator can recall it, regardless of any data access authorizations.

To determine if you are authorized to recall another user’s files, on the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give
permission to share data. VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen. From this screen, you
can select options to display whose data you can access and whose data the members of your group can access. For
more information about how to use this information to determine if you are authorized to recall another user’s files, see
How Access Authorizations Work.

Recall to a Minidisk

No special VM:Archiver authorization is required to recall data to a minidisk. To recall an archived file to a minidisk, your
user ID must be able to obtain a read/write link to that minidisk.

Recall to an SFS Directory

No special VM:Archiver authorization is required to recall data to an SFS directory. To recall an archived file to an SFS
directory, your user ID must have the SFS authorizations that allow you to write the file you want to recall.

There are two types of SFS directories FILECONTROL and DIRCONTROL.
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Recall to an SFS FILECONTROL Directory

Access to files in an SFS FILECONTROL directory is controlled at the file level; that is, a user can have access to some
files in a FILECONTROL directory, but not necessarily all of the files. In CMS Release 6, there is only one type of SFS
directory FILECONTROL.

You need different SFS authorizations to recall a file to a FILECONTROL directory depending on whether a file with the
same name as the one being recalled already exists in the directory or not. If a file with the same name as the one being
recalled already exists in the target FILECONTROL directory, you must have either read or write authorization to the
directory and write authorization to the file being recalled. If there is no file in the target FILECONTROL directory with the
same name as the one being recalled, you must have write authorization to the target FILECONTROL directory.

Recall to an SFS DIRCONTROL Directory

Access to files in an SFS DIRCONTROL directory is controlled at the directory level; that is, if a user has access to
the directory, the user also has access to every file in the directory. DIRCONTROL directories were introduced in CMS
Release 7.

To recall a file to an SFS DIRCONTROL directory, your user ID must have DIRWRITE authorization to the SFS directory.

Recalling Files Screen Path Overview
When you recall a file using the screens, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. There are four basic levels of
screens:

• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case, managing archived files

• Specify Archived Files to be Listed screens
Three screens from which you describe the archived files you want VM:Archiver to display

• Archived Files screen
A screen that displays the list of files matching the selection criteria you described on the Specify Archived Files to be
Listed screens
This is the screen from which you recall files.

• Dialog boxes
Special pop-up windows from which you customize the display of data and specify recall options

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for recalling files. The tasks you perform on a
screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog boxes are specified along with the dialog
boxes.
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Figure 11: Screen Path for Recalling Files
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File Recalling Tasks
The following table summarizes the various recalling tasks you can perform and tells you how to perform them. When
necessary, it provides additional information about performing the tasks. In cases where that information takes up too
much room to be shown in the table, the table directs you to the section in this section that contains the necessary
information.

The section Recalling Files Basic Instructions takes you step-by-step through a simple example of recalling files.

Later sections in this section provide detailed information about how to use some of the screens. The section Specifying
Which Archived Files to Display provides detailed instructions on using the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen. The
sections Saving File Recall Screen Options and Reusing File Recall Screen Options provide detailed instructions on using
VM:Archiver dialog boxes to save and reuse a set of recalling options.

For additional information about using the screens, use the online help while using VM:Archiver.

Topic If you want to: Specify: Additional Information
File selection
[Specify Archive Files to listed (1
of 3)]
 

Select files that have a particular
filename or filetype

The filename or filetype on the
screen
- or -
The filename and filetype on the
RECALL FILE command
 

You can use pattern-matching
characters. For example, to
specify files with filenames that
end in REP and have any
filetype, specify *rep *.

 Select files that were archived
from a particular source
minidisk or directory

The user ID and virtual address
or the
fully-qualified directory name on
the screen
- or -
The SOURCE option followed
by either the user ID and virtual
address or the fully-qualified
directory name on the RECALL
FILE command
 

 

 Select files that are owned by
another user

The user ID of the owner in the
Owner field
on the screen
- or -
The OWNER option followed
by the user ID on the RECALL
FILE command
 

You need special authorization
to
recall files that are owned by
another user. See
Authorizations to Recall Files.

 Select files that have a particular
archive ID

The archive ID in the Archid
field on the screen
- or -
The ARCHID option followed by
the archive ID on the RECALL
FILE command
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File selection
[Specify Archive Files to be
Listed (2 of 3).]
 

Select files that were archived
during
a particular date range

The starting and ending dates of
the date range in
the Archive Dates From and
To fields on the screen
- or -
The ARCDATE option followed
by the from and to dates on the
RECALL FILE command
 

Specify the dates in either mm/
dd/yy
or mm/dd/yyyy format. The to
date
must be the same as or later
than the
from date. Both dates must be
today’s
date or dates that have already
passed.

 Select files that will expire from
archival
storage during a particular date
range

The starting and ending dates of
the date range in
the Expiration Dates From and
To fields on the screen
 

Specify the dates in either mm/
dd/yy or
mm/dd/yyyy format. The to date
must
be the same as or later than the
from
date. Both dates must be
today’s date
or dates in the future.

 Select files that will be migrated
from
ONLINE storage to tape storage
during
a particular date range

The starting and ending dates of
the date range in
the Migration Dates From and
To fields on the screen

If you specify migration dates,
only data
stored in ONLINE storage will
be selected.
Specify the dates in either mm/
dd/yy or
mm/dd/yyyy format. The to date
must be
the same as or later than the
from date.
Both dates must be today’s date
or dates
in the future.

 Select files with CMS last
update dates
in a particular date range

The starting and ending dates
of the date range in the Last
Update Dates From and To
fields on the screen
- or -
The FILEDATE option followed
by the from and to dates on the
RECALL FILE command
 

Specify the dates in either mm/
dd/yy or
mm/dd/yyyy format. The to date
must be
the same as or later than the
from date.
Both dates must be today’s date
or
dates that have already passed.
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 Select files that have SFS
creation dates
in a particular date range

The starting and ending dates of
the date range in the Creation
Dates From and To fields on
the screen
- or -
The CREATDAT option followed
by the from and to dates on the
RECALL FILE command
 

If you specify creation dates,
only data
archived from an SFS directory
will be
selected.
Specify the dates in either mm/
dd/yy or
mm/dd/yyyy format. The to date
must be
the same as or later than the
from date.
Both dates must be today’s date
or
dates that have already passed.

File selection
[Specify Archive Files to be
Listed (2 of 3).]
 

Select files that have a particular
descriptive comment associated
with them

The comment in the Comment
field of the screen
 

 

File selection
[Specify Archive Files to be
Listed (3 of 3).]
 

Select files with a particular
status or that
are archived to particular
storage areas

I for Include next to each
storage location or status
you want to include

 

 Select files that do not have a
particular
status or are not stored on in
particular
storage areas

X for eXclude next to each
storage location or status
you want to exclude

 

Recall target
[Specify RECALL Options.]
 

Recall files to a minidisk or
directory that
is linked and accessed

The filemode in the Disk/
Directory at filemode field
of the Recall the file to section
of the dialog box
- or -
The MODE option followed by
the filemode on the RECALL
FILE command
 

See Authorizations to Recall
Files

 Recall files to a minidisk that is
not linked
and accessed

The user ID and virtual address
in the Userid Vaddr
field of the Recall the file to
section of the dialog box
- or -
The DISK option followed by the
user ID and virtual address on
the RECALL FILE command
 

See Authorizations to Recall
Files

 Recall files to another user’s
virtual reader

The user ID in the Reader field
of the Recall the file to
section of the dialog box
- or -
The RDR option followed by the
user ID on the RECALL FILE
command
 

You do not need special
authorization
to recall archived files to another
user’s virtual reader.
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Recall target
[Specify RECALL Options.]

Recall files to a directory that is
not accessed

The fully-qualified directory
name in the Directory Name
field of the Recall the file to
section of the dialog box
- or -
The DIR option followed by the
fully-qualified directory name on
the RECALL FILE command
 

See Authorizations to Recall
Files

Immediate recall
[Specify RECALL Options.]
 

Schedule a request to have a
file on tape
storage recalled, and submit the
request
immediately

I for Immediate in the Process
the recall field of the
dialog box
- or -
The IMMED option on the
RECALL FILE command
 

You need special authorization
to recall
files immediately. To determine
if you
have this authorization, see
Displaying Information About
Your User ID.

Replacing versions
[Specify RECALL Options.]
 

Replace a file on your minidisk
or directory
with the archived version of the
file

Y for Yes in the Replace
existing file field of the
dialog box
-or -
The REPLACE option on the
RECALL FILE command
 

To specify this option, you must
be
recalling the file to a minidisk or
directory.
If you are recalling a file to a
minidisk or
directory and a file with the
same filename
and filetype already exists on
the target
minidisk or directory,
VM:Archiver will
only recall the file if you specify
the
REPLACE option.

CMS date
[Specify RECALL Options.]
 

Recall files and have the CMS
file date of
the recalled files be the current
date

N for Newdate in the CMS File
Date field of the
dialog box
- or -
The NEWDATE option on the
RECALL FILE command
 

 

Renaming the file
[Specify RECALL Options.]
 

Change the name of an
archived file
when it is restored

The filename and filetype in the
Rename the file to
fields of the dialog box
- or -
The RENAME option followed
by the filename and filetype on
the RECALL FILE command
 

 

Specifying Which Archived Files to Display
On the VM:Archiver User Main Menu, when you select Option 2, See archived files, VM:Archiver displays the Specify
Archived Files to be Listed screen. Use this screen to describe the archived files you want VM:Archiver to display. By
default, VM:Archiver lists all files that are owned by your userid and were archived from your userid’s 0191 minidisk. You
can change the defaults on this screen to have VM:Archiver display archived files that:
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• Have a particular filename or filetype
• Have similar filenames or filetypes
• Were archived from a particular source
• Have a particular owner
• Have a particular archive ID
• Have a particular descriptive comment associated with them
• Are stored in a specific storage area
• Are not stored in a specific storage area
• Are waiting to be copied to tape
• Are not waiting to be copied to tape
• Are expired
• Are not expired
• Are purged
• Are not purged
• Have dates (archive date, expiration date, migration date, last CMS update date, or SFS creation date) that fall within

specified ranges

Files With a Particular Filename and Filetype

You can have VM:Archiver display files with a particular filename and filetype. Do this by filling in the Filename and
Filetype fields on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen. You can enter a specific filename or filetype, or you can
use pattern-matching characters.

For example, to tell VM:Archiver to display only those files that have a filename beginning with the letter F and a filetype
of DATA, enter f* in the Filename field and data in the Filetype field. For more information about how to use pattern-
matching characters, see Pattern Matching.

Files Archived From a Particular Source

When you archive a file, VM:Archiver keeps track of the source. The source is the minidisk (userid and virtual address), or
the SFS directory from which the file was originally archived; this information never changes.

You can have VM:Archiver display files that were archived from a particular minidisk or SFS directory. Do this by
specifying a userid and virtual address of a source minidisk in the Userid and Vaddr field, or by specifying a fully-qualified
directory name of a source directory in the Directory field.

A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and userid,
separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by periods. Use
this format when specifying a fully-qualified directory name:

filepoolid:userid.directory.directory ...

You can use pattern matching when specifying the userid and virtual address or the fully-qualified directory name. For
example, to list files that were archived from any of BBUNNY’s minidisks, type BBUNNY * in the Userid and Vaddr field.
For more information about how to use pattern-matching characters, see Pattern Matching.

Files Owned By a Particular Userid

When a file is archived, VM:Archiver keeps track of the owner. The owner is the userid that owns the archived file. By
default, the owner is the userid that requested to have the file archived; however, another userid can be assigned as the
owner at the time the file is archived or, by the VM:Archiver system administrator, after the file has been archived.

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files owned by a particular userid. Do this by specifying the userid in the
Owner field. You cannot use pattern matching to specify the owner.
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Files With a Particular Archive ID

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files that have a particular archive ID (archid). Do this by specifying the
archive ID in the Archid field. You cannot use pattern matching to specify the archive ID.

Files With Archive Dates in a Particular Date Range

You can tell VM:Archiver to display files that were archived during a particular date range. Do this by filling in the From
and To dates in the From and To fields for Archive Dates on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 2
of 3). Use the mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy format to specify dates. The To date must be the same as or later than the From
date. Both dates must be today’s date or past dates. You cannot use pattern matching.

Files With Expiration Dates in a Particular Date Range

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files that have expiration dates in a particular date range. Do this by filling in
the From and To dates in the From and To fields for Expiration Dates on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen
(Screen 2 of 3). Use the mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy format to specify dates. The To date must be the same as or later than
the From date. Both dates must be today’s date or future dates. You cannot use pattern matching.

Files With Migration Dates in a Particular Date Range

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files that have migration dates in a particular date range. Do this by filling in
the From and To dates in the From and To fields for Migration Dates on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen
(Screen 2 of 3). Use the mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy format to specify dates. The To date must be the same as or later than
the From date. Both dates must be today’s date or future dates. You cannot use pattern matching.

If you specify a migration date range, VM:Archiver will display only files stored in ONLINE storage that have a migration
date within the range you specify.

Files With Last Update Dates in a Particular Date Range

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files that have a CMS file date (the date on which the file was last updated)
that falls within a particular date range. Do this by filling in the From and To dates in the From and To fields for Last
Update Dates on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 3). Use the mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy format
to specify dates. The To date must be the same as or later than the From date. Both dates must be today’s date or past
dates. You cannot use pattern matching.

Files With Creation Dates in a Particular Date Range

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files that have an SFS creation date that falls within a particular date range.
Do this by filling in the From and To dates in the From and To fields for Creation Dates on the Specify Archived Files
to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 3). Use the mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy format to specify dates. The To date must be the
same as or later than the From date. Both dates must be today’s date or past dates. You cannot use pattern matching.

If you specify a creation date range, VM:Archiver will display only files that were archived from an SFS directory and have
a creation date within the range you specify.

Files With a Particular Descriptive Comment

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files that have a particular descriptive comment associated with them. Do
this by specifying the comment in the Comment field on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 3).
You can use pattern matching when specifying the comment. For more information about how to use pattern-matching
characters, see Pattern Matching.
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Files With a Particular Status

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived files that are stored in a particular storage location or that have a particular
status. Do this by indicating whether VM:Archiver should include or exclude the storage location or status on the Specify
Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 3 of 3). The selections are: DASD, ONLINE, STAGE, TAPE, WAITING,
EXPIRED, and PURGED. To display files with a particular storage location or status, type i for include. To tell VM:Archiver
not to display files with a particular storage location or status, type x for exclude.

If you do not include or exclude any selections on this screen, VM:Archiver will display files with any storage location or
status.

If you include or exclude more than one selection, VM:Archiver displays files that meet one or more criteria. For example,
if you choose STAGE and TAPE, VM:Archiver displays files stored on STAGE, files stored on TAPE, and files stored on
both STAGE and TAPE.

Recalling Files Basic Instructions
This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to recall files. It takes you through a simple example in which you
recall files associated with the ACME product line.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the VM:Archiver User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 2, See archived files.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Files to be Listed Screen (Screen 1 of 3).

Step 2. Displaying the Files

The files you want to recall all have a filename of ACME and were archived during October, 2015. In addition, you do not
want to select from any files that have been marked for purge. To narrow the display of files to just those files in which you
are interested, take the following steps:

1. Move the cursor to the Filename field and type acme as follows.

 LSAFUAC1     Specify Archived Files to be Listed              VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type the information requested below or accept the                Screen 1 of 3

defaults.  Press PF8 for more options or PF9 to list.

To type filename and/or filetype in mixed-case, type M in

Mixed|Upper field below.

 

              Filename: acme

              Filetype: *                Mixed|Upper case: U

 

   Source (Userid and

  vaddr, or directory): ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_________________

 

                 Owner: BBUNNY

 

                Archid: _________________
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  Forward  9  List     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

2. After you enter the filename, press PF8 (Forward) to view the next Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen
2 of 3). Move the cursor to the Archive Dates From field and type 10/1/2015; then move the cursor to the Archive
Dates to field and type 10/31/2015.

 LSAFUAC2      Specify Archived Files to be Listed             VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You can type specific dates and a comment. Then, press            Screen 2 of 3

PF8 for more options or PF9 to list the selected archived files.

 

Date ranges (mm/dd/yyyy) for files with:

 

 Archive dates                        From  10/01/2015 to 10/31/2015

 Expiration dates                     From  __________ to __________

 Migration dates (ONLINE files only)  From  __________ to __________

 Last update dates                    From  __________ to __________

 Creation dates (SFS files only)      From  __________ to __________

 

Comment ________________________________________________________________________

____________________________

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  List     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

3. After you enter the dates, press PF8 (Forward) to view the next Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 3 of
3). To exclude purged files, move the cursor next to PURGED and type x as follows.

 LSAFUAC3      Specify Archived Files to be Listed             VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Specify I to include and X to exclude archived files with a      Screen 3 of 3

 specific status. Then, press PF9 to list the selected files.

           _ DASD

 

           _ ONLINE

 

           _ STAGE

 

           _ TAPE

 

           _ WAITING

 

           _ EXPIRED
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           x PURGED

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  ...      9  List     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

4. Once you have described the files you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived Files screen.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      ACME     BILLS    10/15/2016 10/15/2015 STAGE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 STAGE

      ACME     NEWS     02/02/2024 10/03/2015 TAPE

      ACME     OLDNEWS  07/07/2020 10/31/2015 STAGE TAPE

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 3. Specifying Recall Options

You want to recall the files to the target minidisk BBUNNY 0191 which is not currently linked or accessed.

1. On the Archived Files screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files screen with the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

2. To tell VM:Archiver to recall the file to the target minidisk, BBUNNY 0191, move the cursor to the Userid Vaddr field of
the Recall the file to section of the dialog box and type bbunny 0191.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Specify RECALL Options:                (1 of 2)  |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype   |  Recall the file to (choose one):                 |

                          |    Disk/Directory at filemode:  _                 |
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      ACME     BILLS    1 |    Userid vaddr:   bbunny 0191__                  |

      ACME     CATALOG  1 |    Reader:         ________  (userid)             |

      ACME     NEWS     0 |    Directory Name:                                |

      ACME     OLDNEWS  0 |      __________________________________           |

                          |      __________________________________           |

                          |      __________________________________           |

                          |      __________________________________           |

                          |      _________________                            |

                          |                                                   |

                          |  Process the recall:     _  (Delay | Immediate    |

                          |                                | blank)           |

                          |  Replace existing file:  N  (Yes | No | blank)    |

------------------------- |  CMS File Date:          O  (New | Old | blank)   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

Note: If your screen is not large enough to accommodate the entire dialog box, the dialog box will display PF keys PF7
(Backward) and PF8 (Forward) so that you can view all the fields in the dialog box.

3. Once you have specified the options you want to use, press PF5 (Set) to set the current set of options.
The options you set in the dialog box are in effect for all recall commands you enter while you are on the Archived
Files screen, unless you use the Specify RECALL Options dialog box again to change them.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived Files screen.
Note: You can save a set of recalling options in a file and reuse them later. For more information, see Saving File
Recall Screen Options and Reusing File Recall Screen Options.

 

Step 4. Recalling the Files

You want to recall the ACME BILLS and ACME CATALOG files.

1. On the Archived Files screen, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying ACME BILLS and type recall.
Then move the cursor to the line displaying ACME CATALOG and type recall or =.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

recallACME     BILLS    10/15/2016 10/15/2015 STAGE

=     ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 STAGE

      ACME     NEWS     02/02/2024 10/03/2015 TAPE

      ACME     OLDNEWS  07/07/2020 10/31/2015 STAGE TAPE
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

2. Once you have selected the files you want to recall, press Enter.
If a file is stored in the DASD storage area, VM:Archiver recalls the file immediately. If a file is stored in TAPE storage,
VM:Archiver schedules a recall request to have the file recalled from tape.
If a file is recalled or a request to recall a file is scheduled, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk (*) to the left of the file in
the Cmd column.
If an error occurs processing a recall command, VM:Archiver displays Command Execution Log with an appropriate
error message.
For more information about how VM:Archiver displays messages, see Command Execution Log.

Line-Mode Method

The following example shows how to use the line-mode RECALL FILE command to recall the same files that were
recalled above. For this example, the userid issuing the request is BBUNNY and the files were originally archived from
BBUNNY 0191.

vmarch recall file acme bills (arcdate 10/1/2015 10/31/2015 disk bbunny 0191

vmarch recall file acme catalog (arcdate 10/1/2015 10/31/2015

 disk bbunny 0191

For more information, see RECALL FILE Command.

Saving File Recall Screen Options
If you plan to recall files using the same set of options during more than one session, create an options file. This file,
which has a filename you specify and the filetype VMAOPTRF, resides on one of your minidisks or SFS directories until
you discard it. You can have more than one options file.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Files

Follow "Step 1. Selecting the Task" and "Step 2. Displaying the Files" in Recalling Files Basic Instructions.

Step 2. Specifying Recall Options

You want to create an options file that contains the option to specify that files are to be recalled to the target minidisk
BBUNNY 0191 that is not linked and accessed.

1. On the Archived Files screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files screen with the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

2. To tell VM:Archiver to recall the file to the target minidisk, BBUNNY 0191, move the cursor to the Userid Vaddr field of
the Recall the file to section of the dialog box and type bbunny 0191.

+ ------------------------------------------------- +

|  Specify RECALL Options:                (1 of 2)  |

|  -----------------------------------------------  |

|  Recall the file to (choose one):                 |

|    Disk/Directory at filemode:  _                 |
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|    Userid vaddr:   bbunny 0191__                  |

|    Reader:         ________  (userid)             |

|    Directory Name:                                |

|      __________________________________           |

|      __________________________________           |

|      __________________________________           |

|      __________________________________           |

|      _________________                            |

|                                                   |

|  Process the recall:     _  (Delay | Immediate    |

|                                | blank)           |

|  Replace existing file:  N  (Yes | No | blank)    |

|  CMS File Date:          O  (New | Old | blank)   |

|  -----------------------------------------------  |

|  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

|  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

+ ------------------------------------------------- +

Step 3. Saving the Options

To save the options in a file named REC0191 VMAOPTRF that resides on your minidisk that is accessed at filemode C,
follow these steps:

1. On the Specify RECALL Options dialog box, press PF9 (SaveAs).
VM:Archiver overlays the Specify RECALL Options dialog box with the Save Options in file dialog box.

2. Specify the filename and filemode in the Save Options in file dialog box. You cannot change the filetype; it must be
VMAOPTRF. To identify the file in which to save the options:
a. Move the cursor to the Filename field and type rec0191 .
b. Move the cursor to the Filemode field and type c .

NOTE
When specifying filenames, type one to eight characters from letters A-Z, numbers 0-9, and special
characters @ (at sign), # (pound sign), $ (dollar sign), _ (underscore), and + (plus sign).

Optionally, you can also specify the filemode of a minidisk you have linked and accessed read/write or the
filemode of an SFS directory to which you have the required authorizations to create a new file. If you do not
specify a filemode, the default is A.

The filled Save options in file dialog looks like the following:

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Specify RECALL Options:                (1 of 2)  |

                      + ---------------------------------- + ---------------  |

Cmd   Filename Filety |  Save Options in file:             |                  |

                      |  --------------------------------  |                  |

      ACME     BILLS  |  Filename:    rec0191_             |                  |

      ACME     CATALO |  Filetype:    VMAOPTRF             | rid)             |

      ACME     NEWS   |  Filemode:    c                    |                  |

      ACME     OLDNEW |                                    | ______           |

                      |                                    | ______           |

                      |                                    | ______           |

                      |                                    | ______           |
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                      |                                    |                  |

                      |                                    |                  |

                      |                                    | y | Immediate    |

                      |  --------------------------------  | blank)           |

                      |  PF: 1 Help   2 Save    3 End      | | No | blank)    |

--------------------- |                        11 Print    | | Old | blank)   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Re + ---------------------------------- + ---------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

3. To save the options into the specified file, press PF2 (Save).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

4. To exit the Specify RECALL Options dialog box, do one of the following:
– If you do not want to recall a file now, press PF3 (End) to exit the dialog box.

VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived Files screen.
– If you want to recall a file using the options you just saved, press PF5 (Set).

VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived Files screen.
These options are now in effect for all recall commands you enter while on the Archived Files screen, unless you
use the dialog box again to change them.

Reusing File Recall Screen Options
You can reuse options for recalling files that you have saved by using the Save Options in file dialog box. For more
information about how to save options, see Saving File Recall Screen Options. This section describes how to reuse a set
of options you have previously saved.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Files

Follow "Step 1. Selecting the Task" and "Step 2. Displaying the Files" in Recalling Files Basic Instructions.

Step 2. Retrieving a Set of Recall File Options

You have previously saved a set of options in the file REC0191 VMAOPTRF file. You now need to reuse these options.

1. On the Archived Files screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files screen with the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

2. To view a list of options files you have previously saved, press PF2 (GetFrom).
VM:Archiver overlays the Specify RECALL Options dialog box with the Select option file dialog box.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Specify RECALL Options:                (1 of 2)  |

                        + ---------------------------------- + -------------  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype |  Select option file                |                |

                        |  --------------------------------  |                |

      ACME     BILLS    |  REC0191  VMAOPTRF A1              |                |

      ACME     CATALOG  |                                    | d)             |

      ACME     NEWS     |                                    |                |

      ACME     OLDNEWS  |                                    | ____           |

                        |                                    | ____           |

                        |                                    | ____           |

                        |                                    | ____           |
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                        |                                    |                |

                        |                                    |                |

                        |                                    | | Immediate    |

                        |  --------------------------------  | ank)           |

                        |  PF: 1 Help   2 Get     3 End      | No | blank)    |

----------------------- |                        11 Print    | Old | blank)   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refr + ---------------------------------- + -------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:            8 Forwrd    9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

3. Place the cursor on the file that you want to use, REC0191 VMAOPTRF and press PF2 (Get).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Specify RECALL Options dialog box. The dialog box now reflects the options defined in
file REC0191 VMAOPTRF.

4. Press PF5 (Set).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived Files screen.
These options are now in effect for all recall commands you enter while you are on the Archived Files screen, unless
you use the dialog box again to change them.
Note: You cannot use an options file to define options when you use the RECALL FILE linemode command.

Canceling a File Recall Request
You can cancel a request to recall an archived file from TAPE storage. You can only cancel recall requests that have
not already been included in a job (those with the status WAITING or IMMED). If the request has been included in a job
(status is JOB or IN-A-JOB) the request cannot be canceled.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying Recall Request Information

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, display your outstanding recall requests.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 4, See your archive and recall requests.
VM:Archiver displays the User List Menu.

3. On the User List Menu, select Option 3, List Recall Requests.
VM:Archiver displays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen. This screen lists outstanding recall requests. For
each request, the display shows the request type (either RECFILE or RECDISK).

Step 2. Canceling the Recall Request

You want to cancel the request to recall the file ACME PRODUCTS.

1. Move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the RECFILE request for ACME PRODUCTS and type cancel.
2. Once you have selected the requests you want to cancel, press Enter.

If the recall request is canceled, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk (*) next to the request.
If an error occurs processing the cancel command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an
appropriate error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Line-Mode Method

Use the CANCEL RECALL command to cancel an outstanding recall request. For example, to cancel your request to
recall the file ACME PRODUCTS, enter:

vmarch cancel recall file acme products
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If you recalled several files in a single recall request, you can cancel the entire request by specifying the recall ID on the
CANCEL RECALL command line. For example, to cancel the request that was assigned recall ID WARNER.29, enter:

vmarch cancel recall recallid warner.29

NOTE
The recall ID is also called the cancel ID. To find a particular recall or cancel ID, on the Requests Waiting To Be
Processed Screen (Option 4 from the Main Menu), press PF5 (MorePF) to display the alternate set of PF keys,
then press PF6 (AllInfo) to see the file’s cancel ID.

For more information, see CANCEL RECALL Command.

Recalling Minidisks
This section explains how to recall copies of archived minidisks. A minidisk is archived as an entity when you use the
ARCHIVE MDISK command. When you archive a minidisk as an entity, you must recall the entire minidisk; you cannot
display or recall individual files. Only files that were archived using the ARCHIVE FILE command, or files that were
archived from the VM:Archiver CMS Files screen can be recalled individually.

When you recall a minidisk, VM:Archiver copies it from VM:Archiver TAPE storage to a minidisk. You cannot recall a
minidisk to an SFS directory or to a virtual reader.

When you recall a minidisk, you can:

• Specify a target minidisk to which the recalled minidisk is to be copied
• Specify how the files from the archived minidisk are restored, that is, whether to replace existing versions of files on the

target minidisk with the versions of the files from the archived minidisk
• Format the target minidisk before recalling a minidisk to it

Authorizations to Recall Minidisks
This section describes the authorizations required to:

• Recall minidisks owned by another user ID
• Recall to a minidisk

Recall Another User’s Archived Minidisk

When a minidisk is archived, VM:Archiver keeps track of the owner. The owner is the user ID that owns the archived
minidisk. By default, the owner is the user ID that requested to have the minidisk archived. However, another user ID can
be assigned as the owner at the time the minidisk is archived or the minidisk can be reassigned to another user ID by the
VM:Archiver system administrator after the minidisk has been archived.

To recall a minidisk that belongs to another user ID, you must have been specifically authorized by that user ID to recall
the data. In addition, the minidisk must not be marked private. If the minidisk is marked private, only the owner and the
VM:Archiver system administrator can recall it, regardless of any data access authorizations you may have.

To determine if you are authorized to recall another user’s minidisk, on the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give
permission to share data. VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen. From this screen, you
can select options to display whose data you can access and whose data members of your group can access. For more
information about how to use this information to determine if you are authorized to recall another user’s minidisks, see
How Access Authorizations Work.
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Recall to a Minidisk

No special VM:Archiver authorization is required to recall data to a minidisk. To recall an archived minidisk to a minidisk,
your user ID must be able to obtain a read/write link to that minidisk.

Recalling Minidisks Screen Path Overview
When you recall a minidisk using the screens, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. There are four basic
levels of screens:

• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case, managing archived minidisks

• Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screens
Two screens from which you describe the archived minidisks you want VM:Archiver to display

• Archived MDISKS screen
A screen that displays the list of minidisks matching the selection criteria you described on the Specify Archived Disks
to be Listed screens
This is the screen from which you recall minidisks.

• Dialog boxes
Special pop-up windows from which you customize the display of data and specify recall options

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for recalling minidisks. The tasks you perform on
a screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog boxes are specified along with the dialog
boxes.
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Figure 12: Screen Path for Recalling a Minidisk
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Minidisk Recalling Tasks
The following table summarizes the various recalling tasks you can perform and tells you how to perform them. When
necessary, it provides additional information about performing the tasks. In cases where that information takes up too
much room to be shown in the table, the table directs you to the section in this section that contains the necessary
information.

The section Recalling a Minidisk Basic Instructions takes you step-by-step through a simple example of recalling a
minidisk.

Later sections in this section provide detailed information about how to use some of the screens. The section Specifying
Which Archived Minidisks to Display provides detailed instructions on using the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed
screen. The sections Saving Minidisk Recall Screen Options and Reusing Minidisk Recall Screen Options provide detailed
instructions on using VM:Archiver dialog boxes to save and reuse a set of recalling options.

For additional information about using the screens, use the online help while using VM:Archiver.

Topic If you want to: Specify: Additional Information
Minidisk selection
[Specify Archive Disks to be
Listed (1 of 3).]
 

Select archived versions of a
particular minidisk

The user ID and virtual address
of the minidisk in the Userid and
Vaddr fields on the screen
- or -
The user ID and virtual address
on the RECALL MDISK
command
 

You can use pattern-matching
in both the user ID and virtual
address. For example, to specify
all minidisks for user ID
BBUNNY,
specify bbunny *.

 Select minidisks that are owned
by another user

The user ID of the owner in the
Owner field on the screen
- or -
The OWNER option followed
by the user ID on the RECALL
MDISK command
 

You need special authorizations
to recall minidisks that are
owned
by another user. See 
Authorizations to Recall
Minidisks.

 Select mi
nidisks that have a particular
archive ID

The archive ID in the Archid
field on the screen
- or -
The ARCHID option followed by
the archive ID on the RECALL
MDISK command
 

 

Minidisk selection
[Specify Archive Disks to be
Listed (2 of 3).]
 

Select minidisks that were
archived during a particular date
range

The starting and ending dates
of the date range in the Archive
Dates From and to fields on the
screen
- or -
The ARCDATE option followed
by the from and to dates on the
RECALL MDISK command

Specify the dates in either mm/
dd/yy
or mm/dd/yyyy format. The to
date
must be the same as or later
than the from date. Both dates
must be today’s
date or dates that have already
passed.
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 Select minidisks that will expire
from archival storage during a
particular date range

The starting and ending dates of
the date range in the Expiration
Dates From and to fields on the
screen

Specify the dates in either mm/
dd/yy or
mm/dd/yyyy format. The to date
must be
the same as or later than the
from date.
Both dates must be today’s date
or
dates in the future.

 Select minidisks that have a
particular descriptive comment
associated with them

The comment in the Comment
field on the screen

 

Minidisk selection
[Specify Archive Disks to be
Listed (3 of 3).]
 

Select minidisks with a particular
status

I for Include next to each
storage location or status you
want to include

 

 Select minidisks that do not
have a particular status

X for eXclude next to each
storage location or status you
want to exclude

 

Recall target
[Specity RECALL Options.]
 

Recall the minidisk to a minidisk
that is linked and accessed
read/write

The filemode in the Restore to
field on the dialog box
- or -
The MODE option followed by a
filemode on the RECALL MDISK
command
 

You must specify a recall target.
See Authorizations to Recall
Minidisks.

 Recall the minidisk to a minidisk
that is not linked and accessed

The user ID and virtual address
of the minidisk in the Restore to
field on the dialog box
- or -
The DISK option followed by the
user ID and virtual address on
the RECALL MDISK command
 

 

Immediate recall
[Specity RECALL Options.]
 

Schedule a request to recall the
minidisk from TAPE storage and
submit the request immediately

I for Immediate in the
Processing field of the dialog
box
- or -
The IMMED option on the
RECALL MDISK command
 

You need special authorization
to recall
data from TAPE storage
immediately.
To determine if you have this
authorization, see Displaying
Information About Your User ID.

Existing versions of files on
target
[Specity RECALL Options.]
 

Recall only files that have
filenames and filetypes that
are different from those on the
target minidisk

N for Noreplace in the Output
field of the dialog box
- or -
The NOREPLAC option on the
RECALL MDISK command
 

Files that exist on the target
minidisk
before the recall are not altered
by
the recall process.
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 Recall all files from the archived
minidisk replacing those files on
the target minidisk that have the
same filenames and filetypes

R for Replace in the Output
field of the dialog box
- or -
The REPLACE option on the
RECALL MDISK command
 

Files that exist on the target
minidisk
before the recall that have
different
filenames and filetypes as those
on
the archived minidisks are not
altered.
To replace a file on the target
minidisk
that has the same filename and
filetype
as an archived version, the file
is first
recalled to a work file. The
version on
the target minidisk is then
erased. Then
the work file is renamed.
Use this method if you have
plenty of
minidisk space on the target
minidisk.

Existing versions of files on
target
[Specity RECALL Options.]
 

Recall all files from the archived
minidisk erasing those files on
the target minidisk that have the
same filenames and filetypes

E for Erase in the Output field
of the dialog box
- or -
The ERASE option on the
RECALL MDISK command
 

Files that exist on the target
minidisk
before the recall that have
different
filenames and filetypes than
those on
the archived minidisks are not
altered.
To recall a file to the target
minidisk
that has the same filename and
filetype
as an archived version, the
version on
the target minidisk is first
erased. Then
the archived version is recalled.
Use this method if you do not
have much
space on the target minidisk.
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 Format the target minidisk
before recalling all files from the
archived minidisk

F for Format in the Output field
of the dialog box
- or -
The FORMAT option on the
RECALL MDISK command
 

Before restoring the files, the
equivalent
of the CMS FORMAT command
is
performed on the target
minidisk. When
a minidisk is formatted, all
currently
existing files are erased. The
blocksize
of the target minidisk is restored
to the
blocksize of the archived
minidisk. After
the recall is complete, the
minidisk
appears exactly as it did when
the
archive was performed.

Specifying Which Archived Minidisks to Display
Contents

On the VM:Archiver User Main Menu, when you select Option 3, See archived minidisks, VM:Archiver displays the
Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen. Use this screen to describe the archived minidisks you want VM:Archiver to
display. By default, VM:Archiver displays all archived versions of your 0191 minidisk that are owned by your userid. You
can change the defaults on the screen to have VM:Archiver display minidisks that:

• Are identified by a specified userid and virtual address
• Are owned by other userids
• Have a particular archive ID
• Have a particular descriptive comment associated with them
• Have a specific status (TAPE, WAITING, EXPIRED, or PURGED)
• Have dates (archive date and expiration date) that fall within specified ranges

Minidisks Other Than Your 0191 Minidisk

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived minidisks other than your 0191 minidisk by replacing the default information
in the Userid and Vaddr field. You can type a specific userid and virtual address, or you can use pattern-matching
characters.

For example, to tell VM:Archiver to display only those archived minidisks that have a userid beginning with the letter B and
any virtual address, enter b* * in the Userid and Vaddr field.

Minidisks Owned By a Particular Userid

When a minidisk is archived, VM:Archiver keeps track of the owner. The owner is the userid that owns the archived
minidisk. By default, the owner of the minidisk is the userid that asked VM:Archiver to archive it. However, another userid
can be assigned as the owner at the time the minidisk is archived or, by the VM:Archiver system administrator, after the
minidisk has been archived.

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived minidisks that are owned by a particular userid. Do this by specifying the
userid in the Owner field. You cannot use pattern matching to specify the owner.
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For example, to display minidisks owned by userid DDUCK, type dduck in the Owner field and * * in the Userid and
Vaddr field.

Minidisks With a Particular Archive ID

You can tell VM:Archiver to display an archived minidisk with a particular archive ID (archid). Do this by specifying that
archive ID in the Archid field. You cannot use pattern matching to specify the archive ID.

For example, to display minidisks with the archive ID ACME.51, type acme.51 in the Archid field and * * in the Userid
and Vaddr field.

Minidisks With Archive Dates in a Particular Range

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived minidisks that were archived during a particular date range. Do this by filling
in the From and To fields for Archive Dates. You must use the mm/dd/yyyy format to specify dates. The To date must be
the same as or later than the From date. Both dates must be today’s date or past dates. You cannot use pattern matching.

Minidisks With Expiration Dates in a Particular Range

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived minidisks that have expiration dates in a particular date range. Do this by
filling in the From and To fields for Expiration Dates. You must use the mm/dd/yyyy format to specify dates. The To date
must be the same as or later than the From date. Both dates must be today’s date or past dates. You cannot use pattern
matching.

Minidisks With a Particular Descriptive Comment

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived minidisks that have a particular descriptive comment associated with them.
Do this by specifying that comment in the Comment field. You can use pattern matching when specify the comment.

Minidisks With a Particular Storage Type or Status

You can tell VM:Archiver to display archived minidisks that are stored in a particular storage location or that have a
particular status. Do this by indicating whether VM:Archiver should include or exclude the storage location or status on
the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 2). The selections are: TAPE, WAITING, EXPIRED, and
PURGED. To display minidisks with a particular storage location or status, type i for include. To tell VM:Archiver not to
display minidisks with a particular storage location or status, type x for exclude.

If you do not include or exclude any selections on this screen, VM:Archiver will display minidisks with any storage location
or status.

If you include or exclude more than one selection, VM:Archiver displays minidisks that meet one or more of the criteria.
For example, if you choose PURGE and EXPIRED, VM:Archiver displays minidisks that are purged and minidisks that are
expired.

Recalling a Minidisk Basic Instructions
This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to recall a minidisk. It takes you through a simple example in which
you recall the archived minidisk BBUNNY 0192.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu as shown in Figure 5.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 3, See archived minidisks.
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VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed Screen (Screen 1 of 2) which is shown in Figure 27.

Step 2. Displaying the Minidisks

You are only interested in selecting from archived versions of your BBUNNY 0192 that are already stored on TAPE
storage. That is, you do not want to display information about minidisks that you have requested be archived but have not
yet been copied to TAPE storage.

1. Move the cursor to the Userid and Vaddr field and type bbunny 0192 as follows.

 LSAMUAC1      Specify Archived Disks to be Listed             VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You can change the defaults displayed, and type specific dates    Screen 1 of 2

and a comment. Then, press PF8 for more options or PF9 to list

the selected archived minidisks.

 

       Userid and vaddr: bbunny 0192

                  Owner: bbunny

                 Archid: _________________

 

 

Date ranges (mm/dd/yyyy) for minidisks with:

 

   Archive dates        From __________  to __________

   Expiration dates     From __________  to __________

 

Comment ________________________________________________________________________

____________________________

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  Forward  9  List     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

2. After you enter the userid and virtual address, press PF8 (Forward) to view the next Specify Archived Disks to be
Listed screen (Screen 2 of 2). To exclude minidisks that are currently waiting to be copied to TAPE storage, move the
cursor to WAITING and type x as follows.

 LSAMUAC2      Specify Archived Disks to be Listed             VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                  Screen 2 of 2

 Specify I to include and X to exclude archived minidisks with a specific

 status. Then, press PF9 to list the selected minidisks.

 

           _ TAPE

 

           x WAITING

 

           _ EXPIRED

 

           _ PURGED
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  ...      9  List     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

3. Once you have described the minidisks you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived MDISKS screen as follows.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd      Domain       Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      BBUNNY  0192  11/10/2013 09/08/2008 TAPE EXPIRED

      BBUNNY  0192  12/31/2015 01/01/2012 TAPE PURGED

      BBUNNY  0192  03/21/2024 03/21/2014 TAPE

      BBUNNY  0192  05/17/2024 05/17/2013 TAPE

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 3. Specifying Recall Options

You want to recall the minidisk to the target minidisk, BBUNNY 0192. You want the recalled minidisk to appear exactly as
it did when it was archived.

NOTE
When recalling a minidisk, there is no default recall target; you must always specify a target minidisk.

1. On the Archived MDISKS screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived MDISKS screen with the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

2. To specify the options you want, do the following:
a. To specify the target minidisk, move the cursor to the Restore to field and type bbunny 0192
b. To specify that the recalled minidisk should appear exactly as it did when it was archived, move the cursor to the

Output field and type f for Format.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Specify RECALL Options:                          |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

Cmd      Domain       Exp |  Recall the minidisk to (choose one):             |

                          |    Disk at filemode: _                            |

      BBUNNY  0192  11/10 |    Userid vaddr:     bbunny 0192__                |

      BBUNNY  0192  12/31 |                                                   |

      BBUNNY  0192  03/21 |  Processing: _  (Delay | Immediate | blank)       |

      BBUNNY  0192  05/17 |                                                   |

                          |  Output:     f  (Noreplace | Replace | Format     |

                          |                     | Erase | blank)              |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

------------------------- |                                                   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:                        9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

Note: If your screen is not large enough to accommodate the entire dialog box, use PF7 (Backward) and PF8
(Forward) to view all the fields in the dialog box.

3. Once you have selected the options you want to use, press PF5 (Set) to set the current set of options.
The options you specify in the dialog box are in effect for all recall commands you enter while you are on the Archived
MDISKS screen, unless you use the Specify RECALL Options dialog box again to change them.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived MDISKS screen.
Note: You can save a set of recalling options in a file and reuse them later. For more information, see Saving Minidisk
Recall Screen Options and Reusing Minidisk Recall Screen Options.

Step 4. Recalling the Minidisk

You want to recall the version of BBUNNY 0192 that was archived on 09/08/2008.

1. On the Archived MDISKS screen, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the version of BBUNNY
0192 with 09/08/2008 in the ArchDate column and type recall.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd      Domain       Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

recallBBUNNY  0192  11/10/2013 09/08/2008 TAPE EXPIRED

      BBUNNY  0192  12/31/2015 01/01/2012 TAPE PURGED

      BBUNNY  0192  03/21/2024 03/21/2014 TAPE

      BBUNNY  0192  05/17/2024 05/17/2013 TAPE
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

2. Once you have selected the minidisk, press Enter.
VM:Archiver schedules a request to have the minidisk recalled from tape.
If the request to recall the minidisk is scheduled, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk (*) to the left of the minidisk in the
Cmd column.
If an error occurs processing the recall command, VM:Archiver displays the Command Execution Log with an
appropriate error message.
For more information about how VM:Archiver displays messages, see Command Execution Log.

Line-Mode Method

The following example shows how to use the line-mode RECALL MDISK command to recall the same minidisk that was
recalled above. For this example, the user issuing the request is BBUNNY.

vmarch recall mdisk bbunny 0192 (disk bbunny 0192 format

For more information, see RECALL MDISK Command.

Saving Minidisk Recall Screen Options
If you plan to recall minidisks using the same set of options during more than one session, you can create an options
file to save the options you want to use again. This file, which has a filename you specify and the filetype VMAOPTRD,
resides on one of your minidisks or SFS directories until you discard it. You can have more than one options file.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Minidisks

Follow Step 1. Selecting the Task and Step 2. Displaying the Minidisks in Recalling a Minidisk Basic Instructions.

Step 2. Specifying Recall Options

You want to create an options file that contains the options to specify that an archived minidisk is to be recalled to the
target minidisk BBUNNY 0192 and that the minidisk, when recalled, is to appear exactly as it did when it was archived.

1. On the Archived MDISKS screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived MDISKS screen with the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

2. To specify the options you want, do the following:
a. To specify the target minidisk, move the cursor to the Restore to field and type bbunny 0192
b. To specify that the recalled minidisk should appear exactly as it did when it was archived, move the cursor to the

Output field and type f for Format.

NOTE
When recalling a minidisk, there is no default recall target; you must always specify a target minidisk.
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Step 3. Saving the Options

You want to save the options in a file named REC0192 VMAOPTRD, and you want this file to reside on your minidisk that
is accessed at filemode A.

1. On the Specify RECALL Options dialog box, press PF9 (SaveAs).
VM:Archiver overlays the Specify RECALL Options dialog box with the Save Options in file dialog box.

2. Move the cursor to the Filename field and type rec0192. You cannot change the filetype; it must be VMAOPTRD. By
default, the filemode is A.

NOTE
When specifying filenames, type one to eight characters from letters A-Z, numbers 0-9, and special
characters @ (at sign), # (pound sign), $ (dollar sign), _ (underscore), and + (plus sign).

Optionally, you can also specify the filemode of a minidisk you have linked and accessed read/write or the
filemode of an SFS directory to which you have the required authorizations to create a new file. If you do not
specify a filemode, the default is A.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Specify RECALL Options:                          |

                      + ---------------------------------- + ---------------  |

Cmd      Domain       |  Save Options in file:             | ne):             |

                      |  --------------------------------  |                  |

      BBUNNY  0191  - |  Filename:    rec0192_             | _                |

      BBUNNY  0191  1 |  Filetype:    VMAOPTRD             |                  |

      BBUNNY  0191  0 |  Filemode:    A                    | e | blank)       |

      BBUNNY  0191  0 |                                    |                  |

                      |                                    | ace | Format     |

                      |                                    | nk)              |

                      |                                    |                  |

                      |                                    |                  |

                      |                                    |                  |

                      |                                    |                  |

                      |  --------------------------------  |                  |

                      |  PF: 1 Help   2 Save    3 End      |                  |

--------------------- |                        11 Print    |                  |

PF: 1  Help     2  Re + ---------------------------------- + ---------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help     2 GetFrom   3 End      5 Set      |

                          |  PF:                        9 SaveAs  11 Print    |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

3. To save the options into the specified file, press PF2 (Save).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

4. To exit the Specify RECALL Options dialog box, do one of the following:
– If you do not want to recall a minidisk now, press PF3 (End) to exit the dialog box.

VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived MDISKS screen.
– If you want to recall a minidisk using the options you just saved, press PF5 (Set).

VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived MDISKS screen.
These options are now in effect for all recall commands you enter while on the Archived MDISKS screen, unless
you use the dialog box again to change them.
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Reusing Minidisk Recall Screen Options
You can reuse options for recalling minidisks that you have saved by using the Save Options in file dialog box. This
section describes how to reuse a set of options you have previously saved. For information about how to save options,
see Saving Minidisk Recall Screen Options.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Minidisks

Follow "Step 1. Selecting the Task" and "Step 2. Displaying the Minidisks" in Recalling a Minidisk Basic Instructions.

Step 2. Retrieving a Set of Recall Options

You have previously saved a set of options in the file REC0192 VMAOPTRD file. You now need to reuse these options. To
retrieve the options, perform the following steps:

1. On the Archived MDISKS screen, press PF4 (Options).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived MDISKS screen with the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

2. To view a list of options files you have previously saved, press PF2 (GetFrom).
VM:Archiver overlays the Specify RECALL Options dialog box with the Select option file dialog box.

3. Place the cursor on the file that you want to use, REC0192 VMAOPTRD, and press PF2 (Get).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Specify RECALL Options dialog box. The dialog box now reflects the options defined in
file REC0192 VMAOPTRD.

4. Press PF5 (Set).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived MDISKS screen.
These options are now in effect for all recall commands you enter while you are on the Archived MDISKS screen,
unless you use the dialog box again to change them.

NOTE
You cannot use an option file if you use the RECALL MDISK linemode command.

Canceling a Minidisk Recall Request
You can cancel a request to recall an archived minidisk from TAPE storage. You can only cancel requests that have
not already been included in a job (those with the status WAITING or IMMED). If the request has been included in a job
(status is JOB or IN-A-JOB), the request cannot be canceled.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying Recall Request Information

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, display your outstanding recall requests.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 4, See your archive and recall requests.
VM:Archiver displays the User List Menu.

3. On the User List Menu, select Option 3, List Recall Requests.
VM:Archiver displays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen. This screen lists outstanding recall requests. For
each request, the display shows the request type (either RECFILE or RECDISK).

Step 2. Canceling the Recall Request

You want to cancel the request to recall the minidisk BBUNNY 0192.

1. Move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the RECDISK request for BBUNNY 0192 and type cancel.
2. Once you have selected the requests you want to cancel, press Enter.

If the recall request is canceled, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk (*) next to the request.
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If an error occurs processing the cancel command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an
appropriate error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Line-Mode Method

Use the CANCEL RECALL command to cancel a recall request. For example, to cancel your request to recall the minidisk
BBUNNY 0192, enter:

vmarch cancel recall mdisk bbunny 0192

For more information, see CANCEL RECALL Command.

Displaying Information
This section explains how to display information about your archive and recall requests, archived data, userid, group,
and system. Performing the tasks in this section may require an understanding of groups as they function within the
VM:Archiver product. If you have not already done so, read VM:Archiver Groups for more information.

The following table summarizes the type of information you can display.

Table 6.Displaying Information

To display information about: User Main Menu Line-mode command
Archived files owned by your userid or
another userid

Option 2 QUERY FILES

Archived minidisks owned by your userid or
another userid

Option 3 QUERY MDISKS

Requests you have initiated to archive files
and minidisks to tape

Option 4 QUERY REQUESTS

Requests you have initiated to recall files
and minidisks from tape

Option 4 QUERY REQUESTS

Defaults, limits, and usage information for
your userid

Option 5 QUERY INFO (USER

Defaults, limits, and usage information for
your group

Option 5 QUERY INFO (GROUP

Defaults and limits set for the system N/A QUERY INFO (SYSTEM
Purge and expiration grace periods set for
the system

N/A QUERY INFO (SYSTEM

Displaying Archived Files Screen Path Overview
When you display information about archived files, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. You can use these
screens to customize the display or to view all information available for a particular archived file. There are four basic
levels of screens:

• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case, managing archived files

• Specify Archived Files to be Listed screens
Three screens from which you describe the archived files you want VM:Archiver to display

• Archived Files screen
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A screen that displays the list of files matching the selection criteria you described on the Specify Archived Files to be
Listed screens

• Dialog boxes
Special pop-up windows from which you customize the display or view all information for a particular archived file

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for viewing information about archived files. The
tasks you perform on a screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog boxes are specified
along with the dialog boxes.
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Figure 13: Screen Path for Viewing Information about Archived Files
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Displaying All Information For a Particular Archived File
You can tell VM:Archiver to display information about files you have archived. This section contains step-by-step
instructions on how to query all information associated with a single archived file.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 2, See archived files.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 3).

Step 2. Displaying All Information for an Archived File

Use the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screens to describe which files should be displayed. Then use the Query
Archived File dialog box to display all information for a single archived file.

1. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screens and have VM:Archiver list all
the files that are owned by your userid and that were archived from your userid’s 0191 minidisk. Or, you can change
the defaults to indicate what files you want VM:Archiver to display. For a detailed explanation on how to indicate what
archived files you want to display, see Specifying Which Archived Files to Display
Once you have described the files you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived Files screen.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      ACME     BILLS    10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     NEWS     02/02/2025 10/03/2015 TAPE

      ALL      OLDNEWS  03/05/2023 10/31/2015 TAPE

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     06/30/2015 06/01/2014 TAPE EXPIRED

      PROFILE  EXEC     12/31/2026 06/22/2015 STAGE TAPE

      PROFILE  XEDIT    12/31/2026 03/11/2015 TAPE

      OLDPROF  EXEC     05/31/2025 05/30/2015 ONLINE

 

    

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>
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Cmd
To view all information for a file, move the cursor to the column of the line displaying the filename and filetype of
the archived file. Press PF5 (MorePF). VM:Archiver displays an alternate set of PF keys. From this set, press PF6
(AllInfo).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files screen with the Query Archived File dialog box.
LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Query Archived File: ACME  BILLS       (1 of 2)  |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype   |  FILENAME      ACME                               |

                          |  FILETYPE      BILLS                              |

      ACME     BILLS    1 |  DOMAIN        BBUNNY 0191                        |

      ACME     CATALOG  1 |  STORAGE       TAPE                               |

      ACME     NEWS     0 |  CMSDATE       09/01/2014                         |

      ALL      OLDNEWS  0 |  CMSTIME       09:10:06                           |

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     0 |  LRECL         132                                |

      PROFILE  EXEC     1 |  RECS          6                                  |

      PROFILE  XEDIT    1 |  KBYTES        4                                  |

      OLDPROF  EXEC     0 |  ARCHIVE       10/15/2015                         |

                          |  EXPDT         10/15/2016                         |

                          |  MIGRATE       --/--/----                         |

                          |  ARCHID        WARNER.321                        |

                          |  DOLR          09/01/2014                         |

------------------------- |  CREATE        09/01/2014                         |

PF: 1 Help         2 ...  |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7 Abbrev(Y/N)  8 Sort |  PF: 1 Help      3 End                            |

                          |  PF:             8 Forward  11 Print              |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

Pressing PF8 shows the remaining information.
+ ------------------------------------------------- +

|  Query Archived File: JOB0048 J0048CON  (2 of 2)  |

|  -----------------------------------------------  |

|  CREATE        09/01/2014                         |

|  OWNER         BBUNNY                             |

|  GROUP         LTOONS                             |

|  SECLEVEL      --                                 |

|  COMMHDR       --                                 |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|  -----------------------------------------------  |

|  PF: 1 Help      3 End                            |

|  PF: 7 Backward             11 Print              |

+ ------------------------------------------------- +
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• To send the output from this dialog box to your virtual printer and exit the dialog box, press PF11 (Print) and then press
PF3 (End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived Files screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY FILES command to display information about archived files. For example, to obtain all information about
files archived from your userid’s 0191 minidisk and send the output to the file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or SFS
directory accessed at filemode A, enter:

vmarch query files * * (allinfo disk

For more information, see QUERY FILES Command.

Changing the Display of Archived File Information
Contents

You can tell VM:Archiver to add, remove, or reorder the display of fields on the Archived Files screen. You can also tell
VM:Archiver to display certain fields in abbreviated form and whether to display the instructions for using the screen.

This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to change the display of archived files.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying Archived File Information

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, describe the files you want to display.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 2, See archived files.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 3).

3. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen and have VM:Archiver list all the
files that are owned by your user ID and that were archived from your user ID’s 0191 minidisk. Or, you can change
the defaults to indicate what files you want VM:Archiver to display. For more information about how to indicate what
archived files you want to display, see Specifying Which Archived Files To Display.
Once you have described the files you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived Files screen.

Step 2. Customizing Archived File Information

You can customize the appearance of the Archived Files screen. There are two basic approaches:

• Change the fields (columns)
This approach allows you to change which fields are displayed and where on the screen they are displayed. For more
information about this approach, see Changing the Field Display.

• Change the order in which the list of archived files is sorted
This approach allows you to sort the list of archived files on one or more sort keys. For more information about this
approach, see Sorting the List of Files.

Changing the Field Display

You want to change the display to:
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• Abbreviate certain information
• Change the order of the fields
• Remove a field from the display (for example, the archive date)
• Display a field not currently on the screen (for example, the owner of the archived data)
• On the Archived Files screen, press PF9 (Display).

VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files screen with the Change the display screen dialog box.
This dialog box shows the fields that can be listed on the Archived Files screen and their descriptions. VM:Archiver
displays an X to the left of each field that is currently displayed on the screen.

• To specify the changes you want to make, perform the following steps:
a. To change the display screen so that the Domain, Storage, and Comment fields are abbreviated on the Archived

files screen, move the cursor to the Use abbreviations field and type y for yes.
b. To add a field that is not currently displayed on the Archived Files screen, and keep the existing display order, type

x to the left of the field you want displayed.
To change the order of the fields currently displayed, replace each X with a number. Type 1 to the left of the field
you want displayed first on the Archived Files screen. Continue replacing Xs with numbers in the order that you
want the fields displayed on the screen.
The following screen shows how to enter information about the Change the display screen dialog box to
customize the display.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Change the display screen              (1 of 2)  |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype   |  Use abbreviations: N (Yes | No)                  |

                          |  Show instructions: Y (Yes | No)                  |

      ACME     BILLS      |  Order  Field                                     |

      ACME     CATALOG    |    3    FILENAME   - Filename of the file         |

      ACME     NEWS       |    4    FILETYPE   - Filetype of the file         |

      ACME     OLDNEWS    |    1    EXPDT      - Expiration date              |

      ALL      EXEC       |    2    ARCHIVE    - Archive date                 |

      MEEPMEEP EXEC       |    5    STORAGE    - Archive storage location     |

      PROFILE  EXEC       |         DOMAIN     - Source disk or directory     |

      PROFILE  XEDIT      |         CMSDATE    - CMS file last change date    |

      OLDPROF  EXEC       |         CMSTIME    - CMS file last change time    |

                          |         LRECL      - Logical record length        |

                          |         RECS       - Number of records            |

                          |         KBYTES     - Thousands of bytes           |

------------------------- |                                                   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help 2 UseDflt 3 End                       |

                          |  PF:        8 Frwd    9 Dsply 10 SetDflt 11 Prt   |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

c. To delete a field that is currently displayed on the Archive files screen, move the cursor to the field you want to
delete and remove the X next to ARCHIVE.
To change the order of the fields currently displayed, place numbers next to the fields you want to display in the
order you want them to appear. In this case, the fields will be displayed in the following order: EXPDT, STORAGE,
FILENAME, FILETYPE. In addition, type 5 next to OWNER so it will be included in the display as well.
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NOTE
If the data for fields you select to display on the Archived Files screen requires more than 79 characters
to display, VM:Archiver displays only the first 79 characters of data.

• To change the display, do one of the following:
a. To use the specified settings for now, press PF9 (Dsply).
b. To use the specified settings for now and save the settings as your defaults, press PF10 (SetDflt). When you save

the settings as your defaults, VM:Archiver will use these settings each time it displays the Archived Files screen
until you perform this procedure again to change the defaults.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived Files screen with the changed display.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd     Expdt     ArchDate  Filename Filetype Storage

 

      10/15/2017 10/11/2015 ACME     BILLS    TAPE

      10/15/2017 10/01/2015 ACME     CATALOG  TAPE PURGE

      02/02/2026 01/01/2016 ACME     NEWS     TAPE

      06/30/2013 04/15/2008 ALL      EXEC     TAPE EXP

      12/31/2007 10/15/2015 MEEPMEEP EXEC     STAGE TAPE

      12/31/2017 08/26/2015 PROFILE  EXEC     TAPE

      05/31/2016 05/01/2015 PROFILE  XEDIT    TAPE

      12/04/2015 08/26/2015 OLDPROF  EXEC     ONLINE

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Sorting the List of Files

This technique is similar to the technique shown in Changing the Field Display, except that you use the Sort List by Fields
dialog box to specify the order in which you want the list of archived files to be sorted.

To access the Sort List by Fields dialog box, from the Archived Files screen press PF5 (MorePF). VM:Archiver displays an
alternate set of PF keys. From this set, press PF10 (Sort). VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files screen with the Sort
List by Fields dialog box. From this dialog box you specify numbers to the left of the fields you want to use as sort keys.
For example, if you want to use owner and filename as your primary and secondary sort keys respectively, type 1 to the
left of OWNER and 2 to the left of FILENAME. For more information about using this dialog box, press PF1 (Help) from
the dialog box.

Displaying Archived Minidisks Screen Path Overview
When you display information about archived minidisks, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. You can use
these screens to customize the display or to view all information available for a particular archived minidisk. There are four
basic levels of screens:
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• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case, managing archived minidisks

• Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screens
Two screens from which you describe the archived minidisks you want VM:Archiver to display

• Archived MDISKS screen
A screen that displays the list of minidisks matching the selection criteria you described on the Specify Archived Disks
to be Listed screens

• Dialog boxes
Special pop-up windows from which you customize the display or view all information for a particular archived minidisk

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for viewing information about archived minidisks.
The tasks you perform on a screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog boxes are
specified along with the dialog boxes.
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Figure 14: Screen Path for Viewing Information About Archived Minidisks
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Displaying All Information For a Particular Archived Minidisk
You can tell VM:Archiver to display information about minidisks you have archived. This section contains step-by-step
instructions on how to query all information associated with a single archived minidisk.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 3, See archived minidisks.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 2).

Step 2. Displaying All Information for an Archived Minidisk

Use the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screens to describe which minidisks should be displayed. Then use the Query
Archived MDISK dialog box to display all information for a single archived minidisk.

1. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen and have VM:Archiver list all the
archived versions of your user ID’s 0191 minidisk that are owned by your user ID. Or, you can change the defaults to
indicate what minidisks you want VM:Archiver to display. For a detailed explanation on how to indicate what archived
minidisks you want to display, see Specifying Which Archived Minidisks to Display.
Once you have described the minidisks you want displayed, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived MDISKS screen.

 LXAMUAC1                      Archived MDISKS                  VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or 

 

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd     Domain           Expdt       ArchDate      Storage

     BBUNNY 0191         12/31/2025  --/--/----     WAITING

     BBUNNY 0191         07/08/2016  02/22/2016     TAPE

     BBUNNY 0191         12/31/2017  08/29/2015     TAPE

     BBUNNY 0191         03/21/2027  05/29/2016     TAPE

     BBUNNY 0191         05/17/2027  05/03/2016     TAPE

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options   5  More PF   6  View Log

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

• To view all information for a minidisk, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the user ID and virtual
address of the minidisk. Press PF5 (MorePF). VM:Archiver displays an alternate set of PF keys. From this set, press
PF6 (AllInfo).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived MDISKS screen with the Query Archived MDISK dialog box.
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 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Query MDISK: RUBJE02 0191                        |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

Cmd      Domain       Exp |  DOMAIN        BBUNNY  0191                       |

                          |  STORAGE       WAITING                            |

      BBUNNY 0191     12/ |  ARCHIVE       --/--/----                         |

      BBUNNY 0191     07/ |  EXPDT         12/31/2025                         |

      BBUNNY 0191     12/ |  ARCHID        WARNER.451                        |

      BBUNNY 0191     03/ |  OWNER         BBUNNY                            |

      BBUNNY 0191     05/ |  GROUP         LTOONS                             |

                          |  SECLEVEL      --                                 |

                          |  BACKTYPE      3390                               |

                          |  KBYTES        0                                  |

                          |  COMMHDR       --                                 |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

------------------------- |                                                   |

PF: 1 Help         2 ...  |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7 Abbrev(Y/N)  8 ...  |  PF: 1 Help      3 End                            |

                          |  PF:                        11 Print              |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

• To send the output from this dialog box to your virtual printer and exit the dialog box, press PF11 (Print) and then press
PF3 (End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived MDISKS screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY MDISKS command to display information about archived minidisks. For example, to display information
about minidisks owned by your user ID that were archived from user IDs ending in bunny, and then send the output to the
terminal, enter.

vmarch query mdisks *bunny *

For more information, see QUERY MDISKS Command.

Changing the Display of Archived Minidisk Information
Contents

You can tell VM:Archiver to add, remove, or reorder the display of fields on the Archived MDISKS screen. You can also tell
VM:Archiver to display certain fields in abbreviated form and whether to display the instructions for using the screen.

This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to change the display of archived minidisks.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying Archived Minidisk Information

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, describe the minidisks you want to display.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
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VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.
2. On the VM:Archiver User Main Menu, select Option 3, See archived minidisks.

VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 2).
3. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen and have VM:Archiver list all the

archived versions of your userid’s 0191 minidisk that are owned by your userid. Or, you can change the defaults to
indicate what minidisks you want VM:Archiver to display. For a detailed explanation on how to indicate what archived
minidisks you want to display, see Specifying Which Archived Minidisks To Display.
Once you have described the minidisks you want displayed, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived MDISKS screen.

Step 2. Customizing Archived Minidisk Information

You can customize the appearance of the Archived Minidisks screen. There are two basic approaches:

• Change the fields (columns)
This approach allows you to change which fields are displayed and where on the screen they are displayed. For more
information about this approach, see Changing the Field Display.

• Change the order in which the list of archived minidisks is sorted
This approach allows you to sort the list of archived minidisks on one or more sort keys. For more information about
this approach, see Sorting the List of Minidisks.

Changing the Field Display

You can tell VM:Archiver to add, remove, or reorder the fields as they are displayed on the Archived MDISKS screen. You
can also tell VM:Archiver to display certain fields in abbreviated form and whether to display the instructions for using the
screen.

This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to change the display of archived minidisks.

You want to change the display to:

• Abbreviate certain information
• Change the order of the fields
• Remove a field from the display (for example, the expiration date)
• Display a field not currently on the screen (for example, the archive ID)
• On the Archived MDISKS screen, press PF9 (Display).

VM:Archiver overlays the Archived MDISKS screen with the Change the display screen dialog box.
This dialog box shows the fields that can be listed on the Archived MDISKS screen and their descriptions. VM:Archiver
displays an X to the left of each field that is currently displayed on the screen.

• To specify the changes you want to make, perform the following steps:
a. To change the display screen so that the Storage and Comment fields are abbreviated on the Archived MDISKS

screen, move the cursor to the Use abbreviations field and type y for yes.
b. To add a field that is not currently displayed on the Archived MDISKS screen, and keep the existing display order,

type x to the left of the field you want displayed.
To change the order of the fields currently displayed, replace each X with a number. Type 1 to the left of the field
you want displayed first on the Archived MDISKS screen. Continue replacing Xs with numbers in the order that you
want the fields displayed on the screen.

c. To delete a field that is currently displayed, for example, the expiration date, remove the X next to EXPDT
Place numbers next to the fields you want to display in the order you want them to appear. In this case, the fields
will be displayed in the following order: DOMAIN STORAGE ARCHIVE. In addition, type 4 next to ARCHID so it will
be included in the display as well.
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NOTE
The Archived MDISKS screen can display no more than 79 characters across; VM:Archiver truncates
wider displays. When VM:Archiver truncates the display, it shows a message on the command line stating
the field in which the truncation begins.

The following example of the Change the display screen dialog box shows changes.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Change the display screen                        |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

Cmd      Domain       Exp |  Use abbreviations: y (Yes | No)                  |

                          |  Show instructions: Y (Yes | No)                  |

      BBUNNY  0191  --/-- |  Order  Field                                     |

      BBUNNY  0191  02/22 |    1    DOMAIN     - Source disk                  |

      BBUNNY  0191  08/29 |    3    EXPDT      - Expiration date              |

      BBUNNY  0191  05/29 |         ARCHIVE    - Archive date                 |

      BBUNNY  0191  05/03 |    2    STORAGE    - Archive storage location     |

                          |    4    ARCHID     - Archive ID                   |

                          |         OWNER      - Owner of the archived disk   |

                          |         GROUP      - VM:Archiver Group            |

                          |         SECLEVEL   - Security level               |

                          |         BACKTYPE   - Backup Job Type              |

                          |         KBYTES     - Thousands of bytes           |

                          |         COMMHDR    - Comment                      |

------------------------- |                                                   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help 2 UseDflt 3 End                       |

                          |  PF:                  9 Dsply 10 SetDflt 11 Prt   |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

• To change the display, do one of the following:
a. To use the specified settings for now, press PF9 (Dsply).
b. To use the specified settings for now and save the settings as your defaults, press PF10 (SetDflt). When you save

the settings as your defaults, VM:Archiver will use these settings each time it displays the Archived MDISKS screen
until you perform this procedure again to change the defaults.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Archived MDISKS screen with the changed display as follows.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd      Domain     Storage              ArchDate     ArchID

 

      BBUNNY  0191  WAITING             --/--/----  WARNER.451

      BBUNNY  0191  TAPE                02/22/2016  WARNER.432

      BBUNNY  0191  TAPE                08/29/2015  WARNER.300

      BBUNNY  0191  TAPE                05/29/2015  WARNER.293

      BBUNNY  0191  TAPE                05/02/2015  WARNER.285
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Sorting the List of Minidisks

This technique is similar to the technique shown in Changing the Field Display, except that you use the Sort List by Fields
dialog box to specify the order in which you want the list of minidisks to be sorted.

To access the Sort List by Fields dialog box, from the Archived MDISKS screen press PF5 (MorePF). VM:Archiver
displays an alternate set of PF keys. From this set, press PF10 (Sort). VM:Archiver overlays the Archived MDISKS screen
with the Sort List by Fields dialog box. From this dialog box you specify numbers to the left of the fields you want to
use as sort keys. For example, if you want to use expiration date and domain as your primary and secondary sort keys
respectively, type 1 to the left of EXPDT and 2 to the left of DOMAIN. For more information about using this dialog box,
press PF1 (Help) from the dialog box.

Displaying Archive and Recall Requests Screen Path Overview
When you display information about archive and recall requests, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. You
can use these screens to customize the display or to view all information available for a particular request. There are four
basic levels of screens:

• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case, seeing your archive and recall requests

• User List Menu
A menu from which you select which requests you want to see -- archive requests, recall requests, or both

• Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen
A screen that displays the list of requests

• Dialog boxes
Special pop-up windows from which you customize the display or view all information for a particular request

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for viewing archive and recall requests. The tasks
you perform on a screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog boxes are specified along
with the dialog boxes.
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Figure 15: Screen Path for Viewing Information About Archived Files
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Displaying All Information For Archive or Recall Requests
You can tell VM:Archiver to display information about your requests to archive files and minidisks to TAPE storage,
or about your requests to recall files or minidisks from TAPE storage. VM:Archiver does not display information about
requests to archive files to or recall files from the STAGE or ONLINE storage, because it processes those requests
immediately.

This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to query all information associated with an archive or recall
request.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 4, See your archive and recall requests.
VM:Archiver displays the User List Menu as follows.

 LSRQUAC1                  User List Menu                      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 To select a function, type its number and press ENTER.

 

                         1  List All Requests

                         2  List Archive Requests

                         3  List Recall Requests

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 2. Displaying All Information for an Active Request

Use the User List Menu to select whether you want to display archive requests, recall requests, or both archive and recall
requests. In this example, you want to view information for both archive and recall requests.

1. Select Option 1, List All Requests.
VM:Archiver displays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen as follows.

 LXRQUAC1              Requests Waiting To Be Processed        VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Type CANcel or a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Type    Filename Filetype Status   Source                             ...

 

      ARCFILE ACME     CUSTS--  IN-A-JOB BBUNNY  0191

      ARCDISK --       --       WAITING  BBUNNY  0191

      RECFILE CARROTS  RECIPES  IN-A-JOB SFS:BBUNNY.RECIPES

      RECFILE PRODUCTS LISTS    WAITING  BBUNNY  0191

      RECDISK --       --       WAITING  BBUNNY  0193

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  ...      5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  ...     11  Print   12  Cursor

Displayed lines are truncated starting at field: SOURCE

====>

Cmd
To view all information for a request, move the cursor to the column of the line displaying the request. Press PF5
(MorePF). VM:Archiver displays an alternate set of PF keys. From this set, press PF6 (AllInfo).
VM:Archiver overlays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen with the User Request Status dialog box as
follows.
LXRQUAC1              Requests Waiting To Be Processed        VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CANcel or a CMS comm + ------------------------------------------------- +

                          |  User Request Status                              |

Cmd   Type    Filename Fi |  -----------------------------------------------  |

                          |  TYPE          ARCFILE                            |

      ARCFILE ACME     CU |  FILENAME      ACME                               |

      ARCDISK --       -- |  FILETYPE      CUSTS                              |

      RECFILE CARROTS  RE |  SOURCE        BBUNNY  0191                       |

      RECFILE PRODUCTS LI |  CANCELID      WARNER.109                         |

      RECDISK --       –- |  TARGET        TAPE                               |

                          |  STATUS        IN-A-JOB                           |

                          |  ARCHID        WARNER.212                         |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |                                                   |

------------------------- |                                                   |

PF: 1 Help         2 ...  |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7 Abbrev(Y/N)  8 ...  |  PF: 1 Help      3 End                            |

                          |  PF:                        11 Print              |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +
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• To send this output to your virtual printer and exit the dialog box, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3 (End); if you
do not want to print the output, just press PF3 (End).
VM:Archiver returns you to the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY REQUESTS command to display status information about your outstanding archive and recall requests.
For example, to display information about your outstanding archive and recall requests, enter:

vmarch query requests

For more information, see QUERY REQUESTS Command.

Changing the Display of Request Information
Contents

You can tell VM:Archiver to add, remove, or reorder the display of fields on the Requests Waiting To Be Processed
screen. You can also tell VM:Archiver to display certain fields in abbreviated form and whether to display the instructions
for using the screen.

This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to change the display of active request information.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying Request Information

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, from the User List Menu, select the requests you
want to display.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 4, See your archive and recall requests.
VM:Archiver displays the User List Menu.

3. Select Option 1, List All Requests.
VM:Archiver displays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen.

Step 2. Customizing Request Information

You can customize the appearance of the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen. There are two basic approaches:

• Change the fields (columns)
This approach allows you to change which fields are displayed and where on the screen they are displayed. For more
information about this approach, see Changing the Field Display.

• Change the order in which requests (rows) are sorted
This approach allows you to sort the displayed data on one or more sort keys. For more information about this
approach, see Sorting the Requests.

Changing the Field Display

You want to change the display to:

• Abbreviate information that is displayed on the screen
• Not show instructions on how to use the screen
• Not show status information for requests
• Show target information for requests
• On the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen, press PF9 (Display).
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VM:Archiver overlays the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen with the Change the display screen dialog box as
shown in the following example.
This dialog box shows the fields that can be listed on the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen and their
descriptions. VM:Archiver displays an X to the left of each field that is currently displayed on the screen.

 LXRQUAC1              Requests Waiting To Be Processed        VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CANcel or a CMS comm + ------------------------------------------------- +

                          |  Change the display screen                        |

Cmd   Type    Filename Fi |  -----------------------------------------------  |

                          |  Use abbreviations: N (Yes | No)                  |

      ARCFILE ACME     CU |  Show instructions: n (Yes | No)                  |

      ARCDISK --       -- |  Order  Field                                     |

      RECFILE CARROT   RE |    X    TYPE       - Request type                 |

      RECFILE PRODUCT  LI |    X    FILENAME   - Filename of the file         |

      RECDISK --       -- |    X    FILETYPE   - Filetype of the file         |

                          |    X    STATUS     - Request status               |

                          |    X    SOURCE     - Source of archived data      |

                          |         CANCELID   - Request cancel ID            |

                          |         TARGET     - Restore destination          |

                          |         ARCHID     - Archive ID                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

                          |  PF: 1 Help 2 UseDflt 3 End                       |

------------------------- |  PF:                  9 Dsply 10 SetDflt 11 Prt   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres + ------------------------------------------------- +

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  ...     11  Print   12  Cursor

Displayed lines are truncated starting at field: SOURCE

====>

• To specify the changes you want to make, perform the following steps:
a. To change the display so that SFS directory names are abbreviated, move your cursor to the Use abbreviations

field and type y for Yes. If directory names are abbreviated, only the last directory name is displayed. For example,
if the source directory is SFS:BBUNNY.CARROT.RECIPES, VM:Archiver will only display RECIPES.

b. To change the display screen so that instructions on using the screen are not displayed, move the cursor to the
Show instructions field, and type n for no.

c. To add a field that is not currently displayed on the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen, and keep the
existing display order, type x to the left of the field you want displayed.
To remove a field that is currently being displayed, remove the X that is next to the field name.
To change the order of the fields currently displayed, replace each X with a number. Type 1 to the left of the field
you want displayed first on the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen. Continue replacing Xs with numbers in
the order that you want the fields displayed on the screen.

d. To remove the status information from the display, blank out the X next to STATUS.
e. To add the target information to the display without changing the order of the fields that are currently displayed,

move your cursor next to TARGET and type an x.

NOTE
The Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen can display no more than 79 characters across;
VM:Archiver truncates wider displays. When VM:Archiver truncates the display, it shows a message on
the command line stating the field in which the truncation begins.

The following screen shows the dialog box with the changes that were made above.
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 LXRQUAC1              Requests Waiting To Be Processed        VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CANcel or a CMS comm + ------------------------------------------------- +

                          |  Change the display screen                        |

Cmd   Type    Filename Fi |  -----------------------------------------------  |

                          |  Use abbreviations: y (Yes | No)                  |

      ARCFILE ACME     CU |  Show instructions: n (Yes | No)                  |

      ARCDISK --       -- |  Order  Field                                     |

      RECFILE CARROT   RE |    X    TYPE       - Request type                 |

      RECFILE PRODUCT  LI |    X    FILENAME   - Filename of the file         |

      RECDISK --       -- |    X    FILETYPE   - Filetype of the file         |

                          |         STATUS     - Request status               |

                          |    X    SOURCE     - Source of archived data      |

                          |         CANCELID   - Request cancel ID            |

                          |    x    TARGET     - Restore destination          |

                          |         ARCHID     - Archive ID                   |

                          |                                                   |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

                          |  PF: 1 Help 2 UseDflt 3 End                       |

------------------------- |  PF:                  9 Dsply 10 SetDflt 11 Prt   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres + ------------------------------------------------- +

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  ...     11  Print   12  Cursor

Displayed lines are truncated starting at field: SOURCE

====>

• To change the display, do one of the following:
a. To use the specified settings for now, press PF9 (Dsply).
b. To use the specified settings for now and save the settings as your defaults, press PF10 (SetDflt). When you save

the settings as your defaults, VM:Archiver will use these settings each time it displays the Requests Waiting To Be
Processed screen until you perform this procedure again to change the defaults.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen with the changed display as follows.

 LXRQUAC1              Requests Waiting To Be Processed        VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd   Type    Filename Filetype Source                             Target

 

      ARCFILE ACME     CUSTS    BBUNNY  0191                       TAPE

      ARCDISK --       --       BBUNNY  0191                       TAPE

      RECFILE CARROTS  RECIPES  RECIPIES                           DIR

      RECFILE PRODUCTS LISTS    BBUNNY  0191                       DISK

      RECDISK --       --       BBUNNY  0193                       DISK

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  ...      5  MorePF   6  ViewLog
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PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  ...     11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Sorting the Requests

This technique is similar to the technique shown previously in Changing the Field Display, except that you use the Sort
List by Fields dialog box to specify the order in which you want the requests to be sorted.

To access the Sort List by Fields dialog box, from the Requests Waiting to be Processed screen press PF5 (MorePF).
VM:Archiver displays an alternate set of PF keys. From this set, press PF10 (Sort). VM:Archiver overlays the Requests
Waiting To Be Processed screen with the Sort List by Fields dialog box. From this dialog box you specify numbers to the
left of the fields you want to use as sort keys. For example, if you want to use type and filename as your primary and
secondary sort keys respectively, type 1 to the left of TYPE and 2 to the left of FILENAME. For more information about
using this dialog box, press PF1 (Help) from the dialog box.

Displaying User ID and Group Information Screen Path Overview
When you display information about your user ID or group, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. These
screens are:

• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case, viewing user ID and group information

• View User Limits, Usage, and Defaults screen
A screen that shows information about limits and defaults set for your user ID, as well as usage information indicating
how many kilobytes of DASD archival storage are being used to store your files

• View Group Limits, Usage, and Defaults screen
A screen that shows information about limits and defaults set for your group, as well as usage information indicating
how many kilobytes of DASD archival storage are being used to store files owned by your group

The following figure shows the screens you can use for viewing information about your user ID and group. The tasks you
perform on a screen are listed next to each screen.
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Figure 16: Screen Path for Viewing User and Group Information
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Displaying Information About Your User ID
You can tell VM:Archiver to display information about your user ID. VM:Archiver displays the following information that
applies to your user ID:

• Your user ID and node
• The name of the group to which your user ID belongs
• The group administrator and the group administrator’s node
• Your current STAGE and ONLINE storage usage
• Amount of STAGE and ONLINE storage remaining for use
• Your batch status indicating whether your user ID’s immediate recall requests from tape are currently being batched

The following information that is displayed for your user ID can be set for your user ID, your group, or both. If any of this
information is set for both your user ID and your group, VM:Archiver will use the values set for your user ID.

• STAGE and ONLINE storage limits
• Default expiration date or retention period
• Maximum expiration date
• Maximum retention period
• Whether you are authorized to perform immediate recalls
• How recalls from tape storage are processed -- whether delayed or immediate

For instructions on displaying information about your group, see Displaying Information About Your Group.

Instructions

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 5, See user and group information for user userid .
VM:Archiver displays information about your user ID on the View User Limits, Usage, and Defaults screen.

 ULIMUAC1       View User Limits, Usage, and Defaults          VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 Userid: BBUNNY    at node: NYC1

 Group:  LTOONS    Group administrator: DDUCK    at node: TESTCP9A

 

 ONLINE limit:           40 %        STAGE limit:          100 %

 ONLINE usage:          112 KB       STAGE usage:          164 KB

 ONLINE remaining:   143872 KB       STAGE remaining:   143820 KB

 

 

 Default retention period: 30

 Maximum expiration date:  PERM

 Maximum retention period: 5000

 

 For recall requests from TAPE storage:

    By default, requests will be processed DELAY

    User is not authorized to specify that requests be processed immediately

    Requests specified with the IMMED option are not being batched

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  GroupInfo 6  ...
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PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  ...

 

====>

• To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3 (End); if you do not
want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the User Main Menu.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY INFO command with the USER option to display information about a user ID. For example, to display
information about your user ID, enter.

vmarch query info (user

For more information, see QUERY INFO Command.

Displaying Information About Your Group
You can tell VM:Archiver to display information about your group. VM:Archiver displays the following information that
applies to your group:

• Group name
• Group administrator and the group administrator’s node
• Group’s current STAGE and ONLINE storage usage
• Amount of STAGE and ONLINE storage remaining for use

The following information that is displayed for your group can be set for your group, the system, or both. If any of this
information is set for both your group and the system, the values set for the group override those set for the system.

• Default expiration date or retention period
• Maximum expiration date
• Maximum retention period
• Whether the group is authorized to perform immediate recalls
• How recalls from tape storage are processed -- whether delayed or immediate

For instructions on displaying information about the system, see Displaying Information About Your System.

Instructions

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 5, See user and group information for user userid.
VM:Archiver displays the View User Limits, Usage, and Defaults screen.

3. To view information about your group, press PF5 (GroupInfo).
VM:Archiver displays information about your group on the View Group Limits, Usage, and Defaults screen.

 ULIMUAC1       View Group Limits, Usage, and Defaults         VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

 Group:  LTOONS    Group administrator: DDUCK     at node: NYC1
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 ONLINE limit:           30 %        STAGE limit:           50 %

 ONLINE usage:          203 KB       STAGE usage:          346 KB

 ONLINE remaining:   143984 KB       STAGE remaining:   143637 KB

 

 

 Default retention period: 30

 Maximum expiration date:  PERM

 Maximum retention period: 37000

 

 For recall requests from TAPE storage:

    By default, requests will be processed DELAY

    Group is not authorized to specify that requests be processed immediately

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  UserInfo  6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  ...

 

====>

• To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3
(End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the User Main Menu.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY INFO command with the GROUP option to display information about a group. For example, to display
information about your group, enter:

vmarch query info (group

For more information, see QUERY INFO Command.

Displaying Information About Your System
You can tell VM:Archiver to display information about the VM:Archiver system. You can perform this task in line-mode
only.

Use the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM option to display information about the VM:Archiver system. For
example, to display information about the VM:Archiver system, enter:

vmarch query info (system

VM:Archiver displays fields with the following descriptions:

Field Description
VM:BackupARCHIVER - RELEASE 2.2G VM:Archiver release number
SYSTEM STATUS System status (whether running or suspended)
DEFAULT EXPIRATION DATE Default expiration date
DEFAULT RETENTION PERIOD Default retention period
MAXIMUM EXPIRATION DATE Maximum expiration date
MAXIMUM RETENTION PERIOD Maximum retention period
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ONLINE EXPIRATION GRACE ONLINE expiration grace period
ONLINE PURGE GRACE ONLINE purge grace period
TAPE EXPIRATION GRACE TAPE expiration grace period
TAPE PURGE GRACE TAPE purge grace period
RECALLS DEFAULT Whether the system default for recalls is immediate or delayed

For more information, see QUERY INFO Command.

Purging and Reclaiming Archived Data
This section explains how to purge and reclaim your archived files and minidisks. The following table summarizes the
tasks described in this section.

Topic If you want to: Use this option:
Purging Data Purge an archived file and have it remain

in archival storage until the purge grace
period passes

none

 Purge an archived minidisk and have it
remain in archival storage until the purge
grace period passes

none

 Purge an archived file from archival storage
immediately

NOGRACE

 Purge an archived minidisk from archival
storage immediately

NOGRACE

Reclaiming Data Reclaim a purged file that is still in its purge
grace period

none

 Reclaim a purged minidisk that is still in its
purge grace period

none

Purging and Reclaiming Overview
Contents

This section defines the terms: purging, reclaiming, and purge grace periods. It also describes when you can purge
archived data.

Purging Archived Data

You can remove an archived file or minidisk from storage before its expiration date has passed. This process is called
purging a file. When you submit a request to purge data VM:Archiver marks the file or minidisk for deletion. After a
predetermined number of days (the purge grace period) has passed, VM:Archiver will delete the file or minidisk from the
VM:Archiver system. If the purge grace period is set to zero, VM:Archiver deletes the data immediately.

If the purge grace period is greater than zero, you can still have VM:Archiver purge archived data immediately by using
the NOGRACE option. When archived data is purged immediately, the file or minidisk does not remain in VM:Archiver
storage through the purge grace period.

WARNING
If you purge a file or minidisk immediately, you cannot reclaim it later.
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NOTE
If an archived file or minidisk is marked private, only the owner of the archived data or the VM:Archiver system
administrator can purge the file or minidisk.

Checking If Data Can Be Purged

The following table describes when you can purge archived data or cancel the request to archive a file or minidisk to
TAPE storage based on the Storage information shown on the Archived Files and Archived MDISKS screens or in the
output of the QUERY FILES and QUERY MDISKS commands.

Table 8.Checking If Data Can Be Purged

If Storage is: Purge? Explanation
ONL
ONLINE

Yes VM:Archiver deletes the file from the
system after the online purge grace
period has passed. If the online purge
grace period is zero, the file is purged
immediately.

STG
STAGE

Yes VM:Archiver deletes the file from the
system after the tape purge grace period
has passed. If the tape purge grace period
is zero, the file is purged immediately.

TAP
TAPE

Yes VM:Archiver deletes the file or minidisk
from the system after the tape purge grace
period has passed. If the tape purge grace
period is zero, the file or minidisk is purged
immediately.

WAITING Yes VM:Archiver cancels the request to archive
the file or minidisk to TAPE storage
immediately.

JOB
IN-A-JOB

No You cannot purge (or cancel) the request to
archive the file or minidisk to TAPE storage
because it is currently included in a job.

PUR
PURGED

No You cannot purge the file or minidisk
because it has already been purged; the file
or minidisk is in the purge grace period.

EXP
EXPIRED

Yes VM:Archiver deletes the file or minidisk
from the system after the purge or
expiration grace period has passed,
whichever comes first. If the purge grace
period is zero, the file or minidisk is purged
immediately.

Reclaiming Purged Data

VM:Archiver lets you reclaim a file that is marked for purge but has not been deleted from storage because its purge grace
period has not passed. Once the purge grace period has passed, you cannot reclaim the file.

You cannot reclaim files that you have purged with the NOGRACE option. When an archived file is purged with the
NOGRACE option, the file does not remain in VM:Archiver storage through the purge grace period.

NOTE
If an archived file is marked private, only the owner of the file or the VM:Archiver system administrator can
reclaim the file.
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Purge Grace Periods

The purge grace period is the number of days an archived file or minidisk remains in storage after you request that
VM:Archiver purge it. The system administrator sets the purge grace period for your system. A file is still in its purge grace
period if the Archived Files screen displays PUR (or PURGED) with the file’s storage area. A minidisk is still in its purge
grace period if the Archived MDISKS screen displays PUR (or PURGED) with the minidisk’s storage area.

While archived data is in its purge grace period, you can prevent it from being purged by reclaiming it. For information
about reclaiming files and minidisks, see the section "Reclaiming Purged Data". Once the purge grace period has passed,
VM:Archiver deletes the data from the VM:Archiver system, and you can no longer reclaim it.

You can use the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM option to determine your system’s purge grace periods. If a
file is stored in the ONLINE area, the online purge grace period applies. If a file is stored in the STAGE or TAPE area, the
tape purge grace period applies. For archived minidisks, the tape purge grace period applies. For more information about
this command, see Displaying Information About Your System.

Purging and Reclaiming Data Screen Path Overview
When you purge and reclaim data using the screens, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens. There are four
basic levels of screens:

• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case managing archived files or managing archived
minidisks

• Specify (Data) to be Listed screen
Either the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screens or the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screens from which
you describe which archived files or minidisks you want VM:Archiver to display

• Archived (Data) screen
Either the Archived Files screen or the Archived MDISKS screen that lists the archived files or minidisks matching the
selection criteria you described on the Specify (Data) to be Listed screen
These are the screens from which you purge and reclaim archived files and minidisks.

• Dialog boxes
Special pop-up windows from which you customize the display of data

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for purging and reclaiming data. The tasks you
perform on a screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog boxes are specified along with
the dialog boxes.
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Figure 17: Screen Path for Purging and Reclaiming Data
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Purging Archived Files
This section contains step-by-step instructions that show how to purge files and have VM:Archiver:

• Keep the file in archival storage throughout the purge grace period
• Remove the file from archival storage immediately

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Files

From the User Main Menu, select the task you wan to perform. Then, describe the files you want to display.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 2, See archived files.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 3).

3. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen and have VM:Archiver list all
files that are owned by your userid and that were archived from your userid’s 0191 minidisk. Or, you can change
the defaults to indicate what files you want VM:Archiver to display. For more information about how to indicate what
archived files you want to display, see Specifying Which Archived Files to Display.
Once you have described the files you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived Files screen.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      ACME     BILLS    10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE PURGED

      ACME     NEWS     02/02/2025 10/03/2015 TAPE

      ALL      OLDNEWS  03/05/2023 10/31/2015 TAPE

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     06/30/2015 06/01/2014 TAPE EXPIRED

      PROFILE  EXEC     12/31/2026 06/22/2015 STAGE TAPE

      PROFILE  XEDIT    12/31/2026 03/11/2015 TAPE

      OLDPROF  EXEC     05/31/2025 05/30/2015 ONLINE

 

    

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>
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Step 2. Purging Archived Files With the Grace Period

You want to purge the files ACME NEWS and MEEPMEEP EXEC and have them remain in archival storage throughout
the purge grace period.

1. On the Archived Files screen, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the file ACME NEWS and type
purge. Then move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the file MEEPMEEP EXEC and type purge or
=.

2. When you have selected all the files you want to purge, press Enter.
If the file is purged, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the file.
If an error occurs processing a purge command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an appropriate
error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Step 3. Purging Archived Files Without the Grace Period

You want to purge the files ACME OLDNEWS and have them removed immediately from archival storage.

1. On the Archived Files screen, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the file ACME OLDNEWS and
type purge (nograce. Then move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the file RRABBIT INFO and type
purge (nograce or =.

2. When you have selected all the files you want to purge immediately, press Enter.
If the file is purged, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the file.
If an error occurs processing a purge command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an appropriate
error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Step 4. Viewing the Updated File Information

To view the updated file information, press PF2 (Refresh).

VM:Archiver updates the Archived Files screen as follows. The file status for purged files that are still in the purge grace
period is updated. The file information for files that were purged immediately is removed.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      ACME     BILLS    10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE PURGED

      ACME     NEWS     02/02/2025 10/03/2015 TAPE PURGED

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     06/30/2015 06/01/2014 TAPE PURGED

      PROFILE  EXEC     12/31/2026 06/22/2015 STAGE TAPE

      PROFILE  XEDIT    12/31/2026 03/11/2015 TAPE

      OLDPROF  EXEC     05/31/2025 05/30/2015 ONLINE

 

 

    

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor
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====>

Line-Mode Method

Use the PURGE FILE command to purge an archived file. For example, to purge the oldest archived version of the file
ACME NEWS that is owned by your userid and was archived from your 0191 minidisk, enter:

vmarch purge file acme news

Use the PURGE FILE command with pattern-matching characters to purge several archived files at once. For example, to
purge the oldest archived versions of files that have a filetype of EXEC that are owned by your userid and were archived
from your 0191 minidisk, enter:

vmarch purge file * exec

Use the PURGE FILE command with the NOGRACE option to purge an archived file immediately. For example, to
immediately purge the oldest archived version of the file ACME OLDNEWS that is owned by your userid and was archived
from your 0191, enter:

vmarch purge file acme oldnews (nograce

For more information, see PURGE FILE Command.

Purging Archived Minidisks
This section contains step-by-step instructions that show how to purge archived minidisks and have VM:Archiver:

• Keep the minidisk in archival storage throughout the purge grace period
• Remove the minidisk from archival storage immediately

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Minidisks

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, describe the minidisks you want to display.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 3, See archived minidisks.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 2).

3. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen and have VM:Archiver list all the
archived versions of your user ID’s 0191 minidisk that are owned by your user ID. Or, you can change the defaults to
indicate what minidisks you want VM:Archiver to display. For more information about how to indicate what archived
minidisks you want to display, see Specifying Which Archived Minidisks To Display.
Once you have described the minidisks you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived MDISKS screen.

 LXAMUAC1                      Archived MDISKS                  VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd     Domain           Expdt       ArchDate      Storage

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2025  --/--/----     WAITING
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        BBUNNY 0191     07/08/2016  02/22/2016     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2017  08/29/2015     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     03/21/2027  05/29/2016     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     05/17/2027  05/03/2016     TAPE

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options   5  More PF   6  View Log

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

Step 2. Purging Archived Minidisks With the Grace Period

You want to purge the versions of the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 that were archived on 02/22/2016 and 08/29/2015 and
have them remain in archival storage throughout the purge grace period.

1. On the Archived MDISKS screen, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the minidisk that was
archived on 02/22/16 and type purge. Then move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the minidisk that
was archived on 08/29/15 and type purge or =.

2. When you have selected all the minidisks you want to purge, press Enter.
If the minidisk is purged, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the minidisk.
If an error occurs processing a purge command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an appropriate
error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Step 3. Purging Archived Minidisks Without the Grace Period

You want to purge the versions of the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 that were archived on 05/03/16 and 05/29/16 and have
them removed from archival storage immediately.

1. On the Archived MDISKS screen, move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the minidisk that was
archived on 05/03/16 and type purge (nograce. Then move the cursor to the Cmd column of the line displaying the
minidisk that was archived on 05/29/16 and type purge (nograce or =.

2. When you have selected all the minidisks you want to purge, press Enter.
If the minidisk is purged, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the minidisk.
If an error occurs processing a purge command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an appropriate
error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Step 4. Viewing the Updated Minidisk Information

To view the updated minidisk information, press PF3 (Refresh).

VM:Archiver updates the Archived MDISKS screen as follows. The minidisk status for purged minidisks that are still in the
purge grace period is updated. The minidisk information for minidisks that were purged immediately is removed.

 LXAMUAC1                      Archived MDISKS                  VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER
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Cmd     Domain           Expdt       ArchDate      Storage

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2025  --/--/----     WAITING

        BBUNNY 0191     07/08/2016  02/22/2016     TAPE PURGED

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2017  08/29/2015     TAPE PURGED

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options   5  More PF   6  View Log

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

Line-Mode Method

Use the PURGE MDISK command to purge an archived minidisk. For example, to purge the oldest archived version of
minidisk BBUNNY 0191 owned by your user ID, enter:

vmarch purge mdisk bbunny 0191

Use the PURGE MDISK command with pattern-matching characters to purge several minidisks at once. For example, to
purge the oldest archived versions of minidisks that have a user ID beginning with B and with a virtual address of 0191,
enter:

vmarch purge mdisk b* 0191

Use the PURGE MDISK command with the NOGRACE option to purge an archived minidisk immediately. For example, to
purge the oldest archived version of the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 that is owned by your user ID, enter:

vmarch purge minidisk bbunny 0191 (nograce

For more information, see PURGE MDISK Command.

Reclaiming Purged Files
This section contains step-by-step instructions that show how to reclaim purged files that are still in the purge grace
period.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 2, See archived files.
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VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 3).

Step 2. Displaying Purged Files

You want to select only files that are marked for purge.

1. On the Select Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 3), press PF8 (Forward) to move to the next Select
Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 3).

2. On the Select Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 3), press PF8 (Forward) to move to the next Select
Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 3 of 3).

3. On the Select Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 3 of 3), move the cursor next to PURGED and type i to
include only files marked for purge in the display.

4. Press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived Files screen.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE PURGED

      ACME     NEWS     08/08/2025 10/03/2015 TAPE PURGED

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     12/31/2015 06/01/2014 TAPE PURGED

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

====>

Step 3. Reclaiming Purged Files

You want to reclaim the files ACME NEWS and MEEPMEEP EXEC.

1. To reclaim the files, move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the file ACME NEWS and type reclaim. Then move
the cursor to the Cmd column next to the file MEEPMEEP EXEC and type reclaim or =.

2. When you have selected all the files you want to reclaim, press Enter.
If a file is reclaimed, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the file.
If an error occurs processing a reclaim command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an appropriate
error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Step 4. Viewing the Updated File Information

To view the updated file information, press PF2 (Refresh).

VM:Archiver updates the Archived Files screen. VM:Archiver no longer displays the files you reclaimed because you
requested to view files that are purged; the files you reclaimed are no longer marked for purge.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE PURGED

     

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Line-Mode Method

Use the RECLAIM FILE command to reclaim a file that is marked for purging. For example, to reclaim the oldest archived
version of the file ACME NEWS that is owned by your user ID and was archived from your 0191 minidisk, enter:

vmarch reclaim file acme news

For more information, see RECLAIM FILE Command.

Reclaiming Purged Minidisks
This section contains step-by-step instructions that show how to reclaim purged minidisks that are still in the purge grace
period.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 3, See archived minidisks.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 2).

Step 2. Displaying Purged Minidisks

You want to select only minidisks that are marked for purge.

1. On the Select Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 2), press PF8 (Forward) to move to the next Select
Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 2).
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2. On the Select Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 2 of 2), move the cursor next to PURGED and type i to
include only minidisks marked for purge in the display.

3. Press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived MDISKS screen as follows.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd      Domain       Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      BBUNNY  0191  11/10/2025 10/11/2015 TAPE PURGED

      BBUNNY  0191  07/08/2015 02/22/2005 TAPE PURGED

      BBUNNY  0191  12/31/2013 08/29/2004 TAPE PURGED

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 3. Reclaiming Purged Minidisks

You want to reclaim the versions of BBUNNY 0191 minidisk that were archived on 02/22/05 and 08/29/04.

1. To reclaim the minidisks, move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the version of BBUNNY 0191 minidisk that was
archived on 02/22/05 and type reclaim. Then move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the version of BBUNNY
0191 that was archived on 08/29/04 and type reclaim or =.

2. When you have selected all the minidisks you want to reclaim, press Enter.
If a minidisk is reclaimed, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the minidisk.
If an error occurs processing a reclaim command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an appropriate
error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Step 4. Viewing the Updated Minidisk Information

To view the updated minidisk information, press PF2 (Refresh).

VM:Archiver updates the Archived MDISKS screen as shown. VM:Archiver no longer displays the minidisks you reclaimed
because you requested to view minidisks that are purged; the minidisks you reclaimed are no longer marked for purge.

 LXAMUAC1                        Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER
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Cmd      Domain       Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      BBUNNY  0191  11/10/2025 10/11/2015 TAPE PURGED

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Line-Mode Method

Use the RECLAIM MDISK command to reclaim a minidisk that is marked for purging. For example, to reclaim the oldest
archived version of the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 that is owned by your userid, enter:

vmarch reclaim mdisk bbunny 0191

For more information, see RECLAIM MDISK Command.

Changing Archived Data Characteristics
This section explains how to change characteristics of archived data.

VM:Archiver allows you to change the following characteristics for archived data:

• How long archived data is kept in archival storage
• A descriptive comment associated with archived data
• The security level of the archived data
• The date an ONLINE file is moved to tape

NOTE
If an archived file or minidisk is marked private, only the owner of the archived data or the VM:Archiver
system administrator can change the characteristics of the minidisk.

Changing Archived Data Screen Path Overview
When you change the characteristics of archived data using the screens, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of
screens. There are four basic levels of screens:

• User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform, in this case managing archived files or managing archived
minidisks

• Specify (Data) to be Listed screens
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Either the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screens or the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screens from which
you describe which archived files or minidisks you want VM:Archiver to display

• Archived (Data) screen
Either the Archived Files screen or the Archived MDISKS screen that lists the archived files or minidisks matching the
selection criteria you described on the Specify (Data) to be Listed screens
These are the screens from which you select a file or minidisk with characteristics you want to change.

• Dialog boxes
Special pop-up windows from which you change the characteristics of archived data or customize the display of data
When changing the characteristics of an archived file, use the Change Archived File dialog box; when changing the
characteristics of an archived minidisk, use the Change Archived MDISK dialog box.

The following figure shows the screens and dialog boxes you can use for changing the characteristics of archived files
and minidisks. The tasks you perform on a screen are listed next to each screen, and the tasks you perform using dialog
boxes are specified along with the dialog boxes.
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Figure 18: Screen Path for Changing the Characteristics of Archived Data
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Changing the Characteristics of Archived Data Tasks
The following table summarizes the tasks you can perform to change the characteristics of archived files and minidisks.
When necessary, it provides additional information about performing the tasks. In cases where that information takes up
too much room to be shown in the table, the table directs you to the section in this section that contains the necessary
information.

The sections Changing Characteristics of Files Basic Instructions and Changing Characteristics of Minidisks Basic
Instructions take you step-by-step through simple examples of changing the characteristics of archived data.

For additional information about using the screens, use the online help while using VM:Archiver.

Topic If you want to: Specify: Additional Information
Retention Control
[Change Archive (Data) screen]
 

Keep data in archival storage for
a specified number of days

The new retention period in the
For field of the Retain section of
the dialog box
- or -
The RETPD option followed by
the new retention period on the
CHANGE FILE or CHANGE
MDISK command
 

For information about entering
retention periods, see Archive.

 Keep data in archival storage
until a specified date

The new expiration date in the
Until field of the Retain section
of the dialog box
- or -
The EXPDT option followed by
the new expiration date on the
CHANGE FILE or CHANGE
MDISK command
 

For information about entering
retention periods, see Archive.

 Keep data in archival storage
permanently

Y for Yes in the Forever field of
the Retain section of the dialog
box
- or -
The PERM option on the
CHANGE FILE or CHANGE
MDISK command
 

 

Migration
[Change Archive (Data) screen]
 

Request files stored in the
ONLINE area be moved to tape
after a specified number of days

The number of days to keep the
file in ONLINE archival storage
before migrating the file to tape
in the After field of the Move
Online files to tape section of
the dialog box.
- or -
The MIGRATE AFTER option
followed by the number
of days to keep the file in
ONLINE archival storage on the
CHANGE FILE command
 

For more information about how
file migration works, see
Archive.
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 Request files stored in the
ONLINE area be moved to tape
on a specified date

The date to move the ONLINE
file to tape in the On field of
the Move Online files to tape
section of the dialog box
- or -
The MIGRATE DATE option
followed by the date to move
the ONLINE file to tape on the
CHANGE FILE command
 

 

 Remove the migration date
associated with an ONLINE file
so that it remains on ONLINE
storage permanently

Blanks over the number of days
specified in the After field or the
date specified in the On field of
the Move Online files to tape
section of the dialog box
- or -
The NOMIGRAT option on the
CHANGE FILE command
 

 

Security
[Change Archive (Data) screen.]
 

Mark the archived data private Y for Yes in the Private field of
the dialog box
- or -
The PRIVATE option on the
CHANGE FILE or CHANGE
MDISK command
 

When archived data is marked
private, only the owner and the
VM:Archiver system
administrator can access the
data regardless of any data
access authorizations granted.

 Remove the private status
associated with archived data

N for No in the Private field of
the dialog box
- or -
The NOPRIVAT option on the
CHANGE FILE or CHANGE
MDISK command
 

 

Comments
[Change Archive (Data) screen.]
 

Associate a descriptive
comment with archived data

A comment in the Comment
field of the dialog box
- or -
The COMMENT option followed
by a descriptive comment on
the CHANGE FILE or CHANGE
MDISK command
 

When using the line-mode
CHANGE
FILE or CHANGE MDISK
command,
remember that VM:Archiver
reads everything after the
COMMENT option as comment
text.
Therefore, specify the
COMMENT
option last on the command line.

 Remove a descriptive comment
associated with archived data

Blanks over the comment in the
Comment field of the dialog box
- or -
The NOCOMM option on the
CHANGE FILE or CHANGE
MDISK command
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Changing Characteristics of Files Basic Instructions
This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to change the characteristics of archived files.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Files

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, describe the files you want to display.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu as shown in Figure 5.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 2, See archived files.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 3). For a picture of this screen, refer
to Figure 17.

3. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Files to be Listed screen and have VM:Archiver list all
files that are owned by your userid and that were archived from your userid’s 0191 minidisk. Or, you can change the
defaults to indicate what files you want VM:Archiver to display. For a detailed explanation on how to indicate what
archived files you want to display, refer to Specifying Which Archived Files To Display.
Once you have described the files you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived Files screen as follows:

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      ACME     BILLS    10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     NEWS     02/02/2025 10/03/2015 TAPE

      ALL      OLDNEWS  03/05/2023 10/31/2015 TAPE

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     06/30/2015 06/01/2014 TAPE EXPIRED

      PROFILE  EXEC     12/31/2026 06/22/2015 STAGE TAPE

      PROFILE  XEDIT    12/31/2026 03/11/2015 TAPE

      OLDPROF  EXEC     05/31/2025 05/30/2015 ONLINE

 

    

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 2. Changing the Characteristics of an Archived File

You want to change the characteristics of the file OLDPROF EXEC so that the file:

• Expires from archive storage in four years (or 1461 days)
• Migrates to tape after 30 days
• No longer has a descriptive comment associated with it
• Move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the OLDPROF EXEC file and press PF10 (Change).
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VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files screen with the Change Archived File dialog box as shown in Figure 66.
• To make the changes to the file, perform the following steps:

a. To specify the new retention period, move the cursor to the For field in the Retain files section of the dialog box
and type 1461.

b. To specify when the file should be migrated to tape, move the cursor to the After field of the Move Online files to
tape section dialog box and type 30.

c. To remove the descriptive comment associated with the file, move the cursor to the Comment field and type blanks
over the comment using the space bar.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECal + ------------------------------------------------- +

a CMS command in the Cmd  |  Change Archived File:  OLDPROF EXEC              |

                          |  -----------------------------------------------  |

Cmd   Filename Filetype   |  Retain files (choose one):                       |

                          |    For:      1461__  (days)                       |

      ACME     BILLS    10|    Until:    __________  (mm/dd/yyyy) or yyddd)   |

      ACME     CATALOG  10|    Forever:  N  (Yes | No)                        |

      ACME     NEWS     02|                                                   |

      ALL      OLDNEWS  03|  Move ONLINE files to tape (choose one):          |

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     06|    After:    30____  (days)                       |

      PROFILE  EXEC     12|    On:       __________  (mm/dd/yyyy)             |

      PROFILE  XEDIT    12|                                                   |

      OLDPROF  EXEC     05|  Private:    N  (Yes | No)                        |

                          |                                                   |

                          |  Comment (erase to remove):                       |

                          |    --                                             |

                          |                                                   |

------------------------- |                                                   |

PF: 1  Help     2  Refres |  -----------------------------------------------  |

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forwar |  PF: 1 Help    3 End                              |

                          |  PF:                      9 Change 11 Print       |

====>                     + ------------------------------------------------- +

• Once you have specified your changes, press PF9 (Change) to make the changes to the file. VM:Archiver returns you
to the Archived Files screen.
If the file is changed, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the file.
If an error occurs processing the change command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an
appropriate error message. Refer to Command Execution Log for more information.

Step 3. Viewing the Updated File Information

To view the changes made to the file, press PF2 (Refresh).

VM:Archiver updates the Archived Files screen; the expiration date for the file OLDPROF EXEC is updated.

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage
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      ACME     BILLS    10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2016 10/15/2015 TAPE

      ACME     NEWS     02/02/2025 10/03/2015 TAPE

      ALL      OLDNEWS  03/05/2023 10/31/2015 TAPE

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     06/30/2015 06/01/2014 TAPE EXPIRED

      PROFILE  EXEC     12/31/2026 06/22/2015 STAGE TAPE

      PROFILE  XEDIT    12/31/2026 03/11/2015 TAPE

      OLDPROF  EXEC     05/30/2019 05/30/2015 ONLINE

 

    

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

To view the other changes you made, move the cursor to the Cmd column for the file OLDPROF EXEC and press PF5
(MorePF) then PF6 (AllInfo). VM:Archiver overlays the Archived Files with the Query Archived File dialog box which
displays all information for the archived file.

Line-Mode Method

The following example shows how to use the line-mode CHANGE FILE command to change the same characteristics of
the file OLDPROF EXEC that were changed above. For this example, the userid issuing the request is BBUNNY and the
files were originally archived from BBUNNY 0191.

vmarch change file oldprof exec (retpd 1461 migrate after 30 nocomm

For more information, see CHANGE FILE Command.

Changing Characteristics of Minidisks Basic Instructions
This section contains step-by-step instructions on how to change the characteristics of archived minidisks.

Step 1. Selecting the Task and Displaying the Minidisks

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, describe the minidisks you want to display.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 3, See archived minidisks.
VM:Archiver displays the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen (Screen 1 of 2).

3. You can accept the defaults listed on the Specify Archived Disks to be Listed screen and harvest all the archived
versions of your userid’s 0191 minidisk that are owned by your userid. Or, you can change the defaults to indicate
what minidisks you want to display. For more information about how to indicate what archived minidisks you want to
display, see Specifying Which Archived Minidisks To Display.
Once you have described the minidisks you want to display, press PF9 (List).
VM:Archiver displays the Archived MDISKS screen.

 LXAMUAC1                      Archived MDISKS                  VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or 

 

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd     Domain           Expdt       ArchDate      Storage

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2025  --/--/----     WAITING

        BBUNNY 0191     07/08/2016  02/22/2016     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2017  08/29/2015     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     03/21/2027  05/29/2016     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     05/17/2027  05/03/2016     TAPE

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options   5  More PF   6  View Log

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

Step 2. Changing the Characteristics of an Archived Minidisk

You want to change the characteristics of the version of BBUNNY 0191 that was archived on 08/29/2015 so that the
minidisk:

• Expires from archive storage on 12/31/2050
• Is private
• Has the descriptive comment files used for project X

1. Move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the version of BBUNNY 0191 that was archived on 8/29/2015 and press
PF10 (Change).
VM:Archiver overlays the Archived MDISKS screen with the Change Archived MDISK dialog box.

      Archived MDISKS               VM:Archiver 02.4

-----------------------------------------------------

+ ------------------------------------------------- +

|  Change Archived MDISK:  BBUNNY  0191             |

|  -----------------------------------------------  |

|  Retain files (choose one):                       |

|    For:      ______  (days)                       |

|    Until:    12/31/2050  (mm/dd/yyyy) or yyddd)   |

|    Forever:  N  (Yes | No)                        |

|                                                   |

|  Private:    y  (Yes | No)                        |

|                                                   |

|  Comment (erase to remove):                       |

|    files used for project x                       |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|                                                   |
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|                                                   |

|                                                   |

|  -----------------------------------------------  |

|  PF: 1 Help    3 End                              |

|  PF:                      9 Change 11 Print       |

+ ------------------------------------------------- +

2. To make the changes to the minidisk, perform the following steps:
a. To specify the new expiration date, move the cursor to the For field in the Retain minidisks section of the dialog

box and type 12/31/2050.
b. To specify when the file should be marked private, move the cursor to the Private field of the dialog box and type y

for Yes.
c. To add the descriptive comment, move the cursor to the Comment section of the field and type files used for

project X
3. Once you have specified your changes, press PF9 (Change) to make the changes to the minidisk. VM:Archiver returns

you to the Archived MDISKS screen.
4. If the minidisk is changed, VM:Archiver displays an asterisk next to the file.

If an error occurs processing the change command, VM:Archiver displays a command execution log with an
appropriate error message. For more information, see Command Execution Log.

Step 3. Viewing the Updated Minidisk Information

To view the changes made to the minidisk, press PF2 (Refresh).

VM:Archiver updates the Archived MDISKS screen as shown. The expiration date is updated for the version of BBUNNY
0191 that was archived on 08/29/2015.

 LXAMUAC1                      Archived MDISKS                  VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or 

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd     Domain           Expdt       ArchDate      Storage

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2025  --/--/----     WAITING

        BBUNNY 0191     07/08/2016  02/22/2016     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     12/31/2050 08/29/2015     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     03/21/2027  05/29/2016     TAPE

        BBUNNY 0191     05/17/2027  05/03/2016     TAPE

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options   5  More PF   6  View Log

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

To view the other changes you made, move the cursor to the Cmd column next to the version of the BBUNNY 0191
minidisk that was archived on 08/29/96 and press PF5 (MorePF) then PF6 (AllInfo). VM:Archiver overlays the Archived
MDISKS screen with the Query Archived MDISK dialog box which displays all information for the archived minidisk.
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Line-Mode Method

The following example shows how to use the line-mode CHANGE MDISK command to change the same characteristics of
the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 that were changed above. For this example, the userid issuing the request is BBUNNY.

vmarch change mdisk bbunny 0191 (arcdate 8/29/1996 8/29/1996

        expdt 12/21/2050 private comment files used for project X

For more information, see CHANGE MDISK command.

NOTE
Because VM:Archiver reads everything after the keyword, COMMENT, as comment text, specify the COMMENT
option last on the command line, followed by the appropriate comment text. If you specify options after the
COMMENT option, VM:Archiver interprets those options as part of the comment text.

Displaying and Changing Authorizations
This section describes assign authorizations and data access authorizations and how to display and change these
authorizations. Assign authorization allows a user or members of a group to archive data and assign it to another user; in
other words, make another user the owner of the data. Data access authorization allows a user or members of a group to
recall or change data owned by another user or group.

Performing the tasks in this section requires an understanding of groups as they function within the VM:Archiver product.
If you have not already done so, read VM:Archiver Groups for more information.

Ownership of Archived Data
Archived data is owned by a user and by a group. By default, when data is archived, VM:Archiver assigns ownership to
the user requesting the archive and to the group to which the requesting user belongs. If the requesting user assigns the
data to another user when it is archived, VM:Archiver assigns ownership to the assigned user and to the group to which
the assigned user belongs.

After a file is archived, the VM:Archiver system administrator can reassign ownership of archived data to a different user, a
different group, or both.

You can use the Query Archived File dialog box or the Query Archived MDISK dialog box to view all information for an
archived file or minidisk. This information includes user and group ownership information for an archived file or minidisk.

NOTE

More information:

• Displaying All Information For a Particular Archived File
• Displaying All Information For a Particular Archived Minidisk

Authorization Screens Overview
When you display and manage authorizations, VM:Archiver steps you through a series of screens:

User Main Menu
A menu from which you select the task you want to perform. In this case, you select to see or give permission to
share data

Permission to Access or Assign Data screen
A menu from which you select what authorizations you want to view or change
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Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data
A screen that displays either authorizations that have been created to grant or deny access to your archived data
or authorizations that have been created to grant or deny access to archived data that is owned by your group.
This is the screen from which you create data access authorizations for data owned by your userid. If you are a
group administrator of a group, you can use this screen to create data access authorizations for data owned by
the group.

Give Permission to Assign Data
A screen that displays authorizations that have been created to grant or deny authorization to assign archived
data to your userid.
This is the screen from which you create assign authorizations.

See Permission to Recall or Manage Data
A screen that displays data access authorizations that other users and groups have granted to your userid.

See Permission to Assign Data
A screen that displays assign authorizations that other users and groups have granted to your userid.

Full Directory Path Name
A screen to work with directory names.
Use this screen to either specify or view a fully-qualified directory name.

The following diagram shows the screens that you use to view and manage assign and data access authorizations. The
tasks you perform on a screen are listed next to each screen.
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Figure 19: Screen Path for Viewing and Managing Authorizations
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How Assign Authorizations Work
Contents

The following describes VM:Archiver assign authorizations and how they work. If you become familiar with this information
before you display and change assign authorizations, you will have a better understanding of how to:

• Set up assign authorizations for your user ID
• Determine what assign authorizations you have for other user IDs

Assign Authorization

Assign authorization allows or denies a user or members of a group the authority to assign data to another user when the
data is archived. If you do not create any assign authorizations, no users or members of groups can assign data to your
user ID. A user or group cannot assign data to your user ID unless you create an assign authorization to specifically allow
that user or group to do so. You can also create a restriction to explicitly deny a user or members of a group the authority
to assign archived data to your user ID.

User Ownership

By default, when a user archives data, the archived data belongs to that user; with the proper authorization (assign
authorization), however, the requesting user can assign ownership of the data to another user.

The following is one example of how assigning data to another user can be helpful. User BBUNNY needs some files that
user EFUDD has on one of his minidisks, but user BBUNNY does not have enough minidisk space to hold these files. To
get around this situation, user BBUNNY can grant user EFUDD assign authorization allowing user EFUDD to assign data
to user BBUNNY. Then, user EFUDD can archive the files and assign them to user BBUNNY. Later, when user BBUNNY
has sufficient minidisk space, he can recall the files and use them.

Group Ownership

Archived data is owned by a user and the group to which that user belongs. By default, when a user archives data,
VM:Archiver assigns ownership to the requesting user ID and the group to which that user belongs. If the requesting user
ID assigns the data to another user, VM:Archiver assigns the data to the specified user and to the group to which that user
belongs; a user cannot explicitly assign ownership to another group. The archived data belongs to the group to which the
assigned owner belongs.

How VM:Archiver Checks for Assign Authorization

The order in which assign authorizations are listed is important. This is the order that VM:Archiver uses to search for
an authorization that allows or denies a user the ability to assign data. The first authorization VM:Archiver encounters,
whether it is an authorization to allow a user to assign data or to explicitly deny a user the authorization to assign data, is
the authorization that VM:Archiver will use.

Examples Showing How Assign Authorizations Work

The following examples illustrate the importance of the order of assign authorizations. The examples will use the following
set up.

User BBUNNY set assign authorizations to:
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• Allow user EFUDD the authority to assign data to user BBUNNY
• Allow members of the group BIRDS the authority to assign data to user BBUNNY
• Allow user TDEVIL the authority to assign data to user BBUNNY
• Deny user DDUCK the authority to assign data to user BBUNNY

User BBUNNY can display these assign authorizations using the Give Permission to Assign Data screen. For more
information about displaying assign authorizations set for your user ID, see Displaying Authorizations Who Can Assign
Data to Your User ID.

 ASIGNAC1             Give Permission to Assign Data           VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To add a line, move cursor and press PF5.                   Screen   1 of   1

 

         ----- User or Group -----        ---- Can assign data to ----

                                          USER BBUNNY NODE NYC1

         Type     Name      Node                   (Y OR N)?

         USER     EFUDD     NYC1                      Y

         GROUP    BIRDS                               Y

         USER     TDEVIL    NYC1                      Y

         USER     DDUCK     NYC1                      N

The following shows the groups and the user IDs belonging to each group.

Group Users that belong to the group
LTOONS BBUNNY, EFUDD, TDEVIL
BIRDS DDUCK, TBIRD

Example #1

The example Give Permission to Assign Data screen shows that user BBUNNY has set up an authorization to explicitly
deny user DDUCK from assigning archived data to user BBUNNY. However, DDUCK can still archive a file and assign it to
BBUNNY.

Why?

User DDUCK is a member of the group BIRDS. The screen shows that user BBUNNY has granted members of this group
the authority to assign archive data to the user BBUNNY. The first authorization VM:Archiver encounters for user DDUCK
is the authorization for the group BIRDS. VM:Archiver ignores the authorization created by user BBUNNY which denies
authorization to DDUCK because it only reads and uses the first authorization it encounters.

Solution

To restrict user DDUCK from assigning data to user BBUNNY, user BBUNNY performs the following steps:

1. Delete the authorization to deny user DDUCK the authority to assign data
2. Create the same authorization again, this time placing it above the authorization that allows the group BIRDS to assign

data.

Example #2

User BBUNNY attempted to archive a file to DASD but could not because the DASD limits for user BBUNNY were
met. User BBUNNY determined that this occurred because user TBIRD has been archiving files and assigning them to
user BBUNNY, and as a result has filled the DASD space allotted to hold archived files owned by user BBUNNY. User
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BBUNNY did not create an assign authorization to allow user TBIRD to archive files and assign them to user BBUNNY;
however, user TBIRD has this authorization.

Displaying Authorizations Who Can Assign Data to Your User ID
You can display information about the assign authorizations set for your user ID. Assign authorizations can allow or deny
a user or members of a group the authority to assign archived data to your user ID.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen as follows:

Step 2. Displaying Assign Authorizations You Have Granted

To view authorizations that allow or deny other users the ability to assign data to you, perform the following steps:

1. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 2, See or change who can assign data to me.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Assign Data screen as follows:

 MAUTXAC1         Permission to Access or Assign Data          VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Type the number of your selection on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

          My data ( BBUNNY at node NYC1 )

             1  See or change who can access my data

             2  See or change who can assign data to me

 

          My group's data ( LTOONS )

             3  See or change who can access my group's data

 

          Other users' data

             4  See whose data I can access

             5  See whose data my group can access

             6  See what users I can assign data to

             7  See what users my group can assign data to

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

The Give Permission to Assign Data screen displays the assign authorizations set for your user ID.
In the upper right corner of the screen, VM:Archiver displays the number of screens required to display your
authorizations. For example, if your assign authorizations require three screens to display and you are currently
viewing the first screen of these authorizations, VM:Archiver displays Screen 1 of 3 in the upper right corner of the
screen.

2. Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to view all your authorizations.
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VM:Archiver displays the following information for each authorization:
– User ID or group to which permission to assign data is granted or denied.
– Whether (Y or N) the indicated user or group can assign data to your user ID.
– To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press

PF3 (End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY AUTHS command with the ASSIGN, BY, and USER parameters to display information about which
users or groups can assign data to your user ID. For example, to find out which users and groups have been granted and
explicitly denied authorization to assign data to your user ID, enter:

vmarch query auths assign granted by user

For more information, see the QUERY AUTHS Command.

Displaying Authorizations User IDs You Can Assign Data To
You can display information about the assign authorizations that have been set to allow and explicitly deny you the
authority to archive data and assign it to another user ID.

NOTE
You can assign data to a user only. You cannot assign data to a group.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

 MAUTXAC1         Permission to Access or Assign Data          VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Type the number of your selection on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

          My data ( BBUNNY at node NYC1 )

             1  See or change who can access my data

             2  See or change who can assign data to me

 

          My group's data ( LTOONS )

             3  See or change who can access my group's data

 

          Other users' data

             4  See whose data I can access

             5  See whose data my group can access

             6  See what users I can assign data to

             7  See what users my group can assign data to
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 2. Displaying Assign Authorizations That Have Been Granted To You

To view authorizations that allow or deny you the ability to assign data to other users, perform the following steps:

1. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 6, See what users I can assign data to.
VM:Archiver displays the See Permission to Assign Data screen as follows:

 DASGNAC1              See Permission to Assign Data           VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Screen   1 of   1

                       Can USER VMANAGER NODE TESTCP9A

                             assign data to:

 

               Type     Name      Node          (Y or N)?

               USER     DDUCK     NYC1             Y

               GROUP    BIRDS                      Y

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

There are no authorizations defined.

====>

The See Permission to Assign Data screen displays whether you can assign data to the indicated user ID (Y or N).
2. To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3

(End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY AUTHS command with the ASSIGN, TO, and USER parameters to display information about which user
IDs you can assign data to. For example, to display the user IDs to which you can assign data, enter:

vmarch query auths assign granted to user

For more information, see QUERY AUTHS Command.
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Displaying Authorizations User IDs Your Group Can Assign Data To
You can display information about the assign authorizations that have been set to allow and explicitly deny members of
your group the authority to archive data and assign it to another user ID.

NOTE
A user can assign data to a user only; neither you nor a member of your group can assign data to a group.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

 MAUTXAC1         Permission to Access or Assign Data          VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Type the number of your selection on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

          My data ( BBUNNY at node NYC1  )

             1  See or change who can access my data

             2  See or change who can assign data to me

 

          My group's data ( LTOONS  )

             3  See or change who can access my group's data

 

          Other users' data

             4  See whose data I can access

             5  See whose data my group can access

             6  See what users I can assign data to

             7  See what users my group can assign data to

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

Step 2. Displaying Assign Authorizations That Have Been Granted To Your Group

To view authorizations that allow or deny members of your group the ability to assign data to other users, perform the
following steps:

1. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 7, See what users my group can assign data to.
VM:Archiver displays the See Permission to Assign Data screen.

 DASGNAC1              See Permission to Assign Data           VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Screen   1 of   1
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                       Can GROUP PUBLIC

                             assign data to:

 

               Type     Name      Node          (Y or N)?

               USER     DDUCK     NYC1              Y

               GROUP    ANIMALS   NYC1              N

               USER     EFUDD     NYC1              Y

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

The See Permission to Assign Data screen displays whether members of your group can assign data to the indicated
user ID (Y or N).

2. To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3
(End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY AUTHS command with the ASSIGN, TO, and GROUP parameters to display information about which
user IDs a group can assign data to. For example, to display the user IDs to which members of your group can assign
data, enter:

vmarch query auths assign granted to group

For more information, see QUERY AUTHS Command.

Changing Authorizations Who Can Assign Data to Your Userid
You can create assign authorizations to allow or explicitly deny other users or members of groups the authority to assign
archived data to your user ID.

NOTE
You can change authorizations only by using the screens. No line-mode commands are provided for changing
authorizations.

Selecting the Task and Displaying Assign Authorizations

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, display the assign authorizations set for your user
ID.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.
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2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

3. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 2, See or change who can assign data to me.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Assign Data screen.

Granting or Denying Permission to Assign Data

You want make the following changes to your assign authorizations to:

• Allow user DDUCK the ability to assign data to you
• Deny user WHAZEL the ability to assign data to you
• Allow members of the group LTOONS the ability to assign data to you

1. To change the existing authorization for user DDUCK to grant the user the ability to assign data to you, move the
cursor to the line for user DDUCK and type a y for yes over the n.

2. To create a new authorization to deny user WHAZEL at node NYC1 the ability to assign data to you, perform the
following steps:
a. Move your cursor to the authorization line for user DDUCK, then press PF5 (Add after).

VM:Archiver inserts a new line below the authorization line for DDUCK.
b. Move the cursor to the new line and type user in the Type column, whazel in the Name column, and nyc1 in the

Node column.
c. Move the cursor to the (Y or N) ? column and type n for no.

3. To create a new authorization to allow members of the group LTOONS the ability to assign data to you, perform the
following steps:
a. You want this authorization to be placed after the authorization for user TDEVIL. Move the cursor to the

authorization for user TDEVIL and press PF5 (Add after).
VM:Archiver inserts a new line below the authorization line for TDEVIL.

b. Move the cursor to the new line and type group in the Type column and ltoons in the Name column.
c. Move the cursor to the (Y or N) ? column and type y for yes.

Note: You can use pattern matching to specify the user ID or group in the Name column. For more information
about how to use pattern-matching characters, see Pattern Matching.

 ASIGNAC1             Give Permission to Assign Data           VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To add a line, move cursor and press PF5.                   Screen   1 of   1

         -----  User or group -----    ---- Can assign data to ----

                                        USER VMANAGER NODE TESTCP9A

          Type     Name      Node               (Y or N)?

         USER      EFUDD     NYC1                   Y

         GROUP     BIRDS     NYC1                   Y

         USER      TDEVIL    NYC1                   Y

         group     ltoons    NYC1                   Y

         USER      DDUCK     NYC1                   y

         user      whazel    NYC1                   n
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  Add after 6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

There are no authorizations defined.

====>

4. When your entries are complete and correct, press PF9 (File) to file the changes.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Removing a Permission or Restriction to Assign Data

You want remove the authorization allowing user EFUDD the ability to assign data to you.

1. Move the cursor to the line displaying the authorization for user EFUDD; then press PF6 (Delete).
VM:Archiver deletes the line.

2. Press PF9 (File) to file the changes.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

How Access Authorizations Work
Contents 

  

This article describes VM:Archiver access authorizations and how they work. If you become familiar with this information
before you display and change access authorizations, you will have a better understanding of how to:

• Set up data access authorizations for your own data
• Determine what data access authorizations you have to data owned by other users and groups

Access Authorization

Access authorization allows or denies a user or members of a group the authority to access archived data that is owned
by another user or group.

Access authorizations are specific to a source minidisk or SFS directory. When you create a data access authorization,
you specify a source minidisk or directory from which files were archived. The authorization you grant or deny applies
only to files that were archived from the specified source minidisk or directory. For example, if you have two minidisks, a
0191 and a 0192, you can grant a user the authority to access data archived from your 0191 minidisk, but not your 0192
minidisk.

There are two types of access authorizations -- recall and change. The following summarizes what a user or group can do
if granted or explicitly denied recall or change authorization.

Authorization Granted or Denied User or group can 
Recall Granted Query and recall data archived from the

specified source minidisk or directory.
Recall Denied Not recall data archived from the specified

source minidisk or directory.
Change Granted Query, change, purge, and reclaim data

archived from the specified source minidisk
or directory.

Change Denied Not change, purge, or reclaim data archived
from the specified source minidisk or
directory.
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If archived data is marked private, only the owner and the VM:Archiver system administrator can access the data,
regardless of any data access authorizations.

Access to Data Owned by a User

By default, only the user that owns the archived data can access it. You cannot access data that is not owned by your
user ID without proper data access authorization, even if the group to which you belong owns the archived data. With the
proper data access authorization, however, a user can access archived data that is owned by another user.

If you do not create any data access authorizations, no users will have authorization to access data owned by your user
ID. However, a user may still have authorization to access your data if he has authorization to access data that is owned
by the group that owns your data. For example, you (user ID BBUNNY) archive the file CARROT RECIPES, the file is
owned by your user ID (BBUNNY) and by your group, LTOONS. If you have not created any data access authorizations,
but there is an authorization for the user EFUDD to access archived data owned by the group LTOONS, user EFUDD can
access the file CARROT RECIPES.

Access to Data Owned by a Group

Archived data is owned by both a user and a group. Each group has a group administrator that can create data access
authorizations for data that is owned by the group. In addition, the VM:Archiver system administrator can also create data
access authorizations for data that is owned by a group. You cannot create data access authorizations for data that is
owned by your group unless you are the group administrator for your group.

If no data access authorizations are created for a group, no users will have authorization to access data owned by that
group. However, a user may still have authorization to access the data if he has authorization to access data that is
owned by the owning user. For example, if user BBUNNY archives the file CARROT RECIPES; the file is owned by user
BBUNNY and by the group to which BBUNNY belongs, LTOONS. If there are no data access authorizations to allow users
to access data owned by the group LTOONS, but user BBUNNY has granted authorization to user EFUDD to access
archived data owned by user BBUNNY, user EFUDD can access the file CARROT RECIPES.

Authorizations granted or denied by a user override authorizations granted or denied by a group. For example, the
file ACME BILLS is owned by user BBUNNY and group LTOONS. User BBUNNY creates authorizations to deny user
EFUDD access to his files. The group administrator of the group LTOONS creates authorizations to allow user EFUDD
access to files owned by the group LTOONS. User EFUDD cannot access the file ACME BILLS because the data access
authorization created by user BBUNNY to deny him access overrides the authorization created to allow user EFUDD
access to files owned by the group LTOONS.

How VM:Archiver Checks for Access Authorizations

The order in which authorizations are listed is important. This is the order that VM:Archiver uses to search for an
authorization that allows or denies a user the ability to access data. The first authorization VM:Archiver encounters,
whether it is an authorization to allow a user to access data or to explicitly deny a user the authorization to access data, is
the authorization that VM:Archiver will use.

Access authorizations can be granted or denied for data owned by a particular user and for data owned by a particular
group. When determining if a user can access data, VM:Archiver performs the following steps:

1. Determines what user and group owns the data the user wants to access
2. Determines if the data is marked private. If the data is marked private, the user cannot access it. If the data is not

marked private, continue with the next step.
3. Checks for an authorization that grants or denies the user access to data owned by the owning user. If an

authorization to grant access is found, the user can access the data. If an authorization to deny access is found, the
user cannot access the data. If no authorization is found, continue with the next step.

4. Checks for an authorization that grants or denies the user access to data owned by the owning group. If an
authorization to grant access is found, the user can access the data. If an authorization to deny access is found, the
user cannot access the data. If no authorization is found, the user cannot access the data.
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Examples Showing How Access Authorizations Work

The following examples illustrate the importance of the order of access authorizations and how VM:Archiver checks for
authorizations created for data owned by a user and for authorizations created for data owned by a group. The examples
will use the following set up.

User BBUNNY set data access authorizations to:

• Allow user TDEVIL to recall and change data owned by user BBUNNY and archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0191
• Allow user TBIRD to recall and change data owned by user BBUNNY that was archived from the minidisk BBUNNY

0192
• Deny members of the group BIRDS the authority to recall files owned by user BBUNNY that were archived from the

minidisk BBUNNY 0191 but allow members of the group BIRDS to change files owned by user BBUNNY that were
archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0191

• Deny user DDUCK the authority to recall or change data owned by user BBUNNY that was archived from any of
BBUNNY’s minidisks

User BBUNNY can display these data access authorizations using the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen.
For more information about displaying data access authorizations set for your user ID, see Displaying Authorizations --
Who Can Access Your Data.

For data owned by USER BBUNNY NODE NYC1

------- Granted to -------  - Allowed to -  --- Data from minidisk ---

Type     Name     Node      Recall  Change          or directory

USER     TDEVIL   NYC1         Y      Y     BBUNNY 0191

USER     TBIRD    NYC1         Y      Y     BBUNNY 0192

GROUP    BIRDS    NYC1         N      Y     BBUNNY 0191

USER     DDUCK    NYC1         N      N     BBUNNY *

User BBUNNY’s group, LTOONS, has data access authorizations to:

• Allow user DDUCK to recall data owned by the group LTOONS that was archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0191, but
explicitly deny user DDUCK the authority to change data that is owned by the group LTOONS that was archived from
the minidisk BBUNNY 0191

• Allow members of the group LTOONS to recall and change data that is owned by the group LTOONS and was
archived from any of EFUDD’s minidisks

• Allow members of the group LTOONS to recall and change data that is owned by the group LTOONS and was
archived from any of BBUNNY’s minidisks

• Allow members of the group LTOONS to recall and change data that is owned by the group LTOONS and was
archived from any of TDEVIL’s minidisks

User BBUNNY can display the data access authorizations set for his group using the Give Permission to Recall or
Manage Data screen. For more information about displaying data access authorizations set for your group, see Displaying
Authorizations -- Who Can Access Your Group Data.

For data owned by GROUP LTOONS

------- Granted to -------  - Allowed to -  --- Data from minidisk ---

Type     Name     Node      Recall  Change          or directory

USER     DDUCK    NYC1         Y      N     BBUNNY 0191

GROUP    LTOONS                Y      Y     EFUDD *

GROUP    LTOONS                Y      Y     BBUNNY *

GROUP    LTOONS                Y      Y     TDEVIL *
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The following shows the groups and the user IDs belonging to each group.

Group Users that belong to the group 
LTOONS BBUNNY, EFUDD, TDEVIL
BIRDS DDUCK, TBIRD

Example #1 

The example Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen for group LTOONS shows that user BBUNNY has set up
authorizations to explicitly deny user DDUCK the authorization to recall or change data archived from any of BBUNNY’s
minidisks. However, user DDUCK can still change data that is owned by BBUNNY and was archived from the minidisk
BBUNNY 0191.

Why?

User DDUCK is a member of the group BIRDS. The permissions for data owned by BBUNNY shows that user BBUNNY
has granted members of this group the authority to change data that was archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0191. The
first authorization VM:Archiver encounters for user DDUCK is the authorization for the group BIRDS. VM:Archiver ignores
the authorization created by user BBUNNY which denies authorization to user DDUCK because it only reads and uses the
first authorization it encounters.

Solution

To restrict user DDUCK from changing data that is owned by user BBUNNY and was archived from BBUNNY 0191, user
BBUNNY performs the following steps:

1. Delete the authorization to deny user DDUCK the authority to recall or change the data.
2. Create the same authorization again, this time placing it above the authorization that allows the group BIRDS to

change the data.

Example #2 

The permissions for data owned by BBUNNY shows that user BBUNNY has set up an authorization to allow user TBIRD
to recall and change data that user BBUNNY owns, if this data was archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0192. User
TBIRD attempted to recall a file that is owned by BBUNNY but could not.

Why?

Using the QUERY FILES command, user BBUNNY determined that the file user TBIRD attempted to recall was archived
from the minidisk BBUNNY 0193. The authorization that BBUNNY set up only allows user TBIRD to recall and change
data that was archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0192.

Solution

To allow user TBIRD to be able to recall and change data archived from BBUNNY 0193, user BBUNNY can change the
source minidisk to BBUNNY 0193. To allow user TBIRD to be able to recall and change data that was archived from any
of BBUNNY’s minidisks, user BBUNNY can change the source minidisk to BBUNNY *.

Example #3 

User BBUNNY has not set any authorizations to allow the user EFUDD to recall or change data. However, user EFUDD
can recall and change data that was archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0191.
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Why?
The data EFUDD can recall is owned by the group LTOONS. The screen of permissions for data that this group owns
shows that all members of the group LTOONS are allowed to recall and change data that the group owns if it was
archived from the minidisk BBUNNY 0191. User EFUDD is a member of the group LTOONS. Because user BBUNNY
has not created any authorization to allow or deny user EFUDD permission to change data archived from the minidisk
BBUNNY 0191, VM:Archiver checks for an authorization allowing user EFUDD to change data that was archived from the
minidisk BBUNNY 0191 and is owned by the owning group, LTOONS. VM:Archiver allows EFUDD to recall data due to
the authorization allowing members of the group LTOONS to recall and change data owned by the group LTOONS.

Solution
To restrict user EFUDD from recalling and changing data that is owned by user ID BBUNNY and was archived from
BBUNNY 0191, user BBUNNY adds the following authorization:

 

For data owned by USER BBUNNY NODE NYC1

------- Granted to -------  - Allowed to -  --- Data from minidisk ---

Type     Name     Node      Recall  Change          or directory

USER     EFUDD    NYC1         N      N     BBUNNY 0191

Displaying Authorizations Who Can Access Your Data
You can display information about the data access authorizations set for archived data that is owned by your user ID.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Step 2. Displaying Data Access Authorizations You Have Granted

To view data access authorizations that allow or deny other users or groups the ability to change or recall archived data
you own, perform the following steps:

1. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 1, See or change who can access my data.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen.

 GVAUXAC1        Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To add a line, move cursor and press PF5.                   Screen   1 of   1

 

                For data owned by USER BBUNNY NODE NYC1

 

 ------- Granted to ------  -- Allowed to --  ------ Data from minidisk ------

 Type     Name      Node     Recall  Change             or directory

 USER     TDEVIL    NYC1       Y       Y      BBUNNY 0191

 USER     TBIRD     NYC1       Y       Y      BBUNNY 0192

 GROUP    BIRDS     NYC1       N       Y      BBUNNY 0191
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 USER     DDUCK     NYC1       N       N      BBUNNY *

 USER     EFUDD     NYC1       N       N      SFS:BBUNNY.PERSONALINFO.RECIP...

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Group    3  End       4  Return    5  Add after 6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

The Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen displays the data access authorizations set for your user ID.
In the upper right corner of the screen, VM:Archiver displays the number of screens required to display your
authorizations. For example, if your data access authorizations require three screens to display and you are currently
viewing the first screen of these authorizations, VM:Archiver displays Screen 1 of 3 in the upper right corner of the
screen.

2. Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to view all your authorizations.
VM:Archiver displays the following information for each authorization:
– User ID or group to which permission is granted or denied
– Type of access granted or denied (recall, change, or both)
– The user ID and virtual address of the source minidisk or the directory name of the source directory from which the

data was archived. If the directory name is too long to display on the screen, only the first 29 characters are shown
followed by three periods to indicate that the directory name continues.

3. If you want to see the fully-qualified directory name of a source directory, move your cursor to the line containing the
directory name and press PF10 (Expand).
VM:Archiver displays the Full Directory Path Name screen. This screen displays the information from the line on the
Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen containing the directory you wanted expanded. In addition, the fully-
qualified directory name is listed.

4. To return to the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen, press PF3 (End).
5. To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3

(End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY AUTHS command with the ACCESS, BY, and USER parameters to display information about which
users can recall or change your data. For example, to find out which users and groups have been granted and explicitly
denied data authorization to recall or change your data, enter:

vmarch query auths access granted by user

For more information, see QUERY AUTHS Command.

Displaying Authorizations Who Can Access Your Group Data
You can display information about the data access authorizations set for archived data that is owned by your group.
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Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

 MAUTXAC1         Permission to Access or Assign Data          VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Type the number of your selection on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

          My data ( BBUNNY at node NYC1 )

             1  See or change who can access my data

             2  See or change who can assign data to me

 

          My group's data ( LTOONS   )

             3  See or change who can access my group's data

 

          Other users' data

             4  See whose data I can access

             5  See whose data my group can access

             6  See what users I can assign data to

             7  See what users my group can assign data to

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

Step 2. Displaying Data Access Authorizations For Data Owned by Your Group

To view data access authorizations that allow or deny other users and groups the ability to recall and change data owned
by your group, perform the following steps:

1. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data Screen, select Option 3, See or change who can access my group’s
data.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen as follows:

 

 GVAUXAC1        Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To add a line, move cursor and press PF5.                   Screen   1 of   1

 

                For data owned by GROUP LTOONS

 

 ------- Granted to ------  -- Allowed to --  ------ Data from minidisk ------

 Type     Name      Node     Recall  Change             or directory

 USER     DDUCK     NYC1       Y       N      BBUNNY 0191
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 GROUP    LTOONS    NYC1       Y       Y      EFUDD *

 GROUP    LTOONS    NYC1       Y       Y      BBUNNY *

 GROUP    LTOONS    NYC1       Y       N      SFS:BBUNNY.PERSONALINFO.REIP...

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Group    3  End       4  Return    5  Add after 6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

The Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen displays the data access authorizations set for your group.
In the upper right corner of the screen, VM:Archiver displays the number of screens required to display the
authorizations. For example, if the data access authorizations for your group require three screens to display and you
are currently viewing the first screen of these authorizations, VM:Archiver displays Screen 1 of 3 in the upper right
corner of the screen.

2. Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to view all the authorizations.
VM:Archiver displays the following information for each authorization:
– Userid or group to which permission is granted or denied
– Type of access granted or denied (recall, change, or both)
– The userid and virtual address of the source minidisk or the directory name of the source directory from which the

data was archived. If the directory name is too long to display on the screen, only the first 29 characters are shown
followed by three periods to indicate that the directory name continues.
Note: Archived data is owned by both a user and a group. If a user sets a data access authorization for the same
data, the user authorization overrides the group authorization.

3. If you want to see the fully-qualified directory name of a source directory, move your cursor to the line containing the
directory name and press PF10 (Expand).
VM:Archiver displays the Full Directory Path Name screen. This screen displays the information from the line on the
Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen containing the directory you wanted expanded. In addition, the fully-
qualified directory name is listed.

4. To return to the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen, press PF3 (End).
5. To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3

(End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY AUTHS command with the ACCESS, BY, and GROUP parameters to display information about who
can recall or change data owned by your group. For example, to find out which users and groups have been granted and
explicitly denied authorization to recall and change data owned by your group, enter:

vmarch query auths access granted by group

For more information, see QUERY AUTHS Command.
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Displaying Authorizations Whose Data You Can Access
You can display information about the data access authorizations that have been set to allow and explicitly deny you
access to data owned by other user IDs and groups.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

 MAUTXAC1         Permission to Access or Assign Data          VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Type the number of your selection on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

          My data ( RUBJE02  at node TESTCP9A )

             1  See or change who can access my data

             2  See or change who can assign data to me

 

          My group's data ( PUBLIC   )

             3  See or change who can access my group's data

 

          Other users' data

             4  See whose data I can access

             5  See whose data my group can access

             6  See what users I can assign data to

             7  See what users my group can assign data to

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

Step 2. Displaying Data Access Authorizations That Have Been Granted To You

To view data access authorizations that allow or deny you the ability to recall and manage data that is owned by other
users, perform the following steps:

1. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 4, See whose data I can access.
VM:Archiver displays the See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen as follows.

 DAUGXAC1        See Permission to Recall or Manage Data       VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Screen   1 of   1

                   Granted to USER BBUNNY NODE NYC1

 

 -- Allowed to --  --- For data owned by ---  -------- That came from --------
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  Recall  Change   Type     Name      Node          minidisk or directory

    Y       N      USER     DDUCK     NYC1    DDUCK 0191

    Y       N      GROUP    LTOONS    NYC1    DDUCK 0191

    Y       Y      USER     EFUDD     NYC1    SFS:EFUDD.MARKETING.PRODUCTS...

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

 

The See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen displays the data access authorizations created by other users
and groups to allow and deny you the authority to recall and change data.
In the upper right corner of the screen, VM:Archiver displays the number of screens required to display the
authorizations. For example, if the data access authorizations require three screens to display and you are currently
viewing the first screen of these authorizations, VM:Archiver displays Screen 1 of 3 in the upper right corner of the
screen.

2. Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to view all the authorizations.
VM:Archiver displays the following information for each authorization:
– Type of access you have been granted or denied (recall, change, or both)
– The user ID or group that owns the data
– The user ID and virtual address of the source minidisk or the directory name of the source directory from which the

data was archived. If the directory name is too long to display on the screen, only the first 29 characters are shown
followed by three periods to indicate that the directory name continues.

– If you want to see the fully-qualified directory name of a source directory, move your cursor to the line containing the
directory name and press PF10 (Expand).
VM:Archiver displays the Full Directory Path Name screen. This screen displays the information from the line on the
See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen containing the directory you wanted expanded. In addition, the
fully-qualified directory name is listed.

3. To return to the See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen, press PF3 (End).
4. To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3

(End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY AUTHS command with the ACCESS, TO, and USER parameters to display information about whose
data you can access. For example, to display the data access authorizations allowing or explicitly denying you the
authority to access data owned by other user IDs and groups, enter:

vmarch query auths access granted to user

For more information, see the QUERY AUTHS Command.
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Displaying Authorizations Whose Data Your Group Can Access
You can display information about the data access authorizations that have been set to allow and explicitly deny members
of your group access to data owned by other user IDs and groups.

Step 1. Selecting the Task

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

 MAUTXAC1         Permission to Access or Assign Data          VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Type the number of your selection on the command line and press ENTER

 

 

          My data ( RUBJE02  at node TESTCP9A )

             1  See or change who can access my data

             2  See or change who can assign data to me

 

          My group's data ( PUBLIC   )

             3  See or change who can access my group's data

 

          Other users' data

             4  See whose data I can access

             5  See whose data my group can access

             6  See what users I can assign data to

             7  See what users my group can assign data to

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

Step 2. Displaying Data Access Authorizations That Have Been Granted To Your Group

To view data access authorizations that allow or deny members of your group the ability to recall and change archived
data that is owned by other users, perform the following steps:

1. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 5, See whose data my group can access.
VM:Archiver displays the See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen as shown in the following screen:

 DAUGXAC1        See Permission to Recall or Manage Data       VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Screen   1 of   1

                   Granted to GROUP LTOONS

 

 -- Allowed to --  --- For data owned by ---  -------- That came from --------

  Recall  Change   Type     Name      Node          minidisk or directory
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     Y      N      USER     DDUCK     NYC1    DDUCK 0191

     Y      N      GROUP    ANIMALS   NYC1    DDUCK 0191

     Y      Y      USER     EFUDD     NYC1    SFS:EFUDD.MARKETING.PRODUCTS...

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

The See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen displays the data access authorizations created by other users
and groups to allow and deny your group the authority to recall and change data.
In the upper right corner of the screen, VM:Archiver displays the number of screens required to display the
authorizations. For example, if the data access authorizations require three screens to display and you are currently
viewing the first screen of these authorizations, VM:Archiver displays Screen 1 of 3 in the upper right corner of the
screen.

2. Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to view all the authorizations.
VM:Archiver displays the following information for each authorization:
– Type of access your group has been granted or denied (recall, change, or both)
– The user ID or group that owns the data
– The user ID and virtual address of the source minidisk or the directory name of the source directory from which the

data was archived. If the directory name is too long to display on the screen, only the first 29 characters are shown
followed by three periods to indicate that the directory name continues.

3. If you want to see the fully-qualified directory name of a source directory, move your cursor to the line containing the
directory name and press PF10 (Expand).
VM:Archiver displays the Full Directory Path Name screen. This screen displays the information from the line on the
See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen containing the directory you wanted expanded. In addition, the fully-
qualified directory name is listed.

4. To return to the See Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen, press PF3 (End).
5. To send the output from this screen to your virtual printer and exit the screen, press PF11 (Print) and then press PF3

(End); if you do not want to print the output, just press PF3.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data.

Line-Mode Method

Use the QUERY AUTHS command with the ACCESS, TO, and GROUP parameters to display information about whose
data your group can access. For example, to display the data access authorizations allowing or explicitly denying
members of your group the authority to access data owned by other user IDs and groups, enter:

vmarch query auths access granted to group

For more information, see QUERY AUTHS Command.
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Changing Authorizations Who Can Access Your Data
You can create data access authorizations to allow or explicitly deny other users or members of groups the authority to
access data owned by your userid.

NOTE
You can change authorizations using the screens only; there are no line-mode commands for changing
authorizations.

Selecting the Task and Displaying Data Access Authorizations

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, display the data access authorizations set for
archived data owned by your userid.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

3. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 1, See or change who can access my data.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen, as shown in the examples in this article.

Granting or Denying Access to Your Archived Data

You want to make the following changes to your data access authorizations to:

• Deny user TDEVIL the ability to change data that was archived from your 0191 minidisk
• Allow user TBIRD the ability to recall and change data that was archived from your 0191 minidisk
• Allow group LTOONS the ability to recall but not change data that was archived from your

SFS1:BBUNNY.ACME.ORDERLISTS.CATALOG.FALLSALE directory

1. To change the existing authorization for user TDEVIL to revoke the ability to change data that was archived from your
0191 minidisk, move the cursor to the Change column on the line for user TDEVIL and type a n for no over the Y.

2. To create a new authorization to allow user TBIRD at node NYC1 the authorization to recall and change data that was
archived from your 0191 minidisk, perform the following steps:
a. You want this authorization to be placed after the current authorization for user TBIRD. Move the cursor to the

authorization for user TBIRD and press PF5 (Add after).
VM:Archiver inserts a new line below the line below the current authorization line for TBIRD.

b. Move the cursor to the new line and type user in the Type column, tbird in the Name column, and nyc1 in the
Node column.

c. Move the cursor to the Recall column and type y for yes; move the cursor to the Change column and type y for
yes.

d. Move the cursor to the Data from minidisk or directory column and type bbunny 0191.
3. To create a new authorization to allow members of the group LTOONS the ability to recall but not change data that

was archived from your SFS1:BBUNNY.ACME.ORDERLISTS.CATALOG.FALLSALE directory, perform the following
steps.
a. You want this to be the last authorization in the list. Move the cursor to the authorization line for user EFUDD and

press PF5 (Add after).
VM:Archiver inserts a new line below the line below the current authorization line for EFUDD.

b. Move the cursor to the new line and type group in the Type column and ltoons in the Name column.
c. Move the cursor to the Recall column and type y for yes; move the cursor to the Change column and type n for

no.
d. The name of the directory will not fit in the Data from minidisk or directory column. To specify the directory

name, press PF10 (Expand).
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VM:Archiver displays the Full Directory Path Name screen.
Move your cursor to the Minidisk or Directory field and type the fully-qualified directory name of the directory.

 GVAUXAC2                Full Directory Path Name              VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                For data owned by USER VMANAGER NODE TESTCP9A

 ------- Granted to ------  -- Allowed to --  ------ Data from minidisk ------

 Type     Name      Node     Recall  Change             or directory

 GROUP  LTOONS    NYC1          Y      N      _____________________________...

Minidisk or Directory:  SFS:BBUNNY.ACME.ORDERLISTS.CATALOG.FALLSALE_____________

________________________________________________________________________________

_________________

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  ...       5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  Save     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

e. Press PF9 (Save) to set the value of the directory name for the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen.
This does not save any changes you have made on the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen;
changes you make on the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen are not committed until you perform
the next step.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen.

 GVAUXAC1        Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To add a line, move cursor and press PF5.                   Screen   1 of   1

 

                For data owned by USER BBUNNY NODE NYC1

 

 ------- Granted to ------  -- Allowed to --  ------ Data from minidisk ------

 Type     Name      Node     Recall  Change             or directory

 USER   TDEVIL    NYC1          Y      n      BBUNNY 0191

 USER   TBIRD     NYC1          Y      Y      BBUNNY 0192

 user   tbird     NYC1          y      y      bbunny 0191

 GROUP  BIRDS     NYC1          N      Y      BBUNNY 0191

 USER   DDUCK     NYC1          N      N      BBUNNY *

 USER   EFUDD     NYC1          Y      N      SFS:BBUNNY.PERSONALINFO.RECIP...

 group  ltoons    nyc1          y      n      sfs:bbunny.acme.orderlists.ca...

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Group    3  End       4  Return    5  Add after 6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

4. When all the authorization changes you added are complete and correct, press PF9 (File) to file the changes.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

NOTE
You can use pattern matching to specify the user ID or group in the name field or the minidisk or directory in
the Data from minidisk or directory field.
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Removing a Permission or Restriction to Access Your Archived Data

You want to remove the authorization allowing group BIRDS the ability to change data archived from your 0191 minidisk.

1. Move the cursor to the line displaying the authorization for group BIRDS; then press PF6 (Delete).
VM:Archiver deletes the line.

2. Press PF9 (File) to file the changes.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Changing Authorizations Who Can Access Your Group Data
Your group administrator or the VM:Archiver system administrator can create data access authorizations to allow or
explicitly deny users or members of groups the authority to access data owned by your group.

NOTE
Only the group administrator or the VM:Archiver system administrator can change access to data owned by your
group.

These authorizations can be changed using the screens only. No line-mode commands are provided for
changing authorizations.

Selecting the Task and Displaying Data Access Authorizations

From the User Main Menu, select the task you want to perform. Then, display the data access authorizations for archived
data owned by your group.

1. From CMS, enter vmarch.
VM:Archiver displays the User Main Menu.

2. On the User Main Menu, select Option 6, See or give permission to share data.
VM:Archiver displays the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

3. On the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen, select Option 3, See or change who can access my group’s
data.
VM:Archiver displays the Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data screen as shown in the following section.

Granting or Denying Access to Your Group’s Archived Data

You want to make the following changes to your group’s data access authorizations to:

• Deny user DDUCK the ability to recall data that was archived from BBUNNY 0191
• Allow members of the group LTOONS the ability to recall and change data that was archived from DDUCK 0191.
• Allow user TBIRD the ability to recall and change data that was archived from EFUDD 0191.

1. 1. To change the existing authorization for user DDUCK to deny the user the ability to recall data that was archived
from BBUNNY 0191, move the cursor to the line for user DDUCK and type a n for no over the Y.

2. To create a new authorization to allow members of the group LTOONS the ability to recall and change data that
was archived from DDUCK 0191, perform the following steps:
a. You want this authorization to be placed after the authorization for user DDUCK. Move the cursor to the

authorization for user DDUCK and press PF5 (Add after).
VM:Archiver inserts a new line below the authorization line for user DDUCK. The line automatically contains the
node ID.

b. Move the cursor to the new line and type group in the Type column and ltoons in the Name column.
c. Move the cursor to the Recall column and type y for Yes; move the cursor to the Change column and type y for

Yes.
d. Move the cursor to the Data from minidisk or directory column and type dduck 0191.
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3. To create a new authorization to allow the user TBIRD at node NYC1 the ability to recall and change data that was
archived from EFUDD 0191, perform the following steps:
a. You want this to be the last authorization in the list. Move the cursor to the authorization allowing group

LTOONS access to data archived from BBUNNY’s directory and press PF5 (Add after).
VM:Archiver inserts a new line below the last authorization line in the list. The line automatically contains the
node ID.

b. Move the cursor to the new line and type user in the Type column, tbird in the Name column, and nyc1 in the
Node column.

c. Move the cursor to the Recall column and type y for Yes; move the cursor to the Change column and type y for
Yes.

d. Move the cursor to the Data from minidisk or directory column and type efudd 0191.

 GVAUXAC1        Give Permission to Recall or Manage Data      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To add a line, move cursor and press PF5.                   Screen   1 of   1

                For data owned by GROUP LTOONS

 ------- Granted to ------  -- Allowed to --  ------ Data from minidisk ------

 Type     Name      Node     Recall  Change             or directory

 USER   DDUCK     NYC1          n      N      BBUNNY 0191

 group  ltoons    NYC1          y      y      dduck 0191

 USER   LTOONS    NYC1          Y      Y      EFUDD *

 GROUP  LTOONS    NYC1          Y      Y      BBUNNY * 

 USER   LTOONS    NYC1          Y      Y      TDEVIL *

 USER   LTOONS    NYC1          Y      Y      SFS:BBUNNY.PERSONALINFO.RECIP...

 user   tbird     NYC1          y      y      efudd 0191

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Group    3  End       4  Return    5  Add after 6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  Expand   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

4. When all the authorization changes you added are complete and correct, press PF9 (File) to file the changes.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

NOTE
You can use pattern matching to specify the user ID or group in the name field or the minidisk or directory in the
Data from minidisk or directory field.

NOTE
For instructions on specifying a fully-qualified directory name, see step 3d of "Granting or Denying Access to
Your Archived Data" in Changing Authorizations Who Can Access Your Data.
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Removing a Permission or Restriction to Access to Your Group’s Archived Data

You want to remove the authorization allowing members of the group LTOONS the ability to recall and change data
archived from any of TDEVIL’s minidisks.

1. 1. Move the cursor to the line displaying the authorization you want to remove; then press PF6 (Delete).
VM:Archiver deletes the line.

2. Press PF9 (File) to file the changes.
VM:Archiver returns you to the Permission to Access or Assign Data screen.

Power Moves for Screen Use
When using VM:Archiver screens, you do not need to use an options dialog box to specify options on a command. You
can type the command, including options, on the screen line on the CMS Files screen, Archived Files screen, or the
Archived MDISKS screen.

Use this method of specifying options if:

• You know the names of the options you want to use and do not want to perform the extra step of using the dialog box
• You want to archive or manage several files using different options for each

With this method, type the command name followed by an open parenthesis and the options you want to use. VM:Archiver
does not use any options specified in a dialog box.

For more information about the options you can specify for specific commands, see the Command Reference.

Archiving Files Without Using the Options Dialog Box
The following example shows how to enter an ARCHIVE FILE command with options on the CMS Files screen without
using the Specify ARCHIVE Options Dialog box.

The CMS Files screen displays the files available to be archived as shown here:

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype FM Format Lrecl    Records     Blocks   Date     Time

 

      ACME     BILLS    A0 V         80        109          3  9/16/15 07:29:19

      CONFIG   REPORT   A1 V         65        119          1  9/10/15 09:48:47

      PASSWORD CHANGES  A0 V         22         17          1  9/09/15 12:25:47

      SETUP    $LINKS   A1 V         26         20          1  9/09/15 10:35:51

      VMJQUT1  CONTROL  A1 F         80         10          1  8/25/15 08:15:29

      $VMFBLD  $MSGLOG  A1 V         80      13053        173  8/13/15 16:05:22

      VMANAGER NETLOG   A0 V        108         14          1  8/04/15 17:34:05

      DUP      SYSIN    A1 F         80          1          1  8/04/15 17:33:58

      CMSUT1   DIRECT   A1 V         62         36          1  7/10/15 13:30:12

      CATCHECK OUTPUT   A1 V        129         41          1  7/02/15 18:06:56

      $VMFAPP  $MSGLOG  A1 V         80       6263         80  6/30/15 15:32:31

      $VMFREC  $MSGLOG  A1 V         80       5835         83  6/30/15 15:31:37

      SERVICE  DISKMAP  A1 F         80         14          1  6/30/15 15:31:07

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  ...       6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Sort    11  Print    12  Cursor
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====>

To request the file ACME BILLS be archived to the ONLINE storage area and have the file migrated to tape after 30 days,
type the following command on the screen line for the file ACME BILLS:

archive ( online migrate after 30

 LXCFUAC1                        CMS Files                     VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type ARchive or a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype FM Format Lrecl    Records     Blocks   Date     Time

 

ARCHIVE ( ONLINE MIGRATE AFTER 30    80        109          3  9/16/15 07:29:19

      CONFIG   REPORT   A1 V         65        119          1  9/10/15 09:48:47

      PASSWORD CHANGES  A0 V         22         17          1  9/09/15 12:25:47

      SETUP    $LINKS   A1 V         26         20          1  9/09/15 10:35:51

      VMJQUT1  CONTROL  A1 F         80         10          1  8/25/15 08:15:29

      $VMFBLD  $MSGLOG  A1 V         80      13053        173  8/13/15 16:05:22

      VMANAGER NETLOG   A0 V        108         14          1  8/04/15 17:34:05

      DUP      SYSIN    A1 F         80          1          1  8/04/15 17:33:58

      CMSUT1   DIRECT   A1 V         62         36          1  7/10/15 13:30:12

      CATCHECK OUTPUT   A1 V        129         41          1  7/02/15 18:06:56

      $VMFAPP  $MSGLOG  A1 V         80       6263         80  6/30/15 15:32:31

      $VMFREC  $MSGLOG  A1 V         80       5835         83  6/30/15 15:31:37

      SERVICE  DISKMAP  A1 F         80         14          1  6/30/15 15:31:07

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  ...       6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Sort    11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

Recalling Data Without Using the Options Dialog Box
The following example shows how to enter a RECALL command with options on the Archived Files screen and not use
the Specify RECALL Options dialog box. Similarly, you can specify a RECALL command with options on the Archived
MDISKS screen and not use the Specify RECALL Options dialog box.

The Archived Files screen displays a list of archived files that you can change, purge, recall, or reclaim, as shown here:

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

      ACME     BILLS    10/17/2020 09/17/2015 TAPE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2020 05/15/2015 TAPE PURGED

      ACME     NEWS     08/08/2026 10/03/2014 TAPE
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      ACME     OLDNEWS  07/07/2025 10/02/2014 TAPE

      ALL      EXEC     06/30/2017 10/07/2015 TAPE EXPIRED

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     12/31/2025 03/11/2015 STAGE TAPE

      OLDPROF  EXEC     12/04/2024 12/04/2014 ONLINE

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>

To request the file ACME BILLS be recalled to user EFUDD’s virtual reader, type the following command on the screen
line for the file ACME BILLS.

recall ( rdr efudd

 LXAFUAC1                        Archived Files                VM:Archiver 02.4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim or

a CMS command in the Cmd column, then press ENTER

 

Cmd   Filename Filetype   Expdt     ArchDate  Storage

 

recall ( rdr efuddLS    10/17/2020 09/17/2015 TAPE

      ACME     CATALOG  10/15/2020 05/15/2015 TAPE PURGED

      ACME     NEWS     08/08/2026 10/03/2014 TAPE

      ACME     OLDNEWS  07/07/2025 10/02/2014 TAPE

      ALL      EXEC     06/30/2017 10/07/2015 TAPE EXPIRED

      MEEPMEEP EXEC     12/31/2025 03/11/2015 STAGE TAPE

      OLDPROF  EXEC     12/04/2024 12/04/2014 ONLINE

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options  5  MorePF   6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change  11  Print   12  Cursor

 

====>
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Changing Archived Data Characteristics Without Using the Change Dialog Box
The following example shows how to enter a CHANGE command on the Archived MDISKS screen and not use the
Specify Change Archived MDISK dialog box. Similarly, you can specify a CHANGE command on the Archived Files
screen and not use the Specify Change Archived File dialog box.

The Archived MDISKS screen displays a list of archived minidisks that you can change, purge, recall, or reclaim as shown
in the following figure:

 LXAMUAC1                 Archived MDISKs                      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim, or

a CMS command in the command column, then press ENTER.

 

Cmd         Domain            Expdt       ArchDate       Storage

          BBUNNY 0191       12/31/2015   --/--/----      WAITING

          BBUNNY 0192       07/31/2016   02/02/2015      TAPE

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options   5  MorePF    6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>

To change the expiration date of the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 to 12/31/2020, type the following command on the screen
line for the minidisk BBUNNY 0191 as shown in Figure 94 below.

change ( expdt 12/31/2020

 LXAMUAC1                 Archived MDISKs                      VM:Archiver 02.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type CHange, PURge, RECall, or RECLaim, or

a CMS command in the command column, then press ENTER.

 

Cmd       Domain            Expdt        ArchDate        Storage

change ( expdt 12/31/2020   12/31/2015   --/--/----      WAITING

          BBUNNY 0192       07/31/2016   02/02/2015      TAPE
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Options   5  MorePF    6  ViewLog

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Display  10  Change   11  Print    12  Cursor

 

====>
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Command Reference
This section is an alphabetic reference of all VM:Archiver commands. It contains commands used by VM:Archiver end
users, operators, and system administrators. The minimum authorization required to use a command is shown in the left
margin at the beginning of each command description.

For task-oriented information about the use of VM:Archiver, see  Users, Operators, and Administrators. These sections
describe how to perform common tasks using the VM:Archiver screens. 

The section assumes you are familiar with the following:

• VM/CMS and the Shared File System (SFS) standards, conventions, and operation
• The daily requirements of your VM environment
•  VM:Archiver functions.

A summary of the commands follows:

ACCOUNT
Generate batch accounting records.

ARCHIVE FILE
Copy files from minidisks and SFS directories to archival storage areas.

ARCHIVE MDISK
Schedule a minidisk to be copied to tape storage.

BATCH
Group or batch a series of immediate recall requests together so that they run in one job instead of separate jobs.

CANCEL ARCHIVE
Cancel a request to archive a file or minidisk to TAPE storage.

CANCEL JOB
Cancel archive, recall, merge/purge/copy, and tape reinitialization jobs.

CANCEL RECALL
Cancel a request to recall a file or minidisk from TAPE storage.

CHANGE FILE
Change characteristics of archived files.

CHANGE MDISK
Change characteristics of archived minidisks.

CHECK
Verify that archived data stored on DASD file storage minidisks is accurately recorded in the VM:Archiver
database, and that the information in the database regarding archived file location on the DASD minidisks is
correct.

CMS
Issue a CMS subset or CP command to run on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

CONFIG
Update VM:Archiver configuration information and create a report on configuration information currently contained
in the VM:Archiver database.

DASD
Change the status of a file storage minidisk.
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END
Terminate the operation of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

EVENT
Schedule a VM:Archiver command to run at specified times or at initialization Delete a previously scheduled event
Display scheduled events.

LISTPULL
Create a list of tapes that may be required for a recall or merge/purge/copy job for data archived on TAPE
storage.

PURGE FILE
Remove an archived file from storage before its expiration date has passed.

PURGE MDISK
Remove an archived minidisk from storage before its expiration date has passed.

QUERY ARCHIVES
Display information about requests to archive files or minidisks directly to VM:Archiver tape storage.

QUERY AUTHS
Display authorizations that one user or group has to another user’s or group’s data.

QUERY DASD
Display the minidisks used for file archival storage.

QUERY FILES
Display information about files you have archived or requested to have archived to TAPE storage.

QUERY GROUPS
Display groups with their membership criteria.

QUERY INFO
Display information about various limits, defaults, and maximums defined for a specific user or group, or for the
VM:Archiver system.

QUERY JOBS
Display information about the VM:Archiver job queue.

QUERY MDISKS
Display information about minidisks you have archived or requested to have archived.

QUERY RECALLS
Display information about requests to recall files or minidisks directly from VM:Archiver TAPE storage.

QUERY REQUESTS
Display information about archive and recall requests that a particular user has entered.

QUERY TAPES
Display information about tapes on which VM:Archiver stores archived data.

QUERY TAPESETS
Display information about tape sets in the VM:Archiver system.

REASSIGN FILE
Change the ownership of archived files from either one userid to another or from one group to another.

REASSIGN MDISK
Change the ownership of archived minidisks from either one userid to another or from one group to another.

RECALL FILE
Retrieve copies of files from archival storage.
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RECALL MDISK
Retrieve copies of minidisks on TAPE storage to a specified minidisk.

RECLAIM FILE
Prevent VM:Archiver from deleting a file marked for purging from ONLINE, STAGE, or TAPE storage.

RECLAIM MDISK
Prevent VM:Archiver from deleting a minidisk marked for purging from TAPE storage .

RESUME
Reactivate normal VM:Archiver operation after a SUSPEND command is issued.

SUBMIT
Build one of the following types of jobs:

• A VM:Backup backup job to request that data be copied to the VM:Archiver tape storage area
• A VM:Backup restore job to request that data be retrieved from the VM:Archiver tape storage area
• A VM:Backup merge/purge/copy job to merge tape sets onto fewer tapes
• A VM:Backup tape reinitialization job to reinitialize tapes that have been successfully processed by merge/

purge/copy

SUSPEND
Temporarily halt VM:Archiver processing until you (the system administrator) or an operator enter the RESUME
command.

TAPE
Make a tape available or unavailable for use Associate a comment with a tape Close an open tape set.

USER ADD
Define a user to the VM:Archiver database.

USER CHANGE
Alter a user’s definition in the VM:Archiver database.

USER DISCARD
Delete a userid that owns no archived files or minidisks from the VM:Archiver database.

ACCOUNT Command
Authorization: Operator

The ACCOUNT command generates batch accounting records.

VM:Archiver uses DIAG X‘04C’ to place accounting records in the CP accounting stream.

ACCOUNT [ ( REPEAT ]

[ REPEAT ]
Specifies that VM:Archiver is to resend batch accounting records from the previous accounting run to the
accounting user ID. Use this option when the ACCOUNT command completes successfully, but for some reason
accounting records are lost on the accounting package side.Note: Because VM:Archiver cannot determine
whether the accounting records sent to the accounting user ID have been processed by the accounting user ID,
double billing might occur if you use this option.

Examples

The following examples show how to run batch accounting under normal circumstances, and how to run it again if
necessary.

• To run your monthly batch accounting, enter:
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vmarch account

VM:Archiver displays the following messages:

0471I BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS BEEN STARTED.

0472I BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS COMPLETED.

• VM:Archiver completed batch accounting successfully, but the accounting records were lost. To send the batch
accounting records to VM:Archiver again, enter:

vmarch account (repeat

VM:Archiver displays the following messages:

0471I BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS BEEN STARTED.

0472I BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS COMPLETED.

ARCHIVE FILE Command
Authorization: None

Use the ARCHIVE FILE command to copy files from minidisks and SFS directories to either the DASD or TAPE storage
area.

The archived files remain on this storage area for a time period that the user specifies or that the system administrator
defines as the default.

When you enter the ARCHIVE FILE command, you can also:

• Select where to store the archived file
• Determine whether and when to move archived files stored on the ONLINE DASD area to TAPE storage
• Erase the file from its source minidisk or directory after the file is successfully archived to VM:Archiver DASD storage
• Specify how long VM:Archiver should retain the archived file
• Associate a comment with the archived file
• Assign the ownership of an archived file to another user ID
• Prohibit any other user ID (except system administrators) from accessing the archived file
• Display the archive ID (archid)
• Limit the number of messages VM:Archiver sends to your terminal throughout the archive process

To recall files archived with the ARCHIVE FILE command, use the RECALL FILE command.

To archive an entire minidisk as a single entity, use the ARCHIVE MDISK command.

Archive File filename filetype ["Parms"] ["Options"]

 

Parms:

  [filemode | A]

| FROMDISK userid vaddr

| FROMDIR dirname

Options:

[ARCHID {TERMinal | FIFO | LIFO}]

[COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[DISCARD]
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[EXPDT date | RETPD days | PERM]

[MIGRate {DATE date | AFTER days} | NOMIGRat]

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

[QUIet]

[STAGe | ONLine | DASD | TAPE | ANY]

filename filetype
specifies the filename and filetype of the files you want to archive. You can use pattern-matching characters in
filename and filetype to archive multiple files with similar names. To archive files with mixed-case fileids, use the
MIXED option.

[ filemode | A ]
specifies the filemode of the minidisk or directory on which the indicated files exist. The source minidisk or
directory at the filemode specified must be accessed by your (the requesting) userid. Enter a single alphabetic
character for filemode. If you do not specify a filemode or either the FROMDISK or FROMDIR parameter,
VM:Archiver assumes the default filemode A.

[ FROMDISK userid vaddr ]
specifies the minidisk on which the files you want to archive exist. Enter the userid and virtual address (vaddr)
of the source minidisk after FROMDISK. From your userid, VM:Archiver will try to link and access the minidisk
you specify. If the link and access are successful, then depending on the archive destination you selected,
VM:Archiver copies the files to DASD storage or schedules a request to copy the files to tape.
If you already have the minidisk linked and accessed, use the filemode parameter instead.

NOTE
The FROMDISK minidisk cannot be a temporary or a virtual minidisk.

[ FROMDIR dirname ]
specifies the fully-qualified directory name (dirname) of the directory on which the specified files exist. Enter the
fully-qualified directory name of the source directory after FROMDIR.
A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and
userid, separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by
periods. Use this format when specifying a fully qualified directory name:
filepoolid:userid.directory.directory...

If you already have the directory accessed, use the filemode parameter instead.
[ ARCHID { TERMinal | FIFO | LIFO } ]

tells VM:Archiver to display the archive ID associated with the archived file in one of two places: either in a
message sent to your terminal (TERMINAL), or in the program stack in either first-in, first-out (FIFO) or last-in,
first-out (LIFO) order.

[ COMMent text | NOCOmm ]
tells VM:Archiver whether or not to associate a comment with the archived files. Comments can help you locate
and recall archived data.
COMMENT text

Associate text with the archived files as a comment. Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter
after COMMENT as comment text, specify the COMMENT option last on the command line followed by
the appropriate comment text.

NOCOMM
Archive the file and not associate a comment with it.
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[ DISCARD ]
tells VM:Archiver to erase the specified files after they are archived. This option is valid only when VM:Archiver
archives the files to DASD storage that is, when you explicitly specify the STAGE, ONLINE, or DASD destination
option or do not specify a destination option and the file is stored on DASD storage by default.
If you specify DISCARD and do not designate a storage area option, VM:Archiver assumes the DASD option. You
cannot enter the TAPE option with the DISCARD option.
If you specify a filemode on the ARCHIVE FILE command line, you must first link the source minidisk in read/
write mode and access it. If you specify the FROMDISK option, VM:Archiver must be able to link to the minidisk in
read/write mode from your virtual machine. Because VM:Archiver performs an MR (multi-read) link, if you are not
authorized to link read/write or if someone already has the minidisk linked read/write, VM:Archiver will not be able
to perform the link and the request fails.

[ EXPDT date ]
specifies the date after which VM:Archiver can expire the archived files -- that is, delete them from archival
storage. Use one of the following formats for date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The expiration date (date) must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The date you enter cannot
exceed your maximum expiration date or maximum retention period.
If you do not enter the EXPDT date, RETPD days, or PERM option, VM:Archiver assumes either the default
expiration date or default retention period for your group or the system, whichever is applicable. Enter only one of
the following options on the same command: EXPDT date, PERM, or RETPD days.

[ RETPD days ]
specifies how long, in days, you want VM:Archiver to retain the archived files. Enter a whole number for the
retention period (days).
The number of days you enter cannot exceed your maximum expiration date or maximum retention period.
If you do not specify the RETPD days, EXPDT date, or PERM option, VM:Archiver assumes either the default
retention period or the default expiration date for your group or the system, whichever is applicable. Enter only
one of the following options on the same command: EXPDT date, PERM, or RETPD days.

[ PERM ]
specifies that the archived files will be stored permanently; that is, the stored archival copies will never expire.
If you do not specify the RETPD days, EXPDT date, or PERM option, VM:Archiver assumes either the default
retention period or the default expiration date for your group or the system, whichever is applicable. Specify only
one of the following options on the same command: EXPDT date, PERM, or RETPD days.

[ MIGRate { DATE date | AFTER days } | NOMIGRat ]
specifies when either on a particular date (DATE date) or in a certain number of days (AFTER days) you want
VM:Archiver to move archived files stored on ONLINE storage to TAPE storage. This option is valid only when the
files are copied for archival storage to ONLINE storage.
You must follow the MIGRATE option with either DATE date or AFTER days. When you enter the MIGRATE
DATE date option, date must be today’s date or a future date; the number of days that you specify with MIGRATE
AFTER (days) must be a whole number.
There is no default MIGRATE date or time period; if you do not specify a MIGRATE date or if you specify the
NOMIGRAT option, the files remain in ONLINE storage until they expire.
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If you enter the MIGRATE option and do not also explicitly specify the ONLINE option, VM:Archiver assumes
ONLINE as the storage type and tries to copy the files to ONLINE storage if you do one of the following:

• Specify the DASD storage option
• Do not specify a destination option

[ MIXED ]
tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to
archive files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes the filename and
filetype are uppercase.

[ OWNER userid ]
specifies the userid that will own the archived copies of the files. If you do not enter the OWNER option, your (the
requesting) userid will own the stored archival copies.
Use the OWNER option to assign the archived file to another userid. You must specify a userid after OWNER.
Your userid must be authorized to assign files for userid.

[ PRIVate | NOPRIVat ]
specifies whether or not the file is to be designated as a private file.
PRIVATE

Only the owner of the archived file and the VM:Archiver system administrator are allowed to use the
CHANGE FILE, PURGE FILE, QUERY FILES, RECALL FILE, or RECLAIM FILE command on the stored
file copy. This restriction applies regardless of the authorizations any other user might have.

NOPRIVAT
The file is not to be designated as a private file.

[ QUIET ]
tells VM:Archiver to limit the messages it would normally send while processing your archive request. When you
specify QUIET and all requested files are archived, VM:Archiver sends only one message telling you that the
command completed successfully; the message also lists the number of files archived.
If any files specified on the command cannot be archived or if the entire command fails, VM:Archiver sends all
appropriate messages explaining which files were not archived and why they were not archived. VM:Archiver also
sends a summary message listing the number of files that were and were not archived. VM:Archiver sends these
messages regardless of whether you specify QUIET.

[ STAGe | ONLine | DASD | TAPE | ANY ]
specifies the storage area (destination) to which you want to store archival copies of files. There are five
destination keywords you can specify:
STAGE

Immediate short-term DASD storage and subsequent tape storage. The system administrator determines
when the archived files are copied to tape. If STAGE storage is available, files are copied immediately. If
STAGE storage is not available, VM:Archiver ends the command, does not archive the files, and sends
you a message explaining why.

ONLINE
Immediate long-term DASD storage. If ONLINE storage is available, files are copied immediately. If
ONLINE storage is not available, VM:Archiver ends the command, does not archive the files, and sends
you a message explaining why.

DASD
Storage in either STAGE or ONLINE storage. VM:Archiver first checks the availability of STAGE storage.
If the files cannot be copied there, VM:Archiver tries ONLINE storage. If a DASD storage area is
available, files are copied immediately. If neither STAGE nor ONLINE storage are available, VM:Archiver
ends the command, does not archive the files, and sends you a message explaining why. If you specify
DASD, VM:Archiver does not attempt to copy the files to offline tape storage.
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TAPE
Tape storage. Files are not copied immediately; VM:Archiver schedules a request to copy the files to tape
storage later. Do not erase or change the files until VM:Archiver tells you the files have been successfully
archived. You cannot archive files from reserved minidisks to tape.

ANY
Any storage area. If you do not enter a storage area option, or you enter the ANY option, VM:Archiver
tries to copy the files to STAGE first, then ONLINE, and last, attempts to schedule the files to be archived
to TAPE. If neither DASD storage area is available and a request to copy the specified files to TAPE
already exists, VM:Archiver ends the command, does not archive the files, and sends you messages
explaining why. ANY is the default.

If you used pattern matching to archive multiple files, and entered the DASD or ANY destination option, or did not
enter any destination option, all of the specified files may not be copied to the same storage area. VM:Archiver
may copy some of the files to one storage area, and others to another destination, depending on the availability of
archival storage.

Examples

• To archive the PROFILE EXEC file on your userid’s 0191 minidisk accessed at filemode A to any storage area until
December 31, 2019, enter:

vmarch archive file profile exec (expdt 12/31/2019

• To archive the TEST DATA file on user ID BBUNNY’s 0192 minidisk to the TAPE storage area for two years, enter:

vmarch archive file test data fromdisk bbunny 0192 (retpd 730 tape

• To archive the ALL NOTEBOOK file on your 0193 minidisk, accessed at filemode B to STAGE storage, then
automatically erase it from your user ID and receive only minimal messages, enter:

vmarch archive file all notebook b (stage discard quiet

• To archive from user ID EFUDD’s 0191 minidisk all files with the filetype SALES92 to ONLINE storage with the
comment sales reports from bbunny/east coast, and move the archived copies to tape in three months, enter:

vmarch archive file * sales92 fromdisk efudd 0191 (online migrate after 90 comment

sales reports from bbunny/east coast

• To archive all files with the filename ACMEPROJ on your minidisk accessed at filemode A, and assign the archival
copies to user ID DDUCK, enter:

vmarch archive file acmeproj * (owner dduck

• To archive the AUGUST TIMELOG file on your 0192 minidisk (accessed at filemode B) to ONLINE storage, assign
user ID TIMEKEEP as its owner, and allow only TIMEKEEP to access the archived file, enter:

vmarch archive file august timelog b (online private owner timekeep

ARCHIVE MDISK Command
Authorization: None

Use the ARCHIVE MDISK command to schedule a minidisk to be copied to tape storage.

Because the minidisk is not archived immediately, you must wait for verification from VM:Archiver that it has copied the
minidisk to tape before you change the minidisk or erase files from it. The archived minidisk remains in the TAPE storage
area for a time period that the user specifies or the system administrator defines as the default.
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VM:Archiver copies the minidisk as a single entity. To recall data from it, you must recall the entire minidisk using the
RECALL MDISK command.

To archive individual files from a minidisk or directory, use the ARCHIVE FILE command.

ARchive MDISK userid vaddr [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[ARCHID {TERMinal | FIFO | LIFO }]

[COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDT date  | RETPD days | PERM]

[OWNER userid]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

• userid vaddr
specifies the minidisk you want to archive. You must enter the user ID and virtual address (vaddr); there is no default.
You cannot use pattern-matching characters when specifying userid vaddr.
VM:Archiver links the specified minidisk on your user ID’s virtual machine to make sure that the minidisk exists and
that you (the requesting user ID) are allowed to link to the minidisk.

• [ ARCHID { TERMinal | FIFO | LIFO } ]
tells VM:Archiver to display the archive ID associated with the archived minidisk in one of two places: either in a
message sent to your terminal (TERMINAL) or in the program stack in either first-in, first-out (FIFO) or last-in, first-out
(LIFO) order.

• [ COMMent text | NOCOmm ]
tells VM:Archiver whether or not to associate a comment with the archived minidisk. Comments can help you locate
and recall archived data.

COMMENT text
Associate text with the archived minidisk as a comment. Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter after
COMMENT as comment text, specify the COMMENT option last on the command line followed by the appropriate
comment text.

NOCOMM
Archive the minidisk and not associate a comment with it.

• [ EXPDT date ]
specifies the date after which VM:Archiver can expire the archived minidisk -- that is, delete it from archival storage.
Use one of the following formats for date:
– mm/dd/yy
– mm/dd/yyyy
– yyddd
– yyyyddd
If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:
– 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
– 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042
VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The expiration date (date) must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The date you use cannot
exceed the your maximum expiration date or maximum retention period.
If you do not enter the EXPDT date, RETPD days, or PERM option, VM:Archiver assumes the default expiration date
or default retention period for your group or the system, whichever is applicable. Specify only one of the following
options on the same command: EXPDT date, PERM, or RETPD days.

• [ RETPD days ]
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specifies how long, in days, you want VM:Archiver to retain the archived minidisk. Enter a whole number for the
retention period (days).
The number of days specified cannot exceed the maximum retention period set for your user ID or convert to an
expiration date later than the maximum expiration date set for your user ID. You cannot use the RETPD option with the
EXPDT or PERM option.
If you do not specify the RETPD days, EXPDT date, or PERM option, VM:Archiver assumes the default retention
period or default expiration date for your group or system, whichever is applicable. Enter only one of the following
options on the same command: EXPDT date, PERM, or RETPD days.

• [ PERM ]
specifies that the archived minidisk will be stored permanently; that is, the stored archival copy will never expire.
If you do not specify the RETPD days, EXPDT date, or PERM option, VM:Archiver assumes the default retention
period or default expiration date for your group or the system, whichever is applicable. You cannot specify the PERM
option with the EXPDT or RETPD option.

• [ OWNER userid ]
specifies the user ID that will own the archived copy of the minidisk. If you do not enter the OWNER option, your (the
requesting) user ID will own the stored archival copy.
Use the OWNER option to assign the archived minidisk to another user ID. You must specify a user ID after OWNER.
Your user ID must be authorized to assign data for userid.

• [ PRIVate | NOPRIVat ]
specifies whether or not the minidisk is to be designated as a private minidisk.

PRIVATE
Only the owner of the archived minidisk and the VM:Archiver system administrator are allowed to use the
CHANGE MDISK, PURGE MDISK, QUERY MDISKS, RECALL MDISK, or RECLAIM MDISK command on the
stored minidisk copy. This restriction applies regardless of the authorizations any other user might have.

NOPRIVAT
The minidisk is not to be designated as a private minidisk.

Examples

• To archive your user ID’s (BBUNNY) 0191 minidisk, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0191

• To archive your user ID’s (BBUNNY) 0192 minidisk and assign it to user ID DDUCK, enter:

vmarch archive mdisk bbunny 0192 (owner dduck

AUTHORIZ Command
Authorization: System Administrator

Use the AUTHORIZ command to manipulate SYSADMIN or OPERATOR privileges for users. You can use the AUTHORIZ
command to automate setting up authorizations for VM:Archiver administrators and operators.

The AUTHORIZ command lets users with SYSADMIN privileges manipulate SYSADMIN or OPERATOR privileges for
other users. A user can be defined as both a system administrator and an operator by running an AUTHORIZ ADD
command twice, once with the SYSADMIN option and again with the OPERATOR option.

AUTHoriz {ADD | DELete} {sysADMin | OPerator} userid [node]

ADD
Adds a new authorized user. If a user already has an authorization on the given node, an error message is
generated.
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DELETE
Deletes authorization for the given user.

SYSADMIN
Tells VM:Archiver that the user should be granted administrator privileges or administrator privileges should be
deleted for this user

OPERATOR
Tells VM:Archiver that the user should be granted operator privileges or operator privileges should be deleted for
this user.

userid
This value, combined with the node, specifies the user to be authorized. If the node is unspecified or specified as
this node, this value must be an existing user ID.

node
This value, combined with the user ID, specifies the user to be authorized. If omitted, the local node is assumed.

Usage Notes

• You cannot update or delete authorizations for the user that is specified in the CFGINIT record.
• There must be at least one OPERATOR left after a delete is done. Deletion of the last operator causes an error.

Examples

• To grant user dduck on local node administrator privileges enter the following command:

vmarch authoriz add sysadmin dduck 

• To authoriz user bbunny on a remote node bugs5 operator privileges enter the following command:

vmarch authoriz add operator bbunny bugs5 

• To delete administrator authorization for user ddduck on node duck1 enter the following command:

vmarch authoriz delete sysadmin dduck duck1 

 

BATCH Command
Authorization: None (System Administrator to batch recalls for another user)

Use the BATCH command to group a series of immediate recall requests together so that they run in one job instead of
separate jobs.

Batching recall requests this way allows VM:Archiver to run the requests more efficiently than if they ran in separate jobs.
This command has no effect on delayed recalls; these recalls will be included in a recall job the next time an event, the
operator, or the system administrator issues the SUBMIT RECALLS command.

The USER option lets you enter the BATCH command for another user ID. You must be authorized as a system
administrator to batch recalls for another user.

To request immediate recalls, you must be set up to perform immediate recalls by default, or you must have IMMED
authorization and must specify the IMMED option on the RECALL command line.

BATCH {ON| OFF | Query} [ ( USER userid]

ON
Tells VM:Archiver to begin batching immediate recall requests. Any immediate recall requests you enter after this
point will be submitted when you enter the BATCH OFF command.
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OFF
Tells VM:Archiver to stop batching immediate recalls and to submit the immediate recalls requested since you
entered the BATCH ON command.

Query
Tells you whether immediate recalls are being batched.

[USER userid]
Specifies a particular user ID for which you want to start or stop batching recalls, or whose batching status you
want to display. If you omit this option, VM:Archiver uses the requesting user ID. You cannot specify pattern-
matching characters in userid. You must be authorized as a system administrator to enter a user ID other than
your own.

Examples

• By default, when you request a recall from tape, it does not run immediately. To request an immediate recall, you
must specify the IMMED option on the RECALL FILE or RECALL MDISK command. You need to recall three of your
minidisks and want them run in the same job. Enter these commands:

vmarch batch on

vmarch recall mdisk bbunny 0191 (disk bbunny 0191 immed

vmarch recall mdisk bbunny 0192 (disk bbunny 0192 immed

vmarch recall mdisk bbunny 0193 (disk bbunny 0193 immed

• By default, when you request a recall from tape, it runs immediately. You need to recall two of your files and want them
to run in the same job. Enter these commands:

vmarch batch on

vmarch recall file acme catalog (source wcoyote 0191

vmarch recall file acme orders (source wcoyote 0193

vmarch batch off

• Display the batching status for user ID BBUNNY:

vmarch batch query (user bbunny

VM:Archiver responds:

0541I IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS ARE NOT BEING BATCHED FOR USER BBUNNY.

• User TBIRD issued the BATCH ON command, archived several files, and then left for the day without issuing the
BATCH OFF command or logging off. Because other users need to use the recalled files, you must issue the BATCH
OFF command so that VM:Archiver can recall the files:

vmarch batch off (user tbird

VM:Archiver responds:

0538I VM:BackupARCHIVER HAS ENDED BATCHING IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS FOR USER TBIRD.

0243I RECALL JOB 11EB745F WAS SUBMITTED TO VM:BackupBACKUP SUCCESSFULLY.

CANCEL ARCHIVE Command
Authorization: None (System Administrator to cancel archives for another user)

Use the CANCEL ARCHIVE command to cancel a request to archive a file or minidisk to TAPE storage.

You can use the CANCEL ARCHIVE command to cancel archive requests that have not already been included in a job
(those shown with the status WAITING by the QUERY REQUESTS command). You cannot use the CANCEL ARCHIVE
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command to cancel archive requests that have already been included in a job (those shown with the status IN-A-JOB or
JOB), or requests to archive files to DASD storage.

To delete files or minidisks that have already been successfully archived, you must use the PURGE FILE or PURGE
MDISK command, respectively.

The USER option lets you cancel archive requests for other userids. You must be authorized as a system administrator to
cancel archives for another user.

CANcel ARchive {"Parms and Options"}

 

Parms and Options:

  File filename filetype [ARCHID archid] [( [USER userid] [MIXED]] 

| MDISK userid vaddr [ARCHID archid] [( USER userid]

| ARCHID archid [( USER userid]

FILE filename filetype [ ARCHID archid ]
Specifies the filename and filetype of the files you requested to be archived. You can use pattern-matching
characters in filename and filetype to cancel archive requests for files with similar names. To cancel archive
requests for files with mixed-case fileids, use the MIXED option.

MDISK userid vaddr [ ARCHID archid ]
Specifies the minidisk that you requested to be archived. You can use pattern-matching characters in the userid
and vaddr fields to cancel requests for more than one userid or minidisk at a time.

ARCHID archid
Specifies the archive ID (archid) assigned to the files or minidisk when you requested the archive. You cannot use
pattern-matching characters in archid. You can obtain the archive ID by using the QUERY REQUESTS command
or the Active User Requests screen (Option 4 on the User Main Menu). In the command response and on the
screen, the archive ID is shown in the CANCELID field.

[ MIXED ]
tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to
cancel archive requests for files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes
the filename and filetype are uppercase.

[ USER userid ]
Specifies the userid that issued the archive request. By specifying this option, you can cancel archive requests for
other users. If you omit this option, VM:Archiver uses the requesting userid. You cannot specify pattern-matching
characters in userid. You must be authorized as a system administrator to enter a userid other than your own.

Examples

• You just requested an archive to tape of all files with the filetype of ASSEMBLE on your A-disk, but now you no longer
want the files archived. Enter this command:

vmarch cancel archive file * assemble

• You just issued two archive requests to copy files to tape. The first request (assigned archive ID WARNER.25) was to
archive all files with the filename ACME from your (BBUNNY’s) 0191 minidisk. The second request (assigned archive
ID WARNER.27) was to archive all files with the filename ACME from your 0192 minidisk. You want to cancel the
request to archive the version of file ACME ORDER from your 0192 disk. Enter the following command:

vmarch cancel archive file acme order archid warner.27

• To cancel BBUNNY’s request to archive his 0191 minidisk, enter:

vmarch cancel archive mdisk bbunny 0191 (user bbunny
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CANCEL JOB Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the CANCEL JOB command to cancel archive, recall, merge/purge/copy, and tape reinitialization jobs.

You can cancel only one job at a time. When you cancel a job, it remains in the system with the status CANCELED. After
three days, VM:Archiver automatically deletes it.

Requests included in the canceled job are not lost; they are included in a subsequent job submission.

To display the queue of pending jobs, use the QUERY JOBS Command.

CANcel JOB jobid

jobid
Specifies the job ID assigned by VM:Archiver when the job was built. A job ID contains eight hexadecimal
characters, A-F and 0-9. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in jobid.

Example

To cancel job A1B3C5DE, enter:

vmarch cancel job a1b3c5de

VM:Archiver responds:

0248I JOB A1B3C5DE CANCELED.

CANCEL RECALL Command
Authorization: None. USERs can only cancel recall requests that they issued.

Use the CANCEL RECALL command to cancel a request to recall a file or minidisk from TAPE storage.

You can use the CANCEL RECALL command to cancel recall requests that have not already been included in a job
(those shown with the status WAITING or IMMED by the QUERY REQUESTS command). You cannot use the CANCEL
RECALL command to cancel recall requests that have already been included in a job (those shown with the status IN-A-
JOB or JOB).

The USER option lets you cancel a recall request issued by another user ID. End users can only cancel recall requests
that they issued.

CANcel RECall {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  File filename filetype [RECALLID recallid]

| MDISK userid vaddr [RECALLID recallid]

| RECALLID recallid

 

Options:

MIXED ["Target Options" | USER userid]

 

Target Options:

TARGet {RDR [userid] | DISK [userid vaddr] | DIR [dirname]}
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{ FILE filename filetype }
Specifies the filename and filetype of the files you requested to be recalled. You can use pattern-matching
characters in filename and filetype to cancel recall requests for files with similar names. To cancel recall requests
for files with mixed-case fileids, use the MIXED option.

{ MDISK userid vaddr }
Specifies the minidisk that you requested to be recalled. You can use pattern-matching characters in the user ID
and vaddr fields to cancel requests for more than one user ID or minidisk at a time.

{ RECALLID recallid }
Specifies the recall ID assigned to the file or minidisk when you requested the recall. You can obtain the recall ID
by using the QUERY REQUESTS command or the Requests Waiting To Be Processed screen. In the command
response and on the screen, the recall ID is shown in the CANCELID field. You cannot use pattern-matching
characters in recallid.

[ MIXED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to
cancel recall requests for files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes the
filename and filetype are uppercase.

[ TARGet  { RDR userid | DISK userid vaddr | DIR dirname } ]
Specifies the target for the recall request. You can specify only one of these options at a time.

[ USER userid ]
Specifies the user ID that issued the recall request. Use this option to cancel a recall request for another user
ID. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in user ID. If you omit this option, VM:Archiver uses the
requesting user ID. You must be authorized as a system administrator to enter a user ID other than your own.

Examples

• You just requested a recall of your (BBUNNY’s) 0192 minidisk, but now you no longer want it recalled. To cancel the
recall request, enter this command:

vmarch cancel recall mdisk bbunny 0192

• You requested a recall of file WHATSUP DOC to your (BBUNNY’s) 0191 minidisk. You then requested a recall of the
same file to your virtual reader. You have decided that you no longer want the file recalled to your 0191 minidisk. To
cancel the request to recall the file to your minidisk, enter this command:

vmarch cancel recall file whatsup doc (target disk bbunny 0191

• To cancel DDUCK’s request to recall BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk, enter:

vmarch cancel recall mdisk bbunny 0191 (user dduck

• You accidentally recalled the same file twice. To cancel one of the requests, you must first obtain the recall ID by
entering the QUERY REQUESTS command:

vmarch query requests

VM:Archiver responds:

Type      Filename  Filetype  Source        Cancelid  Target    Status    

--------  --------  --------  ------------  --------  --------  -------- 

RECFILE   CARROT    CAKE      BBUNNY 0191   WBRO.4    READER    WAITING   

RECFILE   CARROT    CAKE      BBUNNY 0191   WBRO.5    READER    WAITING   

The recall ID is the value displayed under the Cancel ID heading of the QUERY REQUESTS response.
To cancel the second recall request, enter this command:
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vmarch cancel recall file carrot cake recallid wbro.5

VM:Archiver responds:

0522I REQUEST TO RECALL CARROT CAKE, RECALLID WBRO.5, HAS BEEN CANCELED.

CHANGE FILE Command
Authorization: None

Use the CHANGE FILE command to change characteristics of archived files.

This command lets you change:

• How long VM:Archiver keeps an archived file, that is, alter its expiration date or retention period
• A comment, add a comment, or delete a comment
• The date on which the file migrates from ONLINE to TAPE storage, or add a migration date if one does not already

exist
• The file’s security level by adding or removing the PRIVATE designation

You can change files that have already been successfully archived, or files that have been scheduled to be copied directly
to the TAPE storage area.

Note: If a file is marked PRIVATE, only the file owner or the VM:Archiver system administrator can change its
characteristics.

CHange File filename filetype ( {"Change Options"} ["Select Options"] [ALL]

 

Change Options:

[COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDT date | RETPD days | PERM]

[MIGRate {DATE date | AFTER days} | NOMIGRat]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

• filename filetype
Specifies the filename and filetype of the files whose archive characteristics you want to change. You can use
pattern-matching characters in filename and filetype to change information for files with similar names. To change the
characteristics of files with mixed-case file IDs, use the MIXED option.

• [ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to change the characteristics of all files that match the selection criteria you enter. If you do not
specify the ALL option and VM:Archiver identifies more than one file with the same filename and filetype that meet the
selection criteria, VM:Archiver changes only the most recently archived file (or files if using pattern matching).
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Change Options

These options control which characteristics of archived files VM:Archiver changes. Specify one or more of these options.
You can specify select options with the change options. You must specify at least one change option.

COMMent text | NOCOmm
Tells VM:Archiver to associate a comment with an archived file or to delete an existing comment.
COMMENT text

Associate text with the archived file as a comment. Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter after
COMMENT as comment text, specify the COMMENT option last on the command line followed by the
appropriate comment text.

NOCOMM
Delete the comment currently associated with the file.

EXPDT date
Tells VM:Archiver to change the file’s expiration date to the date specified. The expiration date is the date after
which VM:Archiver can expire the archived files -- that is, delete them from archival storage. Use one of the
following formats for date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The expiration date (date) must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The date you specify
cannot exceed the maximum expiration date or retention period. You cannot use the EXPDT option with the
RETPD or PERM options.

RETPD days
Tells VM:Archiver to change the file’s retention period to the specified number of days. The retention period is
how long, in days, you want VM:Archiver to retain the archived files. Enter a whole number greater than zero for
the retention period (days).
The number of days specified cannot exceed the maximum retention period set for your user ID or convert to an
expiration date later than the maximum expiration date set for your user ID. You cannot use the RETPD option
with the EXPDT or PERM option.

PERM
Tells VM:Archiver to change the file’s retention information so that the file is kept permanently; that is, the stored
archival copy will never expire. You cannot use the PERM option with the EXPDT or RETPD option.

MIGRate { DATE date | AFTER days }
Tells VM:Archiver to change the file’s migration date or add a migration date if one does not already exist. The
migration date Specifies when either on a particular date (DATE date) or in a certain number of days (AFTER
days) you want VM:Archiver to move archived files stored in ONLINE storage to the TAPE storage area. This
option is valid only for files that are stored in ONLINE storage.
You must follow the MIGRATE option with either DATE date or AFTER days. When you specify the MIGRATE
DATE date option, date must be today’s date or a future date; the number of days that you specify with MIGRATE
AFTER (days) must be a whole number greater than zero. You cannot change a migration date if it has already
passed.
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You can specify the MIGRATE option for files stored in ONLINE storage only. You cannot use the MIGRATE
option with the NOMIGRAT option.

NOMIGRat
Tells VM:Archiver to remove a migration date from an archived file. Without a migration date the file will not be
moved from ONLINE storage to TAPE storage. You cannot remove a migration date that has already passed.
You can specify the NOMIGRAT option for files stored in ONLINE storage only. You cannot use the NOMIGRAT
option with the MIGRATE option.

PRIVate | NOPRIVat
Tells VM:Archiver to change the file’s security level, as follows:
PRIVATE

Only the owner of the archived file and the VM:Archiver system administrator are allowed to use the
CHANGE FILE, PURGE FILE, QUERY FILES, RECALL FILE, or RECLAIM FILE command on the stored
file copy. This restriction applies regardless of the authorizations any other user might have.

NOPRIVAT
The file is not to be a private file.

Select Options

These options control which files VM:Archiver changes. You can specify one or more of these options. A file must satisfy
all the selection criteria to be changed. You can specify select options with the change options.

[ ARCDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for files archived during the specified time period. The starting date for the search is
fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If you do not enter the ARCDATE fromdatetodate option, VM:Archiver searches for all archived versions of the
specified files. If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were archived during the
date range you specified with the ARCDATE option, it changes the characteristics of only the file most recently
archived, unless you use the ALL option. When you use the ALL option, VM:Archiver changes the specified
characteristics of all files that match the selection criteria.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver assigns an
archive ID to a file when the file is archived. All files archived by the same ARCHIVE FILE command will have the
same archive ID. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in archid.
When you use the ARCHID option, VM:Archiver does not assume a default source or owner. For information
about how VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the sections "Selection Processing" and "Interactions
Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE" in this article.
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To find the archive ID number for an archived file, use the QUERY FILES command with the ARCHINFO option.
[ CREAtdat fromdate [ todate ] ]

Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have a creation date that falls within the specified time period.
Only SFS files created under CMS Release 7 or later have creation dates; therefore, this option is ignored for SFS
files created before CMS Release 7 and for files archived from minidisks. The starting date for the creation date
search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter CREATDAT, you must enter a starting date with
it. If you do not specify an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were created during the date range you
specified with the CREATDAT option, it changes the characteristics of only the file most recently archived, unless
you specify the ALL option. When you use the ALL option, VM:Archiver changes the specified characteristics of all
files that match the selection criteria.

[ FILEdate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have a CMS file date (that is, the date on which they were
last updated) that falls within the specified time period. The starting date for the file date search is fromdate; the
ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can specify the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter FILEDATE, you must specify a starting date
with it. If you do not specify an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were last updated during the date
range you specified with the FILEDATE option, it changes the characteristics of only the file most recently
archived, unless you specify the ALL option. When you specify the ALL option, VM:Archiver changes the specified
characteristics of all files that match the selection criteria.
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[ MIXED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to
change files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes the filename and
filetype are uppercase.

[ OWNER userid ]
Specifies the owner of the archived file. If you do not use the OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that your
user ID owns the archived files that you want to change, unless you use the ARCHID option. For more information
about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER and ARCHID options, see the following section on Interactions
Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.
Note: The system administrator can change the characteristics of data owned by any user. Users without
system administrator authorization can change the characteristics of another user’s data if that user grants them
CHANGE authorization.

[ SOURce { userid vaddr | dirname } ]
Specifies the location from where the archived files were archived, either the source minidisk (userid vaddr) or
directory (dirname). You can use pattern-matching characters when specifying userid, vaddr, and dirname.
A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and
user ID, separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by
periods. Use this format when specifying a fully qualified directory name:
filepoolid:userid.directory.directory...

If you do not use the SOURCE option, by default VM:Archiver assumes that your 0191 minidisk is the source
unless you use the ARCHID option. If you specify the ARCHID option, VM:Archiver does not assume a default
source. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the SOURCE and ARCHID options, see the following
section on Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.

Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived file -- ARCHID, OWNER, SOURCE, ARCDATE, CREATDAT,
and FILEDATE VM:Archiver searches only for archived files that meet all of the identification criteria.

When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver changes the characteristics of the selected files.

Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

If you specify neither ARCHID nor SOURCE, VM:Archiver assumes the source is the requesting user ID’s 0191 minidisk
(SOURCE requestor 0191) and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you specify ARCHID without SOURCE,
VM:Archiver searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the source.

Examples

• You have archived several versions of file MEEPMEEP EXEC. You archived one version on May 3, 2015.
To change the expiration date of that version from June 27, 2015 to June 27, 2020, enter this command:

vmarch change file meepmeep exec (arcdate 05/03/2015 05/03/2015 expdt 06/27/2020

• You have archived file BBUNNY CARROTS from BBUNNY’s 0193 minidisk. You assigned a comment to
the file when you archived it, but now you want to remove the comment. Enter this command:

vmarch change file bbunny carrots (source bbunny 0193 nocomm

• You archived file ACME ORDERS to ONLINE storage, but did not specify a migration date. You want the
file to be moved to VM:Archiver TAPE storage 30 days from now. Enter this command:
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vmarch change file acme orders (migrate after 30

• To add a comment to all archived files that belong to you but were archived from user ID ACME’s 492
minidisk, enter this command:

vmarch change file * * (source acme 0492 all comment invention test data for acme

CHANGE MDISK Command
Authorization: None

Use the CHANGE MDISK command to change characteristics of archived minidisks.

You can change minidisks that have already been successfully archived, or those that are scheduled to be copied to TAPE
storage. The command lets you change:

• How long VM:Archiver keeps an archived minidisk, that is, alter its expiration date or retention period
• A comment, add a comment, or delete a comment
• The minidisk’s security level by adding or removing the PRIVATE designation

Note: If a minidisk is marked PRIVATE, only the minidisk’s owner or the VM:Archiver system administrator can change
its characteristics.

CHange MDISK userid vaddr ( {"Change Options"} ["Select Options"] [ALL]

 

Change Options:

[COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDT date | RETPD days | PERM]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[OWNER userid]

• userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk whose archive characteristics you want to change. You can
use pattern-matching characters in userid and vaddr to change the characteristics of more than one minidisk.

• [ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to change the characteristics of all minidisks that match the selection criteria you enter. If you do not
use the ALL option, VM:Archiver changes the specified characteristics of only the most recently archived minidisk (or
minidisks if using pattern matching).

Change Options

These options control which characteristics of archived minidisks VM:Archiver changes. You can specify one or more of
these options. You can specify change options with the select options. You must specify at least one change option.

COMMent text | NOCOmm
Tells VM:Archiver to associate a comment with an archived minidisk or to delete an existing comment.
COMMENT text

Associate text with the archived minidisk as a comment. Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter
after COMMENT as comment text, specify the COMMENT option last on the command line followed by
the appropriate comment text.
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NOCOMM
Delete the comment currently associated with the minidisk.

EXPDT date
Tells VM:Archiver to change the minidisk expiration date to the specified date. The expiration date is the date
after which VM:Archiver can expire the archived minidisk -- that is, delete it from archival storage. Use one of the
following formats for date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The expiration date (date) must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The date specified cannot
exceed the maximum expiration date or retention period. You cannot use the EXPDT option with the RETPD or
PERM option.

RETPD days
Tells VM:Archiver to change the minidisk retention period to the specified number of days. The retention period is
how long, in days, you want VM:Archiver to retain the archived minidisk. Enter a whole number greater than zero
for the retention period (days).
The number of days specified cannot exceed the maximum retention period set for your user ID or convert to an
expiration date later than the maximum expiration date set for your user ID. You cannot use the RETPD option
with the EXPDT or PERM option.

PERM
Tells VM:Archiver to change the minidisk retention information so that the minidisk is kept permanently; that is, the
stored archival copy will never expire. You cannot use the PERM option with the EXPDT or RETPD option.

PRIVate | NOPRIVat
Tells VM:Archiver to change the minidisk security level:
PRIVATE

Only the owner of the archived minidisk and the VM:Archiver system administrator are allowed to use the
CHANGE MDISK, PURGE MDISK, QUERY MDISKS, RECALL MDISK, or RECLAIM MDISK command
on the stored minidisk copy. This restriction applies regardless of the authorizations any other user might
have.

NOPRIVAT
The minidisk is not to be designated as a private minidisk.

Select Options

These options control which minidisks VM:Archiver changes. You can specify one or more of these options. A minidisk
must satisfy all the selection criteria to be changed. You can specify select options with the change options.

[ ARCDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for minidisks archived during the specified time period. The starting date for the
search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:
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• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If you do not enter the ARCDATE fromdate todate option, VM:Archiver searches for all archived versions of the
specified minidisks. If VM:Archiver finds multiple minidisks with the same user ID and virtual address that were
archived during the date range you specified with the ARCDATE option, it changes the characteristics of only
the minidisk most recently archived, unless you use the ALL option. When you use the ALL option, VM:Archiver
changes the specified characteristics of all minidisks that match the selection criteria.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for the archived minidisk that has the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver
assigns an archive ID to a minidisk when the minidisk is archived. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters
in archid.
When you use the ARCHID option, VM:Archiver does not assume a default owner. For information about how
VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the "Selection Processing" section of this article.
To find the archive ID number for an archived minidisk, use the QUERY MDISK command with the ARCHINFO
option.

[ OWNER userid ]
Specifies the owner of the archived minidisks. If you do not use the OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that
your (the requesting) user ID owns the archived minidisks that you want to change, unless you use the ARCHID
option. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER and ARCHID options, see the "Interaction
Between ARCHID and OWNER" section of this article.
Note: The system administrator can change the characteristics of archived data owned by any user. Users
without system administrator authorization can change the characteristics of another user’s data if that user grants
them CHANGE authorization.

Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived minidisk ARCHID, OWNER, and ARCDATE, VM:Archiver
searches only for archived minidisks that meet all of the identification criteria.

When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver changes the characteristics of the selected minidisks.

Interaction Between ARCHID and OWNER

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for minidisks using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for minidisks by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

Examples

• You have archived several versions of your (BBUNNY’s) 0191 disk. You archived one version on May
3, 2015. To change the expiration date of this version from June 27, 2015 to June 27, 2021, enter this
command:
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vmarch change mdisk bbunny 0191 (arcdate 05/03/1997 05/03/2015 expdt 06/27/2021

• You have archived your (BBUNNY’s) 0192 minidisk and marked it PRIVATE. You no longer want the
minidisk to be PRIVATE. To change the minidisk’s security level, enter this command:

vmarch change mdisk bbunny 0192 (noprivat

CHECK Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the CHECK command to verify that archived data stored on DASD file storage minidisks is accurately recorded in the
VM:Archiver database, and that the information in the database regarding archived file location on the DASD minidisks is
correct.

During this verification process, VM:Archiver produces a report summarizing the following discrepancies between the
DASD storage minidisks and the VM:Archiver database:

• Archived files that exist on the DASD storage minidisks but are not referenced in the VM:Archiver database
• Archived files that are referenced in the VM:Archiver database but do not exist on the DASD storage minidisks

When you enter this command, VM:Archiver generates the DASD/Database Discrepancy Report, creates a file
(CHKDBDAS is the filename and your user ID is the filetype) containing this report, and sends this file to your virtual
reader.

You can use this command to periodically check for discrepancies or when users experience problems accessing archived
data. For example, a user tries to recall a file that, according to the QUERY FILES output, is stored on a DASD storage
minidisk (that is, on either the STAGE or ONLINE area). However, VM:Archiver returns an error message stating that
it cannot locate the file. When you enter the CHECK command, the report generated will show if and where there is a
discrepancy between the DASD minidisks and the database.

VM:Archiver only checks the DASD minidisks in either ACTIVE or DRAINED status. Because VM:Archiver cannot link or
access minidisks in INACTIVE status, no information is available on these minidisks. Inactive minidisks, if any, are listed at
the end of the report.

CHECK DBDASD

DBDASD
Tells VM:Archiver to generate the DASD/Database Discrepancy Report and send it the virtual reader of the
requesting user ID as the CHKDBDAS requestor file.

Report Processing

First, for every active or drained storage minidisk, VM:Archiver examines the files that reside on it and looks in the
database for the information about the location of each file. If there is no information about the file in the database,
VM:Archiver writes a record for that file. The record for each file includes its DASD filename and filetype (a unique, 8-
character, hexadecimal filename and filetype created for each file stored on the DASD area) and virtual address.

Next, for all archived files that, according to the database, are stored on STAGE or ONLINE storage, VM:Archiver verifies
that the files actually exist on the DASD minidisk recorded in the database. If a file referenced in the database does not
exist on this storage minidisk, VM:Archiver writes a record for that file. The record for each file includes the owner, CMS
filename and filetype, archive ID, DASD filename and filetype, and virtual address of the storage minidisk.

If there are any DASD minidisks with the INACTIVE status, VM:Archiver notes that no information could be generated on
these minidisks, and lists each inactive DASD minidisk at the end of the report.
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Errors

If an error occurs when VM:Archiver checks that each file referenced in the database exists on a DASD minidisk,
VM:Archiver inserts a message to the right of the Vaddr column in the record for the specific file.

• The database information for each archived file includes the DASD minidisk on which the file resides. If this minidisk is
not defined in the configuration data contained in the database, VM:Archiver adds the following message:

CONFIGURATION DOES NOT CONTAIN VADDR vaddr

• If essential file information is missing from the database, VM:Archiver adds the following message:

NO INFORMATION WAS GATHERED ON THE FOLLOWING INACTIVE DASD MINIDISKS: vaddr1

vaddr2 ...

This indicates a serious internal problem; contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Example
To check the congruency between the files archived on the DASD storage area and the storage information
about these files in the VM:Archiver database, enter:

vmarch check dbdasd

VM:Archiver generates the following DASD/Discrepancy Report and sends it to your virtual reader:

DASD/Database Discrepancy Report   VM:Archiver  Release 02.4

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

Report date and time: 09/10/15 09:26:52

 

 

 

 

Files found on DASD but not referenced in the database:

 

DASDFN    DASDFT    vaddr

--------  --------  ------

A14D0928  ER1014AO  01C0

31CC1222  B5A3091O  01C0

 

Files referenced in the database but not found on DASD:

 

Owner     Filename  Filetype  Archid    DASDFN    DASDFT    Vaddr

--------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  ------

MMARTIAN  SHCREAM   ATOMS     ACME.888  A08294C2  FI0427AS  01C1

BBUNNY    PROFILE   EXEC      ACME.231  451FA901  AA13337S  01C3

RRUNNER   ALL       NOTEBOOK  ACME.21   A07544BC  0008CDFO  01C1

BBUNNY    CARROTS   RECIPES   ACME.111  451E0F18  FAB8311S  01C1

 

No information was gathered on the following inactive DASD areas:

01C2 01C5

 

End of Report
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CMS Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the CMS command to run a CMS subset or CP command on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Use the CMS command carefully because VM:Archiver does not perform other processing until the CMS command has
completed.

CMS {command | CP command}

• command
Specifies a CMS subset or CP command.

Using CP Commands

To issue CP commands, enter one of the following, substituting a CP command for command:

• cms cp command
• cms command

Running EXECs

To run EXECs, enter the following, substituting the name of the EXEC for name:

cms exec name

Note: 

You must enter the full EXEC name; you cannot use abbreviations or synonyms. For example, you must enter RDRLIST
instead of RLIST, and FILELIST instead of FILEL..

Issuing Commands From the VMARCH Service Virtual Machine

When you enter cms followed by a CMS or CP command, VM:Archiver returns to the VM:Archiver environment
immediately after the CMS or CP command has run.

Example

To send the VMARCH console log to user ID VMANAGER using the CMS command, enter:

cms spool console close to vmanager

VM:Archiver executes the CMS command and displays the following messages:

10:18:28 VMARCH 03 VMACMD1110I ENTER: CMS SPOOL CONSOLE CLOSE

   TO VMANAGER

10:18:29 VMARCH 03 VMACMD1111I BEGINNING COMMAND: CMS SPOOL 

  CONSOLE CLOSE TO VMANAGER.

CON FILE 3707 TO VMANAGER COPY 001 NOHOLD

10:18:32 VMARCH 03 VMACMD1112I ENDING COMMAND CMS WITH 

  COMPLETION CODE 0.
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Issuing Commands From User IDs Other Than VMARCH

Normally, you should never need to enter the VM:Archiver CMS command. However, you can use it to spool the console
when trying to resolve a problem.

Example

To spool the console to user ID OPERATOR from the operator’s console, enter:

vmarch cms cp spool console start to operator

VM:Archiver executes the CP command and displays the following messages on the VM:Archiver console:

10:23:58 OPERATOR 08 VMACMD1111I BEGINNING COMMAND: CMS CP SPOOL CONSOLE

START TO OPERATOR.

10:23:59 OPERATOR 08 VMACMD1112I ENDING COMMAND CMS WITH COMPLETION 

CODE 0.

CONFIG Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the CONFIG command to:

• Update VM:Archiver configuration information using the screens
• Create a report on configuration information currently contained in the VM:Archiver database

If VM:Archiver is running in limited mode, use the CONFIG command to update configuration information. See the
following section on Limited Mode for information about using the CONFIG command to bring VM:Archiver into full-
function mode.

If VM:Archiver is running in full-function mode, use the CONFIG command to take you directly to the Manage
Configuration Options menu, or you can select Option 1 from the System Administrator Main Menu to get to the Manage
Configuration Options menu.

You can use the CONFIG command with the REPORT parameter to create a report on the information currently contained
in the VM:Archiver database whether VM:Archiver is running in limited or full-function mode.

CONFIG [REPORT [( "Options"]] 

 

Options:

APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal

[ REPORT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to produce a report on the configuration information in the VM:Archiver database. By default,
VM:Archiver displays the report on the user’s terminal.

[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to a CMS file called CONFIG REPORT on your
minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. Enter only
one option on the command.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to a CMS file called CONFIG REPORT on your minidisk
or directory accessed at filemode A. If this file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates
a new file. Enter only one option on the command.
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[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.
Enter only one option on the command.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.
Enter only one option on the command.

[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer. Enter only one option on the
command.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on your terminal. Enter only one option on the
command. TERMINAL is the default.

Configuration Information

The CONFIG command, when specified with no parameters or options, takes you directly to the system administrator
Manage Configuration Options menu. This screen displays options that allow you to define the following:

• DASD storage areas and controls
• Offline tape (TAPE storage) storage controls and resource pools
• VM:Backup options
• Operators and system administrators
• Retention controls and defaults
• Accounting information
• Text case settings for screens, messages, and reports
• Default for processing recall requests from TAPE storage

Configuration Report

To create a report on the configuration information currently contained in the VM:Archiver database and the dates the
information was last updated, use the REPORT parameter when you enter the CONFIG command. When you specify
the REPORT parameter, VM:Archiver does not display the Manage Configuration Options menu. If, after examining the
report, you decide to update the current configuration information, enter the CONFIG command without specifying the
REPORT parameter.

Limited Mode

If required configuration information is not in the VM:Archiver database at initialization, VM:Archiver cannot operate in a
fully functional mode. VM:Archiver will initialize; however, it runs in a limited mode.

While in limited mode, the only commands VM:Archiver can accept are the CMS, CONFIG, and END commands from the
user ID specified on the CFGINIT record in the VMARCH CONFIG file. For more information, see CFGINIT Record.

VM:Archiver sends message 0908E, which identifies this user:

0908E ERROR code OCCURRED LOADING THE CONFIGURATION DATA FROM THE DATABASE. CONTACT

userid TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM.

This user must enter the CONFIG command to provide VM:Archiver with the required information.
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When the information is entered into the database, the user must end VM:Archiver, from either the user’s virtual machine
or the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and reinitialize VM:Archiver. Ending and reinitializing VM:Archiver is only
required when in limited mode. Changes take place immediately at all other times.

Examples

• To update VM:Archiver configuration information, enter:

vmarch config

VM:Archiver displays the Manage Configuration Options menu.
• To create a report on your user ID’s A-disk that summarizes the current VM:Archiver configuration

information, enter:

vmarch config report (disk

VM:Archiver writes the information to a file called CONFIG REPORT A, as follows:

VM:Archiver Configuration Information

-------------------------------------

 

 

 

 

DASD Control Information

------------------------

 

 

Percent of DASD for STAGE files:  100

Percent of DASD for ONLINE files: 100

Percent of DASD for ONLINE files: 100

 

ONLINE purge grace:       0

ONLINE expiration grace:  0

Percent of ONLINE usage at which to warn SYSOPER: 90

 

Percent of STAGE usage at which to start migration: 50

Number of hours file is on STAGE before migration:  72

Migration time ranges: 00:00-23:59

 

 

DASD Pool Information

---------------------

 

 

        Intended      Current

Vaddr   Status        Status

-----   -----------   ----------

01C0    ACTIVE        ACTIVE
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Tape Control Information

------------------------

 

 

TAPE purge grace:      10

TAPE expiration grace: 10

 

Maximum number of tapes in a tape set: 5

 

Percent of tape usage at which to select for Merge/Purge/Copy: 0

Tapes automatically reinitialized after Merge/Purge/Copy:      NO

 

 

 

 

Resource Pool Information

-------------------------

 

 

Poolname   Copy      Data set name

--------   -------   -------------

--------   -------   -------------

DTAPE1     PRIMARY   VMBACKUP.VMARCHIVER

 

 

 

 

VM:BackupBackup Options

-----------------

 

 

           VM:BackupBackup    Send                   Report   Backup

Job Type   Userid       Report to   At Node    Class    Retries

--------   ----------   ---------   --------   ------   -------

ARCHIVE    VMBACKUP     VMANAGER               A        3

RECALL     VMBACKUP     VMANAGER               A        --

MPC        VMBACKUP     VMANAGER               A        --

REINIT     VMBACKUP     VMANAGER               A        --

 

 

 

 

Authorized Users

----------------

 

 

 

Authorization   Userid     Node

-------------   --------   --------

SYSADMIN        VMANAGER   TESTCP9A

OPERATOR        VMANAGER   TESTCP9A

SYSADMIN        VMANAGER   TESTCP9A

SYSADMIN        BOLRO05    TESTCP9A
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SYSADMIN        DEIKI01    TESTCP9A

SYSADMIN        CANJE03    TESTCP9A

SYSADMIN        JERTEST    TESTCP9A

SYSADMIN        DEMYV01    TESTCP9A

SYSADMIN        WALMA30    TESTCP9A

 

 

 

 

Retention Control Information

-----------------------------

 

 

Default retention period:   30

Maximum retention period:   PERM

Maximum retention period:   PERM

Maximum expiration date:    PERM

 

 

 

 

Accounting Information

----------------------

 

 

Should VM:Archiver account for storage? No

 

 

 

System Information

------------------

 

System ID: CC2F1692

Send dumps to userid: VMANAGER

Default for recalls from TAPE: DELAY

Warn operator when database disk is 80 % full.

 

Messages displayed in mixed case

Reports displayed in mixed case

Screens displayed in mixed case

 

 

 

 

Last Update Dates

-----------------

 

Information        Last Update Date

------------------ ----------------

DASD Control       07/22/2014

DASD Pool          07/22/2014

Tape Control       02/02/2015

Resource Pool      02/02/2015
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VM:BackupBackup Options  NONE

Authorized Users   03/04/2015

Retention Control  08/12/2014

Accounting         NONE

System             02/02/2015

DASD Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the DASD command to change the status of a storage minidisk.

DASD {ACTIVe vaddr | DRAINed vaddr | INACTive vaddr}

• vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the storage minidisk whose status you want to change. Enter only one virtual address
on the command. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in vaddr.

• ACTIVe
Specifies that you want to activate a storage minidisk that was previously drained or deactivated.

• DRAINed
Specifies that you want to drain an active or inactive storage minidisk. When a storage minidisk is drained, users
cannot archive files to the minidisk; however, they can recall, change, purge, reclaim, or query data on the minidisk.

• INACTive
Specifies that you want to deactivate an active or drained storage minidisk. When a minidisk is inactive, users cannot
archive data to the storage minidisk, or recall, change, purge, reclaim, or query data on the minidisk.

Statuses

A storage minidisk can have one of three statuses:

Active
. Users can archive files to the minidisk and recall, change, purge, reclaim, or query files on the minidisk.

Drained
. Users cannot archive files to the minidisk; however, users can recall, change, purge, reclaim, or query data on
the minidisk.
Drain a storage minidisk when you want to gradually phase it out of use, for example, when you want to reduce
the number of storage minidisks used by your VM:Archiver system.
When you drain a storage minidisk, users can continue to recall files from it, but no new files are written to the
minidisk. Over time, VM:Archiver removes files from the minidisk as they expire or are purged, so that eventually,
no archived data is left on the minidisk. See the following section How Files Are Removed From Storage Minidisks
for more detailed information about how and when archived data is removed.

Inactive
. Users can neither archive files to the minidisk nor recall, change, purge, reclaim, or query data on the minidisk.
Deactivate a storage minidisk when you want to change its size. Once you have finished changing the minidisk
size, you must reactivate the minidisk by using the DASD ACTIVE command.

How Files Are Removed From Storage Minidisks

VM:Archiver deletes archived files from a storage minidisk through the following processes:
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• Copying eligible files in STAGE storage to TAPE storage, then erasing them from the DASD storage minidisks
• Deleting expired files after the expiration grace period has passed; if there is no expiration grace period, expired files

are removed immediately
• Deleting purged files after the purge grace period ends; if there is no purge grace period or if the purge request

included the IMMED option, purged files are removed immediately.

In addition, when you issue the DASD DRAINED vaddr command to drain a storage minidisk, VM:Archiver does the
following:

• Removes all STAGE files that have already been copied to tape
• Starts a STAGE to TAPE migration to copy STAGE files that have not yet been copied from the storage minidisk to

tape. Once these files are copied to tape, VM:Archiver erases them from the storage minidisk.

For more information about the management of DASD storage, see Storage Management.

Example
To gradually phase out the storage minidisk at virtual address 0199, enter:

vmarch dasd drained 0199

VM:Archiver responds:

0367I DASD STORAGE MINIDISK 0199 HAS BEEN MARKED DRAINED.

END Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the END command to end VM:Archiver operation, either after all active commands are complete or immediately using
the FORCE option.

END [( FORCE]

The only operand you can enter with END is the FORCE option. To do so, you must use CP SMSG, as follows:

cp smsg vmarch end (force

FORCE tells VM:Archiver to shut down immediately. VM:Archiver ends any commands or processes in progress, and
releases associated resources.

NOTE
Do not use FORCE under normal circumstances.

EVENT Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the EVENT command to perform the following tasks:

• Schedule a VM:Archiver command to run at specified times or at initialization
• Delete a previously scheduled event
• Display scheduled events

You can allow VM:Archiver to assign an event ID to a scheduled event or you can assign the event ID yourself when
adding the event.
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If events are scheduled to run at a time that occurs before VM:Archiver is initialized, VM:Archiver executes these events at
startup and then reschedules them appropriately. For example, assume that an event is scheduled to run at 6:30 a.m. and
again at one-hour intervals. When VM:Archiver initializes at 8:00 a.m., it will execute the event at startup, skip the 7:30
a.m. run, and schedule the event to run at 8:30 a.m. and at subsequent one-hour intervals.

VM:Archiver schedules system events for internal processing. System events are assigned event IDs from 9000 through
9999.

EVENT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ADD [ID eventid] {1sttime interval command | STARTUP interval command}

| DELete eventid

| Query [eventid | ALL] [( FIFO | LIFO | TERMinal]

ADD [ ID eventid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to add the specified event to the VM:Archiver database.

ID eventid
Tells VM:Archiver that you are assigning an event ID (eventid) to the scheduled event. For eventid, enter a 1- to
4-digit number from 1 through 8999; if you specify fewer than four digits, VM:Archiver adds leading zeros to make
the event ID a 4-digit number. A single event ID cannot be used to identify more than one event.
Note: Event IDs 9000 through 9999 are reserved for events scheduled by VM:Archiver internal processing.
Therefore, you cannot specify an event ID within this reserved range when adding an event.
If you do not specify ID eventid, VM:Archiver assigns an event ID when adding the scheduled event to the
database.

1sttime
Specifies the first time the event will execute. Enter this time in 24-hour, hh:mm format. For example, if you want
the event to run for the first time at 9 a.m., specify 09:00 for 1sttime. Enter 00:00 for midnight. You cannot enter
1sttime and STARTUP on the same command.

STARTUP
Specifies that the event will run when the VM:Archiver system initializes. You cannot enter STARTUP and 1sttime
on the same command.

interval
Specifies how often the event will recur that is, how long VM:Archiver will wait before running the scheduled
event again. Enter interval in 24-hour, hh:mm format. For example, to run the scheduled event every 30 minutes,
specify 00:30 for interval. If the event should occur only one time each day (if you specified 1sttime) or at
initialization only (if you specified STARTUP), enter 0 for interval.

command
Specifies the VM:Archiver command to be executed. This must be the last parameter entered on the command.

DELete eventid
Tells VM:Archiver to discard the specified scheduled event (eventid) from the VM:Archiver database. Enter only
one event ID with DELETE. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in eventid.

Query [ eventid | ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the specific scheduled event (eventid). To display all events scheduled in the
VM:Archiver system, specify ALL. ALL is the default.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.
Specify FIFO with the QUERY parameter only. You cannot enter FIFO with the LIFO or TERMINAL option.
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[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.
Specify LIFO with the QUERY parameter only. You cannot enter LIFO with the FIFO or TERMINAL option.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal. Specify TERMINAL with the QUERY
parameter only. You cannot enter TERMINAL with the FIFO or LIFO option. TERMINAL is the default.

Example:

• To add an event to run the SUBMIT RECALLS command at initialization and subsequently every two hours, and let
VM:Archiver assign the event ID, enter:

vmarch event add startup 02:00 submit recalls

VM:Archiver responds:

0329I EVENT 200 ADDED.

• To display on your terminal all scheduled events contained in the VM:Archiver database, enter:

vmarch event query all

VM:Archiver responds:

ID       Time     Interval  Status  Command 

9001     STARTUP  00:30     RC=0    EXEC VMACHKST PERCENT   

9005     STARTUP  08:00     RC=0    EXEC VMAMNGJB CHECKJOBS 

9006     STARTUP  08:00     RC=0    EXEC SUBMIT RECALLS (IMMED

                                    USER *   

9003     00:00    24:00     RC=0    EXEC VMAON2OF ALL   

9004     00:01    24:00     RC=0    EXEC VMACLNJB 3 

0100     01:00    02:00     RC=0    SUBMIT ARCHIVES 

0200     STARTUP  02:00     RC=0    SUBMIT RECALLS  

• To delete the event assigned event ID 100, enter:

vmarch event delete 100

VM:Archiver responds:

0338I EVENT 100 WAS DELETED.

LISTPULL Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the LISTPULL command to display a list of tapes that might be required for a recall or merge/purge/copy job.

The list includes the primary tapes and any copies they may have. Only tapes with the status AVAIL or OPEN are
displayed. Tapes are not necessarily listed in the order in which VM:Backup calls for them.

The list of primary tapes may include tapes that VM:Backup does not call for during the job. This situation can occur
because the LISTPULL command lists all the tapes containing the data set that holds the file or minidisk to be recalled,
even though not all the tapes may be required to perform the job. For example, if a file to be recalled resides on the first
tape of a 5-tape data set, the output from the LISTPULL command shows all five tapes, but VM:Backup uses just the first
tape in the data set.

LISTPULL jobid [( DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]
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• jobid
Specifies the job ID assigned by VM:Archiver when the job was built. A job ID contains eight hexadecimal characters,
A-F and 0-9. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in jobid.

• [ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file a CMS file called jobid LIST on your minidisk or
directory accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. If the file already exists,
VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates a new file.

• [ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

• [ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

• [ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

• [ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal. TERMINAL is the default.

Example:

To display a list of tapes required for recall job A1B2C3DE, enter:

vmarch listpull a1b2c3de

VM:Archiver responds:

Primary   Copy1     Copy2     Copy3     Copy4   

--------  --------  --------  --------  --------

TAPE01    TAPE11    TAPE21    - -       TAPE41  

TAPE09    TAPE19    - -       TAPE39    - - 

- -       TAPE17    TAPE27    - -       - - 

- -       - -       - -       - -       TAPE45  

TAPE06    TAPE16    TAPE26    TAPE36    TAPE46  

NOTE
Dashes in the output indicate tapes that have the status UNAVAIL, which means they are unavailable for use in
any job.

PURGE FILE Command
Authorization: None

Use the PURGE FILE command to remove an archived file from storage before its expiration date has passed.

When you issue the PURGE FILE command, VM:Archiver marks the file for deletion. VM:Archiver will delete the file after
its purge grace period has passed. If there is no purge grace period or the purge grace period is 0, VM:Archiver purges
the file immediately.

You cannot purge files that have the status IN-A-JOB or JOB.

You can use the PURGE FILE command to delete archived files. To delete archived minidisks from archive storage, use
the PURGE MDISK command. For more information, see PURGE MDISK Command.

PURge File filename filetype [( ["Select Options"] [ALL]] 
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Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[GRACE | NOGRACE]

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname }]

• filename filetype
Specifies the filename and filetype of the files you want to purge. You can use pattern-matching characters in filename
and filetype to purge multiple files with similar names. If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and
filetype, it purges the file with the oldest archive date. To purge files with mixed-case file IDs, use the MIXED option.

• [ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to purge all versions of archived files that meet the selection criteria. If you do not specify ALL and
VM:Archiver identifies more than one file with the same filename and filetype, VM:Archiver purges only one file the
oldest archived version. To purge files with a mixed-case file ID, use the MIXED option.

Select Options

The select options control which files VM:Archiver purges. You can specify one or more of these options. A file must
satisfy all the selection criteria to be purged.

[ ARCDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Specifies the time period during which the files were archived. The starting date for the search is fromdate; the
ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were archived during the date range
you specified with the ARCDATE option, it purges the version of each file with the oldest archive date unless the
ALL option is specified. If you specify the ALL option, VM:Archiver purges all versions.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver assigns
each file an archive ID when the file is archived. Enter a valid archive ID after ARCHID. You cannot specify
pattern-matching characters in archid.
When you specify ARCHID, VM:Archiver does not assume a default owner or source minidisk. For information
about how VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the following section about Interactions Among
ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.
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To find the archive ID for an archived file, use the QUERY FILES command with the ARCHINFO option.
[ CREAtdat fromdate [ todate ] ]

This option is applicable only for files archived from SFS and created under CMS Release 7 or later. It tells
VM:Archiver to search for archived files created during the specified time period. The starting date for the creation
date search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter CREATDAT, you must specify a starting date with
it. If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were created during the date range you
specified with the CREATDAT option, it purges the file or files with the oldest archive date unless the ALL option is
specified. If you specify the ALL option, VM:Archiver purges all versions.

[ FILEdate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have a CMS file date (the date on which they were last updated)
that falls within the specified time period. The starting date for the file date search is fromdate; the ending date is
todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can specify the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter FILEDATE, you must specify a starting date
with it. If you do not specify an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were last updated during the date range
you specified with the FILEDATE option, it purges the file or files with the oldest archive date unless the ALL
option is specified. If you specify the ALL option, VM:Archiver purges all versions.

[ GRACE | NOGRACE ]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to respect the purge grace period when purging the file. GRACE Tells VM:Archiver
to purge the file when the purge grace period has passed. NOGRACE Tells VM:Archiver to purge the file
immediately; the file does not remain in storage through the purge grace period.
Note: If you purge a file with the NOGRACE option, you cannot reclaim it later.
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[ MIXED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to
purge files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes the filename and
filetype are uppercase.

[ OWNER userid ]
Tells VM:Archiver which user ID owns the files to be purged. The system administrator can purge files owned by
any user. Users without system administrator authorization can purge another user’s file if that user has granted
them CHANGE authorization. If you do not specify the OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that your user ID
owns the files you want to purge unless you specify the ARCHID option. For information about how VM:Archiver
processes the OWNER and ARCHID options, see the following section about Interactions Among ARCHID,
OWNER, and SOURCE.

[ SOURce { userid vaddr | dirname } ]
Specifies the location from which the files you want to purge were archived, either the source minidisk (userid
vaddr) or directory (dirname). You can use pattern-matching characters when specifying userid, vaddr, and
dirname.
A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and
user ID, separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by
periods. Use this format when specifying a fully-qualified directory name:
filepoolid:userid.directory.directory...

If you do not use the SOURCE option, by default VM:Archiver assumes that your 0191 minidisk is the source
unless you use the ARCHID option. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the SOURCE and
ARCHID options, see the following section about Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.

Grace Periods

The purge grace period is the number of days a file remains in storage after you purge it. The system administrator sets
your system’s purge grace period. A file is still in its purge grace period if the output from the QUERY FILES command
shows PURGED (or PUR) as the file’s storage area. You can use the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM option to
determine your system’s purge grace period.

The online purge grace period applies only to files stored on ONLINE storage. The tape purge grace period applies to files
stored on STAGE, STAGE and TAPE, or TAPE storage.

When a file is in its purge grace period, you can use the RECLAIM FILE command to reclaim the file and prevent it from
being deleted. For more information, see RECLAIM FILE Command.

Note: When you a purge a file that has the status WAITING, VM:Archiver purges the request immediately; the purge
grace period is not considered.

Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived file ARCHID, OWNER, SOURCE, ARCDATE, CREATDAT, and
FILEDATE VM:Archiver searches only for archived files that meet all of the identification criteria.

When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver purges the selected files.

Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

If you specify neither ARCHID nor SOURCE, VM:Archiver assumes the source is the requesting user ID 0191 minidisk
(SOURCE requestor 0191) and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you specify ARCHID without SOURCE,
VM:Archiver searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the source.
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Example

• You have archived several versions of file MEEPMEEP EXEC from your (BBUNNY’s) 0192 disk. You no
longer need to keep the version you archived in June. To purge the file, enter this command:

vmarch purge file meepmeep exec (source bbunny 0192 arcdate 06/01/1997 06/30/1997

• You want to purge file MEEPMEEP EXEC. You know from using the QUERY FILES command with the
ARCHINFO option that the archive ID assigned to the file is TPIE.54. To purge the file, enter this command:

vmarch purge file meepmeep exec (archid tpie.54

• You want to purge the version of file MEEPMEEP EXEC that was archived from BBUNNY’s 0192 minidisk.
The file is owned by user ID EFUDD. You want the file to be purged immediately. Enter this command:

vmarch purge file meepmeep exec (source bbunny 0192 owner efudd nograce

PURGE MDISK Command
Authorization: None

Use the PURGE MDISK command to remove an archived minidisk from storage before its expiration date has passed.

When you issue the PURGE MDISK command, VM:Archiver marks the minidisk for deletion. VM:Archiver will delete
the minidisk after its purge grace period has passed. If there is no purge grace period or the purge grace period is 0,
VM:Archiver removes the minidisk immediately.

You cannot purge a minidisk with the status IN-A-JOB or JOB.

You can use the PURGE MDISK command to delete archived minidisks. To delete archived files from archive storage, use
the PURGE FILE command.

PURge MDISK userid vaddr  [ (["Select Options"] [ALL]] 

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[GRACE | NOGRACE]

[OWNER userid]

• userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk you want to purge. You can use pattern-matching characters
in userid and vaddr.

• [ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to purge all versions of archived minidisks that meet the selection criteria. If you do not specify ALL,
VM:Archiver purges only the oldest archived minidisk.

Select Options

The select options control which minidisk VM:Archiver purges. You can specify one or more of these options. A minidisk
must satisfy all the selection criteria to be purged.

[ ARCDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Specifies the time period during which minidisks were archived. The starting date for the search is fromdate; the
ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:
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• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple versions of an archived minidisk that were archived during the date range you
specified with the ARCDATE option, it purges the minidisk with the oldest archive date unless the ALL option is
specified. If you specify the ALL option, VM:Archiver purges all versions.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for an archived minidisk that has the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver
assigns each minidisk an archive ID when the minidisk is archived. Enter a valid archive ID after ARCHID. You
cannot specify pattern-matching characters in archid.
When you specify ARCHID, VM:Archiver does not assume a default owner. For information about how
VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the section "Interactions Between ARCHID and OWNER."
To find the archive ID for an archived minidisk, use the QUERY MDISK command with the ARCHINFO option.

[ GRACE | NOGRACE ]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to respect the purge grace period when purging the minidisk. GRACE Tells
VM:Archiver to purge the minidisk when the purge grace period has passed. NOGRACE Tells VM:Archiver to
purge the minidisk immediately; the minidisk file does not remain in storage through the purge grace period.
Warning! If you purge a minidisk with the NOGRACE option, you cannot reclaim it later.

[ OWNER userid ]
Tells VM:Archiver which user ID owns the minidisks to be purged. The system administrator can purge minidisks
owned by any user ID. Users without system administrator authorization can purge another user’s minidisk
if that user has granted them CHANGE authorization. If you do not specify the OWNER option, VM:Archiver
assumes that your user ID owns the minidisk that you want to purge, unless you specify the ARCHID option. For
information about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER and ARCHID options, see the section "Interactions
Between ARCHID and OWNER."

Grace Periods

The purge grace period is the number of days a minidisk remains in storage after you purge it. The system administrator
sets your system’s purge grace period. A minidisk is still in its purge grace period if the QUERY MDISKS command
shows PURGED (or PUR) as the minidisk’s storage area. You can use the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM
option to determine your system’s TAPE purge grace period. When a minidisk is in its purge grace period, you can use
the RECLAIM MDISK command to reclaim the minidisk and prevent it from being deleted. For more information, see
RECLAIM MDISK Command.

NOTE
When you purge a minidisk that has the status WAITING, VM:Archiver purges the request immediately; the
purge grace period is not considered.

If a minidisk is marked PRIVATE, only the minidisk’s owner or the VM:Archiver system administrator can purge
it.
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Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived minidisk ARCHID, OWNER, and ARCDATE, VM:Archiver
searches only for archived minidisks that meet all of the identification criteria.

After VM:Archiver processes the first applicable selection criterion, each subsequent process further narrows down the
group of minidisks that meet the selection criteria specified.

When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver purges the selected minidisks.

Interactions Between ARCHID and OWNER

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for minidisks using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for minidisks by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

Examples

• You have archived several versions of your (BBUNNY’s) 0192 minidisk. You no longer need to keep the
version you archived on June 3rd, 2015. To purge this archived minidisk, enter this command:

vmarch purge mdisk bbunny 0192 (arcdate 06/03/2015 06/03/2015

• You have archived your (BBUNNY’s) 0193 minidisk. VM:Archiver assigned archive ID TPIE.40 to the
minidisk when it was archived. To purge the minidisk immediately, enter this command:

vmarch purge mdisk bbunny 0193  (archid tpie.40 nograce

QUERY ARCHIVES Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the QUERY ARCHIVES command to display information about requests to archive files or minidisks directly to
VM:Archiver tape storage.

Requests to archive files to the DASD storage areas are processed immediately; therefore, they are not shown by this
command. The display shows requests to archive files first, followed by requests to archive minidisks.

Query ARCHives [( ["Select Options"] ["Destination Options"] ["Format Options"]] 

 

Select Options:

[Files | MDISKs | ALL]

[JOBID jobid]

 

Destination Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHEADer]

The options of the QUERY ARCHIVES command are divided into three categories: select, destination, and format
options. Each category is described below.
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Select Options

Select options control which requests VM:Archiver displays. You can specify the JOBID option alone or with one of the
FILES, MDISKS, or ALL options. You can specify select options with a destination option and with the format options.

[ Files | MDISKs | ALL ]
tells VM:Archiver to display information about archive requests for files only (FILES), minidisks only (MDISKS), or
both files and minidisks (ALL).

[ JOBID jobid ]
tells VM:Archiver to display information about archive requests that are included in the specified job. The job ID is
assigned by VM:Archiver when it builds the job. The job ID contains eight hexadecimal characters, A-F and 0-9.
You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in jobid.

Destination Options

Destination options control where the output from the QUERY ARCHIVES command is displayed. You can specify only
one of these options at a time. You can specify a destination option with the select and format options.

NOTE
If you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output is stacked in
multiple lines.

[ APPend ]
tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates a new one.
If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ FIFO ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal. TERMINAL is the default.

Format Options

Format options control the format in which the display from the QUERY ARCHIVES command is shown. You can specify
the format options with the select and destination options.

NOTE
If you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output is stacked in
multiple lines.

[ ABBRev | NOABbrev ]
tells VM:Archiver whether to abbreviate the directory name shown in the source field of the QUERY ARCHIVES
output. If you specify ABBREV, only the last directory name is displayed. For example, if the source directory is
LOONY:TOONS.BBUNNY.FRI, VM:Archiver displays only FRI. If you specify NOABBREV, VM:Archiver displays
the fully-qualified directory name.
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[ KEYWord ]
tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process the output from the
QUERY ARCHIVES command under program control.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, the keywords are always displayed in uppercase, regardless of the case
settings on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
REQUSER

Requesting userid.
TYPE

Either FILE or DISK (to distinguish whether the request was to archive a file or a minidisk).
FILENAME

Filename of the file; or -- if TYPE is DISK.
FILETYPE

Filetype of the file; or -- if TYPE is DISK.
DISK

Source minidisk (userid and virtual address).
DIR

Source directory.
ARCHID

Archive ID assigned to the file or minidisk when it was archived.
STATUS

Job ID, if the request has been included in a job, or the word WAITING if the request has not yet been
included in a job; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses.

[ NOHEADer ]
tells VM:Archivernot to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process output from
the QUERY ARCHIVES command under program control.

Statuses

The QUERY ARCHIVES command displays the job ID or the status of the selected archive request. The Jobid/Status field
contains:

jobid
Archive requests that have already been included in a job. These requests cannot be canceled.

WAITING
Archive requests that have not yet been included in a job. These requests can be canceled.

Example
To display information about all archive requests, enter:

vmarch query archives (all

VM:Archiver responds:

Requser Type    Filename Filetype Source        Archid  Jobid/ Status   

------------    ------- -------------   ----------- ------------    ------  ------------    -----------------   

BBUNNY   FILE   PROFILE  EXEC    BBUNNY  0191   TPIE.111 12AB5983   

DDUCK    FILE   ALL  NOTE    DDUCK   0191   TPIE.819     WAITING    

EFUDD    DISK   - -  - -     EFUDD   0191   TPIE.515     12AB7772   
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WILEYC   DISK   - -  - -     WILEYC  0192   TPIE.605     WAITING    

NOTE
VM:Archiver places double hyphens in the filename and filetype fields when the request is to
archive a minidisk as an entity.

QUERY AUTHS Command
Authorization: None

Use the QUERY AUTHS command to display authorizations that one user or group has to the data of another user or
group.

When you use this command you can see:

• Who can access a user’s data
• Whose data a user can access
• Who can assign data to a user
• Who a user can assign data to

You must be authorized as a VM:Archiver system administrator to enter a userid other than your own or to specify a group
other than the one to which you belong. System administrators can request information about authorizations granted to or
by any user or group by specifying this user or group with the USER or GROUP parameter, respectively. End users can
only request information about authorizations granted to or by their own userid or the group to which they belong.

Query AUTHS {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  ASSIGN [GRANTED] {"Assign Parms"}

| ACCESS [GRANTED] {"Access Parms"}

 

Assign Parms:

  BY USER [userid]

| TO USER [userid]

| BY GROUP [group]

                                      

Access Parms:

  BY USER [userid]

| TO USER [userid]

| BY GROUP [group]

| TO GROUP [group]

 

Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

ASSIGN
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about assign authorizations. A user with ASSIGN authorization can
archive data and assign it to another userid.

ACCESS
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about data access. Data access authorizations enable one user or
members of a group to recall or change data owned by other users or groups.
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[ GRANTED ]
An optional keyword

BY USER [ userid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display authorizations granted by userid to other userids or groups. If you do not specify a
userid,VM:Archiver assumes your (the requesting) userid by default. Enter only one userid on the command. You
cannot use pattern-matching characters in userid.

BY GROUP [ group ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display authorizations granted by group to other userids and groups. If you do not specify a
group, VM:Archiver assumes by default the group to which your userid belongs. Enter only one group name on
the command. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in group.

TO USER [ userid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display authorizations granted to userid by other userids or groups. If you do not specify a
userid, VM:Archiver assumes your (the requesting) userid by default. Enter only one userid on the command. You
cannot use pattern-matching characters in userid.

TO GROUP [ group ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display authorizations granted to group by other userids or groups. If you do not specify a
group, VM:Archiver assumes by default the group to which your userid belongs. Enter only one group name on
the command. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in group.

Destination Options

These options control where VM:Archiver sends the output from the QUERY AUTHS command. Specify only one of these
options on a single command. If you do not enter a destination option, VM:Archiver assumes TERMINAL as the default.
You can use a destination option with format options.

NOTE
If you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output is stacked in
multiple lines.

[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If this file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates a new file.
If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Format Options

These options determine the format in which VM:Archiver displays the output from the QUERY AUTHS command. You
can use format options with a destination option.
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NOTE
If you use the KEYWORD format option and either the FIFO or LIFO destination option, the output will be
stacked in multiple lines.

[ ABBRev | NOABbrev ]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to abbreviate directory names. ABBREV Tells VM:Archiver to display the last directory
name. For example, if the directory name is LOONY:TOONS.BBUNNY.EARS, VM:Archiver displays EARS.
NOABBREV Tells VM:Archiver to display the fully-qualified directory name.

[ KEYWord ]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. When you use the KEYWORD
option, VM:Archiver does not display column headers. This option is helpful when you process the output from the
QUERY AUTHS command output under program control.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, keywords are always displayed in uppercase, regardless of the case
settings on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
TYPE

Type of authorization, either USER or GROUP
NAME

Name of the userid or group
NODE

Node on which the userid resides; this keyword and the node are displayed only if TYPE is USER
ASSIGN

Whether the user or group has ASSIGN authorization, either Y or N
CHANGE

Whether the user or group has CHANGE authorization, either Y or N
RECALL

Whether the user or group has RECALL authorization, either Y or N
DISK

Minidisk (userid and virtual address) to which authorization has been granted
DIR

Directory to which authorization has been granted
[ NOHeader ]

Tells VM:Archivernot to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process the output
from the QUERY AUTHS command under program control.

Examples

• To request information about who can recall or change archived data owned by userid RRUNNER, and
have the output displayed on your terminal, enter:

vmarch query auths access granted by user rrunner

VM:Archiver responds:

Access Authorizations Granted By USER RRUNNER

                            

---------Granted to---------  ----Allowed to----  Data from minidisk 

Type      Name      Node      Recall    Change       or directory 

--------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  -------

GROUP     LTOONS    - - - -     Y          N      RRUNNER   0191    

USER      WECOYOTE  BUGS1       Y          Y      RRUNNER   0191   
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The display shows the following authorizations granted by user RRUNNER regarding archived data:

• – Users in group LTOONS can recall and query archived files and minidisks owned by user RRUNNER
and archived from user RRUNNER’s 0191 minidisk.

– Users in group LTOONS cannot change, purge, or reclaim data owned by user RRUNNER and archived
from RRUNNER’s 0191 minidisk.

– User WECOYOTE can:
• Recall data owned by user RRUNNER and archived from RUNNER’s 0191 minidisk
• Change characteristics of archived data owned by RRUNNER and archived from RRUNNER’s 0191

minidisk
• Purge archived data and reclaim purged data owned by RRUNNER and archived from RRUNNER’s

0191 minidisk; these capabilities are part of CHANGE authorization
• Query archived data owned by RRUNNER and archived from RRUNNER’s 0191 minidisk; these

capabilities are part of RECALL and CHANGE authorization
• To display who can assign data to user RRUNNER on an archive request, enter:

vmarch query auths assign granted by user rrunner

VM:Archiver responds:

Assign Authorizations Granted By USER RRUNNER

                

--------Granted  to---------   ----Allowed to-----    

Type      Name      Node             Assign 

--------  --------  --------   -------------------  

GROUP     LTOONS    - - - -            Y   

USER      WECOYOTE  BUGS1              N  

The display shows the following:

• – Users in group LTOONS can assign ownership of archived data to user RRUNNER on an archive
request.

– User WECOYOTE cannot assign ownership of archived data to RRUNNER on an archive request.
• To request information about the VM:Archiver data access authorizations that user TDEVIL has to the files

of other userids and groups, and send the output to a file on your userid’s A-disk, enter:

vmarch query auths access granted to user tdevil (disk

VM:Archiver writes the following information to a file called VMARCH QUERY A:

Access Authorizations Granted To USER TDEVIL

                            

--Authorized to---  -----For data owned by------  ---That came from----   

Recall    Change    Type      Name      Node      minidisk or directory   

--------  --------  --------  --------  --------  ---------------------

   Y         Y      GROUP     LTOONS    - - - -   EFUDD    0191    

   Y         N      USER      BBUNNY    BUGS1     BBUNNY   0191    

This output shows the following access authorizations granted to TDEVIL regarding archived data:

• – User TDEVIL can:
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• Recall archived files and minidisks owned by members of group LTOONS and archived from user
EFUDD’s 0191 minidisk

• Change characteristics of archived data owned by members of group LTOONS and archived from
EFUDD’s 0191 minidisk

• Purge archived data or reclaim purged data owned by members of group LTOONS and archived from
EFUDD’s 0191 minidisk

• Query archived data owned by members of group LTOONS and archived from EFUDD’s 0191
minidisk

• Recall archived data owned by user BBUNNY and archived from BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk
• Query archived data owned by BBUNNY and archived from BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk

– User TDEVIL cannot change, purge, or reclaim archived data owned by BBUNNY and archived from
BBUNNY’s 0191 minidisk

• To display userids to whom userid TDEVIL can assign data on an archive request, and send the output to a
file on your userid’s A-disk, enter:

vmarch query auths assign granted to user tdevil (disk

VM:Archiver writes the following information to a file called VMARCH QUERY A:

Assign Authorizations Granted To USER TDEVIL

                

--------Granted  to--------   ----Allowed to-----    

Type      Name      Node            Assign 

--------  --------  -------   -------------------   

GROUP     LTOONS    - - - -            Y   

USER      BBUNNY    BUGS1              N   

This output shows the following:

• – User TDEVIL can assign ownership of archived data to users in group LTOONS by specifying one of
these users as the owner on an archive request

– User TDEVIL cannot assign ownership of archived data to user BBUNNY on an archive request.

QUERY DASD Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the QUERY DASD command to display information about the minidisks used for file archival storage.

For each minidisk, QUERY DASD displays the following:

• Information about the amount of data stored on the minidisk. For STAGE storage, the values do not include files that
have copies on tape. QUERY DASD does not include these files in the calculation because VM:Archiver will erase
them as soon as it needs room to store additional files.

• The status of the minidisk.

Query DASD [( ["Options"]

Options:

[ALLdasd | VADDR vaddr]

[ACTIVe | DRAINed | INACTive]

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

[KEYWord]
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[NOHeader]

Select Options

These options tell VM:Archiver the file storage minidisks on which you want to see information. Specify only one of the
select options on a single command. If you do not enter a select option, VM:Archiver assumes ALLDASD as the default.
You can use a select option with a status and a destination option, and with format options.

[ ALLdasd ]
Tells VM:Archiver to show information about all DASD storage minidisks that have the status specified by the
status option; if you do not use a status option, VM:Archiver displays information about all storage minidisks.
The only information available for VM:Archiver to display for an inactive DASD minidisk is its virtual address and
status. ALLDASD is the default.

[ VADDR vaddr ]
Tells VM:Archiver to show information about a specific DASD storage minidisk, identified by its virtual address
(vaddr). Enter only one virtual address on the command. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in vaddr.
If you use the VADDR option and a status option, and the minidisk entered (vaddr) is not in the status specified,
VM:Archiver ends the command and sends your user ID an error message stating that it found no minidisk
meeting the selection criteria.

Status Options

These options specify the current status ACTIVE, DRAINED, or INACTIVE of the DASD storage minidisks for which
VM:Archiver will display information. Each status is described briefly in the following definitions.

Specify only one status option on a single command. If you do not enter a status option, VM:Archiver returns information
about either all DASD storage minidisks or the minidisk specified, depending on the select option entered either implicitly
or explicitly. You can use a status option with a select and a destination option, and with format options.

[ ACTIVe ]
Tells VM:Archiver to show information about only the DASD storage minidisks that currently have the status
ACTIVE that is, minidisks from which data can be recalled, changed, purged, reclaimed, and queried and to which
data can be archived.

[ DRAINed ]
Tells VM:Archiver to show information about only the DASD storage minidisks that have the status DRAINED.
Archived data can be recalled, changed, purged, reclaimed, and queried from a drained minidisk; however, new
data cannot be archived to it.

[ INACTive ]
Tells VM:Archiver to show information about only the DASD storage minidisks that are not available for archiving,
recalling, or any other processing. VM:Archiver marks a minidisk inactive when:

• VM:Archiver cannot link or access the minidisk
• You deactivate the minidisk using the DASD command or the Manage DASD Area and Controls screen

The only information VM:Archiver displays for an inactive DASD minidisk is its virtual address and status.

Destination Options

These options control where VM:Archiver sends the output from the QUERY DASD command. Specify only one of these
options on a single command. If you do not enter a destination option, VM:Archiver assumes TERMINAL as the default.
You can use a destination option with a select and a status option, and with format options.

NOTE
If you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output is stacked in
multiple lines.
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[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. If the file does not already exist,
VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to a CMS file called VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk
or directory accessed at filemode A. If this file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates
a new file. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Format Options

These options determine the format in which VM:Archiver displays the response from the QUERY DASD command. You
can specify format options with a select option, status option, and destination option.

NOTE
If you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output is stacked in
multiple lines.

[ KEYWord ]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process the output from the
QUERY DASD command under program control.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, the keywords are always displayed in uppercase, regardless of the case
settings on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
VADDR

Virtual address of the minidisk
STATUS

Minidisk status
STGFILES

Number of STAGE files on the minidisk. This number does not include STAGE files that have copies on
tape.

STGKB
Number of kilobytes (KB) currently used by STAGE files on the minidisk. This number does not include
STAGE files that have copies on tape.

ONLFILES
Number of ONLINE files on the minidisk

ONLKB
Number of kilobytes (KB) currently used by ONLINE files on the minidisk

AVAILKB
Total number of kilobytes (KB) remaining on the minidisk to store archived files
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[ NOHeader ]
Tells VM:Archivernot to display the column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process output
from the QUERY DASD command under program control.

Examples

• To request information about all DASD storage minidisks and have the output displayed on your terminal,
enter:

vmarch query dasd

VM:Archiver responds:

Vaddr Status    Stage Files  Stage KB  Online Files  Online KB  Avail KB    

----- --------  -----------  --------  ------------  ---------  --------

01C0  ACTIVE             10       210             3        120       503 

01C1  DRAINED             0         0            20        432       304 

01C2  INACTIVE          - -       - -           - -        - -       - - 

01C3  ACTIVE             13       122            44        307       188 

01C4  DRAINED            44       120           110        632      2304    

01C5  DRAINED            32       300             0          0       698 

• To display on your terminal all drained DASD storage minidisks, enter:

vmarch query dasd (drained

VM:Archiver responds:

Vaddr  Status    Stage Files  Stage KB  Online Files  Online KB  Avail KB    

-----  --------  -----------  --------  ------------  ---------  --------   

01C1   DRAINED             0         0            20        432       304 

01C4   DRAINED            44       120           110        632      2304    

01C5   DRAINED            32       300             0          0       698 

• To display the status of the DASD storage minidisk 01C3, with keywords preceding each item in the
response, enter:

vmarch query dasd (vaddr 01c3 keyword

VM:Archiver responds:

VADDR 01C3

STATUS ACTIVE

STGFILES 13

STGKB 122

ONLFILES 44

ONLKB 307

AVAILKB 188

QUERY FILES Command
Authorization: None

Use the QUERY FILES command to display information about files you have archived or requested to have archived to
TAPE storage.
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The QUERY FILES command displays files that were archived using the ARCHIVE FILE command. To display information
about minidisks that were archived with the ARCHIVE MDISK command, use the QUERY MDISKS command.

The many options of the QUERY FILES command give you the flexibility to display as much or as little information about
archived files as you like. The options are divided into categories:

• Select and status options help you locate files with particular characteristics. These options serve as selection criteria
and help to narrow the search and limit the output from QUERY FILES.

• Destination options direct the output to the terminal, printer, disk, or to the program stack.
• Display and format options let you customize output and help you process it under program control.

Usually, when you enter the QUERY FILES command, you do not use any options, or use only the SELECT and STATUS
options.

Query Files [filename [filetype]]  [( "Options"]

Options:

["Select Options"]

["Status Options"]

["Destination Options"]

["Display Options"]

["Format Options"]

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[COMMEnt text | NOCOmm]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[EXPDate fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIGDate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

 

Status Options:

[[NOT] DASD]

[[NOT] ONLine]

[[NOT] STAGe]

[[NOT] TAPE]

[[NOT] WAITing]

[[NOT] EXPired]

[[NOT] PURged]

 

Destination Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Options:

  ALLInfo

| ARCHINfo
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| CMSInfo

| COMMInfo

| FIELDS field1 [field

n]...]

| FIELDS FILE filename

| OWNRInfo

| SFSInfo

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

• filename filetype
Specifies the filename and filetype of the files for which you want information. You can use pattern-matching characters
in filename and filetype to obtain information about multiple files with similar names. If you omit the filename and
filetype, they default to * *. To query a file with a mixed-case fileid, specify the MIXED option.

Select Options

These options control which files VM:Archiver displays. You can use one or more of these options. A file must satisfy
all the selection criteria to be displayed. You can specify select options with the status, destination, display, and format
options.

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for files archived during the specified time period. The starting date for the search is
fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were archived during the date range
you specified with the ARCDATE option, it displays all versions.

[ARCHID archid]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver assigns
an archive ID to a file when the file is archived. Multiple files can have the same archive ID. You cannot specify
pattern-matching characters in archid.
When you use the ARCHID option, VM:Archiver does not assume a default source or owner. For information
about how VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the section of this article about Interactions Among
ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.
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To find the archive ID number for an archived file, use the QUERY FILES command with the ARCHINFO option.
[COMMEnt text]

Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files whose comments contain the specified string of characters. To select
only files that have no comment or a blank comment, use the NOCOMM option. You cannot use the COMMENT
option with the NOCOMM option. If you omit both the COMMENT and NOCOMM options, VM:Archiver selects
files with comments and files with no comments.
Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter after COMMENT as comment text, specify the COMMENT
option last on the command line.
You can specify pattern-matching characters in text. If you specify just an asterisk (*), VM:Archiver selects files
with any comments and files with no comments.

NOTE
If you want VM:Archiver to display comments in the QUERY FILES output, you must also use the
COMMINFO option or the COMMHDR field name with the FIELDS option.

[NOCOmm]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for files that have no comments or have blank comments. You cannot use the
NOCOMM option with the COMMENT option. If you omit both the COMMENT and NOCOMM options,
VM:Archiver selects files with comments and files with no comments.

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have a creation date that falls within the specified time period.
Only SFS files created under CMS Release 7 or later have creation dates; therefore, this option is ignored for SFS
files created before CMS Release 7 and for files archived from minidisks. The starting date for the creation date
search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter CREATDAT, you must enter a starting date with
it. If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were created during the date range you
specified with the CREATDAT option, it displays all versions.

[EXPDate fromdate [todate]]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for files that expire within the specified date range. The starting date for the expiration
date search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate can be today’s date, past dates, or future dates. Use one of the following formats for
fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:
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• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can enter the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter EXPDATE, you must enter a starting date with
it. If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver uses the starting date you specified as the ending date for the
search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that expire during the date range you
specified with the EXPDATE option, it displays all versions.

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have a CMS file date (that is, the date on which they were last
updated) that falls within the specified time period. The starting date for the filedate search is fromdate; the ending
date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can enter the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter FILEDATE, you must enter a starting date with
it. If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were last updated during the date range
you specified with the FILEDATE option, it displays all versions.

[MIGDate fromdate [todate]]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for files archived to ONLINE storage that have a migration date that falls within
the specified time period. The migration date is the date on which VM:Archiver moves archived files stored on
ONLINE storage to TAPE storage.
The starting date for the filedate search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate can be today’s date, past dates, or future dates. Use one of the following formats for
fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
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You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter MIGDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver uses the starting date you specified (fromdate) as the ending date
for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that are due to be migrated during the date
range you specified with the MIGDATE option, it displays all versions.

[MIXED]
Tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to
archive files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes the filename and
filetype are uppercase.

[OWNER userid]
Specifies the owner of the archived file. The system administrator can query files owned by any user. Users
without system administrator authorization can query another user’s file if that user has granted them CHANGE
or RECALL authorization. If you do not use the OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that your (the requesting)
userid owns the archived files that you want to display, unless you use the ARCHID option. You cannot specify
pattern-matching characters in userid. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER and
ARCHID options, see the section of this article about Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.

[SOURce { userid vaddr | dirname }]
Specifies the location from which the archived files were archived, either the source minidisk (userid vaddr) or
directory (dirname). You can use pattern-matching characters when specifying userid, vaddr, and dirname.
A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and
userid, separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by
periods.
filepoolid:userid.directory.directory...

By default (ABBREV), when VM:Archiver displays a source directory, it displays only the last directory name. For
example, for the directory LOONY:TOONS.BUNNY.EARS, VM:Archiver displays EARS. To see the entire directory
name, specify the NOABBREV option.
If you do not use the SOURCE option, by default VM:Archiver assumes that the requesting userid’s 0191 minidisk
is the source unless the ARCHID option is specified. If you specify the ARCHID option, VM:Archiver does not
assume a default source. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the SOURCE and ARCHID options,
see the section of this article about Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.

Status Options

These options tell VM:Archiver to search for files stored in a particular storage area or for files with a particular status. You
can use one or more of these options at a time. You can specify status options with the select, destination, display, and
format options.

NOTE
If you enter NOT immediately preceding one of the status options, VM:Archiver performs the opposite task. For
example, if you specify NOT EXPIRED, only those files whose expiration dates have not passed are displayed.

If you specify more than one status option, VM:Archiver performs the equivalent of an OR operation on them. For
example, if you specify ONLINE and TAPE, VM:Archiver displays files that are stored in ONLINE storage, and files that
are stored in TAPE storage.

[[NOT] DASD]
Tells VM:Archiver to display files that are located in DASD storage, both ONLINE and STAGE.

[[NOT] ONLine]
Tells VM:Archiver to display files that are located in ONLINE storage.

[[NOT] STAGe]
Tells VM:Archiver to display files that are located in STAGE storage.
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[[NOT] TAPE]
Tells VM:Archiver to display files that are located in TAPE storage. This option does not display files that are
waiting to be copied to TAPE storage from a user’s minidisk or directory. To display files that are waiting to be
copied to TAPE storage, use the WAITING option.

[[NOT] WAITing]
Tells VM:Archiver to display files that are waiting to be copied from a user’s minidisk or directory to TAPE storage.

[[NOT] EXPired]
Tells VM:Archiver to display files that have expired but remain in archive storage because the expiration grace
period has not passed.

[[NOT] PURged]
Tells VM:Archiver to display files that have been marked for purge but remain in archive storage because the
purge grace period has not passed.

Destination Options

These options control where the output from QUERY FILES is displayed. You can use only one of these options at a time.
You can specify destination options with the select, status, display, and format options.

NOTE
If you use either FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, VM:Archiver stacks the
output in multiple lines.

[APPend]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[DISK]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. If the file already exists,
VM:Archiver replaces it.

[FIFO]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[LIFO]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[PRINT]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[TERMinal]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Display Options

These options control what information is displayed for the selected files. You can use only one of the display options at a
time. You can specify a display option with the select, status, destination, and format options.

[ALLInfo]
Tells VM:Archiver to display all information for the selected files. These fields are displayed:
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• Filename
• Filetype
• Source
• Storage area
• CMS date (date the file was last updated)
• CMS time (time the file was last updated)
• Lrecl (logical record length of the file)
• Recs (number of records in the file)
• KBytes (number of 1K blocks in the file)
• Archive date
• Expiration date
• Migration date
• Archive ID
• DOLR -- date of last reference (for SFS files only)
• Creation date (only for SFS files created under CMS Release 7 or later)
• Owner (userid that owns the file)
• Group (group that owns the file)
• Security level (whether the file is PRIVATE)
• Comment (by default [ABBREV], only the first 42 characters are displayed)

NOTE
Because the display from QUERY FILES with the ALLINFO option contains many fields and wraps
at the terminal, use one of the destination options to direct the output to another location, such as the
printer, the console stack, or your A-disk.

[ARCHINfo]
Tells VM:Archiver to display archival information for the selected files. These fields are displayed:

• Filename
• Filetype
• Source
• Archive date
• Expiration date
• Archive ID

[CMSInfo]
Tells VM:Archiver to display CMS information for the selected files. CMSINFO is the default. These fields are
displayed:

• Filename
• Filetype
• Source
• Storage area
• CMS date (date the file was last updated)
• Lrecl (logical record length of the file)
• Recs (number of records in the file)

[COMMInfo]
Tells VM:Archiver to display comments associated with the selected files. These fields are displayed:
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• Filename
• Filetype
• Source
• Comment (by default [ABBREV], only the first 42 characters are displayed)

[FIELDS field1 [field2 [field3 ...]] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display just the fields you specify, thus letting you create a custom display of information. Use
the FIELDS option to specify the fields you want on the QUERY FILES command line. If you want to use a CMS
file to save a list of fields to be displayed, use the FIELDS FILE option, which is described below.
The following table shows the field names you can specify:

Field name Displays:

FILENAME Filename of the file

FILETYPE Filetype of the file

DOMAIN Minidisk or directory from which the file was archived

STORAGE Storage area where the file is stored and status information

CMSDATE Date the file was last updated

CMSTIME Time the file was last updated

LRECL Logical record length of the file

RECS Number of records in the file

KBYTES Number of 1K blocks in the file

ARCHIVE Date the file was archived

EXPDT Expiration date for the file.

MIGRATE Migration date for the file

ARCHID Archive ID assigned to the file when it was archived

DOLR Date of last reference (only for files archived from SFS)

CREATE Date the file was created (only for files archived from SFS and
created under CMS Release 7 or later).

OWNER Userid that owns the file.

GROUP Group that owns the file.

SECLEVEL Security level of the file. This field contains PRIVATE if the file has
been marked private. It contains -- if the file has not been marked
private.

COMMHDR Comment assigned to the file, or -- if no comment was assigned.
By default (ABBREV), VM:Archiver shows only the first 42
characters of the comment. To see longer comments in their
entirety, specify the NOABBREV option.

[FIELDS FILE filename]
Tells VM:Archiver to display just the fields you specify, thus letting you create a custom display of information.
When you use the FIELDS FILE option, VM:Archiver looks for the field names in CMS file filename VMAFIELD,
which you create. If you want to specify the field names on the QUERY FILES command line instead, use the
FIELDS field1 field2 field3 option, which is described above.
The file filename VMAFIELD can contain one or more lines. Each line can contain one or more field names
separated by blanks. Lines with an asterisk as the first character are considered comments and are ignored. The
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file can contain blank lines. See the FIELDS field1 field2 field3 option above for a list of valid field names that you
can specify.

[OWNRInfo]
Tells VM:Archiver to display user and group ownership information for the selected files. These fields are
displayed:

• Filename
• Filetype
• Source
• Storage area
• Owner (userid that owns the file)
• Group (group that owns the file)
• Security level (whether the file is PRIVATE)

[SFSInfo]
Tells VM:Archiver to display additional information for files that were archived from SFS. This option shows
information about CMS files and files archived from SFS. These fields are displayed:

• Filename
• Filetype
• Source
• Storage area
• DOLR date of last reference (for SFS files only)
• Creation date (for SFS files created under CMS Release 7 or later only)

Format Options

The format options control the format in which the display from QUERY FILES is shown. You can specify the format
options with the select, status, destination, and display options.

NOTE
If you use either FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, VM:Archiver stacks the
output in multiple lines.

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to abbreviate certain fields in the output. If you specify the ABBREV option,
VM:Archiver abbreviates information in the following ways:

• If you use the ABBREV option, VM:Archiver displays the last directory name for SOURCE. For example, if the
source directory is LOONY:TOONS.BBUNNY.EARS, VM:Archiver displays EARS.

• The following list shows the differences in how the storage areas are shown with the ABBREV and
NOABBREV options:

ABBREV NOABBREV

TAP TAPE

STG STAGE

ONL ONLINE

WAITING WAITING

PUR PURGED

EXP EXPIRED
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JOB IN-A-JOB

• When ABBREV is in effect, only the first 42 characters of the comment are displayed.
ABBREV is the default.

[KEYWord]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use this option. The KEYWORD option is helpful when you process the output from the
QUERY FILES command under program control.
The keywords are always displayed in uppercase, regardless of the case settings on the Define System Options
system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:

Keyword Precedes

FILENAME Filename of the file

FILETYPE Filetype of the file

DISK Source minidisk (userid and virtual address)

DIR Source directory

STORAGE Storage area where the file is stored and status information;
VM:Archiver displays a STORAGE keyword for each storage area
shown in the output.

CMSDATE Date the file was last updated

CMSTIME Time the file was last updated

LRECL Logical record length of the file

RECS Number of records in the file

KBYTES Number of 1K blocks in the file

ARCHIVE Date the file was archived

EXPDT Expiration date

MIGRATE Migration date.

ARCHID Archive ID assigned to the file when it was archived.

DOLR Date of last reference (only for files archived from SFS). For CMS
files, DOLR is followed by --/--/-- .

CREATE Date the file was created (only for files archived from SFS). For
CMS files, CREATE is followed by --/--/--.

OWNER Userid that owns the file

GROUP Group that owns the file

SECLEVEL Security level of the file; this field contains PRIVATE if the file has
been marked private; or -- if the file has not been marked private.

COMMENT Comment assigned to the file, or -- if no comment was assigned.
By default (ABBREV), VM:Archiver shows just the first 42
characters of the comment. To see longer comments in their
entirety, specify the NOABBREV option.

[NOHeader]
Tells VM:Archiver not to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process the output
from the QUERY FILES command under program control.
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Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting userid (OWNER requestor)
and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver searches for files by
ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

If you specify neither ARCHID nor SOURCE, VM:Archiver assumes the source is the requesting userid’s 0191 minidisk
(SOURCE requestor 0191) and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you specify ARCHID without SOURCE,
VM:Archiver searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the source.

Examples

• To display CMS information for all archived files, enter:

vmarch query files * * (cmsinfo

VM:Archiver responds:

Filename  Filetype  Source        Storage   CMS Date    Lrecl   Recs    

--------  --------  ------------  --------  ----------  -----  -----

ALL       NOTEBOOK  BBUNNY 0191   TAP       05/03/2015     79    490 

PROFILE   EXEC      BBUNNY 0191   STG TAP   12/12/2015     80     70  

• To display all archived files that have comments containing the string BILLING (the display is to include the
comments), enter:

vmarch query files * * (comminfo comment *billing*

VM:Archiver responds:

Filename  Filetype  Source        Comment 

--------  --------  ------------  ----------------------------------   

MARCH     BATCH     BBUNNY 0191   UNSUCCESSFUL MARCH BILLING RUN  

MARCH     DATA      BBUNNY 0191   MARCH BILLING DATA  

• To display information about where and when files were archived and when they are due to expire, enter:

vmarch query files * * (archinfo

VM:Archiver responds:

Filename  Filetype  Source        Archive     Expdt       Archid  

--------  --------  ------------  ----------  ----------  --------   

ALL       NOTEBOOK  BBUNNY 0191   05/04/2015  12/31/2024  TPIE.124    

PROFILE   EXEC      BBUNNY 0191   04/05/2015  12/31/2024  TPIE.456    

• To display owner and group information for all archived files, enter:

vmarch query files * * (ownrinfo source *

VM:Archiver responds:

Filename  Filetype  Source        Storage   Owner     Group     SecLevel    

--------  --------  ------------  --------  --------  --------  --------   

ALL       NOTEBOOK  BBUNNY 0191   TAP       BBUNNY    LOONEY    PRIVATE 

INROOT    DIRECTRY  EFUDD         WAITING   EFUDD     WARNER    PRIVATE 

PROFILE   EXEC      BBUNNY 0191   STG TAP   BBUNNY    LOONEY    - - 

SFS       FILE      SPECPROJ      ONL PUR   DDUCK     WARNER    - - 
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• You want to display all archived files. For those files that were archived from SFS, you want to show
extended SFS information, that is, the date of last reference and the creation date. Enter this command:

vmarch query files * * (sfsinfo source *

VM:Archiver responds:

 

Filename  Filetype  Source        Storage  DOLR        Creation    

--------  --------  ------------  -------  ----------  ----------

ALL       NOTEBOOK  BBUNNY 0191   TAP      --/--/----  --/--/---- 

INROOT    DIRECTRY  EFUDD         WAITING  05/04/2015  03/30/2015 

PROFILE   EXEC      BBUNNY 0191   STG TAP  --/--/----  --/--/---- 

SFS       FILE      SPECPROJ      ONL PUR  03/02/2015  01/01/2015 

• You want to display selected information for file PROFILE EXEC. You are interested in seeing the filename
and filetype, the minidisk or directory from which the file was archived, and the storage areas where the file
is stored. Because you want to process this information under program control, you want each field in the
output to be preceded by an identifying keyword. You want the information placed in the program stack in
LIFO order. Enter this command:

vmarch query files profile exec (keyword fields filename filetype domain storage lifo

VM:Archiver places the following information in the program stack:

STORAGE TAP

STORAGE STG

DISK BBUNNY 0191

FILETYPE EXEC

FILENAME PROFILE

Notice that because the file is stored in both STAGE and TAPE storage, the output contains two STORAGE
keywords.

• You want to display selected information for file ALL NOTEBOOK. You are interested in seeing the
filename and filetype, the minidisk or directory from which the file was archived, and the storage areas
where the file is stored. You want to specify the field names in file REPORTS VMAFIELD and you want the
output displayed at the terminal.
First, you must create the file REPORTS VMAFIELD. The file should look something like this:

*This file lists fields to be displayed by QUERY FILES

*

FILENAME FILETYPE

DOMAIN

STORAGE

Then, to have QUERY FILES display the fields specified in the REPORTS VMAFIELD file, enter this
command:

vmarch query files all notebook (fields file reports

VM:Archiver responds:

Filename  Filetype  Source        Storage 

--------  --------  ------------  --------

ALL       NOTEBOOK  BBUNNY 0191   TAP 
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QUERY GROUPS Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the QUERY GROUPS command to display the groups, along with their membership criteria, defined in the
VM:Archiver database.

Membership criteria are the userids eligible to belong to a group; you can use pattern-matching characters when
specifying a membership criterion.This command does not show all members of a group. For more information,
see Managing Groups.

The groups are listed in the order in which they are arranged on the system administrator Add, Discard, and Order Groups
screen. VM:Archiver searches the groups in this sequence to determine the group to which a user belongs when the
user is not explicitly entered into a particular group through the USER ADD or USER CHANGE command or system
administrator Manage Users screens. All userids are eligible for group PUBLIC, which is always the last group checked.

Query GROUPs group [( ["Destination Options"] ["Format Options"]] 

 

Destination Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

group
Tells VM:Archiver the group for which you want information displayed. Enter a valid group name that is defined
to the VM:Archiver database. You can use pattern-matching characters in group to request information about
multiple groups. To request information about all groups, specify an asterisk ( * ) for group.

Destination Options

These options control where VM:Archiver sends the output from the QUERY GROUPS command. Specify only one of
these options on a single command. If you do not enter a destination option, VM:Archiver assumes TERMINAL as the
default. You can use a destination option with format options.

NOTE
When you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output is
stacked in multiple lines.

[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If this file does not exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If this file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates a new file.
If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.
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[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to the terminal. TERMINAL is the default.

Format Options

These options determine the format in which VM:Archiver displays the response from the QUERY GROUPS command.
You can specify format options with a destination option.

NOTE
When you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output is
stacked in multiple lines.

[ KEYWord ]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headings when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process the output from
the QUERY GROUPS command under program control.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, the keywords are always displayed in uppercase, regardless of the case
settings in the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:

Keyword Precedes the:

GROUP Group name

MEMBERS Membership criteria

[ NOHeader ]
Tells VM:Archivernot to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process the output
from the QUERY GROUPS command under program control.

Examples

• To display information about all groups with names that end in TOONS and have the output displayed on
your terminal, enter:

vmarch query groups *toons

VM:Archiver responds:

GroupName   Membership  

----------  ------------------------------------------------   

LTOONS      BBUNNY DDUCK EFUDD LT*  

DIRTOONS    CJONES IFRELENG MCKIMSON TAVERY CLAMPETT    

NOTE
Membership criteria can include pattern-matching characters, for example, LT* and
193%.

• To display information about all groups with names that end in TOONS and have the output displayed on
your terminal with no column headers, enter:

vmarch query groups *toons (noheader

VM:Archiver responds:

LTOONS      BBUNNY DDUCK EFUDD LT*  
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DIRTOONS    CJONES IFRELENG MCKIMSON TAVERY CLAMPETT    

• To request that the membership criteria for all groups that have five-character names be appended to the
VMARCH QUERY file, with keywords preceding each item in the response, on your A-disk, enter:

vmarch query groups %%%%%  (keyword append

VM:Archiver adds the following records to your VMARCH QUERY file:

GROUP BIRDS

MEMBERS TWEETYB DDUCK *BIRD

GROUP SALES

MEMBERS BERT ECOAST WCOAST EUROPE PACIFIC MKT*

QUERY INFO Command
Authorization: None, for own user ID or group. SysAdmin for other user ID or group

Use the QUERY INFO command to display information about various limits, defaults, and maximums defined for a specific
user or group, or for the VM:Archiver system.

You must be authorized as a VM:Archiver system administrator to query information about a user ID other than your
own or for a group other than the one to which you belong. System administrators can request information for any user
or group by specifying this user or group with the USER or GROUP parameter respectively. End users can only display
information for their own user IDs and groups.

To change user information, see USER CHANGE Command.

Query INFO [( ["Select Option"]  [Destination Option"]] 

 

Select Option:

  [ALL] USER [userid]

| GROUP [group]

| SYStem

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

The options of the QUERY INFO command are divided into two categories: select and destination. Each category is
described below.

Select Options

These options control the type of information displayed. If you do not enter a select option, VM:Archiver assumes USER
as the default. You can use select options with a destination option.

[ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the information shown by the USER, GROUP, and SYSTEM options. The only other
select option that you can specify with ALL is USER.

[ USER [ userid ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the following information about the specified user ID:
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• User’s node
• Group to which the user ID belongs
• Group administrator and node
• User’s STAGE and ONLINE storage limits
• User’s current STAGE and ONLINE usage, in kilobytes
• Number of kilobytes remaining in STAGE and ONLINE storage for archival storage for the user
• Default retention period or expiration date
• Maximum retention period and expiration date
• How recalls from tape are processed for the user -- whether delayed or immediate recalls are performed by

default and if the user is authorized to perform immediate recalls
• Batch status -- if the user’s immediate recall requests from tape are currently being grouped together to run as

one job (ON) or are processed individually as soon as the request is entered (OFF)

Enter a user ID defined to the VM:Archiver database for userid. Enter only one user ID on the command. You
cannot use pattern-matching characters in userid. If you do not specify userid, VM:Archiver assumes your (the
requesting) user ID.
The only other select option that you can specify with USER is ALL.

[ GROUP group ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the following information about the specified group:

• Group administrator and node
• Group’s STAGE and ONLINE storage limits
• Group’s current STAGE and ONLINE usage, in kilobytes
• Number of kilobytes remaining in STAGE and ONLINE storage for archival storage by the group
• Default retention period or expiration date
• Maximum retention period and expiration date
• How recalls from tape are processed for your group -- whether delayed or immediate recalls are performed by

default and if the group is authorized to perform immediate recalls

Enter a group name defined to the VM:Archiver database for group. Enter only one group name on the command.
You cannot use pattern-matching characters in group. If you do not specify group, VM:Archiver assumes the
group to which your (the requesting) user ID belongs.
You cannot specify GROUP with any other select option.

[ SYStem ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the following information about the VM:Archiver system:

• Release number
• System status
• Default retention period or expiration date
• Maximum retention period and expiration date
• Purge and expiration grace periods for ONLINE and TAPE storage
• The system default for how recalls from tape are processed -- that is, whether delayed or immediate recalls

are performed

You cannot specify SYSTEM with any other select option.

Destination Options

These options control where VM:Archiver sends the output from the QUERY INFO command. Specify only one of these
options on a single command. If you not enter a destination option, VM:Archiver assumes TERMINAL as the default. You
can use a destination option with a select option.
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[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates a new file. If
the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Examples

• To display VM:Archiver information for user ID SYLVSTER, and have the output displayed on your terminal,
enter this command:

vmarch query info (user sylvster

VM:Archiver responds:

Userid:   SYLVSTER        at node: BUGS1

Group:    CATS            Group administrator: BABBOT at node: BUGS1

 

ONLINE limit:                25 %       STAGE limit:           80 %

ONLINE usage:               130 KB      STAGE usage:          140 KB

ONLINE remaining:            40 KB      STAGE remaining:      130 KB

 

Default retention period:   760

Maximum expiration date:    31/12/2025 

Maximum retention period:   PERM

 

Recall default:             DELAY

IMME authorization:         YES

Batch status:               OFF

• To display VM:Archiver information about the group CATS, and have the output displayed on your terminal,
enter this command:

vmarch query info (group cats

VM:Archiver responds:

Group:    CATS            Group administrator: BABBOT at node: BUGS1

 

ONLINE limit:                50 %       STAGE limit:           50 %

ONLINE usage:               550 KB      STAGE usage:         1240 KB

ONLINE remaining:           190 KB      STAGE remaining:      200 KB

 

Default retention period:   760
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Maximum expiration date:    31/12/2025 

Maximum retention period:   PERM

 

Recall default:             IMMED

IMME authorization:         YES

• To display information about your VM:Archiver system, and have the output displayed on your terminal,
enter this command:

vmarch query info (system

VM:Archiver responds:

VM:Archiver - Release 2.4

System status: RUNNING

 

Default expiration date:    31/12/2024

Maximum expiration date:    31/12/2025 

Maximum retention period:   PERM

 

ONLINE expiration grace:     5

ONLINE purge grace:          5

TAPE expiration grace:      10

TAPE purge grace:           10

 

Recall default:             IMMED

• To display information about user ID SYLVSTER, the group CATS (to which SYLVSTER belongs), and the
VM:Archiver system, and have the output sent to a file to your A-disk, enter this command:

vmarch query info (all user sylvster disk

VM:Archiver writes the following information to a file called VMARCH QUERY A:

 - User Information -

 

Userid:   SYLVSTER        at node: BUGS1

Group:    CATS            Group administrator: BABBOT at node: BUGS1

 

ONLINE limit:                25 %       STAGE limit:           80 %

ONLINE usage:               130 KB      STAGE usage:          140 KB

ONLINE remaining:            40 KB      STAGE remaining:      130 KB

 

Default retention period:   SEEGROUP

Maximum expiration date:    SEEGROUP

Maximum retention period:   SEEGROUP

 

Recall default:             DELAY

IMME authorization:         YES

Batch status:               ON

 

 - Group Information -

Group:    CATS            Group administrator: BABBOT at node: BUGS1

 

ONLINE limit:                50 %       STAGE limit:           50 %
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ONLINE usage:               550 KB      STAGE usage:         1240 KB

ONLINE remaining:           190 KB      STAGE remaining:      200 KB

 

Default retention period:   760

Maximum expiration date:    SEESYSTEM

Maximum retention period:   SEESYSTEM

 

Recall default:             SEESYSTEM

IMME authorization:         YES BY SYSTEM DEFAULT

 - System Information -

 

VM:Archiver - Release 2.4

System status: RUNNING

 

Default expiration date:    31/12/2024

Maximum expiration date:    31/12/2025 

Maximum retention period:   PERM

 

ONLINE expiration grace:     5

ONLINE purge grace:          5

TAPE expiration grace:      10

TAPE purge grace:           10

 

Recall default:             IMMED

SEE GROUP and SEE SYSTEM

The output from the QUERY INFO command with the ALL option shows whether dates, limits, defaults, and maximums
are set at the user, group, or system level. In the User Information portion of the preceding example VMARCH QUERY
A file, SEE GROUP tells you to refer to the Group Information section for the specific setting. In the Group Information
section, SEE SYSTEM Tells you to refer to the System Information section of the output for the specific setting.

Examples

The following example is based on the output from the QUERY INFO (ALL USERID SYLVSTER command.

The default retention for user ID SYLVSTER is shown as SEE GROUP. This means that the default retention, either an
expiration date or retention period, for user ID SYLVSTER is determined by SYLVSTER’s membership in group CATS. To
determine this user’s default retention, check the Group Information portion of the QUERY INFO output. In this example, it
is a retention period of 760 days.

ONLINE and STAGE Remaining

Under some circumstances, the ONLINE Remaining and STAGE Remaining portions of the QUERY INFO output can
show a negative value. This can happen when the VM:Archiver system administrator changes the user’s storage limit,
and, as a result, the user’s archived data exceeds this new limit. The negative number represents the amount of data that
must be deleted to bring the user into compliance with the new limit.

QUERY JOBS Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the QUERY JOBS command to display information about the VM:Archiver job queue.

You can use the output from the QUERY JOBS command to determine the job’s status or obtain the job ID so you can
cancel the job. QUERY JOBS displays this information:
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• Type of job
• Job ID
• Job status
• Submit and end times

Query JOBs [ ( ["Destination Option"] ["Format Options"]] 

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:

[KEYWord]

[NOHEADer]

The options of the QUERY JOBS command are divided into two categories: destination and format options. Each
category is described below.

Contents:

Destination Options

Destination options control where the output from the QUERY JOBS command is displayed. You can use only one of
these options at a time. You can specify a destination option with the format options.

[ APPend ]
tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. If the file already exists,
VM:Archiver replaces it.

[ FIFO ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Format Options

Format options control the format in which the display from the QUERY JOBS command is shown. You can specify the
format options with a destination option.

NOTE
If you use either FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, VM:Archiver stacks the
output in multiple lines.

[ KEYWord ]
tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process the output from the
QUERY JOBS command under program control.
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In the output from the KEYWORD option, keywords are always displayed in upper case, regardless of the case
settings on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
TYPE

Type of job; see Job Types below of an explanation of the possible job types.
JOBID

Job ID assigned to the job when it was built.
STATUS

Job’s status; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible. statuses
SUBDATE

Date the job was submitted.
SUBTIME

Time the job was submitted.
ENDDATE

Date the job ended.
ENDTIME

Time the job ended.
[ NOHEADer ]

tells VM:Archivernot to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process output from
the QUERY JOBS command under program control.

Statuses

The following table shows all possible VM:Archiver job statuses, including the meaning of each status, and what action
to take if a job does not appear to be progressing through the VM:Archiver system. To prevent the need for operator
intervention, VM:Archiver automates job processing for jobs that do not progress through the VM:Archiver system using
event 9005. Event 9005 runs the VMAMNGJB CHECKJOBS command.

Status Indicates that: If the job remains in this status:

BUILT VM:Archiver has created control files from
which VM:Backup can create a job template
file and an exception file.

Issue the VM:Archiver SUBMIT command
after ensuring that the appropriate
VM:Backup userid is available to receive
jobs. Event 9005 will also attempt to restart
processing of this job if it is not resubmitted
manually.

CANCELED The job was terminiated by a VM:Backup
or VM:Archiver operator or system
administrator.

No further processing is possible.

COMPLETED The job completed successfully. No further processing is possible.

DB_UPDATE VM:Archiver is processing the job output
information it received from VM:Backup.
This processing includes updates to the
database.

Event 9005 will attempt to restart
processing for this job. If Event 9005 cannot
restart the job, call Broadcom Support.
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IMPORTED VM:Archiver has issued the VM:Backup
IMPORT command. VM:Backup has
successfully created a template file and an
exception file on the VM:Backup service
virtual machine.

Ensure that the appropriate VM:Backup
userid is available to receive jobs and
then issue the VM:Archiver SUBMIT
command. If you do not manually resubmit
the job, event 9005 will attempt to restart
processing of the job. If the job still does not
begin processing, the VM:Backup system
administrator can examine the job status
from the VM:Backup screens. If you are still
unsure of the job’s status, call Broadcom
Support.

INFO_ERR The VM:Archiver Job Output Analyzer
encountered errors processing job
completion information sent by VM:Backup.

EVENT 9005 will attempt to restart
processing on this job. If it is unable to
restart processing, issue the VM:Archiver
CANCEL command to cancel the job, or
call Broadcom Support.

NO_VMBJOB VM:Archiver requested information
about a job for which VM:Backup has no
information.

This status can be caused by either a
COLD start of VM:Backup or by changing
the VM:Backup configuration information
in VM:Archiver while the job is being
processed. If the problem was due to a
configuration error, event 9005 will attempt
to restart processing for this job. If event
9005 is unable to restart processing for
the job, issue the VM:Archiver CANCEL
command to cancel the job, or call
Broadcom Support.

RPT_AVAIL VM:Archiver has received job output
information from VM:Backup, but has not
yet processed it.

Event 9005 will initiate processing for
this job by starting a Job Output Analyzer
process to update the VM:Archiver
database.

SENDNOTES VM:Archiver is preparing to distribute CMS
NOTE files to users who had requests
included in this job. This status follows a
successful DB_UPDATE status.

Event 9005 will restart processing for
this job. If event 9005 is unable to restart
processing for the job, call Broadcom
Support.

VMBCANCEL VM:Archiver has issued the VM:Backup
CANCEL command to cancel the job in
the VM:Backup system. After VM:Backup
processes the keyword data report for this
job, VM:Archiver will change the status to
CANCELED.

Event 9005 initiates processing of this
job by requesting the job output report
from the appropriate VM:Backup userid. If
VM:Archiver cannot retrieve the report, the
job will enter the NO_VMBJOB status.

VMBSUBMIT The job has been successfully submitted on
the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

Your VM:Backup system administrator can
view the VM:Backup screens to determine
the job’s status. If you are still unable to
determine the job’s status, call Broadcom
Support.

If a job does not progress normally through the VM:Archiver system and you need to call Broadcom Support, make
sure you have any VM:Archiver and VM:Backup consoles, VM:Backup output listings, the template and exception files
generated by VM:Archiver, and the VM:Backup report file before calling.
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Job Types

The Type field of the QUERY JOBS output contains one of the following job types:

ARCHIVE
Contains one or more archive requests .

MPC
Is a merge/purge/copy job.

RECALL
Contains one or more recall requests.

REINIT
Is a job to recycle tapes that have been processed as input to merge/purge/copy. This job relabels tapes and
updates the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC), making the tape available for use again.

Example
To display the VM:Archiver job queue, enter:

vmarch query jobs

VM:Archiver responds:

                                   Submit               End     

Type      Jobid     Status     Date      Time      Date      Time    

--------  --------  ---------  --------  --------  --------  -------- 

RECALL    398D83EF  BUILT      --/--/--  --:--:--  --/--/--  --:--:-- 

RECALL    93765032  VMBSUBMIT  05/04/97  21:45:92  --/--/--  --:--:-- 

ARCHIVE   98F9DABC  BUILT      --/--/--  --:--:--  --/--/--  --:--:-- 

QUERY MDISKS Command
Authorization: None

Use the QUERY MDISKS command to display information about minidisks you have archived or requested to have
archived.

The QUERY MDISKS command displays minidisks that were archived using the ARCHIVE MDISK command. To display
information about files that were archived with the ARCHIVE FILE command, use the QUERY FILES command.

The many options of the QUERY MDISKS command give you the flexibility to display as much or as little information
about archived minidisks as you like. The options are divided into categories:

• Select and status options help you locate minidisks with particular characteristics. These options serve as selection
criteria and help to narrow the search and limit the output from QUERY MDISKS.

• Destination options direct the output to the terminal, printer, disk, or to the program stack.
• Display and format options let you customize output and help you process it under program control.

Usually, when you enter the QUERY MDISKS command, you do not use any options, or you use only the select and
status  options.

Query MDISKS [userid [vaddr]]  [( "Options"]

 

Options:

["Select Options"]

["Status Options"]

["Destination Option"]
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["Display Option"]

["Format Option"]

   

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[COMMEnt text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDate fromdate  todate]] 

[OWNER userid]

 

Status Options:

[[NOT] EXPired]

[[NOT] PURged]

[[NOT] TAPE]

[[NOT] WAITing]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Option:

  ALLInfo

| ARCHINfo

| COMMInfo

| FIELDS field1 [fieldn]...

| FIELDS FILE filena

Format Option:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[ userid [ vaddr ] ]
Specifies the minidisks for which you want information. You can use pattern-matching characters in userid and
vaddr to obtain information about more than one user ID and minidisk at a time.
If you omit both the user ID and virtual address, VM:Archiver searches for archived versions of your 0191
minidisk. If you specify a user ID but no virtual address, VM:Archiver searches for the 0191 minidisk of
userid.Note: If you use pattern-matching characters, remember that VM:Archiver treats virtual addresses as 4-
digit numbers. For example, to search for all virtual addresses in the 190-199 range, specify 019*. If you specify
19*, VM:Archiver searches for virtual addresses in the range 1900-1999.

Select Options

These options control which minidisks VM:Archiver displays. You can use one or more of these options. A minidisk must
satisfy all the selection criteria to be displayed. You can specify select options with status, destination, display, or format
options.

[ ARCDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for minidisks archived during the specified time period. The starting date for the
search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:
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• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If you do not enter the ARCDATE fromdatetodate option, VM:Archiver searches for all archived versions of the
specified minidisk. If VM:Archiver finds more than one archived version of the specified minidisk, it displays all
versions.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for an archived minidisk that has the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver
assigns each minidisk a unique archive ID when the minidisk is archived. You cannot specify pattern-matching
characters in archid.
When you use the ARCHID option, VM:Archiver does not assume a default owner. For information about how
VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the section "Interaction Between ARCHID and OWNER."
To find the archive ID number for an archived minidisk, use the QUERY MDISKS command with the ARCHINFO
option. ARCHINFO is the default.

[ COMMEnt text ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived minidisks whose comments contain the specified character string. You
cannot use the COMMENT option with the NOCOMM option. If you omit both the COMMENT and NOCOMM
options, VM:Archiver selects files with comments and files with no comments.
Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter after COMMENT as comment text, specify the COMMENT
option last on the command line. To select minidisks that have no comment or a blank comment, use the
NOCOMM option.
You can specify pattern-matching characters in text. If you specify just an asterisk (*), VM:Archiver selects
minidisks with any comments and minidisks with no comments.
Note: If you want VM:Archiver to display comments in the QUERY MDISKS output, you must also use the
COMMINFO option or the COMMHDR field name with the FIELDS option.
By default (ABBREV), VM:Archiver shows just the first 42 characters of the comment. To see longer comments in
their entirety, specify the NOABBREV option.

[ NOCOmm ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for minidisks that have no comments or have blank comments. You cannot use
the NOCOMM option with the COMMENT option. If you omit both the COMMENT and NOCOMM options,
VM:Archiver selects minidisks with comments and minidisks with no comments.

[ EXPDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for minidisks that expire in the specified date range. The starting date for the
expiration date search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date, past dates, or dates in the future. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd
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If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 43 - 99 represent 1943 through 1999
• 00 - 42 represent 2000 through 2042

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can specify the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter EXPDATE, you must specify a starting date
with it. If you do not specify an ending date, VM:Archiver uses the starting date you specified (fromdate) as the
ending date for the search.
If VM:Archiver finds more than one archived version of the specified minidisk that expires during the date range
you specified with the EXPDATE option, it displays all versions.

[ OWNER userid ]
Specifies the owner of the archived minidisk. The system administrator can query minidisks owned by any users.
Users without system administrator authorization can query another user’s minidisks if that user has granted
them CHANGE or RECALL authorization. If you do not use the OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that your
(the requesting) user ID owns the archived minidisk that you want to display, unless you use the ARCHID option.
You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in userid. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the
OWNER and ARCHID options, see the section "Interaction Between ARCHID and OWNER."

Status Options

These options tell VM:Archiver to search for minidisks stored in a particular storage area or for minidisks that have a
particular status. You can use one or more of these options at a time. You can specify status options with the select,
destination, display, and format options.

NOTE
If you specify NOT immediately preceding one of the status options, VM:Archiver performs the opposite task.
For example, if you specify NOT EXPIRED, only those minidisks whose expiration dates have not passed are
displayed.

[ [ NOT ] EXPIRED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display minidisks that have expired but remain in archive storage because the expiration
grace period has not yet passed.

[ [NOT ] PURGED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display minidisks that have been marked for purge but remain in archive storage because the
purge grace period has not yet passed.

[ [ NOT ] TAPE ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display minidisks that are located in TAPE storage. This option does not display a minidisk
that is waiting to be copied to TAPE storage. To display minidisks that are waiting to be copied to TAPE storage,
use the WAITING option.

[ [ NOT ] WAITING ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display minidisks that are waiting to be copied to TAPE storage.

Destination Options

These options control where the output from QUERY MDISKS is displayed. You can use only one of these options at a
time. You can specify destination options with the select, status, display, and format options.

NOTE
If you use either FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, VM:Archiver stacks the
output in multiple lines.
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[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. If the file already exists,
VM:Archiver replaces it.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal. TERMINAL is the default.

Display Options

These options control what information is displayed for the selected minidisks, and the format in which the information is
displayed. You can use only one of the display options at a time. You can specify display options with the select, status,
destination, and format options.

[ ALLINFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display all information about the selected minidisks. These fields are displayed:

• Domain (user ID and virtual address)
• Storage area
• Archive date
• Expiration date
• Archive ID
• Owner (user ID that owns the file)
• Group (group that owns the file)
• Security level (whether or not the minidisk is private)
• KBytes (number of 1K blocks in the minidisk)
• Comment (by default [ABBREV], only the first 42 characters are displayed)
• Backup type (CMS or physical)

NOTE
Because the display from QUERY MDISKS with the ALLINFO option contains many fields and wraps
at the terminal, use one of the destination options to direct the output to another location, such as the
printer, the console stack, or your A-disk.

[ ARCHINFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display archival information for the selected minidisks. ARCHINFO is the default. These fields
are displayed:

• Domain (user ID and virtual address)
• Storage area
• Archive date
• Expiration date
• Archive ID
• Backup type (CMS or physical)
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[ COMMInfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display comments associated with the selected minidisks. These fields are displayed:

• Domain (user ID and virtual address)
• Storage
• Comment

By default (ABBREV), VM:Archiver shows just the first 42 characters of the comment. To see longer comments in
their entirety, specify the NOABBREV option.

[ FIELDS field1 [ field2 [ field3 ... ] ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display just the fields you specify, thus letting you create a custom display of information.
Use the FIELDS option to specify the fields you want on the QUERY MDISKS command line. If you want to use a
CMS file to save a list of fields to be displayed, use the FIELDS FILE option, which is described below.
The following list shows the field names you can specify:
DOMAIN

User ID and virtual address of the minidisk.
STORAGE

Storage area where the minidisk is stored and status information.
ARCHIVE

Date the minidisk was archived.
EXPDT

Expiration date for the minidisk.
ARCHID

Archive ID assigned to the minidisk when it was archived.
OWNER

User ID that owns the minidisk.
GROUP

Group that owns the minidisk.
SECLEVEL

Security level of the minidisk. This field contains PRIVATE if the minidisk has been marked private; or -- if
the minidisk has not been marked private.

KBYTE
Number of 1K blocks backed up for the minidisk.

COMMHDR
Comment assigned to the minidisk, or -- if no comment was assigned. By default (ABBREV), VM:Archiver
shows just the first 42 characters of the comment. To see longer comments in their entirety, specify the
NOABBREV option.

BKPTYPE
Backup type, either CMS or PHYSICAL.

[ FIELDS FILE filename ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display just the fields you specify, thus letting you create a custom display of information.
When you use the FIELDS FILE option, VM:Archiver looks for the field names in CMS file filename VMAFIELD,
which you create. If you want to specify the field names on the QUERY MDISKS command line, use the FIELDS
field1 field2 field3 option, which is described above.
The file filename VMAFIELD can contain one or more lines. Each line can contain one or more field names
separated by blanks. Lines with an asterisk as the first character are considered comments and are ignored. The
file can contain blank lines. See the FIELDS field1 field2 field3 option above for a list of valid field names that you
can specify. An example of a fields file is provided at the end of this article.
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[ OWNRInfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display user and group ownership information for the selected minidisks. These fields are
displayed:

• Domain (user ID and virtual address)
• Storage type
• Owner (user ID that owns the minidisk)
• Group (group that owns the minidisk)
• Security level (whether the minidisk is private)

Format Options

The format options control the format in which the display from QUERY MDISKS is shown. You can specify the format
options with the select, status, destination, and display options.

NOTE
If you use either FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, VM:Archiver stacks the
output in multiple lines.

[ ABBRev | NOABbrev ]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to abbreviate the comment and storage fields. ABBREV is the default. VM:Archiver
abbreviates information in the following ways:

• If you use the ABBREV option, VM:Archiver displays the last directory name for SOURCE. For example, if the
source directory is LOONY:TOONS.BBUNNY.EARS, VM:Archiver displays EARS.

• If you specify ABBREV, only the first 42 characters of the comment are displayed.
• The storage areas are abbreviated as follows:

ABBREV NOABBREV

TAP TAPE

WAITING WAITING

PUR PURGED

EXP EXPIRED

JOB IN-A-JOB

• [ KEYWord ]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process the output from
the QUERY MDISKS command under program control.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, the keywords are always shown in uppercase, regardless of the
case settings defined on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
– DISK

User ID and virtual address of the minidisk.
– STORAGE

Storage area where the minidisk is stored and status information; this field contains PURGED, EXPIRED,
WAITING or TAPE.

– ARCHIVE
Date the minidisk was archived.

– EXPDT
Expiration date.

– ARCHID
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Archive ID assigned to the minidisk when it was archived.
– OWNER

User ID that owns the minidisk.
– GROUP

Group that owns the minidisk.
– SECLEVEL

Security level of the minidisk. This field contains PRIVATE if the minidisk has been marked private; or -- if
the minidisk has not been marked private.

– COMMENT
Comment assigned to the minidisk; or -- if no comment was assigned. By default (ABBREV), VM:Archiver
shows just the first 42 characters of the comment. To see longer comments in their entirety, specify the
NOABBREV option.

– KBYTE
Number of 1K blocks archived for the minidisk.

– BKPTYPE
Backup type. This field contains CMS or PHYSICAL.

• [ NOHeader ]
Tells VM:Archiver not to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process the
output from the QUERY MDISKS command under program control.

Interaction Between ARCHID and OWNER

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for minidisks using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for minidisks by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

Examples

• You want to display all archived minidisks you own that have comments containing the string BILLING. You
want VM:Archiver to include the comments in the display. Enter this command:

vmarch query mdisks * * (comminfo comment *billing*

VM:Archiver responds:

Domain        Storage   Comment 

------------  --------  ------------------------------   

BBUNNY  0191  TAP       MARCH BILLING DATA  

BBUNNY  0192  WAITING   SUCCESSFUL MARCH BILLING RUN    

• To display information about where and when your user ID (BBUNNY’s) minidisks were archived and when
they are due to expire, enter:

vmarch query mdisks bbunny * (archinfo

VM:Archiver responds:

Domain          Storage   Archive     Expdt       Archid    Backup

                                                            Type  

--------------  --------  ----------  ----------  --------  ------   

BBUNNY   0191   TAP       05/04/2014  05/04/2024  TPIE.124  CMS  

BBUNNY   0192   WAITING   04/05/2015  04/05/2025  TPIE.456  CMS  

• To display owner and group information for all archived minidisks, enter:
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vmarch query mdisks * * (ownrinfo

VM:Archiver responds:

Domain         Storage   Owner     Group     SecLevel    

-------------  --------  --------  --------  -------- 

BBUNNY   0191  TAP       BBUNNY    LOONEY    PRIVATE 

BBUNNY   0192  WAITING   BBUNNY    LOONEY    --  

• You want to display selected information for your archived minidisks. You are interested in seeing the
domain, where the minidisk is stored, and the backup type. Because you want to process this information
under program control, you want each field in the output to be preceded by an identifying keyword. You
want the information placed in the program stack in LIFO order. Enter this command:

vmarch query mdisks * * (keyword fields domain storage bkptype lifo

VM:Archiver places the following information in the program stack:

BKPTYPE CMS

STORAGE TAP

DISK BBUNNY 0191

BKPTYPE CMS

STORAGE WAITING

DISK BBUNNY 0192

• You want to display selected information for all of your minidisks. You are interested in seeing the domain
and the expiration date. You want to specify the field names in file REPORTS VMAFIELD and you want the
output displayed at the terminal.
First, you must create the file REPORTS VMAFIELD, as in this example:

* This file lists fields to be displayed by QUERY MDISKS *

DOMAIN

EXPDT

Then, to have QUERY MDISKS display the fields specified in the REPORTS VMAFIELD file, enter this
command:

vmarch query mdisk * * (fields file reports

VM:Archiver responds:

Domain          Expdt   

------------    ---------- 

BBUNNY  0191    05/04/2024  

BBUNNY  0192    04/05/2024  

   

QUERY RECALLS Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the QUERY RECALLS command to display information about requests to recall files or minidisks directly from
VM:Archiver tape storage.

The display shows requests to recall files first, followed by requests to recall minidisks.
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Query RECalls [ ("Options"]

 

Select Options:

[ALL | Files | MDISKs]

[JOBID jobid]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Options:

[ALLInfo |  STATinfo | TAPEinfo]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

 

The options of the QUERY RECALLS command are divided into four categories: select, destination, display and format
options. Each category is described below.

Select Options

Select options control which requests VM:Archiver displays. You can specify the JOBID option alone or with one of the
FILES, MDISKS, or ALL options. A request must satisfy all the selection criteria to be displayed. You can specify select
options with a destination and display option and with format options.

[ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about recall requests for files and minidisks.

[ FILES ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about recall requests for files only.

[ MDISKS ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about recall requests for minidisks only.

[ JOBID jobid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about recall requests that are included in the specified job. The job ID is
assigned by VM:Archiver when it builds the job. The job ID contains eight hexadecimal characters, A-F and 0-9.
You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in jobid.

Destination Options

Destination options control where the output from the QUERY RECALLS command is displayed. You can specify only
one of these options at a time. You can specify a destination option with a display option, and with the select and format
options.

[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to file VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. If the file already exists,
VM:Archiver replaces it.
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[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Display Options

Display options control what information is displayed for the selected files or minidisks, and the format in which the
information is displayed. You can use only one of the display options at a time. You can specify a display option with the
select and format options, and with a destination option.

[ ALLInfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display all information about the recall request. These fields are displayed:

• Requser (requesting user ID)
• Type (FILE or DISK)
• Filename (shown for files only)
• Filetype (shown for files only)
• Source (user ID and virtual address from which a file or minidisk was archived, or SFS directory from which a

file was archived)
• Recall ID (ID assigned to the file when it was requested to be recalled)
• Jobid/Status (If the request has been included in a job, this field shows the job ID. If the request has not yet

been included in a job, this field shows either IMMED or WAITING.) For more information, see the section
about "Statuses ".

• Volser (the primary tape on which the data set containing the archived copy of the file or minidisk begins)
• DS (the data set that contains the archived copy of the file or minidisk)

[ STATinfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display status information about selected recall requests. These fields are displayed:

• Requser (requesting user ID)
• Type (FILE or DISK)
• Filename (shown for files only)
• Filetype (shown for files only)
• Source (user ID and virtual address from which a file or minidisk was archived, or SFS directory from which a

file was archived)
• Recall ID (ID assigned to the file when it was requested to be recalled)
• Jobid/Status (If the request has been included in a job, this field shows the job ID. If the request has not yet

been included in a job, this field shows either IMMED or WAITING.) For more information, see the section
about "Statuses ".

[ TAPEinfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about the primary tape on which the file or minidisk to be recalled resides.
These fields are displayed:
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• Requser (requesting user ID)
• Type (FILE or DISK)
• Filename (shown for files only)
• Filetype (shown for files only)
• Source (user ID and virtual address from which a file or minidisk was archived, or SFS directory from which a

file was archived)
• Recall ID (ID assigned to the file or minidisk when it was requested to be recalled)
• Volser (the tape on which the archived copy of the file or minidisk resides)
• DS (the data set that contains the archived copy of the file or minidisk)

Format Options

Format options control the format in which the display from the QUERY RECALLS command is shown. You can specify
the format options with the select options and with a destination option.

[ ABBRev | NOABbrev ]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to abbreviate the directory name shown in the source field of the QUERY RECALLS
output. If you specify ABBREV, only the last directory name is displayed. If you specify NOABBREV, VM:Archiver
displays the fully-qualified directory name. See the following example:

Abbreviated Unabbreviated

EARS LOONY:TOONS.BBUNNY.EARS

[ KEYWord ]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process QUERY RECALLS
output under program control.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, the keywords are always shown in uppercase, regardless of the case
settings defined on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
REQUSER

Requesting user ID.
TYPE

Word FILE or DISK.
FILENAME

Filename; or -- if TYPE is DISK.
FILETYPE

Filetype; or -- if TYPE is DISK.
DISK

Source minidisk (user ID and vaddr).
DIR

Source directory.
RECALLID

ID associated with the file or minidisk when it was requested to be recalled.
STATUS

Job ID, if the request has been included in a job, or IMMED or WAITING if the request has not yet been
included in a job; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses.
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DATASET
Data set number of the data set in which the file or minidisk to be recalled resides.

VOLSER
Volume serial number of the tape on which the file or minidisk to be recalled resides.

[ NOHeader ]
Tells VM:Archivernot to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process QUERY
RECALLS output under program control.

Statuses

If you specify the ALLINFO or STATINFO option, QUERY RECALLS displays the job ID or the status of the selected
request. The Jobid/Status field contains one of the following:

jobid
Recall requests that have already been included in a job.

WAITING
Delayed recall requests that have not yet been included in a job.

IMMED
Immediate recall requests that a user issued after entering the BATCH ON command and before entering the
BATCH OFF command.

Examples

• To display status information about all recall requests, enter:

vmarch query recalls (statinfo

VM:Archiver responds:

Requser   Type    Filename  Filetype  Source            Recallid  Jobid/

                                                                  Status  

--------  ------  --------  --------  ---------------  ---------  --------   

BBUNNY    FILE    PROFILE   EXEC      BBUNNY 0191      TPIE.1     12AB5982   

EFUDD     FILE    ACME      FILE      SPECPROJECT      TPIE.89    IMMED  

BBUNNY    FILE    ALL       NOTEBOOK  BBUNNY 0191      TPIE.100   WAITING    

BBUNNY    DISK    --        --        BBUNNY 0191      TPIE.55    WAITING    

WILEYC    DISK    --        --        WILEYC 0192      TPIE.6054  88BB4560  

NOTE
VM:Archiver places double hyphens in the filename and filetype fields when the request
is to recall an entire minidisk as an entity.

• To display tape information about all recall requests, enter:

vmarch query recalls (tapeinfo

VM:Archiver responds:

                                                                           Data

Requser   Type    Filename  Filetype   Source          Recallid  Volser    Set    

--------  ------- --------  --------   --------------  --------  --------  ---- 

BBUNNY    FILE    PROFILE   EXEC       BBUNNY 0191     TPIE.1    TAPE01       5

EFUDD     FILE    ACME      FILE       SPECPROJECT     TPIE.89   TAPE44      65

BBUNNY    FILE    ALL       NOTEBOOK   BBUNNY 0191     TPIE.100  TAPE01     999

BBUNNY    DISK    --        --         BBUNNY 0191     TPIE.55   TAPE06       2
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WILEYC    DISK    --        --         WILEYC 0192     TPIE.605  TAPE34       3

 

QUERY REQUESTS Command
Authorization: None for own user ID. SysAdmin for other user IDs

Use the QUERY REQUESTS command to display information about archive and recall requests that a particular user has
entered.

The response from this command provides information about requests to recall files and minidisks from tape, to archive
files and minidisks to tape, or both. The output does not display information about requests to recall files from or archive
files to STAGE or ONLINE storage because VM:Archiver processes those requests immediately.

You must be authorized as a VM:Archiver system administrator to specify the USER option on this command. System
administrators can display archive requests, recall requests, or both for any user by specifying this user with the USER
option. End users can only display information for their own userid.

Query REQuests [ ("Options"]

 

Select Options:

[ALL | ARchives | RECalls]

[USER userid]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Option:

[ALLInfo | IDINfo | STATinfo]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

The options of the QUERY REQUESTS command are divided into four categories: select, destination, display, and
format. Each category is described below.

Select Options

These options control which requests VM:Archiver displays. You can limit the display to particular request types or to
requests issued by particular users. You can use only one of the ALL, ARCHIVES, and RECALL options at a time. You
can use the USER option with any of the other select options. You can use select options with a destination and a display
option, and with format options.

[ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display archive and recall requests issued by your (the requesting) userid. To show all
requests entered by a user other than you, enter the USER userid option, specifying the other user for userid. The
only other select option that you can specify with ALL is USER. ALL is the default.

[ ARchives ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display archive requests issued by your userid. To show archive requests entered by a user
other than you, enter the USER userid option, specifying the other user for userid. You cannot specify ARCHIVES
with the ALL or RECALLS option.
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[ RECalls ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display recall requests issued by your userid. To show recall requests entered by a user other
than you, enter the USER userid option, specifying the other user for userid. You cannot specify RECALLS with
the ALL or ARCHIVES option.

[ USER userid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display requests for the specified userid (userid). For userid, enter a userid defined to the
VM:Archiver database. Enter only one userid on a command. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in
userid. The only other select option that you can specify with USER is ALL.

Destination Options

These options control where the output from the QUERY REQUESTS command is displayed. Specify only one of these
options at a time. If you do not enter a destination option, VM:Archiver assumes TERMINAL as the default. You can use a
destination option with a display option and with select and format options.

NOTE
If you use either the FIFO or LIFO destination option and the KEYWORD format option, the output will be
stacked in multiple lines.

[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to a CMS file called VMARCH QUERY on your
minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to a CMS file called VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk
or directory accessed at filemode A. If the file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates
a new file.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Display Options

These options control the information displayed for the selected requests. Specify only one of these options at a time. If
you do not enter a display option, VM:Archiver assumes STATINFO as the default. You can use a display option with a
destination option and with select and format options.

[ ALLInfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display all available information about the selected requests. These fields are displayed:

• Type (of request), which can be one of the following:

Type Request to

ARCDISK Archive a minidisk

ARCFILE Archive a file

RECDISK Recall a minidisk
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RECFILE Recall a file

• Filename

• – Filetype
– Source userid and virtual address for a minidisk, or directory name for a directory
– ID required to cancel the request. This ID is the recall ID for recall requests or the archive ID for archive requests.
– Target location to which the file or minidisk is to be archived or recalled. This location can be one of the following:

DIR, DISK, READER, or TAPE.
– Status of the request. For more information, see the section in this article on Statuses.
– The archive ID that VM:Archiver assigned to the file or minidisk when archived

• [ IDINfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the archive ID, cancel ID, and other information. These fields are displayed:
– Type (of request), which can be one of the following:

Type Request to

ARCDISK Archive a minidisk

ARCFILE Archive a file

RECDISK Recall a minidisk

RECFILE Recall a file

– Filename of the file

• – Filetype of the file
– Source userid and virtual address for a minidisk, or directory name for a directory
– ID required to cancel the request. This ID is the recall ID for recall requests or the archive ID for archive requests.
– Archive ID that VM:Archiver assigned to the file or minidisk when archived

• [ STATinfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display status and other information for the selected requests. These fields are displayed:
– Type (of request), which can be one of the following:

Type Request to

ARCDISK Archive a minidisk

ARCFILE Archive a file

RECDISK Recall a minidisk

RECFILE Recall a file

– Filename

• – Filename
– Filetype
– Source userid and virtual address for a minidisk, or directory name for a directory
– Cancelid ID required to cancel the request; this is the recall ID for recall requests or the archive ID for archive

requests
– Target location to which the file or minidisk is to be archived or recalled, which can be one of the following: DIR,

DISK, READER, or TAPE
– Status of the request. See Statuses for a list and explanation of possible statuses.
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Format Options

The format options control the format in which VM:Archiver displays the output from the QUERY REQUESTS command.
You can specify the format options with a destination and a display option, and with select options.

NOTE
If you use the KEYWORD format option and either the FIFO or LIFO destination option, the output will be
stacked in multiple lines.

[ ABBRev | NOABbrev ]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to abbreviate certain fields in the output. If you specify ABBREV and the
source is a directory, VM:Archiver displays the last directory name. For example, if the source directory is
LOONY:TOONS.BBUNNY.EARS, VM:Archiver displays EARS. ABBREV is the default.

[ KEYWord ]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headings when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process QUERY
REQUESTS output under program control.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, the keywords are always shown in uppercase, regardless of the case
settings defined on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
TYPE

Type of request:

Type Request to

ARCDISK Archive a minidisk

ARCFILE Archive a file

RECDISK Recall a minidisk

RECFILE Recall a file

FILENAME
Filename of the file to be archived or recalled, if TYPE is ARCDISK or RECDISK.

•FILETYPE
Filetype of the file to be archived or recalled, if TYPE is ARCDISK or RECDISK.

DISK
Source minidisk (userid and virtual address).

DIR
Source directory.

CANCELID
ID required to cancel the request -- the recall ID for recall requests or the archive ID for archive requests.

TARGET
Destination to which the file or minidisk is to be archived or recalled: DIR, DISK, READER, or TAPE.

STATUS
Status of the request. See Statuses for a list and explanation of possible statuses.

ARCHID
Archive ID assigned by VM:Archiver to the file or minidisk when archived.

• [ NOHeader ]
Tells VM:Archiver not to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process QUERY
REQUESTS output under program control.
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Statuses

Depending on the options you specify, the QUERY REQUESTS output may contain the status of the selected request.
Statuses can be one of the following:

WAITING
For archives, this status indicates that the files or minidisks requested to be archived directly to tape have not yet
been copied to the VM:Archiver TAPE storage area and have not been included in a job. Because they are not in
a job, requests with this status can be canceled.
For recalls, this status indicates that the files or minidisks requested to be recalled from tape have not yet been
recalled. Because files or minidisks with this status are not included in a recall job, recall requests for them can be
canceled.

IN-A-JOB
The archive or recall request has already been included in a job. The request cannot be canceled.

IMMED
The immediate recall request issued has not yet been included in a job. This status is assigned to recall requests
when the requesting userid has entered the BATCH ON command and has not yet entered the BATCH OFF
command.

Examples

• To display status information about all outstanding archive and recall requests for user BBUNNY, and have
the output displayed on your terminal, enter:

vmarch query requests (user bbunny

VM:Archiver responds:

Type      Filename  Filetype  Source          Cancelid  Target    Status  

--------  --------  --------  --------------  --------  --------  --------   

ARCFILE   PROFILE   EXEC      BBUNNY 0191     WARNER.1  TAPE      WAITING

ARCDISK   --        --        BBUNNY 0191     WARNER.3  TAPE      IN-A-JOB

RECFILE   ALL       NOTEBOOK  DDUCK  0292     WARNER.7  READER    IMMED

RECDISK   --        --        BBUNNY 0191     WARNER.9  DISK      WAITING 

NOTE
VM:Archiver places double hyphens in the filename and filetype fields when the request
is to archive or recall an entire minidisk as an entity.

• To create a file on your userid’s A-disk with the archive IDs and cancel IDs assigned for outstanding recall
requests issued by user TDEVIL, enter:

vmarch query requests (archives user tdevil idinfo disk

VM:Archiver writes the following information to a file called VMARCH QUERY A:

Type      Filename  Filetype  Source         Cancelid     Archid  

--------  --------  --------  -------------  -----------  -----------

ARCFILE   PROFILE   EXEC      TDEVIL 0191    WARNER.118   WARNER.118  

ARCDISK   ALL       NOTEBOOK  TDEVIL 0191    WARNER.355   WARNER.355  

ARCFILE   RECIPES   NOTEBOOK  TDEVIL 0291    WARNER.216   WARNER.216  

ARCFILE   4STAR     REVIEWS   BBUNNY 0191    WARNER.454   WARNER.454  
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QUERY TAPES Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the QUERY TAPES command to display information about tapes on which VM:Archiver stores archived data.

By default (or when you use the TAPESET option), the QUERY TAPES command displays information about the tape you
specified and on all other tapes in that copy of the tape set. In addition, if you use pattern-matching characters and more
than one tape meets the selection criteria, the QUERY TAPES command displays information about each selected tape
and all tapes in its copy of the tape set.

A tape set is a logical unit of tape storage, identified by the first tape in the tape set. For more information about tape sets
and how VM:Archiver uses tapes, see Defining Tape Controls.

Query TAPEs [volser] [ ( "Options"]

Status Option:

[ALL | AVAIL | UNAVAIL | INITpend | MERGpurg | OPEN]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Option:

[ALLInfo | COMMent | COPIes | TAPEset | VERSion]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number of the tape for which you want information. A volser can be from one to six
characters in length. It can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the characters @, $, -, and #. You can specify
pattern-matching characters in volser. If you do not specify a volser, VM:Archiver displays information about all volsers.

Status Options

Status options let you display tapes that have a particular status. You can specify only one of these options at a time. You
can specify a status option with a destination and display option, and with format options.

[ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about all tapes that match the pattern specified in volser, regardless of
the tape’s status.

[ AVAIL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about tapes that have the status AVAIL. A tape with this status is available
for read-only use; it can be used in recall jobs and as input to merge/purge/copy jobs.

[ UNAVAIL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about tapes that have the status UNAVAIL. A tape with this status is
unavailable for use in any job.
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[ INITpend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about tapes that have the status INITPEND. A tape with this status has
been successfully used as input in a merge/purge/copy job and is ready to be made available for use again in
archive jobs. You can make the tape available again by processing it in a REINIT job.

[ MERGpurg ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about tapes that have the status MERGPURG. A tape with this status has
been included in a merge/purge/copy job.

[ OPEN ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about tapes that have the status OPEN. A tape with this status is
available for use in archive and recall jobs. Within a tape set, only one primary tape and its copies can have the
status OPEN.

Destination Options

Destination options control where the output from QUERY TAPES is displayed. You can specify only one of these options
at a time. You can specify a destination option with a status option, a display option, and the format options.

[ APPend ]
Tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to a CMS file called VMARCH QUERY on your
minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to a CMS file called VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk
or directory accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it. If the file already
exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates a new file.

[ FIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
Tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
Tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.

[ TERMinal ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal.

Display Options

Display options control what information is displayed for the selected tapes. You can specify only one of the display
options at a time. You can specify a display option with a status option, a destination option, and with the format options.

[ ALLInfo ]
Tells VM:Archiver to show all the information shown by the other display options. These fields are displayed:
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• Volser (the volume serial number of the tape)
• Copies (volsers of all copies of the tape)
• Volseq (volume sequence number; indicates the relative position of the tape in the tape set)
• FrstVol (volser of the first tape in a tape set)
• PreVol (volser of the previous tape in a tape set)
• NextVol (volser of the next tape in a tape set)
• FrstDS (number of the first data set on a tape; this could be a continuation of a data set that began on a

previous tape)
• LastDS (number of the last data set on a tape; this could be a data set that continues onto the next tape)
• Status (status of the tape; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses)
• Version (the version of VM:Archiver under which the tape was created; the version can be either PRE2.0 for

tapes created under releases of VM:Archiver prior to Release Release 2.2G, or CURRENT for tapes created
under VM:Archiver Release Release 2.2G)

• Comment (a site-specified comment associated with the tape)

NOTE
Because the display from QUERY TAPES with the ALLINFO option contains many fields and wraps
at the terminal, use one of the destination options to direct the output to another location, such as the
printer or the console stack.

[ COMMent ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display any comments associated with the selected tape. These fields are displayed:

• Volser (the volume serial number of the tape)
• Status (status of the tape; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses)
• Comment (a site-specified comment associated with the tape)

[ COPIes ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about the selected tape and on all copies of that tape. These fields are
displayed:

• Volser (the volume serial number of the tape)
• Copy (volser of a copy of the tape)
• Volseq (volume sequence number; indicates the relative position of the tape in the tape set)
• FrstVol (volser of the first tape in a tape set)
• PreVol (volser of the previous tape in a tape set)
• NextVol (volser of the next tape in a tape set)
• FrstDS (number of the first data set on a tape; this could be a continuation of a data set that began on a

previous tape)
• LastDS (number of the last data set on a tape; this could be a data set that continues onto the next tape)
• Status (status of the tape; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses)

[ TAPEset ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display information about the selected tape and information about all other tapes in that copy
of the tape set. These fields are displayed:
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• Volser (the volume serial number of the tape)
• Volseq (volume sequence number; indicates the relative position of the tape in the tape set))
• FrstVol (volser of the first tape in a tape set)
• PreVol (volser of the previous tape in a tape set)
• NextVol (volser of the next tape in a tape set)
• FrstDS (number of the first data set on a tape; this could be a continuation of a data set that began on a

previous tape)
• LastDS (number of the last data set on a tape; this could be a data set that continues onto the next tape)
• Status (status of the tape; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses)

[ VERSion ]
Tells VM:Archiver to display the version of VM:Archiver under which the selected tape was created. These fields
are displayed:

• Volser (the volume serial number of the tape)
• Status (status of the tape; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses)
• Version (the version of VM:Archiver under which the tape was created; the version can be either PRE2.0 for

tapes created under releases of VM:Archiver prior to Release Release 2.2G, or CURRENT for tapes created
under VM:Archiver Release Release 2.2G)

Format Options

Format options control the format in which the display from QUERY TAPES is shown. You can specify the format options
with a status, display, and destination option. You can specify more than one format option at a time.

[ ABBRev | NOABbrev ]
Tells VM:Archiver whether to abbreviate the comment field. If you specify ABBREV, only the first 62 characters of
the comment are displayed. If you specify NOABBREV, VM:Archiver shows the entire comment. ABBREV is the
default.

[ KEYWord ]
Tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use the KEYWORD option. This option is helpful when you process output from the
QUERY TAPES command under program control. In the output, each keyword begins on a new line.
In the output from the KEYWORD option, the keywords are always shown in uppercase, regardless of the case
settings defined on the Define System Options system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
VOLSER

Volser of the tape.
VOLSEQ

Volume sequence number (the number that indicates the relative position of the tape in the tape set).
COPY

Volser of a tape copy; if a tape has more than one copy, the output shows for each copy a line containing
the COPY keyword followed by the volser of the tape copy.

FRSTVOL
Volser of the first tape in a tape set.

PREVOL
Volser of the previous tape in a tape set.

NEXTVOL
Volser of the next tape in a tape set.
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FRSTDS
Number of the first data set on a tape; this could be a continuation of a data set that began on a previous
tape

LASTDS
Number of the last data set on a tape; this could be a data set that continues onto the next tape.

STATUS
Status of the tape; see Statuses below for an explanation of the possible statuses.

VERSION
Version of VM:Archiver under which the tape was created; the version can be either PRE2.0 for tapes
created under releases of VM:Archiver prior to Release 2.2G, or CURRENT for tapes created under
VM:Archiver Release 2.2G.

COMMENT
Comment associated with the tape.

[ NOHEADer ]
Tells VM:Archivernot to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process QUERY
TAPES output under program control.

Statuses

QUERY TAPES always displays a tape’s status. The status can be one of the following:

AVAIL
Is available for read-only use. This status means the tape can be used in recall jobs and as input to merge/purge/
copy jobs

INITPEND
Has been successfully used as input in a merge/purge/copy job and is ready to be made available for use again in
archive jobs. You can make a tape available for use again by processing it in a REINIT job.

MERGPURG
Is currently included in a merge/purge/copy job

OPEN
Is available for archive and recall jobs. There can be only one open tape set at a time. Within this tape set, only
one tape and any copies, can have the OPEN status. If there are multiple tapes in a tape set, the last tape of the
tape set has the status OPEN; previous tapes have the status AVAIL.

UNAVAIL
Is unavailable for use in any job

Examples

• To display information for tape TAPE03 and other tapes in the tape set to which it belongs, enter:

vmarch query tapes tape03

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser    Volseq  FrstVol   PreVol    NextVol   FrstDS  LastDS  Status  

--------  ------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ------  -------- 

TAPE00         1  TAPE00    --        TAPE01         1       5  AVAIL   

TAPE01         2  TAPE00    TAPE00    TAPE02         6       9  AVAIL   

TAPE02         3  TAPE00    TAPE01    TAPE03         9      10  AVAIL   

TAPE03         4  TAPE00    TAPE02    --            11      11  OPEN    

• To display information about tape TAPE03 and any copies it may have, enter:
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vmarch query tapes tape03 (copies

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser    Copy      Volseq  FrstVol   PreVol    NextVol   FrstDS  LastDS  Status  

--------  --------  ------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ------  -------- 

TAPE03    --             4  TAPE00    TAPE02    --            11      11  OPEN    

--        TAPE13         4  TAPE10    TAPE12    --            11      11  OPEN    

--        TAPE23         4  TAPE20    TAPE22    --            11      11  OPEN    

--        TAPE33         4  TAPE30    TAPE32    --            11      11  OPEN

--        TAPE43         4  TAPE40    TAPE42    --            11      11  OPEN    

• To display unavailable tapes and any comments associated with them, enter:

vmarch query tapes (unavail comment

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser    Status    Comment                 

--------  --------  ------------------------------           

TAPE21    UNAVAIL   TAPE MISSING                    

TAPE41    UNAVAIL   TAPE OFFSITE                    

TAPE42    UNAVAIL   --                 

TAPE73    UNAVAIL   TAPE DAMAGED                

• To display tape set information for tape volsers that begin with the characters EXT, enter:

vmarch query tapes ext* (tapeset

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser    Volseq  FrstVol   PreVol    NextVol   FrstDS  LastDS  Status  

--------  ------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ------  --------

ABC111         1  ABC111    --        ABC222         1       5  AVAIL

ABC222         2  ABC111    ABC111    EXT001         6       9  AVAIL   

EXT001         3  ABC111    ABC222    --             9      10  OPEN

XYZ001         1  XYZ001    –         XYZ005         1       3  AVAIL

XYZ005         2  XYZ001    XYZ001    EXT009         3       4  AVAIL   

EXT009         3  XYZ001    XYZ005    --             4       4  AVAIL   

VM:Archiver found two tape volsers (EXT001 and EXT009) that begin with the characters EXT. Volser
EXT001 is in one tape set and volser EXT009 is in another. Because these tapes belong to two different
tape sets, the QUERY TAPES command displayed information about all tapes (except tape copies) in both
tape sets.

• To determine the version of VM:Archiver under which tape ABC111 was created, enter:

vmarch query tapes abc111 (version

VM:Archiver responds:

Volser    Status    Version                     

--------  --------  ------------                        

ABC111    AVAIL     PRE2.0                      

• To display the open tape in the tape set and any copies it may have, enter:
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vmarch query tapes (open copies

VM:Archiver responds:

                                                Next

Volser    Copy      Volseq  FrstVol   PreVol    Vol       FrstDS  LastDS  Status  

--------  --------  ------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ------  -------- 

TAPE03    --             4  TAPE00    TAPE02    --            11      11  OPEN    

--        TAPE13         4  TAPE10    TAPE12    --            11      11  OPEN

--        TAPE23         4  TAPE20    TAPE22    --            11      11  OPEN

--        TAPE33         4  TAPE30    TAPE32    --            11      11  OPEN

--        TAPE43         4  TAPE40    TAPE42    --            11      11  OPEN

QUERY TAPESETS Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the QUERY TAPESETS command to display information about all tape sets in the VM:Archiver system.

You can use this information to decide when to run merge/purge/copy. To have VM:Archiver select tapes for you, use the
Select Tape Sets to Merge screen. For more information, see Selecting Tape Sets for Merge/Purge/Copy Processing.

Query TAPESets [( "Destination Option" "Format Options"]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

The options of the QUERY TAPESETS command are divided into two categories: destination and format. Both categories
are described below.

Destination Options

These options control where VM:Archiver sends the output from the QUERY TAPESETS command. Specify only one of
these options on a single command. If you do not enter a destination option, VM:Archiver assumes TERMINAL as the
default. You can use a destination option with a format option.

[ APPend ]
tells VM:Archiver to append the output from this command to a CMS file called VMARCH QUERY on your
minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A. If the file does not already exist, VM:Archiver creates it.

[ DISK ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to a CMS file called VMARCH QUERY on your minidisk
or directory accessed at filemode A. If the file already exists, VM:Archiver erases the existing version and creates
a new file.

[ FIFO ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.

[ LIFO ]
tells VM:Archiver to write the output from this command to the program stack in last-in, first-out (LIFO) order.

[ PRINT ]
tells VM:Archiver to send the output from this command to your virtual printer.
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[ TERMinal ]
tells VM:Archiver to display the output from this command on the terminal. TERMINAL is the default.

Format Options

The format options control the format in which the display from QUERY TAPESETS is shown. You can specify format
options with destination options.

[ KEYWord ]
tells VM:Archiver that keywords should precede each item listed in the output. VM:Archiver does not display
column headers when you use this option. The KEYWORD option is helpful when you process QUERY
TAPESETS output under program control.
The keywords are always displayed in uppercase, regardless of the case settings on the Define System Options
system administrator screen.
VM:Archiver uses the following keywords:
BASEVOL

Base volser of the tape set. The base volser is the first tape in the original copy of the tape set.
KBWRITTEN

Number of kilobytes of archived data written to the tapes in the tape set.
KBEXPIRED

Number of kilobytes of purged and expired data on the tape set. This number does not include data that is
in its expiration or purge grace period.

PERCENTEXPIRED
Percent of data in the tape set that is expired or purged. This value does not include data that is in its
expiration or purge grace period.

TAPECOUNT
Number of tapes in the tape set.

[ NOHeader ]
tells VM:Archivernot to display column headers in the output. This option is helpful when you process QUERY
TAPESETS output under program control.

Example
To display information about VM:Archiver tape sets, enter this command:

vmarch query tapesets

VM:Archiver responds:

Basevol   KB Written  KB Expired  % Expired  Tape Count  

--------  ----------  ----------  ---------  ---------- 

VMA123           100          15         15           3   

VMA456          1100        1100        100           2   

VMA789           993         100         10           4   

VMA012             5           0          0           1                      

REASSIGN FILE Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the REASSIGN FILE command to change the ownership of archived files:

• From one user to another
• From one group to another
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When a file is archived, it is owned by a user ID and the group to which the owning user ID currently belongs. If a user
moves from one group to another, the files archived by the user ID while in the original group continue to be owned by that
group. Group ownership is not automatically changed to the new group; for the new group to own these archived files, you
must reassign the files to the new group.

REAssign FILE fname ftype [ARCHID id] FROM "Parms 1"TO {"Parms 2"} [( MIXED]

 

Parms 1:

USER userid1 GROUP group1

 

Parms 2:

  GROUP group2

| USER userid2 [GROUP group2]   

• fname ftype
Filename and filetype. Tells VM:Archiver which files to reassign to a new owner. You can use pattern-matching
characters in filename filetype to change the ownership of multiple files.

• [ ARCHID id ]
Tells VM:Archiver the archive ID of the files to be reassigned. To change the ownership of all filename filetype files,
enter an asterisk ( * ) for archid. If you do not enter an archive ID, VM:Archiver assumes *.

• FROM USER userid1
Tells VM:Archiver the user ID that currently owns filename filetype; that is, the user from whom the specified files are
being reassigned. The only pattern-matching character you can use is the asterisk (*), which means all user IDs.

• GROUP group1
Tells VM:Archiver the group that currently owns filename filetype; that is, the group from which the specified files are
being reassigned. The only pattern-matching character you can use is the asterisk (*), which means all groups.

• TO GROUP group2
Tells VM:Archiver the group that will be the new owner of filename filetype; that is, the group to which the specified
files are being reassigned. The group specified must already be defined to the VM:Archiver database. Enter only one
group name with TO. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in group2.

• TO USER userid2 [GROUP group2 ]
Tells VM:Archiver the user ID that will be the new owner of filename filetype; that is, the user to whom the specified
files are being reassigned. Enter only one user ID with TO. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in userid2.

• [ MIXED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to reassign
files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes the filename and filetype are
uppercase.

Examples:

• User DDUCK has left the company. User BBUNNY is taking over DDUCK’s work. Both DDUCK and BBUNNY are
members of group LTOONS. To reassign all archived files owned by user DDUCK and group LTOONS to BBUNNY,
enter:

vmarch reassign file * * from user dduck group ltoons to user bbunny group ltoons

VM:Archiver responds:
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0593I REASSIGN FILE COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; 11 FILES WERE REASSIGNED.

• User EFUDD belongs to group HUMANS. When EFUDD leaves the company, user WECOYOTE, who is a member of
group HUNTERS, takes over EFUDD’s projects. All archived files owned by user EFUDD and group HUMANS must be
reassigned to user WECOYOTE and group HUNTERS. To reassign all archived files owned by user EFUDD and group
HUMANS to user WECOYOTE and group HUNTERS, enter:

vmarch reassign file * *  from user efudd group humans to user wecoyote group hunters

VM:Archiver responds:

0593I REASSIGN FILE COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; 11 FILES WERE REASSIGNED.

• User TAVERY is a member of group LTOONS. All work-related files archived by TAVERY while in this group have one
of two filetypes: STORIES or ADMIN. When TAVERY is transferred to another department, the following archived files
owned by TAVERY and group LTOONS must be reassigned to these new users:
– Files with the filetype STORIES to user CJONES in the same group
– Files with the filetype ADMIN to user MMARTIAN in group FINANCE
To reassign files with the filetype STORIES to user CJONES, enter:

vmarch reassign file * stories from user tavery group ltoons to user cjones

VM:Archiver responds:

0593I REASSIGN FILE COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; 5 FILES WERE REASSIGNED.

To reassign files with the filetype ADMIN to user MMARTIAN in group FINANCE, enter:

vmarch reassign file * admin from user tavery group ltoons to user mmartian group finance

VM:Archiver responds:

593I REASSIGN FILE COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; 10 FILES WERE REASSIGNED.

REASSIGN MDISK Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the REASSIGN MDISK command to change the ownership of archived minidisks from either one user ID to another
or from one group to another.

Each archived minidisk has two owners: a user ID and a group. When a user ID moves from one group to another, the
data archived by the user ID while in the original group continues to be owned by this group. Group ownership is not
automatically changed to the new group; for the new group to own these archived minidisks, you must reassign the
minidisk to the new group.

REAssign MDISK userid vaddr [ARCHID archid] FROM "Parms 1" TO {"Parms 2"}

 

Parms 1:

FROM USER userid1 GROUP group1
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Parms 2:

  GROUP group2

| USER userid2 [GROUP group2]   

• userid vaddr
Tells VM:Archiver which minidisks to reassign to a new owner. You can use pattern-matching characters in userid,
vaddr, or both to change the ownership of multiple minidisks.

• [ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver the archive ID of the minidisks to be reassigned. To change the ownership of all userid vaddr
minidisks, enter an asterisk ( * ) for archid. If you do not enter an archive ID, VM:Archiver assumes *.

• FROM USER userid1
Tells VM:Archiver the user ID that currently owns userid vaddr; that is, the user from whom the specified minidisks are
being reassigned. The only pattern-matching character you can use is the asterisk (*), which means all user IDs.

• GROUP group1
Tells VM:Archiver which group currently owns userid vaddr; that is, the group from which the specified minidisks are
being reassigned. Enter only one group name with FROM GROUP.

• TO GROUP group2
Tells VM:Archiver the group that will be the new owner of userid vaddr; that is, the group to which the specified
minidisks are being reassigned. The group specified must already be defined to the VM:Archiver database. Enter only
one group name with TO. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in group2.

• TO USER userid2 [ GROUP group2 ]
Tells VM:Archiver the user ID that will be the new owner of userid vaddr; that is, the user to whom the specified
minidisks are being reassigned. Enter only one user ID with TO. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in
userid2.

Examples:

• SYLVSTER is a member of group FELINE. TWEETYB is a member of group FOWLS. To reassign all of TWEETYB’s
minidisks to SYLVESTR, enter:

vmarch reassign mdisk tweetyb *  from user tweetyb group fowls to user sylvster group feline

VM:Archiver responds:

0593I REASSIGN MDISK COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; 2 MINIDISKS WERE REASSIGNED.

• Users IFRELENG and LEON are members of group ADMIN. LEON owns an archived version of user CARTOONS
0222 minidisk. The archive ID for this minidisk is WARNER.98. To reassign the minidisk to IFRELENG, enter:

vmarch reassign mdisk cartoons 0222 archid warner.98 from user leon group admin to user ifreleng

VM:Archiver responds:

0593I REASSIGN MDISK COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; 1 MINIDISK WAS REASSIGNED.

• To reassign to group EGGHEAD the archived CARTOONS 0222 minidisk, which is owned by group BOSKO and has
an archive ID of WARNER.107, enter:

vmarch reassign mdisk cartoons 0222 warner.107 from user * group bosko to group egghead
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VM:Archiver responds:

593I REASSIGN MDISK COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; 1 MINIDISK WAS REASSIGNED.

RECALL FILE Command
Authorization: None

Use the RECALL FILE command to retrieve copies of files from archival storage.

You can ask VM:Archiver to place a copy of an archived file into your virtual reader, or onto a minidisk or a Shared File
System (SFS) directory.

If you do not enter any options on this command, VM:Archiver will recall the latest archived version of the specified files
that were archived from your (the requesting) user ID’s 0191 minidisk and are owned by your user ID in archival storage.
By default, the files are recalled to your user ID’s virtual reader with the file date they had when originally archived.

To narrow the search for archived files, specify options to provide selection criteria. By entering options on the RECALL
FILE command, you can refine the selection criteria for recalling archived files. For example, you can specify options that
ask VM:Archiver to recall files that:

• Have a specific archive ID
• Are owned by a specified owner
• Were originally archived from a specified minidisk or directory
• Were archived during a specified date range
• Were created during a specified date range (for SFS files only)
• Were last updated in CMS during a specified date range

For more information about how VM:Archiver processes recall requests, see the sections of this article on Selection
Processing and Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.

Only the owner and system administrator can recall files owned by another user ID that are marked PRIVATE.

You can use the RECALL FILE command to retrieve only files archived with the ARCHIVE FILE command or screen
function. To recall a minidisk that was archived as an entity using the ARCHIVE MDISK command, use the RECALL
MDISK command.

RECall File filename filetype [( [ALL] "Options"]

Options:

["Select Options"]

["Processing Options"]

["Destination Option"]

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]
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[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

 

Processing Options:

[DELAY | IMMED]

[NEWDate | OLDDate]

[RENAME filename filetype | OLDNAME]

[REPlace | NOREPlac]

 

Destination Options:

  DIR dirname

| DISK userid vaddr

| MODE filemode

| RDR {userid | *}

• filename filetype
Specifies the filename and filetype of the files you want to recall from archival storage. You can use pattern-matching
characters in filename and filetype to recall multiple files with similar names. If you use pattern matching when
specifying the filename and filetype, you cannot use the RENAME option. To recall files that have a mixed-case fileid,
use the MIXED option.

• [ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to recall all versions of archived files with the specified filename and filetype that meet the selection
criteria specified, to your (the requesting user ID’s) virtual reader. If you do not specify ALL and VM:Archiver identifies
more than one file with the same filename and filetype, VM:Archiver recalls only one file the most recently archived
version. You cannot specify ALL with either the DISK, DIR, or MODE destination options.

Select Options

These options cause VM:Archiver to narrow the search for files to recall. You can use any combination of select options.
You can specify select options with the processing options and the destination options.

[ ARCDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for files archived during the specified time period. The starting date for the archival
date search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must enter a starting date with it.
If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If you do not enter the ARCDATE fromdatetodate option, VM:Archiver recalls the most recently archived version
of the specified files. If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were archived
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during the date range you specified with the ARCDATE option, it recalls the most recently archived version only,
unless you use the ALL option.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver assigns
each file an archive ID when the file is archived. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in archid.
When you specify ARCHID, VM:Archiver does not assume a default owner or source minidisk. For information
about how VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the following sections of this article:

• Selection Processing
• Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE

To find the archive ID for an archived file, use the QUERY FILES command with the ARCHINFO option.
[ CREAtdat fromdate [ todate ] ]

Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files that have a creation date that falls within the specified time period.
Only SFS files created under CMS Release 7 or later have creation dates; therefore, this option is ignored for SFS
files created before CMS Release 7 and for files archived from minidisks. The starting date for the creation date
search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter CREATDAT, you must enter a starting date with
it. If you do not enter an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If you do not specify the CREATDAT fromdate todate option, VM:Archiver recalls the most recently archived
version of the specified file.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were archived during the date range
you specified with the CREATDAT option, it recalls the most recently archived version only, unless you specify the
ALL option.

[ FILEdate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for archived files with a CMS file date (the date on which they were last updated)
that falls within the specified time period. The starting date for the filedate search is fromdate; the ending date is
todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041
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To avoid possible confusion, VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on
screens. We recommend that you use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can specify the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter FILEDATE, you must specify a starting date
with it. If you do not specify an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If you do not specify the FILEDATE fromdate todate option, VM:Archiver recalls the most recently archived
version of the specified file.
If VM:Archiver finds multiple files with the same filename and filetype that were last updated during the date range
you specified with the FILEDATE option, it recalls the most recently archived version only, unless you specify the
ALL option.

[ MIXED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to respect the case in which the filename and the filetype were entered. Use this option to recall
files that have a mixed-case filename and filetype. By default, VM:Archiver assumes the filename and filetype are
uppercase.

[ OWNER userid ]
Specifies the owner of the archived file. Enter a valid user ID after OWNER. You cannot use pattern-matching
characters in userid. If you do not specify the OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that your (the requesting)
user ID owns the archived files that you want to recall, unless you specify the ARCHID option. For information
about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER and ARCHID options, see "Selection Processing" in this article.

[ SOURce { userid vaddr | dirname } ]
Specifies the location from which the archived files were archived, either the source minidisk (userid vaddr) or
fully-qualified SFS directory (dirname). You can use pattern-matching characters when specifying userid, vaddr, or
dirname.
A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and
user ID, separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by
periods. Use this format when specifying dirname:
filepoolid:userid.directory.directory...

If you do not use the SOURCE option, by default VM:Archiver assumes that your (the requesting user ID’s) 0191
minidisk is the source unless you use the ARCHID option. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the
SOURCE and ARCHID options, see the Selection Processing section of this article.

Processing Options

These options tell VM:Archiver what kind of recall processing to perform. Because the REPLACE and NOREPLAC
options apply only to recalls to minidisks or directories, you must specify the DISK, DIR, or MODE option when you use
the REPLACE or NOREPLAC option.

[ DELAY ]
Tells VM:Archiver to accept this recall request but not to schedule it for immediate processing. DELAY is
applicable only if VM:Archiver must recall files from the tape storage area. VM:Archiver will process the recall
request the next time recall requests are submitted either manually, by an operator or system administrator, or
automatically, as determined by the system configuration. You cannot specify both DELAY and IMMED on the
same command.

[ IMMED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to process this recall request immediately. The IMMED option applies only when the files to be
recalled are archived to the tape storage area. If your default is not set for immediate recalls, your user ID must
be authorized to use the IMMED option. If your user ID is not authorized for immediate recalls, you cannot use the
IMMED option. You cannot specify both IMMED and DELAY on the same command.

[ NEWDate ]
Tells VM:Archiver to make the file date of the recalled files the current date and time (when they are recalled)
instead of the date and time they had when they were archived. You cannot specify both NEWDATE and
OLDDATE on the same command.
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[ OLDDate ]
Tells VM:Archiver to give the recalled files the file date and time they had when they were archived, not the
current date and time. You cannot specify both OLDDATE and NEWDATE on the same command. OLDDATE is
the default.

[ RENAME filename filetype ]
Tells VM:Archiver to change the name of the specified file when it is recalled. RENAME will change the name of
one recalled file on a command; therefore, you cannot specify pattern-matching characters in filename filetype
and use the RENAME option. You cannot specify the RENAME option with the OLDNAME option.

[ OLDNAME ]
Tells VM:Archiver to recall the file with the name the file had when it was archived. You can use pattern-matching
characters when specifying filename filetype. You cannot specify the OLDNAME option with the RENAME option.
OLDNAME is the default.

[ REPLace ]
Tells VM:Archiver, if there is a file on the target minidisk or directory with the same name as the file being recalled,
to replace the existing file with the recalled version.
VM:Archiver follows these steps when replacing a file on a minidisk:

1. Writes the recalled file to a work file on the target minidisk
2. Erases the file currently on the minidisk
3. Renames the work file to its archived name. If you specified the RENAME option, the file is renamed to the

name you specified.
If the recall process does not complete successfully, the existing file is left unchanged and the work file is
erased.

When you use this option, the minidisk must have enough room to contain two copies of the file.
For SFS recalls, VM:Archiver uses SFS facilities to handle replacing a file to ensure that authorizations and
aliases based on the existing file are not dropped. If the recall process does not complete successfully, the
original file on the target directory is left intact.
REPLACE can only be used with the DIR, DISK, or MODE options. You cannot enter the NOREPLAC option on
the same command with REPLACE.

[ NOREPlac ]
Specifies that if there is a file on the target minidisk or directory with the same name as the file being recalled,
the existing file should not be replaced with the recalled version. With NOREPLAC, only archived files that do not
already exist on the target minidisk or directory are recalled. If there is a file on the target minidisk or directory
with the same name as a file being recalled, VM:Archiver will not replace the existing file with the recalled version.
NOREPLAC is the default.
NOREPLAC is applicable only with the DISK, DIR, or MODE options. You cannot enter the NOREPLAC option on
the same command with REPLACE.

Destination Options

These options tell VM:Archiver the target location for recalled files. You can specify the destination options with the select
options and processing options. You can specify only one destination option at a time.

[ DIR dirname ]
Tells VM:Archiver to return the recalled files to the specified SFS directory. File authorizations are not returned
with the files.
A fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and
user ID, separated by a colon, followed by directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by
periods. Use this format when specifying dirname:
filepoolid:userid.directory.directory...

Specify only one destination option -- RDR, DIR, MODE, or DISK -- on a single command.
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[ DISK userid vaddr ]
Tells VM:Archiver to return the recalled files to the specified minidisk identified by userid vaddr.
Your user ID must be authorized to link to the specified target minidisk in read/write mode. VM:Archiver links and
accesses the target minidisk from your user ID’s virtual machine to ensure that the minidisk exists and that you
have the authority to link it read/write. VM:Archiver will release and detach this minidisk when recall processing is
completed.
Specify only one target option -- RDR, DIR, MODE, or DISK on a single command.

[ MODE filemode ]
Tells VM:Archiver to return the recalled files to the minidisk or SFS directory accessed at filemode filemode.

[ RDR { userid | * } ]
Tells VM:Archiver to return the recalled files to the specified user ID’s virtual reader. If you do not specify a
destination option, by default VM:Archiver recalls the specified files to your (the requesting user ID’s) virtual
reader. You can recall files to any user ID’s reader. You can specify RDR * to recall files to your own user ID’s
reader.
Specify only one destination option -- RDR, DIR, MODE, or DISK -- on a single command.

Example:

To recall the EASTER YEGGS file to your virtual reader, enter:

vmarch recall file easter yeggs

If the archived file is in DASD storage, VM:Archiver responds:

0222I FILE EASTER YEGGS RECALLED TO BBUNNY READER.

If the archived file is in TAPE storage, VM:Archiver responds:

0221I FILE EASTER YEGGS SCHEDULED FOR RECALL.

When the file is recalled from TAPE, VM:Archiver sends a note, along with the file, to your user ID’s virtual reader
indicating that the recall was successful.

Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived file ARCHID, OWNER, SOURCE, ARCDATE, CREATDAT, and
FILEDATE VM:Archiver searches only for archived files that meet all of the identification criteria.

When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver recalls the selected files.

NOTE
If a file was archived with the PRIVATE option, only the file’s owner or the VM:Archiver system administrator
can recall it.

For all the files your user ID is authorized to recall, VM:Archiver recalls the file from DASD or schedules the file for
recalling from TAPE. VM:Archiver sends you a message telling you what action it took.

VM:Archiver recalls the most recently archived version of the specified file (based on the archive date). If you specified the
ALL option and the target destination is a virtual reader, VM:Archiver returns all versions located that match the selection
criteria to the designated user ID’s reader.
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Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

If you specify neither ARCHID nor SOURCE, VM:Archiver assumes the source is the requesting user ID’s 0191 minidisk
(SOURCE requestor 0191) and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you specify ARCHID without SOURCE,
VM:Archiver searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the source.

Examples

The following examples show ways of recalling file LOONY TOONS that you archived from your user ID’s (BBUNNY)
0191 minidisk.

• If you know that the archive ID is WARNER.187, but do not know which user ID owns the archived copy, enter:

vmarch recall file loony toons (archid warner.187

VM:Archiver searches for all archived files with the archive ID WARNER.187. VM:Archiver must determine if your user
ID is authorized to recall the file. When authorization is confirmed, VM:Archiver recalls the file.

• If you do not know either the archive ID or the owner, you can enter:

vmarch recall file loony toons

VM:Archiver assumes the default owner is your userid (BBUNNY) and the source is your user ID’s 0191 minidisk
(BBUNNY 0191), and searches for archived files that match these selection criteria. If BBUNNY owns no archived files,
the command ends. If BBUNNY owns archived files, VM:Archiver searches through those files archived from BBUNNY
0191 for the LOONY TOONS files, then recalls the most recently archived version, if located.

• If you (user ID BBUNNY) want to recall all LOONY TOONS files archived from all of your minidisks, enter:

vmarch recall file loony toons (source bbunny * all

VM:Archiver searches for archived files owned by BBUNNY and whose source is any of BBUNNY’s minidisks, and
recalls all versions of the LOONY TOONS file located.

In the following example, user ID EFUDD owns the file.

• If you (user ID BBUNNY) know that user ID EFUDD owns the LOONY TOONS file, and that EFUDD archived it from
one of his minidisks, enter:

vmarch recall file loony toons (owner efudd source efudd *

VM:Archiver searches for archived files owned by EFUDD and originally archived from any of EFUDD’s minidisks.
Before recalling any files that meet the selection criteria, VM:Archiver must determine if BBUNNY is authorized to
recall files owned by EFUDD that were originally archived from the particular EFUDD minidisk. When authorization is
confirmed, VM:Archiver recalls the most recently archived version of the LOONY TOONS file located.

RECALL MDISK Command
Authorization: None

Use the RECALL MDISK command to retrieve copies of minidisks on tape archival storage to a specified minidisk.

You can use the RECALL MDISK command to retrieve only minidisks archived with the ARCHIVE MDISK command.

To narrow the search for archived minidisks, specify options to provide selection criteria. By entering options on the
RECALL MDISK command, you can refine the selection criteria for recalling an archived minidisk. For example, you can
specify options that ask VM:Archiver to recall minidisks that:
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• Have a specific archive ID
• Are owned by a specified owner
• Were archived during a specified date range

For more information about how VM:Archiver processes recall requests, see the sections "Selection Processing" and "
Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE."

Only the owner and system administrator can recall minidisks owned by another user ID that are marked PRIVATE.

To recall files that were archived with the ARCHIVE FILE command or screen function, you must use the RECALL FILE
command or screen function. For more information, see RECALL FILE Command.

RECALL MDISK userid vaddr {( "Target Options" "Select Options" "Processing Options"}

 

Target Options:

{DISK userid vaddr | MODE filemode}

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[OWNER userid]

 

Processing Options:

[DELAY | IMMED]

[ERASE | FORMAT | REPlace | NOREPlac]

• userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address (vaddr) of the minidisk you want to recall from the TAPE storage area. You
cannot use pattern-matching characters when specifying userid  vaddr.

Target Options

These options tell VM:Archiver where to return recalled files. Although technically options, you must specify a target.

{ DISK userid vaddr }
Tells VM:Archiver to return the recalled files to the specified minidisk identified by userid vaddr. You must specify
the DISK option or MODE option.
Your user ID must be authorized to link to the specified target minidisk read/write. VM:Archiver links and accesses
the target minidisk from your user ID’s virtual machine to ensure that the minidisk exists and that you have the
authority to link it read/write. VM:Archiver will release and detach the minidisk when recall processing is complete.

{ MODE filemode }
Tells VM:Archiver to return the recalled files to the specified minidisk identified by filemode. You must specify the
DISK option or MODE option.

Select Options

These options tell VM:Archiver to narrow the search for minidisks to recall.

[ ARCDate fromdate [ todate ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for a minidisk archived during the specified time period. The starting date for the
archival date search is fromdate; the ending date is todate.
Both fromdate and todate must be today’s date or dates that have already passed. Use one of the following
formats for fromdate and todate:
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• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
You can use the same date for fromdate and todate. If you enter ARCDATE, you must use a starting date with it. If
you do not specify an ending date, VM:Archiver assumes today’s date as the ending date for the search.
If you do not enter the ARCDATE fromdatetodate option, VM:Archiver recalls the latest archived version of the
specified minidisk. If VM:Archiver finds multiple minidisk versions archived during the date range you specified
with the ARCDATE option, it recalls the version with the most recent archive

[ ARCHID [ archid ] ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for a minidisk with the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver assigns each
minidisk an archive ID when the minidisk is archived. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in archid.
When you use ARCHID, VM:Archiver does not assume by default that your user ID owns the minidisk. For
information about how VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see "Selection Processing."
To find the archive ID number for an archived minidisk, use the QUERY MDISKS command with the ARCHINFO
option.

[ OWNER userid ]
Specifies the owner of the archived minidisk. Enter a valid user ID after OWNER. You cannot use pattern-
matching characters in userid. If you do not specify the OWNER option, VM:Archiver assumes that your (the
requesting) user ID owns the archived minidisk that you want to recall, unless you specify the ARCHID option.
For information about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER and ARCHID options, see "Interaction Betweed
ARCHID and OWNER."

Processing Options

These options tell VM:Archiver what kind of recall processing to perform.

[ DELAY ]
Tells VM:Archiver to accept this recall request but not to schedule it for immediate processing. VM:Archiver will
process the recall request the next time recall requests are submitted either manually, by an operator or system
administrator, or automatically, as determined by the system configuration. You cannot specify both DELAY and
IMMED on the same command.

[ IMMED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to process this recall request immediately. If your default is not set for immediate recalls, your
user ID must be authorized to use the IMMED option. If your user ID is not authorized for immediate recalls, you
cannot specify the IMMED option. You cannot specify both IMMED and DELAY on the same command.

[ ERASE ]
Specifies that files on the target minidisk with the same names as files being recalled will be erased before the
minidisk is recalled. You cannot enter the ERASE option on the same command with FORMAT, NOREPLAC, and
REPLACE.
When you use the ERASE option, VM:Archiver performs these steps when replacing a file on a minidisk:

• Erases the file currently on the minidisk
• Recalls the recalled file to the target minidisk
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Use ERASE instead of REPLACE when you want to replace existing files on the target minidisk with the recalled
versions, but you are concerned about space on the target minidisk.

[ FORMAT ]
Specifies that the equivalent of the CMS FORMAT command should be performed on the target minidisk before
recalling data to it. When a minidisk is formatted, all currently existing files are erased. The blocksize of the target
minidisk becomes the blocksize of the recalled minidisk. You cannot enter the FORMAT option on the same
command with ERASE, NOREPLAC, and REPLACE.

[ REPlace ]
Tells VM:Archiver, if there is a file on the target minidisk that has the same name as the file being recalled, the
existing file should be replaced with the recalled version.
When you specify the REPLACE option, VM:Archiver performs these steps when replacing a file on a minidisk:

• Writes the recalled file to a work file on the target minidisk
• Erases the file currently on the minidisk
• Renames the work file to its archived name

If the recall process does not complete successfully, the currently existing file is left unchanged and the work file is
erased.
Use REPLACE instead of ERASE when you want to replace existing files on the target minidisk with the recalled
versions and you want an extra element of security against data loss.

NOTE
When you use the REPLACE option, the minidisk must have enough room to contain two copies of the
file.

You cannot enter the REPLACE option on the same command with ERASE, FORMAT, or NOREPLAC.
[ NOREPlac ]

Specifies that if there is a file on the target minidisk with the same name as the file being recalled, the existing
file should not be replaced with the recalled version. With NOREPLAC, only files that do not exist on the
target minidisk are recalled. If there is a file on the target minidisk with the same name as a file being recalled,
VM:Archiver will not replace the existing file with the recalled version. NOREPLAC is the default.
You cannot enter the NOREPLAC option on the same command with ERASE, FORMAT, and REPLACE.

Example

To recall the most recently archived EFUDD’s 0193 minidisk to your (BBUNNY’s) 234 minidisk, enter:

vmarch recall mdisk efudd 0193 (disk bbunny 0234

VM:Archiver responds:

0233I MINIDISK EFUDD 0193 HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR RECALL.

When the minidisk is recalled, VM:Archiver will send a note to your (the requesting) user ID’s virtual reader indicating that
the recall was successful.

Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived minidisk ARCHID, OWNER, or ARCDATE VM:Archiver
searches only for archived files that meet all of the identification criteria.

When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver selects the latest version (based on the archive date) of the
specified minidisk to be recalled. VM:Archiver then verifies that you (the requesting user ID) are authorized to recall the
specified minidisk.
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NOTE
If a minidisk was archived with the PRIVATE option, only the minidisk’s owner or the  VM:Archiver  system
administrator can recall it.

If your user ID is authorized to recall the minidisk, VM:Archiver schedules the minidisk for recalling, and sends you a
message telling you this.

Interaction Between ARCHID and OWNER

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor) and searches for minidisks using this criterion. If you specify ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver does not
search for minidisks by owner; instead, it searches for minidisks by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

Examples

• You (BBUNNY) want to recall the latest archived version of DDUCK’s 0197 minidisk to your 0193 minidisk;
your user ID does not own DDUCK 0197 in archival storage. You are, however, authorized to recall a
minidisk owned by another user ID. If you know that the archive ID is WARNER.297, but do not know
which user ID owns DDUCK 0197, enter:

vmarch recall mdisk dduck 0197 (archid warner.297 disk bbunny 0193

VM:Archiver searches for the minidisk that has the archive ID WARNER.297. VM:Archiver does not use the
owner as a selection criterion.

• If you (BBUNNY) do not know the archive ID or the owner, enter:

vmarch recall mdisk dduck 0197 (disk bbunny 0193

VM:Archiver assumes the owner is BBUNNY, and searches for archived minidisks owned by BBUNNY.
However, because DDUCK 0197 is not owned by BBUNNY, VM:Archiver ends the command and sends
you this message:

0226E NO MINIDISKS FOUND THAT MEET THE SELECTION CRITERIA.

RECLAIM FILE Command
Authorization: None

Use the RECLAIM FILE command to prevent VM:Archiver from deleting a file marked for purging from ONLINE, STAGE,
or TAPE storage.

You can reclaim files that were marked for purging by the PURGE FILE command. To reclaim minidisks that were marked
for purging by the PURGE MDISK command, use the RECLAIM MDISK command.

You can reclaim a purged file until its purge grace period has passed. The purge grace period is the number of days a file
remains in storage after you purge it. The online purge grace period applies to files stored in ONLINE storage. The tape
purge grace period applies to files stored in the STAGE or TAPE storage areas.

The system administrator sets your system purge grace period. Use the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM option
to determine the purge grace period for your system. To determine if a file is in its purge grace period, use the QUERY
FILES command. If the file has been purged but remains in archive storage, the file will have a status of PURGED (or
PUR). 

NOTE

More information:

• QUERY INFO Command
• QUERY FILES Command
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This command has the following format:

RECLaim FILE filename filetype [( ["Select Options"] [ALL]] 

 

Select Options:

[ARCHID archid ]

[OWNER userid ]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

• filename filetype
Specifies the filename and filetype of the files you want to reclaim. You can use pattern-matching characters in
filename and filetype to reclaim multiple files with similar names.

• [ ALL ]
Tells VM:Archiver to reclaim all versions of archived files that meet the selection criteria. If you do not specify ALL and
VM:Archiver identifies more than one file with the same filename and filetype, VM:Archiver reclaims only one file -- the
oldest archived version.

Select Options

These options narrow the search for files to reclaim.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for purged files that have the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver assigns each
file an archive ID when the file is archived. Enter a valid archive ID after ARCHID. You cannot specify pattern-
matching characters in archid.
When you specify ARCHID,  VM:Archiver  does not assume a default owner or source minidisk. For information
about how VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see the section in this article about Interactions Among
ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.
To find the archive ID for an archived file, use the QUERY FILES command with the ARCHINFO option.

[ OWNER userid ]
Specifies the owner of the purged file. Enter a valid user ID after OWNER. If you do not specify the OWNER
option, VM:Archiver assumes that your (the requesting) user ID owns the purged files that you want to reclaim,
unless you specify the ARCHID option. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER and
ARCHID options, see the section in this article about Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE.

[SOURce { userid vaddr | dirname } ]
Specifies the location from which the archived files were archived, either the source minidisk (userid vaddr) or
directory (dirname). You can use pattern-matching characters when specifying userid, vaddr, and dirname.
A fully qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of the following:

• A filepool ID and user ID, separated by a colon
• Directory names (each with a maximum of 16 characters) separated by periods

Use this format when specifying a fully qualified directory name:
filepoolid:userid.directory.directory...

If you do not use the SOURCE option, by default  VM:Archiver  assumes that your (the requesting user
ID’s) 0191 minidisk is the source unless you use the ARCHID option. For information about how VM:Archiver
processes the SOURCE and ARCHID options, see the section in this article about Interactions Among ARCHID,
OWNER, and SOURCE.

Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived file ARCHID, OWNER, or SOURCE VM:Archiver searches only
for archived files that meet all of the identification criteria.
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When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver reclaims the selected purged files.

Interactions Among ARCHID, OWNER, and SOURCE

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

If you specify neither ARCHID nor SOURCE, VM:Archiver assumes the source is the requesting user ID’s 0191 minidisk
(SOURCE requestor 0191) and searches for files using this criterion; however, if you specify ARCHID without SOURCE,
VM:Archiver searches for files by ARCHID, regardless of the source.

Examples

• You purged file LOONY TOONS, but now want to reclaim it. The file was archived from your (BBUNNY’s)
0192 minidisk. To reclaim the file, enter this command:

vmarch reclaim file loony toons (source bbunny 0192

• You purged all copies of file LOONY TOONS, and now want to reclaim them all. The files were archived
from your (BBUNNY’s) 0191 minidisk. To reclaim the files, enter this command:

vmarch reclaim file loony toons (all

RECLAIM MDISK Command
Authorization: None

Use the RECLAIM MDISK command to prevent VM:Archiver from deleting a minidisk marked for purging from the TAPE
storage area.

You can reclaim minidisks that were marked for purging by the PURGE MDISK command. To reclaim files that were
marked for purging by the PURGE FILE command, use the RECLAIM FILE command. 

You can reclaim a purged minidisk until its purge grace period has passed. The purge grace period is the number of days
a minidisk remains in storage after you purge it. The system administrator sets your system purge grace period. You can
use the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM option to determine your system’s purge grace period. To determine if
a minidisk is in its purge grace period, use the QUERY MDISKS command. If the minidisk has been purged but remains in
archive storage, the minidisk will have a status of PURGED (or PUR). 

NOTE

More information:

• QUERY INFO Command
• QUERY MDISKS Command

This command has the following format:

RECLaim MDISK userid vaddr [( ["Select Options"] [ALL]] 

 

Select Options:

[ARCHID archid]

[OWNER userid]

• userid vaddr
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Specifies the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk you want to reclaim. You can use pattern-matching characters
in userid and vaddr.

• [ ALL ]
Tells  VM:Archiver  to reclaim all versions of archived minidisks that meet the selection criteria. If you do not specify the
ALL option, VM:Archiver reclaims the oldest archived minidisk.

Select Options

These options narrow the search for minidisks to be reclaimed.

[ ARCHID archid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to search for a purged minidisk that has the specified archive ID (archid). VM:Archiver assigns
each minidisk an archive ID when the minidisk is archived. You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in
archid.
When you specify ARCHID,  VM:Archiver  does not assume a default owner. For information about how
VM:Archiver processes the ARCHID option, see "Interactions Between ARCHID and OWNER."
To find the archive ID for an archived minidisk, use the QUERY MDISKS command with the ARCHINFO option.

[ OWNER userid ]
Specifies the owner of the purged minidisk. Enter a valid user ID after OWNER. If you do not specify the OWNER
option, VM:Archiver assumes that your (the requesting) user ID owns the purged minidisk that you want to
reclaim, unless you specify the ARCHID option. For information about how VM:Archiver processes the OWNER
and ARCHID options, see "Interactions Between ARCHID and OWNER."

Selection Processing

If you use more than one option that identifies an archived file ARCHID, or OWNER VM:Archiver searches only for
archived minidisks that meet all of the identification criteria.

When all selection processes are completed, VM:Archiver reclaims the selected minidisk.

Interactions Between ARCHID and OWNER

If you specify neither ARCHID nor OWNER, VM:Archiver assumes the owner is the requesting user ID (OWNER
requestor), and searches for minidisks using this criterion; however, if you use ARCHID without OWNER, VM:Archiver
searches for minidisks ARCHID, regardless of the owner.

Examples

• You purged the archived copy of your (BBUNNY) 0192 minidisk, but now want to reclaim it. To reclaim the minidisk,
enter this command:

vmarch reclaim mdisk bbunny 0192

• Your user ID (BBUNNY) has CHANGE authorization for archived data owned by EFUDD. The archived copy of the
EFUDD 0192 minidisk was purged, but you want to reclaim it. To reclaim the minidisk, enter this command:

vmarch reclaim mdisk efudd 0192 (owner efudd

RESUME Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the RESUME command to reactivate normal VM:Archiver operation after a SUSPEND command is issued.

RESUME
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The RESUME command can be entered by anyone who has OPERATOR or SYSADMIN authorization, regardless of who
issued the SUSPEND command.

Examples

To resume VM:Archiver processing, enter:

vmarch resume

VM:Archiver responds:

286I VM:BackupARCHIVER PROCESSING HAS BEEN RESUMED BY USER OPERATOR.

Using SMSG

To resume VM:Archiver processing using the CP SMSG command, enter:

smsg vmarch resume

VM:Archiver responds:

0286I VM:BackupARCHIVER PROCESSING HAS BEEN RESUMED BY USER OPERATOR.

1112I ENDING COMMAND RESUME WITH COMPLETION CODE 0.

SUBMIT Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the SUBMIT command to tell VM:Archiver to build one of the following types of jobs:

• A VM:Backup backup job to request that data be copied to the VM:Archiver tape storage area (SUBMIT ARCHIVES)
• One or more VM:Backup restore jobs to retrieve data from the VM:Archiver tape storage area (SUBMIT RECALLS)
• A VM:Backup merge/purge/copy job to merge tape sets onto fewer tapes (SUBMIT MPC)
• A VM:Backup tape reinitialization job to reinitialize tapes that have been successfully processed by a merge/purge/

copy job (SUBMIT REINIT)

You can also use the SUBMIT command to ask VM:Archiver to resubmit a job that is already built and exists in the
VM:Archiver system.

Although multiple jobs can run at a time, VM:Archiver can run only one archive job at a time. This restriction does not exist
for the other job types. For example, at any given time, there might be an archive job and multiple merge/purge/copy, tape
reinitialization, and recall jobs running.

SUBmit {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ARchives

| RECalls [ ( [IMMED] [USER userid]] 

| jobid

| MPC [voln]...

| REINIT
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ARchives
Tells VM:Archiver to build and submit a backup job to VM:Backup to copy all data specified in outstanding archive
requests to TAPE storage. The following types of data will be included in this backup job:

• All files currently in STAGE storage that have not yet been copied to TAPE storage
• All files in ONLINE storage with a migration date earlier than or the same as the current date; these files are

ready to be moved to TAPE storage
• All files from users’ minidisks and SFS directories that users have requested to be archived to TAPE storage
• All minidisks that users have requested to be archived; minidisks can be copied only to TAPE storage

RECalls
Tells VM:Archiver to build and submit one or more restore jobs to VM:Backup to recall files from TAPE storage.
Recall requests that have not yet been submitted (included in a job) will be included in this restore job.

[ IMMED ]
Tells VM:Archiver to build and submit one or more restore jobs to VM:Backup for outstanding immediate recall
requests.

[ USER userid ]
Tells VM:Archiver to build and submit one or more restore jobs to VM:Backup for outstanding recall requests
issued by userid.

jobid
Specifies the eight-character hexadecimal job identifier of an existing archive or recall job that you want to
resubmit to  VM:Backup . The job ID was assigned by VM:Archiver when the job was originally built. The job ID
contains eight hexadecimal characters, A-F and 0-9.

MPC [ voln ]...
Tells VM:Archiver to build and submit a merge/purge/copy job to VM:Backup to merge tape sets onto fewer tapes.
The volsers you enter can be any tape or any copy of any tape from the tape set. Typically, you enter one volser
from each tape set that you want to merge. The tape sets that you select on the SUBMIT command override
the pre-selected tape sets shown on the Select Tape Sets To Merge screen. If you do not specify any volsers,
VM:Archiver uses the pre-selected tapes shown on that screen. Merge/purge/copy can only process tape sets
in which all of the tapes are closed. For more information about merge/purge/copy, see Selecting Tape Sets for
Merge/Purge/Copy Processing.

REINIT
Tells VM:Archiver to build and submit a tape reinitialization job to VM:Backup to reinitialize tapes that have been
successfully processed as input to a merge/purge/copy job (tapes with the status PENDING-REINIT). The tape
reinitialization job performs the following steps:

1. Writes new header labels on the tapes
2. Updates the VM:Tape TMC
3. Deletes entries for those tapes from the VM:Archiver database

This process frees the tapes for use in later archive jobs. For more information about tape reinitialization, see
Tape Reinitialization Processing.

Order in Which Archive and Recall Jobs Are Submitted

If you need to submit archive and recall requests at approximately the same time, submit the recall requests first. This
ensures that all recall requests are included in a job. If you submit the archive requests first, the SUBMIT RECALLS
command begins processing; however, some recall requests may not be included in the recall job. This is because
VM:Archiver keeps track of the tapes required for the archive job and does not allow them to be used in a recall job until
the archive job completes. Instead of ending the SUBMIT command, VM:Archiver simply omits the requests from the
recall job. The requests will be included in a job by a subsequent execution of SUBMIT RECALLS.
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Examples

• To submit all outstanding archive requests, enter:

vmarch submit archives

VM:Archiver responds:

0243I ARCHIVE JOB A1B3E5CD WAS SUBMITTED TO VM:BackupBACKUP SUCCESSFULLY.

• To resubmit recall job A1B2B3CD, enter:

vmarch submit a1b2b3cd

VM:Archiver responds:

0243I RECALL JOB A1B2B3CD WAS SUBMITTED TO VM:BackupBACKUP SUCCESSFULLY.

• To submit a merge/purge/copy job for the tape sets to which TAP001, GUM004, and FOO003 belong,
enter:

vmarch submit mpc tap001 gum004 foo003

VM:Archiver responds:

0243I MPC JOB A2B4C3CD WAS SUBMITTED TO VM:BackupBACKUP SUCCESSFULLY.

SUSPEND Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the SUSPEND command to temporarily halt VM:Archiver processing until you (the system administrator) or an
operator enter the RESUME command.

Any commands in progress will continue to completion; any queued requests remain in the queue. Archive or recall jobs
that were already submitted to VM:Backup will continue to run. While the system is suspended, the only commands
VM:Archiver will accept are the CMS, QUERY, RESUME, and END commands.

SUSPEND

Example

To suspend VM:Archiver processing, enter:

vmarch suspend

VM:Archiver displays the following message:

0285I VM:BackupARCHIVER PROCESSING HAS BEEN SUSPENDED BY USER OPERATOR.

Using SMSG

To suspend VM:Archiver processing using the CP SMSG command, enter:

smsg vmarch suspend

VM:Archiver displays the following messages:
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0285I VM:BackupARCHIVER PROCESSING HAS BEEN SUSPENDED BY USER OPERATOR.

1112I ENDING COMMAND RESUME WITH COMPLETION CODE 0.

TAPE Command
Authorization: Operator

Use the TAPE command to:

• Make a tape available or unavailable for use
• Associate a comment with a tape
• Close an open tape

TAPE {"Parms"}

Parms:

  volser AVAIL [COMMent text | NOCOmm]   [( "Options"]

| volser UNAVAIL [COMMent text | NOCOmm] [( "Options"]

| volser {COMMent text | NOCOmm}         [( "Options"]

| CLOSE

 

Options:

[COPIes] 

[TAPESET]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number of the tape on which you want to act. A volser can be from one to six characters in
length. It can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the characters @, $, -, and #. You can specify pattern-matching
characters in volser.

• AVAIL
Tells VM:Archiver to assign the status AVAIL to the tape. A tape with this status is available for read-only use; it can
be used in recall jobs and as input to merge/purge/copy jobs. You cannot use the AVAIL parameter with the UNAVAIL
parameter.

• UNAVAIL
Tells VM:Archiver to assign the status UNAVAIL to the tape. A tape with this status is unavailable for use in any job.
You cannot use the UNAVAIL parameter with the AVAIL parameter.

• [ COMMent text | NOCOmm ]
Tells VM:Archiver to associate a comment with or remove a comment from the tape.
COMMENT text Tells VM:Archiver to associate text with the tape as a comment. If a comment already exists for
the tape, VM:Archiver replaces it with the new comment. Because VM:Archiver reads everything you enter after
COMMENT as comment text, specify the COMMENT option last on the command line followed by the appropriate
comment text. The text of the comment (text) cannot contain a left parenthesis, ( , because this character designates
the end of the comment text and the beginning of the options.
NOCOMM Tells VM:Archiver to delete any comment associated with the tape. NOCOMM is the default.

• CLOSE
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Tells VM:Archiver to close the open tape in the open tape set and any copies of that tape. When you close the open
tape in a tape set, VM:Archiver will no longer use that tape set in archive jobs. Using the CLOSE parameter changes
the status of all OPEN tapes to AVAIL. No other parameters or options can be used with the CLOSE option.

• [ COPies ]
Tells VM:Archiver to perform the requested action on all copies of the tape you specified.

• [ TAPESET ]
Tells VM:Archiver to perform the requested action on all tapes in this copy of the tape set.

Examples

These examples use the following sample tape set. The tape set consists of five primary tapes and four copies of each
primary tape. The tape set looks like this:

Primary     TAPE11  TAPE12  TAPE13  TAPE14  TAPE15  

Copy 1      TAPE21  TAPE22  TAPE23  TAPE25  TAPE25  

Copy 2      TAPE31  TAPE32  TAPE33  TAPE35  TAPE35  

Copy 3      TAPE41  TAPE42  TAPE43  TAPE45  TAPE45  

Copy 4      TAPE51  TAPE52  TAPE53  TAPE55  TAPE55  

• To mark tape TAPE13 and all its copies unavailable for use, enter:

vmarch tape tape13 unavail (copies

VM:Archiver marks the following tapes unavailable:
TAPE13, TAPE23, TAPE33, TAPE43, and TAPE53

• To mark tape TAPE53 and the other tapes in the fourth copy of the tape set unavailable, enter:

vmarch tape tape53 unavail (tapeset

VM:Archiver marks the following tapes unavailable:
TAPE51, TAPE52, TAPE53, TAPE54, and TAPE55
Note that although the command above specifies volser TAPE53, you can specify any tape from the fourth copy of the
tape set, and obtain the same result.

• Suppose all 25 tapes in the tape set are destroyed. To mark all the tapes in the tape set as unavailable and associate
the comment All tapes destroyed with the tapes, enter:

vmarch tape tape11 unavail comment all tapes destroyed (copies tapeset

Although the command above specifies volser TAPE11, you can specify any tape in any copy of the tape set, and
obtain the same result.

• You need to send the third copy of the tape set (tapes TAPE41, TAPE42, TAPE43, TAPE44, and TAPE45) offsite. To
mark these tapes unavailable and associate a descriptive comment with them, enter:

vmarch tape tape41 unavail comment offsite (tapeset

Although the command above specifies volser TAPE41, you can specify any tape from the third copy of the tape set,
and obtain the same result.
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USER ADD Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the USER ADD command to define a user to the VM:Archiver database.

When you use this command to add a new user, you can assign a new user to a particular group; set defaults, limits, and
maximums for the user; and determine how VM:Archiver will process the user’s recall requests from TAPE storage.

NOTE
You are not required to manually add new users to the VM:Archiver database. The first time a userid that is not
defined to VM:Archiver successfully archives data, VM:Archiver adds the user to its database.

This command has the following format:

USER ADD userid [node] [( [GROUP group] "Options"]

 

Options:

["Retention Options"]

["Storage Options"]

["Recall Options"]

 

Retention Options:

[DEFEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP} | DEFREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

 

Storage Options:

[ONLImit {percent | GROUP}]

[STGLimit {percent | GROUP}]

 

Recall Options:

[IMMEDAUT {YES | NO | GROUP}]

[RECALLS {DELAY | IMMED | GROUP}]

• userid
Specifies the user that you are adding to  VM:Archiver . Enter only one userid on the command. You cannot use
pattern-matching characters in userid.

• node
Specifies the node on which userid resides. Enter only one node on the command. You cannot specify pattern-
matching characters in node. If you do not specify node, VM:Archiver assumes your (the requesting) user ID’s node.

GROUP Option

[ GROUP group ]

Specifies the VM:Archiver group to which to assign userid. Enter only one group name on the command. You cannot use
pattern-matching characters in group.

Each user ID can belong to only one group. User IDs do not have to be explicitly assigned to a specific group. If you do
not specify GROUP group, the user ID is not assigned to a group. When VM:Archiver needs group information for a user,
it uses the group the user matches based on group order and membership criteria.

To determine the group to which an unassigned user ID belongs, VM:Archiver searches through the groups, in the order
in which they are listed on the system administrator Add, Discard, and Order Groups screen. When VM:Archiver locates
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the first membership criterion (which determines eligibility, not necessarily actual membership) that userid matches,
VM:Archiver assigns the user to this group. All user IDs are eligible for group PUBLIC, which is the last group checked.

You can specify the GROUP option with retention, storage, and recall options.

Retention Options

These options determine how long VM:Archiver retains archived data owned by userid in archival storage. You cannot
enter both DEFEXPDT and DEFRETPD on the same command. You can specify retention options with the GROUP option
and with storage and recall options.

You can set both a maximum expiration date and a maximum retention period for a user. If you specify both, when a user
specifies an expiration date or retention period, VM:Archiver applies the more restrictive (the shorter) of the two settings. If
the retention period or expiration date specified by the user exceeds that setting, VM:Archiver rejects the user’s request.

[ DEFEXpdt { date | PERM | GROUP } ]
Tells VM:Archiver, if userid does not enter an expiration date or a retention period on an archive request, to retain
archived data until the date specified. Use one of the following formats for date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The default expiration date must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The date specified cannot
be later than the maximum expiration date or exceed the maximum retention period set for userid.
To specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter DEFEXPDT PERM. If
you specify 12/31/9999 for date, VM:Archiver converts this to PERM.
VM:Archiver applies the default expiration date or retention period set for the group to which the user ID belongs
in the following situations:

• You specify DEFEXPDT GROUP or DEFRETPD GROUP.
• Neither a default expiration date nor retention period is set for userid.

In either case, if the group’s default expiration date or retention period is not defined, VM:Archiver uses the
system’s default expiration date or retention period.

[ DEFREtpd { days | PERM | GROUP } ]
Tells VM:Archiver, if userid does not enter a retention period or an expiration date on an archive request, to keep
archived data for the number of days specified.
Enter a whole number from 1 through 999999 for the default retention period (days). The number of days
specified cannot exceed the maximum retention period set for userid or convert to an expiration date later than
the maximum expiration date set for userid.
To specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter DEFRETPD PERM.
VM:Archiver applies the default retention period or expiration date set for the group to which the user ID belongs
in the following situations:

• You specify DEFRETPD GROUP or DEFEXPDT GROUP.
• Neither a default retention period nor expiration date is set for userid.
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In either case, if the group’s default retention period or expiration date is not defined, VM:Archiver uses the
system’s default retention period or expiration date.

[ MAXEXpdt { date | PERM | GROUP } ]
Specifies the latest expiration date for archived data that userid can specify on an archive or change request. Use
one of the following formats for date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The maximum expiration date must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The date specified
cannot be earlier than the default expiration date.
To allow userid to specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter
MAXEXPDT PERM. If you specify 12/31/9999 for date, VM:Archiver converts this to PERM.
VM:Archiver applies the maximum expiration date set for the group to which the userid belongs in the following
situations:

• You specify MAXEXPDT GROUP.
• A maximum expiration date is not set for userid.

In either case, if the group’s maximum expiration date is not defined, VM:Archiver uses the maximum expiration
date configured for the system.

[ MAXREtpd { days | PERM | GROUP } ]
Specifies the longest retention period for archived data that userid can specify on an archive or change request.
Enter a whole number from 1 through 999999 for the maximum retention period (days). The number of days
specified cannot be less than the default retention period.
To allow userid to specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter
MAXRETPD PERM.
VM:Archiver applies the maximum retention period set for the group to which the user ID belongs in the following
situations:

• You specify MAXRETPD GROUP.
• A maximum retention period is not set for userid.

In either case, if the group maximum retention period is not defined, VM:Archiver uses the maximum retention
period configured for the system.

Storage Options

These options establish DASD storage limits for the user being defined to the VM:Archiver database. Enter as many of
these options as necessary on the command. You can specify storage options with the GROUP option and with retention
and recall options.

[ ONLImit { percent | GROUP } ]
Specifies the maximum percentage of ONLINE storage userid is authorized to use. Enter a whole number from 0
through 100 for percent; do not enter a percent sign (%). ONLIMIT percent and STGLIMIT percent combined can
exceed 100%.
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If an ONLINE storage limit is not set for userid or if you specify ONLIMIT GROUP, VM:Archiver applies the
ONLINE limit set for the group to which the userid belongs. If the group’s ONLINE limit is not set, the user then
has no limits defined, and can use up to 100% of ONLINE storage.

[ STGLimit { percent | GROUP } ]
Specifies the maximum percentage of STAGE storage userid is authorized to use. Enter a whole number from 0
through 100 for percent; do not enter a percent sign (%). STGLIMIT percent and ONLIMIT percent combined can
exceed 100%.
If a STAGE storage limit is not set for userid or if you specify STGLIMIT GROUP, VM:Archiver applies the STAGE
limit set for the group to which the userid belongs. If the group’s STAGE limit is not set, the user then has no limits
defined, and can use up to 100% of STAGE storage.

Recall Options

These options determine when VM:Archiver processes and submits recall requests for archived data stored in TAPE
storage. Specify one or both of the recall options on the same command. You can enter recall options with the GROUP
option and with storage and retention options.

NOTE
If a user’s recall processing default is set for immediate recalls (RECALLS IMMED option), the user is
authorized to enter immediate recall requests from TAPE storage, regardless of the immediate authorization
(IMMEDAUT option) specified for the user.

[ IMMEDAUT { YES | NO | GROUP } ]
Specifies if userid is (YES) or is not (NO) authorized to enter the IMMED option on recall requests from the TAPE
storage area. The IMMED option Tells VM:Archiver to process the recall request from TAPE storage immediately.
GROUP is the default.
If the IMMEDAUT option is omitted or if you specify IMMEDAUT GROUP, VM:Archiver applies the immediate
recall authorization set for the group to which userid belongs. If this is not defined for the group, VM:Archiver
allows userid to enter the IMMED option on recall requests only when the default recall processing setting is
IMMED.

[ RECALLS { DELAY | IMMED | GROUP } ]
Specifies how VM:Archiver will process recall requests from TAPE if userid does not specify either the DELAY or
IMMED option on the recall request:
RECALLS DELAY

Not schedule the request for immediate processing. The recall request will be processed the next time
recall requests are submitted either manually or automatically.

RECALLS IMMED
Schedule the request for immediate processing.

RECALLS GROUP
Apply the default recall processing for the group to which userid belongs. If this is not defined for the
group, VM:Archiver uses the default recall processing configured for the system.

User Definition Precedence

Information contained in a user’s definition overrides the limits specified for the group to which the user belongs. For
example, assume that the default expiration date set for userid BBUNNY is 12/31/2000. BBUNNY is a member of the
group LTOONS, which has a default expiration date of 1/1/1995. When BBUNNY archives a file without specifying an
expiration date,VM:Archiver uses the default expiration date defined for user BBUNNY (12/31/2000).

Examples

• To add user CJONES at node BUGS5 to the VM:Archiver database and assume group or system limits
and defaults, enter:
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vmarch user add cjones bugs5

• To add userid SYLVSTER at node BUGS2 to the VM:Archiver database with an ONLINE storage limit of
10%; a STAGE storage limit of 15%; and with authority to issue immediate recall requests but with the
DELAY option as the default for recall requests from TAPE storage, enter:

vmarch user add sylvster bugs2 (onlimit 10 stglimit 15 immedaut yes recalls delay

USER CHANGE Command
Authorization: SysAdmin

Use the USER CHANGE command to alter a user’s definition in the VM:Archiver database.

With this command, you can change the following for a user:

• The group to which the user belongs
• Defaults, limits, and maximums
• How VM:Archiver processes the user’s recall requests from TAPE storage

USER CHANGE userid [node] [ ( "Options"]

 

Options:

["Group Options"]

["Retention Options"]

["Storage Options"]

["Recall Options"]

 

Group Options:

[GROUP group | NOGRoup]

 

Retention Options:

[DEFEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP} | DEFREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

 

Storage Options:

[ONLImit {percent | GROUP}]

[STGLimit {percent | GROUP}]

 

Recall Options:

 

[IMMEDAUT {YES | NO | GROUP}]

[RECALLS {DELAY | IMMED | GROUP}]  

userid
Specifies the user whose limits, defaults, or both you are changing. Enter only one user ID on the command.
You cannot use pattern-matching characters in userid. The user ID specified must already be defined to the
VM:Archiver database in one of the following ways:

• The user ID has archived data successfully to VM:Archiver.
• The user ID has had archived data reassigned to it.
• The user ID was added through the USER ADD command or system administrator screens.
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node
Tells VM:Archiver the node on which userid resides. Enter only one node on the command. You cannot use
pattern-matching characters in node. If you do not specify node, VM:Archiver assumes your (the requesting) user
ID’s node.

Group Options

These options either change the group to which the specified user ID is assigned or removes a user from its current group
and does not assign it to another. Each user ID can be a member of only one group. Specify only one group option on the
same command. You can use a group option with retention, storage, and recall options.

[ GROUP group ]
Specifies the new group to which to assign userid. Enter a group that is currently defined to the VM:Archiver
database. Enter only one group name with GROUP. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in group.

[ NOGRoup ]
Tells VM:Archiver to remove userid from a group but to not explicitly reassign the user to another group. The next
time userid archives data or has archived data reassigned to it, VM:Archiver will assign the user to the appropriate
group based on group order and membership criteria.

Retention Options

These options determine how long VM:Archiver retains archived data owned by userid in archival storage. You cannot
enter both DEFEXPDT and DEFRETPD on the same command. You can specify retention options with a group option
and with storage and recall options.

You can set both a maximum expiration date and a maximum retention period for a user. If you specify both, when a user
Specifies an expiration date or retention period, VM:Archiver applies the most restrictive (the shorter) of the two settings. If
the retention period or expiration date specified by the user exceeds that setting, VM:Archiver rejects the user’s request.

[ DEFEXpdt { date | PERM | GROUP } ]
Specifies the default expiration date for archived data owned by userid. Use one of the following formats for date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on screens. To avoid possible
confusion, use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The default expiration date must be a future date; that is, a date later than today’s date. The date specified cannot
be later than the maximum expiration date or exceed the maximum retention period set for userid.
To specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter DEFEXPDT PERM. If
you specify 12/31/9999 for date, VM:Archiver converts this to PERM.
To delete the default expiration date currently set for userid and tell VM:Archiver  to use the group’s default
expiration date or retention period, specify GROUP. If the group’s default expiration date or retention period is not
defined, VM:Archiver uses the system’s default expiration date or retention period.

[ DEFREtpd { days | PERM | GROUP } ]
Specifies the default retention period for archived data owned by userid. Enter a whole number from 1 through
999999 for the default retention period (days). The number of days specified cannot exceed the maximum
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retention period set for userid or convert to an expiration date later than the maximum expiration date set for
userid.
To specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter DEFRETPD PERM.
To delete the default retention period currently set for userid and tell VM:Archiver to use the group’s default
retention period or expiration date, specify GROUP. If the group’s default retention period or expiration date is not
defined, VM:Archiver uses the system’s default retention period or expiration date.

[ MAXEXpdt { date | PERM | GROUP } ]
Specifies the maximum expiration date for archived data owned by userid. Use one of the following formats for
date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

If you specify only the last two digits for a year, the following is true:

• 42 - 99 represent 1942 through 1999
• 00 - 41 represent 2000 through 2041

To avoid possible confusion, VM:Archiver displays 4-digit years in messages, reports, command output, and on
screens. We recommend that you use 4-digit years instead of 2-digit years when specifying dates.
The maximum expiration date must be a future date, that is, a date later than today’s date. The date specified
cannot be earlier than the default expiration date.
To allow userid to specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter
MAXEXPDT PERM. If you specify 12/31/9999 for date, VM:Archiver converts this to PERM.
To delete the maximum expiration date currently set for userid and tell VM:Archiver  to use the group’s maximum
expiration date, specify GROUP. If the group’s maximum expiration date is not defined, VM:Archiver uses the
maximum expiration date configured for the system.

[ MAXREtpd { days | PERM | GROUP } ]
Specifies the maximum retention period for archived data owned by userid. Enter a whole number from 1 through
999999 for the maximum retention period (days). The number of days specified cannot be less than the default
retention period.
To allow userid to specify that the archived data will be stored permanently that is, will never expire enter
MAXRETPD PERM.
To delete the maximum retention period currently set for userid and tell VM:Archiver to use the group’s maximum
retention period, specify GROUP. If the group’s maximum retention period is not defined, VM:Archiver uses the
maximum retention period configured for the system.

Storage Options

These options establish DASD storage limits for the user being changed. You can specify storage options with a group
option and with retention and recall options.

[ ONLImit { percent | GROUP } ]
Specifies the maximum percentage of ONLINE storage userid is authorized to use. Enter a whole number from 0
through 100 for percent; do not enter a percent sign (%). ONLIMIT percent and STGLIMIT percent combined can
exceed 100%.
To delete the ONLINE storage limit set for userid and tell VM:Archiver to use the group’s ONLINE limit, specify
GROUP. If the group’s ONLINE limit is not set, the user then has no limits defined, and can use up to 100% of
ONLINE storage.
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[ STGLImit { percent | GROUP } ]
Specifies the maximum percentage of STAGE storage userid is authorized to use. Enter a whole number from 0
through 100 for percent; do not enter a percent sign (%). STGLIMIT percent and ONLIMIT percent combined can
exceed 100%.
To delete the STAGE storage limit set for userid and tell VM:Archiver to use the group’s STAGE limit, specify
GROUP. If the group’s STAGE limit is not set, the user then has no limits defined, and can use up to 100% of
STAGE storage.

Recall Options

These options determine when VM:Archiver processes and submits recall requests for archived data stored in TAPE
storage. You can specify recall options with a group option and with storage and retention options.

NOTE
If a user’s recall processing default is set for immediate recalls (RECALLS IMMED option), the user is
authorized to enter immediate recall requests from TAPE storage, regardless of the immediate authorization
(IMMEDAUT option) specified for the user.

[ IMMEDAUT { YES | NO | GROUP } ]
Specifies if userid is (YES) or is not (NO) authorized to enter the IMMED option on recall requests from the TAPE
storage area. The IMMED option Tells VM:Archiver to process the recall request from TAPE storage immediately.
To delete the user’s current setting for immediate recall authorization and tell VM:Archiver to use the group’s
setting instead, specify GROUP. If this is not set for the group, VM:Archiver allows userid to enter the IMMED
option on recall requests only when the default recall processing setting is IMMED.

[ RECALLS { DELAY | IMMED | GROUP } ]
Specifies how VM:Archiver will process recall requests from TAPE storage if userid does not specify either the
DELAY or IMMED option on the recall request:
RECALLS DELAY

Not schedule the request for immediate processing. The recall request will be processed the next time
recall requests are submitted either manually or automatically.

RECALLS IMMED
Schedule the request for immediate processing.

RECALLS GROUP
Apply the default recall processing for the group to which userid belongs. If this is not defined for the
group, VM:Archiver uses the default recall processing configured for the system.

Examples

• To change the maximum percentage of STAGE storage that user ID TWEETYB at node BUGS5 is
authorized to use for archived data to 50%, enter:

vmarch user change tweetyb bugs5 (stglimit 50

• To move user ID DDUCK at node BUGS3 from group LTOONS to group MMELODY, enter:

vmarch user change dduck bugs3 (group mmelody

• To remove the default expiration date currently set for user ID SYLVSTER in node BUGS5 and have
VM:Archiver apply the default expiration date set for the group to which SYLVSTER belongs, enter:

vmarch user change sylvster bugs5 (defexpdt group

USER DISCARD Command
Authorization: SysAdmin
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Use the USER DISCARD command to delete a user ID that owns no archived files or minidisks from the VM:Archiver
database.

USER DISCARD userid  [ node ]

userid
Specifies the user ID to delete from  VM:Archiver . Enter only one user ID on the command. You cannot use
pattern-matching characters in userid.

[ node ]
Specifies the node of the user ID to be deleted. Enter only one node on the command. You cannot use pattern-
matching characters in node. If you do not specify node, VM:Archiver assumes your (the requesting) user ID’s
node.

Before Discarding a User

When you enter the USER DISCARD command to try to remove a user who owns archived data, VM:Archiver rejects the
command and sends an error message. To determine if a user owns any files or minidisks in VM:Archiver storage, enter
the QUERY FILES and QUERY MDISKS commands with the OWNER userid option.

If the output indicates that the user owns archived data, use the REASSIGN FILE command, REASSIGN MDISK
command, or both to change the ownership of this data. To remove the archived data from VM:Archiver, issue the PURGE
FILE command, PURGE MDISK command, or both. Then, you can enter the USER DISCARD command to remove the
user from the VM:Archiver database.

Example
To remove user ID RRUNNER at node BUGS1 from the VM:Archiver system, enter:

vmarch user discard rrunner bugs1
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Messages
While using VM:Archiver you will receive messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the function’s or task’s status and progress
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

This section lists all numbered messages VM:Archiver can generate, explains the possible causes of each message, and
tells you how to respond to that message.

System Messages

Notational Conventions

Words in all lowercase letters in the message text, for example, vaddr, indicate that VM:Archiver substitutes variable
information when displaying the message.

The variable vmarch in a message text indicates the user ID running VM:Archiver, usually VMARCH.

Brackets around an item, as in FILE IS [NOT] AVAILABLE, indicate that the item may not appear when VM:Archiver
displays the message.

Brackets surrounding several items that are separated by vertical bars, for example, ERROR [READING|WRITING] FILE,
indicate that only one of the items will appear.

Message Format

Messages that are displayed in line mode are in the following format:

• The first three letters are the product identifier.
• The second three letters are the routine or module that issued the message.
• The following four numerals are the message number.
• The single letter after the message number is the severity code. This code completes the message identifier.
• A space follows the message identifier, after which is the message text.

This format is illustrated in the following diagram.
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You can tell the type of message by its last letter, which is its severity code. The severity code can be one of the following:

E
Error message. The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error. The function or task may end.

I
Informational message. VM:Archiver initialization has completed or a task that VM:Archiver is performing has
completed. When an informational message appears immediately after a severe error message (severity code S),
it tells you how to correct the problem the severe error message identified.

R
Response message. Requests information. You need to respond to a VM:Archiver message.

S
Severe error message. An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are returned to
CMS and must restart the procedure after correcting the error.

W
Warning message. A potentially serious condition has occurred that may require immediate attention.

Messages File

Most VM:Archiver message texts are kept in the VMARCH MESSAGES file on the VMARCH 192 minidisk. Only
VM:Archiver system administrators have access to this file.

Help With Messages

To use CMS HELP on a VM:Archiver message, type help followed by a space, then vma, the message number, and the
severity code. For example, to get help on the message VMAINI001I, enter the following from CMS:

help vma001i

When you are finished reading the message help, press PF3 to exit the CMS HELP facility.

For more information on using the CMS HELP facility, refer to the CMS user’s guide appropriate for your system.

0002E
INVALID RECORD ON LINE number OF REPORT FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver found a syntax error on the indicated line in the filename filetype filemode keyword data report from
VM:BackupBackup. Processing continues; however, because some report records may be skipped, some transactions will
be terminated.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0003E
ERROR code OCCURRED READING FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Archiver was reading the filename filetype filemode keyword data report from
VM:BackupBackup. Job report processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0004E
REPORT CHECKSUM checksum2 DOES NOT MATCH COMPUTED CHECKSUM checksum1 IN FILE filename
filetype filemode.

Reason:

The value on the CHECKSUM statement (checksum1) in the indicated report file does not match the value computed
by VM:Archiver while reading the filename filetype filemode report file. This message indicates that the report file was
manually modified before it was processed. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0005E
UNEXPECTED RECORD ON LINE number OF REPORT FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

VM:Archiver found either a record out of order or a record it did not recognize on line number of the indicated record;
this record is displayed in message 0006E. Processing continues; however, VM:Archiver skips all intervening records
encountered until it finds an expected record.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0006E
message text.

Reason:

This message, which follows message 0005E or 0007E, displays a record that is in the wrong order (message 0005E),
an unrecognized record (message 0005E), or a record that was ignored while VM:Archiver tried to resynchronize report
processing (message 0007E).

Action:
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Refer to message 0005E or 0007E.

0007E
SKIPPING LINE number OF REPORT FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

While trying to resynchronize report processing, VM:Archiver ignored the record on line number of the indicated report
file. Message 0006E displays the skipped record. Processing continues.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0008E
INTERNAL ERROR CODE code ON LINE number OF rexxprogram VMARCH.

Reason:

An internal error occurred during job report processing. Message 0009E follows message 0008E, and displays information
on the error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0009E
error information.

Reason:

This message, which follows message 0008E, displays information on the internal error that occurred.

Action:

See message 0008E.

0010E
database command error.

Reason:

VM:Archiver issued a database command that caused an error. This message, which follows message 0307E, displays
the database command that caused an error. 

Action:

See message 0307E.

0011W
MISSING CHECKSUM RECORD IN FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

The indicated job report file does not contain a CHECKSUM record. It was probably deleted when the file was manually
modified. Processing continues; however, if changes have been made to this file, VM:Archiver cannot detect them.
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Action:

None.

0012I
YOUR REQUEST IS WAITING FOR ACCESS TO DASD STORAGE

Reason:

You are attempting to archive a file to a DASD storage area and there is no DASD storage available. Possible causes
are that all DASD storage is full, drained, or inactive, that VM:Archiver is not configured to use DASD storage, or that the
DASD is locked by another process (such as an archive, clean, or job processing).

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator to determine why there is no DASD storage available. The system
administrator, or any authorized userid, can issue the VMARCH QUERY DASD command to determine whether DASD
storage is configured, and the status of the DASD storage.

Depending on the cause of the problem, there are several possible responses. If you determine that the DASD storage
is temporarily unavailable because it is being locked by another process, you can try to archive the file to DASD storage
later, or you can archive the file directly to tape using the TAPE option on the archive file command.If the problem persists,
your VM:Archiver system administrator can issue the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command to move some files to tape.

0014R
ENTER [READ|WRITE|MULT] PASSWORD FOR userid vaddr:

Reason:

You entered a request that requires VM:Archiver to link to a user’s minidisk. That minidisk has a READ, WRITE, or MULT
password. VM:Archiver is asking you to enter the password so that it can link to the minidisk. VM:Archiver waits for you to
respond.

Action:

Enter the password.

0015E
COUNTER name ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

An internal programming error occurred. Your request ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0016E
COUNTER name DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

An internal programming error occurred. Your request ends.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

0017E
MISSING ENDREPORT RECORD IN FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

As part of job processing, VM:Archiver received the indicated keyword data report from VM:BackupBackup, but the
required ending record is missing from the file. Other records may also be missing. This error was probably caused by
someone editing the file. VM:Archiver does not process the report.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0018E
DISK FULL WHEN WRITING TO FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered a disk full when writing to the indicated file. The command or process ends with return code 18.

Action:

Clear some space on the minidisk accessed at filemode filemode and try running the command or process again.

0019S
ERROR WITH OUTPUT TAPES USED IN JOB jobid; DATA LOSS IS LIKELY.

Reason:

Before VM:Archiver updates the database with the results of an archive or merge/purge/copy job, it ensures that the
output tapes that VM:BackupBackup selected to use in the job are valid.

If VM:BackupBackup wrote data to an open VM:Archiver tape, VM:Archiver ensures that VM:BackupBackup wrote only to
the correct dataset. If VM:BackupBackup did not write to the correct dataset, VM:Archiver does not process the keyword
data report and issues this message.

VM:Archiver also ensures that VM:BackupBackup did not erroneously write data to any other VM:Archiver tape. If
VM:BackupBackup wrote data to a closed VM:Archiver tape, VM:Archiver issues this message and does not process the
keyword data report for the job.

In addition to sending this message, VM:Archiver also sends a note to the report userid specified on the
VM:BackupBackup Options screen. This note identifies all tapes that were damaged by the job. If VM:BackupBackup
wrote to the wrong dataset of a VM:Archiver open tape, VM:Archiver closes the open tapes and marks the open tapes
unavailable.If VM:BackupBackup wrote to VM:Archiver closed tapes, VM:Archiver marks the tapes unavailable.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

0020E
ERROR code FROM LINK COMMAND WITHOUT MESSAGE TEXT.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver issued a CP LINK command to link to a minidisk from the requesting user’s virtual machine. The LINK
command returned the indicated non-zero return code, but it did not provide an explanatory message. This situation can
arise when VM:BackupSecure is not running.

Action:

Retry the request. If the situation persists, contact your system administrator.

0021I
number [FILE | MINIDISKS] HAVE BEEN [EXPIRED | PURGED | SCHEDULED | ARCHIVED]

Reason:

This is an informational message identifying the number of CMS files or minidisks that have been processed by
VM:Archiver and how they were processed. Possible processes include the following:

EXPIRED
The files/minidisks are flagged as expired.

PURGED
The files/minidisks are purged (removed from the VM:Archiver system).

SCHEDULED
The files/minidisks are scheduled for offline archival later.

ARCHIVED
The files have been successfully moved to DASD storage and recorded as archived in the VM:Archiver database.

Action:

None.

0022I
[FILE | MINIDISK] entity, ARCHID archid, OWNED BY owner HAS BEEN [PURGED | ARCHIVED]

Reason:

This informational message indicates that a CMS file or minidisk has been archived or purged.

Action:

None.

0023I
ANOTHER COPY OF process IS ALREADY RUNNING; THIS COPY IS TERMINATING

Reason:

This message indicates that you attempted to run a process that was currently running, but the process can only have one
copy running at a time.

Action:

None. The second copy of the process terminates.

0024E
TABLE LOCK HELD AT COMMAND END, PARTIAL DATABASE UPDATES BEING ROLLED BACK.
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Reason:

At the end of command processing, VM:Archiver found a lock that was still outstanding. All changes made to the database
by this command have been discarded because this situation can only exist if a program ended abnormally.

Action:

Review the VMARCH console log for previous messages that indicate the cause of the command failure.

0025I
DATABASE CACHE SIZE REQUESTED WAS size1, SIZE IN USE IS size2.

Reason:

The variable size1 indicates the number of pages of virtual storage VM:Archiver allocates for its database, according to
the DBCACHE record in the CONFIG file. The variable size2 indicates how many pages of cache were actually allocated.

Action:

None.

0026E
BFI TRANSACTION FOR filename filetype COULD NOT BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an internal error during ARCHIVE processing. Subsequent error messages contain more
information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0027E
FILE filename filetype CANNOT BE ADOPTED.

Reason:

You attempted to ADOPT a file that is not a valid VM:Archiver file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. The ADOPT utility should be used only at the direction of Broadcom Support personnel.

0028I
JOB jobname [IS | HAS] ALREADY [BEING | BEEN] PROCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an internal error while processing VM:BackupBackup job output information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0029I
DASD vaddr HOLDS count [STAGE | ONLINE] FILE(S) REQUIRING number KB.
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Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver lists the amount of DASD space used by STAGE and ONLINE files.

Action:

None.

0030I
DASD vaddr DATABASE USAGE FOR [STAGE | ONLINE] RESET FROM number KB.

Reason:

At initialization, VM:Archiver determines the usage of STAGE and ONLINE DASD space. If the values saved previously in
the database differ from these sums, VM:Archiver resets the values in the database to the calculated values.

Action:

None. If this message is issued frequently, contact Broadcom Support.

0031I
USERID userid IS NOT IN THE CP DIRECTORY.

Reason:

The userid specified on the VM:Archiver command line does not exist in the object directory. The command finishes
normally.

Action:

None.

0032I
JOB OUTPUT ANALYZER PROCESSING STARTED FOR KEYWORD DATA REPORT filename filetype filemode

Reason:

VM:Archiver is processing the results of a VM:BackupBackup job that VM:Archiver submitted previously.

Action:

None.

0033I
JOB OUTPUT ANALYZER PROCESSING ENDED FOR KEYWORD DATA REPORT filename filetype filemode WITH
RETURN CODE code.

Reason:

VM:Archiver has completed processing the results of a VM:BackupBackup job that VM:Archiver previously submitted.

Action:

If the return code is zero, the process ends normally and there is no response necessary. If the return code is not zero,
look for previous messages which may provide more information to help determine what caused the error. Additional
information may be found in the VM:BackupBackup output reports and the VM:Archiver notifications that are sent to each
VM:Archiver SYSADMIN userid.
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0034I
PROCESSING RECORD number OF number IN KEYWORD DATA REPORT FOR JOB jobid

Reason:

VM:Archiver is currently processing the indicated record in the VM:BackupBackup keyword data report.

Action:

None.

0035I
RESETTING TRANSACTIONS (IF ANY) THAT COULD NOT BE PROCESSED IN JOB jobid

Reason:

VM:Archiver is searching for and resetting any unprocessed transactions that were included in this VM:BackupBackup
job.These transactions were not processed because VM:BackupBackup encountered an error.Review the
VM:BackupBackup output report and the VM:Archiver notifications sent to the SYSADMIN userids for further details on
any errors.Any transactions that were not processed in this job are eligible to be included in a future job submitted by
VM:Archiver.

Action:

None.

0036I
REMOVING FILES FROM DASD THAT WERE SUCCESSFULLY MOVED TO TAPE IN JOB jobid

Reason:

VM:Archiver is erasing migrated ONLINE files and STAGE files from DASD in DRAINED status after successfully moving
the files to tape.

Action:

None.

0037W
MISSING DEVINFO DIRECTORY OPTION.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver determined that the VM:Archiver userid directory entry is missing the OPTIONS
DEVINFO record statement. If this CP directory option is not present in the VMARCH userid directory entry and a user
issues an ARCHIVE FILE command that specifies or defaults to a filemode, VM:Archiver uses the CP LINK command
instead of the CP QUERY MDISK command to verify whether the user is authorized to access the minidisk. If VM:Archiver
is authorized to link to all users’ minidisks without a password, VM:Archiver completes the link without prompting the end-
user for a minidisk link password when archiving files from an accessed minidisk. If VM:Archiver is not authorized to link
to all users’ minidisks without a password, and the VM:Archiver directory entry does not contain the OPTIONS DEVINFO
record, end-users may be prompted to enter a minidisk link password.

Action:

If you do not want VM:Archiver to prompt users for a minidisk link password, add the OPTIONS DEVINFO record to the
VMARCH directory entry. For the new directory option to take effect, end VM:Archiver, log off, and then log back on.
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0038W
USERS MAY BE PROMPTED FOR PASSWORDS WHEN ARCHIVING FILES FROM AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

This message is a companion to message 0037W. For more information, refer to the description of that message.

Action:

See message 0037W.

0039I
jobtype JOB BUILDER PROCESS STARTING.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is initiating a job builder process to create one or more VM:BackupBackup jobs. The variable jobtype
indicates the job or jobs that VM:Archiver is attempting to build. If the indicated job type is RECALL, VM:Archiver might
build multiple jobs. For all other job types, VM:Archiver builds one job.

Action:

None.

0040I
jobtype JOB jobname BUILT SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver job builder process successfully created the VM:BackupBackup job named jobname. The job will now
be processed by the SUBMIT command, which will IMPORT and SUBMIT the job to VM:BackupBackup. If jobtype is
ARCHIVE, only one job is submitted. If jobtype is RECALL, more than one recall job may be submitted.

Action:

None.

0041I
jobtype JOB BUILDER PROCESS ENDED [NORMALLY | ABNORMALLY]; count JOB(S) WERE SUCCESSFULLY
BUILT.

Reason:

This message summarizes the results of a job builder process for the indicated jobtype. The variable count indicates
the number of VM:BackupBackup jobs that were built on this run. If the count equals zero and the process ended
normally, there were no jobs built because there were no requests pending. If the count equals zero and the process ends
abnormally, the job builder may have encountered a problem.

Action:

If the process ended normally (even if no jobs were built), no action is required. If the process ended abnormally, review
the VM:Archiver console log for messages preceding this message (0041I), and review the last occurrence of message
0039I for information to help determine whether there is a problem.Note that if the process ends abnormally, any jobs
identified by message 0040I are valid. Jobs with a jobtype of RECALL will be processed by the SUBMIT command.
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0048E
ONLY THE VMSISERV USERID CAN ISSUE THE UPDTADMN COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the UPDTADMN command, but your userid is not the VMSISERV userid. Only the userid specified on the
PRODUCT VMSISERV record in the VMARCH CONFIG file can issue this command. In addition, the userid must also
have VM:Archiver SYSADMIN authority. The command ends.

Action:

If you received this message while attempting to add system administrators from the AIC Global System Administrators
screen, ensure the AIC userid is defined on the PRODUCT VMSISERV configuration record in the VMARCH CONFIG file.
Then, reissue the command.

0049E
UNABLE TO FIND FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

VM:Archiver issued the MACLOAD command to copy the indicated file from your userid to the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine’s A-disk, but VM:Archiver could not find the file. The MACLOAD command ends.

Action:

Make sure the file is on the minidisk accessed at filemode filemode and enter the command again.

0050E
CMS ACCESS RETURNED ERROR CODE code ACCESSING MINIDISK vaddr AS filemode.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver tried to access a DASD file storage minidisk (vaddr filemode), the CMS ACCESS command returned
the indicated error code. This minidisk will be marked as INACTIVE, thus making any files stored on it temporarily
unavailable. This can occur during VM:Archiver initialization, when the VM:Archiver system administrator files data
entered (by pressing PF9) on the Define DASD Area and Controls screen, or when the system administrator enters the
DASD command. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends this message
to the system operator. If the system administrator Define DASD Area and Controls screen was accessed, the userid
currently accessing this screen also receives this message. Processing continues.

Action:

The system administrator can, from the Define DASD Controls and Pools screen, press PF9 (File). VM:Archiver will
reaccess any listed minidisks whose current status does not match their intended status.

If the minidisk still cannot be accessed, VM:Archiver sends message 0050E again, then returns the user to the Manage
Configuration Options menu. The system administrator can look up the indicated return code in the IBM documentation
on the CMS ACCESS command to determine the cause of the error. Correct the problem (if possible), update the Define
DASD Controls and Pools screen, and file the data. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

0051I
NO DASD AREAS ACCESSED; VM:BackupARCHIVER WILL NOT ARCHIVE TO DASD.

Reason:
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Either VM:Archiver found no active DASD storage minidisks on which to archive data, or all CMS ACCESS commands
issued to access the storage minidisks failed.Because no DASD areas can be accessed, STAGE and ONLINE storage
are unavailable; that is, no data can be archived to or recalled from DASD archival storage. VM:Archiver sends this
message during VM:Archiver initialization or when the VM:Archiver system administrator files data entered (by pressing
PF9) on the Define DASD Area and Controls screen. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine, and sends it to the system operator. If the system administrator Define DASD Area and Controls screen was
accessed, the userid currently accessing this screen also receives this message. VM:Archiver sends message 0050E for
each DASD area listed on this screen. Processing continues.

Action:

None, if the Define DASD Area and Controls screen does not list any DASD areas. If DASD areas are listed, see
message 0050E.

0052I
EVENT EXECUTION HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED BY USE OF THE NOEVENTS OPTION ON THE VMASYS COMMAND
OR BY AN INCOMPLETE CONFIGURATION.

Reason:

You did one of the following:

• Entered the VMASYS command with the NOEVENTS option to prevent VM:Archiver from running its scheduled events
• Added or deleted an event on a VM:Archiver system that was initialized with the NOEVENTS option
• Attempted to initialize VM:Archiver before it was properly configured.

If you are initializing VM:Archiver, VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and
initialization continues. If you are adding an event, VM:Archiver adds the event, but the event does not execute. If you are
deleting an event, VM:Archiver deletes the event and sends this message to the requesting userid.

Action:

None.

0053E
NO EVENTS WERE FOUND.

Reason:

You entered the EVENT command with the QUERY ALL parameter to list all events scheduled for VM:Archiver.However,
VM:Archiver could not locate any scheduled events. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0054E
EVENT eventid WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You entered an EVENT command specifying eventid; however, VM:Archiver could not locate an event with this event ID.
The command ends.

Action:
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Enter the EVENT QUERY ALL command to list all scheduled events and their event IDs. Then, enter the command again,
this time specifying an existing event ID.

0055E
FOR [INTERVAL|1STTIME], ENTER EITHER [0|STARTUP] OR A TIME IN HH:MM FORMAT.

Reason:

When you entered an EVENT ADD command, you specified an invalid value for the 1sttime or interval parameter. Valid
entries for these parameters are:

• For 1sttime, enter either startup (if you want the event to run at initialization) or a time in hh:mm format (if you want
the event to run at a particular time).

• For interval, enter either 0 (if you want the event to run only once) or a time in hh:mm format (at what time interval
after the first time you want the event to run).

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate value.Refer to EVENT Command in the VM:Archiver
Command Reference for more information.

0056E
ERROR code RECEIVED FROM EXEC DASD [ACTIVE|DRAIN|INACTIVE] vaddr.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver tried to issue the DASD command for the minidisk at virtual address vaddr, the command returned
the indicated return code. The return code is the same as the error message that resulted from the DASD command.
For example, if the return code is 362, then VM:Archiver issued message 0362I. This can occur during VM:Archiver
initialization or when the VM:Archiver system administrator files data entered (by pressing PF9) on the Define DASD Area
and Controls screen. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends this message
to the system operator. If the system administrator Define DASD Area and Controls screen was accessed, the userid
currently accessing this screen also receives this message. Processing continues.

Action:

The system administrator can, from the DASD Controls and Pools screen, press PF9 (File). VM:Archiver will try issuing
the DASD command again for all minidisks whose current status does not match their intended status. If this DASD
command still cannot be issued without error, use the return code (code), to look up the error message from the DASD
command. Correct the problem and try updating the screen again.

0097E
ERROR READING FIRST RECORD OF dasdfn dasdft, RC = code; FILE filename filetype IS NOT ARCHIVED.

Reason:

You requested that file filename filetype be archived. VM:Archiver copied this file to one of its DASD storage minidisks
and named it dasdfn dasdft. VM:Archiver attempted to read the first record of the file using EXECIO and encountered
an error resulting in return code code. No information is saved for this file in the database; the file is not archived. If you
used pattern matching to archive more than one file, VM:Archiver will continue processing with the next file to archive;
otherwise, processing ends.

Action:
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Contact the VM:Archiver system administrator. The VM:Archiver system administrator can look up the return code for
EXECIO in the appropriate IBM manual. If the system administrator cannot determine the problem, they should contact
Broadcom Support for further assistance.

0098E
LENGTH OF FIRST RECORD OF dasdfn dasdft IS NOT EQUAL TO LENGTH OF DBRECORD; FILE filename
filetype NOT ARCHIVED.

Reason:

You requested that file filename filetype be archived. VM:Archiver copied this file to one of its DASD storage minidisks
and named it dasdfn dasdft. VM:Archiver stores database information in the first record of the file. When the file was
written to the DASD storage area, a place holder was written as the first record. VM:Archiver is now trying to replace that
record with actual database information. The size of the place holder does not equal the size of the actual record. As a
result, VM:Archiver cannot write the database information to the file. No information is saved for this file in the database;
the file is not archived. If you used pattern matching to archive more than one file, VM:Archiver will continue processing
with the next file to archive; otherwise, processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

0099E
ERROR WRITING DBRECORD TO FILE dasdfn dasdft, RC = code; FILE filename filetype IS NOT ARCHIVED.

Reason:

You requested that file filename filetype be archived. VM:Archiver copied this file to one of its DASD storage minidisks
and named it dasdfn dasdft. VM:Archiver stores database information in the first record of the file. When the file was
written to the DASD storage area, a place holder was written as the first record. VM:Archiver is now trying to replace that
record with actual database information. VM:Archiver used the EXECIO command to write the database record to the file
and received the indicated return code from the EXECIO command. No information is saved for this file in the database;
the file is not archived. If you used pattern matching to archive more than one file, VM:Archiver will continue processing
with the next file to archive; otherwise, processing ends.

Action:

Contact the VM:Archiver system administrator. The VM:Archiver system administrator can look up the return code for
EXECIO in the appropriate IBM manual. If the system administrator cannot determine the problem, they should contact
Broadcom Support for further assistance.

0100E
database error message.

Reason:

A database error occurred in VM:Archiver. This message, which follows message 0307E, displays the error message sent
by the database management system. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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0101E
 CODING ERROR IN THE COMMAND USER EXIT; NOTIFY YOUR VM:BackupARCHIVER SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATOR. 

 Reason: 

When VM:Archiver invoked the command user exit (VMAEXIT2) during command processing, the user exit returned either
an unexpected return code or no information at all. VM:Archiver sends this message to the requesting user and logs it on
the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. The command ends.

 Action: 

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must verify that the user exit is coded correctly, and, if necessary, correct the exit
to return the appropriate return codes. For information on the command user exit, see Command User Exit. If necessary,
contact Broadcom Technical Support.

0102E
COMMAND USER EXIT REJECTED YOUR AUTHORITY TO ISSUE COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered a command that VM:Archiver passed to the command user exit (VMAEXIT2). This user exit determined that
you are not authorized to enter this command.The command ends.

Action:

None.If you must enter this command, ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to either enter the command for you or
to alter the command user exit to allow you to enter it yourself.

0103I
COMMAND USER EXIT CHANGED THE COMMAND TO: newcommand.

Reason:

You entered a command that VM:Archiver passed to the command user exit (VMAEXIT2). You are authorized to enter
this command.However, the command user exit changed the command that you entered; newcommand is the new
command, as altered by this user exit. Command processing continues.

Action:

None.

0104E
GROUP MEMBERSHIP USER EXIT FAILED TO RETURN A GROUP NAME FOR userid AT node; USING groupname.

Reason:

The group membership user exit, VMAEXIT3, returned return code 4, which indicates that the user exit will be supplying
a group name; however, the user exit did not supply a group name. VM:Archiver uses the indicated group name instead.
This group is the group to which the user was specifically assigned by the system administrator or the group into which
the user falls based on membership criteria. Processing continues.

Action:

Correct the user exit so that it supplies a group name.
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0105W
USER userid SPECIFIED ON configdatatype RECORD IS NOT DEFINED IN THE CP DIRECTORY.

Reason:

The userid specified on the indicated record in the VM:Archiver configuration file¾for example, the CFGINIT record¾is
not defined in the CP directory. Or, one of the following userids contained in the configuration data (from the Manage
Configuration screens) in the VM:Archiver database is not defined in the CP directory:

• Operator or system administrator specified on the Define Authorized Users screen
• Recipient of system dumps specified on the Define System Options screen
• VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine name or userid to receive reports from VM:BackupBackup jobs specified on

the Define VM:BackupBackup Options screen

If the error is on a configuration file record, configuration file processing continues.If the error is in the configuration
information from the screens, processing continues.

Action:

If the problem is with a configuration file record, use a text editor such as XEDIT to edit the VMARCH CONFIG file and
correct the indicated record. If the problem is with configuration data stored in the VM:Archiver database, correct the
information on the appropriate screen, which is accessible from the Manage Configuration Options menu.

0106E
MINIDISK userid vaddr WAS ARCHIVED PHYSICALLY AND MUST BE RECALLED TO A devicetype DISK; RECALL
NOT PERFORMED.

Reason:

You tried to recall a minidisk that was archived in physical format. A physical-format minidisk must be recalled to the same
device type from which it was archived. FB-512 minidisks can be recalled to any FB-512 device. CKD minidisks must be
recalled to the same device type. For example, you must recall a minidisk archived from a 3380 device to a 3380 device.
The command ends; the minidisk is not recalled.

Action:

Issue the RECALL MDISK command again, this time specifying a target minidisk that is the same device type as the
device from which the the minidisk was archived.

0107W
DATABASE IDENTIFIERS NEARING MAXIMUM.CONTACT CA, FOR ASSISTANCE.

Reason:

The numeric portion of the VM:Archiver archive ID is reaching the internal limit. VM:Archiver issues this message
periodically until the problem is resolved. If the number of identifiers exceeds the maximum, VM:Archiver ends abnormally
with abend code MSC006.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0109E
SPECIFY THE FILENAME AND FILETYPE OF THE FILE YOU WANT TO action.
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Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you did not specify the filename and filetype of the file on which you want to
perform the indicated action, for example, archive, recall, or change. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying an appropriate filename and filetype.

0110E
FILEID filename filetype CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

VM:Archiver detected unsupported characters in the indicated file’s fileid.Valid characters for filename and filetype are
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, and the following special characters: $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), + (plus sign), : (colon),
- (minus sign), and _ (underscore). If the command you are entering allows you to use pattern-matching characters in
the filename and filetype, you can also specify the pattern-matching characters * (asterisk) and % (percent sign). The
command ends.

Action:

Check the fileid of the file and enter the command again, this time with a valid filename and filetype.

0111E
filemode IS NOT A VALID FILEMODE.

Reason:

You specified an invalid filemode. A filemode must be a one-character alphabetic character. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid filemode.

0112E
command COMMAND CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THE VM:BackupARCHIVER SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE.

Reason:

You entered the indicated command from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. However, command requires the Inter-
User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) to communicate data between a virtual machine and VM:Archiver. The command
ends.

Action:

Enter the command again from another userid.

0113E
USERID userid CONTAINS MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The userid (userid) you specified when you entered a command has more than eight characters.A valid userid can
contain a maximum of eight characters.The command ends.

Action:
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Enter the command again, this time specifying a userid with no more than eight characters.

0114E
THE FROMDISK PARAMETER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS.

Reason:

When you entered the FROMDISK parameter with the ARCHIVE FILE command, you did not specify both a userid and a
virtual address. Both items must be included with the FROMDISK parameter. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying first a userid, then a virtual address, after the FROMDISK parameter.

0115E
VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

When you entered a command, you specified an invalid virtual address.A valid virtual address can contain only the
characters A-F and 0-9, and be no more than four characters in length. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid virtual address.

0116E
YOU MUST HAVE READ AUTHORITY TO ARCHIVE FILES FROM A DIRECTORY.

Reason:

You tried to archive one or more files from a Shared File System (SFS) directory. SFS does not allow you to read any file
contained in the directory because you do not have read authority to the directory. Therefore, you cannot archive the files.
The command ends.

Action:

Ask the directory’s owner to grant you read authority to both the directory and to the file you want to archive. Then, enter
the command again.

0117E
THE FROMDIR PARAMETER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A FULLY-QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME.

Reason:

When you specified the FROMDIR parameter, you did not follow this parameter with a fully-qualified directory name.A
fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and userid,
separated by a colon, followed by directory names separated by periods. Specify the directory name using the following
format:

filepoolid:userid.directory.directory ...

The command ends.

Action:
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Enter the command again, this time specifying a fully-qualified directory name after the FROMDIR parameter.

0118E
THE SPECIFIED DIRECTORY NAME IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

When you entered a command, you specified an invalid directory name.A valid fully-qualified directory name can contain a
maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid and userid, separated by a colon, followed by directory names
separated by periods.Specify the directory name using the following format:

filepoolid:userid.directory.directory ...

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid fully-qualified directory name.

0119E
SPECIFY AN OPEN PARENTHESIS BEFORE ENTERING OPTIONS.

Reason:

When you entered a command, you did not enter an open (left) parenthesis before specifying any options. VM:Archiver
requires that options be preceded on the command line by an open parenthesis. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time inserting an open parenthesis before specifying options.

0120E
parameter1 PARAMETER CANNOT BE USED WITH THE parameter2 PARAMETER.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified two parameters that are mutually exclusive.For example, you
entered both the FILE and MDISK parameters on a CANCEL RECALL command. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying either parameter1 or parameter2, but not both.

0121E
OPTION option IS NOT VALID ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered the indicated command, you specified option, which is not valid on this command. The command
ends.

Action:

Look up this command in the VM:Archiver documentation to determine valid options. Enter the command again, this time
specifying valid options.
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0122E
DO NOT SPECIFY PARAMETERS AFTER THE CLOSING PARENTHESIS.

Reason:

When you entered a command, you specified a closing (right) parenthesis and followed it with additional parameters.
However, a closing parenthesis indicates that the last parameter has been specified.Parameters cannot follow a closing
parenthesis.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the closing parenthesis after all parameters are specified.

0124E
SPECIFY EITHER DATE OR AFTER WITH THE MIGRATE OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or CHANGE FILE command, you specified the MIGRATE option with an
invalid keyword or without a required keyword. Valid keywords are DATE or AFTER. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying either DATE or AFTER after MIGRATE.

0125E
SPECIFY A DATE WITH THE MIGRATE DATE OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or CHANGE FILE command, you specified the MIGRATE DATE option
without including an actual date; this is required to complete the option.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a date after MIGRATE DATE.

0126E
MIGRATE DATE date IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or CHANGE FILE command, you specified an invalid date after MIGRATE
DATE. Valid entries for date must be the same as or later than today’s date. Use one of the following valid formats when
specifying date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid date after MIGRATE DATE.
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0127E
SPECIFY A NUMBER OF DAYS WITH THE MIGRATE AFTER OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or CHANGE FILE command, you specified the MIGRATE AFTER option but
did not include the number of days archived files should be kept in ONLINE storage before being migrated to tape.You
must specify this value after MIGRATE AFTER. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a number of days (greater than zero) after MIGRATE AFTER.

0128E
NUMBER OF DAYS SPECIFIED WITH MIGRATE AFTER OPTION IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or CHANGE FILE command, you specified an invalid number of days with the
MIGRATE AFTER option. This value must be zero or a whole number greater than zero. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid number of days with MIGRATE AFTER.

0129E
MIGRATE DATE date MUST BE TODAY’S DATE OR LATER.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or CHANGE FILE command, you specified a date for MIGRATE DATE that
has already passed; however, date must be the same as or later than today. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying today’s date or a later date for MIGRATE DATE date.

0130E
NUMBER OF DAYS SPECIFIED WITH MIGRATE AFTER OPTION MUST BE ZERO OR GREATER.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or CHANGE FILE command, you specified a negative number for the time
period after which VM:Archiver should migrate archived files from ONLINE storage to TAPE storage. The number of days
specified must be 0 or a whole number greater than zero. The command ends.

Action:

To immediately archive the files to TAPE storage, specify the TAPE option instead of the MIGRATE AFTER option. If you
want the archived files to be stored in ONLINE storage and moved to tape after a particular number of days, specify the
number of days with MIGRATE AFTER. Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate and valid options.

0131E
SPECIFY A RETENTION PERIOD (IN DAYS) AFTER THE [DEFRETPD|MAXRETPD|RETPD] OPTION.

Reason:
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When you entered the indicated option on a VM:Archiver command, you did not specify how long to retain the files. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a retention period, in days, after this option.

0132E
PARAMETER parameter IS NOT VALID FOR THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered the indicated VM:Archiver command, you specified parameter, which is not valid for this
command.The command ends.

Action:

Look up this command in the VM:Archiver documentation to determine valid parameters. Enter the command again, this
time specifying correct parameters.

0133E
SPECIFY AN EXPIRATION DATE WITH THE [DEFEXPDT|EXPDT|MAXEXPDT] OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered the indicated option on a VM:Archiver command, you did not specify an expiration date.The command
ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying an expiration date with the indicated option.

0134E
EXPIRATION DATE ([DEFEXPDT|EXPDT|MAXEXPDT] date) MUST BE LATER THAN TODAY.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, the expiration date that you specified (date) with the indicated expiration
date option is either the current date or a date that has already passed; however, date must be later than today. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying an expiration date later than today.

0135E
THE option OPTION MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A [USERID|GROUP NAME].

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified the indicated option without specifying a userid or group name.
You must enter a userid or group name after option. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate userid or group name with the indicated option.
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0136E
DO NOT SPECIFY THE option OPTION MORE THAN ONCE ON A COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified the indicated option more than once.This option can be used
only once on a single command.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying option only one time.

0137E
USERID userid CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you entered invalid characters when specifying the indicated userid. Valid
characters for userids are A-Z, 0-9, and the following special characters: $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), +
(plus sign), - (minus sign), and _ (underscore). If the command you are entering allows you to use pattern-matching, you
can also specify the pattern-matching characters * (asterisk) and % (percent sign). The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying valid characters.

0138E
EXPIRATION DATE ([DEFEXPDT|EXPDT|MAXEXPDT] date) IS NOT A VALID DATE.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid expiration date (date) with the indicated expiration
date option. Valid entries for date must be later than today’s date. Use one of the following formats when specifying date:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid expiration date.

0139E
RETENTION PERIOD (RETPD days) MUST BE PERM OR A WHOLE NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND 999999.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid retention period (days) with the RETPD option. The
retention period must be PERM or a whole number from 1 through 999999. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid retention period after RETPD.
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0140I
MIGRATE OPTION IMPLIES FILE IS TO BE ARCHIVED TO ONLINE.

Reason:

When you entered an ARCHIVE FILE command, you specified the MIGRATE option.However, you either specified the
DASD or ANY option, or did not specify a storage option. VM:Archiver archives these files to ONLINE storage because:

• The DASD option tells VM:Archiver to send the specified files to either STAGE or ONLINE storage.
• The ANY option (or no storage option) tells VM:Archiver to try to archive the file first to STAGE storage, then to

ONLINE, and last, to tape.
• The MIGRATE option implies that you want to archive files to ONLINE storage and copy them to tape later.

Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0141E
option1 OPTION CANNOT BE USED WITH THE option2 OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered a command, you used two options that are mutually exclusive¾for example, you specified both the
EXPDT and RETPD options on an ARCHIVE FILE command. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying either option1 or option2, but not both.

0142I
DISCARD OPTION IMPLIES DASD AREA (STAGE OR ONLINE) FOR ARCHIVE DESTINATION.

Reason:

When you entered an ARCHIVE FILE command, you specified the DISCARD option but did not specify a storage option
(ANY, STAGE, ONLINE, DASD, or TAPE). The DISCARD option only applies when the archived files are stored in either
STAGE or ONLINE storage. Therefore, VM:Archiver tries to archive the files to one of these areas. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0143E
SPECIFY THE USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF THE MINIDISK YOU WANT TO action.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you did not specify both a userid and virtual address for the minidisk involved
in the request to perform the indicated action. You must fully identify the minidisk involved in the request. The command
ends.

Action:

Look up the command you want in the VM:Archiver documentation to determine the command format. Enter the command
again, this time specifying a userid and a virtual address after the appropriate parameter or option.
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0144E
THERE IS NO MINIDISK OR DIRECTORY AT FILEMODE filemode.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you did one of the following:

• You specified a filemode of a minidisk or directory to archive data from or recall data to, but no minidisk or directory
exists at filemode.

• You did not enter either the FROMDISK or FROMDIR option on an ARCHIVE FILE command. This implicitly caused
VM:Archiver to assume filemode A; however, no minidisk or directory exists at this filemode.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct filemode for one of the following:

• For archives, the source minidisk or directory
• For recalls, the target minidisk or directory

0145E
ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO GET STORAGE FROM THE USER’S MACHINE; RC = code.

Reason:

An internal error occurred when VM:Archiver requested virtual storage from your virtual machine. The indicated return
code is one of the following:

0004
Requested length exceeds the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) buffer length.

0008
Virtual address that VM:Archiver requested is outside your userid’s virtual storage.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again. If the condition persists, ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom
Support.

0146E
ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO GET THE ADT FOR FILEMODE filemode FROM THE USER’S VIRTUAL MACHINE.

Reason:

When you entered either an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command, VM:Archiver did not find a valid active disk
table (ADT) control block for the userid’s virtual machine. The virtual storage that contains CMS control blocks may have
been overlaid.The command ends.

Action:

Enter ipl cms, reaccess the minidisk at the indicated filemode, then enter the ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK
command again.

0147E
SPECIFY A FILENAME AND FILETYPE AFTER THE FILE PARAMETER.

Reason:
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When you entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE or CANCEL RECALL command, you used the FILE parameter without
specifying both a filename and filetype.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid filename and filetype after the FILE parameter.

0148E
SPECIFY A USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS AFTER THE MDISK PARAMETER.

Reason:

When you entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE or CANCEL RECALL command, you used the MDISK parameter without
specifying both a userid and virtual address.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid userid and virtual address after the MDISK parameter.

0149E
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO ARCHIVE DATA AND ASSIGN IT TO USER userid.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command and specified the OWNER option to assign ownership
to another user (userid). If the data access user exit is implemented, the user exit (VMAEXIT2) must grant you the
authorization to archive data and assign it to the indicated user. If the data access user exit is not implemented, userid
must grant you the authorization to archive data and assign it to this user, or userid must grant the group to which you
belong the authorization to archive data and assign it to this user. The command ends.

When the data access user exit is implemented, you may not be able to assign archived data to userid even if this user
has authorized you to do so.

Action:

Ask userid to grant you or the group to which you belong the authorization to archive data and assign it to this user.If
userid has granted you this authorization and you cannot archive data and assign it to userid, ask your VM:Archiver
system administrator for help.

0150E
ERROR OCCURRED LINKING MINIDISK userid vaddr.

Reason:

You performed one of the following actions:

• Entered the ARCHIVE FILE command and either specified a filemode or let VM:Archiver use the default filemode of A.
• Entered the DBCONV command and specified the DBDISK or CFGDISK option.

VM:Archiver has determined that it cannot archive the files to tape or convert the specified database or configuration
minidisk because it encountered an error linking to the minidisk that is accessed at the filemode you specified.

VM:Archiver displays the CP message that indicates why the minidisk could not be linked, then issues message 150E. If
you specified the TAPE option on the ARCHIVE FILE command, the command ends with return code 150 and the file is
not archived. If you specified the ANY option or no destination option on the ARCHIVE FILE command, VM:Archiver tries
to archive the file to the DASD storage area. If you entered the DBCONV command, the command ends with return code
150.
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Action:

To determine why VM:Archiver could not link to the minidisk, see the IBM documentation on CP error messages. Then
correct the problem with the minidisk. If you are trying to archive a file, another solution is to archive the file to DASD
storage. When you specify a filemode and archive a file to DASD storage, VM:Archiver does not try linking to the minidisk.
Alternatively, archive to tape (by specifying the TAPE option) and use the FROMDISK option to identify the owner
and virtual address of the minidisk from which you are archiving. When you use the TAPE and FROMDISK options,
VM:Archiver does not try to link to the minidisk.

If you entered the DBCONV command, see the appropriate IBM documentation to determine why VM:Archiver could not
link to the minidisk, and correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

0151E
MINIDISK AT FILEMODE filemode IS NOT MINIDISK userid vaddr.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• ARCHIVE FILE to archive data from a source minidisk at the indicated filemode; you specified either the TAPE, ANY,
or no storage type option.

• RECALL MDISK to recall data archived on TAPE storage to a target minidisk at the indicated filemode.

VM:Archiver determined that the minidisk at the filemode you specified does not belong to you, that is, it is not included in
your directory entry.

• If you entered an ARCHIVE FILE command with the TAPE option, the file is not archived and the command ends; if
you specified the ANY option or did not specify a storage type, VM:Archiver schedules the data for archiving to DASD
storage.

• If you entered a RECALL MDISK command, the minidisk is not recalled and the command ends.

Action:

If you entered an ARCHIVE FILE command, enter the command again, this time specifying either DASD storage
or a source minidisk that your userid owns. Or you can archive to tape (by specifying the TAPE option) and use the
FROMDISK option to identify the owner and virtual address of the minidisk from which you are archiving. When you use
the TAPE and FROMDISK options, VM:Archiver does not try to link to the minidisk. If you entered a RECALL MDISK
command, enter the command again, this time specifying a target minidisk that your userid owns.

0152E
MINIDISK userid vaddr DOES NOT EXIST OR YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO LINK TO IT.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• ARCHIVE FILE specifying the FROMDISK userid vaddr parameter
• ARCHIVE MDISK
• RECALL FILE or RECALL MDISK with the DISK userid vaddr option

VM:Archiver must link the indicated minidisk to make sure that you own it or are authorized to link to it. However, when
VM:Archiver tried to link the minidisk, the LINK command failed for one of the following reasons:

• The minidisk does not exist.
• You are not authorized to link to it.
• Your userid has minidisk userid vaddr linked read/write; therefore, VM:Archiver cannot link to it read/write for the

RECALL FILE or RECALL MDISK command.
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The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time changing the command in one of the following ways:

• Specify an existing minidisk to which you are authorized to link.
• If you specified the FROMDISK userid vaddr parameter for a minidisk that your userid has accessed read/write, specify

the filemode instead.
• If you specified the DISK userid vaddr option, release and detach the minidisk to which your userid is linked read/write.

0153E
THERE ARE NO AVAILABLE FILEMODES TO ACCESS MINIDISK userid vaddr.

Reason:

You entered one of the following VM:Archiver commands:

• ARCHIVE FILE specifying the FROMDISK parameter
• RECALL FILE specifying the DISK option to recall files stored on DASD storage (that is, on either STAGE or ONLINE

storage)

VM:Archiver must link and access the indicated minidisk on your userid to archive data from it or recall data to it.
VM:Archiver was able to link the minidisk (userid vaddr) but could not access it because your userid has no available
filemodes. The files are not archived or recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Release an accessed minidisk on your userid to provide a filemode for VM:Archiver to use, then enter the command
again.

0154E
FILE filename filetype filemode WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from the minidisk or directory accessed at filemode.
VM:Archiver could not locate the indicated file on the minidisk or directory accessed at the filemode specified. If you
used pattern-matching characters to archive multiple files, VM:Archiver could not find any files that matched the pattern
specified. (The message displays the pattern-matching characters you specified.) The command ends.

Action:

Determine where the files you want to archive reside, then enter the command again, this time specifying the correct
filemode for the source minidisk or directory.

0155E
FILE filename filetype WAS NOT FOUND ON MINIDISK userid vaddr.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command with the FROMDISK parameter to specify from which minidisk the files should
be archived. If you entered a specific filename and filetype, that file does not exist on the indicated minidisk. If you used
pattern-matching characters when you specified filename filetype to archive multiple files, VM:Archiver found no files
matching the pattern on minidisk userid vaddr. (The message displays the pattern-matching characters you specified.)
The command ends.
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Action:

Make sure that you specified a correct filename and filetype. Determine where the files you want to archive reside, then
enter the command again, this time specifying an appropriate filename and filetype and the correct userid and virtual
address for the source minidisk.

0156E
YOU MUST HAVE DIRREAD AUTHORIZATION TO A DIRCONTROL DIRECTORY TO ARCHIVE FROM IT.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive a file from a Shared File System (SFS) directory that has the
DIRCONTROL attribute. Because you do not have DIRREAD authority to this directory, SFS does not allow you to read
any file contained in the directory and, therefore, you cannot archive the file. The command ends.

Action:

Ask the directory’s owner to grant you DIRREAD authority to the directory.Then, enter the command again.

0157E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO A DATABASE ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Archiver encountered an error with the VM:Archiver database. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support.

0158E
table TABLE IS EMPTY.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to open the indicated database table, expecting to find data. However, this table is empty, that is, it
contains no data. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine along with message 0307E;
it may also issue additional accompanying messages to provide more information. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0159I
filename filetype ARCHIVED SUCCESSFULLY TO [STAGE|ONLINE].

Reason:

VM:Archiver has archived the indicated file to either STAGE or ONLINE storage. If you used pattern-matching characters
on the ARCHIVE FILE command to archive multiple files, VM:Archiver sends this message every time it successfully
archives a file (unless you specified the QUIET option) and displays the specific file archived.

Action:

None. If you do not want to receive this message every time VM:Archiver archives a file, specify the QUIET option when
you enter the ARCHIVE FILE command.
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0160E
[STAGE|ONLINE|DASD] STORAGE IS NOT AVAILABLE TO ARCHIVE filename filetype, reason.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command specifying one of the following storage options:

• STAGE
• ONLINE
• DASD

However, VM:Archiver could not archive the file to the requested storage type for the indicated reason:

• GROUP limit exceeded by NNNN KBytes.
• USER limit exceeded by NNNN KBytes.
• insufficient DASD storage available.

The indicated file is not archived. VM:Archiver sends you this message regardless of whether you specified the QUIET
option. If you used pattern-matching characters on the command to archive multiple files, VM:Archiver tries to archive any
other files that match the pattern specified on the ARCHIVE FILE command.

Action:

Additional DASD storage space may become available later.Try the command again then. Or, you can archive the file to
TAPE storage by entering the command again and specifying the TAPE option instead of the previously entered storage
option.

0161I
count1 [FILES | FILES] ARCHIVED; count2 [FILES | FILES] SCHEDULED FOR ARCHIVE.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive one or more files. The variable count1 indicates the number of files
that VM:Archiver has successfully archived. The variable count2 indicates the number of files scheduled to be archived
later.

Action:

None.

0162E
ERRORS OCCURRED EXECUTING ARCHIVE FILE filename filetype COMMAND; number1 FILE[S] ARCHIVED/
SCHEDULED FOR ARCHIVING, number2 FILE[S] NOT ARCHIVED.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive the indicated files. VM:Archiver could not archive at least one of the
specified files; number1 indicates how many files were archived or scheduled to be archived to tape later and number2
indicates how many of the requested files were not archived.VM:Archiver sends you this message regardless of whether
you specified the QUIET option. For each file that was not archived, VM:Archiver sends at least one message before this
one to explain why the specific file could not be archived.

Action:

None, if you do not need to archive the rejected files.If you do want to archive them, read the other messages VM:Archiver
sent.Then, change the command as necessary and enter it again.
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0162I
count1 [FILE | MDISK] ARCHIVED; count2 [FILES | MDISK] NOT ARCHIVED.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive one or more files. The variable count1 indicates the number of files
VM:Archiver has successfully archived. The variable count2 indicates the number of files that could not be processed.
Previous messages may explain why these entities could not be processed.

Action:

Check the log for any messages that indicate why these files or the minidisk could not be processed. Correct the situation
that prevented the files or minidisks from being archived and reissue the command.

0163E
item ENTRY NOT FOUND IN THE table TABLE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver could not locate the indicated item in this database table. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver
service virtual machine. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0164E
DEFAULT EXPIRATION DATE OR DEFAULT RETENTION PERIOD IS NOT FOUND IN THE VM:BackupARCHIVER
DATABASE.

Reason:

While processing an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command, VM:Archiver could not obtain a default expiration
date or retention period from the VM:Archiver database. No data is archived and the command ends. VM:Archiver logs
this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends message 0157E to the requesting user indicating a
database error.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to add a default expiration date or default retention period for the system to
the VM:Archiver database on the Define Retention Controls screen. When the configuration data is updated, inform the
requesting user that the command can be entered again.

0165E
EXPIRATION DATE OR RETENTION PERIOD SPECIFIED EXCEEDS MAXIMUM RETENTION PERIOD, retpd, FOR
USER userid.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command with the EXPDT, RETPD, or PERM option.The expiration
date specified exceeds the maximum retention period (retpd) allowed for userid. The indicated userid is your userid or, if
you used the OWNER option, the userid specified with OWNER. No data is archived and the command ends.

Action:
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To determine your maximum expiration date or retention period, use the QUERY INFO command or the View User Limits,
Usage, Defaults screen. Then, enter the ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command again, this time specifying an
expiration date or retention period that is within the limit allowed.

0166E
EXPIRATION DATE OR RETENTION PERIOD SPECIFIED EXCEEDS MAXIMUM EXPIRATION DATE, expdt, FOR
USER userid.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command specifying the EXPDT, RETPD, or PERM option.The
expiration date specified exceeds the maximum expiration date (expdt) allowed for userid. The indicated userid is your
userid or, if you used the OWNER option, the userid specified with OWNER. No data is archived and the command ends.

Action:

To determine your maximum expiration date or retention period, use the QUERY INFO command or the View User Limits,
Usage, Defaults screen. Then, enter the ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command again, this time specifying an
expiration date or retention period that is within the limit allowed.

0167I
REQUEST TO ARCHIVE MINIDISK userid vaddr HAS BEEN SCHEDULED.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE MDISK command.VM:Archiver encountered no errors while processing the command, and has
scheduled your request to archive the indicated minidisk to TAPE storage.

Action:

None.

0168I
THE ARCHIVE ID ASSIGNED IS archid.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command with the ARCHID and TERMINAL options. VM:Archiver
displays the archive ID assigned for your request.

Action:

None.

0169E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO AN INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Archiver encountered an internal error. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support if necessary.
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0170E
ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO FIND AN ENTRY IN THE table TABLE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver could not locate an entry in the indicated table in the VM:Archiver database. VM:Archiver logs this message
on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support if necessary.

0171E
ERROR OCCURRED COPYING FILE filename filetype TO [STAGE|ONLINE].

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive filename filetype to the indicated DASD storage type. VM:Archiver
encountered an internal error while copying the file. The indicated file is not archived; if you used pattern-matching
characters in filename filetype, VM:Archiver tries to archive any other files that match the pattern specified; if not, the
command ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support if necessary.

0172I
FILE filename filetype HAS BEEN DISCARDED.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive the indicated file, and specified the DISCARD option.VM:Archiver
has successfully archived the file and erased it from your minidisk or directory.

Action:

None.

0173I
REQUEST TO ARCHIVE FILE filename filetype HAS BEEN SCHEDULED.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command specifying the TAPE or ANY storage option, or no storage option. VM:Archiver
has scheduled a request to copy the indicated file to TAPE storage later.

Action:

None.

0174E
UNABLE TO SCHEDULE DIRECT TO TAPE ARCHIVING DUE TO RC code FROM LINK userid vaddr

Reason:
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You requested a direct to tape archival using the TAPE storage option, or VM:Archiver attempted to schedule the file to be
archived directly to tape due to the lack of DASD storage, but VM:Archiver cannot link to the minidisk from which you are
attempting to archive. The return code indicates the error received from the LINK command. You cannot archive directly to
tape from temporary minidisks, temporarily linked minidisks, or VDISKS.

Action:

Archive the file to DASD, or wait for DASD storage to be available.

0174I
FILES WILL NOT BE SCHEDULED TO BE ARCHIVED TO TAPE.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command and specified either the ANY storage option or no storage option. VM:Archiver
determined that the directory entry for your userid does not contain a statement for this minidisk. This means that although
the minidisk is linked in your virtual machine, it is not your minidisk. Because VM:Archiver has no way of determining
whose minidisk it is, VM:Archiver does not schedule a request to archive the files to TAPE storage. Processing continues;
VM:Archiver tries to archive the files to DASD storage only.

Action:

None.

0175E
ONLINE AND STAGE STORAGE ARE NOT AVAILABLE TO ARCHIVE FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command and specified either the ANY storage option or no storage option. STAGE and
ONLINE storage are not available. VM:Archiver also determined that your userid does not own the minidisk from which
you are archiving the file and does not schedule a request to archive the file to TAPE storage.Therefore, VM:Archiver
cannot archive the indicated file. The command ends.

Action:

Additional DASD storage space may become available later.Try the command again then.

0176E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO AN IUCV ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Archiver encountered an Inter User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error. Processing
ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support if necessary.

0177E
ERROR OCCURRED ACCESSING MINIDISK userid vaddr; RC = code.

Reason:
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You entered either an ARCHIVE FILE command with the FROMDISK parameter or a RECALL FILE command with the
DISK option. VM:Archiver tried to link and access the minidisk.However, the CMS ACCESS command failed and CMS
sent VM:Archiver the indicated return code.No files are archived or recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can look up the return code in the IBM documentation on the CMS
ACCESS command to determine what caused the error.When the problem is resolved, enter the command again.

0178E
THERE IS NO AVAILABLE VIRTUAL ADDRESS TO LINK MINIDISK userid vaddr.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• ARCHIVE FILE with the FROMDISK parameter
• ARCHIVE MDISK
• RECALL FILE
• RECALL MDISK with the DISK option

VM:Archiver must link the indicated minidisk on your (the requesting) userid to make sure that it exists and that your
userid is authorized to link to it. However, VM:Archiver could not link the minidisk because there was no available virtual
address on your userid’s virtual machine at which the minidisk could be linked. No files are archived or recalled and the
command ends.

Action:

Release and/or detach a minidisk on your userid to provide a virtual address for VM:Archiver to use, then enter the
command again.

0179E
DIRECTORY SPECIFIED DOES NOT EXIST OR YOU DO NOT HAVE READ AUTHORITY TO IT.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from a directory.Either the directory does not exist or you do not
have read authority to the directory.No files are archived and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a directory that exists.If the directory does exist, ask the directory’s owner
to grant you read authority to both the directory and to the files you want to archive.

0180E
ERROR RETURNED FROM CSL ROUTINE routine; REASON CODE = code.

Reason:

The indicated Callable Service Library (CSL) routine returned an unexpected reason code while processing the command
you entered. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can refer to the IBM documentation on the indicated CSL routine to
determine why the reason code was returned. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Broadcom Support.
When the problem is resolved, enter the command again.
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0181E
YOU MUST HAVE WRITE AUTHORITY TO THE DIRECTORY TO USE THE DISCARD OPTION.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from a Shared File System (SFS) directory and specified the
DISCARD option, which erases the files after they are archived.Because you do not have write authority to both the
directory and to the files, SFS does not allow you to erase files from the directory. Therefore, no files are archived and the
command ends.

Action:

If you do not need to erase the files, enter the command again, this time without the DISCARD option.If you must erase
the files when they are archived, ask the directory’s owner to grant you write authority to both the directory and to the
files.Then, enter the command again.

0182E
YOU MUST HAVE DIRWRITE AUTHORITY TO THE DIRCONTROL DIRECTORY TO USE THE DISCARD OPTION.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from a Shared File System (SFS) directory with the
DIRCONTROL attribute, and you specified the DISCARD option, which erases the files after they are archived. Because
you do not have DIRWRITE authority to the directory, SFS does not allow you to erase files from the DIRCONTROL
directory.Therefore, no files are archived and the command ends.

Action:

If you do not need to erase the files, enter the command again, this time without the DISCARD option.If you must erase
the files when they are archived, ask the directory’s owner to grant you DIRWRITE authority to the directory.Then, enter
the command again.

0183E
FILE filename filetype WAS NOT FOUND IN THE SFS DIRECTORY SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from a Shared File System (SFS) directory.If you entered a
specific filename and filetype, that file does not exist in the directory; if you used pattern-matching characters to archive
multiple files, VM:Archiver found no files in the directory that match the pattern specified. No files are archived and the
command ends.

Action:

Determine where the files you want to archive reside.Then, enter the command again, this time specifying the directory or
minidisk where the files reside.

0184E
YOU MUST HAVE READ AUTHORITY TO FILE filename filetype TO ARCHIVE IT.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from a Shared File System (SFS) directory to which you have
read authority. However, because you do not have read authority to the indicated file, SFS does not allow you to read
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the file; therefore, filename filetype is not archived. If you used pattern-matching characters to archive multiple files,
VM:Archiver tries to archive any other files that match the pattern specified.

Action:

To archive the specified file, ask the file’s owner to grant you read authority to the file.Then, enter another ARCHIVE FILE
command for filename filetype.

0185E
YOU MUST HAVE WRITE AUTHORITY TO FILE filename filetype TO USE THE DISCARD OPTION.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from a Shared File System (SFS) directory, and specified the
DISCARD option, which erases the files after they are archived.You have read and write authority to the directory and
read authority to the indicated file.However, you do not have write authority to filename filetype, and SFS does not allow
you to erase the file from the directory. Therefore, the file is not archived. If you used pattern-matching characters to
archive multiple files, VM:Archiver tries to archive any other files that match the pattern specified; if not, the command
ends.

Action:

If you do not need to erase the files, enter the command again, this time without the DISCARD option.If you must erase
the files when they are archived, ask the directory’s owner to grant you write authority to the indicated file. Then, enter
another ARCHIVE FILE command for filename filetype.

0186I
WAITING FOR ACTIVE COMMANDS TO COMPLETE BEFORE ENDING VM:BackupARCHIVER.

Reason:

You entered an END command to terminate VM:Archiver operation while at least one command was running or
processing. VM:Archiver will end when all currently active commands complete.

Action:

None.If you must terminate VM:Archiver immediately, enter the END command with the FORCE option.

0187E
THE SHARED FILE SYSTEM IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• ARCHIVE FILE with the FROMDIR option to archive files from a Shared File System (SFS) directory
• RECALL FILE with the DIR option to recall files from an SFS directory

SFS support is provided in CMS Release 6 and later; however, your userid is running on CMS Release 5.6 or earlier. No
files are archived or recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a minidisk instead of an SFS directory as the source (for archiving) or
target (for recalling).
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0188E
MINIDISK userid vaddr MUST BE LINKED READ/WRITE TO USE

THE DISCARD OPTION; NO FILES ARE ARCHIVED.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive files from minidisk userid vaddr and specified the DISCARD option,
which erases the files after they are archived.If you specified a filemode or accepted the default filemode A, the minidisk
is not linked read/write.If you specified the FROMDISK option and a source minidisk, VM:Archiver linked and accessed
the minidisk, but could not link to it read/write. Because minidisk userid vaddr is not linked read/write, the files cannot be
discarded, and, therefore, cannot be archived. The command ends.

Action:

If you do not need to erase the files, enter the command again without the DISCARD option.If you must erase the files
when they are archived, link the indicated minidisk read/write and enter the ARCHIVE FILE command again.If you cannot
link to the minidisk read/write, contact your VM:Archiver system administrator.

0189E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED ARCHIVING filename filetype; RC = code.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive one or more files. VM:Archiver encountered an internal error,
indicated by the return code, while trying to archive the indicated file. VM:Archiver logs additional messages on the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine to provide more information on the error encountered. The command ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support if necessary.

0190E
REQUEST TO ARCHIVE filename filetype TO TAPE FROM [userid vaddr|DIRECTORY] ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to archive the indicated file and specified the TAPE or ANY option, or no
storage option. However, VM:Archiver already has a pending request to archive the indicated file (identified by the
filename, filetype, and source, either a specific minidisk or Shared File System directory) to TAPE storage. The request
may have been made by you or by another user who specified the FROMDISK option on the ARCHIVE FILE command.
Because VM:Archiver cannot accept another request to archive the same file from the same source to TAPE storage
before the first request has been successfully processed and the file copied to tape, the second request is rejected, and
the command ends.

If the file resides on a minidisk, userid vaddr is displayed; if it resides on a Shared File System (SFS) directory,
DIRECTORY is displayed.

NOTE
VM:Archiver archives the version of the file that exists when it is copied to tape, not the version that exists when
the ARCHIVE FILE command is entered.Therefore, you do not need to enter a second request if you have
changed the file since you entered the first request to archive this file to tape.

Action:

None. If necessary, enter the command again after the existing request is submitted, processed, and completed.
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0191E
REQUEST TO ARCHIVE MINIDISK userid vaddr ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

You entered an ARCHIVE MDISK command to archive the minidisk userid vaddr to TAPE storage. However, VM:Archiver
already has a request to archive this minidisk. The request may have been made by you or by another user. Because
VM:Archiver cannot accept another request to archive the same minidisk to TAPE storage before the first request has
been successfully processed and the minidisk copied to tape, the second request is rejected, and 1the command ends.

NOTE
VM:Archiver archives the version of the minidisk that exists when it is copied to tape, not the version that exists
when the ARCHIVE MDISK command is entered.Therefore, you do not need to enter a second request if the
minidisk has changed since you entered the first request to archive it.

Action:

None. If necessary, enter the command again after the existing request is submitted, processed, and completed.

0192E
SPECIFY A COMMENT AFTER THE COMMENT [OPTION|PARAMETER].

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command with the COMMENT option or parameter; however, you did not specify any
comment text immediately after COMMENT.The command ends.

Action:

Take the appropriate action:

• If you entered an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command and do not want to associate a comment with data to
be archived, enter the command again, this time without the COMMENT option.

• If you entered a CHANGE FILE or CHANGE MDISK command and want to delete the current comment associated
with the archived data, enter the command again, this time using the NOCOMM option instead of the COMMENT
option.

• If you used a QUERY command and want to display archived data that does not have a comment associated with it,
enter the command again, this time using the NOCOMM option instead of the COMMENT option.

• If you entered the TAPE command and want to delete the comment associated with a tape, enter the command again,
this time using the NOCOMM parameter.

0193E
SPECIFY A USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS OR A FULLY-QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME AFTER THE SOURCE
OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command and specified the SOURCE option. However, you did not specify both a userid and
virtual address of a minidisk or a fully-qualified directory name after SOURCE. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying either a userid and virtual address of a source minidisk or a fully-qualified
directory name of a source directory after the SOURCE option.To specify more than one minidisk or directory with the
SOURCE option, you can use pattern-matching characters in the userid, virtual address, or fully-qualified directory name.
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0194E
SPECIFY [AN ARCHIVE|A RECALL] ID AFTER THE [ARCHID|RECALLID] [OPTION|PARAMETER].

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command with the ARCHID or RECALLID option or parameter; however, you did not specify
an archive ID after ARCHID or a recall ID after RECALLID. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate ID after the indicated option or parameter.

0195E
SPECIFY A FROMDATE AFTER THE option OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command with the one of the following options:

• ARCDATE
• CREATDAT
• EXPDATE
• FILEDATE
• MIGDATE

When you specify any of these date-related options, you can define a specific time period by entering two dates after
option: a starting date (FROMDATE) and an ending date (TODATE). VM:Archiver requires that you specify at least a
Fromdate to begin the search; however, you did not enter this date after the indicated option.

Valid date formats for Fromdate and Todate are:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a Fromdate after the indicated date-related option.

0196E
DATE SPECIFIED, date, IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered an invalid date in a VM:Archiver command. Valid date formats are:

• mm/dd/yy
• mm/dd/yyyy
• yyddd
• yyyyddd

The command ends.

Action:
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Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid date.

0197E
SPECIFY A USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS AFTER THE DISK OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE or RECALL MDISK command with the DISK option; however, you did not specify the target
minidisk for the recalled data. No files are recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the userid and virtual address of an unaccessed minidisk to which you can
obtain read/write access.

0198E
SPECIFY A FULLY-QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME AFTER THE DIR OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the DIR option; however, you did not specify the target directory for the
recalled data. Different types of directories require different authorizations to recall to them:

• If the target directory is a DIRCONTROL directory, you must have DIRWRITE authority to the directory to recall files to
it.

• If the directory is a FILCONTROL directory (this includes all directories used in systems running CMS Release 6), you
must have write authority to the directory to recall any file that does not already exist in the directory.If a file with the
same filename and filetype as the file being recalled exists on the target directory, write authority to the file, but not to
the directory, is required.

No files are recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the fully-qualified directory name of an unaccessed directory after the DIR
option.Make sure that you have the authorizations required to recall to the specified directory.

0199E
SPECIFY A USERID AFTER THE RDR OPTION.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL FILE command with the RDR option; however, you did not specify which userid’s virtual reader
should receive the recalled data. You must specify a userid after the RDR option; you can specify your (the requesting)
userid with an asterisk (*). No files are recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the target userid (or *) after the RDR option.

Because VM:Archiver returns recalled data to your userid’s virtual reader by default, you can omit the RDR option instead
of specifying RDR * to recall files to your reader.

0200E
YOU ENTERED data FOR item; PATTERN-MATCHING CHARACTERS ARE NOT VALID FOR item.
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Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command and used the indicated characters (data) when specifying one of the following
parameters or options (item):

• ADMIN
• ARCHID
• GROUP
• JOBID
• NODE
• OWNER
• SVMID
• USERID
• VADDR

You cannot use pattern-matching characters in item. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying an exact entry (that is, one without pattern-matching characters) for the
indicated item.

0201E
SPECIFY A FILENAME AND FILETYPE AFTER THE RENAME OPTION.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL FILE command with the RENAME option; however, you did not specify both a filename and
filetype after RENAME. No files are recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a filename and a filetype after the RENAME option.

0202E
YOU MUST SPECIFY THE DISK OR MODE OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL MDISK command and did not specify a recall destination. You must specify one of the following:

• The DISK option with either the filemode of a target minidisk currently linked and accessed read/write by your userid or
the userid and virtual address of a minidisk to which your userid can link read/write.

• The MODE option specifying the filemode of target minidisk that is currently linked and accessed read/write.

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the DISK or MODE option.

0203E
option FROMDATE AND TODATE MUST BE EARLIER THAN OR THE SAME AS TODAY’S DATE.

Reason:
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You entered a VM:Archiver command with the indicated option¾ARCDATE, FILEDATE, or CREATDAT¾followed by a
Fromdate and Todate (VM:Archiver assumes today for the Todate by default) to define the search time period.However,
at least one of the dates you entered is a future date; therefore, VM:Archiver cannot search for archived data. Both the
Fromdate and Todate must be dates that have passed or today’s date. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying for the Fromdate and Todate either today’s date or dates earlier than today.

0204E
option FROMDATE MUST BE EARLIER THAN OR THE SAME AS THE TODATE.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command with the indicated option followed by a Fromdate and Todate. However, you
specified a Fromdate (the date to start the search) that is later than the Todate, which is the ending date for the search.
The Fromdate must be earlier than or the same as the Todate. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a Fromdate that precedes or is the same as the Todate.

0205W
option HAS NO MEANING WHEN RECALLING TO READER; option IS IGNORED.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command to recall a file to your virtual reader. (The destination is your virtual reader
because you specified the RDR option or because you did not specify a destination option and accepted the default,
which is RDR.) You also specified the REPLACE or NOREPLAC option. Because you cannot use the REPLACE or
NOREPLAC option when recalling to the virtual reader, VM:Archiver ignore this option. VM:Archiver ignores this option.
The command continues.

Action:

None.

0206E
[FILENAME filename|FILETYPE filetype] CONTAINS MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified more than eight characters for either the indicated filename or
filetype. A valid filename or filetype can contain a maximum of eight characters. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a filename and filetype, each with no more than eight characters.

0207W
CREATDAT OPTION HAS NO MEANING WHEN RECALLING FILES ARCHIVED FROM A MINIDISK; OPTION WILL
BE IGNORED.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the CREATDAT option and specified one of the following:
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• The SOURCE userid vaddr option
• Neither the SOURCE nor ARCHID options, which caused VM:Archiver to assume the default source to be your (the

requesting) userid’s 191 minidisk

The CREATDAT option only applies to data archived from a Shared File System (SFS) directory, and your request is for
data archived from a minidisk. VM:Archiver ignores the CREATDAT option and the command continues.

Action:

None, if you wanted to recall data from a minidisk. If you wanted to recall files archived from a directory, enter the
command again, this time specifying the appropriate directory name with the SOURCE option.

0208E
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE THE IMMED OPTION.

Reason:

You entered either the RECALL FILE or RECALL MDISK command specifying the IMMED option to process a recall
request for data archived on TAPE storage immediately. However, you do not have the authorization required to use the
IMMED option.No data is recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time without specifying the IMMED option.

0209E
YOU CANNOT RECALL A MINIDISK TO FILEMODE filemode; IT IS A DIRECTORY.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL MDISK command specifying the MODE filemode option; however, a directory is accessed at
that filemode. VM:Archiver cannot recall a minidisk to a directory. No data is recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the filemode of a minidisk.

0210E
YOU CANNOT RECALL TO THE MINIDISK AT FILEMODE filemode BECAUSE IT IS LINKED READ-ONLY.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL FILE or RECALL MDISK command specifying the MODE filemode option. The minidisk
accessed at the indicated filemode is linked read-only. The minidisk must be linked read/write to allow VM:Archiver to
recall data to this target minidisk. No data is recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Link the minidisk at the indicated filemode read/write, then enter the command again.

0211E
YOU MUST HAVE DIRWRITE AUTHORITY TO A DIRCONTROL DIRECTORY TO RECALL FILES TO IT.

Reason:
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You entered the RECALL FILE command specifying the DIR option. The target directory you specified is a DIRCONTROL
directory to which you do not have DIRWRITE authority. To recall files to a DIRCONTROL directory, you must have
DIRWRITE authorization to it. No files are recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a different target for the recalled files. For information on target options,
see RECALL FILE Command.

0212E
NO FILES FOUND THAT MEET THE SELECTION CRITERIA.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, VM:Archiver searched its database to locate information on files that
matched the selection criteria you explicitly specified (or allowed VM:Archiver to assume by default) on the command.
However, VM:Archiver found no archived data that matched the selection criteria. The command ends.

Action:

None, if this response is acceptable. If not, look up the command you entered in Command Reference for information
on how VM:Archiver searches for archived files based on the selection criteria specified (or assumed by default) on the
command. Change the selection criteria to include the files you want, then enter the command again.

0213E
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO CREATE FILES IN THE DIRECTORY; FILES ARE NOT RECALLED.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL FILE command with the DIR option and did not specify the REPLACE option. This means that
any files being recalled cannot already exist in the target directory; only new files can be recalled. You do not have write
authorization to the target directory specified and cannot create any new files in the directory. Therefore, no files are
recalled and the command ends.

Action:

To recall files to which you have write authority and that exist in the directory, enter the command again, this time
specifying the REPLACE option. To recall files that do not exist in the directory, enter the command again, this time
specifying a different target for the recalled files. For information on target options, see RECALL FILE Command.

0214E
USERID userid IS NOT IN THE CP DIRECTORY.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the RDR userid option. However, the userid you specified after RDR is not in
the CP directory and, therefore, does not exist on your system. No files are recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a userid that exists in the CP directory.

0215E
YOU CANNOT USE PATTERN-MATCHING CHARACTERS TO RECALL MORE THAN ONE FILE WHEN USING THE
RENAME OPTION.
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Reason:

When you entered a RECALL FILE command, you used at least one pattern-matching character (* or %) in filename
filetype to recall multiple files, and you also specified the RENAME option.Because VM:Archiver can only rename one
recalled file on a single command with the RENAME option, you cannot specify pattern-matching characters when you
use the RECALL FILE command. No files are recalled and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time without the RENAME option. To recall a file and rename it, enter a RECALL FILE
command for an explicitly specified filename and filetype with no pattern-matching characters.

0216E
FILE filename filetype CANNOT BE SCHEDULED FOR RECALL BECAUSE MINIDISK AT FILEMODE filemode
CANNOT BE LINKED.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the MODE filemode option; however, the minidisk at the indicated filemode
does not exist in your directory entry. VM:Archiver has determined that the requested file does not exist on DASD storage
and would have to be recalled from tape. VM:Archiver uses VM:BackupBackup to recall files from tape. To recall a file
from tape to a minidisk, VM:BackupBackup must be able to link to that minidisk. Because the indicated minidisk does not
exist in your directory entry, VM:BackupBackup has no way of determining who owns the minidisk and cannot, therefore,
link to it. For this reason, VM:Archiver issues message 0216E and does not recall the file. If you specified pattern-
matching characters in the filename and filetype fields, processing continues and VM:Archiver attempts to recall the next
file; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying either a different target for the recalled files or using the DISK userid
vaddr option instead to identify the target minidisk, where userid is the real owner of the minidisk (vaddr). For information
about target options, see RECALL FILE Command.

0217E
FILE filename filetype CANNOT BE RECALLED BECAUSE THERE WAS NO AVAILABLE FILEMODE TO ACCESS
userid vaddr.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the DISK userid vaddr option. VM:Archiver must link and access the
indicated minidisk on your userid to recall data to it.VM:Archiver was able to link the target minidisk (userid vaddr) read/
write but could not access this minidisk because your userid has no available filemodes. Because VM:Archiver must
access the target minidisk at an available filemode on your userid to recall data from DASD storage to it, VM:Archiver
cannot recall filename filetype.If you used pattern-matching characters when specifying the filename and/or filetype to
recall multiple files, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Release an accessed minidisk on your userid to provide a filemode for VM:Archiver to use, then enter the command
again.

0218E
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO [CHANGE|PURGE|RECALL|RECLAIM] FILE filename filetype OWNED BY USER
userid.
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Reason:

You entered one of the following commands for the indicated file:

• CHANGE FILE
• PURGE FILE
• QUERY FILE
• RECALL FILE
• RECLAIM FILE

However, your userid does not own the copy of this file that was archived from its original source, and does not have
the authorization required to perform this command. To perform the indicated action for filename filetype, you must be
authorized by the archived file’s owner, who is identified in the message (USER userid), or by the archived file’s group.In
addition, if the data access user exit is implemented, you must be authorized by this user exit.

• If the data access user exit is implemented, this user exit must grant you the authorization required to change or recall
data for the user. (Change authorization also allows you to purge or reclaim date for the user.) When the data access
user exit is implemented, you may not be able to change or recall the file even if the owner has authorized you to
perform the particular function.

• If this user exit is not implemented, the owner of the archived data or the group administrator of the group to which the
file belongs must authorize you or your group to change or recall data archived from a particular source.

VM:Archiver does not perform the indicated action for this file. If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename
and/or filetype, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Ask the owner of the file to either grant you the authorization required to change or recall this file, or perform this action
for you. If the owner has granted you the authorization and you still cannot act on the file, ask your VM:Archiver system
administrator for help. You can use the data access screens or the QUERY AUTHS command to see what authorizations
you have.

0219E
FILE filename filetype ALREADY EXISTS ON TARGET [MINIDISK|DIRECTORY]; FILE IS NOT RECALLED.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command and did not specify the REPLACE option.Therefore, because the indicated file
already exists on the target minidisk or directory, this file is not recalled. If you used pattern-matching characters in the
filename and/or filetype to recall multiple files, VM:Archiver continues searching for files that meet the pattern specified
and tries to recall them; if not, the command ends.

Action:

To recall filename filetype, enter a RECALL FILE command for this file with the REPLACE option.Or, erase or rename
the existing version on the target minidisk or directory, then enter the command again.

0220I
FILE filename filetype RECALLED TO [userid vaddr|DIRECTORY].

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the DIR or DISK option. VM:Archiver has successfully recalled filename
filetype from DASD storage to either the indicated target minidisk (userid vaddr) or the target directory. If you used
pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype to recall multiple files, VM:Archiver continues processing the
command; if not, the command ends.
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Action:

None.

0221I
FILE filename filetype SCHEDULED FOR RECALL.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command for filename filetype. VM:Archiver has scheduled a recall request from storage
for the indicated file. If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype to recall multiple files,
VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0222I
FILE filename filetype RECALLED TO userid READER.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the RDR option (either explicitly or by default). VM:Archiver has successfully
recalled the file filename filetype from DASD storage to the specified userid’s virtual reader.

Action:

None.

0223E
YOU DO NOT HAVE WRITE AUTHORITY TO FILE filename filetype; FILE IS NOT RECALLED.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the DIR and REPLACE options to recall filename filetype. This file already
exists on the target directory. Because you do not have write authorization to this file, VM:Archiver cannot replace the
existing file with the archived version; therefore, the indicated file cannot be recalled. If you used pattern-matching
characters in the filename and/or filetype to recall multiple files, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not,
the command ends.

Action:

Enter another RECALL FILE command to recall the indicated file, this time specifying a different target. For information on
target options, refer to RECALL FILE Command.

0224E
YOU DO NOT HAVE WRITE AUTHORITY TO THE TARGET DIRECTORY; FILE filename filetype IS NOT RECALLED.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the DIR option to recall filename filetype; however, this file does not exist
on the target directory. Because you do not have write authority to the directory, the file cannot be recalled there. You
need write authority to a directory to create new files on the directory. The indicated file is not recalled. If you used
pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype to recall multiple files, VM:Archiver continues processing the
command; if not, the command ends.
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Action:

Enter another RECALL FILE command for the indicated file, this time specifying a different target. For information on
target options, see RECALL FILE Command.

0225I
FILE filename1 filetype1 RECALLED TO SPECIFIED [MINIDISK|DIRECTORY] AS filename2 filetype2.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command with the RENAME option. VM:Archiver has successfully recalled filename1
filetype1 from DASD storage to the target minidisk or directory (directory). The recalled file is named filename2
filetype2 on the target minidisk, directory, or virtual reader.

Action:

None.

0226E
NO MINIDISKS FOUND THAT MEET THE SELECTION CRITERIA.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command. VM:Archiver searched its database to locate information on archived minidisks
that match the selection criteria you explicitly specified (or allowed VM:Archiver to assume by default) on the command.
However, VM:Archiver found no archived data that matched the selection criteria. The command ends.

Action:

None, if this response is acceptable. If not, look up the command you entered in Command Reference for information on
how VM:Archiver searches for archived minidisks based on the selection criteria specified (or assumed by default) on the
command. Change the selection criteria, then enter the command again.

0227E
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO [CHANGE|PURGE|RECALL|RECLAIM] MINIDISK userid vaddr OWNED BY USER
userid.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands for the indicated minidisk:

• CHANGE MDISK
• PURGE MDISK
• QUERY MDISK
• RECALL MDISK
• RECLAIM MDISK
• However, your userid does not own the copy of this minidisk that was archived from its original source, and does not

have the authorization required to perform this command. To perform the indicated action for minidisk userid vaddr, you
must be authorized by the archived minidisk’s owner, who is identified in the message (USER userid), or the archived
minidisk’s group.In addition, if the data access user exit is implemented, you must be authorized by this user exit.

• If the data access user exit is implemented, this user exit must grant you the authorization required to change or recall
data for the user. (Change authorization also allows you to purge or reclaim date for the user.) When the data access
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user exit is implemented, you may not be able to change or recall the minidisk even if the owner has authorized you to
perform the particular function.

• If this user exit is not implemented, the owner of the archived data or the group administrator of the group to which the
minidisk belongs must authorize you or your group to change or recall data archived from a particular source.

VM:Archiver does not perform the indicated action for this minidisk. If you used pattern-matching characters in the userid
and/or virtual address (not valid on the RECALL MDISK command), VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if
not, the command ends.

Action:

Ask the owner of the minidisk to either grant you the authorization required to change or recall this minidisk, or perform
this action for you.If the owner has granted you the authorization and you still cannot act on the minidisk, ask your
VM:Archiver system administrator for help.

0228E
YOU CANNOT [CHANGE|PURGE|RECALL|RECLAIM] FILE filename filetype OWNED BY USER userid BECAUSE IT
IS MARKED PRIVATE.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands for filename filetype, which your userid does not own:

• CHANGE FILE
• PURGE FILE
• RECALL FILE
• RECLAIM FILE This archived file is marked as ’private’, which means that only the owner (userid) and the system

administrator can recall, change, purge, or reclaim the file. Therefore, you cannot perform the indicated action on this
file. If you used pattern-matching characters in the userid and/or virtual address, VM:Archiver continues processing the
command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Ask the file’s owner to change, purge, recall, or reclaim the file for you.

0229E
YOU CANNOT [CHANGE|PURGE|RECALL|RECLAIM] MINIDISK userid vaddr OWNED BY USER userid BECAUSE
IT IS MARKED PRIVATE.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands for minidisk userid vaddr, which your userid does not own:

• CHANGE MDISK
• PURGE MDISK
• RECALL MDISK
• RECLAIM MDISK

This archived minidisk is marked private, which means that only the minidisk’s owner (userid) and the VM:Archiver
system administrator can recall, change, purge, or reclaim the minidisk. Therefore, you cannot perform the indicated
action on this minidisk. The command ends.

Action:

Ask the minidisk’s owner to change, purge, recall, or reclaim the minidisk for you.
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0230E
[archid|recallid] IS NOT A VALID [ARCHIVE|RECALL] ID.

Reason:

You specified the ARCHID or RECALLID option or parameter when you entered a VM:Archiver command. The ID you
used is not in a valid format. The format for archive IDs and recall IDs is:

systemid.number

where systemid is a system identification assigned in the system configuration (with a maximum of eight alphanumeric
characters, A-Z and 0-9) and number is a whole number greater than zero with a maximum of eight digits. There must be
a period between these two items. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid ID with the indicated option or parameter.

0231E
FILE filename filetype CANNOT BE RECALLED; THE FILE HAS NOT YET BEEN COPIED TO ARCHIVE STORAGE.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command for one or more files. VM:Archiver found a request to archive the indicated
file to TAPE storage. However, this file has not been copied to tape yet, and the file cannot be recalled. If you used
pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filename, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the
command ends.

Action:

None.

0232E
MINIDISK userid vaddr HAS NOT YET BEEN COPIED TO ARCHIVE STORAGE.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL MDISK command for the indicated minidisk.VM:Archiver found a request to archive this minidisk
to TAPE storage. However, the minidisk has not been copied to tape yet, and cannot be recalled. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0233I
MINIDISK userid vaddr HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR RECALL.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL MDISK command for minidisk userid vaddr. VM:Archiver has scheduled a recall request from
tape for the indicated minidisk.

Action:

None.
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0234E
[STAGE|ONLINE] COPY OF filename filetype NOT FOUND; FILE NOT RECALLED.NOTIFY YOUR
VM:BackupARCHIVER ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command to recall one or more archived files. VM:Archiver encountered an error (code)
while trying to recall the indicated file from one of the DASD storage areas, either STAGE or ONLINE. If you specified
pattern-matching characters on the command to recall more than one file, VM:Archiver continues processing the
command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who must contact Broadcom Support.

0235E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED RECALLING FILE filename filetype; RC = code.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an internal programming error recalling the indicated file. This file may not be recalled. The
command ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who must contact Broadcom Support.

0236E
ERROR OCCURRED WRITING TO FILE filename filetype filemode; RC = code.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an error writing a record to the indicated file. This file is created during the building of a
VM:Archiver job. The return code was returned by the CMS EXECIO command. VM:Archiver erases any files created
during this process, and returns the database to its state before the failed submission. The job is not submitted and
processing ends. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends it to the user who
submitted the job.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to look up the error code in the IBM documentation on the CMS EXECIO
command to determine what caused the error and contact Broadcom Support, if necessary.

0237E
[FILE filename filetype|MINIDISK userid vaddr], RECALLID recallid, WAS NOT FOUND AND WILL NOT BE
INCLUDED IN RECALL JOB jobid.

Reason:

When you originally entered a recall request for the indicated data, VM:Archiver located information on the file or
minidisk in the database and determined that the file or minidisk was archived in TAPE storage. However, VM:Archiver
could not find a database entry for it when building the job to recall the data. The file or minidisk was probably purged
from VM:Archiver in the time between when the recall request was entered and when VM:Archiver created the recall
job. This file or minidisk cannot be included in the recall job because VM:Archiver cannot locate the data. Recall job
processing continues. VM:Archiver also logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
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Action:

None. To prevent VM:Archiver from issuing this message for the indicated data for subsequent recall jobs, cancel the
recall request using either the CANCEL RECALL command or end-user screens. For information about canceling
requests, see Users.

0238E
YOU ENTERED AN EXTRANEOUS PARAMETER, parameter, ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered the indicated command, you specified a parameter that is either unnecessary or invalid for this
command. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time without specifying the extra parameter.Look up the command you entered in the
appropriate VM:Archiver documentation to determine the command format.

0239E
SPECIFY A USERID WITH THE USER OPTION ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered the indicated command with the USER option, you did not specify a userid after USER.The command
ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a userid with the USER option.

0240E
SPECIFY THE JOB ID OF THE JOB YOU WANT TO CANCEL.

Reason:

When you entered the CANCEL JOB command, you did not specify a job ID to identify the job you want to cancel. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the job ID of the job you want to cancel.

0241E
NO REQUESTS WERE FOUND TO INCLUDE IN THE [ARCHIVE|RECALL|MPC|REINIT] JOB.

Reason:

You entered a SUBMIT ARCHIVES, SUBMIT RECALLS, SUBMIT MPC, SUBMIT TAPEREINIT, or BATCH OFF
command. However, VM:Archiver found no outstanding requests to submit in either the archive or recall job. (The BATCH
OFF command initiates a recall job.) The command ends.

Action:

None.
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0242E
ERROR OCCURRED WITH VM:BackupBACKUP COMMAND: vmbackupid command.

Reason:

VM:Archiver built either an archive, recall, merge/purge/copy, or tape reinitialization job successfully, and while submitting
it to VM:BackupBackup, issued the indicated command, either vmbackupid IMPORT or vmbackupid SUBMIT, where
vmbackupid is the name of the VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine. VM:BackupBackup encountered an error
processing the command, and logged messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine explaining what caused the
error. VM:Archiver logs message 0242E on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. VM:Archiver updates job information
and processing ends.

Action:

Read the messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine to determine what caused the error, correct the problem,
and submit the job again. If you cannot determine the cause of the error, contact Broadcom Support.

0243I
[ARCHIVE|RECALL|MPC|REINIT] JOB jobid WAS SUBMITTED TO vmbackupid SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

VM:Archiver submitted the indicated job to the VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine, vmbackupid, successfully.

Action:

None.

0244E
SPECIFY THE option1 OPTION WITH THE option2 OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command and specified option2; however, you must also specify option1 with option2.The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying both options or neither option.

0245E
[FILE filename filetype|MINIDISK userid vaddr], RECALLID recallid, IS ON A TAPE INVOLVED IN AN ARCHIVE JOB
AND WILL NOT BE IN JOB.

Reason:

The indicated file or minidisk is on a tape that is currently involved in an archive job; therefore, VM:Archiver does not
include this file or minidisk in the recall job. Because the archive job requires all copies of tapes that contain any portion
of the data being archived, a single tape cannot be used in both an archive and a recall job simultaneously.VM:Archiver
retains the recall request in its database, and will include it in a future job.Recall processing continues.

Action:

None.
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0246E
JOB jobid WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command to perform an action related to job jobid.However, this job does not exist in the
VM:Archiver system. The command ends.

Action:

Make sure that you have the correct job ID. You can use the QUERY JOBS command to obtain a list of jobs. Then, enter
the command again, this time specifying the correct job ID of the appropriate job.

0247E
JOB jobid IS NOT AN ARCHIVE, RECALL, MPC, OR REINIT JOB; THE JOB IS NOT CANCELED.

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL JOB command to cancel the job jobid. However, the indicated job is not an archive, recall,
merge/purge/copy, or tape reinitialization job. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the job ID of an archive, recall, merge/purge/copy, or tape reinitialization
job that you want to cancel.

0248I
JOB jobid CANCELED.

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL JOB command to cancel the indicated job, and VM:Archiver canceled it successfully.

Action:

None.

0249E
AN ARCHIVE JOB, JOB ID jobid, ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

A SUBMIT ARCHIVES command was issued to build an archive job and send it to VM:BackupBackup for
processing.However, an archive job with the indicated job ID already exists. Only one active archive job can exist in
VM:Archiver at a time. The SUBMIT command can be entered manually, through an EXEC, or from an EVENT command.
If the SUBMIT command was entered from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, through an EVENT command, or
from a disconnected machine, VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.If the SUBMIT
command was entered by any other userid, VM:Archiver sends it to the requesting userid. The command ends.

Action:

Check the VM:Archiver job queue with the QUERY JOBS command or by using VM:Archiver operator screens to
determine the status of the active archive job. If the status is either BUILT or IMPORTED, submit the active archive job
again with the SUBMIT jobid command. If the status is VMBSUBMIT, determine if VM:BackupBackup is processing the
job by checking the VM:BackupBackup job queue with either the VM:BackupBackup QUERY REQUESTS command or
by using VM:BackupBackup operator screens. If VM:BackupBackup is processing the job, wait for it to complete, then
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enter the VM:Archiver SUBMIT ARCHIVES command again. If VM:BackupBackup is not processing the job, yet, and
the status of the active job is VMBSUBMIT, either submit the active archive job again or cancel the active archive job
with the CANCEL JOB command. If you cancel the active archive job and then enter the SUBMIT ARCHIVES command,
VM:Archiver will build a new job including all current archive requests.

0250E
NO STORAGE MINIDISKS ARE DEFINED.

Reason:

You entered a QUERY DASD command to display information on the minidisks defined for DASD (STAGE and ONLINE)
archival storage. However, VM:Archiver found no DASD minidisks defined for storage in its configuration information. The
command ends.

Action:

None. To define DASD minidisks for archival storage, enter the particular minidisks on the Define DASD Area and
Controls system administrator screen. For instructions, see Configuring VM:Archiver.

0251E
SPECIFY THE FILENAME OF THE FIELDS FILE AFTER THE FIELDS FILE OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered either a QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS command, using the FIELDS option and the FILE
keyword, you did not specify the filename of a FIELDS file after the FILE keyword. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate filename after FIELDS FILE.Refer to QUERY FILES
Command or QUERY MDISKS Command in the VM:Archiver Command Reference for more information.

0252E
FIELDS FILE filename VMAFIELD A WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

When you entered either the QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS commands and used the FIELDS option with the FILE
keyword, you specified the indicated filename after FILE. However, VM:Archiver could not locate the this file on your
userid’s A-disk. The command ends.

Action:

Make sure that you entered the filename correctly, and that this file exists on your A-disk. If it does, enter the command
again, this time entering the filename correctly. If it does not exist, either create the file and enter the command again, or
enter the command without the FILE keyword and specify the field names for which you want information displayed after
the FIELDS option. For more information, see QUERY FILES Command or QUERY MDISKS Command.

0253E
ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING FIELDS FILE filename filetype; FUNCTION = [COPYFROM|EXECIO], RC =
code.

Reason:
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You entered either a QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS command, specifying the FIELDS option, FILE keyword, and the
filename of the filename VMAFIELD file. However, VM:Archiver encountered an error in either the COPYFROM or CMS
EXECIO function while processing this file. If the function is COPYFROM, the problem occurred when VM:Archiver tried
to copy the indicated file from your userid’s A-disk to a VM:Archiver minidisk; if the function is EXECIO, the error occurred
while VM:Archiver was reading or closing the indicated file. The function returned code. The command ends.

Action:

Record the return code and contact your VM:Archiver system administrator. If the function is EXECIO, your system
administrator can look up the return code in IBM documentation on the CMS EXECIO command. In either case, your
system administrator can contact Broadcom Support for assistance if the cause of the error cannot be determined.

0254E
FIELDS FILE filename filetype filemode CONTAINS NO FIELD NAMES.

Reason:

You entered either a QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS command, specifying the FIELDS option, FILE keyword, and the
filename of the filename VMAFIELD file. However, VM:Archiver did not find any field names in the indicated file.This file
may contain blank lines or commented lines only.The command ends.

Action:

Make sure that you specified the appropriate filename on the command. If so, use a text editor such as XEDIT to examine
the file’s contents; correct it if necessary.Then, enter the command again. For information about field names and the FILE
option, see QUERY FILES Command or QUERY MDISKS Command.

0255E
FIELD NAME fieldname FOUND IN FIELDS FILE filename filetype filemode IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered either a QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS command, specifying the FIELDS option, FILE keyword, and
the filename of the filename VMAFIELD A file. However, this file contains the indicated invalid field name.The command
ends.

Action:

For a list of valid field names, see QUERY FILES Command or QUERY MDISKS Command. Correct the indicated file and
enter the command again.

0256E
NOT OPTION IS ONLY VALID BEFORE options OPTIONS.

Reason:

When you entered either a QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS command, you specified the NOT option. However, the
NOT option can only precede one of the status options; these options are displayed in the message.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time either specifying NOT before an appropriate status option or omitting the NOT
option.Refer to QUERY FILES Command or QUERY MDISKS in the VM:Archiver Command Reference for more
information on command options.
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0257E
SPECIFY THE FILE KEYWORD OR AT LEAST ONE FIELD NAME AFTER THE FIELDS OPTION.

Reason:

You entered either a QUERY FILES or QUERY MDISKS command with the FIELDS option.However, you did not specify
either the FILE keyword or at least one field name after FIELDS. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again.After the FIELDS option, specify one or more field names, or the FILE keyword and the
filename of the file containing field names (the filename VMAFIELD file). For a list of valid field names, see QUERY
FILES Command or QUERY MDISKS Command.

0258E
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR AUTHORIZATION IS REQUIRED TO USE THE option OPTION ON THE command
COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command with the indicated option. However, you must be defined to VM:Archiver as a
system administrator to be authorized to specify this option. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time without option. If you need to use this option, ask your VM:Archiver system
administrator to enter the command.

0259E
SPECIFY A JOB ID AFTER THE JOBID OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command with the JOBID option.However, you did not specify a job ID after JOBID.The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a job ID with the JOBID option.

0260E
JOB ID jobid IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid job ID (jobid). A valid job ID contains eight
hexadecimal characters¾0-9 and A-F.The command ends.

Action:

Make sure you have the correct job ID.Then, enter the command again, this time specifying a valid job ID.

0261E
GROUP NAME group CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:
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The group name (group) you specified when you entered a VM:Archiver command includes invalid characters. Valid
characters for group are A-Z, 0-9, and the following special characters: $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), + (plus
sign), - (minus sign), and _ (underscore). If the command you are entering allows you to use pattern-matching characters
in the filename and filetype, you can also specify the pattern-matching characters * (asterisk) and % (percent sign). The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a group name that contains valid characters.

0262E
GROUP NAME group CONTAINS MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The group name (group) you specified when you entered a VM:Archiver command has more than eight characters. A
valid group name can contain a maximum of eight characters.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a group name with no more than eight characters.

0263E
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR AUTHORIZATION IS REQUIRED TO SPECIFY A USERID OTHER THAN YOUR OWN.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command specifying the USER option with a userid that is not yours. However, you must be
defined to VM:Archiver as a system administrator to be authorized to specify a userid that is not your own. The command
ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying your own userid. If you need to use this option for another userid, ask that
user or your VM:Archiver system administrator to enter the command.

0264E
SPECIFY A GROUP NAME ON THE QUERY GROUPS COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered a QUERY GROUPS command, you did not specify the name of the group for which you want
information. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate group name. You can use pattern-matching characters in
group to request information on multiple groups.

0265E
SPECIFY THE BY OR TO PARAMETER ALONG WITH EITHER USER OR GROUP.

Reason:

When you entered a QUERY AUTHS command, you omitted at least one required parameter.You must specify one
parameter from each of these two sets:
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• TO or BY
• USER or GROUP

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate required parameters.Refer to QUERY AUTHS Command in
the VM:Archiver Command Reference for more information on this command.

0266E
SPECIFY A VIRTUAL ADDRESS AFTER THE VADDR OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command using the VADDR option, you did not specify a virtual address after
VADDR.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a virtual address after the VADDR option.

0267E
ARGUMENT argument PASSED TO filename filetype IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an error while processing a command. This indicates an internal programming error. The
command ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0268E
THERE ARE NO OUTSTANDING [ARCHIVES|JOBS|RECALLS|REQUESTS].

Reason:

You entered a QUERY command to obtain information about one of the following types of requests or operations:

• Archive requests (QUERY ARCHIVES)
• Jobs (QUERY JOBS)
• Recall requests (QUERY RECALLS)
• Archive and/or recall requests for a particular userid (QUERY REQUESTS)

However, VM:Archiver found no such requests or jobs waiting to be processed. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0269E
ERROR OCCURRED WRITING OUTPUT TO [DISK|PRINTER|TERMINAL|STACK]; RC = code.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver encountered an error while writing the response from a QUERY or LISTPULL command to the indicated
destination; the function responsible for writing the command output to its destination returned code. This may indicate an
internal programming error. The command ends.

Action:

Record the return code and notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support if
necessary.

0270E
VOLSER volser CONTAINS MORE THAN SIX CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The volume serial number (volser) you specified when you entered a VM:Archiver command has more than six
characters.A valid volser can contain a maximum of six characters.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a volser with no more than six characters.

0271E
VOLSER volser CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You entered invalid characters when specifying the indicated volume serial number (volser) on a VM:Archiver command.
Valid characters for volsers are A-Z, 0-9, and the special characters @ (at sign), $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), - (minus
sign) and . (period).If the command you entered allows you to use pattern-matching characters in the volser, you can also
specify the pattern-matching characters * (asterisk) and % (percent sign). The command ends.

Action:

Enter the volser again, this time specifying valid characters.

0272E
NO items FOUND THAT MEET THE SELECTION CRITERIA.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command to obtain information on the indicated item, which can be, for example, tapes
(QUERY TAPES), groups (QUERY GROUPS), archive requests (QUERY ARCHIVE), or recall requests (QUERY
RECALL). VM:Archiver found no information on the indicated items that met the selection criteria specified on the
command. The command ends.

Action:

None, if this response is acceptable. If not, look up the command you issued in the appropriate VM:Archiver
documentation to obtain information on the selection criteria.Then, enter the command again, this time specifying different
parameters and/or options.

0273E
NO STORAGE MINIDISKS FOUND THAT MEET THE SELECTION CRITERIA.

Reason:
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You entered a QUERY DASD command with one or both of the following options:

• VADDR and a particular virtual address
• A status option#ACTIVE, DRAINED, or INACTIVE

VM:Archiver found no storage minidisk defined at the virtual address specified, no DASD storage minidisks with the status
entered on the command, or neither. The command ends.

Action:

None, if this response is acceptable. If not, enter the command again, this time specifying the virtual address of a defined
DASD storage minidisk after the VADDR option, or omitting the VADDR option and allowing VM:Archiver to assume the
ALL option.If you omit the status option, VM:Archiver displays information on DASD storage minidisks with any status. For
information about determining DASD status, see QUERY DASD Command.

0274E
YOU CANNOT QUERY AUTHORIZATIONS FOR GROUP group1; YOU CAN ONLY QUERY AUTHORIZATIONS FOR
YOUR OWN GROUP, group2.

Reason:

When you entered a QUERY AUTHS command with the GROUP parameter, the group name you specified (group1) is
not the group to which you belong; you belong to group group2. You can request authorization information only on the
group to which you belong. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying group2. If you need information on authorizations for group1, contact your
VM:Archiver system administrator.

0275E
NO AUTHORIZATIONS GRANTED [BY|TO] [USER userid|GROUP group].

Reason:

You entered a QUERY AUTHS command to obtain information on authorizations granted to or by a user or your
group.There are no such authorizations defined in VM:Archiver. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0276E
[USER userid|GROUP group] IS NOT DEFINED TO VM:BackupARCHIVER.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command to obtain information about the indicated userid or group.However, this user or
group is not defined to VM:Archiver. The command ends.

Action:

None.
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0277E
YOU CANNOT QUERY INFORMATION FOR GROUP group1; YOU CAN ONLY QUERY INFORMATION FOR YOUR
OWN GROUP, group2.

Reason:

When you entered a QUERY INFO command with the GROUP option, the group name you specified (group1) is not the
group to which you belong; you belong to group group2. You can request information only on the group to which you
belong. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying group2. If you need information on authorizations for group1, contact your
VM:Archiver system administrator.

0279E
[FILENAME filename|FILETYPE filetype] CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified a filename or filetype that contains invalid characters. Valid
characters for filename and filetype are A-Z, a-z, 0-9, and the following special characters: $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign),
@ (at sign), + (plus sign), : (colon), - (minus sign), and _ (underscore). If the command you are entering allows you to use
pattern-matching characters in the filename and filetype, you can also specify the pattern-matching characters * (asterisk)
and % (percent sign). The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a filename and filetype with valid characters.

0280E
SPECIFY ARCHIVES, RECALLS, MPC, REINIT, OR A VALID JOB ID ON THE SUBMIT COMMAND.

Reason:

You (or a process) entered a SUBMIT command with an invalid parameter.Valid parameters on the SUBMIT command
are:

• ARCHIVES
• RECALLS
• MPC
• REINIT
• jobid, which contains eight hexadecimal characters

Only one parameter can be specified on a single command. The SUBMIT command can be entered manually, through an
EXEC, or from an EVENT command.(VM:Archiver also issues a SUBMIT RECALLS command when processing a BATCH
OFF command.) If the SUBMIT command was entered from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, through an EVENT
command, or from a disconnected machine, VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. If
the SUBMIT command was entered by any other user ID (or from BATCH OFF command processing), VM:Archiver logs
this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends it to the user ID that entered the SUBMIT (or BATCH
OFF) command. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the EXEC, event, or SUBMIT command so that one valid parameter for the SUBMIT command is specified, then
execute the EXEC, event, or command again. For more information, see the SUBMIT Command.
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0281E
JOB WAS NOT SUBMITTED; NO VM:BackupBACKUP SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS DEFINED FOR [ARCHIVE|
RECALL|MPC|REINIT] JOBS.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver tried to submit or resubmit a job, it could not locate the name of the VM:BackupBackup service
virtual machine designated to process the indicated job type. The SUBMIT command can be entered manually, through
an EXEC, or from an EVENT command.(VM:Archiver also issues a SUBMIT RECALLS command when processing
a BATCH OFF command.) The job is not submitted and processing ends. If the SUBMIT command was entered from
the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, through an EVENT command, or from a disconnected machine, VM:Archiver
logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends it to all VM:Archiver system operators. If the
SUBMIT command was entered by any other userid (or from BATCH OFF command processing), VM:Archiver logs this
message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends it to the userid that entered the SUBMIT (or BATCH OFF)
command.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to use the Define VM:BackupBackup Options screen to specify the name
of the VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine that is to receive the indicated type of job. Then, enter the SUBMIT
command again.

0282E
JOB WAS NOT SUBMITTED BECAUSE NO VM:BackupBACKUP RESOURCE POOLS ARE DEFINED.

Reason:

While trying to build and submit an archive job, VM:Archiver determined that no VM:BackupBackup resource pool
information has been defined to the VM:Archiver system. Resource pool information must be specified to archive data to
TAPE storage. The job is not submitted and processing ends. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and sends it to the VM:Archiver operators.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to use the Define Tape Controls screen to define a maximum of five resource
pools to use for archive jobs. These resource pools must also be defined to VM:BackupBackup.Then, enter the SUBMIT
command again.

0283E
JOB NOT SUBMITTED BECAUSE VM:BackupARCHIVER DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO <vmbackupid>.

Reason:

To communicate with VM:BackupBackup, VM:Archiver must have access to the VM:BackupBackup communication
module, vmbackupid. This module has the same name as the VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine; typically, this is
VMBACKUP. VM:Archiver could not find this module on a minidisk linked and accessed by the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine. The request ends.

When VM:Archiver tried to process a SUBMIT command to submit or resubmit a job, VM:Archiver could not find the
VM:BackupBackup communication module on a minidisk linked and accessed by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
The SUBMIT command can be entered manually, through an EXEC, or from an EVENT command. VM:Archiver also
issues a SUBMIT RECALLS command when processing a BATCH OFF command.) The job is not submitted and the
command ends. If the SUBMIT command was entered from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, through an EVENT
command, or from a disconnected machine, VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and sends it to all VM:Archiver system operators. If the SUBMIT command was issued by any other userid (or from
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BATCH OFF command processing), VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and
sends it to the userid that entered the SUBMIT (or BATCH OFF) command.

Action:

Response: Make sure that the VM:BackupBackup communication module is on a minidisk accessed by the VM:Archiver
service virtual machine. Then enter the SUBMIT command again.

0284E
JOBS WITH STATUS status CANNOT BE RESUBMITTED; JOB jobid IS NOT RESUBMITTED.

Reason:

You entered a SUBMIT command to resubmit the job jobid that has the indicated status. For a job to be resubmitted, it
must have one of the following statuses:

• BUILT
• IMPORTED
• SUBMITTED

Because this job’s status is not one of those listed, the job cannot be resubmitted. The command ends.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support for assistance, if necessary.

0285I
VM:BackupARCHIVER PROCESSING HAS BEEN SUSPENDED BY USER userid.

Reason:

You (userid) entered the SUSPEND command to temporarily suspend VM:Archiver. The system is now in suspended
status.

Action:

None.

0286I
VM:BackupARCHIVER PROCESSING HAS BEEN RESUMED BY USER userid.

Reason:

You (userid) entered the RESUME command to return VM:Archiver to running status from suspended status.VM:Archiver
is now in running status.

Action:

None.

0287E
DEFAULT EXPIRATION DATE OR RETENTION PERIOD FOR USER userid EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM [EXPIRATION
DATE, expdt|RETENTION PERIOD, retpd].

Reason:
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You entered an ARCHIVE FILE or ARCHIVE MDISK command and did not specify an expiration date or retention period.
VM:Archiver tried to apply either the default expiration date or default retention period for the prospective owner of the
archived data (userid).(The OWNER option is only needed when you want to archive data and assign it be owned by a
userid other than yours.) However, this date or period exceeds the maximum expiration date or maximum retention period
(whichever occurs first) applicable for your userid; this maximum setting is displayed on the message. This indicates a
problem in the interaction between the default and maximum date values. The command ends. VM:Archiver also sends
you message 0288I and your VM:Archiver system administrator message 0289W.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time using either the EXPDT or RETPD option to specify an expiration date or retention
period that does not exceed the date or time period displayed in the message.

If you need to retain the archived data past the date or time period displayed, take one of the following actions:

• When your system administrator corrects the problem, enter the original command again.
• Enter the command with the EXPDT or RETPD option, as described above. Then, when the system administrator has

corrected the problem, use the CHANGE command to specify the required expiration date or retention period for the
archived data.

0288I
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR HAS BEEN NOTIFIED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered a problem while trying to process a command that you entered. VM:Archiver sends you an
additional message to provide more detailed information, and sends messages to your VM:Archiver system administrator
that explain the problem and how to correct it.

Action:

None.

0289W
DEFAULT EXPIRATION DATE OR RETENTION PERIOD FOR USER userid MUST BE UPDATED; IT EXCEEDS
MAXIMUM [EXPIRATION DATE|RETENTION PERIOD].

Reason:

A user tried to archive a file or minidisk to be owned by userid. During archive processing, VM:Archiver determined
that the default expiration date or retention period exceeds the maximum expiration date or maximum retention period
(whichever occurs first) applicable for this userid; this maximum setting is displayed on the message. VM:Archiver sends
the requesting user messages 0287E and 0288I.

Action:

Enter the QUERY INFO command with the ALL and USER (with the indicated userid) options. This allows you to
determine the following for userid:

• Default expiration date or default retention period settings
• Maximum expiration date
• Maximum retention period
• Level at which these dates or periods are set#user, group, or system

Then, decide what the default should be and on which level, and update the information accordingly.
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0290E
MIGRATION DATE MUST BE EARLIER THAN THE EXPIRATION DATE.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified a migration date that is either the same as or later than the
expiration date, which is one of the following:

• The default expiration date
• The default retention period (converted to an expiration date)
• An expiration date or retention period you specified on the command

The migration date must be earlier than the expiration date. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time with a migration date that is earlier than the expiration date.If you did not specify an
expiration date or retention period and do not know the default expiration date or retention period, enter the QUERY INFO
command with the USER option to display your default expiration date or retention period. Or, you can use the QUERY
FILES command with the ARCHINFO option to obtain the expiration date for the file.

0291E
SPECIFY FILE OR MDISK AFTER command.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• ARCHIVE
• CHANGE
• PURGE
• RECALL
• RECLAIM

However, you did not specify the required keyword, either FILE or MDISK, after the command. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying either FILE or MDISK after the indicated command.

0292E
SPECIFY THE NAME OF THE [USER|GROUP] YOU WANT TO [ADD|CHANGE|DISCARD].

Reason:

When you entered a USER or GROUP command to perform the indicated action, you did not specify the name of the user
or group on which you want VM:Archiver to perform this action.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the name of the user or group you want to add, change, or discard.

0293E
JOB jobid IS NOT CANCELED BECAUSE IT IS ALREADY [CANCELED|COMPLETED].

Reason:
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You tried to cancel a job that has already been canceled or completed. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0294E
SPECIFY A NODE WITH THE NODE OPTION.

Reason:

When you specified the NODE option on a VM:Archiver command, you did not enter a node after NODE.The command
ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a node with the NODE option.

0295E
SPECIFY ONE OR MORE USERIDS WITH THE MEMBERS OPTION.

Reason:

When you specified the MEMBERS option on a GROUP ADD command, you did not enter any userids after MEMBERS.
You must enter at least one userid with the MEMBERS option. You can use pattern-matching characters in userids. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying one or more userids after the MEMBERS option.

0296E
SPECIFY ADD, REPLACE, OR DELETE AFTER THE MEMBERS OPTION.

Reason:

When you specified the MEMBERS option on a GROUP CHANGE command, you did not enter the action that you want
VM:Archiver to perform¾ADD, REPLACE, or DELETE.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate action after the MEMBERS option.

0297E
SPECIFY ONE OR MORE USERIDS WITH THE MEMBERS ADD OR MEMBERS REPLACE OPTION.

Reason:

When you specified the MEMBERS ADD or MEMBERS REPLACE option on a GROUP CHANGE command, you did not
enter any userids after MEMBERS ADD or MEMBERS REPLACE. You must enter at least one userid after these options.
You can use pattern-matching characters in userids. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying one or more userids after the MEMBERS ADD or MEMBERS REPLACE
option.
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0299E
ERROR code OCCURRED DISCARDING FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

When you entered an ARCHIVE FILE command with the DISCARD option, VM:Archiver encountered an error processing
the command. This probably indicates an internal programming error. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator.

0300I
DOING [INDEX | UNINDEX] FOR TABLE table, COLUMN column.

Reason:

The VMAINDEX command is performing the indicated operation (INDEX OR UNINDEX) upon the specified database
table name (table) and column name (column).

Action:

None.

0301E
THE COLUMN SPECIFIED IS NOT AN INDEXED COLUMN FOR TABLE table.

Reason:

You issued the VMAINDEX command with an invalid column name.

Action:

Reissue the command, specifying a valid column name.

0302E
THE NUMBER OF STACKED LINES DOES NOT MATCH THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS SPECIFIED ON THE TABLE
function CALL.

Reason:

An internal macro primitive call issued the STACK option. However, the number of columns specified on the call exceeds
the number of entries in the stack. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0303E
VALUE OF stemname.0 DOES NOT MATCH THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS SPECIFIED ON THE TABLE function
CALL.

Reason:
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An internal macro primitive call issued the STEM option; however, the number of columns specified on the call does
not match the number of variables defined in stemname.0. This is probably caused by an internal programming error.
Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0304E
THE FOLLOWING ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO [INITIALIZE|SHUTDOWN] THE DATABASE:

Reason:

When VM:Archiver tried to either initialize or shut down the VM:Archiver database, an error occurred. The message
displays the error returned from the database management system. If the error occurred at shutdown, VM:Archiver
abends with abend code DBI003. If the error occurred at initialization, VM:Archiver tries to issue additional error messages
before ending. If this action is not possible, VM:Archiver abends abnormally with abend code DBI002.

Action:

Obtain the dump and the console log from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and contact Broadcom Support.

0305E
FUNCTION function IS NOT A VALID TABLE MACRO PRIMITIVE FUNCTION.

Reason:

An internal macro primitive call contains an invalid function. This indicates an internal programming error. Processing
ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0306E
TABLE table IS NOT A VALID TABLE FOR THE TABLE OPEN MACRO PRIMITIVE.

Reason:

An internal macro primitive call specified an invalid table name. This indicates an internal programming error. Processing
ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0307E
THE FOLLOWING DATABASE ERROR OCCURRED DURING FUNCTION function FOR TABLE table FROM routine;
RC = code.

Reason:

An unexpected VM:Archiver database error occurred. The database management system logs the error on the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine. VM:Archiver may also log additional messages there to further explain the error.
Processing ends.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

0308E
ERROR OCCURRED IN name VMARCH; RC = code FROM command COMMAND.

Reason:

An error occurred when the indicated REXX program issued command, which can be a CP or CMS command, or an
internal VM:Archiver command. The command returned the return code displayed on the message. Processing ends.

Action:

If the command is a CP or CMS command, look up the indicated command and the return code in IBM documentation to
determine what caused the problem. In any case, contact Broadcom Support.

0309W
UNABLE TO FIND A DASDCONTROL RECORD IN THE table TABLE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver could not locate A DASDCONTROL record in the indicated table in the VM:Archiver database. VM:Archiver
cannot perform a function that requires this missing record. When the DASDCONTROL record is missing from the
CONFIG table in the database, VM:Archiver cannot copy archived files from STAGE storage to TAPE storage. Processing
continues.

Action:

Add the necessary record to the database by updating the system administrator DASD Area and Controls screen to define
DASD storage minidisks. Contact Broadcom Support if necessary.

0310W
UNABLE TO function table TABLE FROM filename VMARCH BECAUSE NO ROWS EXIST IN THE TABLE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver cannot perform the indicated function on this tablename in the VM:Archiver database because the table
contains no data. VM:Archiver sends additional messages with this message to explain the situation. Processing
continues.

Action:

Refer to the other messages issued with message 0310W.

0311E
UNABLE TO ARCHIVE FILE filename filetype BECAUSE IT IS NOT A BASE FILE.

Reason:

You tried to archive a Shared File System (SFS) alias file, but VM:Archiver can only archive SFS base files. The command
ends.

Action:

Enter the CMS QUERY ALIAS command to determine the base file so that you can archive it. Then, enter the ARCHIVE
FILE command again, this time specifying the base file name.
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0312W
number [FILE IS|FILES ARE] SCHEDULED TO BE ARCHIVED TO TAPE.

Reason:

You requested that files be archived. VM:Archiver tried to archive them to DASD storage, but could not because there
was insufficient room in DASD storage or because you exceeded your user or group limits. Because VM:Archiver could
not copy the files to DASD storage, it has scheduled them to be copied to tape later. The command ends with return code
312.

Action:

Once it has copied the files to tape, VM:Archiver will notify you by a note sent to your virtual reader. Read the note to
verify that the files were successfully archived before you erase them from your minidisk.

0313E
TAPE volser IS NOT KNOWN TO vmarch; JOB NOT SUBMITTED.

Reason:

The indicated volser, specified on the SUBMIT MPC command, is not known to your VM:Archiver system. The job is not
submitted.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid volser that is known to VM:Archiver.

0314E
THERE ARE NO TAPE SETS OVER number% EXPIRED OR PURGED AT THIS TIME; SUBMIT NOT PERFORMED.

Reason:

You or an event issued a SUBMIT MPC command without specifying any volsers. VM:Archiver looked for tape sets that
exceed the threshold specified on the Define Tape Controls system administrator screens. This threshold specifies how
much purged or expired data a tape must contain if it is to be selected for merge/purge/copy processing. VM:Archiver
found no tape sets that exceed the selection criteria.

Action:

None.

0315I
THE FOLLOWING number VOLSERS WERE SELECTED FOR PROCESSING:

Reason:

You or an event issued the SUBMIT MPC command without specifying any tape volsers. VM:Archiver selected the
indicated number of volsers for processing, based on the thresholds specified on the Define Tape Controls system
administrator screen. Message 316I, which list the base volsers of the tape sets selected, follows this message.

Action:

None.
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0316I
vol1 vol2 vol3 vol4 vol5 vol6 vol7 vol8 vol9 vol10 vol11 vol12 vol13 vol14 vol15 vol16

Reason:

This message displays the base volsers of tape sets selected for merge/purge/copy processing. Message 316I follows
message 315I. VM:Archiver issues these messages when you or an event issue the SUBMIT MPC command without
specifying any volsers.

Action:

None.

0317E
UNABLE TO ARCHIVE FILE filename filetype BECAUSE IT IS ON A RESERVED MINIDISK.

Reason:

You tried to archive the indicated file, but you cannot because it is on a reserved minidisk. The file is not archived.

Action:

Copy the file to a minidisk that is not reserved, or to a directory, and archive the file from there.

0318E
REXX ERROR code IN LINE number OF name VMARCH: rexxerror.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred when VM:Archiver executed the indicated REXX program. Processing for this program ends;
VM:Archiver continues processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0319E
option IS NOT A VALID OPTION ON THE TABLE function MACRO PRIMITIVE.

Reason:

An internal table macro primitive call contains an invalid option. This indicates an internal programming error. Processing
ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0320I
AUTOMATIC STAGE MIGRATION HAS NOT ISSUED THE SUBMIT ARCHIVES COMMAND BECAUSE OF
SUBMISSION PERIOD RESTRICTIONS.

Reason:

Archived files on STAGE storage are eligible for automatic migration to TAPE storage, based on one of the following
criteria:
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• The STAGE storage threshold for automatic migration of STAGE files to tape has been reached.This threshold is a
percent-full setting configured on the system administrator Define DASD Area and Controls screen.

• There are archived files on STAGE storage that have been stored there without being copied to tape within a
configured number of hours. This time period is configured on the system administrator Define DASD Area and
Controls screen.

However, because the current time does not fall within one of the predetermined migration time ranges during which this
process can run, the automatic STAGE storage area TAPE storage migration cannot run. VM:Archiver logs this message
on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends it to the VM:Archiver operator. Processing continues.

Action:

None. To manually perform STAGE storage to tape migration, enter the SUBMIT command. To alter the migration time
periods, ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to change this setting on the Define DASD Area and Controls Pools
screen.

0321I
THE MIGRATION PROCESS FOUND NO FILES WAITING TO BE MOVED FROM STAGE TO TAPE STORAGE.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver invoked the migration process, there were no files eligible for migration from STAGE storage to TAPE
storage. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0322I
THE PERCENT-FULL THRESHOLD FOR STAGE TO TAPE MIGRATION HAS NOT BEEN REACHED; NO FILES ARE
MIGRATED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver started the automatic STAGE to TAPE migration process. However, because the percent-full threshold for
STAGE storage (configured on the DASD Area and Controls system administrator screen) has not been reached, no files
are migrated. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. Processing continues.

Action:

None. To alter the percent-full threshold for automatic STAGE storage to tape migration, ask your VM:Archiver system
administrator to change this setting on the DASD Area and Controls screen.

0323E
VM:BackupARCHIVER UNSUCCESSFULLY TRIED TO ERASE FILE filename filetype filemode FROM DASD
STORAGE; RC = code.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to erase the indicated file from DASD storage, but could not. This message follows message 0308E,
which displays the command that failed and the return code. Processing ends.

Action:

Refer to message 0308E for the command that failed. If the command is a CP or CMS command, look up the indicated
command and return code in IBM documentation to determine what caused the problem. In any case, contact Broadcom
Support.
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0324E
FILE filename filetype filemode WAS NOT ARCHIVED BECAUSE IT WAS PREVIOUSLY MIGRATED BY
VM:BackupMIGRATE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to archive a file directly from a directory to TAPE storage, but it could not because the file has been
migrated by VM:BackupMigrate. The file is not archived.

Action:

To archive the file, first recall it using VM:BackupMigrate, then archive it again.

0326E
VOLSER volser CONTAINING THE OBJECT DOES NOT HAVE A STATUS OF AVAILABLE

Reason:

When you originally entered a recall request for data, VM:Archiver located information on the file or minidisk in the
database and determined that the file or minidisk was archived in TAPE storage. However, VM:Archiver found the tape not
available. The tape was probably made unavailable in the time between when the recall request was entered and when
VM:Archiver created the recall job. This file or minidisk cannot be included in the recall job because VM:Archiver needs all
the tapes in a recall job to be available. VM:Archiver retains the recall request in its database, and will include it in a future
job. Recall processing continues. VM:Archiver also logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

Either make the tape available or cancel the recall request. To prevent VM:Archiver from issuing this message for the
indicated data for subsequent recall jobs either make the tape available using either the TAPE command or cancel the
recall request using either the CANCEL RECALL command or end-user screens. For more information about changing a
tape's status, see Updating Information About Tapes. For more information about canceling requests, see Users.

0327E
UNABLE TO SCHEDULE DIRECT TO TAPE ARCHIVING DUE TO RC code FROM QUERY MDISK userid vaddr

Reason:

You requested a direct to tape archival using the TAPE storage option, or VM:Archiver attempted to schedule the file to be
archived directly to tape due to the lack of DASD storage, but VM:Archiver cannot link to the minidisk from which you are
attempting to archive. The return code indicates the error received from the LINK command. You cannot archive directly to
tape from temporary minidisks, temporarily linked minidisks, or VDISKS.

Action:

Archive the file to DASD, or wait for DASD storage to be available.

0328E
UNABLE TO ARCHIVE FILE filename filetype BECAUSE IT HAS ZERO RECORDS.

Reason:

You attempted to archive an empty file from an SFS domain. A file is empty when the number of records in the file is zero.
VM:Archiver does not allow empty SFS files to be archived.

Action:
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None. The file is not archived.

0329I
EVENT eventid ADDED.

Reason:

You entered an EVENT ADD command to schedule an event in VM:Archiver.VM:Archiver has added the event, with the
indicated event ID, to its database.

Action:

None.

0330E
ALL EVENT IDS ARE IN USE; EVENT WAS NOT ADDED.

Reason:

You entered an EVENT ADD command to schedule an event in VM:Archiver. However, there are no event IDs remaining
that can be assigned to your request, and VM:Archiver cannot add this event to its database. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the EVENT QUERY ALL command to list all events scheduled in the VM:Archiver database. Delete any extraneous
events, then enter the EVENT ADD command again. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

0334I
BEGINNING SCHEDULED EVENT eventid: command.

Reason:

VM:Archiver has initiated the scheduled event eventid.This event will execute the indicated command.Processing
continues. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

0335E
ERROR code RECEIVED DURING PROCESS CREATION WHILE INITIATING EVENT eventid.

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Archiver tried to create a process to run the scheduled event eventid. Therefore, VM:Archiver
could not initiate the indicated event. The command ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0336I
SCHEDULED EVENT eventid ENDED; RC = code.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver completed executing this scheduled event, and returned the indicated return code. VM:Archiver logs this
message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

0337E
CRITICAL ERROR code RECEIVED FROM PROFILE VMARCH DURING INITIALIZATION.

Reason:

Your system’s PROFILE VMARCH REXX program returned the indicated error during VM:Archiver
initialization.Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct this error in your PROFILE VMARCH REXX program, then start VM:Archiver again.

0338I
EVENT eventid WAS DELETED.

Reason:

You entered an EVENT DELETE command to remove the indicated event from the VM:Archiver database. VM:Archiver
has deleted this event.

Action:

None.

0339E
EVENT eventid ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

You entered an EVENT ADD command with the indicated event ID to add an event to VM:Archiver. However, an event
with this event ID is already defined in the VM:Archiver database. Each event must have a unique event ID associated
with it. VM:Archiver does not add a new event. The command ends.

Action:

None, unless you want to either change an existing event ID or add an event and allow VM:Archiver to assign the event
ID. If you do, use the EVENT Command.

0340E
AN ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO [OBTAIN|RELEASE] A [PRIVATE|SHARED] resource LOCK; RC = code.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver tried to obtain or release a lock on the indicated resource, for example, the VM:Archiver database, an
error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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0341E
THE TABLE LOCK MACRO PRIMITIVE WAS NOT ISSUED. THEREFORE, A [COMMIT|ROLLBACK] CANNOT BE
PERFORMED.

Reason:

An internal routine could not commit or rollback data because the routine did not have a private lock on the VM:Archiver
database. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0342E
A DATABASE LOCK ALREADY EXISTS; THEREFORE, A LOCK CANNOT BE OBTAINED.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver process is trying to obtain a lock on the VM:Archiver database, but the process already has a lock on the
database. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0343E
A DATABASE LOCK DOES NOT EXIST; THEREFORE, IT CANNOT BE CLEARED.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver process is trying to clear a database lock by performing a commit or rollback for data when there is no lock
in existence to clear. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0344E
fieldname MUST BE DATA TYPE type.

Reason:

While trying to update the contents of the indicated field name in the VM:Archiver database, VM:Archiver detected that the
data type of the information to be stored did not match the data type required for fieldname. For example, VM:Archiver
sends this message if the indicated field name requires an integer data type, but the information it tries to store is an
alphanumeric data type. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0345E
FILE filename filetype ALREADY EXISTS AT FILEMODE filemode.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver tried to create a unique internal filename and filetype for a file it was going to store in DASD storage;
however, a file with the same filename and filetype already exists. This indicates an internal programming error.
Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0346E
DASD FILE filename filetype filemode IS MISSING THE DATABASE RECORD AS THE FIRST RECORD IN THE
FILE.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver copies a file to DASD storage, it writes a database record as the first record of the file. VM:Archiver
tried to recall the indicated file; however, the first record in the file was not the database record. The file cannot be recalled
and the command ends. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service machine and sends it (and message
0234E) to the requesting user.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0347E
PARAMETER parameter ON THE command COMMAND IS AN INVALID LENGTH.

Reason:

VM:Archiver passed a parameter with an incorrect length to an internal routine. This is probably caused by an internal
programming error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0348E
PARAMETER PASSED ON THE command COMMAND IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

An internal routine passed an invalid parameter to another internal routine. This is probably caused by an internal
programming error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0349E
ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO DECOMPRESS RECORD number OF DASD FILE filename filetype; RC = code.

Reason:

VM:Archiver compresses data when archiving it on DASD storage minidisks. When VM:Archiver tried to recall the
indicated file from DASD storage, an error occurred when the internal decompression routine attempted to decompress
record number in this file. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends it to the
requesting user. Processing ends.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0350I
STAGE TO TAPE MIGRATION PROCESS HAS BEEN STARTED TO FREE DASD SPACE FOR FUTURE ARCHIVING.

Reason:

A user entered an ARCHIVE FILE command to copy files to DASD storage; however, there was insufficient space
available then in DASD storage. Therefore, VM:Archiver started the STAGE to TAPE migration process to copy files
stored in STAGE storage to tape.When this process completes successfully, there will be space available in DASD
storage to store archived files. Processing continues. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine.

Action:

None.

0352E
ERROR RECEIVED FROM THE VM:BackupBACKUP GETRPT COMMAND; RC = code.

Reason:

VM:Backup sent a JOBEND command to VM:Archiver to end a particular job. When VM:Archiver issued the VM:Backup
GETRPT command to obtain the keyword data report, an error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

For information about what caused the error, notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can refer to messages
logged on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine from VM:Backup. For information on the GETRPT command, see
GETRPT Command in the VM:Backup System Programmer Reference. If necessary, contact Broadcom Support.

0353E
VM:BackupBACKUP SENT JOBEND COMMAND FOR JOB jobid; VM:BackupARCHIVER HAS NO RECORD OF
THIS JOB.

Reason:

VM:Archiver received a JOBEND command from VM:BackupBackup for the indicated job (jobid), which tells VM:Archiver
that VM:BackupBackup has completed this job. However, the VM:Archiver database has no record of this job. This
indicates a synchronization problem between VM:BackupBackup and VM:Archiver. Processing ends. VM:Archiver sends
this message to all VM:Archiver operators.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contactBroadcom Support.

0354E
VM:BackupBACKUP SENT JOBEND COMMAND FOR JOB jobid IN status STATUS; JOBS IN THIS STATUS
CANNOT BE PROCESSED.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver received a JOBEND command from VM:BackupBackup for job jobid. Because the status of this job is not
VMBSUBMIT or VMBCANCEL, VM:Archiver is unable to continue processing the job. Processing ends. VM:Archiver
sends this message to the requesting operator.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0355E
VM:BackupARCHIVER ISSUED A VM:BackupBACKUP GETRPT COMMAND FOR JOB jobid; VM:BackupBACKUP
HAS NO RECORD OF THIS JOB.

Reason:

VM:Archiver either received a JOBEND command for job jobid from VM:BackupBackup or, at initialization, found
this job in VMBSUBMIT status. Then, VM:Archiver issued a VM:BackupBackup GETRPT command to obtain the
keyword data report for the indicated job. However, VM:BackupBackup has no record of job jobid. This indicates a
synchronization problem between VM:BackupBackup and VM:Archiver. The status of this job changes from VMBSUBMIT
to NO_VMBJOB.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Broadcom Support.

0356I
THERE ARE CURRENTLY NO KNOWN VM:BackupBACKUP JOBS.

Reason:

You requested job information from VM:Archiver either from a QUERY JOBS command or through the operator’s
Managing Jobs screens. However, there are no VM:BackupBackup jobs on which to display information. Processing
continues.

Action:

None.

0358E
ERROR code OCCURRED WHILE CONVERTING DASD FILE filename filetype IMPORTED FROM
VM:BackupARCHIVER FOR 370 OR VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 1.0.

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Archiver tried to recall a STAGE or ONLINE file that was archived by VM:Archiver for 370 or
VM:Archiver Release 1.0. The file is not recalled.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support.

0359E
SPECIFY THE ACTIVE, DRAIN, OR INACTIVE PARAMETER FOLLOWED BY A VIRTUAL ADDRESS.

Reason:

You entered the DASD command without the ACTIVE, DRAIN, or INACTIVE parameter. The command ends.
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Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the ACTIVE, DRAIN, or INACTIVE parameter.

0360I
WAITING FOR EXCLUSIVE STATUS LOCK FOR DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

You are trying to change the status of DASD storage minidisk vaddr. VM:Archiver cannot yet change the status because it
cannot obtain an exclusive lock on the minidisk. VM:Archiver waits until it obtains the lock.

Action:

None.

0361E
NO DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr DEFINED TO VM:BackupARCHIVER.

Reason:

You entered the DASD command to change the status of the minidisk vaddr; however, there is no minidisk at that virtual
address defined to VM:Archiver. The command ends.

Action:

Make sure you entered the virtual address correctly. If you did not, enter the command again, this time specifying the
correct virtual address. If you did enter the correct virtual address, and that address is specified on the DASD Area and
Controls screen, contact Broadcom Support.

0362I
DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr IS ALREADY [ACTIVE|DRAINED].

Reason:

You tried to change the status of the indicated DASD storage minidisk, but the minidisk already has the status you
specified. The status remains unchanged.

Action:

None.

0363E
NO FILEMODES AVAILABLE TO ACCESS vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to locate a filemode to use to access a DASD storage minidisk, but no filemodes were available. The
command ends.

Action:

Release any minidisks not required by VM:Archiver and try the command again.
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0364I
STAGE TO TAPE MIGRATION PROCESS HAS BEEN STARTED TO REMOVE STAGE FILES FROM DASD STORAGE
MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

You requested that VM:Archiver drain the indicated minidisk. This minidisk contains STAGE files that have not yet been
copied to tape. VM:Archiver has initiated a STAGE to TAPE migration to copy data to TAPE storage. Once the STAGE
files on this minidisk have been successfully copied to TAPE storage, VM:Archiver will erase the files from the DASD
storage minidisk.

Action:

None.

0365E
DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr COULD NOT BE ACCESSED. INTENDED STATUS SET TO [ACTIVE|DRAINED];
CURRENT STATUS SET TO INACTIVE.

Reason:

You tried to change the status of the indicated storage minidisk from INACTIVE to either ACTIVE or DRAINED, but
VM:Archiver could not access the minidisk. A minidisk must be accessed to have the status ACTIVE or DRAINED. The
minidisk status remains unchanged.

Action:

Refer to the IBM documentation on the CMS ACCESS command to determine why VM:Archiver could not access the
minidisk. Resolve the problem and try changing the minidisk status again.

0366E
DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr IS NOT READ/WRITE. INTENDED STATUS SET TO [ACTIVE|DRAINED]:
CURRENT STATUS SET TO ACTIVE.

Reason:

You tried to change the status of the indicated DASD storage minidisk to DRAINED or ACTIVE. A minidisk must be
linked and accessed read/write to have the status DRAINED or ACTIVE; however, the minidisk at vaddr is not linked
and accessed read/write. VM:Archiver changes the current status to INACTIVE and the intended status to the status you
requested.

Action:

Make sure the minidisk is linked and accessed read/write and try changing the status again.

0367I
DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr HAS BEEN MARKED [ACTIVE|DRAINED|INACTIVE].

Reason:

You successfully updated a minidisk’s status. Processing continues.

Action:

None.
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0368I
TO VM:BackupBACKUP: command

Reason:

As part of job processing, VM:Archiver sent the indicated IMPORT, SUBMIT, or GETRPT command to VM:BackupBackup.
This message is logged on the VM:Archiver console. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0369I
RETURN CODE code FROM VM:BackupBACKUP command COMMAND FOR JOB jobid.

Reason:

As part of job processing, VM:Archiver issued the IMPORT, SUBMIT, or GETRPT command to VM:BackupBackup. The
variable jobid is the unique job identifier for this job. VM:Archiver received return code code from the command. This
message is logged on the VM:Archiver console. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0370E
JOB jobid IS CURRENTLY BEING CANCELED BY VM:BackupBACKUP.

Reason:

You tried to cancel a job that VM:Archiver has already asked VM:BackupBackup to cancel. The cancel request you
entered does not complete.

Action:

None.

0371I
REPORT IS AVAILABLE OR IS BEING PROCESSED FOR JOB jobid; JOB IS NOT CANCELED.

Reason:

You tried to cancel the indicated job, but the job has the status RPT_AVAIL or DB_UPDATE. Status RPT_AVAIL means
the keyword data report is available from VM:BackupBackup. Status DB_UPDATE means the VM:Archiver is currently
processing the keyword data report. VM:Archiver cannot cancel jobs with either of these statuses. The job is not canceled.

Action:

None.

0372E
ERROR ERASING TEMPLATE AND XCEPT FILES FOR JOB jobid; JOB IS NOT CANCELED.

Reason:
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You tried to cancel the indicated job. To prevent the associated TEMPLATE and XCEPT files from being used later,
VM:Archiver issued a VM:BackupBackup command to erase the files from the VM:BackupBackup minidisk, but received a
non-zero return code from the command. The job is not canceled.

Action:

Review the VM:Archiver and VM:BackupBackup consoles to determine the reason the VM:BackupBackup command
failed. Correct the problem and try canceling the job again.

0373E
ERROR CANCELING VM:BackupBACKUP JOB FOR JOB jobid; JOB IS NOT CANCELED.

Reason:

You tried to cancel the indicated job. VM:Archiver issued the VM:BackupBackup CANCEL command to delete this job
from the VM:BackupBackup job queue, but an error occurred while processing the command. The job is not canceled.

Action:

Review the VM:Archiver and VM:BackupBackup consoles to determine why the cancellation failed. Correct the problem
and try canceling the job again.

0374I
VM:BackupARCHIVER HAS REQUESTED VM:BackupBACKUP CANCEL JOB vmbjobid, JOB ID vmajobid.

Reason:

You canceled the indicated job. Because the job has already been submitted to VM:BackupBackup and was in the
VM:BackupBackup job queue, VM:Archiver had to issue the VM:BackupBackup CANCEL command to remove the job
from the VM:BackupBackup job queue. The variable vmbjobid is the VM:BackupBackup job ID for this job. The variable
vmajobid is the VM:Archiver job ID for this job. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0375E
NO VM:BackupBACKUP MACHINE IS DEFINED FOR jobtype JOBS.

Reason:

You entered a request that requires VM:Archiver to communicate with VM:BackupBackup about a job, but no
VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine is defined for the type of job you specified. The command ends.

Action:

Define the VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine for the indicated job type on the Define VM:BackupBackup Options
configuration system administrator screen. Then, enter the command again.

0376E
VM:BackupARCHIVER DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO <vmbackupid>.

Reason:

You entered a request that requires VM:Archiver to communicate with VM:BackupBackup. To communicate with
VM:BackupBackup, VM:Archiver must have access to the VM:BackupBackup communication module, vmbackupid. This
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module has the same name as the VM:BackupBackup service virtual machine; typically, this is VMBACKUP. VM:Archiver
either could not find this module on a minidisk linked and accessed by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, or
vmbackupid was not initialized. The request ends.

Action:

Make sure that the VM:BackupBackup communication module is on a minidisk accessed by the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and that vmbackupid is initialized. Then, enter the request again.

0377E
[A|AN] jobtype JOB IS CURRENTLY BEING SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You entered a SUBMIT command to submit a jobtype job. However, another user or VM:Archiver is currently submitting a
job of that type. The command ends.

Action:

Try entering the command again later.

0378E
A RECALL JOB TO SUBMIT IMMEDIATE RECALLS FOR USER userid IS CURRENTLY BEING SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands to submit a recall job for immediate recall requests:

• RECALL FILE or RECALL MDISK command with the IMMED option; requests are not being batched
• BATCH OFF
• SUBMIT RECALLS with the IMMED USER userid option

VM:Archiver is currently submitting a recall job that contains immediate recall requests for the indicated user.The
command ends.

Action:

Try entering the command again later.

0379E
A RECALL JOB TO SUBMIT IMMEDIATE RECALLS FOR ALL USERS IS CURRENTLY BEING SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You entered a SUBMIT RECALL command with the IMMED USER * option to submit all outstanding immediate recall
requests for all users.However, VM:Archiver is currently submitting a recall job of this type.The command ends.

Action:

Try entering the command again later.

0380E
SPECIFY A FILEMODE AFTER THE MODE OPTION.

Reason:
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You specified the MODE option on the RECALL FILE command to recall a file to a specific filemode, but you did not
specify the filemode. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid filemode following the MODE option.

0381E
YOU MUST HAVE A READ/WRITE MINIDISK OR DIRECTORY ACCESSED AT FILEMODE A.

Reason:

You tried to display a list of files from which you can archive or a list of archived files or minidisks, but you do not have a
read/write minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A. The requested information is not displayed.

Action:

Access a read/write minidisk or directory at filemode A and try again.

0382E
THERE IS INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS YOUR REQUEST.

Reason:

You tried to display CMS files or archived files or minidisks, but there is not enough storage in your virtual machine to
process your request. The requested information is not displayed.

Action:

Use the CP DEFINE STORAGE command to increase the size of your virtual machine, then try your request again.

0383I
THERE ARE NO TAPE SETS AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

You entered the QUERY TAPESETS command, but no tape sets currently exist. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0390W
ERROR READING FILE filename filetype FROM ONLINE STORAGE; VERSION IN TAPE STORAGE SCHEDULED
FOR RECALL.

Reason:

An error occurred reading the file from online storage.

Action:

The version of the file in tape storage is scheduled for recall. If the recall request was for an IMMED recall, the recall will
be delayed until the next SUBMIT RECALL is done.
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0391E
FILE filename filetype IS STORED ON AN INACTIVE STORAGE MINIDISK, vaddr; THE FILE CANNOT BE
RECALLED AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

You requested that file filename filetype be recalled. The only version of this file in archival storage is on the DASD
storage minidisk at virtual address vaddr. This DASD storage minidisk is currently marked INACTIVE. As a result,
VM:Archiver cannot recall the file now. If you used pattern matching to recall more than one file, VM:Archiver will attempt
to recall other files; otherwise, the command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator for further assistance.

0392I
FILE filename filetype IS STORED ON AN INACTIVE STORAGE MINIDISK, vaddr; VERSION IN TAPE STORAGE
SCHEDULED FOR RECALL.

Reason:

You requested that file filename filetype be recalled. There is a version of this file in both archival DASD and TAPE
storage. The version in archival DASD storage is on the DASD storage minidisk at virtual address vaddr; this storage
minidisk is currently marked INACTIVE. As a result, VM:Archiver cannot recall the file from DASD storage. VM:Archiver
has scheduled a request to have the file recalled from TAPE storage. If you used pattern matching to recall more than one
file, VM:Archiver will attempt to recall other files; otherwise, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0393E
REQUEST TO RECALL FILE FROM TAPE TO FILE filename filetype ON MINIDISK userid vaddr ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL FILE command to recall a file to the minidisk userid vaddr. You requested (either by default or
by specifying the RENAME option) that the file be named filename filetype when it is restored; however, there is already
a request to recall a file to the indicated target minidisk and have it named filename filetype. As a result, VM:Archiver will
not schedule the request to recall the file.

Action:

Issue the request later after the current recall request has completed, or enter the request again, this time specifying a
different target. Or, recall the file and specify a different filename and/or filetype with the RENAME option.

0394E
REQUEST TO RECALL FILE FROM TAPE TO FILE filename filetype ON SPECIFIED TARGET DIRECTORY
ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL FILE command to have a file recalled to an SFS directory. You requested (either by default or by
specifying the RENAME option) that the file be named filename filetype when it is restored; however, there is already a
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request to recall a file to the specified target directory and have it named filename filetype. As a result, VM:Archiver will
not schedule the request to recall the file.

Action:

Issue the request later after the current recall request has completed, or enter the request again, this time specifying a
different target. Or, recall the file and specify a different filename and/or filetype with the RENAME option.

0395E
REQUEST TO RECALL A MINIDISK TO THE MINIDISK userid vaddr ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL MDISK command to recall a minidisk to the indicated target minidisk; however, there is already
a request to recall a minidisk to that target minidisk. As a result, VM:Archiver will not schedule the request to recall the
minidisk.

Action:

Issue the request later after the current recall request has completed, or enter the request again, this time specifying a
different target.

0396E
REQUEST TO RECALL A MINIDISK TO TARGET MINIDISK userid vaddr EXISTS; FILE filename filetype NOT
SCHEDULED FOR RECALL

Reason:

You entered the RECALL FILE command to recall the indicated file to target minidisk userid vaddr. However, there is
currently a request to recall a minidisk to that minidisk. As a result, VM:Archiver does not schedule the request to recall
the file.

Action:

Issue the request again later after the current recall request has completed, or enter the request again, this time selecting
a different target.

0397E
REQUEST TO RECALL A FILE TO TARGET MINIDISK userid1 vaddr1 EXISTS; MINIDISK userid2 vaddr2 NOT
SCHEDULED FOR RECALL.

Reason:

You entered the RECALL MDISK command to have the minidisk, userid2 vaddr2 recalled to the target minidisk,
userid1 vaddr1. However there is currently at least one request to recall a file to the same target minidisk. As a result,
VM:Archiver does not schedule the request to recall the minidisk.

Action:

Issue the request again later after the current recall request has completed, or enter the request again, this time selecting
a different target.

0398E
INFORMATION NOT LISTED BECAUSE USER IS ASSIGNED TO AN UNDEFINED GROUP groupname.

Reason:
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You entered the QUERY INFO command to display information about a userid, but the group to which the userid is
assigned is not defined to VM:Archiver. The QUERY INFO command ends. No information is displayed.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to make sure your userid belongs to a group that exists. Until then, you will not
be able to archive or recall files. If defaults were set specifically for your userid, you can display that information by using
the QUERY INFO command with the ALL option.

0400E
VALUE value FOR PARAMETER parameter PASSED TO filename VMARCH IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

VM:Archiver passed an invalid parameter to an internal subroutine. This is probably caused by an internal programming
error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0401E
OPTIONS option1 AND option2 PASSED TO name VMARCH ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE OPTIONS.

Reason:

VM:Archiver passed two mutually exclusive options to the indicated REXX program. This is probably caused by an
internal programming error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0402E
CALL TO name VMARCH IS MISSING PARAMETER parameter.

Reason:

This REXX program is missing the indicated required parameter. This is probably caused by an internal programming
error. Processing ends.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0406E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO STEM NAME FOLLOWS THE STEM OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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0407E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO VARIABLE NAME FOLLOWS THE VAR OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred during processing. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0408E
THE [SOURCE|TARGET] DIRECTORY NAME IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

When you entered the RECALL FILE command, you specified an invalid directory name for either the source or target
directory. A valid fully-qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters and must consist of a filepoolid
and userid, separated by a colon, followed by directory names separated by periods.Specify the directory name using the
following format:

filepoolid:userid.directory.directory ...

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid fully-qualified directory name.

0409E
ERROR code FROM text.

Reason:

An internal error occurred executing the indicated VM:Archiver primitive function. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0411E
DATABASE MINIDISK IS percent% FULL, WARNING THRESHOLD IS percent%.

Reason:

The percentage of used space on the VM:Archiver database minidisk exceeds the threshold specified on the Define
DASD Area and Controls screen. VM:Archiver sends this message to VM:Archiver operators every five minutes until the
percentage of used space falls below the configured warning threshold. Processing continues.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to increase the size of the VM:Archiver database minidisk.

0412E
DATABASE MINIDISK VIRTUAL ADDRESS IS NOT DEFINED.
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Reason:

There is no DATABASE record in the VMARCH CONFIG file. Processing ends.

Action:

Make sure the VMARCH CONFIG file contains a DATABASE record that specifies the virtual address of the VM:Archiver
database.

0413E
DATABASE MINIDISK vaddr IS NOT ACCESSED.

Reason:

While checking VM:Archiver minidisk utilization thresholds, VM:Archiver detected that the database minidisk is not
accessed. The database minidisk is defined on the DATABASE record in the VMARCH CONFIG file. Processing
continues but will be severely limited until the database minidisk is accessed.

Action:

Access the minidisk at vaddr and restart VM:Archiver.

0414W
CURRENT ONLINE USAGE IS percent%, WARNING THRESHOLD IS percent%.

Reason:

The percentage of VM:Archiver DASD storage taken up by ONLINE files exceeds the threshold specified on the Define
DASD Area and Controls screens. VM:Archiver sends this message to the VM:Archiver operators every five minutes until
the percentage of used space falls below the configured warning threshold. Processing continues.

Action:

Your system administrator can take one of the following actions:

• Notify users and ask them to purge files stored in ONLINE storage
• Add more space to the DASD storage area.

You can do this by increasing the size of existing DASD minidisks or adding new ones; however, do not change the
virtual address of any DASD minidisk. For example, do not replace a 1CD minidisk with a larger 1CE minidisk.

• Force a migration to tape
You can ask user to assign migration dates to their ONLINE files so that the files will be copied to tape and erased from
ONLINE storage. Or you, as a system administrator, can assign migration dates for other users.

0415W
DATABASE MINIDISK vaddr CONTAINS UNKNOWN FILE filename filetype; THIS MIGHT PREVENT SUCCESSFUL
DATABASE UPDATES.

Reason:

The database minidisk contains a file that is not the VM:Archiver database. The database minidisk must contain only the
database file VMARCH PFMDB. If other files are open on the database minidisk while VM:Archiver is in use, updates to
the database might not be performed successfully. VM:Archiver sends this message every five minutes for every file on
the database minidisk that is not VMARCH PFMDB.

Action:

Move the indicated file to another minidisk.
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0419I
DATABASE RELEASE LEVEL IS level

Reason:

This in an informational message that appears during VM:Archiver startup to display the current database release level.
You may be asked to provide this information to Broadcom Support when diagnosing a problem with VM:Archiver.
This information may also be useful in determining the effort involved in upgrading your VM:Archiver database.Using
this number, Broadcom Support can help you determine whether the effort involved in the upgrade will be negligible,
moderate, or large.

Action:

None.

0428I
END COMMAND HAS COMPLETED.

Reason:

You entered the VM:Archiver END command. Shutdown processing has started. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0450E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE FROM DRONE ORDER order; RC = code.

Reason:

This drone order returned the indicated return code. Processing ends.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0452E
time IS NOT A VALID TIME IN HH:MM FORMAT.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command and specified a time in an option or parameter, you used an invalid format for
the time. The correct format for a time is hh:mm where hh is a 2-digit whole number from 00 through 23, and mm is a 2-
digit whole number from 00 through 59.To specify midnight, enter 00:00.

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a time using the correct format.

0454E
entry MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER.

Reason:
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When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid value.On this command, you must enter a whole
number for the particular option or parameter. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a whole number instead of the indicated entry.

0455E
entry MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO number.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid entry.On this command, you must enter a whole
number greater than or equal to the indicated number. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a whole number greater than or equal to number.

0456E
entry MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO number.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid value.On this command, you must enter a whole
number less than or equal to the indicated number. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a whole number less than or equal to number.

0457E
entry MUST BE ALL OR A WHOLE NUMBER FROM number1 THROUGH number2.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid value.On this command, you must enter a whole
number from the indicated inclusive range. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a whole number from number1 through number2.

0459E
QUIESCE COMMAND IS MISSING REQUIRED OPTION REPLY.

Reason:

VM:BackupBackup issued the QUIESCE command to stop activity on a VM:Archiver minidisk so that VM:BackupBackup
can copy files to tape, but the QUIESCE command issued by VM:BackupBackup does not include the required REPLY
option. VM:Archiver processing continues, but VM:BackupBackup cannot copy the requested files to tape.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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0460E
THE REPLY OPTION MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A WHOLE NUMBER.

Reason:

VM:BackupBackup issued the QUIESCE command to stop activity on a VM:Archiver minidisk so that VM:BackupBackup
can copy files to tape, but the QUIESCE command issued by VM:BackupBackup does not include a reply ID following the
REPLY option. VM:Archiver processing continues, but VM:BackupBackup cannot copy the requested files to tape.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0461E
ACCOUNTING HAS NOT BEEN ACTIVATED.

Reason:

You tried to run batch accounting, but your VM:Archiver system is configured to have batch accounting turned off. Batch
accounting does not run.

Action:

To run batch accounting, first use the Define Accounting Controls screen to turn batch accounting on. For information on
how to set up accounting, see Accounting.

0462E
BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS ALREADY BEEN PERFORMED.

Reason:

You tried to run batch accounting, but it has already been run today. Batch accounting can only be run once a day. Batch
accounting does not run.

Action:

If you need to resend the accounting records from the previous accounting run to your accounting userid, reissue the
ACCOUNT command, this time specifying the REPEAT option.

Because VM:Archiver cannot determine if the accounting records sent to the accounting userid have been processed,
double billing may occur.

0463E
BATCH ACCOUNTING IS ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

You tried to run batch accounting, but it is already running. The ACCOUNT command you just entered does not run.

Action:

None.

0465E
BATCH ACCOUNTING CANNOT BE PERFORMED PRIOR TO THE FIRST DATE OF ACCOUNTING: date.
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Reason:

You tried to run batch accounting, but today’s date is earlier than the first date of accounting configured for your
VM:Archiver system. The first date of accounting is the earliest date for which archived data is to be accounted. Batch
accounting does not run.

Action:

Either wait until the first date of accounting of your system has passed before you run batch accounting again, or change
the first date of accounting of your system to a date that is earlier than today’s date. You can change the first date of
accounting on the Define Accounting Controls system administrator screen. For more information about VM:Archiver
accounting, see Administrators.

0469E
ACCOUNTING CONFIGURATION CHANGE IN PROGRESS; BATCH ACCOUNTING CANNOT BE STARTED.

Reason:

You tried to start batch accounting, but an accounting configuration change is currently in progress. VM:Archiver cannot
begin batch accounting until the accounting status change has completed.

Action:

Wait until the configuration change has completed before starting batch accounting.

0471I
BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS BEEN STARTED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver has successfully started batch accounting.

Action:

None.

0472I
BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS COMPLETED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver has successfully completed batch accounting.

Action:

None.

0473E
ACCOUNTING TABLE ENTRY FOR userid account project ON [TAPE|ONLINE|STAGE] [IS NEGATIVE|DOES NOT
EXIST].

Reason:

The indicated accounting table entry contains a negative value or does not exist. VM:Archiver does not create an
accounting record for this object.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

0474E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN ACCOUNTING INFORMATION FOR USER userid.

Reason:

VM:Archiver cannot find an account code for the indicated userid because the userid is not defined in the CP directory.

Action:

Define the userid in the CP directory.

0475E
UNABLE TO FIND [FILELOCATION|DOMAINLOCATION] INFORMATION FOR userid object-handle.

Reason:

While trying to generate an accounting record, VM:Archiver could not find location information for the indicated file or
domain. VM:Archiver does not create a record for the object. This message indicates a problem with the VM:Archiver
database.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support.

0476E
BATCH ACCOUNTING HAS NEVER BEEN RUN; THEREFORE, IT CANNOT BE REPEATED.

Reason:

You tried to rerun batch accounting by specifying the REPEAT option on the ACCOUNT command; however, batch
accounting has not been previously run. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the ACCOUNT command again, this time without the REPEAT option.

0500E
SPECIFY A PERCENTAGE WITH THE [STGLIMIT|ONLIMIT] OPTION.

Reason:

When you specified either the STGLIMIT or ONLIMIT option on a VM:Archiver command, you did not enter a percentage
after STGLIMIT or ONLIMIT. You must specify the maximum percentage of the DASD area that either STAGE or ONLINE
files can use. The percentage can be a whole number from 0 through 100. Do not specify a percent sign (%) with the
percentage. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate percentage after the indicated option.

0502E
SPECIFY DELAY, IMMED, OR [GROUP|SYSTEM] AFTER THE RECALLS OPTION.

Reason:
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When you specified the RECALLS option on a VM:Archiver command, you did not enter one of the following keywords to
define how you want VM:Archiver to process recall requests from TAPE storage for a user or a group:

• DELAY#schedule these recall requests to be included in a recall job to be built and executed later, not immediately
• IMMED#include these recall requests in a recall job to be built and executed immediately
• GROUP#when setting a user’s recall processing default, apply the defaults defined for the user’s group
• SYSTEM#when setting a group’s recall processing defaults, apply the defaults defined for the system

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate keyword after the RECALLS option.

0503E
SPECIFY YES, NO, OR [GROUP|SYSTEM] AFTER THE IMMEDAUT OPTION.

Reason:

When you specified the IMMEDAUT option on a VM:Archiver command, you did not use one of the following keywords to
define the IMMED authorization (for processing recall requests from TAPE storage) for a user or a group:

• YES#the user or group has IMMED authorization
• NO#the user or group does not have IMMED authorization
• GROUP#when setting the IMMED authorization for a user, apply the IMMED authorization defined for the user’s group
• SYSTEM#when setting the IMMED authorization for a group, apply the IMMED authorization defined for the system.

If the default for the system for processing recall requests from TAPE storage is IMMED, the group will have IMMED
authorization; if the default is DELAY, the group will not have IMMED authorization. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate keyword after the IMMEDAUT option.

0504E
NODE node CONTAINS MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The node you specified when you entered a VM:Archiver command has more than eight characters.A valid node can
contain a maximum of eight characters. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a node with no more than eight characters.

0505E
NODE node CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

When you specified the indicated node on a VM:Archiver command, you entered invalid characters. Valid characters for
nodes are A-Z, 0-9, and the following special characters: $ (dollar sign), # (pound sign), @ (at sign), + (plus sign), - (minus
sign) and _ (underscore). If the command you are entering allows you to use pattern-matching characters, you can also
specify the pattern-matching characters * (asterisk) and % (percent sign). The command ends.

Action:
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Enter the command again, this time using valid characters when specifying a node.

0506E
[ONLIMIT|STGLIMIT] percentage IS NOT VALID; SPECIFY A WHOLE NUMBER BETWEEN 0 AND 100.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified an invalid percentage with either the ONLIMIT or STGLIMIT
option.The percentage can be a whole number from 0 through 100. Do not specify a percent sign (%) with the percentage.
The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid percentage after the ONLIMIT or STGLIMIT option.

0509E
YOU CANNOT CHANGE THE MEMBERSHIP CRITERIA FOR GROUP PUBLIC.

Reason:

You entered a GROUP CHANGE command and specified one of the following options to change the membership criteria
for group PUBLIC:

• MEMBERS ADD
• MEMBERS REPLACE
• MEMBERS DELETE

You cannot change or delete the membership criteria for group PUBLIC. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time without specifying one of the MEMBERS options.

0510E
YOU CANNOT [ADD|DISCARD] GROUP PUBLIC.

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• GROUP ADD to add group PUBLIC
• GROUP DISCARD to discard group PUBLIC Group PUBLIC cannot be added or discarded.

Command processing ends.

Action:

None.

0511E
GROUP group CANNOT BE ADDED; IT IS ALREADY DEFINED.

Reason:

You entered a GROUP ADD command to define group to the VM:Archiver database. However, the indicated group is
already defined and cannot be added again. The command ends.
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Action:

None.

0512E
GROUP group CANNOT BE DISCARDED; IT OWNS ARCHIVED DATA.

Reason:

You entered a GROUP DISCARD command to delete group from the VM:Archiver database. However, the indicated
group owns archived files; you cannot discard a group that owns archived data. The command ends.

Action:

To assign archived data owned by a group to another group, use the REASSIGN FILE or REASSIGN MDISK command.
To purge archived data, use the PURGE FILE or PURGE MDISK command.To expire archived data, use the CHANGE
FILE or CHANGE MDISK command.After reassigning, purging, or expiring the archived data, enter the GROUP DISCARD
command again.

0513E
NO CHANGES WERE REQUESTED.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command to change existing information, you did not enter any options specifying the
changes you want VM:Archiver to make. For example, you entered a USER CHANGE command but did not specify which
defaults, limits, or settings to change from the current definition.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the options required to make the appropriate changes.

0514E
DEFAULT [EXPIRATION DATE|RETENTION PERIOD] IS LATER THAN MAXIMUM [EXPIRATION DATE, maxexpdt|
RETENTION PERIOD, maxretpd].

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• USER ADD or GROUP ADD to add a user or group, specifying either the DEFEXPDT or DEFRETPD option
• USER CHANGE or GROUP CHANGE to change either the default expiration date or retention period

The default you specified is later than the indicated maximum, either maxexpdt or maxretpd. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a default retention limit, either an expiration date or retention period, that is
earlier than or the same as the appropriate maximum retention limit.

0515E
MAXIMUM EXPIRATION DATE IS EARLIER THAN DEFAULT [EXPIRATION DATE, defexpdt|RETENTION PERIOD,
defretpd].

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:
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• USER ADD
• USER CHANGE
• GROUP ADD
• GROUP CHANGE

When you specified the MAXEXPDT option to set or change the maximum expiration date for the user or group, you
entered a maximum expiration date that is earlier than the default retention limit, either defexpdt or defretpd. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a maximum expiration date that is later than the indicated default retention
limit.

0516E
MAXIMUM RETENTION PERIOD IS EARLIER THAN DEFAULT [EXPIRATION DATE, defexpdt|RETENTION PERIOD,
defretpd]

Reason:

You entered one of the following commands:

• USER ADD
• USER CHANGE
• GROUP ADD
• GROUP CHANGE

When you specified the MAXRETPD option to set or change the maximum retention period for the user or group, you
entered a maximum retention period that is earlier than the default retention limit, either defexpdt or defretpd. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a maximum retention period that is later than the indicated default retention
limit.

0517I
VM:BackupARCHIVER IS ALREADY SUSPENDED.

Reason:

You entered a SUSPEND command to temporarily suspend VM:Archiver; however, VM:Archiver is already suspended.
The command ends.

Action:

None.

0518I
VM:BackupARCHIVER IS NOT CURRENTLY SUSPENDED. YOUR REQUEST HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

You entered a RESUME command to return VM:Archiver to running status from suspended status; however, VM:Archiver
is not currently suspended. VM:Archiver ignores the command.

Action:
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None.

0519E
VM:BackupARCHIVER IS CURRENTLY SUSPENDED. THE command COMMAND CANNOT BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

You entered the indicated VM:Archiver command.Because VM:Archiver is in suspended status, it cannot process this
command. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM option and check the System Status field in the System Information
portion of the command output to determine when VM:Archiver returns to running status. When it has, enter the command
again.

0520E
SPECIFY THE FILE, MDISK, OR THE [ARCHID|RECALLID] PARAMETER WITH THE CANCEL [ARCHIVE|RECALL]
COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE or CANCEL RECALL command, you did not specify one or more of the following
parameters to identify which requests you want to cancel:

• FILE
• MDISK
• ARCHID, if you entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE command
• RECALLID, if you entered a CANCEL RECALL command
• FILE and either ARCHID or RECALLID
• MDISK and either ARCHID or RECALLID

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying at least one appropriate parameter to identify the requests to be canceled.

0521E
[FILE filename filetype|MINIDISK userid vaddr], [ARCHID archid|RECALLID recallid], IS ALREADY INCLUDED IN A
JOB; IT CANNOT BE CANCELED.

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE, CANCEL RECALL, PURGE FILE, or PURGE MDISK command to cancel an archive
or recall request.The indicated file or minidisk to be archived or recalled has already been included in a job to have the
file copied to or from TAPE storage.The request is not canceled. If you used pattern-matching characters when specifying
the files or minidisks included in the request to be canceled, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the
command ends.

Action:

None.
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0522I
REQUEST TO [ARCHIVE|RECALL] [FILE filename filetype|MINIDISK userid vaddr], [ARCHID archid|RECALLID
recallid], HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE, CANCEL RECALL, PURGE FILE, or PURGE MDISK command to cancel archive
or recall requests.The indicated request has been canceled. If you used pattern-matching characters when specifying
the files or minidisks included in the request to be canceled, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the
command ends.

Action:

None.

0523W
INFORMATION FOR [FILE filename filetype|MINIDISK userid vaddr], ARCHID archid, WAS NOT FOUND DURING
CANCEL PROCESSING.

Reason:

A user entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE command to cancel the indicated archive request. VM:Archiver tried to locate
information that it stored regarding the indicated file or minidisk when the archive request was received; however, this
information is missing from the database. This may indicate a problem with your system’s database or with VM:Archiver.
VM:Archiver cancels the archive request, logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends the
user message 0522I. If the user specified pattern-matching characters when specifying files or minidisks in the cancel
request, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0524E
SPECIFY DIR, DISK, OR RDR AFTER THE TARGET OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL RECALL command with the TARGET option to cancel recall requests that were to recall archived
data to a particular target.However, you did not specify this target destination after TARGET. The destination can be one
of DIR, DISK, or RDR. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the recall destination with the TARGET option.

0525E
SPECIFY BOTH A USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS AFTER THE TARGET DISK OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL RECALL command with the TARGET DISK option.However, when you specified a userid with the
TARGET DISK option, you did not also enter a virtual address to fully identify the particular target minidisk. If you specify a
userid after the TARGET DISK option, you must also specify a virtual address. The command ends.

Action:
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Enter the command again, this time either specifying both a userid and virtual address or neither a userid nor virtual
address after the TARGET DISK option. If you specify neither, VM:Archiver cancels your recall requests targeted for any
minidisk.

0527E
[EXPDT date|RETPD days] EXCEEDS owner’S MAXIMUM [EXPIRATION DATE expdt|RETENTION PERIOD retpd];
NO CHANGES MADE TO FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE FILE command with either the EXPDT or RETPD option to change how long VM:Archiver retains
one or more files in archival storage.You may have entered other change options on the command, for example, PRIVATE
or MIGRATE. The retention limit (expdt or retpd) that you specified exceeds the maximum expiration date or retention
period (whichever occurs first) configured for the owner (owner) of the indicated file. None of the requested changes are
made; VM:Archiver makes changes to archived data only when all changes requested can be implemented. If you used
pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the
command ends.

Action:

Enter another CHANGE FILE command for the indicated file, this time specifying an expiration date or retention period
that does not exceed the maximum retention limit set for the file’s owner.

0528E
PERM EXCEEDS owner’S MAXIMUM [EXPIRATION DATE, expdt| RETENTION PERIOD, retpd]; NO CHANGES
MADE TO FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE FILE command with the PERM option to change the retention limit for one or more archived
files.You may have entered other change options on the command, for example, PRIVATE or MIGRATE. The PERM
option (which means that the archived data will never expire) exceeds either the maximum expiration date or retention
period (whichever occurs first) configured for the owner (owner) of the indicated file. None of the requested changes are
made; VM:Archiver makes changes to archived data only when all changes requested can be implemented. If you used
pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the
command ends.

Action:

Enter another CHANGE FILE command for the indicated file, this time specifying an expiration date or retention period
that does not exceed the maximum retention limit set for the file’s owner.

0529E
MIGRATION DATE, date, EXCEEDS EXPIRATION DATE, expdt, FOR FILE filename filetype; NO CHANGES MADE
TO FILE.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE FILE command and specified either the MIGRATE AFTER or MIGRATE DATE option to change
the migration date of one or more files. The migration date you specified is later than the expiration date (expdt) for the
indicated file. The migration date cannot exceed the expiration date. You may have also specified other change options
on the command, for example, COMMENT or PRIVATE. None of the requested changes are made; VM:Archiver makes
changes to archived data only when all changes requested can be implemented. If you used pattern-matching characters
in the filename and/or filetype, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.
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Action:

Enter another CHANGE FILE command to modify the indicated file, this time specifying a migration date earlier than the
expiration date.Or, enter the command again with the EXPDT, RETPD, or PERM option to also change the expiration date
for the file.

0530E
MIGRATION DATE FOR FILE filename filetype CANNOT BE CHANGED BECAUSE FILE IS NOT ON ONLINE; NO
CHANGES MADE TO FILE.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE FILE command with either the MIGRATE DATE, MIGRATE AFTER, or NOMIGRAT option to
change the migration date for one or more archived files.You may have entered other change options on the command,
for example, PRIVATE or COMMENT. The MIGRATE and NOMIGRAT options are applicable only for files stored on
ONLINE storage. However, the indicated file is not stored in ONLINE storage. None of the requested changes are made;
VM:Archiver makes changes to archived data only when all changes requested can be implemented. If you used pattern-
matching characters in the filename and/or filetype, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command
ends.

Action:

None, if the only change requested on the command applied to the migration date.If you want to make other changes,
enter a CHANGE FILE command for the indicated file, this time omitting the MIGRATE DATE, MIGRATE AFTER, or
NOMIGRAT option.

0531I
FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, HAS BEEN [CHANGED|PURGED|RECLAIMED].

Reason:

You entered one of the following VM:Archiver commands for one or more files:

• CHANGE FILE
• PURGE FILE with the IMMED option
• RECLAIM FILE

VM:Archiver performed the requested action successfully for filename filetype with the indicated archive ID. (If you enter
a PURGE FILE command without the IMMED option, VM:Archiver schedules the specified files to be purged but does
not purge them from the system immediately). If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype,
VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0532E
[EXPDT date|RETPD days] EXCEEDS owner’S MAXIMUM [EXPIRATION DATE, expdt|RETENTION PERIOD, retpd];
NO CHANGES MADE TO MINIDISK userid vaddr.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE MDISK command with either the EXPDT or RETPD option to change how long VM:Archiver
retains one or more minidisks in archival storage.You may have entered other change options on the command, for
example, PRIVATE or COMMENT. The retention limit (expdt or retpd) that you specified exceeds the maximum expiration
date or retention period (whichever occurs first) configured for the owner (owner) of the indicated minidisk. None of
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the requested changes are made; VM:Archiver makes changes to archived data only when all changes requested can
be implemented. If you used pattern-matching characters in the userid and/or virtual address, VM:Archiver continues
processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Enter another CHANGE MDISK command for the indicated minidisk, this time specifying an expiration date or retention
period that does not exceed the maximum retention limit set for the minidisk’s owner.

0533E
PERM EXCEEDS owner’S MAXIMUM [EXPIRATION DATE, expdt|RETENTION PERIOD, retpd]; NO CHANGES
MADE TO MINIDISK userid vaddr.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE MDISK command with the PERM option to change the current retention limit applied for one
or more archived minidisks.You may have entered other change options on the command, for example, PRIVATE or
COMMENT. The PERM option (which means that the archived data will never expire) exceeds either the maximum
expiration date or retention period (whichever occurs first) configured for the owner (owner) of the indicated minidisk.
None of the requested changes are made; VM:Archiver makes changes to archived data only when all changes requested
can be implemented. If you used pattern-matching characters in the userid and/or virtual address, VM:Archiver continues
processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Enter another CHANGE MDISK command for the indicated minidisk, this time specifying an expiration date or retention
period that does not exceed the maximum retention limit set for the minidisk’s owner.

0534I
MINIDISK userid vaddr, ARCHID archid, HAS BEEN [CHANGED|PURGED|RECLAIMED].

Reason:

You entered one of the following VM:Archiver commands for one or more minidisks:

• CHANGE MDISK
• PURGE MDISK with the NOGRACE option
• RECLAIM MDISK

VM:Archiver performed the requested action successfully for minidisk userid vaddr with the indicated archive ID. (If you
enter a PURGE MDISK command without the NOGRACE option, VM:Archiver schedules the specified minidisks to be
purged but does not purge them from the system immediately). If you used pattern-matching characters in the userid and/
or virtual address, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0535E
SPECIFY OFF, ON, OR QUERY AFTER BATCH.

Reason:

When you entered a BATCH command, you specified an invalid parameter. Valid parameters are OFF, ON, and
QUERY.The command ends.

Action:
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Enter the command again, this time specifying OFF, ON, or QUERY after BATCH.

0536I
VM:BackupARCHIVER HAS STARTED BATCHING IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS FOR USER userid.

Reason:

You entered a BATCH ON command to tell VM:Archiver to begin grouping immediate recall requests. These are requests
to immediately recall archived data stored on tape.When VM:Archiver batches these requests, it groups them into a single
recall job.Then, when you enter a BATCH OFF command, VM:Archiver stops batching these requests and submits the
recall job.

If you are a VM:Archiver system administrator, userid can be a userid other than your own.

Action:

None.

0537I
IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS ARE ALREADY BEING BATCHED FOR USER userid.

Reason:

You entered a BATCH ON command to tell VM:Archiver to begin grouping immediate recall requests. These are requests
to immediately recall archived data stored on tape.When VM:Archiver batches these requests, it groups them into a
single recall job that is submitted when the user enters a BATCH OFF command. However, immediate recall requests are
already being batched for the indicated user.The command ends.

If you are a VM:Archiver system administrator, userid can be a userid other than your own.

Action:

None.

0538I
VM:BackupARCHIVER HAS ENDED BATCHING IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS FOR USER userid.

Reason:

You entered a BATCH OFF command to tell VM:Archiver to end its grouping of immediate recall requests. These are
requests to immediately recall archived data stored on tape. VM:Archiver has been batching these requests since a
BATCH ON command was entered for your userid. VM:Archiver has stopped batching these types of recall requests for
this user, and is beginning to build a recall job to submit the batched requests to VM:BackupBackup.

If you are a VM:Archiver system administrator, userid can be a userid other than your own.

Action:

None.

0539I
IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS ARE NOT CURRENTLY BEING BATCHED FOR USER userid.

Reason:
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You entered a BATCH OFF command to tell VM:Archiver to end the grouping of immediate recall requests issued by
the indicated user for archived data stored on tape into one recall job. However, VM:Archiver is not currently batching
immediate recall requests for userid. VM:Archiver ignores the command.

If you are a VM:Archiver system administrator, userid can be a userid other than your own.

Action:

None.

0540I
IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS ARE BEING BATCHED FOR USER userid.

Reason:

You entered a BATCH QUERY command to determine if VM:Archiver is grouping immediate recall requests.These are
requests to immediately recall archived data stored on tape. VM:Archiver currently is batching immediate recall requests
for the indicated user.

If you are a VM:Archiver system administrator, userid can be a userid other than your own.

Action:

None.

0541I
IMMEDIATE RECALL REQUESTS ARE NOT BEING BATCHED FOR USER userid.

Reason:

You entered a BATCH QUERY command to determine if VM:Archiver is grouping immediate recall requests.These are
requests to immediately recall archived data stored on tape. VM:Archiver currently is not batching immediate recall
requests for the indicated user.

If you are a VM:Archiver system administrator, userid can be a userid other than your own.

Action:

None.

0542E
FILE SERVER FOR FILE POOL filepoolid IS NOT INITIALIZED OR DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

You attempted to archive a file from an SFS directory or recall a file to a Shared File System (SFS) directory. The
file server for the file pool filepoolid to which the directory belongs is either not available (because the server is not
initialized), or does not exist. The command ends.

Action:

Make sure that you entered the correct fully-qualified directory name. If the indicated file pool does exist, wait until the file
server is initialized, then enter the command again.

0543E
MIGRATION DATE, date, IS EQUAL TO EXPIRATION DATE FOR FILE filename filetype; NO CHANGES MADE TO
FILE.
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Reason:

You entered a CHANGE FILE command and specified either the MIGRATE AFTER or MIGRATE DATE option to
change the migration date of one or more files.You may have also specified one or all of the following change options:
COMMENT, NOCOMM, or PRIVATE.

The migration date you specified is the same as the expiration date for the indicated file; however, the migration date must
precede the expiration date.None of the requested changes are made; VM:Archiver makes changes to archived data only
when all changes requested can be implemented.If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype,
VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Enter another CHANGE FILE command to modify the indicated file, this time specifying a migration date earlier than the
expiration date.Or, enter the command again and use the EXPDT, RETPD, or PERM option to change the expiration date
for the file.

0544E
[EXPDT date|RETPD days] IS NOT LATER THAN MIGRATION DATE, migdate, FOR FILE filename filetype; NO
CHANGES MADE TO FILE.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE FILE command with either the EXPDT or RETPD option to change the expiration date
(VM:Archiver converts retention periods to expiration dates) of one or more files.You may have specified other change
options on the command, for example, PRIVATE or COMMENT. The retention limit (expdt or retpd) is or converts to an
expiration date that is the same as or earlier than the migration date for the indicated file; however, the expiration date
must be later than the migration date.None of the requested changes are made; VM:Archiver makes changes to archived
data only when all changes requested can be implemented.If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or
filetype, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying an expiration date or or a retention period that is later than the migration
date. Or, enter another CHANGE FILE command and use the MIGRATE option to change the migration date for the file.

0545E
YOU CANNOT CANCEL ARCHIVE REQUESTS THAT WERE INITIATED BY THE VM:BackupARCHIVER SERVICE
VIRTUAL MACHINE, vmarch.

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE command and specified the USER option with the name of the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine, vmarch. Or, you entered a CANCEL ARCHIVE command from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and did not specify the USER option, which tells VM:Archiver to assume the requesting userid by default. Both of these
commands tell VM:Archiver to cancel archive requests from vmarch; however, you cannot cancel requests made by
VM:Archiver. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, making the appropriate change listed below:

• If you enter the command from a userid other than the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and use the USER option,
do not specify the userid of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine after USER.

• If you enter the command from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, use the USER option and specify a userid
other than vmarch.
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0546E
SPECIFY [JOB,] ARCHIVE[,] OR RECALL AFTER CANCEL.

Reason:

When you entered a CANCEL command, you did not specify a required keyword after CANCEL.VM:Archiver needs the
keyword to determine what type of request you are canceling. If you are a VM:Archiver operator or system administrator,
valid keywords are JOB, ARCHIVE, and RECALL; if you are not authorized as a VM:Archiver operator or system
administrator, valid keywords are ARCHIVE and RECALL. You can enter only one keyword on a CANCEL command. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the CANCEL command again, this time specifying a valid keyword after CANCEL. For more information on the
correct command format, see the appropriate CANCEL command documentation:

• CANCEL JOB Command
• CANCEL ARCHIVE Command
• CANCEL RECALL Command

0547E
userid IS NOT ALLOWED TO EXECUTE THE command COMMAND. [OPERATOR|SYSADMIN] AUTHORIZATION IS
NEEDED.

Reason:

You are not authorized to enter command; your userid must have the indicated authorization to use this VM:Archiver
command. The command ends.

Action:

Either ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to grant you the proper authorization or ask someone with the required
authorization to issue the command for you.

0547I
DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr IS NOT AVAILABLE AND WILL BE BYPASSED BY THIS RUN OF VMAERASE.

Reason:

While removing eligible STAGE and ONLINE files from DASD, the VMAERASE routine encountered a DASD storage
minidisk that was not marked as ACTIVE.If a DASD volume is not ACTIVE, you cannot remove files from the volume.
VMAERASE skips these files now, and will attempt to remove them when it is next invoked.

Action:

If the DASD volume should be ACTIVE but is not, issue the DASD ACTIVE vaddr subcommand to make it active.
VMAERASE can then remove the files. If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

0548E
[FILE|MINIDISK] datahandle CANNOT BE REMOVED FROM THE SYSTEM BECAUSE THERE IS A RECALL
REQUEST PENDING FOR IT.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver called the internal remove processing routine to remove the file or minidisk with the indicated data handle
(which is a unique internal identifier for each archived file or minidisk) from the system. However, the archived file or
minidisk cannot be removed because there is an outstanding recall request for it.The file or minidisk is not removed.

Action:

None. After the recall request completes, the file or minidisk will be eligible to be removed.

0549E
[FILE filename filetype|MINIDISK userid vaddr], ARCHID archid, CANNOT BE PURGED SINCE THERE IS A
RECALL REQUEST PENDING FOR IT.

Reason:

You entered either a PURGE FILE or PURGE MDISK command for the indicated archived data. However, it cannot be
purged because there is an outstanding recall request for the indicated file or minidisk. Another userid may have entered
the recall request. The command ends.

Action:

If you entered the recall request for the indicated data, you can cancel the recall request and enter the applicable PURGE
command again.Or, regardless of whether you entered the recall request, you can wait for the recall request to complete,
and enter the appropriate PURGE command again.

0550E
FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, IS INCLUDED IN A VM:BackupBACKUP JOB; IT CANNOT BE PURGED AT
THIS TIME.

Reason:

You entered a PURGE FILE command for the indicated file. However, this file cannot be purged now because it has
already been included in a VM:BackupBackup job to move or migrate archived files stored on DASD (STAGE or ONLINE
storage) to tape. The command ends.

Action:

Either enter the PURGE FILE command again later or contact your VM:Archiver system administrator.

0551E
FILE filehandle CANNOT BE REMOVED FROM DASD STORAGE BECAUSE IT IS INCLUDED IN A
VM:BackupBACKUP JOB.

Reason:

VM:Archiver called an internal remove processing routine to remove the file with the indicated file handle (which is a
unique internal identifier for the archived file) from the system. However, this file cannot be removed because currently it is
included in a VM:BackupBackup job to migrate archived data from DASD to tape. The file is not removed.

Action:

None. After the VM:BackupBackup job completes, the file will be eligible to be removed.

0552I
FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, IS ALREADY MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:
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You entered a PURGE FILE command for the indicated file. However, this file is already marked to be purged when the
purge grace period for the storage area on which the archived file resides expires. The command ends.

Action:

None, if you do not want to remove this file immediately from archival storage. If you do, enter the command again, this
time specifying the NOGRACE option.This will override the purge grace period and remove the file immediately.

0553E
YOU MUST BE AUTHORIZED TO [PURGE|RECLAIM] FILE filename filetype OWNED BY USER userid TO [PURGE|
RECLAIM] IT.

Reason:

You entered either a PURGE FILE or RECLAIM FILE command to purge or reclaim archived files that are owned by
another userid.You cannot perform the indicated action on this file because the file’s owner has not granted you the
appropriate authorization (which is change authorization).The command ends.

Action:

Ask the file’s owner to either grant you the authority to change the file, or purge or reclaim the indicated file for you.

0554E
YOU MUST BE AUTHORIZED TO [PURGE|RECLAIM] MINIDISK userid vaddr OWNED BY USER userid TO [PURGE|
RECLAIM] IT.

Reason:

You entered either a PURGE MDISK or RECLAIM MDISK command to purge or reclaim an archived minidisk owned by
another userid.You cannot perform the indicated action on this minidisk because the minidisk’s owner has not granted you
the appropriate authorization (which is change authorization).The command ends.

Action:

Ask the archived minidisk’s owner to either grant you the authority to change the minidisk, or purge or reclaim the
indicated minidisk for you.

0555I
FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, HAS BEEN MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:

You entered a PURGE FILE command for the indicated file. VM:Archiver applies the purge grace period configured for the
storage area on which the archived file resides, and will remove the file when this purge grace period expires.

Action:

None, unless you wanted the file to be removed immediately.If you do, enter the command again, this time specifying the
IMMED option.

0556I
MINIDISK userid vaddr, ARCHID archid, HAS BEEN MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:
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You entered a PURGE MDISK command for the indicated minidisk. VM:Archiver applies the purge grace period for TAPE
storage, and will remove the minidisk when this purge grace period expires.

Action:

None, unless you wanted the minidisk to be removed immediately.If you do, enter the command again, this time specifying
the IMMED option.

0557I
MINIDISK userid vaddr, ARCHID archid, IS ALREADY MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:

You entered a PURGE MDISK command for the indicated minidisk. However, this minidisk is already marked to be purged
when the purge grace period for TAPE storage expires. The command ends.

Action:

None, if you do not want to remove this minidisk immediately from tape storage. If you do, enter the command again, this
time specifying the IMMED option.This will override the purge grace period for TAPE storage and remove the minidisk
immediately.

0558E
DASD FILE dasdfn dasdft WAS NOT FOUND ON VADDR vaddr DURING REMOVE PROCESSING.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to locate the file with the indicated DASD filename and filetype (dasdfn dasdft), on either STAGE
or ONLINE storage so that the internal remove processing routine could remove the file with the CMS ERASE
command. However, VM:Archiver could not locate this file, and it is not erased. This indicates a discrepancy between the
VM:Archiver database and DASD storage. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
Remove processing continues.

Action:

None. For more information on discrepancies between archived data and the VM:Archiver database, you can run the
CHECK command. See the VM:Archiver Command Reference for information on this command. Your VM:Archiver system
administrator can contact Broadcom Support if necessary.

0559E
VM:BackupARCHIVER CANNOT REMOVE FILE dasdfn dasdft FROM MINIDISK vaddr BECAUSE IT CANNOT
ACCESS THIS MINIDISK NOW.

Reason:

When the VM:Archiver internal remove processing routine tried to determine the filemode at which the indicated virtual
address (vaddr) is accessed, internal processing failed. The indicated DASD storage minidisk may not be available to
the VM:Archiver system; that is, its status is INACTIVE or DRAINED. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver
service virtual machine. Remove processing ends.

Action:

Check the status of the indicated DASD storage minidisk by either entering the QUERY DASD command or by accessing
the system administrator Define DASD Area and Controls screen. If the status of vaddr is INACTIVE or DRAINED,
see Administrators for more information. If the status of vaddr is ACTIVE, contact Broadcom Support.
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0560E
FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, CANNOT BE PURGED BECAUSE THE MINIDISK IT IS ON CANNOT BE
ACCESSED.

Reason:

You entered a PURGE FILE command for the indicated file.However, VM:Archiver cannot access the DASD minidisk on
which the file is archived. The file is not marked to be purged, and the command ends.

Action:

Try the command again later when this DASD storage minidisk may be available.For assistance, contact your
VM:Archiver system administrator.

0561I
FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, IS NOT MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:

You entered a RECLAIM FILE command to reclaim one or more files. Based on the selection criteria you specified on
the RECLAIM FILE command, VM:Archiver selected the file filename filetype to reclaim.However, this file is not marked
for purging. If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype to reclaim multiple files, VM:Archiver
continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0562I
FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, HAS BEEN RECLAIMED.

Reason:

You entered a RECLAIM FILE command to reclaim one or more files. Based on the selection criteria you specified on the
RECLAIM FILE command, VM:Archiver selected the file filename filetype to reclaim.VM:Archiver has reclaimed this file
successfully.If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or filetype to reclaim multiple files, VM:Archiver
continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0563I
MINIDISK userid vaddr, ARCHID archid, IS NOT MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:

You entered a RECLAIM MDISK command to reclaim one or more minidisks. Based on the selection criteria you specified
on the RECLAIM MDISK command, VM:Archiver selected the minidisk userid vaddr to be reclaimed.However, this
minidisk is not marked for purging.If you used pattern-matching characters in the userid and/or virtual address to reclaim
multiple minidisks, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.
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0564I
MINIDISK userid vaddr, ARCHID archid, HAS BEEN RECLAIMED.

Reason:

You entered a RECLAIM MDISK command to reclaim one or more minidisks. Based on the selection criteria you
specified on the RECLAIM MDISK command, VM:Archiver selected the minidisk userid vaddr to reclaim.VM:Archiver
has reclaimed this minidisk successfully. If you used pattern-matching characters in the userid and/or virtual address to
reclaim multiple minidisks, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0565I
THE FOLLOWING TAPES HAVE BEEN CLOSED: volser1 volser2 volser3 volser4 volser5.

Reason:

You entered a TAPE command with the CLOSE parameter to close open tape volumes. VM:Archiver closed the volumes
displayed in the message. A maximum of five tape volumes can be open at a time: the primary tape and, if copies are
used, its copies (up to four).

Action:

None.

0566E
THERE ARE NO OPEN TAPES.

Reason:

You entered a TAPE command with the CLOSE parameter. However, there are currently no open tapes. The command
ends.

Action:

None.

0567E
STORAGE CLEANER ENCOUNTERED THE FOLLOWING DATABASE ERROR; PROCESSING CONTINUES.

Reason:

During storage processing, VM:Archiver encountered a database error. The database error is displayed after this
message. Storage cleaner processing continues. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0568E
STORAGE CLEANER ENCOUNTERED EXCESSIVE DATABASE ERRORS; PROCESS HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:
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During storage cleaner processing, VM:Archiver encountered multiple database errors. VM:Archiver sends message
0567E for each database error it locates. Storage cleaner processing ends. VM:Archiver logs this message on the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0569E
NO [ONLINE|STAGE] FILE LOCATION FOUND FOR FILE filehandle DURING REMOVE [ONLINE|STAGE] FILE
PROCESSING.

Reason:

After migrating a file from a drained DASD storage minidisk, VM:Archiver tried to erase the file and update the database;
however, the database does not contain file location information on this file. The file handle is a unique internal identifier
for the file. No changes are made to the database for this file.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0570E
SPECIFY A JOB ID ON THE LISTPULL COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered a LISTPULL command, you did not specify the job ID of the job for which you want to generate a list of
the required tapes. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a job ID on the command.

0571E
JOB jobid IS [COMPLETED|CANCELED]; A PULL LIST CANNOT BE GENERATED.

Reason:

You entered a LISTPULL command to generate a list of the tapes required for the job jobid. However, this job has either
completed or been canceled, and VM:Archiver cannot create a pull list for a completed or canceled job. The command
ends.

Action:

None.

0572E
FILE jobid LISTPULL NOT FOUND; A PULL LIST CANNOT BE GENERATED.

Reason:

You entered a LISTPULL command to generate a list of the tapes required for the indicated job.When VM:Archiver builds
the job, it creates a file called jobid LISTPULL, which contains the information required to generate the pull list.Because
VM:Archiver could not locate this file on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk, it cannot create a pull list. The
command ends.
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Action:

None.

0573E
JOB jobid IS AN ARCHIVE JOB; A PULL LIST CANNOT BE GENERATED.

Reason:

You entered a LISTPULL command to generate a list of the tapes required for the indicated job, which is an archive
job.However, the LISTPULL command cannot create a pull list for archive jobs. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0574E
ERROR OCCURRED READING LISTPULL FILE jobid LISTPULL filemode; RC = code.

Reason:

You entered a LISTPULL command to generate a list of the tapes required for the indicated job. When VM:Archiver builds
the job, it creates a file called jobid LISTPULL, which contains the information required to generate the pull list. While
reading this file, VM:Archiver encountered an EXECIO error resulting in the indicated return code. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can refer to the IBM documentation on the EXECIO command
to determine the cause of and solution for the problem. If necessary, the system administrator can contact Broadcom
Support for additional help.

0575E
SPECIFY A VOLSER FOLLOWED BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS: AVAIL, UNAVAIL, COMMENT, OR
NOCOMM.

Reason:

When you entered a TAPE command, you entered a tape volume serial number (volser) without one of the following
parameters:

• AVAIL
• UNAVAIL
• COMMENT
• NOCOMM

Without one of these parameters, VM:Archiver cannot take any action on this tape. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a volser followed by the appropriate parameter.

0576E
DO NOT SPECIFY THE parameter PARAMETER MORE THAN ONCE ON A COMMAND.

Reason:
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When you entered a VM:Archiver command, you specified the indicated parameter more than once.You can use this
parameter only once on a command.The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying parameter only one time.

0577E
VOLSER volser IS PENDING-REINIT; THIS VOLSER IS NOT UPDATED.

Reason:

You entered a TAPE command with either the AVAIL or UNAVAIL parameter to change the status of the tape volser. This
tape is in PENDING-REINIT status, which means that VM:BackupBackup has processed it in a merge/purge/copy job,
and it is waiting for VM:BackupBackup to reinitialize it through a tape reinitialization job. VM:Archiver does not allow you
to use the TAPE command to update the status of a tape with the status of PENDING-REINIT. No changes are made for
this tape; if you specified the COMMENT or NOCOMM parameter to update the comment, it has not been changed. If you
specified pattern-matching characters in volser, VM:Archiver tries to update tape information for other tapes with volsers
that match the pattern specified; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None, if you were attempting to update the tape status only.If you wanted to also update the comment, enter another
TAPE command for tape volser, this time specifying only the COMMENT or NOCOMM parameter to change the
comment.

0578I
VOLSER volser IS ALREADY [AVAILABLE|UNAVAILABLE].

Reason:

You entered a TAPE command with the AVAIL or UNAVAIL parameter to change the status of one or more tape
volumes.The tape indicated by the specified volser already has the status you requested. If you specified pattern-
matching characters in volser, VM:Archiver tries to update tape information for other tapes with volsers that match the
pattern specified; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None.

0579I
VOLSER volser IS ALREADY [AVAILABLE|UNAVAILABLE]; COMMENT FOR VOLSER volser HAS BEEN UPDATED.

Reason:

You entered the TAPE command to change the status of one or more tapes and the comments associated with them.
The indicated tape (volser) already has the status you requested, either AVAILABLE or UNAVAILABLE. VM:Archiver has
updated the comment for the tape.

Action:

None.

0580I
VOLSER volser HAS BEEN MARKED [AVAILABLE|UNAVAILABLE].
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Reason:

You entered a TAPE command with the AVAIL or UNAVAIL parameter to change the status of one or more tape volumes.
VM:Archiver has updated the status of the indicated tape (volser) as requested.

Action:

None.

0581I
COMMENT FOR VOLSER volser HAS BEEN UPDATED.

Reason:

You entered a TAPE command with the COMMENT or NOCOMM parameter to update the comment for one or more tape
volumes. VM:Archiver has updated the comment associated with the indicated tape (volser) as requested.

Action:

None.

0582I
VOLSER volser HAS BEEN MARKED [AVAILABLE|UNAVAILABLE]; COMMENT FOR VOLSER volser HAS BEEN
UPDATED.

Reason:

You entered the TAPE command to change the status of one or more tapes and the comments associated with them.
VM:Archiver has updated the status of the indicated tape (volser) and the comment associated with this tape as
requested.

Action:

None.

0583E
WHEN USING THE CLOSE PARAMETER ON THE TAPE COMMAND, IT CAN BE THE ONLY PARAMETER
SPECIFIED.

Reason:

When you entered a TAPE command with the CLOSE parameter to close tapes, you specified a volume serial number
(volser) on the command. You cannot enter a volser when closing tapes; the CLOSE parameter closes all open tapes.
(Only one open primary tape and any copies can be open at any time.) No tapes are closed, and the command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time without specifying a volser; enter just vmarch tape close.

0584E
MIGRATION DATE FOR FILE filename filetype NOT CHANGED BECAUSE CURRENT MIGRATION DATE REACHED;
NO CHANGES MADE TO FILE.

Reason:

You entered a CHANGE FILE command with one of the following options to change the migration date for one or more
archived files:
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• MIGRATE AFTER
• MIGRATE DATE
• NOMIGRAT

You may have entered other change options on the command, for example, PRIVATE or COMMENT.

VM:Archiver allows you to change the migration date of archived data only if the current migration date is in the future.
Because the current migration date for the indicated file is either today or a date earlier than today, you cannot change
or eliminate this file’s migration date.None of the requested changes are made; VM:Archiver makes changes to archived
data only when all changes requested can be implemented.If you used pattern-matching characters in the filename and/or
filetype, VM:Archiver continues processing the command; if not, the command ends.

Action:

None, if the only change requested on the command applied to the migration date.If you want to make other changes,
enter another CHANGE FILE command for the indicated file, this time omitting the option to change the migration date.

0585E
DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr HAS A STATUS OF ACTIVE BUT IS NOT ACCESSED; TRANSFER RC = code

Reason:

A VM:Archiver DASD volume was marked as ACTIVE, but was not accessed.This can result from manually entering a
command that causes the minidisk to be released.This may also be a symptom of a logic error in VM:Archiver.

Action:

Issue the DASD INACTIVE vaddr command on the DASD volume, followed by the DASD ACTIVE vaddr command.The
DASD volume should now be marked as ACTIVE.If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

0586E
SPECIFY EITHER ACCESS OR ASSIGN ON THE QUERY AUTHS COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the QUERY AUTHS command, but either omitted both the ACCESS and ASSIGN parameters, or specified
both. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying just one of ACCESS or ASSIGN, followed by the appropriate parameters.

0587E
YOU CANNOT SPECIFY GROUP WITH THE ASSIGN BY PARAMETERS ON THE QUERY AUTHS COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the QUERY AUTHS command and specified the ASSIGN BY GROUP parameters to view what groups
have assign authorization to your data, but VM:Archiver does not allow groups to have assign authorization to data. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying valid parameters.
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0588E
MISSING KEYWORD keyword ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the command command without the indicated keyword. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the missing keyword.

0589E
SPECIFY BOTH USER AND GROUP FOLLOWING THE FROM PARAMETER ON THE REASSIGN COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the REASSIGN FILE or REASSIGN MDISK command without the required USER and GROUP parameters.
You must specify these parameters following the FROM parameter:

USER userid GROUP group

The command ends. No data is reassigned.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct parameters.

0590E
SPECIFY EITHER USER AND/OR GROUP FOLLOWING THE TO PARAMETER ON THE REASSIGN COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the REASSIGN FILE or REASSIGN MDISK command without the USER and GROUP parameters. You must
specify one of the following after the TO parameter:

• USER userid
• USER userid GROUP group

No data is reassigned.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct parameters.

0591E
YOU SPECIFIED character FOR FROM [USER|GROUP]; THE ONLY VALID PATTERN MATCHING IN FROM [USER|
GROUP] IS * MEANING ALL [USERS|GROUPS].

Reason:

You specified pattern-matching characters following the FROM USER or GROUP parameter on the REASSIGN or
REASSIGN MDISK command. The only pattern-matching character you can enter after FROM USER or FROM GROUP
is the asterisk (*), which means all users or groups. If you reassign data from more than one user or group, you must enter
a separate command for each user or group. The command ends. No data is reassigned.

Action:
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Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct syntax. See the documentation for the appropriate REASSIGN
command:

• REASSIGN FILE Command
• REASSIGN MDISK Command

0592E
YOU SPECIFIED character FOR TO [USER|GROUP]; PATTERN-MATCHING CHARACTERS ARE NOT ALLOWED IN
TO [USER|GROUP].

Reason:

You specified pattern-matching characters following the TO USER or TO GROUP parameter on the REASSIGN
command. Pattern-matching characters are not allowed with either of these parameters. The command ends. No data is
reassigned.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time without specifying pattern-matching characters.

0593I
REASSIGN [FILE|MDISK] COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY; number [FILE|FILES|MINIDISK|MINIDISKS]
[WAS|WERE] REASSIGNED.

Reason:

The REASSIGN command completed successfully and reassigned the indicated number of files or minidisks.

Action:

None.

0594E
[USER|GROUP] name MUST BE DEFINED TO THE VM:BackupARCHIVER SYSTEM IN ORDER TO REASSIGN
[FILES|MINIDISKS] TO THIS [USER|GROUP].

Reason:

You entered the REASSIGN FILE or REASSIGN MDISK command to reassign files or minidisks to a user or group that is
not defined to VM:Archiver. The command ends. No data is reassigned.

Action:

Check to see if you made a typing error. If you did, enter the command again, specifying the correct user or group name.
To see a list of all defined groups, use the QUERY GROUPS * command. If you did not make a typing error, add the user
or group to VM:Archiver by using the User Information or Manage Groups screen or the USER ADD or GROUP ADD
command.

0595E
THE TO USER AND TO GROUP PARAMETER VALUES ON THE REASSIGN COMMAND MUST NOT BE THE SAME
AS THE FROM PARAMETERS

Reason:
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You entered the REASSIGN command specifying TO USER and/or TO GROUP parameters, but the values you specified
for user and group are exactly the same as those specified on the FROM USER and FROM GROUP parameters. The
REASSIGN command ends. No data is reassigned.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a TO user and group that are different from those specified with the FROM
USER and FROM GROUP parameters.

0596E
YOU CANNOT CLOSE THE OPEN TAPES UNTIL ARCHIVE JOB jobid IS EITHER COMPLETED OR CANCELED.

Reason:

You entered the TAPE CLOSE command to close open tapes; however, there is currently an active archive job, jobid. You
cannot close the open tapes until this job has completed or been canceled.

Action:

Wait for the active archive job to complete, then issue the TAPE CLOSE command again to close the open tapes. Or, you
can cancel the active archive job, then issue the TAPE CLOSE command.

0600I
CHECKPOINT DATA ERASED DUE TO COLD OPTION.

Reason:

You entered the DBCONV command with the COLD option to restart the database conversion process from the
beginning. Database conversion continues.

Action:

None.

0601W
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 DOES NOT SUPPORT THE ARCHIVES READWRIT
RECORD; RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an ARCHIVES READWRIT configuration file record in the
VMARCH CONFIG file being converted.The ARCHIVES READWRIT record indicates that users can archive files only
from minidisks accessed in read/write mode.With VM:Archiver Release 2.0, users can always archive files from minidisks
linked read-only or read/write. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0601W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0602W
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 DOES NOT SUPPORT THE AUTHORIZ READWRIT
RECORD; RECORD IS IGNORED.
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Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an AUTHORIZ READWRIT configuration file record in the
VMARCH CONFIG file being converted.The AUTHORIZ READWRIT record indicates that the userid specified on this
record can archive files only from minidisks accessed in read/write mode.With VM:Archiver, users can always archive files
from minidisks linked read-only or read/write. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0602W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0603E
RECORD number: INVALID PARAMETER parameter ON THE record RECORD.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a configuration file record with the indicated invalid parameter
in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver ignores this parameter and continues processing any other
parameters on this record.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0603E and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk. The conversion process
continues.

Action:

None.

0604E
SPECIFY A ONE TO EIGHT ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTER SYSTEM ID AFTER THE SYSID PARAMETER ON THE
DBCONV COMMAND.

Reason:

When you entered the DBCONV command, you did not specify a system ID after the SYSID parameter. The conversion
process uses the system ID specified on the DBCONV command to create archive IDs (called reference numbers in
VM:Archiver for 370 and VM:Archiver Release 1.0) for archived data being converted. A system ID can contain from one
to eight alphanumeric characters, A-Z and 0-9. This system ID cannot be the same as the system ID that VM:Archiver
Release 2.0 will use. The command ends. VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV
command. In addition, VM:Archiver logs it on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and in file DBCONV LOGFILE on
the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Enter the DBCONV command again, this time specifying a valid system ID after the SYSID parameter.

0605E
RECORD number: recordname RECORD READ FROM THE VMARCH CONFIG FILE IS NOT VALID.

Reason:
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During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an invalid configuration file record in the VMARCH CONFIG file
being converted.The name of the record, for example, PRODUCT, is displayed in this message. VM:Archiver ignores this
record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the invalid record. VM:Archiver sends messages 0605E and 0609W to the
user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and to
the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0606E
RECORD number: ERROR OCCURRED CONVERTING DATE date TO A BASEDATE VALUE.

Reason:

During the conversion process, an error occurred when VM:Archiver tried to change a date on either a DEFEXPDT or
MAXEXPDT configuration file record to a basedate. A basedate is the number of days since and including the base date
January 1, 0001 in the format dddddd to which VM:Archiver converts dates to store them in the database. VM:Archiver
ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0606E and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes, enter the appropriate value for either the default or maximum expiration date on
the system administrator Define Retention Controls screen. For information on using this screen, see Administrators.

0607W
RECORD number: DUMP TYPE [CP|OFF] HAS BEEN CONVERTED TO VMDUMP.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a DUMP TYPE configuration file record in the VMARCH
CONFIG file being converted that specifies a dump type of either CP or OFF.VM:Archiver supports neither of these
values; it always creates a VMDUMP. If the dump type on the record is CP, VM:Archiver defines the target userid for
dumps as the userid specified on the record; if the dump type is OFF, VM:Archiver defines the target userid for dumps as
SYSTEM, which sends dumps to the userid specified on the SYSDUMP macro in HCPSYS or DMKSYS. The conversion
process continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0607W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None, unless you want dumps to be sent to a different userid. If you do, after the conversion process completes
successfully, specify the target userid for dumps on the system administrator Define System Options screen. For
information about the use of this screen, see Administrators.

0608W
RECORD number: EXCLUDING [USERS|GROUPS] FROM A GROUP IS NOT SUPPORTED; RECORD IS IGNORED.
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Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an EXCLUDE USER or EXCLUDE GROUP configuration file
record that follows a GROUP configuration file record in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver does
not support excluding a user or a group from a group. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion
process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0608W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

After the conversion process completes successfully, use the system administrator Manage Groups screens to view group
information and update it, if necessary. For information on using these screens, see Administrators.

0609W
RECORD number: configrecord.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a problem when trying to convert this configuration file
record.This message follows another message that describes the problem. VM:Archiver sends message 0609W to the
user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and to the file named
DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Refer to the immediately preceding message for more information.

0610E
RECORD record: GROUP group CANNOT BE ADDED BECAUSE IT ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a GROUP group configuration file record in the VMARCH
CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver cannot add this group to its database because a group with the indicated name
already exists. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0610E and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:ArchiverVM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

After the conversion process completes successfully, use the system administrator Manage Groups screens to view group
information and update it, if necessary. For information on using these screens, see Administrators.

0611W
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 DOES NOT SUPPORT INCLUDING ONE GROUP IN
ANOTHER; RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an INCLUDE GROUP configuration file record that follows a
GROUP configuration file record in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. You cannot include a group in another
group in VM:Archiver. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.
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VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0611W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes successfully, use the system administrator Manage Groups screens to view group
information and update it, if necessary. For information on using these screens, see Administrators.

0612W
RECORD number: DIRECTING USERS TO A SPECIFIC STORAGE AREA IS NOT SUPPORTED; RECORD IS
IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an INCLUDE USER configuration file record that follows a
STORAGE configuration file record in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver does not support directing
users to a specific DASD storage minidisk. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0612W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes successfully, use the system administrator Manage Groups screens and Manage
Users screens to define STAGE and ONLINE storage limits for users. For information about using these screens, see
Administrators.

0613W
RECORD number: PATTERN MATCHING IN USERID ON record IS NOT SUPPORTED; RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a userid containing pattern-matching characters on one of the
following configuration file records in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted:

• AUTHORIZ ADMIN
• AUTHORIZ IMMED
• AUTHORIZ PRIV
• LIMIT

You cannot use pattern-matching characters to either authorize more than one user on an AUTHORIZ record or to limit
more than one user on a LIMIT record. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0613W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command. VM:Archiver logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes, access the appropriate system administrator screens to view and update
configured information, if necessary:

• If the record was an AUTHORIZ ADMIN or AUTHORIZ PRIV record, use the Define Authorized Users screen.
• If the record was an AUTHORIZ IMMED or LIMIT record, use the Manage Users and Manage Groups screens.

For information about using these screens, see Administrators.
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0614W
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 RESERVES GROUP PUBLIC FOR INTERNAL USE;
RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a GROUP PUBLIC configuration file record in the VMARCH
CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver reserves group PUBLIC for its own use. VM:Archiver ignores this record and
continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0614W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver the A-disk of the service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes successfully, use the system administrator Manage Groups screens to view group
information and update it, if necessary. For information on using these screens, refer to Administrators.

0615W
RECORD number: LIMITING ONLINE AND STAGE FILES BY NUMBER OF FILES IS NOT SUPPORTED; parameter
PARAMETER IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered one of the following configuration file records in the VMARCH
CONFIG file being converted:

• LIMIT with the FILES parameter and either the USER or GROUP parameter
• STORAGE with the MAXFILES parameter and either the ONLINE or STAGE parameter

If VM:Archiver found this type of LIMIT record, it ignores the indicated parameter. VM:Archiver does not limit users to
archiving a maximum number of files to STAGE or ONLINE storage.

If VM:Archiver found this type of STORAGE record, it ignores the MAXFILES parameter, and continues converting other
information contained on this record. VM:Archiver does not limit the maximum number of archived files stored on STAGE
or ONLINE storage. The conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0615W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

None, if the record in question is a STORAGE record. If the record in question is a LIMIT record, after the conversion
process completes, use the system administrator Manage Users and Manage Groups screens to review the maximum
user and group usage limits for STAGE and ONLINE storage, and change the limits, if necessary. For more information
about STAGE and ONLINE usage limits and the use of these screens, see Administrators.

0616W
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 DOES NOT SUPPORT LIMITING ARCHIVED FILES BY
FILE SIZE; RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:
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During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a LIMIT FILE SIZE configuration file record in the VMARCH
CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver does not limit the size of a file that can be stored in DASD storage.
VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0616W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0617W
RECORD number: USER userid AT NODE node IS ALREADY DEFINED AS A SYSTEM OPERATOR.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an OPERATOR configuration file record specifying the indicated
userid in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. This userid is already defined in the VM:Archiver database as a
system operator. VM:Archiver ignores userid on this record, and continues converting this record.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0617W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0618E
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 DOES NOT SUPPORT VM:BackupBACKUP FOR 370
PRERELEASE 5.0.

RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 DOES NOT SUPPORT VM:BackupBACKUP FOR 370
PRERELEASE 5.0.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a PRODUCT VMBACKUP configuration file record with the
PREREL5 parameter in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. PREREL5 indicates that the VM:BackupBackup
system is a release of VM:BackupBackup for 370 prior to Release 5.0. If your system is going to store archived data on
tape storage, VM:Archiver must interface with VM:BackupBackup Release 2.0; it cannot interface with earlier releases.
VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0618E and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk. 

Action 

None, if your VM:Archiver system will not use tape storage. If it will, after the conversion process completes successfully,
use the system administrator Define VM:BackupBackup Options screen to specify the userid of the appropriate
VM:BackupBackup Release 2.0 service virtual machine for the particular types of VM:Archiver jobs.Refer to the
VM:Archiver System Administrator’s Guide for more information on using this screen.
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0619W
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0 ALWAYS SENDS RECALLED FILES TO THE REQUESTING
USER’S READER BY DEFAULT.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a RECALLS configuration file record specifying the DISK
parameter in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. This record specified that the system default target for recalled
files was the requesting user’s minidisk or directory.However, VM:Archiver always sends recalled files to the user’s virtual
reader by default. VM:Archiver ignores the DISK parameter on this record, and continues converting this record.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0619W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0620W
RECORD number: ATTEMPT TO OVERRIDE EARLIER [EXPGRACE|MAXFULL|PURGRACE] VALUE OF number
IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a STORAGE configuration file record with one of the following
sets of parameters:

• STAGE and MAXFULL
• ONLINE and MAXFULL, EXPGRACE, or PURGRACE

If the message displays MAXFULL, VM:Archiver has already stored in its database the maximum amount of DASD that
either STAGE or ONLINE storage can use. If the message displays either EXPGRACE or PURGRACE, VM:Archiver has
already stored in its database the expiration grace or purge grace period for ONLINE storage. VM:Archiver ignores the
indicated number, and VM:Archiver continues converting this record.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0620W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes, use the system administrator Define DASD Area and Controls screen to view
this information and update it if necessary. For more information about grace periods and the use of this screen, see
Administrators.

0621W
RECORD number: VM:BackupARCHIVER FOR 370 AND VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 1.0 USER EXITS
CANNOT BE USED WITH VM:BackupARCHIVER RELEASE 2.0.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a USEREXIT configuration file record in the VMARCH
CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver does not support user exits from VM:Archiver for 370 or VM:Archiver Release
1.0. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.
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VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0621W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

For information about user exits, see Administrators.

0622E
SPECIFY ALL OF THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ON THE DBCONV COMMAND: SYSID, SVMID, CFGDISK, AND
DBDISK.

Reason:

You entered the DBCONV command but did not specify all of the indicated required parameters.The command ends.
VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Look up the correct format for the DBCONV command in the conversion documentation.Then, enter the command again,
this time specifying all required parameters.

0623E
SPECIFY A USERID AFTER THE SVMID PARAMETER ON THE DBCONV COMMAND.

Reason:

When you specified the SVMID parameter on the DBCONV command, you did not enter the userid of the VM:Archiver for
370 or VM:Archiver Release 1.0 service virtual machine being converted after the SVMID parameter. The command ends.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Enter the DBCONV command again, this time specifying the userid of the VM:Archiver for 370 or VM:Archiver Release
1.0 service virtual machine being converted after the SVMID parameter.

0624E
SPECIFY A USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS AFTER THE [CFGDISK|DBDISK] PARAMETER ON THE DBCONV
COMMAND.

Reason:

When you specified the CFGDISK or DBDISK parameter on the DBCONV command, you did not enter both a userid and
a virtual address after the indicated parameter.VM:Archiver needs the userid and virtual address to identify the minidisk
that contains either the VMARCH CONFIG file (CFGDISK parameter) or one of the following files (DBDISK parameter):

• VMARCH DATABASE
• VMARCH STATUS
• VMARCH TAPECAT
• VMARCH TRANFILE

The command ends.
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VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the userid and virtual address of the appropriate minidisk.

0625E
SYSTEM ID systemid IS NOT VALID; SYSTEM ID MUST BE ONE TO EIGHT ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS.

Reason:

When you entered the DBCONV command, the system ID you specified after the SYSID parameter is invalid.The
conversion process uses the system ID specified on the DBCONV command to create archive IDs (called reference
numbers in VM:Archiver for 370 and VM:Archiver Release 1.0) for archived data being converted. A system ID can
contain from one to eight alphanumeric characters, A-Z and 0-9. This system ID cannot be the same as the system ID
that VM:Archiver Release 2.0 will use. The command ends.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Enter the DBCONV command again, this time specifying a valid system ID after the SYSID parameter.

0626E
REQUIRED INPUT FILE filename filetype WAS NOT FOUND ON userid vaddr.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver tried to locate all of the following files to convert:

• VMARCH CONFIG
• VMARCH DATABASE
• VMARCH STATUS
• VMARCH TAPECAT

VM:Archiver linked and accessed the minidisk on which the indicated file should reside, based on the minidisk specified
with the CFGDISK or DBDISK parameter on the DBCONV command. However, VM:Archiver could not find the required
file on the indicated minidisk. The command ends.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Make sure that the userid and virtual address specified with the CFGDISK or DBDISK parameters were entered correctly.
If they were, verify that the VMARCH CONFIG file is located on the minidisk specified with the CFGDISK parameter, and
that all of the other required files reside on the minidisk specified with the DBDISK parameter. If you entered an incorrect
minidisk, enter the command again, this time specifying the correct minidisks with the CFGDISK and DBDISK parameters.
If the files listed above are located on the minidisks specified on the DBCONV command, contact Broadcom Support.

0627W
VMARCH TRANFILE WAS NOT FOUND ON userid vaddr; FILE WILL NOT BE CONVERTED.

Reason:
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During the conversion process, VM:Archiver could not locate the VMARCH TRANFILE file on the minidisk specified
with the DBDISK parameter on the DBCONV command.VM:Archiver will not convert this file. The conversion process
continues.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0628E
VMARCH DATABASE AND VMARCH TRANFILE ARE IN VM:BackupARCHIVER FOR 370 PRE-RELEASE 4.0
FORMAT; THEY CANNOT BE CONVERTED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver determined that the VMARCH DATABASE and VMARCH TRANFILE files are
in VM:Archiver for 370 Pre-Release 4.0 format. VM:Archiver 2.0 can only convert VMARCH DATABASE and VMARCH
TRANFILE files in VM:Archiver for 370 Pre-Release 4.0 or later format. The command ends.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance in converting the VMARCH DATABASE and VMARCH TRANFILE files from
VM:Archiver for 370 Pre-Release 4.0 format.

0629E
VMARCH TRANFILE CONTAINS [ARCHIVE|RECALL] REQUESTS; PERFORM SUBMIT [ARCHIVES|RECALLS]
BEFORE CONVERTING.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver found either archive or recall requests in the VMARCH TRANFILE file.
Archive and recall transactions cannot be converted. The conversion process ends.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

From the service virtual machine being converted, enter a SUBMIT ARCHIVES and a SUBMIT RECALLS command
to make sure that there are no outstanding archive and recall requests. When the archive and recall jobs complete
successfully and there are no archive and recall requests pending, enter the DBCONV command again from the
VM:Archiver Release 2.0 service virtual machine.

0630W
RECORD number: USERID userid IS NOT IN THE CP DIRECTORY; USERID userid ON RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a configuration file record in the VMARCH CONFIG file being
converted that specifies a userid that is not in the CP directory. VM:Archiver ignores this userid, and continues converting
the record. The conversion process continues.
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VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0630W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0631W
RECORD number: PATTERN MATCHING IS NOT SUPPORTED IN THE FOR USERID FIELD ON THE AUTHORIZ
RECORD; RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an AUTHORIZ userid1 FOR userid2 vaddr configuration file
record in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. There are pattern-matching characters in userid2; VM:Archiver
does not support pattern matching in this parameter. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion
process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0631W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0632W
DENSITY FOR TAPE volser IS NOT VALID; TAPE ADDED TO THE DATABASE BUT NOT ADDED TO A TAPEPOOL
FILE.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver determined that the density specified in the VMARCH TAPECAT file for the
indicated tape, volser, is invalid.VM:Archiver includes data on this tape in the database, but because the density cannot
be determined, the tape cannot be added to the appropriate TAPEPOOL file created during the conversion process. (A
TAPEPOOL file is created for each density encountered.) The conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes, determine the density of the indicated tape. Move the TAPEPOOL files
created by the DBCONV command to the VM:BackupBackup minidisk that contains resource pool files. Then,
on the VM:BackupBackup Tape List for Resource Pool poolname system administrator screen, add it to the
appropriate VM:BackupBackup resource pool. If a TAPEPOOL file was not created for the required density, use the
VM:BackupBackup Manage Resource Pool system administrator screen to create a resource pool for this density.
For information about the creation of resource pools, see in Creating Resource Pools VM:BackupBackup for z/VM
documentation.

0633W
[ONLINE|OFFLINE] [EXPIRATION|PURGE] GRACE IS NOT DEFINED OR IS 0; days WILL BE USED DURING
CONVERSION ONLY.

Reason:
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During the conversion process, VM:Archiver determined that one of the expiration grace or purge grace periods in the
VMARCH DATABASE files being converted is either not set or is set to zero (0). VM:Archiver configures the indicated
grace period as days to provide a grace period. The conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

None. After the conversion process completes, to change an ONLINE storage grace period, use the Define DASD Area
and Controls system administrator screen. To change a tape storage grace period, use the Define Tape Controls system
administrator screen. For more information about grace periods, see Administrators.

0634W
FILE filename filetype REFNUM refnumber OWNED BY userid vaddr IS ON STAGE BUT NOT ON OFFLINE; IT IS
NOT CONVERTED.

Reason:

While converting the VMARCH DATABASE or VMARCH TRANFILE file, VM:Archiver determined that the indicated file is
archived in the STAGE area but not also in TAPE storage. VM:Archiver cannot convert this file. The conversion process
continues.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None, if this is acceptable.If you want this file included in VM:Archiver Release 2.0, recall the file from the system being
converted. After the conversion process completes successfully, archive the file to VM:Archiver Release 2.0.

0635W
FILE filename filetype REFNUM refnumber OWNED BY userid vaddr IS NOT CONVERTED BECAUSE TAPE
INFORMATION WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered the indicated file in the VMARCH DATABASE file. VM:Archiver
searched, using the volume serial number (volser) and dataset number of the tape on which this file is stored, for tape
information converted from the VMARCH TAPECAT file to determine where the file is located, but could not find that
information in the database. VM:Archiver cannot, therefore, convert this file. The conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0636W
CANNOT OBTAIN COMMENT FOR FILE filename filetype REFNUM refnumber OWNED BY userid vaddr;
CONVERTED WITHOUT COMMENT.

Reason:

While converting the VMARCH DATABASE or VMARCH TRANFILE file, VM:Archiver encountered the indicated file.The
information on the file in the VMARCH DATABASE or VMARCH TRANFILE file specifies that this file had a comment;
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however, the conversion process could not locate the comment.VM:Archiver converted this file without the comment. The
conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0637W
FILE filename filetype REFNUM refnumber OWNED BY userid vaddr IS [PURGED|EXPIRED] AND IS NOT
CONVERTED.

Reason:

While converting the VMARCH DATABASE or VMARCH TRANFILE file, VM:Archiver determined that the indicated file is
either purged or expired.Therefore, VM:Archiver did not convert archive information on this file. The conversion process
continues.

VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on
the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0638W
MINIDISK userid vaddr REFNUM refnumber OWNED BY userid vaddr IS [PURGED|EXPIRED] AND IS NOT
CONVERTED.

Reason:

While converting the VMARCH DATABASE or VMARCH TRANFILE file, VM:Archiver determined that the indicated
minidisk is either purged or expired.Therefore, VM:Archiver did not convert archive information on this minidisk. The
conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on
the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0639W
RECORD number: COMMAND ON EVENT RECORD CHANGED TO: newcommand.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an EVENT configuration file record specifying either an END
or SUBMIT command in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver does not support the former format for
these commands. VM:Archiver changes the format of the specified command to the new format, and displays the new
command in the message (newcommand). The conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0639W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.
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Action:

None.

0640W
RECORD record: COMMAND ON EVENT RECORD IS NOT VALID; RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an EVENT configuration file record specifying either a
CLEAN or POST command in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver does not support either of these
commands. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0640W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0641W
RECORD number: EXCLUDING [USERS|GROUPS] FROM A SPECIFIC STORAGE AREA IS NOT SUPPORTED;
RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a STORAGE configuration file record followed by an EXCLUDE
USER or EXCLUDE GROUP configuration file record in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. VM:Archiver does
not support the EXCLUDE USER or EXCLUDE GROUP record, which excludes specified users or groups from using
particular DASD storage minidisks. VM:Archiver ignores this record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0641W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

After the conversion process completes successfully, use the system administrator Manage Users and Manage Groups
screens to configure the maximum percentage of STAGE and ONLINE storage particular users and groups can fill with
archived files. For information about using these screens, see Managing Users and Managing Groups.

0642E
filename ON userid vaddr HAS BEEN UPDATED SINCE LAST EXECUTION OF THE DBCONV COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the DBCONV command to convert a VM:Archiver for 370 or VM:Archiver Release 1.0 system to VM:Archiver
Release 2.0.The conversion process failed.VM:Archiver stores checkpoint data to restart the conversion process from the
point at which it failed. However, when you entered the DBCONV command again to continue the conversion process,
VM:Archiver detected that the indicated file (to be converted) has changed since the last time you entered the DBCONV
command. The conversion process ends.

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:
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Enter the DBCONV command again, this time specifying the COLD option, which tells VM:Archiver to delete any existing
checkpoint data and to begin the conversion process all over again. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance, if
necessary.

0643W
RECORD recnum: MEMBERSHIP FOR GROUP PUBLIC CANNOT INCLUDE SPECIFIC USERS; RECORD IS
IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an INCLUDE configuration file record after a GROUP PUBLIC
configuration file record in the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted. In VM:Archiver Release 2.0, the membership
criteria for GROUP PUBLIC is always all users, indicated by an asterisk (*); you cannot include specific userids.
VM:Archiver ignores this INCLUDE record and continues the conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the INCLUDE record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0643W
and 0609W to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes, use the Manage Groups system administrator screens to create a new group to
replace the former group PUBLIC, if necessary. For information about the use of these screens, see Administrators.

0645W
RECORD number: MESSAGES ARE SENT USING CP MSGNOH IF VM:BackupARCHIVER HAS THE APPROPRIATE
PRIVILEGE CLASS.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a MESSAGE MSG record in the VMARCH CONFIG file that
is being converted. This record tells VM:Archiver to use the CP MSG command to send messages. The conversion
process ignores this record because VM:Archiver always uses CP MSGNOH to send messages if it has privilege class B.
VM:Archiver does not convert the record and the conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0645W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

If you want VM:Archiver to use MSGNOH to send messages, make sure VM:Archiver has the proper CP privilege class.

0646E
RECORD number: USERID userid ON PRODUCT product RECORD IS NOT IN THE CP DIRECTORY; RECORD IS
IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a PRODUCT record in the VMARCH CONFIG file that is being
converted. This record specifies a userid that is not defined in the CP directory. VM:Archiver does not convert the record
and the conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0646E and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
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Action:

After the conversion process has completed successfully, update VM:Archiver with the correct userid for the indicated
product. If the product is VMSISERV, add a PRODUCT VMSISERV record to the VMARCH CONFIG file specifying
the correct userid. If the product is VM:BackupAccount, use the Define Accounting Controls screen to specify the
correct VM:BackupAccount userid. If the product is VM:Backup, use the Define VM:Backup Controls screen to specify the
correct VM:Backup userid. For information about the use of this screen, see Administrators.

0647E
RECORD number: DATE date ON [MAXEXPDT|DEFEXPDT] RECORD IS EARLIER OR EQUAL TO TODAY’S DATE;
RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a MAXEXPDT or DEFEXPDT record that specifies an expiration
date that is earlier than or the same as today’s date. Expiration dates must be later than today’s date. VM:Archiver does
not convert the record and conversion processing continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0647E and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process completes, use the Define Retention Controls screens to specify the correct maximum or
default retention period. For information about using this screen, see Administrators.

0648E
RECORD number: RETENTION PERIOD retpd ON [MAXRETPD|DEFRETPD] RECORD IS NOT A WHOLE NUMBER
GREATER THAN ZERO.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered MAXRETPD or DEFRETPD record in the VMARCH CONFIG
file that is being converted. This record specifies an invalid expiration date. A retention period must be a whole number
greater than zero. VM:Archiver does not convert this record and the conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0648E and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

After the conversion process has completed, use the Define Retention Controls screens to specify the correct maximum
or default retention period.

0649W
RECORD number: INCLUDE USER RECORD IS NOT PRECEDED BY A STORAGE OR GROUP RECORD; RECORD
IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered an INCLUDE USER record in the VMARCH CONFIG file that
is being converted. The INCLUDE USER record is not preceded by either a STORAGE or GROUP record. Having an
INCLUDE USER record without the preceding STORAGE or GROUP record was not allowed in VM:Archiver for 370 or
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VM:Archiver Release 1.0 and is not allowed in VM:Archiver. VM:Archiver does not convert the record and continues the
conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0649W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0650W
RECORD recnum: DASD STORAGE MINIDISK vaddr ALREADY DEFINED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a STORAGE record for the indicated virtual address in the
VMARCH CONFIG file that is being converted. A minidisk with that virtual address is already defined as a DASD minidisk
to VM:Archiver. The conversion process continues. Although the conversion process ignores this parameter, it may
convert other parameters.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0650W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0651E
VOLSER volser ALREADY EXISTS IN THE DATABASE.

Reason:

During conversion of the VM:Archiver for 370 or VM:Archiver Release 1.0 tape catalog, VMARCH TAPECAT, VM:Archiver
found that the indicated tape volser exists in both the tape catalog and the VM:Archiver Release 2.0 database. The
conversion process cannot continue because all tape volsers in the VM:Archiver database must be unique. This error
can be caused by running the conversion process more than once with the same VMARCH TAPECAT file or by merging
systems that use one or more of the same tape volsers. The conversion process ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0652E
FILE VMARCH TAPECAT CANNOT BE CONVERTED: CONVERT PROCESSING ENDS.

Reason:

During conversion of the VM:Archiver tape catalog file, VMARCH TAPECAT, VM:Archiver found one or more tape volsers
in the tape catalog that already exist in the VM:Archiver database. Before issuing this message, VM:Archiver issues
message 651E for each tape that exists in both the tape catalog and the VM:Archiver database. The tape catalog is not
converted and the conversion process ends.

Action:

For additional information, see message 0651E.
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0653W
RECORD number: type INFORMATION UPDATED BEFORE CONVERSION; RECORD IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver reads the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted and updates the
VM:Archiver database to reflect the information specified in the configuration file. However, if you previously ran the
conversion process or if you used the VM:Archiver configuration screens to update configuration information before
running the conversion process, VM:Archiver assumes you want to keep that information and does not update the
database with the information from the VMARCH CONFIG file. Whenever the conversion process encounters a record
that contains configuration information that has already been updated in the database, it sends message 0609W, which
displays the record in question, and message 0653W to the user who issued the DBCONV command. In addition,
VM:Archiver logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and to the file DBCONV LOGFILE on the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk. VM:Archiver ignores the record and continues the conversion process.

Action:

No action is necessary unless you want VM:Archiver to use information from the VMARCH CONFIG file instead of the
configuration information in the database.

See the VM:Archiver conversion documentation for more information on the circumstances under which the conversion
process will not convert information.

0654W
RECORD number: DASD CONTROL INFORMATION UPDATED BEFORE CONVERSION; THESE ARE IGNORED:
MAXFULL, EXPGRACE, AND PURGRACE.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver reads the VMARCH CONFIG file being converted and updates the
VM:Archiver database to reflect the information specified in the configuration file. However, if you have previously run the
conversion process or if you used the configuration screens to update configuration information, VM:Archiver assumes
you want to keep that information and does not update the database with the information from the VMARCH CONFIG
file. In the case of message 0654W, VM:Archiver encountered a STORAGE record in the VMARCH CONFIG file, but the
database has already been updated with storage information; therefore, VM:Archiver ignores the MAXFULL, EXPGRACE,
and PURGRACE values specified on the STORAGE record. The conversion process continues.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0654W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

If you want VM:Archiver to use the information from the STORAGE record, after the conversion process completes,
use the Define DASD Controls and Pools configuration screen to update VM:Archiver configuration information. For
information about the use of this screen, see Administrators.

0655E
USERID userid IS LINKED R/W TO vmauserid vaddr; R/W LINKS TO THE DATABASE DISK ARE NOT ALLOWED
DURING DBCONV COMMAND.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver found that the user specified has a read/write link to the VM:Archiver
database minidisk (VMAUSERID VADDR). To ensure that no other changes are made to the database when DBCONV
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is running, no user can have a read/write link to the minidisk that contains file VMARCH PFMDB. By default, the virtual
address for this minidisk is 1B0. If any user has a read/write link to the minidisk, the user who issued the DBCONV
conversion command receives message 0655E stating which user has a read/write link to the minidisk, and the
conversion process ends.

Action:

Remove any other read/write links to the database minidisk and start the conversion process again.

0656W
RECORD number: RETAINING FILES FOR A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF DAYS AFTER BEING COPIED TO TAPE NOT
SUPPORTED: RETAIN IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a STORAGE STAGE record with the RETAIN parameter. In
VM:Archiver for 370 and VM:Archiver Release 1.0, the RETAIN parameter indicated the number of days STAGE files
could remain on the STAGE minidisk after they were copied to tape. After the RETAIN period passed, VM:Archiver for 370
and VM:Archiver Release 1.0 erased the files from the STAGE minidisk. VM:Archiver does not support a RETAIN period.
Instead, VM:Archiver erases STAGE files as space is needed. VM:Archiver ignores the RETAIN parameter on this record
and continues the conversion process. Other parameters on this record may be converted.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0656W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

None.

0657W
RECORD number: LIMITING ONLINE AND STAGE USAGE BY KBYTES OR MBYTES IS NOT SUPPORTED: SPACE
PARAMETER IS IGNORED.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a SPACE parameter on a LIMIT record in the VMARCH
CONFIG file. In VM:Archiver for 370 and VM:Archiver Release 1.0, the SPACE parameter of the LIMIT record specified
how much space a particular userid or group could use on DASD storage. The conversion process does not support
conversion of the SPACE parameter. VM:Archiver ignores the SPACE parameter on this record and continues the
conversion process.

VM:Archiver issues message 0609W to display the record in question. VM:Archiver sends messages 0657W and 0609W
to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs these messages on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

After the conversion process has completed successfully, you can set space limits for individual users and for groups. To
set space limits for an individual user, use the User Information screen for that user. To set space limits for a group, use
the Group Information screen for that group. For more information about managing users and groups, see Administrators.

0658E
YOU MUST SPECIFY [SYSID sysid|SVMID svmid|CFGDISK userid vaddr| DBDISK dbdisk|NEWVADDR] SINCE YOU
ARE RESTARTING THE DBCONV COMMAND.
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Reason:

You issued the DBCONV command to continue a conversion process that was already in process. The settings for
SYSID, SVMID, CFGDISK, DBDISK, and NEWVADDR must be the same when you restart as they were when you first
ran DBCONV. The command ends.

Action:

Reissue the DBCONV command with the indicated option specified.

0659E
SYSID sysid HAS BEEN USED PREVIOUSLY IN VM:BackupARCHIVER, SPECIFY A DIFFERENT SYSID AND
REISSUE THE DBCONV COMMAND.

Reason:

You have issued the DBCONV command and specified a SYSID that has been previously used by VM:Archiver.This
SYSID was either used in a prior conversion run, was previously used by VM:Archiver, or is currently in use for normal
operation.

Action:

Reissue the DBCONV command with a different SYSID. To see a list of all the old system ids that have been used, issue
the CONFIG REPORT command.

0660E
MISSING type RECORD IN THE filename filetype FILE.

Reason:

You reissued the DBCONV command to restart the database conversion process. The DBCONV CHKPOINT, which
keeps track of the options you specified when you first issued the command, does not contain a record of the indicated
type. The command ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0661E
ERROR ERASING DBCONV CHKPOINT FILE; RC = code.

Reason:

After successful conversion, DBCONV tried to erase the checkpoint file DBCONV CHKPOINT, but the ERASE command
failed. The DBCONV command ends.

Action:

Refer to the CMS command reference for an explanation of the return code. You must manually erase this file before you
can run another conversion.

0662I
RECORD number: STORAGE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr1 WILL BE REDEFINED TO VIRTUAL
ADDRESS vaddr2.

Reason:
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During the conversion process, VM:Archiver encountered a STORAGE record for ONLINE or STAGE storage in the
VMARCH CONFIG file. The record specifies a virtual address that that you requested be reassigned to another virtual
address by creating the REDEFINE VADDRS file and running the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option.
Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0663E
VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr ON LINE number OF FILE REDEFINE VADDRS A IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

During the conversion process, VM:Archiver found a virtual address in file REDEFINE VADDRS that is not a valid virtual
address. Each line in this file contains a virtual address you want to convert from followed by the virtual address you want
to convert to. A valid virtual address can contain only the characters A-F and 0-9, and be no more than four characters in
length. The conversion process ends.

Action:

Correct the virtual address in the REDEFINE VADDRS file and enter the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option
again.

0664E
EXTRANEOUS INFORMATION SPECIFIED ON LINE number OF FILE REDEFINE VADDRS A.

Reason:

The indicated line in the REDEFINE VADDRS file contains information other than the old virtual address followed by the
new virtual address.

Action:

Correct the contents of REDEFINE VADDRS FILE and reissue the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option.

0665E
MISSING FILE REDEFINE VADDRS A REQUIRED BY NEWVADDR OPTION.

Reason:

You issued the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option to convert your old system and redefine virtual
addresses. When you specify the NEWVADDR option, the conversion process looks for a REDEFINE VADDRS file on the
A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. Each line in this file contains a virtual address you want to convert from
followed by the virtual address you want to convert to. VM:Archiver could not find this file.

Action:

Make sure this file is present on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then reissue the DBCONV
command.

0666E
RECORD number: VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS A RESERVED ADDRESS IN VM:BackupARCHIVER; REDEFINE IT
USING THE NEWVADDR OPTION.

Reason:
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You issued the DBCONV command to convert your old system. A minidisk in the old system has a virtual address that is
not allowed in VM:Archiver Release 2.0. VM:Archiver Release 2.0 reserves virtual addresses in the range 00D0-00DF and
00E0-00EF; therefore, you cannot use these virtual addresses for minidisks in the VM:Archiver system. The conversion
process ends.

Action:

Issue the DBCONV command again, this time specifying the NEWVADDR option. When you specify the NEWVADDR
option, the conversion process looks for a REDEFINE VADDRS file on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine. Each line in this file contains a virtual address you want to convert from followed by the virtual address you want
to convert to.

0667E
RECORD number: VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS A RESERVED ADDRESS IN VM:BackupARCHIVER; INCLUDE IT
IN THE FILE REDEFINE VADDRS A.

Reason:

You issued the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option to convert your old system and redefine virtual
addresses; however, the REDEFINE VADDRS file on the A-disk of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine does not
contain a record for all of the virtual addresses that you need to redefine.

VM:Archiver Release 2.0 reserves virtual addresses in the range 00D0-00DF and 00E0-00EF; therefore, you cannot
use these virtual addresses for minidisks in the VM:Archiver system. The indicated record in the VMARCH CONFIG file
specifies a virtual address that falls within this range. The conversion process ends.

Action:

Add a record to the REDEFINE VADDRS file to convert vaddr to an allowed virtual address. Each line in this file contains
a virtual address you want to convert from followed by the virtual address you want to convert to. Then issue the DBCONV
command with the NEWVADDR option again.

0668E
TARGET VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr ON LINE number OF FILE REDEFINE VADDRS A IS RESERVED; YOU
CANNOT USE THIS ADDRESS.

Reason:

You issued the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option to convert your old system and redefine virtual
addresses; however, one of the addresses you are trying to convert to is not allowed in VM:Archiver Release 2.0.

VM:Archiver Release 2.0 reserves virtual addresses in the range 00D0-00EF; therefore, you cannot use these virtual
addresses for minidisks in the VM:Archiver system. The conversion process ends.

Action:

Change the indicated record in the REDEFINE VADDRS file so that it specifies a target address that is not within the
reserved range. Then issue the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option again.

0670I
RECALLED FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, IS MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command to recall one or more files. VM:Archiver has recalled this file; however, this
message warns you that the file has been marked for purging.
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Action:

None, unless you want to retain the file so that it will not be purged from the VM:Archiver system. If you do, use the
RECLAIM FILE command to reclaim the file. For more information, see RECLAIM FILE Command.

0671I
RECALLED FILE filename filetype, ARCHID archid, HAS EXPIRED AND WILL BE DELETED WHEN GRACE
PERIOD PASSES.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command to recall one or more files. VM:Archiver has recalled the indicated file. This
message warns you that the file’s expiration date has been reached.This means that the file will be deleted from the
VM:Archiver system when the expiration grace period for the specific storage type ends.

Action:

None, unless you want to extend the expiration date for the indicated file so that it continues to be stored in the
VM:Archiver system.If you do, use the CHANGE FILE command to change the expiration date of the file; refer to
CHANGE FILE Command in the VM:Archiver Command Reference for the command format.

0672I
RECALLED MINIDISK userid vaddr, ARCHID archid, IS MARKED FOR PURGE.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL MDISK command to recall the indicated minidisk. VM:Archiver has recalled this minidisk;
however, this message warns you that the minidisk has been marked for purging.

Action:

None, unless you want to retain the minidisk so that it will not be purged from the VM:Archiver system. If you do, use the
RECLAIM MDISK command to reclaim the minidisk. For more information, see RECLAIM MDISK Command.

0673I
RECALLED MINIDISK userid vaddr, ARCHID archid, HAS EXPIRED AND WILL BE DELETED WHEN GRACE
PERIOD PASSES.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL MDISK command to recall the indicated minidisk. VM:Archiver has recalled this minidisk. This
message warns you that the minidisk’s expiration date has been reached.This means that the minidisk will be deleted
from the VM:Archiver system when the expiration grace period for TAPE storage ends.

Action:

None, unless you want to extend the expiration date for the indicated minidisk so that it continues to be archived in the
VM:Archiver system. If you do, use the CHANGE MDISK command to change the expiration date of the minidisk. For
more information, see CHANGE MDISK Command.

To determine the expiration grace periods set for the TAPE storage, use the QUERY INFO command with the SYSTEM
option. For more information, see QUERY INFO Command.
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0674E
command COMMAND CANNOT BE PROCESSED BECAUSE USER userid is ASSIGNED TO UNDEFINED GROUP
group.

Reason:

During an archive or recall request, VM:Archiver checked data access authorization and found that userid belongs to
group group, which does not exist. For archives, userid is the user to which ownership of the archived data is to be
assigned. For recalls, userid is the userid that requested the recall. The archive or recall request fails.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must either define the group or assign userid to an existing group.

0675E
USER userid IS ASSIGNED TO UNDEFINED GROUP group; THE GROUP MUST BE DEFINED IN
VM:BackupARCHIVER.

Reason:

You or another system administrator have specifically assigned the indicated user to a group, but the group you specified
does not exist. Until this problem is resolved, the user cannot archive or recall data. In addition, other users cannot assign
data to this user.

Action:

You must either define the group or assign userid to an existing group.

0676E
DASD STORAGE AREA VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS REFERENCED IN THE DATABASE BUT IS NOT DEFINED IN
THE CONFIGURATION TABLE.

Reason:

The conversion process found an ONLINE file that resides on a virtual address that is not configured in the VM:Archiver
system. This error can occur for one of the following reasons:

• The VM:Archiver system you are converting from contained, in the database file or transaction file, a reference to a
DASD storage area that did not have a corresponding record in the VMARCH CONFIG file. This error would have
prevented that system from initializing.

• You ran the DBCONV command with the NEWVADDR option, but the conversion process was interrupted. When you
ran the DBCONV command again, you did not specify the NEWVADDR option.

The conversion process ends.

Action:

If the conversion process failed because of a problem with the database you are converting from, determine why the
DASD area of the system you are converting from is not configured. Once you have corrected the problem, restart the
conversion process. If the conversion process failed because you forgot to specify the NEWVADDR option, enter the
DBCONV command again, this time specifying the NEWVADDR option.

0677W
datetype DATE FOR FILE filename filetype REFNUM refnum OWNED BY userid vaddr IS NOT VALID; FILE IS NOT
CONVERTED.
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Reason:

While converting the VMARCH DATABASE or VMARCH TRANFILE file, VM:Archiver determined that the indicated date
for the specified file is not valid. Therefore, VM:Archiver did not convert archive information on this file. The conversion
process continues.

The possible datetypes are:

• DBFDATE - the file date of the file
• DBEXPDT - the date the file will expire from archival storage
• DBSEXPDT - the date the file should be removed from the STAGE disk
• DBCVDT - the date the request to archive the file was received
• DBARCDT - the date the file was archived

VM:Archiver sends this message to the user who entered the DBCONV command, and logs it on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine and to the file named DBCONV LOGFILE on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine’s A-disk.

Action:

If you need to have this file converted, contact Broadcom Support.

0678E
RESTART OPTION IS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OPTION OR OPERAND.

Reason:

You entered the DBCONV command with the RESTART option and other options; however, when you specify the
RESTART option, you cannot specify other options. This is because the RESTART option tells VM:Archiver to use the
options in the DBCONV CHKPOINT file. This file contains a record of the settings you specified when you first ran the
DBCONV command. The command ends.

Action:

Run the command again, this time omitting options other than RESTART.

0679W
THE NEWVADDR OPTION WAS NOT SPECIFIED ON THE ORIGINAL DBCONV COMMAND.

Reason:

You have reissued the DBCONV command to restart the conversion process. This time you specified the NEWVADDR
option, which you did not originally specify. The commands continues.

Action:

None.

0680I
DBSEXPDT DATE FOR [PURGED|NONPURGED] FILE filename filetype REFNUM number OWNED BY userid vaddr
IS NOT VALID; USED [DBARCT|TODAY].

Reason:

During conversion, DBCONV encountered a record for a file that exists only on tape. The DBSEXPDT field of this record
contains an invalid value. Normally, this field contains the date the file was copied to tape. In order for VM:Archiver to
process this record, DBCONV changes the value of DBSEXPDT field to one that is acceptable to VM:Archiver Release
2.0 or later. For a non-purged file, DBCONV places the the file’s archive date in the DBSEXPDT field, approximating the
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date the file was copied to tape. For a purged file, DBCONV places the current date in the DBSEXPDT field, allowing the
file to remain in DASD storage for the entire purge grace period. During that time you can reclaim the file. When the grace
period has expired, VM:Archiver erases the file.

DBCONV processing continues.

Action:

None.

0681E
NOT ENOUGH DASD SPACE TO CONVERT filename filetype sysid.number TO A FORMAT THAT CAN BE
MIGRATED.

Reason:

A user tried to assign a migration date to a file that was archived by Release 1.0 of VM:Archiver. Before VM:Archiver can
assign a migration date to the file, it must convert the file to VM:Archiver Release 2.0 format. To convert the file, there
must be enough room in the DASD storage area for two copies of the file. When VM:Archiver checked the DASD storage
area, it determined that there was not enough room for both copies of the file. The file is not converted and the file is not
assigned a migration date.

Action:

Try the command again later. Also, the VM:Archiver system administrator can make more room on the DASD storage
area by asking users to purge files stored in ONLINE or STAGE storage, or by adding more space to the DASD storage
area by increasing the size of the existing DASD minidisks or adding new minidisks :eul.

0762E
SPOOLING ERROR OCCURRED PREPARING TO RECALL DATA TO A VIRTUAL READER.

Reason:

You entered a RECALL FILE command requesting that files archived in DASD storage be recalled to a userid’s virtual
reader. A spooling error occurred when VM:Archiver was processing the recall request. The spooling error may have
occurred because there were problems initializing a virtual punch. The command ends and no files are recalled.

Action:

Enter the command again; the spooling error may be temporary. You can also recall files to a minidisk or directory. If the
problem recurs, notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support if necessary.

0764E
ERROR OCCURRED [OPENING|WRITING|CLOSING] SPOOL FILE filename filetype; RC = code.

Reason:

A spooling error occurred while VM:Archiver recalled a file from DASD storage to your virtual reader. The request ends
and the file is not recalled.

Action:

Try the recall again; the spooling error may be temporary. If the spooling error recurs, try recalling the file to your minidisk
instead. If the problem persists, notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Broadcom Support.
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0765W
GROUP group IS NOT DEFINED; DEFAULT RETENTION LIMIT CANNOT BE VALIDATED.

Reason:

You tried to define a user to VM:Archiver or update a user’s information on the system administrator User Information for
userid at node node screen, or by entering a USER ADD or USER CHANGE command. At least one of the following
settings for the user is not defined to VM:Archiver yet:

• Maximum expiration date
• Maximum retention period
• Default retention period or expiration date

The group that you entered in either the Group name field (on the screen) or with the GROUP option (on the command) is
not defined to VM:Archiver.

Before adding this information in its database, VM:Archiver verifies that the default retention limit does not exceed the
maximum expiration date or retention period. If these settings are not defined, VM:Archiver checks to make sure that they
do not exceed those configured for the group. However, because the group is not defined, VM:Archiver cannot determine
if the defaults you entered exceed the maximums. VM:Archiver files the information without validating the dates. However,
two limitations exist:

• The user cannot archive data until the group is defined.
• When the group is defined, if the default retention limit exceeds the maximum expiration date or retention period, the

user cannot archive data.

Action:

Define the group through the system administrator Manage Groups screens. For information about defining groups, see
Administrators.

0766E
USER userid AT NODE node CANNOT BE DISCARDED; IT OWNS ARCHIVED DATA.

Reason:

You entered a USER DISCARD command to delete userid at the indicated node from the VM:Archiver database.
However, this user owns archived files; you cannot discard a user that owns archived data. The command ends.

Action:

To assign archived data owned by a user to another group, use the REASSIGN FILE or REASSIGN MDISK command.
To purge archived data, use the PURGE FILE or PURGE MDISK command.To expire archived data, use the CHANGE
FILE or CHANGE MDISK command.After reassigning, purging, or expiring the archived data, enter the USER DISCARD
command again. Refer to USER DISCARD Command in the VM:Archiver Command Reference for more information on
clearing archived data from a user.

0767E
SPECIFY A PERCENTAGE OR GROUP WITH THE [STGLIMIT|ONLIMIT] OPTION.

Reason:

When you entered either the STGLIMIT or ONLIMIT option on a USER ADD or USER CHANGE command, you did not
specify one of the following after STGLIMIT or ONLIMIT:
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• A percentage of the DASD area that either STAGE files (STGLIMIT option) or ONLINE files (ONLIMIT option) can use
• GROUP, which tells VM:Archiver to apply the percentage configured for the group to which the user is assigned

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the appropriate percentage (do not use a percent sign with it) or GROUP
after the indicated option.

0768E
[ONLIMIT|STGLIMIT] percentage IS NOT VALID; SPECIFY GROUP OR A WHOLE NUMBER FROM 0 THROUGH 100.

Reason:

When you entered either the STGLIMIT or ONLIMIT option on a USER ADD or USER CHANGE command, you specified
an invalid value after STGLIMIT or ONLIMIT. You can enter one of the following with the indicated option:

• GROUP, which tells VM:Archiver to apply the percentage configured for the group to which the user is assigned
• A whole number from 0 through 100, which specifies the maximum percentage of the DASD area that STAGE files or

ONLINE files can use

The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying GROUP or a valid percentage (do not use a percent sign with it) after the
ONLIMIT or STGLIMIT option.

0769E
USER userid AT NODE node CANNOT BE ADDED; IT IS ALREADY DEFINED.

Reason:

You entered a USER ADD command to define userid at node to the VM:Archiver database.However, the indicated user is
already defined and cannot be added again. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0770E
USER userid AT NODE node IS NOT DEFINED TO VM:BackupARCHIVER

Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command to obtain information about the indicated userid at node. However, this user is not
defined to VM:Archiver. The command ends.

Action:

Check that you entered the userid correctly; if not, enter the command again, this time specify the correct userid.

0900E
THE VM:BackupARCHIVER CONFIGURATION FILE, VMARCH CONFIG, WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED
MINIDISK.
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Reason:

The initialization process could not locate the VMARCH CONFIG file, which is required for VM:Archiver to
initialize.Initialization ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator.

0901E
CONFIG RECORD number: record IS NOT A VALID CONFIGURATION FILE RECORD.

Reason:

VM:Archiver does not recognize the configuration file record on line number in the VMARCH CONFIG file. VM:Archiver
initialization fails.

Action:

For information on the specific VM:Archiver configuration file record, see Configuration File Reference. Either delete the
invalid record or correct it. Then start VM:Archiver again.

0902E
CONFIG RECORD number: INVALID FIELD field.

Reason:

The configuration file record on line number in the VMARCH CONFIG file contains an invalid field. VM:Archiver displays
the record in error after this message. VM:Archiver initialization process fails.

Action:

For information on this configuration file record, see Configuration File Reference. Correct the record, then start
VM:Archiver again.

0903E
CONFIG RECORD number: MISSING A REQUIRED FIELD FOR A record RECORD.

Reason:

The configuration file record on line number in the VMARCH CONFIG file does not contain a field that is required.
VM:Archiver displays the record in error after this message. VM:Archiver initialization fails.

Action:

For information on this configuration file record, see Configuration File Reference. Add the missing field, then start
VM:Archiver again.

0904W
CONFIG RECORD number: EXTRA DATA BEGINNING WITH data WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

The configuration file record on line number in the VMARCH CONFIG file contains extraneous data; the message
displays the unnecessary data.VM:Archiver ignores this extra information.Configuration file processing continues.

Action:
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End VM:Archiver, delete the extraneous data from the indicated configuration file record, then reinitialize VM:Archiver.

0907E
THE VM:BackupARCHIVER CONFIGURATION FILE MUST INCLUDE A VALID record RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated configuration file record, which is required, is missing from the VMARCH CONFIG file. VM:Archiver
initialization fails.

Action:

To determine the format of the record, look up the configuration file record in Configuration File Reference. Enter the
record, then start VM:Archiver again.

0908E
ERROR code OCCURRED LOADING CONFIGURATION DATA FROM THE DATABASE. CONTACT USER userid TO
CORRECT THE PROBLEM.

Reason:

The configuration data contained in the VM:Archiver database is either missing or incomplete, and the indicated error
occurred.Until the configuration information in the database is corrected by the indicated userid (specified on the CFGINIT
configuration file record) or a VM:Archiver system administrator, all VM:Archiver processing stops. The only commands
that VM:Archiver can accept from the CFGINIT userid or system administrator are the CONFIG and END commands.
(VM:Archiver also accepts the END command when entered from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.) VM:Archiver
logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends it to VM:Archiver system operators, system
administrators, and userid. If neither system operators nor administrators are specified in VM:Archiver, the CP system
operator receives this message. Typically VM:Archiver issues this message when you first install it.

Action:

Contact the indicated userid, who must enter the CONFIG command, fill in the required configuration data in the
VM:Archiver database, end VM:Archiver, then start VM:Archiver again.

0909E
RECONFIGURATION FAILED; ACTIVE CONFIGURATION REMAINS UNCHANGED.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver was processing updated configuration data, an error occurred. VM:Archiver sends this message
along with message 908E. If the error occurred during initialization, initialization fails and VM:Archiver sends message
0908E. If it occurred while someone was changing configuration information on the system administrator Manage
Configuration Options screens, the changes are not entered to VM:Archiver; an internal programming error caused this
problem. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends it to VM:Archiver system
operators and to the userid that changed the configuration information (probably the userid identified in message 0908E).
Configuration processing stops.

Action:

If the error occurred during initialization, the userid identified on message 0908E or a VM:Archiver system administrator
must correct the configuration information; refer to message 0908E for more information. If the error occurred while
changes were being entered on the screens, contact Broadcom Support.
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0910E
ERROR code OCCURRED PROCESSING type CONFIGURATION DATA.

Reason:

When VM:Archiver was processing configuration data for the indicated database record type, an error occurred.
VM:Archiver logs this message, along with message 0909E (and 0908E, if the error occurred at initialization), on the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends it to VM:Archiver system operators and to the userid that changed the
configuration information (probably the userid identified in message 0908E); all VM:Archiver processing stops. If the
error occurred while someone was changing configuration information on the Manage Configuration Options system
administrator screens, the changes are not entered to VM:Archiver and configuration processing continues.

Action:

If the error occurred during initialization, the userid identified on message 0908E or a VM:Archiver system administrator
must correct the configuration information. For more information, see message 0908E.

If the error occurred while changes were being entered on the screens, contact Broadcom Support.

0911E
NO type DATA FOUND IN THE CONFIGURATION TABLE.

Reason:

Required configuration data for the indicated database record type is missing from the VM:Archiver database. This
information was either never entered in the database or was inadvertently deleted on the system administrator Manage
Configuration Options screens. VM:Archiver logs this message, along with message 0909E (and 0908E, if the error
occurred at initialization), on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and sends it to VM:Archiver system operators
and to the user ID that changed the configuration information (probably the user ID identified in message 0908E); all
VM:Archiver processing stops. If the error occurred while someone was changing configuration information on the
screens, the changes are not entered to VM:Archiver; configuration processing continues.

Action:

If the error occurred during initialization, the user ID identified on message 0908E or a VM:Archiver system administrator
must correct the configuration information. For more information, see message 0908E.

If the error occurred while changes were being entered on the screens, contact Broadcom Support.

0912E
THE SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR MUST CORRECT CONFIGURATION DATA, AND THEN END AND REINITIALIZE
VM:BackupARCHIVER.

Reason:

While processing the configuration information in the VM:Archiver database, VM:Archiver either encountered errors in
required information or determined that required information was missing. VM:Archiver cannot process the command that
was entered until the system administrator enters the required configuration information and then ends and reinitializes
VM:Archiver.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator.
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0913I
GROUP PUBLIC ADDED BECAUSE IT WAS NOT FOUND IN THE VM:BackupARCHIVER DATABASE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver requires a group named PUBLIC in the VM:Archiver database. Because VM:Archiver found no entry for this
group in the VM:Archiver database, it added it. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0914I
NUMBER TRANSACTION IS MISSING; ADDING WITH FILEHANDLE=1, DOMAINHANDLE=1, AND REQUEST=1.

Reason:

The initialization process found no NUMBER transaction during VM:Archiver initialization; therefore, a NUMBER
transaction was added to start all archive IDs and recall IDs at the number 1.

Action:

None.

0915E
ERROR code RECEIVED FROM command DURING DATABASE INITIALIZATION.

Reason:

The indicated command returned this error during VM:Archiver initialization. The VM:Archiver service virtual machine ends
with abend code DBI002.

Action:

Look up the DBI002 abend code in Abend Codes in VM:Archiver Messages and Codes for information on the error.

0916I
USER userid AT node HAS BEEN ADDED AS A SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR BECAUSE IT IS SPECIFIED ON THE
CFGINIT RECORD.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver determined that the indicated user is specified on the CFGINIT configuration file
record in the VMARCH CONFIG file, but is not defined as a VM:Archiver system administrator in the VM:Archiver
database.Because this user must be a system administrator, VM:Archiver defines userid as a system administrator, and
updates the configuration information in its database dynamically.

Action:

None.

0919E
ERROR OCCURRED READING CP ONLINE DIRECTORY; RC = code.

Reason:
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An error occurred while VM:Archiver tried to obtain accounting information from the CP online directory. Processing
continues, but no accounting information is obtained.

VM:Archiver operation requires that a diagnose code exit be installed by your system administrator. If RC = 99
VM:Archiver could not locate this required routine.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must install the directory lookup diagnose in order to obtain accounting
information.

0920E
THE DEVICE SPECIFIED FOR THE CP ONLINE DIRECTORY DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

The device specified on the Define Accounting Controls screen for the CP online directory does not exist in the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine. Processing continues, but no accounting information is obtained.

Action:

Specify the correct virtual address for the device that contains the CP online directory.

0921E
DIRECTORY LOOKUP DIAGNOSE NOT PROPERLY INSTALLED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver operation requires that a diagnose code exit be installed on your VM system by your system administrator.
VM:BackupSchedule could not locate this required routine, and cannot initialize successfully.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must install the directory lookup diagnose for VM:Archiver to run.

0924E
AT LEAST ONE TAPE SET IS NOT ELIGIBLE; MPC JOB IS NOT SUBMITTED.

Reason:

While trying to submit a merge/purge/copy job, VM:Archiver determined that one or more tape sets cannot be processed.
This message is followed by message 0925E, which explains why the tape set cannot be processed. The job is not
submitted.

Action:

See message 0925E.

0925E
TAPE SET volser text.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to submit a merge/purge/copy job but could not because one or more of the tape sets to be processed
contain tapes that are open, unavailable, or in use in another job. This message is issued for each tape set that cannot
be processed. The variable volser is the base volume of the tape set. The variable text states why the tape set is
unavailable. The job is not submitted.
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Action:

If the tape is in use in another job, wait for other jobs to complete and try submitting the job again.

If the tape set contains open tapes, use the TAPE command to close them.

Another approach is to use the linemode SUBMIT command and manually specify the tape sets, being sure to omit the
tape sets that cannot be processed.

0928E
INVALID OPTION - option

Reason:

You did not correctly specify a command option. If you specified an abbreviation for the option it might have been shorter
than required.

Action:

Enter the command again with the correct option specified.

0929E
SPECIFY USERID TO BE GRANTED privilege PRIVILEGES

Reason:

You did not specify the user ID for the AUTHORIZ command.

Action:

Supply a valid user ID when issuing the command.

 

0930E
MISSING MODIFIER KEYWORD(S)

Reason:

One or more keywords were missing from the command according to the syntax definition of this command.

Action:

Enter the command again with the required keywords.

 

0931E
USER ALREADY AUTHORIZED AS OPERATOR/SYSADMIN

Reason:

The authorizations for the user you are trying to add are already defined in VM:Archiver database.

Action:

None.
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0932E
CANNOT FIND RECORD <SYASDMIN|OPERATOR> userid node

Reason:

The authorizations for the given userid were not found in VM:Archiver database. This happens with the AUTHORIZ
DELETE command when the authorization to be deleted could not be found.

Action:

None.

USER ALREADY AUTHORIZED AS OPERATOR/SYSADMIN

Reason:

The authorizations for the user you are trying to add are already defined in VM:Archiver database.

Action:

None.

0933I
FILLING IN NODE node FOR AUTHORIZED USER userid.

Reason:

The sample database shipped with VM:Archiver comes with predefined authorized userids. Since these do not have the
node defined, it is filled in by VM:Archiver during startup.

Action:

None.

1071E
UNABLE TO FIND FILE filename filetype *.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, your virtual machine was unable to find the file filename filetype * on any
accessed disk. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to make the indicated file available.

1072E
ERROR code FROM NUCXLOAD.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Archiver command, your virtual machine received the indicated error code from the CMS
NUCXLOAD command. The command ends with this error code.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.
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1073I
THIS PREVENTS YOU FROM COMMUNICATING WITH VM:BackupARCHIVER RUNNING ON vmarch.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in either message
1071E or 1072E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Archiver system administrator.

1074I
INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition. This condition was reported
in message 1071E or 1072E, which was then followed by message 1073E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Archiver system administrator.

1076W
userid NOT RECEIVING; QUIESCED.

Reason:

You or VM:Archiver tried to communicate with the indicated product service virtual machine, but that userid is quiesced
and is not accepting requests. The command ends.

Action:

If you issued the command, try again in a few minutes. If VM:Archiver issued the command, wait for it to retry the
command.

1077E
ERROR code INVOKING CMS COMMAND command.

Reason:

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine attempted to execute CMS command command on your virtual machine, but
received the indicated error code.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Archiver system administrator.

1078E
TRY ISSUING THIS VM:BackupARCHIVER COMMAND WHILE NOT IN FULLSCREEN CMS.

Reason:
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After you entered the CMS SET FULLSCREEN ON command, you issued a VM:Archiver command. The VM:Archiver
service virtual machine received an error (displayed in the accompanying message 1077E) from a CMS command. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the SET FULLSCREEN OFF command to exit full-screen CMS, and try the VM:Archiver command again.

1079E
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in message 1078E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Archiver system administrator.

1080I
vmarch COMMAND HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine, vmarch, severed the communications path with your userid.The command ends
with return code 100.

Action:

None.

1081E
FILE filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID RECORD FORMATS.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to write the indicated file to your minidisk, but the length of one or more records in the file exceeds the
allowable maximum. The command ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

1082E
vmarch CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THIS ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver command was invoked either from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, vmarch, or while your userid
was already processing a VM:Archiver command. This command ends with return code -6.

Action:

If you are logged onto vmarch, enter the VM:Archiver command without the vmarch prefix. If you are not logged on to
vmarch, end the current command, return to CMS, and enter the VM:Archiver command again.
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1083I
VM:BackupARCHIVER HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver has ended or been logged off, and the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connection with your userid
has been severed. The VM:Archiver command you entered ends with return code 45.

Action:

None.

1084S
ERROR code [PRINTING|PUNCHING].

Reason:

The indicated error code was received from the CMS PRINTL or PUNCHC macro while VM:Archiver wrote data to your
virtual reader or virtual punch. The codes are explained below:

Print Codes Explanation
1 The line being printed is too long for printer 00E.
2 A channel 12 indicator was detected in the virtual forms control

buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E.
3 A channel 9 indicator was detected in the virtual forms control

buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E.
4 A condition requiring intervention was received from virtual printer

00E.
5 An unknown error was received from virtual printer 00E.
100 Virtual printer 00E does not exist.
104 Insufficient storage is available.

Punch Codes Explanation
2 A unit check condition was received from virtual card punch 00D.
3 An unknown error was received from virtual card punch 00D.
100 Virtual card punch 00D does not exist.

The function you tried to perform ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

1085S
 ERROR code READING FILE filename filetype filemode FROM DISK. 

 Reason: 

The indicated error code was received from the CMS FSREAD macro while VM:Archiver was reading data from a disk file.
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Common error codes include the following:

Error Code Explanation
1 File not found; disk not accessed; insufficient authority.
3 I/O operation failed.
4 First character of filemode is invalid.
12 End of file received.
20 Invalid character detected in filename.
21 Invalid character detected in filetype.
25 Insufficient free virtual storage found for file system control blocks.

For a complete list of error codes, refer to the documentation on CMS application development. The function you tried to
perform ends.

Action: 

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.

1086E
NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO vmarch.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Archiver, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your userid and the VM:Archiver service virtual machine failed because the VM:Archiver machine, vmarch, is not
authorized to accept Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections.An IUCV ALLOW record must be entered in
the vmarch directory entry to authorize IUCV connections; currently, this record is not included. The command ends with
return code 45.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to add an IUCV ALLOW record to the vmarch directory entry and to set the
maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by specifying the following statement in the vmarch directory:

OPTION MAXCONN 256

Then, restart VM:Archiver. When VM:Archiver has initialized, enter the command again.

1087E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF [USER | SERVER] CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN EXCEEDED.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Archiver, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection
between your userid and the VM:Archiver service virtual machine failed because the maximum number of Inter-User
Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections allowed for either your userid or the VM:Archiver, service virtual machine was
exceeded.This usually occurs if the OPTION MAXCONN statement is not specified in a directory entry or if the existing
maximum number of IUCV connections set in this option is too low. The command program ends with return code 45.

Action:
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If the message indicates that the server connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify the
VM:Archiver directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection limit on
this statement. After updating the directory entry, the system administrator must start VM:Archiver again.

If the message indicates that the user connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify your userid’s
directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection limit on this statement.

The system administrator can increase the maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by specifying the following
statement in the directory:

OPTION MAXCONN 256

When the directory is corrected, enter the command again.

1088E
vmarch HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:BackupARCHIVER.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Archiver command to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, vmarch.However,
the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your userid and vmarch failed because
VM:Archiver has not been started on vmarch. The vmarch program ends.

Action:

Enter the command again later. If the problem persists, ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to start VM:Archiver on
vmarch.

1089E
vmarch IS NOT LOGGED ON.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Archiver command to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, vmarch, but the CMSIUCV
CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your userid and vmarch failed because vmarch is not logged
on.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to log onto vmarch and start VM:Archiver. When VM:Archiver has initialized,
enter the command again.

1090S
ERROR code WRITING FILE filename filetype filemode ON DISK.

Reason:

VM:Archiver received the indicated error code from the CMS FSWRITE macro while writing data to a disk file.

Common error codes follow:

Error Code Explanation
1 Insufficient authority is available to write to the file.
3 I/O operation failed.
4 The first character of filemode is invalid or disk is not accessed.
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5 The second character of filemode is invalid.
12 Minidisk or directory is not accessed read/write.
20 Invalid character was detected in filename.
21 Invalid character was detected in filetype.
25 Insufficient free virtual storage was found for file system control

blocks.

For a complete list of error codes, refer to the documentation for CMS application development. The function you tried to
perform ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

1091E
COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 256 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Archiver command that was more than 256 characters long to the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time ensuring that the command contains a maximum of 256 characters.

1092E
BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
The VM:Archiver command being processed cannot continue and ends with a CMS ABEND code 222.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1093E
RECURSIVE USE OF vmarch INVALID.

Reason:

You entered the vmarch command when it was already active on your virtual machine. The vmarch command passes
VM:Archiver commands to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, which is also named vmarch. The command ends
with return code 100.

Action:

Wait for the vmarch command to complete before issuing it again.

1094E
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS SPECIFIED.

Reason:
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More than 32 tokens (words on the command line) were specified on a command used to pass VM:Archiver commands to
the VM:Archiver service virtual machine when invoked from an assembler program without an extended PLIST. You must
use an extended PLIST to specify more than 32 tokens. The command ends with return code 100. No data is transmitted
to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Action:

Invoke the VM:Archiver command with an extended PLIST. Refer to the IBM documentation on programming under CMS
for more information.

1095E
ORDER REQUIRING A REPLY IS NOT THE LAST IN THE BUFFER.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
This message indicates a problem with VM:Archiver. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1096E
INVALID MESSAGE LENGTH length RECEIVED - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Archiver was processing your command. An invalid order was received and could
not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Archiver. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1097E
BUFFER OVERFLOW - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Archiver was processing your command. This message indicates a problem with
VM:Archiver. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1098E
INVALID ORDER NUMBER code RECEIVED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Archiver was processing your command. An invalid order number was received
and could not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Archiver. The command ends with return code
100.

Action:
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Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1099E
mode ERROR TYPE type, CODE code.

Reason:

An Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This message indicates a problem with VM:Archiver.

Possible modes are CMSIUCV, IUCV, APPCVM, and APPC/VM.

The possible error types are as follows:

Error Code Reason
1 Error code code was received from the CMS HNDIUCV macro

instruction.
2 Error code code was received from the CMS CMSIUCV

CONNECT macro instruction.
3 Rejection code code was received in response to a CMSIUCV

CONNECT macro instruction.
4 Error code code was received from the IUCV SEND macro

instruction.
5 Interrupt code code was received in response to an IUCV SEND

macro instruction.

The command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1101I
DEVICE AT vaddr HAS BEEN DETACHED.

Reason:

At initialization, VM:Archiver detaches devices at virtual addresses 0D0-0DF, 0E0-0FF, and 200-2FF to allow VM:Archiver
to use these addresses for punches, printers, and minidisks respectively. This message is issued during initialization only
if the device detached is a minidisk.

Action:

None, if the minidisk is not required for VM:Archiver operation. If the minidisk is needed, either link the minidisk at a
valid virtual address or identify the virtual address on the RESVADDR configuration record. For more information on the
RESVADDR record, refer to the Reference Guide.

1102W
product IS WAITING FOR THE DETACH COMMAND TO COMPLETE FOR THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS
vaddr.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver issued the CP DETACH command for the minidisk at virtual address vaddr and is waiting for the command to
complete. This may indicate a problem with VM:Archiver.

Action:

If this message is issued repeatedly, ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1103I
product ENDED: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Archiver system execution ended because the END command was entered, initialization failed, or a system abnormal
termination occurred. Control is returned to CMS.

Action:

If the END command was issued, no action is required. If a system abnormal termination occurred or if initialization failed,
this message will be accompanied by other messages describing the specific problem. Refer to these messages for more
information.

1104E
ERROR OCCURRED ACCESSING THE disktype MINIDISK AT vaddr (RETURN CODE=code).

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver could not access the indicated type of minidisk. VM:Archiver initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure the minidisk at the indicated virtual address is linked and formatted before starting VM:Archiver again. If
VM:Archiver initialization fails again, your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1105I
USE OF DIAGNOSE X'D4' HAS BEEN VERIFIED.

Reason:

You specified that VM:Archiver is to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. VM:Archiver must be able to use the
indicated DIAGNOSE to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. This message indicates that VM:Archiver has
verified that it can use the DIAGNOSE. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1106I
product IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is configured to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, but VM:Archiver is not authorized to use CP
DIAGNOSE X'D4', which is needed by the facility.

If the configuration explicitly specifies that VM:Archiver is to use the security facility, initialization ends. If the configuration
does not explicitly state whether the security facility is to be used, initialization continues.
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Action:

To use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, the security administrator must authorize VM:Archiver to use DIAGNOSE
X'D4'.

1107I
SECURITY SYSTEM INTERFACE IS NOT INSTALLED IN CP.

Reason:

You indicated, either implicitly or explicitly, that VM:Archiver is to use the surrogate facility. However, the security system
interface, also known as the Access Control Interface (ACI), is not installed on your system. ACI must be installed on your
system for VM:Archiver to use the surrogate facility. If the configuration explicitly specifies that VM:Archiver is to use the
surrogate facility, initialization ends.

If the configuration does not explicitly specify whether the surrogate facility is to be used, initialization continues;
VM:Archiver issues message 1108I to explain that VM:Archiver will not try to use the security system (for example, RACF)
at your site.

Action:

If you do not want to receive this message, the VM:Archiver system administrator must remove the surrogate specification
from the VM:Archiver configuration.

1108I
product WILL NOT INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to interface with your security system (for example, RACF) but could not because of problems with
the security system interface, with the security system itself, or because VM:Archiver is not authorized to interface with
the security system interface. This message is preceded by message 1106I, 1107I, or 1140I to identify the cause of the
problem. VM:Archiver does not use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility and initialization continues.

Action:

Refer to message 1106I, 1107I, or 1140I.

1109I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

You specified that VM:Archiver is to use the surrogate facility, but VM:Archiver cannot interface with the security system
at your site, because the service virtual machine for the security system is unavailable. VM:Archiver received return code
032 from the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction (DIAGNOSE X'A0' function X'10'). VM:Archiver also issues message
1114R every time the surrogate request is made. Refer to message 1114R for more information.

Action:

Refer to message 1114R. Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

1110I
ENTER: commandline.

Reason:
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This message reflects the command line that was just entered from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine on a display
terminal. If you enter a null line on a line-mode terminal, this message acts as a prompt for you to enter a command. On a
display terminal, the command begins; on a line-mode terminal, VM:Archiver waits for you to respond.

Action:

None.

1111I
BEGINNING COMMAND: commandline.

Reason:

VM:Archiver displays this message on its service virtual machine when a command, entered from either the VM:Archiver
service virtual machine or another user ID, begins to execute. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1112I
ENDING COMMAND command WITH COMPLETION CODE code.

Reason:

VM:Archiver displays this message on its service virtual machine when the indicated command, entered from either the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine or another user ID, completes. If code is zero, the command completed successfully.
If code is not zero, VM:Archiver sends error messages describing the problem to the user ID that issued the command.

Action:

Respond to each error message VM:Archiver sends, if appropriate.

1113I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE FAILED WHILE PROCESSING A SURROGATE FACILITY
REQUEST.

Reason:

You specified that VM:Archiver is to use the surrogate facility, but VM:Archiver cannot interface with the security system
at your site because the security system service virtual machine failed to process a VM:Archiver surrogate request.
VM:Archiver received return code 012 from the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction (DIAGNOSE X'A0' function X'10').
VM:Archiver also issues message 1114R every time the surrogate request is made.

Action:

Refer to message 1114R. Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

1114R
REPLY reqnumber: WAIT, RETRY, OR ABEND:

Reason:

This message follows messages 1109I and 1113I. VM:Archiver sends this message every time the surrogate request
is made. The request is retried every minute until either it succeeds or 15 minutes have elapsed. If, after 15 minutes,
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the surrogate request still fails and no VM:Archiver operator action has been taken, VM:Archiver abnormally terminates
immediately.

Action:

Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

The VM:Archiver system operator can communicate with VM:Archiver through one of the following VM:Archiver
commands:

• To tell VM:Archiver that the problem with the security system virtual machine cannot be readily corrected, use:
REPLY reqnumber WAIT
This response causes VM:Archiver to continue issuing the reminder message and ignore the 15-minute time limit.

• To tell VM:Archiver that the problem with the security system service virtual machine has been corrected, use:
REPLY reqnumber RETRY
This response asks VM:Archiver to try the surrogate request again.

1115E
item CANNOT BE USED WITH THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

The indicated item has no meaning for command. The command ends.

Action:

Check and correct the command format, and enter the command again.

1116E
THE command COMMAND NEEDS MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

You did not specify enough information with the indicated command. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format, specify the missing information, and enter the command again.

1117E
THE command COMMAND IS NOT A product COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered an invalid VM:Archiver command. The command is not processed.

Action:

Enter a valid VM:Archiver command.

1119E
THE SPECIFIED COMMAND NAME IS TOO LONG. NO product COMMAND NAME IS LONGER THAN EIGHT
CHARACTERS.

Reason:
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The specified command name contains more than eight characters. The maximum number of characters in any
VM:Archiver command is eight.

Action:

To review the names of VM:Archiver commands, see the VM:Archiver documentation. Then, enter a valid and appropriate
command with no more than eight characters.

1120S
ERROR code OCCURRED processing FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An error occurred while performing the specified processing with this file. The error code is from the CMS FSREAD,
FSWRITE, FSOPEN, ESTATE, or FSCLOSE macro. The command or activity that was executing does not complete. If
this message is issued during initialization, initialization fails and control returns to CMS.

Action:

Refer to the IBM documentation on CMS macros for an explanation of the return codes from the FSREAD, FSWRITE,
FSOPEN, ESTATE, or FSCLOSE macro. Correct the problem and try the command or activity again, or reinitialize, if
appropriate. If necessary, ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1121W
LINE number IN FILE VMARCH MESSAGES filemode HAS AN INVALID FORMAT AND HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

While validating the VMARCH MESSAGES file, VM:Archiver found a line in an invalid format. The correct format is a
four-digit message number immediately followed by a one-character severity code, then one blank space followed by
the message text. The invalid format is probably the result of manual modification of the file. VM:Archiver ignores the
invalid line and continues reading the remaining lines in the file. If the line is not corrected, you may receive unintelligible
messages from VM:Archiver.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must determine and correct the format problem. If necessary, your system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

1122W
LINE number IN FILE VMARCH MESSAGES filemode SPECIFIES A DUPLICATE MESSAGE NUMBER AND HAS
BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

While validating the VMARCH MESSAGES file, VM:Archiver found a duplicate message number on the indicated line.
VM:Archiver ignores the duplicate message and continues reading the messages file.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must determine if the entire line or just the message number is duplicated and
make the appropriate changes to the messages file.

1123S
THERE ARE NO VALID MESSAGES IN FILE VMARCH MESSAGES filemode.
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Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver could not find any lines in the VMARCH MESSAGES file with the correct message
format. The correct format is a four-digit message number immediately followed by a one-character severity code, then
one blank space followed by the message text. This file is probably not a messages file. VM:Archiver initialization fails.

Action:

Use a text editor such as XEDIT to edit the VMARCH MESSAGES file to determine if it is a valid VMARCH MESSAGES
file. If you cannot find the correct messages file, reload the VMARCH MESSAGES file from the installation tape and
restart VM:Archiver. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical Support.

1124S
product SYSTEM MESSAGES FILE product MESSAGES WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver could not find the product  MESSAGES file on an accessed minidisk. This file contains
system messages and is required for the product to run. VM:Archiver initialization fails.

Action:

Your system administrator must put a copy of the product MESSAGES file on an accessed VM:Archiver minidisk, then
start VM:Archiver again.

1125I
product INITIALIZATION HAS FAILED.

Reason:

This message is preceded by other messages that give the specific reasons why VM:Archiver initialization did not
complete. Control returns to CMS.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must correct the problems described by the accompanying messages. When the
problems are corrected, your system administrator can start VM:Archiver again.

1126S
product SYSTEM ABEND code OCCURRED AT address.

Reason:

VM:Archiver processing ended abnormally with this abnormal termination code, which occurred at storage location
address. VM:Archiver processing ends. VM:Archiver performs a VMDUMP and sends it to the virtual reader of the
appropriate user ID.

Action:

Some abnormal terminations can be corrected by your VM:Archiver system administrator. Other abnormal terminations
are caused by internal logic errors or unexpected errors and must be corrected with the assistance of Technical Support.
Before contacting Technical Support, your system administrator must have the abnormal termination code and the
address at which the abnormal termination occurred, a copy of the dump, the VM:Archiver console log containing the
indicative dump (if a console log was being maintained), and any other information about the series of events leading up
to the abnormal termination. You may be asked to send in other information, for example, a copy of the dump in SPTAPE
or SPXTAPE format.
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1127E
SCREEN DEFINITION FILE filename SCREEN WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Archiver attempted to display a screen of information on your terminal, but the file containing the screen information
was not found on any minidisk accessed by VM:Archiver. Either the VM:Archiver minidisk containing the screen files is not
accessed by VM:Archiver, or the file was renamed or erased. Screen processing ends.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must verify that VM:Archiver has access to the minidisk where the screen files
reside. If the missing screen file cannot be found on a VM:Archiver minidisk, your VM:Archiver system administrator must
load this file from the installation tape. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical Support.

1128E
NO SCREEN WAS OPENED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to perform a function on a screen, but the screen was not previously opened by VM:Archiver. This is
probably caused by an internal programming error. Screen processing ends.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1129W
FIELD NAME TABLE FILLED UP DURING SCREEN CREATION OR MODIFICATION. PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

While you were creating or modifying a VM:Archiver screen, the table used to store the names of fields defined on the
screen filled and could not accommodate additional entries. VM:Archiver did not add the field.

Action:

Do not attempt to define any additional fields on a VM:Archiver screen. Your VM:Archiver system administrator must
contact Technical Support.

1130E
THE command COMMAND WAS INTERRUPTED.

Reason:

A user logged off or issued the CMS halt execution (HX) command while the indicated command was executing on
his user ID. Or, an I/O error occurred that caused the command to end. For example, an I/O error occurs if a user's
minidisk or directory fills while VM:Archiver writes to it. The command continues to process, if possible. If VM:Archiver
was transmitting data to one of the user's virtual devices when the interruption occurred, this message may be followed by
message 1182I.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must determine the cause of the problem. If the problem was caused by a minidisk
or directory filling, clear some space on the minidisk or directory and issue the command again. If necessary, your system
administrator can contact Technical Support.
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1131E
FIELD fieldname IS UNDEFINED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver attempted to initialize or retrieve information from a field on a screen, but the field name was not defined on
the screen. This problem may occur when VM:Archiver screen files (that is, files with a file type of SCREEN) are renamed
or modified. If no screen files were renamed or modified, the problem was probably caused by an internal programming
error. Processing may continue, but unpredictable results may occur.

Action:

If VM:Archiver issued this message only once when you pressed the ENTER key, an internal programming error has
probably occurred. Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support. If VM:Archiver issued this
message more than once for multiple field names, screen files may have been renamed or modified. Your VM:Archiver
system administrator must check and correct the screen files.

1132R
ENTER FIELD NAME:

Reason:

You defined a new field while creating or modifying a VM:Archiver screen. VM:Archiver asks you to enter the name of the
new field.

Action:

Enter the name of the field.

1133E
command CAN BE USED ONLY ON A DISPLAY TERMINAL.

Reason:

You entered the indicated command from a line-mode terminal, but this command must be entered from a display
terminal. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command, this time from a display terminal.

1134E
THE COMMAND YOU ENTERED CANNOT BE EXECUTED AS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You entered a command that displays a full screen or asks you for information. This command must be executed with
the VMARCH command; it cannot be entered from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine or issued with the CP
SMSG command to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This message may also be issued if you entered and then
interrupted a full-screen or prompting command using the VMARCH command. The command ends.

Action:

From a user ID other than the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, enter the command again with the VMARCH
command.
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1135E
INVALID CHARACTERS WERE FOUND IN SCREEN FILENAME filename.

Reason:

VM:Archiver attempted to display a screen on your terminal, but the screen name contains characters that are not
supported in a VM:Archiver screen name. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. The screen is not
displayed.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1136I
number SCREENS WERE LEFT OPEN BY YOUR COMMAND. product HAS CLOSED THEM.

Reason:

Some of the screens displayed on your terminal were not properly closed. This may be caused by an internal
programming error. VM:Archiver closes the screens internally to allow processing to continue. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1137E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM text.

Reason:

The primitive specified by “text” ended with the indicated non-zero return “code” but the primitive did not have the required
TEST prefix that would allow it to continue running.

Action:

The macro’s execution is halted by CMS which also displays its own error messages. If the macro is distributed as part of
the product then report the problem to Technical Support.

1138E
THE command IS NOT A VALID CP OR CMS COMMAND.

Reason:

While VM:Archiver was running, you entered the VM:Archiver CMS command to execute a CP or CMS command
from either the VM:Archiver service virtual machine or a user ID with the authorization required to enter a CP or CMS
command. The indicated command is not a valid CP or CMS command. The command ends.

Action:

Access the CP or CMS HELPMENU to view a list of valid CP or CMS commands. Then, enter a valid command.

1139I
ALL LOCKS HELD BY YOUR COMMAND HAVE BEEN CLEARED SUCCESSFULLY. PROCESSING CONTINUES.

Reason:
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An internal VM:Archiver programming lock was not released when expected. This may be due to a programming error.
VM:Archiver released the lock internally so that processing can continue. This message may follow other error messages
indicating that a VM:Archiver process ended unexpectedly or abnormally. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1140I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICES ARE NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to interface with your security system, but was unsuccessful because the security system is unavailable.
Your VM:Archiver system is configured so that by default, VM:Archiver tries to use the security system. If the security
system is unavailable, VM:Archiver issues this message and initialization continues. Message 1108I follows this message.

Action:

If you want VM:Archiver to use the security system, have your security system administrator determine why it is not
available. In addition, to ensure that VM:Archiver will not initialize unless the security system is available, change
your VM:Archiver configuration to specifically state that VM:Archiver is to use the security system. If you do not want
VM:Archiver to use the security system, update the configuration to specifically state that the security system is not to be
used.

1141E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD IS NOT A SUPPORTED DASD DEVICE.

Reason:

The device specified in the VM:Archiver configuration as containing the CP online directory is not supported as a CP
system volume. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the configuration so that it specifies the virtual address of the device that contains the CP online directory. Initialize
VM:Archiver again.

1142E
VOLSER OF THE DASD VOLUME AT vaddr DOES NOT MATCH THE VOLSER SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT
RECORD.

Reason:

The volser on the device at virtual address vaddr does not match the volser specified in the VM:Archiver configuration.
Configuration or initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the configuration so that it specifies the correct volser of the device that contains the CP online directory.

1143E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN A CP OBJECT DIRECTORY OR IS
NOT A CP VOLUME.

Reason:
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The device specified on the DIRECT record in the VM:Archiver configuration file does not contain the CP online directory
or is not a CP volume. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the DIRECT record so that it specifies the virtual address of the device that contains your system's CP online
directory. Initialize VM:Archiver again.

1144E
FILEID filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

VM:Archiver detected unsupported characters in the indicated file while copying this file from or to a VM:Archiver minidisk
or SFS directory. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. This message may be accompanied by
additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1145E
RECORD LENGTH OF FILE filename filetype filemode IS TOO LONG.

Reason:

This file cannot be copied from or to a VM:Archiver minidisk or SFS directory because the file's record length exceeds
VM:Archiver standards. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. This message may be accompanied by
additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1146E
ERROR code OCCURRED COPYING FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while copying this file to or from a VM:Archiver minidisk or SFS directory. This message may be
followed by additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1147E
AN INVALID 3270 DATASTREAM WAS RETURNED FROM THE USER'S TERMINAL.

Reason:

When a user entered a command from a 3270 terminal, VM:Archiver received an invalid sequence of screen fields from
this terminal. This message is logged on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, and is followed by message 1148E,
which displays the fields in error. The command entered ends.

Action:
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This message is followed by 1148E. Contact Technical Support.

1148E
DATA LENGTH=length, FIRST number BYTES ARE data.

Reason:

This message follows message 1147E on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. It lists the size of the data stream
(length) returned to VM:Archiver from the user's 3270 terminal and the size of the data that will actually be displayed
(number). VM:Archiver then displays, in hexadecimal, the first portion of the data returned from the user's terminal (data).

Action:

This message is preceded by 1147E. Refer to that message for more information.

1149E
userid IS NOT ALLOWED TO EXECUTE THE command COMMAND. authorization AUTHORIZATION IS NEEDED.

Reason:

You are not authorized to execute command; your user ID must have the indicated authorization. The command ends.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to grant you the proper authorization.

1150I
************* product INDICATIVE DUMP *************

Reason:

VM:Archiver has abnormally terminated. VM:Archiver sends additional messages--for example, messages 1151I-1157I--
plus diagnostic information that will help Technical Support determine the cause of the abnormal termination. Message
1151I displays the specific abnormal termination code associated with the abnormal termination.

Action:

Retain the console log and dump. Some abnormal terminations can be corrected by your VM:Archiver system
administrator. Look up the abnormal termination code displayed in message 1151I in the abnormal termination codes
chapter of the VM:Archiver documentation for information. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical
Support.

1151I
product ABEND code AT address, routine + offset.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1152I
PCB = address, NAME = name.
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Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1153I
R n = registern registern+1 registern+2 registern+3.

Reason:

This message refers to the 16 VM:Archiver general-purpose registers. See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1154I
CALLED FROM address, routine + offset, R15 = value.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1155E
SAVE AREA CHAIN INVALID.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1156I
product RELEASE = release, ABEND DATE = date.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1157I
LAST number TRACE ENTRIES (OLDEST FIRST).

Reason:

See message 1150I.
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Action:

See message 1150I.

1158I
number word code1 code2 code3 code4.

Reason:

This message follows message 1157I. The indicated number is the trace entry number; the newest trace entry number will
be 1. The trace entry is described by word. Four hexadecimal trace entry codes are indicated by code1 through code4.
This message will be displayed for every trace entry number, in descending order, from the oldest to the newest. See
message 1150I for more information.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1159S
RECURSIVE ABEND code2 OCCURRED DURING ABEND code1; product LOADING DISABLED WAIT PSW. RE-IPL
CMS TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

While VM:Archiver was processing the indicated abnormal termination (code1), a second abnormal termination
(code2) occurred. VM:Archiver is unable to continue abnormal termination recovery, and loads a disabled wait program
status word (PSW). VM:Archiver logs this message to the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and sends it to user ID
OPERATOR through the CP MESSAGE command.

Action:

To recover, restart CMS by entering IPL CMS.

1160W
product FROM CA IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS PROCESSOR.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is not licensed for the processor. VM:Archiver shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1161W
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

This message follows message 1160W refer to that message.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator.
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1162W
NOTICE! NO CURRENT product LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Archiver operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Archiver LMP key for this CPU.

1163W
product MUST BE LICENSED WITH A CA LMP KEY FOR LAWFUL OPERATION.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Archiver operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Archiver LMP key for this CPU.

1164W
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OF CA AND IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Archiver operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Archiver LMP key for this CPU.

1165W
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL AND SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Archiver operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Archiver LMP key for this CPU.

1166W
NOTICE! THE CA CPUID FOR product HAS EXPIRED.

Reason:

The VM:Archiver CPUID has expired. A valid CPUID is required for VM:Archiver to continue operating. If any days remain
in the grace period, VM:Archiver keeps operating. If the grace period has expired, VM:Archiver shuts down.

Action:
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Your VM:Archiver system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1167W
A GRACE PERIOD IS IN EFFECT UNTIL date.

Reason:

The VM:Archiver CPUID has expired, but VM:Archiver continues operation through the grace period, which ends on the
indicated date. If you do not obtain and enter a new CPUID, VM:Archiver will shut down after this date.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1168W
CONTACT CA AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE FOR A REPLACEMENT.

Reason:

The VM:Archiver CPUID has expired. If the grace period has not expired, VM:Archiver continues operating. When the
grace period ends, VM:Archiver will shut down.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1169W
product IS TERMINATING OPERATION AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

Either the CPUID record in the appropriate VM:Archiver configuration file has the wrong CPUID or the VM:Archiver CPUID
has expired and there are no days left in the grace period. VM:Archiver cannot operate without a valid CPUID for this
CPU, and, therefore, shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1175I
MAXIMUM VIRTUAL STORAGE USED WAS number OUT OF available BYTES.

Reason:

VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine during system termination to record the
maximum amount of virtual storage used since it started. Of the available bytes of virtual storage, the indicated number of
bytes (number) was used.

Action:

None.

1182I
userid HAS NO IUCV BUFFER.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver detected an internal error condition that should not occur during normal use. A user may have logged off or
issued the CMS halt execution (HX) command while the VMARCH command was running on his user ID. The command
continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

None.

1183E
UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT TYPE interrupt-type WAS RECEIVED FROM userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
VM:Archiver cannot communicate with userid because an IUCV interrupt was received on a path that did not expect an
interrupt of that type. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1184E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON REPLY TO userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to reply to an IUCV communication. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues to
execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1185E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON RECEIVE FROM userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to receive an IUCV communication from userid. The IUCV path is severed. The command
continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1187E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS. THE RETURN CODE FROM THE HNDIUCV MACRO IS code.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.
VM:Archiver is unable to initialize an IUCV interface to communicate with other virtual machines. VM:Archiver initialization
fails.

Action:
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Refer to the IBM documentation on CMS macros and functions for an explanation of the return codes from the HNDIUCV
macro. Correct the problem and start VM:Archiver again. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1188E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON SEND TO userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to send an IUCV communication to userid. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues
to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1189E
INVALID PPI ORDER order WAS RECEIVED FROM userid; CHECK THE PRODUCT RELEASE LEVELS.

Reason:

When trying to communicate with another CA product service virtual machine, VM:Archiver received a communication it
did not understand. Your site may be running incompatible release levels of the two products. The command sent to the
other service virtual machine (userid) fails.

Action:

Determine if the release levels of the two products are compatible. If necessary, your VM:Archiver system administrator
can contact Technical Support.

1190E
product CANNOT COMMUNICATE WITH productid; NOTIFY YOUR product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

VM:Archiver cannot communicate with another Broadcom product (productid). This message indicates a programming
error, which may be caused by the modification of a VM:Archiver EXEC at your site.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Broadcom Support.

1191E
CANNOT ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE userid SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE.

Reason:

If userid is the VM:Archiver service virtual machine at your site, VM:Archiver is unavailable. If userid is the service virtual
machine of another CA product at your site, VM:Archiver cannot communicate with that product; your site may be running
incompatible release levels of the two products. The command sent to userid fails.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must determine if VM:Archiver is available or why VM:Archiver cannot
communicate with the other product service virtual machine. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical
Support.
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1192E
A VIRTUAL PRINTER COULD NOT BE DEFINED FOR TRACING.

Reason:

The TRACE MACRO command with the PRINT parameter was issued and a virtual printer device is not available or
was unsuccessfully initialized. A virtual device address that should be reserved for use as a printer is not available when
expected, and may be defined as another device. The trace definition is not completed.

Action:

Review any other messages that may have appeared. If the problem is not apparent, contact Technical Support and have
the virtual device configuration of the server virtual machine available.

1193I
REPLY reqnumber reply HAS BEEN ACCEPTED.

Reason:

Each user receiving this message was previously sent one or more messages requesting information or an action. One or
more users responded to the request. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1194E
reqnumber IS NOT AN OUTSTANDING REQUEST NUMBER.

Reason:

The request number that you specified in your response to VM:Archiver is not an outstanding request number. Either the
request has already been satisfied or you specified the wrong request number.

Action:

None, if the request has already been satisfied. If the request has not already been satisfied, enter your response again
with the correct request number.

1195E
THIS response IS NOT A VALID RESPONSE TO REQUEST reqnumber.

Reason:

A response from a user or operator was not valid. The message displayed before this message provides information on
valid responses. VM:Archiver continues to send messages to the appropriate operator or user. The messages are sent
every reminder interval.

Action:

Respond using a correct format or a valid response.

1196I
WAITING FOR userid node (taskname) TO RELEASE A locktype LOCK ON RESOURCE: lock-string.

Reason:
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The command you entered cannot gain access to a resource. For example, when userid is using the indicated resource,
VM:Archiver locks the resource to prevent other users from accessing it. VM:Archiver waits for the internal lock to be
released. When the lock is released, command execution resumes.

Action:

None.

1197E
LOCK lock-string NOT FOUND. NOTIFY YOUR product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

An attempt to clear a lock that didn’t exist was detected. Either the lock was never obtained or the lock was previously
cleared.

Action:

Determine if a specific LOCK CLEAR primitive causes this message then examine the specified lock words to make
sure they are correct. If they appear to be correct then some other LOCK CLEAR invocation probably cleared the lock in
question. If you are unable to determine if a specific LOCK CLEAR primitive is causing this message to be displayed then
contact Technical Support.

1198I
product HAS CLEARED THE lock-type lock-string LOCK LEFT BY THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

During the termination of a command process, VM:Archiver found an internal VM:Archiver lock that had not been cleared,
and cleared it. This message may indicate a problem in VM:Archiver. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1200E
product MUST HAVE THE option OPTION IN ITS CP DIRECTORY ENTRY.

Reason:

If the BMX option is displayed, either the CP directory entry for the VM:Archiver service virtual machine does not specify
BMX on the OPTION record or the command CP DEFINE CHANNELS SEL was issued on the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine. If the ECMODE option is displayed, the directory entry does not specify ECMODE on the OPTION record.
VM:Archiver initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the directory entry if necessary, then start VM:Archiver again.

1201E
product CANNOT ANALYZE THE RESPONSE FROM THE CMS IDENTIFY COMMAND.

Reason:

VM:Archiver cannot understand the response received from the CMS IDENTIFY command. This may be the result of
manual modification of the CMS IDENTIFY command at your site. VM:Archiver initialization fails.
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Action:

Check the output from the CMS IDENTIFY command. If the command is not working properly, correct the problem
and start VM:Archiver again. If the command is working properly but has been modified by your site, contact Technical
Support.

1202E
product DOES NOT HAVE THE CP PRIVILEGE CLASS REQUIRED TO ISSUE THE FOLLOWING CP COMMAND OR
DIAGNOSE: command.

Reason:

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine does not have the CP privilege class needed to issue the indicated CP command
or DIAGNOSE. VM:Archiver initialization fails.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must give VM:Archiver the CP privilege class required to issue the indicated
command at your site.

1216E
INVALID PARAMETER: parameter.

Reason:

You specified an invalid parameter on the VIWOV command. The INIT parameter, which identifies the VM:Archiver service
virtual machines that are allowed to connect with your virtual machine, is the only valid parameter on this command.

Action:

Enter the VIWOV INIT command again, this time specifying the INIT parameter and the proper VM:Archiver service virtual
machines after that parameter. For example, enter:

viwov init vmwebsrv

1232E
TO USE THE option OPTION OF THE command COMMAND, PREFIX THE command COMMAND WITH svmuserid.

Reason:

You entered the indicated command specifying an option that requires the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV)
buffer. However, because of the syntax of the command you entered--for example, you used CP SMSG or issued the
command from the VM:Archiver service virtual machine--your virtual machine does not have this required buffer. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, prefixing it with your service virtual machine user ID (by default VMARCH), from a virtual
machine other than the VM:Archiver service virtual machine; do not use CP SMSG.

1233I
READY;

Reason:
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You entered an empty or blank command line on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. For example, you may have
pressed ENTER when there was no command waiting to be issued. This message, displayed on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine, indicates that VM:Archiver is ready to accept commands. System activity continues.

Action:

None.

1234I
product trademark RELEASE release.level

Reason:

VM:Archiver issues this message during initialization, indicating legal trademark and release level. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1235I
product IS READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Archiver initialization has completed successfully. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss
respectively. This message follows message 1234I and other initialization messages, and indicates that VM:Archiver is
ready to accept commands. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1236E
product IS NOT READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Archiver initialization has failed. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss respectively. This message is
preceded by other messages that explain why VM:Archiver initialization did not complete. Control returns to CMS.

Action:

Your VM:Archiver system administrator must refer to the explanations of the other messages sent by VM:Archiver
to determine why initialization failed and how to correct the problem. When the problem is corrected, the system
administrator can start VM:Archiver again.

1239W
NOTICE! THE CA CPUID FOR THE VM/ESA FEATURE HAS EXPIRED.

Reason:

The VM:Archiver CPUID has expired. A valid CPUID is required for VM:Archiver to continue operating. If there are any
days left in the grace period, VM:Archiver keeps operating. If not, it shuts down.

Action:
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Your VM:Archiver systems administrator must call Technical Support to obtain a CPUID that is valid for the CPU on which
you are running VM:Archiver.

1240E
INVALID RESPONSE FROM APPLICATION EXIT.

Reason:

An application exit routine returned an invalid response.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1241E
COMMAND REJECTED; product  MODULE AND product SUPERVISOR MODULE ARE INCOMPATIBLE.

Reason:

The module for the user's virtual machine and the supervisor module running on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine
are not at compatible service levels. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator.

1242I
LEVEL level MACRO filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An abnormal termination occurred while the indicated macro was running. VM:Archiver sends this message for every
macro that was active, from the outer-most to the inner-most, when VM:Archiver abnormally terminated.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1243E
ACTIVE MACRO CHAIN INVALID.

Reason:

The chain of currently active macros points to an invalid address. The macro list section of the indicative dump ends.

Action:

None.

1244I
MACRO TRACE ENTRY entrynumber ADDED.

Reason:

When you entered a TRACE MACRO command, it created the indicated entry in the macro trace list.

Action:
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None.

1245I
entrynumber userid filename msgdest firstline lastline traceopt.

Reason:

This is the detail line for the TRACE LIST command. Message 1249I lists the column headings.

Action:

None.

1246I
commandline continued.

Reason:

VM:Archiver logs this message on its service virtual machine when the command that VM:Archiver begins to execute
is too long to be fully displayed on message 1111I. Message 1246I contains the continuation of the command line from
message 1111I, or from an immediately preceding message 1246I when necessary. Processing continues.

Action:

Refer to message 1111I for information on this message.

1247E
OPERAND operand CONFLICTS WITH AN ALREADY SPECIFIED OPERAND ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered an operand on the indicated command that conflicts with another operand you already specified on the same
command. The command fails.

Action:

Correct the operands specified, then enter the command again.

1248E
MACRO TRACE ENTRY entrynumber NOT FOUND.

Reason:

When you entered the TRACE STOP command, you specified a macro trace entry that does not exist. The command
fails.

Action:

None.

1249I
TRACEID USERID MACRO MSGDEST FIRSTLINE LASTLINE TRACEOPT.

Reason:

This is the header line for the output from the TRACE LIST command.
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Action:

None.

1250W
CONNECT TO *IDENT FAILED WITH IPRCODE = code.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, VM:Archiver could not identify a resource ID to the CP *IDENT system service. VM:Archiver
sends this message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual machine console log file. VM:Archiver waits one
minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Look up the IPRCODE code in the IUCV CONNECT portion of the IBM programming services manual and correct the
problem. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1251S
*IDENT SEVERED LOCAL RESOURCE resid, REASON CODE = code.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Archiver encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the CP *IDENT system service severed the connection that defined the resource ID.
VM:Archiver waits one minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM programming services manual and correct the problem. If necessary, contact
Technical Support.

1252E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO CONNECT TO *IDENT FOR resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the VM:Archiver service virtual machine is not authorized to connect to *IDENT system
service for the indicated resource ID. VM:Archiver sends this message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual
machine. VM:Archiver waits one minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Make sure the IUCV *IDENT resid record in the directory entry for the VM:Archiver service virtual machine specifies the
correct resource ID. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1253E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO IDENTIFY LOCAL RESOURCE resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the directory entry for the VM:Archiver service virtual machine does not contain an IUCV
*IDENT resid record. This record is necessary for VM:Archiver to identify the resource ID as a global or system resource.
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VM:Archiver sends this message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual machine. VM:Archiver waits one minute
and then retries the request.

Action:

Make sure the VM:Archiver directory entry contains the following record:

IUCV *IDENT resid LOCAL.

If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1254W
CONTROL OF LOCAL RESOURCE resid WAS REVOKED.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Archiver encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, another service virtual machine revoked the resource being used by VM:Archiver.
VM:Archiver sends this message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual machine. VM:Archiver waits one minute
and then retries the request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1255I
ATTEMPTING *IDENT RECONNECTION IN ONE MINUTE.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility.
VM:Archiver issues this message then waits one minute before retrying the request. VM:Archiver sends this message to
the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

See the messages preceding 1255I for information on the specific error that occurred.

1256T
RESID resid CANNOT BE USED, EXIT NAME ALREADY DEFINED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility.
Specifically, a CMS IUCV exit program has already been established for the indicated resource ID. VM:Archiver sends this
message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual machine. Initialization fails.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1257I
THE resid LOCAL RESOURCE DEFINITION COMPLETED.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver has successfully established communications with the indicated resource through the Advanced Program-to-
Program Communication (APPC) facility. VM:Archiver sends this message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual
machine console log. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1258I
THE LOCAL RESOURCE resid IS ALREADY BEING MANAGED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the indicated resource is already being used by another service virtual machine. VM:Archiver
sends this message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual machine. VM:Archiver waits one minute and then
retries the request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1268E
USER userid1 HOLDS A LOCK ON lock-string AND IS BLOCKING USER userid2.

Reason:

VM:Archiver has detected that a lock request would result in either a deadlock or livelock condition. A lock-string of DISK-
U-MGRSUE-USERJOE means that there is a lock on the directory entry for user ID USERJOE. MGRSUE is the file type
(and manager) of USERJOE's directory entry. U is the mode of the accessed disk. The command fails.

Action:

Try the request later. If you have repeated failures to process the request, you may need to analyze the locks owned by
userid1. Examine the VM:Archiver console log to determine what requests were processing at the time. For assistance,
contact Technical Support.

1269E
THE LOCK FOR USER userid CANNOT BE OBTAINED BECAUSE A locktype LOCK CONDITION WOULD OCCUR.

Reason:

VM:Archiver has detected that a lock request would result in either a deadlock or livelock condition. The command fails.

Action:

Try the request later. If you have repeated failures to process the request, you may need to analyze the locks owned by
the indicated userid. Examine the VM:Archiver console log to determine what requests were processing at the time. For
assistance, contact Technical Support.

1270I
THE (userid USERID HAS | process-name PROCESS (HAS | LEFT)) A (PERM) (SHARED | PRIVATE ) lock-string
LOCK.

Reason:
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This message is part of the response to a QLOCK command or is displayed during cleanup after a process abnormal
termination. It indicates that a user or process left (if abnormally terminating) or has (if QLOCK) a shared or private lock on
the indicated lock-string.

Action:

None.

1271I
AUDIT DISK percent FULL, number DATA RECORDS FOUND.

Reason:

Audit minidisk initialization determined that the minidisk is percent full with the VM:Archiver audit file containing number
records. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1272I
AUDIT DISK FULL, WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to audit the invocation of the command currently being processed, but the audit minidisk is full. Your
process waits until the audit information is removed from the audit minidisk. When this occurs, your command execution
continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to extract the audit data.

1273I
AUDITGET ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

You issued the VM:Archiver AUDITEXT command, but another user is already running an audit extract. Your AUDITEXT
command terminates immediately with return code 4.

Action:

None. Because the other user's AUDITEXT command removes all records from the VM:Archiver audit minidisk, you would
obtain few if any records by entering the AUDITEXT command again, even if the other user's command has completed.

1274I
NORMAL COMPLETION.

Reason:

The requested command completed normally without issuing any other messages.

Action:

None.
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1275E
THERE IS NO AUDIT DISK ACCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to read from or write to the AUDIT disk, but the disk is not currently accessed. The command ends.

Action:

Access the AUDIT disk at the correct file mode and try the command again.

1276E
AUDIT FILE IS NOT CORRECTLY FORMATTED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver determined that the AUDIT file on the audit minidisk is not properly formatted.
Initialization fails.

Action:

The audit file must be either a fixed-format file with a record length of 80 bytes or a variable-format file. For a description
of the audit file format, see the AUDRECFM configuration file record or the  VM:Archiver Administration Guide or
Reference Guide.

1277I
product DYNAMIC STORAGE EXHAUSTED. SYSTEM HANG OR FAILURE POSSIBLE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This problem could cause VM:Archiver to
hang or fail.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to increase the virtual storage size of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

1278E
ABENDING WITH PRG003 BECAUSE THE EVENTSIGNAL() CSL ROUTINE RETURNED AN UNEXPECTED ERROR.

Reason:

The CMS EventSignal CSL routine returned an unexpected error. VM:Archiver ends abnormally with a PRG003 abend.
Register 15 contains the return code; register 0 contains the reason code.

Action:

Save the console log and the dump file and contact Technical Support.

1279E
MISSING PARAMETER ON option OPTION.

Reason:

You specified the indicated option when you entered a command, but you omitted a required parameter. The command
fails.
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Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct parameter.

1284I
INITIALIZING LOCAL APPCVM RESOURCE resid.

Reason:

VM:Archiver is creating the resource definition for the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. VM:Archiver sends this
message to the VM:Archiver operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

1285E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO STEM NAME FOLLOWS THE STEM OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1286E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO VARIABLE NAME FOLLOWS THE VAR OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred during processing. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1287T
A R/W A-DISK OR DIRECTORY IS REQUIRED BY product.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Archiver determined that there is no read/write minidisk or SFS directory accessed at file mode A.
Initialization ends.

Action:

Access a read/write minidisk or SFS directory at file mode A and start VM:Archiver again.

1288S
ARG(num) OF FUNCTION function IS MISSING OR INVALID.

Reason:
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The indicated function was called with an invalid or missing parameter at the indicated argument position. VM:Archiver
displays this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine console. The process abnormally terminates.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1289W
ARG(num) OF FUNCTION function IS EXTRANEOUS.

Reason:

The indicated function was called with an extraneous parameter at the indicated argument position. Processing continues.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1290S
THE PREVIOUS function CALL ENDED WITH REASON=code.

Reason:

The indicated function call completed in error with the specified reason code. VM:Archiver displays this message on the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine console. The process abnormally terminates.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1291I
STARTING CSL ROUTINE cslname.

Reason:

A process has made an asynchronous call to the indicated CSL routine. This message is displayed because both DEBUG
CSLCALL ON and DEBUG ASYNC ON have been specified. VM:Archiver displays this message on the VM:Archiver
service virtual machine console.

Action:

None.

1292I
CSL ROUTINE cslname COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE rc AND REASON CODE code.

Reason:

The cslname CSL routine has completed with the indicated return and reason codes. VM:Archiver displays this message
because DEBUG CSLCALL ON or DEBUG CSLCALL ERROR have been specified. VM:Archiver displays this message
on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine console.

Action:

None.
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1293I
ROUTINE entrypoint WAS CALLED FROM routine + displacement.

Reason:

This message follows message 1292I or 1294S and indicates the location in VM:Archiver that called the CSL routine.
The variable entrypoint is the name of the VM:Archiver driver routine that handles calls for the CSL routine. The variables
routine and displacement pinpoint the calling program. VM:Archiver displays this message on the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine console.

Action:

None.

1294S
REASON CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM CSL ROUTINE cslname.

Reason:

A process received a fatal reason code from a CSL routine. VM:Archiver abnormally terminates with a CSL002 abnormal
termination.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1295S
ERROR code RECEIVED processing FILE file.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an error trying to create, open, or erase a mirrored log file. This message indicates a serious
problem with VM:Archiver.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1296S
PRIMARY RECORD LENGTH length1 DOES NOT MATCH SECONDARY RECORD LENGTH length2.

Reason:

Records read from the primary file are not the same length as records read from the secondary file. VM:Archiver displays
this message on the VM:Archiver console. The executing process ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1297S
PRIMARY RETURN/REASON CODES return1/reason1 DO NOT MATCH SECONDARY CODES return2/reason2.

Reason:
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VM:Archiver displays this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine console. The executing process ends
abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1298S
PRIMARY DATA DOES NOT MATCH SECONDARY DATA.

Reason:

Records read from the primary file do not match records read from the secondary file. The executing process ends
abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1299S
PRIMARY R/W POINTERS DO NOT MATCH SECONDARY POINTERS.

Reason:

VM:Archiver determined that the read/write pointers of the primary and secondary files do not match. VM:Archiver
displays this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine console and sends it to user IDs that receive system
administrator messages. The executing process ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1300I
SYSFRESV REGISTER AT TIME OF ABEND:

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1301I
number CALL TO entrypoint FROM entrypoint.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1302I
number EXIT FROM entrypoint W/RC=decimal_rc ('hex_rc'X).
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Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1303I
number word FROM entrypoint; SIZE=number; ADDRESS=address; SUBPOOL=pool type

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1304I
number word FROM entrypoint; SIZE=number; ADDRESS=address.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1310S
NOVALUE ERROR IN program AT LINE number: SYMBOL name IS UNDEFINED.

Action:

A programming error occurred in the indicated REXX program.

Reason:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1311S
SYNTAX ERROR code IN program AT LINE number: description.

Reason:

A programming error occurred in the indicated REXX program.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1316E
text

Reason:

This message contains the text of a message sent to the VM:Archiver server console from other user IDs.
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Action:

Look up the message in the appropriate documentation and respond accordingly.

1331E
THE FOLLOWING DATABASE ERROR OCCURRED DURING FUNCTION function FOR TABLE table FROM routine;
RC = code.

Reason:

An unexpected VM:Archiver database error occurred. The database management system logs the error on the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine console. VM:Archiver may also log additional messages there to further explain the
error. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1332E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO A DATABASE ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Archiver encountered an error with the VM:Archiver database. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Technical Support.

1333E
TABLE table TABLE IS EMPTY.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to open the indicated database table, expecting to find data. However, this table is empty, that is, it
contains no data. VM:Archiver logs this message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine console along with message
1331E it might also issue additional accompanying messages to provide more information. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1334E
database command error.

Reason:

VM:Archiver issued a database command that caused an error. This message, which follows message 1331E, displays
the database command that caused an error.

Action:

Refer to message 1331E.

1335E
ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO FIND AN ENTRY IN THE table TABLE.
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Reason:

VM:Archiver could not locate an entry in the indicated table in the VM:Archiver database. VM:Archiver logs this message
on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine console. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Technical Support if necessary.

1336E
ERROR OCCURRED in filename filetype; RC = code FROM command COMMAND.

Reason:

An error occurred when the indicated REXX program issued the indicated command, which can be a CP or CMS
command, or an internal VM:Archiver command. The command returned the return code displayed on the message.
Processing ends.

Action:

If the command is a CP or CMS command, look up the indicated command and the return code in IBM documentation to
determine what caused the problem. In any case, contact Technical Support.

1337E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO AN INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Archiver encountered an internal error. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Archiver system administrator, who can contact Technical Support if necessary.

1351E
RECEIVED ERROR code (error-name) ON function (number) FROM tcp/ip-server: description

Reason:

An error occurred in a TCP/IP connection. The variable code is the error code. The variable error-name is the descriptive
name of the error. The variable number is the socket IUCV function number. The variable tcp/ip-server is the user ID of the
TCP/IP server. Some of these errors do not represent a problem. For example, this message is issued if a user clicks the
STOP button on a browser during data transfer.

Action:

Look up the error in the IBM TCP/IP error code documentation.

1355E
UNEXPECTED ERROR code FROM entrypoint CALL IN primitive.

Reason:

VM:Archiver found an internal error during EXEC primitive processing.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1359E
ALL number SOCKETS ARE IN USE FOR SPB address.

Reason:

There was an internal logic failure involving a socket path block.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1364I
AN ACTIVE CONNECTION WAS LOST; POSSIBLE NETWORK ERRORS.

Reason:

A connection between a server and a client in the IP network was disrupted. Receiving this message several times in a
row might indicate network instability that is affecting all transactions. The network problems might degrade client/server
services. If VM:Archiver issues this message only for transactions with a specific client, the network problems might relate
to that specific client.

Action:

If VM:Archiver issues this message infrequently, no action is required. If VM:Archiver issues this message frequently, have
network engineers analyze relevant parts of the network to determine the cause of the problems and correct them.

1366E
UNABLE TO LOAD entrypoint.

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Archiver attempted to load the specified entrypoint.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1372E
RECORD READ FROM PARTNER HAS ILLEGAL LENGTH OF length BYTES.

Reason:

An SSL record was received from the other side of the connection with a length greater than 16,384 bytes. The variable
length is the hexadecimal number of bytes in the SSL record. The connection between the client and the server ends
abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1375E
RECORD READ FROM PARTNER HAS AN INCORRECT MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION CODE.

Reason:
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The Message Authentication Code (MAC) received with the SSL record does not match the MAC calculated from the
record data.

The sending party calculates the MAC (a cryptographic hash value) on the data being sent in the record and appends
it to the record before encrypting the data. The receiving party decrypts the data, calculates its own MAC for the data,
and compares the two MACs. If they match, the receiver knows the data has not been altered in transit. If they do not
match, the data has been altered and must be ignored. In this case, the connection between the client and the server
ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1380E
REXX VARIABLE variable DOES NOT HAVE A VALID VALUE.

Reason:

The command you entered referenced a REXX variable that has no value or an invalid value. This message indicates an
internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1383E
CERTIFICATE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT IS OUTSIDE ITS VALID PERIOD.

Reason:

VM:Archiver received a certificate from a client. The certificate indicates a date when the certificate begins to be valid and
a date when the certificate is no longer valid. The current date and time are either before or after the time period that the
certificate is valid.

Action:

If the current date and time is before the certificate is valid, have the client reissue the request after the certificate
becomes valid. If certificate is no longer valid, have the client request a new certificate. Then, have the client reissue the
request after a valid certificate is obtained.

1386I
PROCESS userid nodename process (pcb-address pcb-id) HAS A lock-word1 lock-work2 LOCK.

Reason:

The QLOCK command issues this response when all processes are queried.

Action:

None.

1387I
THE userid USERID HAS A (PRIVATE/SHARED) lock-word1 lock-word2 (PERM) LOCK.

Reason:
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This message is output from the QLOCK command. The indicated userid has a private or shared lock on the indicated
resource.

Action:

None.

1397E
APPLICATION CANNOT BE CALLED AS A NUCLEUS EXTENSION

Reason:

VM:Archiver had been called as a CMS Nucleus Extension. This is not supported.

Action:

Remove any NUCXLOAD VMXSYS command from the PROFILE EXEC or issue a NUCXDROP VMXSYS command and
restart VM:Archiver.

1500E
FILENAME filename IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified file name, which is not a valid file name. CMS file names are 1- to 8-character
strings comprising alphabetic and numeric characters, and the characters $, #, @, -, +, and _. The command ends with
return code 1500.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid file name.

1501E
USERID userid IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified user ID, which is not valid. VM user IDs are 1- to 8-character strings
comprising alphabetic and numeric characters, and the characters $, #, @, -, +, and _. The command ends with return
code 1501.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid user ID.

1502E
THE option1 OPTION CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH THE option2 OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified options, which are incompatible. The command ends with return code 1502.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct options.
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1503E
OPTION option IS NOT A VALID OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified option, which is not a valid option. The command ends with return code 1503.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid option.

1504E
YOU MUST SPECIFY THE FILENAME OF THE FILE YOU WANT TO UPDATE.

Reason:

You entered a command without specifying the file name of the CMS file to be updated. The command ends with return
code 1504.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct file name.

1505E
DATA FILE filename filetype IS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You entered a command, which needs the specified CMS file. The file was not found on any accessed disk or directory.
The command ends with return code 1505.

Action:

Access the disk or directory containing the specified file and enter the command again.

1506E
MISSING FILETYPES RECORD IN DATA FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to find a required record in the specified file. The command ends with return
code 1506.

Action:

If you have altered the specified file, undo the changes and enter the command again. If not, contact Technical Support.

1507E
INPUT FILE filename WAS NOT FOUND; commandname COULD NOT FIND ANY OF THE FOLLOWING FILES:

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to locate the specified file or files. This message is followed by one or more
1508I messages, listing the missing files. The command ends with return code 1508.

Action:
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Search for the files specified in the 1508I messages. Once you have determined which disk or directory contains the files,
access the disk or directory and enter the command again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1508I
filename filetype

Reason:

This message, which follows message 1507E, displays information about the error that occurred.

Action:

Refer to message 1507E.

1509E
INPUT FILE filename1 IS NOT REFERENCED IN THE DATA FILE filename2 filetype2

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to find a required record in the specified data file. The command ends with
return code 1509.

Action:

If you have altered the file, undo the changes and enter the command again. If not, contact Technical Support.

1510E
ERROR OCCURRED READING FILE filename filetype; EXECIO RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

You entered a command, which received an error from the CMS EXECIO command while reading from the specified data
file. This message is followed by message 1511I, which lists the EXECIO command text. The command ends with return
code 1510.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1511I
EXECIO COMMAND WAS: commandtext.

Reason:

This message contains details for message 1510E.

Action:

Refer to message 1510E.

1512E
commandname REQUIRES A READ/WRITE A-DISK.

Reason:
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You entered a command that requires a minidisk or SFS directory to be accessed read/write at file mode A for its output
files. The command ends with return code 1512.

Action:

Access a disk or directory read/write at file mode A and enter the command again.

1513E
ERROR OCCURRED UPDATING THE FILE filename filetype; EXECUPDT RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

You entered a command, which received the specified return code from the CMS EXECUPDT command while processing
the specified file. This message is followed by message 1514I, listing the EXECUPDT command text. The command ends
with return code 1513.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1514I
EXECUPDT COMMAND WAS: commandtext.

Reason:

This message contains details for message 1513E.

Action:

Refer to message 1513E.

1515I
filename HAS BEEN UPDATED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

You entered a command, which successfully updated the specified file.

Action:

None.

1516I
filename filetype HAS BEEN COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK AND LOADED INTO MEMORY.

Reason:

You entered a command that successfully copied the file to the service virtual machine A-disk or directory and loaded it
into memory on the server. VM:Archiver will immediately begin using the new copy of the file.

Action:

None.

1517I
filename filetype HAS BEEN COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK.
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Reason:

You entered a command that successfully copied the file to the server virtual machine A-disk or directory and loaded it into
memory on the server. VM:Archiver will begin using the new copy of the file upon the next restart.

Action:

None.

1518I
TO MAKE THE UPDATED FILE AVAILABLE TO USERS, COPY filename filetype A TO A PUBLIC MINIDISK.

Reason:

You entered a command to update a file. The specified file must be copied to a publicly-accessible minidisk for users to
make use of it.

Action:

Copy the specified file to a publicly-accessible minidisk.

1521I
product HAS SET CP 370ACCOM TO setting

Reason:

VM:Archiver issues this message under the following circumstances:

• During initialization, VM:Archiver determined that its service virtual machine is not running with the correct setting of
the 370 Accommodation Feature (370ACCOM ON or 370ACCOM OFF). So that processing can continue, VM:Archiver
automatically issued the SET CP 370ACCOM command to set the correct mode.

• During termination, VM:Archiver issued the CP SET 370ACCOM command to restore the mode to its original setting.
VM:Archiver sends this message to the service virtual machine console and processing continues.

Action:

To prevent VM:Archiver from sending this message, place the correct CP SET 370ACCOM command in the PROFILE
EXEC of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

1522T
product RECEIVED AN INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP COMMAND command.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal processing error.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1523E
FILE/DOMAIN SPECIFICATION IS INCOMPLETE; IT MUST CONSIST OF filename filetype filesystem domain_info.

Reason:

VM:Archiver found an error while it was trying to access the specified file.

Action:
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For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1524E
DOMAIN TYPE type IS NOT VALID; IT MUST BE CMS, MDISK, SFS, or BFS.

Reason:

VM:Archiver found an error while it was trying to access the specified file.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1525E
UNEXPECTED ERROR WHILE USING FILE/DOMAIN name I/O ROUTINES.

Reason:

VM:Archiver found an error while it was performing file/domain I/O. This message follows another message that gives
more information about the nature of the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1527I
product HAS SET CP DATEFORMAT TO dateformat

Reason:

VM:Archiver must run on a virtual machine using the SHORTDATE date format:

• If you see this message at initialization, it means VM:Archiver changed the date format to SHORTDATE because the
virtual machine had been set to some other date format.

• If you see this message at termination, it means VM:Archiver changed the virtual machine date format at initialization.
VM:Archiver also reset the date format to the indicated format.

Action:

None.

1530E
FILE filename filetype filemode IS R/W, but R/O ACCESS IS REQUIRED

Reason:

You entered a command to update the specified file. For safety reasons, the command requires its input file to be on a
read-only disk or directory. However, the input file was accessed read/write. The command ends with return code 1530.

Action:

Access the input disk or directory read-only and enter the command again.

1531I
syntax-for-command.
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Reason:

You entered a command with a question mark instead of a file name. The command displays its syntax and ends with
return code 1531.

Action:

None.

1532I
filename filetype HAS BEEN LEFT ON YOUR A-DISK AND NEEDS TO BE COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK.

Reason:

You entered a command to update a file.

Action:

If you are not running the command on the service virtual machine (svmuserid, by default VMARCH), copy the file to the
svmuserid A-disk. Then VM:Archiver can update this file.

1533E
REQUIRED option OPTION NOT SUPPLIED.

Reason:

You entered a command, which requires the specified option. You did not supply the option. The command ends with
return code 1533.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the required option.

1534E
NOCOPY OPTION IS REQUIRED WHEN RUNNING ON THE svmuserid USERID.

Reason:

You entered a command on the SVM (service virtual machine) user ID and either specified the LOAD or NOLOAD option
or allowed it to default. When running on the SVM user ID, you must specify the NOCOPY option. The command ends
with return code 1534.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the NOCOPY option.

1550T
FREE STORAGE INITIALIZATION FAILED WITH CODE code

Reason:

Free storage initialization failed. VM:Archiver initialization stops.

Action:

Refer to the value of code to determine what to do:

• Code 4 -- Increase the amount of storage available below the 16M line.
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(Reserved segments often cause this error. CMS commands STORMAP and QUERY SEGMENT will help you identify
reserved segments.)

• Code 8 or C -- VM:Archiver is unable to find the storage manager it requested. Contact Technical Support.
• Any other value. Contact Technical Support.

1551I
FREE STORAGE MANAGER manager IS IN USE

Reason:

You have selected the indicated storage manager.

Action:

None.

1554W
option OPTION VALUE value1 NOT SUPPORTED, USING value2 INSTEAD.

Reason:

VM:Archiver determined that the TCPIP DATA file contains an option value (value1) that it does not support. VM:Archiver
uses value2 instead.

Action:

None.

1555W
DOMAIN NAME RESOLUTION SERVICES HAVE NOT BEEN INITIALIZED WITH A DNS SERVER IP ADDRESS FOR
GROUP group.

Reason:

The TCPIP DATA file does not have a NSINTERADDR record. This record identifies the internet address of the name
server. Because this record is not present, VM:Archiver cannot use domain name resolution services.

Action:

Add a NSINTERADDR record to your TCPIP DATA file to identify the internet address of the name of the name server.

1556E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM ENTRY POINT module.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1557E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM text.
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Reason:

You entered a VM:Archiver command that caused VM:Archiver to call an internal function (text) that ended with the
indicated return code. CMS logs a message on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. The message displays the name
of the EXEC and the line number on which this error occurred. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Archiver system administrator, who must contact Technical Support and provide the names of the
EXECs, the line numbers on which the error occurred, the return code, and the name of the internal function that was
running.

1558E
ERROR code FROM FORMAT STKMSG xxxxs: variables.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred while VM:Archiver tried to obtain the text for message xxxxs, where xxxx is the four-digit
message number and s is the severity code. The variable information in this message is displayed when VM:Archiver logs
message 0001E on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. Processing continues.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1559E
STORAGE REQUEST FOR number1 BYTES EXCEEDS LIMIT OF number2 BYTES.

Reason:

A VM:Archiver routine requires number1 bytes of storage. The amount of storage exceeds the limit of number2 bytes that
can be obtained at one time. The routine ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1560E
FUNCTION function OF PRIMITIVE primitive IS MISSING A PARAMETER.

Reason:

The command you entered called primitive, which is an internal system primitive. However, the function of primitive was
missing a required parameter. This message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1561E
PARAMETER parameter1 CANNOT BE USED WITH PARAMETER parameter2.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive with two parameters that cannot be used together. This
message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1562E
PARAMETER parmname CANNOT BE USED ALONE.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive with only parameter parmname. However, this parameter
requires one or more additional parameters. This message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1563E
PARAMETER parmname HAS ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive. This primitive specified keyword parameter parmname
more than one time. This parameter can be specified only once. This message indicates an internal problem. The
command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1564E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

VM:Archiver tried to load a national language support translation table that was previously loaded at system initialization.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1565E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename HAS AN INVALID FORMAT.

Reason:

The national language support translation table stored in file tablename TCPXLBIN has an invalid format. There are
several possible reasons:

• You built the translation table with an improper file format.
• The translation table became physically corrupt.

Action:

Rebuild the tablename TCPXLBIN file using IBM's TCP/IP CONVXLAT utility.
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1566E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename IS REFERENCED BUT WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

There is a mismatch between the national language support translation tables that VM:Archiver expects to be loaded at
system initialization, and the tables that are actually loaded.

Action:

Take corrective action, such as making sure that translation table tablename is available to VM:Archiver at startup on an
accessed minidisk or SFS directory.

1567E
YOU CANNOT HAVE A TRANSLATION TABLE NAMED "NONE TCPXLBIN".

Reason:

You named a national language support translation table NONE TCPXLBIN. This name is invalid.

Action:

Rename the file to something other than NONE.

1568E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename IS NOT LOADED.

Reason:

A command was specified with its translation option. However, VM:Archiver did not find tablename in the list of loaded
national language support translation tables.

Action:

If the specified translation table is correct, determine why VM:Archiver did not load it during system initialization. (Perhaps
VM:Archiver could not find the translation table on an accessed minidisk or SFS directory.) If the table name is not correct,
enter the command again, this time using a table name that is correct.

1570E
CLIENT REQUEST DID NOT INCLUDE A CONFIGURED SSL VERSION.

Reason:

During the SSL handshake between the client and server to establish the security protocol, the server could not find
a compatible version of SSL among those configured for the server's port and those requested by the client. The
conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that your server's communications port can be configured to include a version of SSL that both the client and server
support; you can check the port's configuration with the QUERY PORT command. Also, verify that the client is able to
use one or more of the SSL versions the server is using, and, if necessary, configure the client to use the SSL version the
server is using.
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1571E
CLIENT REQUEST DID NOT INCLUDE A CONFIGURED SSL CIPHER SUITE.

Reason:

During the SSL handshake between the client and server to establish the security protocol, the server could not find
a compatible SSL cipher suite among those configured for the server's port and those requested by the client. The
conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that your server's communications port can be configured to include an SSL cipher suite that both the client and
server support; you can check the port's configuration with the QUERY PORT command. Also, verify that the client is
able to use one or more of the SSL cipher suites the server is using, and, if necessary, configure the client to use the SSL
cipher suite the server is using.

1572E
SSL "HELLO" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITH A HANDSHAKE ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1573E
SSL MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITH AN INVALID CONTENT TYPE.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1574E
SSL "HELLO" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1575E
SSL "KEY EXCHANGE" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:
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The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1576E
SSL "FINISHED" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1577E
SSL "FINISHED" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITHOUT A PRECEDING "CHANGE CIPHER SPEC"
MESSAGE.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1578E
SSL HANDSHAKE MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT IS NOT THE ONE EXPECTED.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1579E
SSL MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.
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1580E
DATA WAS RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITHOUT AN SSL HANDSHAKE BEING CONCLUDED.

Reason:

The client tried to communicate with the server before the SSL handshake that establishes the security protocol was
completed. The conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1581E
SSL "CHANGE CIPHER SPEC" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT AT THE WRONG TIME.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1587I
Copyright (c) YYYY CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message displays during VM:Archiver system initialization. It follows the standard product and release message.

Action:

None.

1588E
UNEXPECTED REASON CODE code RECEIVED FROM CSL ROUTINE routine.

Reason:

A CMS CSL routine returned an unexpected error.

Action:

If the routine is a standard CMS CSL routine, look up the error in the IBM documentation and take corrective action. If the
routine is not a standard CMS CSL routine, or if the corrective action taken above does not fix the problem, call Technical
Support.

1591E
ABENDING WITH PRG001 BECAUSE THE NUCMRK CSL ROUTINE FOUND AN UNEXPECTED ERROR.

Reason:

VM:Archiver encountered an unexpected error while performing SFS asynchronous I/O. This indicates an internal error.

Action:
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For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1594E
PRIMITIVE primitive DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

A primitive used in a VM:Archiver program or macro subcommand was incorrectly specified. The function is suppressed,
and return code 102 is returned to the requesting program or macro subcommand.

Action:

If the primitive was incorrectly specified, the calling macro subcommand must be corrected. If the error occurred
while invoking a site-written subcommand, ask your VM:Archiver system administrator to trace the macro execution
to determine whether the primitive was incorrectly invoked. If these steps do not resolve the problem, your system
administrator should contact Technical Support for assistance.

1598I
DNS SERVER server TIMED OUT RESOLVING THE type1 FOR THE type2 name.

Reason:

While resolving either an 'IPADDR for the CNAME' or a 'NAME for the IPADDR' named in the message, an unresponsive
DNS server was found.

Action:

The DNS Server named in the message is not communicating with the product. It may be down or not configured
properly. The DNS server IP address is retrieved from your TCPIP DATA file. Correct the problem which is preventing
communications between the product and the DNS server(s) named in your TCPIP DATA file and then retry the operation.

1605I
Shutdown signal received; shutdown in nnnnn seconds.

Reason:

The service machine has received a shutdown signal. The signal will expire in the number of seconds provided in the
message.

Action:

None. This message is a notification that a signal to shut down the product has been received. The product ends if the
END user exit does not prevent the product from ending.

1606I
The signal shutdown service is enabled.

Reason:

This message confirms that the product Signal Shutdown service has been enabled. The product can now be shut down
through a SIGNAL SHUTDOWN command. 

Action:

None. However, if you do not want the product to be enabled for shutdown signals, set the SIGNALSH configuration file
record to NO.
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1607I
The signal shutdown service is disabled.

Reason:

This message confirms that the product signal shutdown service has been disabled. The product can no longer be shut
down through a SIGNAL SHUTDOWN command. 

Action:

None. However, if you want the product to be enabled for shutdown signals, set the SIGNALSH configuration file record to
YES.

1608E
Error ..... received during service call to enable signal shutdown service.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call CA technical support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1609E
Error ..... received writing event mask to enable signal shutdown service.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call CA technical support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1610E
This CP does not support shutdown signals.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call CA technical support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1611E
Error ..... received for SET SHUTSIGNAL command.

Reason:

The return code in the message was received during a SET SHUTSIGNAL command. See the IBM documentation for the
CP QUERY SIGNALS command for the reasons this command can fail.
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Action:

If you can change the condition causing the command to fail, do so. Otherwise call CA technical support with the error
message, return code, and product console.

1621I
CP Extended Address Volume (EAV) support is eav-status

Reason:

This message is given during product initialization to indicate the status of CP support for Extended Address Volumes.
The value for eav-status is either 'available' or 'not available'.

Action:

None. The product should respond according to the status of Extended Address Volume support. Product full screen fields
and commands that accept definitions for cylinders should accept up to 1,182,006.

 

LMP Messages
LMP (License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software. LMP uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and to report on activities
regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that solution software under
the control of LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or changes in the CPU on
which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the LMP common enforcement software is automatically
invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a discrepancy
is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages that are
designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

CAS9115I
- - INPUT: xxxxxxxxx...

Reason:

Provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

None.

CAS9116I
- - EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:

Informational message issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:

mmm
is the month the device was activated
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dd
is the day the device was activated

yyyy
is the year the device was activated

Action:

None.

CAS9125E
- - LMP key error: xxxxxxxx...

NOTE
This message can have many different reasons and Actions.

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the CALMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.

Action:

Review the CALMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

Missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate, and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.

Reason:

CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

CPU operand is too long.

Action:

Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.

Reason:

CPU serial number is not six characters.
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Action:

Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:

DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly.

Reason:

Key tampering detected or transcription error.

Action:

Call LMP support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E
- - ERROR xxxx {LINKING | ACCESSING | READING} LMP DISK

Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to the product’s x’1FF’ disk.

Action:

Ensure there is a x’1FF’ minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual reason of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine’s x’1FF’ disk. For more information about the actual reason
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the CMS ACCESS command.

Reason:
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LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine’s x’1FF’ disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A
- - WARNING: LMP KEY FOR product EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensing agreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key will expire in the specified number of
days.

NOTE
For Mainframe VM Product Manager components at genlevel 0212 or above, the LMP enforcement software will
not cause a component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.

Action:

Contact LMP support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement and
discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.

Abends
A system abend is an error detected by VM:Archiver that prevents the VM:Archiver system from continuing. It may be a
software problem in VM:Archiver or CP. When a system abend occurs, VM:Archiver does the following:normally

• Abruptly terminates all running jobs
• Performs a VMDUMP
• Issues the following message:

1126S VM:BackupARCHIVER SYSTEM ABEND code OCCURRED AT address.

This section lists the abend codes that may appear in place of code in message 1126S. The abend occurred at the
indicated storage address.

Abend Codes
ABN001

The VM:Archiver ABEND command was issued or a VM:Archiver macro found an error that required the VM:Archiver
product to abend. Examine the VM:Archiver console for an error message just before the abend that would indicate this.
Contact Broadcom Support.

ABN099

Contact Broadcom Support.

AIC001-AIC005AIC007-AIC010

Contact Broadcom Support.

AID001-AID002

Contact Broadcom Support.

AIE001-AIE015

Contact Broadcom Support.
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AIF001-AIF014

Contact Broadcom Support.

ASN001-ASN002

Contact Broadcom Support.

AUD101

An unexpected return code was received from the FSSTATE macro while checking for the existence of the AUDIT file.
Contact Broadcom Support.

AUD102

An active disk table (ADT) lookup call to CMS failed to find the ADT for the AUDT disk. Contact Broadcom Support.

AUT001-AUT002

Contact Broadcom Support.

BIG001-BIG002

Contact Broadcom Support.

BIO002-BIO012

Contact Broadcom Support.

BLK001BLK004 BLK010-BLK012 BLK022

Contact Broadcom Support.

BNM001

Contact Broadcom Support.

BUF001

Contact Broadcom Support.

CBB001

Contact Broadcom Support.

CBK001-CBK005

Contact Broadcom Support.

CBP001

Contact Broadcom Support.

CCR001-CCR002

Contact Broadcom Support.

CDF001

Contact Broadcom Support.

CDG001-CDG009

Contact Broadcom Support.

CEL001-CEL002CEL004

Contact Broadcom Support.

CER001-CER002
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Contact Broadcom Support.

CFG001

Contact Broadcom Support.

CMD001CMD003-CMD004CMD010CMD100

Contact Broadcom Support.

CMS001-CMS002

Contact Broadcom Support.

CMW001-CMW003

Contact Broadcom Support.

CPR001-CPR005CPR007-CPR010

Contact Broadcom Support.

CRY001-CRY005

Contact Broadcom Support.

CSL002

This abend can occur for a number of reasons. To determine the cause, refer to the reason code provided in message
1294S, which VM:Archiver issues before this abend occurs. Reason code 97250 indicates that the VM:Archiver service
virtual machine cannot allow any more IUCV connections. To correct this problem, increase the MAXCONN setting on
the OPTIONS record in the service virtual machine’s directory entry. Broadcom recommends that this setting be at least
3000. For information on other reason codes, refer to the IBM CMS application development reference documentation. If
necessary, contact Broadcom Support.

CSL003-CSL004

Contact Broadcom Support.

CVD001CVD100

Contact Broadcom Support.

CVT001

Contact Broadcom Support.

D2U001-D2U003

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBG001

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBI001

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBI002

VM:Archiver database initialization failed. Make sure that the VM:Archiver database, a file with a filetype of PFMDB,
resides on the correct VM:Archiver minidisk (usually the 1B0 minidisk), then restart VM:Archiver.

DBI003

The shutdown of the VM:Archiver database failed. Contact Broadcom Support.
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DBI004-DBI006

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBK001-DBK003

Contact Broadcom Support.

DCF001-DCF003

Contact Broadcom Support.

DDF001

Contact Broadcom Support.

DDF002

An error occurred when VM:Archiver used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user. An accompanying CP
message is logged on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP
message does not provide sufficient information to correct the problem, contact Broadcom Support.

DDF003

Contact Broadcom Support.

DDL001

Contact Broadcom Support.

DDL002

An error occurred when VM:Archiver used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user. An accompanying CP
message is logged on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP
message does not provide sufficient information to correct the problem, contact Broadcom Support.

DDL003-DDL004

Contact Broadcom Support.

DIO001-DIO003

Contact Broadcom Support.

DIO006

VM:Archiver tried to perform an I/O operation on a minidisk but the minidisk was not available. (A Start I/O Fast operation
returned a condition code 3.) Verify that all DASD and related devices are enabled and available to your VM system and
operating correctly. Restart VM:Archiver. If the abend recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

DIO007

VM:Archiver tried to perform an I/O operation on a minidisk, but a Start I/O Fast operation returned a condition code 1.
This indicates that the BUSY bit, the STATUS MODIFIER bit, or both were set on but no other status bits were set on.
VM:Archiver might have tried to perform I/O on a minidisk that was shared with another virtual machine while the other
machine had the device reserved. Verify that all DASD and related devices are enabled and available to your VM system
and operating correctly. If the abend recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

DIP001-DIP005

Contact Broadcom Support.

DIR001

Contact Broadcom Support

DMSxxx
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Abend messages with a DMS xxx code are CMS abends. Refer to the appropriate IBM documentation for information on
these abend codes.

DRD001-DRD003

Contact Broadcom Support.

DRX002-DRX003

Contact Broadcom Support.

DSK001-DSK002DSK004DSK008

Contact Broadcom Support.

DSP001

A second call was made to the dispatcher initialization routine. Contact Broadcom Support.

DSP003

An unexpected return was made to the dispatcher after attempting to cause a CMS abend following an HX command.
Contact Broadcom Support.

DST001-DST013DST015

Contact Broadcom Support.

DTH001

Contact Broadcom Support.

ECL001-ECL010

Contact Broadcom Support.

ENC001-ENC002

Contact Broadcom Support.

END002

During system termination, VM:Archiver found a routine on the termination exit chain with an invalid control block. If the
abend recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

END003

Contact Broadcom Support.

EOP001-EOP003

Contact Broadcom Support.

ERD001-ERD009

Contact Broadcom Support.

ERF001

Contact Broadcom Support.

ERS001-ERS006

Contact Broadcom Support.

ETR001-ETR005ETR008-ETR009

Contact Broadcom Support.
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EVE001

While processing a PCBSECT, the eyecatcher field of the control block was found to be invalid. This probably indicates
that a storage overlay has occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.

EVE002

The process being NUCPOSTed has already been terminated. Contact Broadcom Support.

EWR001-EWR005EWR008-EWR009

Contact Broadcom Support.

EXE001

An internal VM:Archiver command, normally used only after initialization, was called before initialization completed. Enter
ipl cms on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine and start VM:Archiver again.

EXE002

Unable to establish the SUBCOM environment. Contact Broadcom Support.

EXE004

Contact Broadcom Support.

FDI001-FDI004FDI006-FDI008

Contact Broadcom Support.

FMT001-FMT005

Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF002

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. Define a larger virtual machine size by either
using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or by changing the VM:Archiver directory entry. If you change the directory
entry, log off the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then log on again.

FRF003

An event altered the contents of free storage on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This condition has made it
impossible for VM:Archiver to satisfy a request for free storage because the pointers connecting the pages of free storage
are no longer intact. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF004

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. Define a larger virtual machine size by either
using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or by changing the VM:Archiver directory entry. If you change the directory
entry, log off the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then log on again.

FRF006

An attempt was make to free a block of storage that is not aligned on a page boundary. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF007

An attempt was made to free a block of storage contained entirely within a single page. In doing so, either the page was
found to be already free or the block was found to overlap two pages. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF008

While releasing pages of memory that were used in previous processes, VM:Archiver was unable to locate a particular
page that had been marked for release. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF009
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VM:Archiver was attempting to free storage and the amount of storage left in the storage pool was reduced to an invalid
amount. Contact Broadcom Support

FRF010

A request for free storage was made before VM:Archiver was fully initialized. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF011

A process requested 0 free storage. This is an invalid request. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF013

An attempt was made to return a block of storage that either is an invalid size or was never allocated. Storage at the end
of the block may have been overlaid. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF016

When the PAGE subpool received a free-storage request, the amount of storage requested was not 4K bytes. Contact
Broadcom Support.

FRF017

When the PAGE subpool received a free-storage request, the address was not on a 4K boundary or the amount of
storage requested was not 4K bytes. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRF018-FRF019

Contact Broadcom Support.

FRG002

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. Define a larger virtual machine size by either
using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or by changing the VM:Archiver directory entry. If you change the directory
entry, log off the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then log on again.

FRG003

An event altered the contents of free storage on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This condition has made it
impossible for VM:Archiver to satisfy a request for free storage because the pointers connecting the pages of free storage
are no longer intact. Contact Broadcom Support

FRG004

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. Define a larger virtual machine size by either
using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or by changing the VM:Archiver directory entry. If you change the directory
entry, log off the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then log on again.

FRG006

An attempt was make to free a block of storage that is not aligned on a page boundary. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRG007

An attempt was made to free a block of storage contained entirely within a single page. In doing so, either the page was
found to be already free or the block was found to overlap two pages. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRG009

VM:Archiver was attempting to free storage and the amount of storage left in the storage pool was reduced to an invalid
amount. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRG010

A request for free storage was made before VM:Archiver was fully initialized. Contact Broadcom Support.
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FRG011

A process requested 0 free storage. This is an invalid request. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRG013

An attempt was made to return a block of storage that either is an invalid size or was never allocated. Storage at the end
of the block may have been overlaid. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRG015

Contact Broadcom Support

FRG016

When the PAGE subpool received a free-storage request, the amount of storage requested was not 4K bytes. Contact
Broadcom Support.

FRG017

When the PAGE subpool received a free-storage request, the address was not on a 4K boundary or the amount of
storage requested was not 4K bytes. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRG018-FRG019

Contact Broadcom Support.

FRH002

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. Define a larger virtual machine size by either
using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or by changing the VM:Archiver directory entry. If you change the directory
entry, log off the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then log on again.

FRH003

An event altered the contents of free storage on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This condition has made it
impossible for VM:Archiver to satisfy a request for free storage because the pointers connecting the pages of free storage
are no longer intact. Contact Broadcom Support

FRH004

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. Define a larger virtual machine size by either
using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or by changing the VM:Archiver directory entry. If you change the directory
entry, log off the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then log on again.

FRH006

An attempt was make to free a block of storage that is not aligned on a page boundary. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRH007

An attempt was made to free a block of storage contained entirely within a single page. In doing so, either the page was
found to be already free or the block was found to overlap two pages. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRH009

VM:Archiver was attempting to free storage and the amount of storage left in the storage pool was reduced to an invalid
amount. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRH010

A request for free storage was made before VM:Archiver was fully initialized. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRH011

A process requested 0 free storage. This is an invalid request. Contact Broadcom Support.
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FRH013

An attempt was made to return a block of storage that either is an invalid size or was never allocated. Storage at the end
of the block may have been overlaid. Contact Broadcom Support

FRH014-FRH015

Contact Broadcom Support.

FRH016

When the PAGE subpool received a free-storage request, the amount of storage requested was not 4K bytes. Contact
Broadcom Support.

FRH017

When the PAGE subpool received a free-storage request, the address was not on a 4K boundary or the amount of
storage requested was not 4K bytes. Contact Broadcom Support.

FRH018-FRH019

Contact Broadcom Support.

HSH001

Contact Broadcom Support.

INI001

Contact Broadcom Support.

IOX001-IOX004

Contact Broadcom Support.

IUC002

A CMSIUCV sever function failed for a process. Contact Broadcom Support.

IUC003

A CMSIUCV accept function failed. Contact Broadcom Support.

IUC004

Contact Broadcom Support.

IUC005

A CMSIUCV SEVER function failed attempting to reject a connection request. Contact Broadcom Support.

IUC006-IUC007

Contact Broadcom Support.

IUM001-IUM002

Contact Broadcom Support.

IUP001

Attempted to connect to a product-to-product (PPI) resource a second time. Contact Broadcom Support.

IUP002

Contact Broadcom Support.

IUP003
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When VM:Archiver received a request to send data to another Broadcom product through the product-to-product interface
(PPI), the amount of data exceeded the maximum buffer size. Contact Broadcom Support.

IUP004

When VM:Archiver received a request to send data to another Broadcom product through the product-to-product interface
(PPI), the parameter list was not aligned on a doubleword. Contact Broadcom Support.

IUT001

Contact Broadcom Support.

LCK001

Process lock counter went negative. Contact Broadcom Support.

LCK002

An I/O error occurred while processing the permanent lock file. Contact Broadcom Support.

LCK003

A PERM lock was expected but not found. Contact Broadcom Support.

MEA001

Contact Broadcom Support.

MON001-MON003

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSC001-MSC006

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSD001

An internal error occurred in one of the following primitives: SEMAPHORE, WAITSEC, WAITDATE, YIELD, or QLOCK.
Contact Broadcom Support.

MSG002

A request has been made to abend when a specific message is issued. This is defined on the MESSAGE record in the
PRODUCT CONFIG file or using the DEBUG command. Contact Broadcom Support.

MSG003

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSG004

During dynamic reconfiguration of the message facility the required reconfiguration control block was not found. Contact
Broadcom Support.

MTX001-MTX005MTX007-MTX013MTX015-MTX016MTX018

Contact Broadcom Support.

PAK001-PAK002

Contact Broadcom Support.

PAT002

Contact Broadcom Support.

PFC001
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Contact Broadcom Support.

PPI001

Attempted communication with an unknown service virtual machine. Contact Broadcom Support.

PPI002

VM:Archiver received an unsupported subcode from another Broadcom product through the product-to-product interface
(PPI). Contact Broadcom Support.

PPI003

VM:Archiver received an order with an incorrect amount of data from another Broadcom product through the product-to-
product interface (PPI). Contact Broadcom Support.

PPI004

VM:Archiver received an order to open a file from another Broadcom product through the product-to-product interface
(PPI), but the maximum number of files was already open. Contact Broadcom Support.

PPI005

VM:Archiver received an order to read or write from a file from another Broadcom product through the product-to-product
interface (PPI), but no file was open. Contact Broadcom Support.

PPI006

VM:Archiver received an order to read or write from a file from another Broadcom product through the product-to-product
interface (PPI), but the specified file was not open. Contact Broadcom Support.

PRGxxx

A program check code, xxx, occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.

PRO014PRO016

Contact Broadcom Support.

PRS001

Contact Broadcom Support.

PRT001

Contact Broadcom Support.

PRT002

An error occurred when VM:Archiver used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user. An accompanying CP
message is logged on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP
message does not provide sufficient information to correct the problem, contact Broadcom Support.

PUN001

Contact Broadcom Support.

PUN002

An error occurred when VM:Archiver used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user. An accompanying CP
message is logged on the VM:Archiver service virtual machine indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP
message does not provide sufficient information to correct the problem, contact Broadcom Support.

PUN003-PUN004

Contact Broadcom Support.
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RAM001-RAM007RAM009

Contact Broadcom Support.

RC2001-RC2002

Contact Broadcom Support.

RC4001-RC4002

Contact Broadcom Support.

REL001-REL002

Contact Broadcom Support.

RND001-RND002

Contact Broadcom Support.

RPL002-RPL005RPL007

Contact Broadcom Support.

RPL008

VM:Archiver received a request to register an outstanding reply, but no destinations were specified for the reply. Contact
Broadcom Support.

RSA001-RSA004

Contact Broadcom Support.

RUP001

Contact Broadcom Support.

RUP002

An attempt was made to initialize the interrupt handlers a second time. Contact Broadcom Support.

RUP003

An unrecognized interrupt code was found while handling an interrupt. Contact Broadcom Support.

RUP004

The CP SYSTEM RESTART command was entered by the operator on the server’s console. Contact Broadcom Support.

RUP005

A Machine Check interrupt was sent to the virtual machine. Contact Broadcom Support.

RUP007

An attempt to post the system CMS ECB failed because its address was zero. Contact Broadcom Support.

RXF001-RXF002

Contact Broadcom Support.

RXS001

Contact Broadcom Support.

RXV001

While executing the REXXVARS primitive, VM:Archiver could not locate an EXECCOMM SCBLOCK required by the
primitive. Contact Broadcom Support.
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RXV002

An internal error occurred in the REXXVARS primitive. Contact Broadcom Support.

RXV003-RXV005

Contact Broadcom Support.

SCN001

While processing an SCBSECT, the eyecatcher field of the control block was found to be invalid. This probably indicates
that a storage overlay has occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.

SCR003

An attempt to close a screen left open by the process at termination time failed. Contact Broadcom Support.

SDC001-SDC002SDC005

Contact Broadcom Support.

SDP003

Contact Broadcom Support.

SHA001

Contact Broadcom Support.

SOP001

Contact Broadcom Support.

SRL001-SRL002

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSL001-SSL004

Contact Broadcom Support.

STK001

The VM:Archiver service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. Define a larger virtual machine size by either
using the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or by changing the VM:Archiver directory entry. If you change the directory
entry, log off the VM:Archiver service virtual machine, then log on again.

STK002

VM:Archiver received an error from the CMS CMSSTACK macro during a request to add a line to the CMS program stack.
Contact Broadcom Support.

STK003

An internal error occurred while VM:Archiver tried to add a line to the CMS program stack. Contact Broadcom Support.

STT001-STT004

Contact Broadcom Support.

SUR001

Contact Broadcom Support.

SUR002
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VM:Archiver is not authorized by the security system at your site to use the alternate userid facility. Although VM:Archiver
was authorized at initialization, authorization has since been removed. Either give VM:Archiver the proper authorization or
change the configuration so that VM:Archiver does not try to use the alternate userid facility.

SUR003-SUR004

Contact Broadcom Support.

SUR005

VM:Archiver was using your site’s security system when the security system became unavailable. Restart VM:Archiver
when the security system is available again.

SUR006-SUR010

Contact Broadcom Support.

SUS001

Contact Broadcom Support.

SUT001-SUT002

Contact Broadcom Support.

SYS001

A routine exited with a damaged dynamic storage chain. Contact Broadcom Support.

SYS002

VM:Archiver received a request to call a routine, but the address was invalid. Contact Broadcom Support.

SYT001-SYT008

Contact Broadcom Support.

TAB001-TAB002

Contact Broadcom Support.

TAP001-TAP006TAP008-TAP009

Contact Broadcom Support.

TIC001-TIC003

Contact Broadcom Support.

TIE001-TIE002TIE015

Contact Broadcom Support.

TIM001TIM100TIM101

Contact Broadcom Support.

TIO001-TIO002TIO005-TIO007TIO010TIO012-TIO013

Contact Broadcom Support.

TIR001-TIR002TIR009TIR014

Contact Broadcom Support.

TIS001-TIS003

Contact Broadcom Support.
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TIT001-TIT003

Contact Broadcom Support.

TRA001

An internal error occurred while processing macro trace output. Contact Broadcom Support.

TRA002

Contact Broadcom Support.

TRK001-TRK003TRK10-TRK013TRK020TRK022-TRK023

TRP002

While processing a PCBSECT, the eyecatcher field of the control block was found to be invalid. This probably indicates
that a storage overlay has occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.

TRP003

The function requested to be trapped is unrecognized. Contact Broadcom Support.

TRP004

The name of the previous function trapped is no longer valid. This probably indicates a storage overlay. Contact
Broadcom Support.

U2D001-U2D002

Contact Broadcom Support

UEX001

Contact Broadcom Support.

UEX002

While processing an SCBSECT, the eyecatcher field of the control block was found to be invalid. This probably indicates
that a storage overlay has occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.

UEX003

While processing a CXTSECT, the eyecatcher field of the control block was found to be invalid. This probably indicates
that a storage overlay has occurred. Or, the CXT indicates a file type other than TEXT or EXEC. Contact Broadcom
Support.

UEX004

The user exit is defined to be an EXEC, but the file loaded is not recognized as an EXEC. Contact Broadcom Support.

UEX005

1. A post-user exit application exit routine was not defined. 2. An unexpected return code was received from the
EXECLOAD routine. 3. File type of user exit to be loaded is not EXEC or TEXT. Contact Broadcom Support.

UEX006

Contact Broadcom Support.

UPD001-UPD004

Contact Broadcom Support.

URI001

Contact Broadcom Support.
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URI002

Someone may have detached or unreadied a virtual punch while a command was processing. Restart VM:Archiver and
enter the command again. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

URI003

System spool space is full. When your system support staff has cleared some spool space, restart VM:Archiver and enter
the command again.

URI005

Contact Broadcom Support.

USE002

Contact Broadcom Support.

USE003-USE006 USE010

An internal programming error occurred in the VMAUSER primitive. Contact Broadcom Support.

WAI001

The number of seconds to wait on the WAITSEC primitive is greater than 2 weeks. Contact Broadcom Support.

XLT001-XLT003

Contact Broadcom Support.

ZIO004ZIO011-ZIO013

Contact Broadcom Support.

ZIP003ZIP005-ZIP006ZIP008-ZIO010ZIP012

Contact Broadcom Support.

Handling Abends
When possible, the text that accompanies the codes listed in this section indicates the cause of the abend listed and
suggests a corrective course of action. For other abend codes, the text directs you to contact Broadcom Support.

Before calling about an abend, make sure you have the following information on hand:

• Abend code
• Address at which the abend occurred
• VM:Archiver console listing, which includes an indicative dump
• Any details available about the events preceding the abend

Also, make sure the dump is available; you may be asked to send it to Broadcom Support, if your problem cannot be
resolved over the telephone.

In the abend codes listed below, the first three letters indicate the name of the VM:Archiver CSECT from which the abend
was called. Abends caused by program interrupts have a prefix of PRG followed by the interrupt code. CMS abends will
cause a VM:Archiver abend with a prefix of DMS followed by the CMS abend code.

NOTE
Any abends not documented in this section are caused by internal logic or other unexpected errors. If any
undocumented abends occur, report them to Broadcom Support.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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